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a

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL .

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

OFFICE OF EDUCATION,
W ada.ington, D . 015 Octoier, 1932.

SIR : Herewith is a manuscript entitled " Bibliography of Research
Studies in Education : 1980-1931." This study records those re-
searches which were in progress up to a year ago. It has been pre-
pared as rapidly as our office could get in the facts.

I think it is a great advantage to people who are studying in
various universities to be able to find out whether the subject 'on
which they are working has had attention already, and, if so, where
it has had attention.

I recommend, therefore, that this be published as a bulletin of the
Office of Education.

Rpeettully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

4.

WM. JOHN C6OPER,

Commissioner.
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INTRODUCTORY NUM

SCOPE OF BIBLIOGRAPHY

In presenting this fitth 1 annual compilation of reeseirch studies in
education, the United States Office of Education continuos its servioe
of furnishing graduate students and others engaged in educational
research an annual list of studies undertaken by universities and
colleges, State and city schoot/systenas, and organizations known to
be engaged in the study. of special plum of oducalion.

The present bibliography covers the period from September 1930
to August 19810 including studies .00mpleted qp to September 1, 1931.
In cases where elact informatipn was not available concerning the
date 'of completion, we him doubtless included a few studies com-
pleted after that ditte. The five bibliographies published by this
office, together with lists of masters' and doctors' the'ses in educatión
issued from 1917 to 1921, by the Bureau of Educational Research of
the University of Illinois, under the direction of Dr. Walter S.
Monroe, constitute a fairly ,coniplete list of masters' and doctors'
theses in education tor the pist .10 years, and should prove useful in
any research work in education about to Oe undertaken.

There are fewer studies by 286 listed in the, acgompanying bibli-
ography than in the one for 192940. This, however, does not in-
dicate in any way that rerbearch in education is becoming less popular.
On the contrary, resehr4 in this Lld is growing at such a rate
that it was thought advisable to limit the bibliography in certain
respects. In the first pla4.4 we have included only those periodical
references which have bees reported, to As. Most of the refirences
to research studies in map4ines are .will taken care of in the .Educa-
tion Index, with which all reduction are doubtless familiar. It
was, therefore, wadded inadvisable, toil, us to continue the in-
dexing of stich nutter's' fot I the, Bibliography- of Research Studies
in Edieigioni However, we havé. tesdeswored to list all rese'arch
studies is education repor44,to us, whether magazine form or
otherwise. The omission .oli much of the periodical material refs
duces this list considerably.- We him also ¡node, owfort to liMit
the bibliograpkyi.by, studiesall. ire merely. the re*

I MI diet bud** Is
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X INTRODUCTORY NOTE

ports of educational or psychological testing. Due to a change in
the time limit, th'e Bibliography for 1929-30 covered 14 months.
or 2 months more than the time covered by the present bibliography.
Notwithstanding these limitations, the accompanying list is only
286 entries less than the previous issue, which shows very conclu-
sively the necessity for -such limitations as are practicable.

As previously stated, this list is for the 'school year 1930-31, up

to September 1, 1931. A few lists of abstracts published by
versities have been included, even though they War a later date, as

they contain, for the most part, abstracts of theses which are in-

cluded in this volume, Information concerning the publisher, date,
paging, etc., of ea0 study is given 80 far as it ilia report.44 to us.

However, some of the reports received were indefinite and incom-
plat Annotation; for many of the studies were made in this office;
others were furnisjled by the persons reporting the studies. Some

of the investigations in the field of play and recreation were rePorted
by the Department of Research of the Russell Sage Foundation.

The material ,here assembled has been classified and indexed in
the library division of the Office of Education. Contrary to the

.

practice followed in previous volumes, the subject and author in-
dexes are in two separate lists. Whil0 the subject index is not

detailed, it should prove adequate for use with al list such as the

accompanying one, which, besides being clas,sified, contains at the

end of many of the sections cross references to other material on the

same or allied subjects. The index of institutions and organizations
represented in the volume indThates the extent to which the Various
agencies are reporting.

Many of the studies listed are available for consultation in various
public and institutional libraries. Printed material here mentioned
may oLinarily be obtained from the publishers. The Office of
Education can not supply the publications listedtbother than those

expressly designated as its own. Unpublished studies, which, to a

great extent, are masters' and doctors' theses, are indicated by the
abbreviation . ms. after the number of pages, signifyhig- that the
study is in typewritten or mimeographed form. Anosterisk (*)

I indicates those theses' which are on file in the library 'Of the Office
of Education. They: may be borrowed through the interlibrary loan
system for a limited time. Theses not on file in this office may

possibly be secured throw, an interlibrary loan from the institution
under whose sitbervision the study was made.

lu thé Bibliography cif Studios in Education for 19*-
30, attention wig cOled tstb"::rowing tendency a universities
to issue'llbatracts of theses itu education prepared under limit super-
vision. We are glad, to note thit this prude" is beint
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INTRODUOTORY NOTB

by other institutions. These abstracts will no dbubt be of great
senice to students of education in cases -store the complete theses
are not readily accessible. In the section in ale present bibliography
devoted to educational research will be found refesences to a number
of these lists of abstracts issued by institutions. We trusLthat all
universities publishing such lists will forward them promptly to
this office in order that they may be included in our current bibliog-
raphies.

ANALYSIS OF SUBjECT MATTER

6
XI

There are 4,365 studies listed heiein, from 343 institutions and
organizations. Of this numbei 2,877, or about 65 per cent, are mas-
ters' and doctors' theses. This is an increase of 295 over the yèar
129-30; 231 more maskrs' theses and 64 more doctors' theses. While
we feel that the hit is fairly .complete in regard to masters' and
doctors' theses forethe period covered, still we realize ihat there are
some urfiversity departments doing graduate work in the field of
pedagogy with which we have not made contact It is hoped that

.as the bibliography becomes more widely known these departments
will voluntarily report such studies as should be included in the list.

As this is the fifth compilation of research studies in .education
to be prepared bj the Office ckf Education, it wai thought desirable
to include in this issue the following' tables showing certain trends
during the 5-year period. Table 1 gives the number of masters' and
doctors' theses reported for each year.

TABLa 1. Masters' and doctors° theses reported from 1926-27 to 1930-31

.

Year Doctors°
thews

Masters°
times

Tow

1 I 8 6
.

106-97
217 662 879IN7-28
167 1, 367 1, 5341131-29
250 1, 389 1, 5301129-30
323 2, 250 1 2. 51110-31
387 2, 4 60 2, 877

Inhales 4 months.

From a total of 871) masters' and doctors' theses reported in

.

1926-27, the number has increased to 2,877 in 198041; the number
of doctors' theses reported in 1926-7 was 217 as compared with 887
reported in 193041. Nearly four times as many masters' theses werereported in 198041 ai were reported in 1926-27.

Table 2 shows the number of retouch studies in eduetion re-
Ported, to the Office (if Education for each year amnge by sub,.
jects. As in the volume for last y'ar, the =weds have been corn-.
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XII I INAODVOTORY NOTE

bined for this table and reduced to 25 main topics. Due to the fact
that in a classified bibliography of this type many entries might
easily be grouped under two or more topics, the number of studies
attributed to each specific subject does not represent all studies listed
in the field. For instance, the number listed under the various levels,

TABU 2.----Nomfoer of research studies is

1
2

3

4

5

6
7

.9
10
11
19
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23

;24
25
26

27

Subject

1925- 27 1927-28

1 3

4 5 7

Educational history
Current educational olotnirgnaYs-

United 8
Current conditions--

Foreign and international....
EducatIonal theory, special meth-

ods
Educational psychology, child

study
Testing ant morel
s I sublets of surriculuni

: .41 education, including

Secondary education
Pemba training and status .......4
Right( education

administration_
School II. s. ent.
School
School health and physical educe-

tion
Playtsocial aspects, child welfare...
Rural education-
Moral and religious education
('

including agri-
cultural educe home eco-
I la % -ate

Civic s military education_.......
Education of
Education of =grams
Exceptional children
Education entosimeind ands-
U States Of5ns of Education

Pu .,
Studies re*vet Ikte for inclu-.

sion in ftWfled .

18

1

11

4

12
12

13
21
8

14,
9
8

5
9
9

10
2

3

2
2
1

3

14

8 2

9 8.
33 56

143 Lit

61 60
11

20 42
M

80 as
6 2

6 17
12 8
25 k 14
25 10
11

58 314

6 3
5 3

13 7
6 13

t 5

62

86

41

X

101

lg
96
70

IS

28
2g

45
19

95
9
8

14

62

X i Total . 217
i

i Includes 14 months.
i Include testing in specie- I subjects.
J Does not include tootles in medal stINCts.

662 661 540

115
10

6
7

29
6

114
4
a

12
2

6. 17 3
. 58 2
. 52 1

1. 43 1
1. 36 1

. 91 4

4 03 (s)

100 167

83 7

31 36

13 11

Sil 16

$6
so

3X. 158

18
81
6$ 88
27 44
96 41
76 57
17 X(

51 38
32 23
X 16
81 21

U

75
9

18
9

30
43

40
5
3
6

17
19

10 ji

4!)

64

29

51

1. 91

2. 66

1. 21

2. 12

97
I be

57

118
16
22
15
48
ea

4. 04
2. 46
2. 37
4. 75
1. 67

4. 91
. 66
. 92
. 012

1. 99
2. 711

1, IV 869 401 100

elementary, second. rd higher, would be considerably augmented
if all studies in the various subjects of the curriculum were trans-
ferpd to the levels to which they baud& This should be kept in
mind ehen examinini; 'bible 2.
. The special subjects (if the curriculum oonOhne tò hold the
greattOintermt, if ari to jodge by the nuinber 'of studie0 the
field. Teri 'mark/ flittpiii, or .didaft 6tiblo-urth tit the total
number of studies listed in the Bibliography for 19304981 are clog-

'P'
'. 411$
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24

21
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6. 56

$499 ttla- 42 ,

6

.11.00411,040

46 96 1 99
66 112 4. 66

IN 123. 14

9. *.
55

49 2, ot
16°' 143 & 93
IT & 32

4. 56 77 3. 20
33 Ws 642 141 6. 33

77 5. 00 130 & 79
. . 64

1. 32 8
1. Se

. 4II FA 11
2. 92 114

6 L 23 V 40
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INTIKiDUOTORT NOTE XIII

fied under this heading. This is not surprising in these dines when
conditions are changing so rapidly, necessitating constant revision of
the courses of study to meet the changing nee& An encouraging
fact brought out by the table is the increasing interest in education
extension and libraries including, of &fume, adult education. Nearly

varioftd fields of education, 19e6-t7 to 198041

1928-29 1939-30 193041

12 13 14 ;

1
15 16 17 18 19 so 21

10

2

8

18
10
60

5
8

15
5

17
14

6
4
3

15
4

10

16

48 10

13 45

16 13

18 31

33 74
29 146

2111 315

36 X

103
43

25 61
121 79
78

10

181 23
19

5$
18 36

22

es

so

se

57

126
1 184

713

66
134
294
91

217 ;

220
67

120
4 48

00
00
57

1 19

L 96

L 18

L 86

4. 08
& 00

4.

22. X

127
7.08
7. 18
1 19

11:D
1. 96
1 94
L 86

12

12
19
10
69

4
12
37
19
30
12
4

8
8
2

16

z

93 61 154 5. 02 19
9 5 11
9 11 4

13 16 28 92 10
17 32 57 L 86 10
44 36 , L -18 7

250 1, 280 1, 5X at OM

52

27

$5

70

49
39

086

22

145
37

132
166
ao

102
55
00

110
48

208

82
47
so

16

38

12

92
$ 165

408

81
211
77

13/
206

42
49

96
7

12
22
52
as

7? 1. 50

67 1.60

50 1. 25

157 & 60

160 3. 50
214 4. W

19 ON 00

80 L
185 4. 00
3011 PO
133 2. 75
SO 6. 26
383 8. 26

L 75

200 4. 25
1 00

1E
100 W

73

12

23
20
8
4

15

7
9

2

G oal

14 24

71

23

63

58

48
67

710

SO
95

175
48

210
128
19

134
67

76
72

221

49a
76

9

so

16

39
147
273

70
1st
se

146
31

16

41

104

86

95

103

114
1 234

1. ON

43
177
$53
127

282
64

211
81

118
119

87 323

10
89
45

2

1 38

L 98

1 18

2. 36

2. 61
& 13

25. 90

L 22
4. 06
a 00
2. 91
& 00
6. 46
L 47

4. 84

1 70
2 73

1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

7. 40 20
21
22

L 61 23
1 54 24
8. 03 36

100 223 2, 250 2, 000 4, 661 100 3g/ 2, 490 1, 488

elide reticence to efteptlenal sociology which were clueltled seperetely.dictates notions whiskWs boa elladneted Item tbe 193041 list sad inftded under other subjects.s U. 8. Office at &Weald= publications ere not elaadlied separately.

ten times as s studies were reported in this group in 1980-81 as
in 1926-'27. itticilince has shown a consistent gain both in the num- _

ber of studies and i the percentage of the total number ; 19 studies,
or 1.28 per cent, were listed ill 102647 against 119, or 2.78 per cent,
in 193041, In moral and religious education the number of studies
14118 118 in 1980-81 and 45 in 1926-27 ; however, the percentap fix this
group mu; lowed Ili 198641, I 2.70; the highest, 416 ***gent
was in41927-88. 146 inàesse fiéld of school on
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XIV INTRODUCTORY NOTE

in 1930-81 is partially accounted for by the fact that studies in rural
school administration have been included *under this heading rather
than in a separate section on rural education as was the practice in
earlier volumes. Foreign education and its international aspects
shows a noticeable increase over the 5-year period, with 21 studies,

,or 1.36 per cent, reported in 1926-27 against 95 or 2.18 per cent, in
1930-31. A consistent gain is also seen in the field of health and
physical education. The percentages of studies in secondary edu-
cation and- raining and professional status of teachers have
decreased during the period covered, secondary education decreas-
ing from 8.96 per cnt in 1926-27, to 4.06 per cent in 1930-31.
Likewise, the percentage of studies reported in training and pro-
fessional status of teachers has &creased during the last three
years from 9.60 in 1928-29 to 8.09 in 1930-31. Possibly the national
surveys in these two fields which have been carried on during the
last few years have had a part in checking to a certain extent
activities in these subjects.

ABBREVIATIONS

Realizing that considerable space might be saved by the use of
abbreviations and the cost of publication thereby reduced, we have
decided, in the case of masters' and doctors' theses, to abbreviate the
name of the institution under whose supervision the study was made.
For instance, George Peabody College for Teachers,. Nashville, Tenn.,
which ordinarily would be spelled out nearly 200 times, has been
abbreviated to the one word " Peabody." Thus a master's thesis
completed at that institution would be designated "Master's, 1930.
Peabody." Similarly " Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ." desig:
nates a master's thesis completed in, 1930 at Teachers College,
Columbia University, Yew York, N. Y. The list of abbreviátions,
with the name and address of the institution to which each refers,
is given below. We hope that these abbreviations will not prove
confusing to persons using the list.

ABBREVIATIONS
A. and P$ch. Coll., Greensboro,

N. C .1mb WM.

Ala. Poly. Inst.__ ......11UNEDaw ..... dmi dim

Arizona,_
Arkinsas.

Ark. St T. ().....al dowilaw er lab MD No IMF . os.

Boston eael. alb arms OwN1

Boiton
BrighamYoung....4116.141110411604/0111111p imam.

-
I

INSTITUTIONS
Agricultural and technical college, Greens-

boro, N. C.
Alabama polytechnic institute, Auburn,

Ala
University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz.
University of Mikan's% Fayetteville, Ark.
Arkansas State teachers college, Conway,

Ark.
Boston college, Boston, Noss.
Boston university, ;Mew, Mass.
Brighank Tong imVersity, Provo, Utah.
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4ABBERVI4TIONS INSTITUTIONS
NP4MO Brookinip institution, Wuhington9 D. O.

Brown universiti, Providence, R. I.
Buck:nett_00,404. egg.a wio SUDAN.. mer ww ga 4 ..... AMIN. Bucknell nniTeriity, Pa.

University of California, Berkeley, Calif.Catholic Catholic university of America, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Chicago University of Chicago; Chicago, Ill.Cincinnati University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio.Claremont...... ...... ..... Claremont colleges, Claremont, Calif.Clark Clark university, Worcester, Mass.Coll. of the City of N. Y College of the City of New York, New
York, N. Y........ University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.Colo. St. T. Colorado State teachers college, Greeley,
Colo.

Columbia
..... 4111.6. 4.1. alb we, Elb 4.0 .41

Creighton_ 011111111111P ow MO 41111.11 "Mr mw, Gm am amp alm mis ma sow am armour are am 40

Denver'
DePanw
Duke
East, Ill. St. T. C

Columbia university, New pork, N. Y.
Cornell university, Ithaesitli. Y.
Creighton university, Omaha, Nebr.
University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
DePauw university, Greencastle, Ind.
Duke university, Durham, N. C.
Eastern Illinois State teachers college,

Charleston, Ill.
University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.
Florida State college for women, Talla-

hassee, Fla.
Fordham university, New York, N. Y.
George Washington university, Washing-

ton, D. C.
University of Georgia, Athena, Ga.
Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass.
tniversity of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.

. Hillsdale college, Hillsdale, Mich.
Univirsity of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Indian! university, Bloomington, Ind.
Indiañag State teachers college, Terre

Haute, Ind.
International young men's Christian asso-

ciation college, Springfield, Mass.
University of Iowa, Iowa City; Iowa.
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
Iowa State teachers college, Cedar Falls,

Iowa.
Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore, Md.
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kans.
Kansas State collegi; of agriculture and
applied science, Manhattan, Kans.

Kansu State teachers college, Emporia,
Mks.

Kausas State teachers college, Hays, sans.

Florida______ so. mob mo. ftypr MP Mr 4/10 4=1. alb owes aPrI

Fla. St. Coll. for Women

Fordham_ dle ay. demom ID ..... 4. go. es. aw, gm

George Washington...... ....... .
Georgia
Harvard
Hawaii
Hillsdale
Illinois
Indiana
Ind St T.

gi.

Int. Y. M. C. A.. .....
Iowa
Iowa Bt. Coll. MO MO as d ow. sm.

owa St T.

Jolins Hopkins.. IND es pep em Oa 11111141111 ano 111. 611 MIr MM. IMP 1111111 alb 111111

Kansas....... 1. an. alo NINES Ogib 4IB fM 40.

Kans. St.
411.01111110 OM 40411111.

Kans. St T, C.,

Kans. St T. C.,

11[Tnives4ii l'S'enver' ibex* are' available for loan only when two copiesare on Me in the University library..
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ABBREVIATIONS
Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg

Kent St. Nor. Ooll
Ke101416. I Ml 111 .0.10410411MMEID

.

Lynchb

INSTITUTIONS
Kansas State teachers college, Pittsburg,

Kans.
Kent State normal college, Kent, Ohio.
University of Kentucky, Louisville, Ky.

tte Lafayette college, Easton, Pa.
Lehigh university, Bethlehem, Pa
14nehburg college, Lynchburg, Va.
Maryland State noimal school, Frost-

burg, Md.
Maiyland State normal school, Towson,

Md.
Earywood college, Scranton, Pa.
Mercer university, Macon, Ga.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Michigan State normal college, Ypsilanti,

Mills college, Mills College, Calif.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,

Minn.
Minnesota State teachers college, Moor-

head, Minn.
'University of Mississippi, University,

Miss.
University of Missouri, Oolumbia, Mo.
State university of Montana, Missoula,

Mont.
Mont. St. Nor. Coll Montana State normal college, Dillon,

Mont.
Muhlenberg Muhlenberg college, Allentown, Pa.

Universit7 of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.
N. J. lit, T. C New Jersey State teachers college,

Trenton, N. J.
New Mexico University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,

N. M.
New York univerrity, New York, N. Y.

N. Y. Bt. Coll. for New York State college for teachers,
Albany, N. Y.

NeW York State teachers college, Buffalo,
N. Y.

University of Nor41 Carolina, Chapel Hill,
N. C.

University of North Dakota, University,
N. Dak.

North Dakota agricultural college, State
college, N. Dak.

NOrtbeast Missouri State teachers college,
Kirksville, Mo.

Nortbeastern State Withers college, Taller

MID =N. 4E. no= arm. ma, . ...

11111wNI ci on . law =.

Md. Etch., Frosiburg_______.
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ABBRIIIVIATION8
oberlin... coo 4604P fr....

occidental._ WA w Ws 4WI. or. MID dp mi so spy w.p.m. ......_

bio___._ ... ..... , ... MO. im ., ..... alb.0
Ohio WeilitYaB.......................

seam am *weft 111 do, On Ow oboe*

Okla. A. and M.

or eg011sr. mo ea sob maw Op qmoemo mpospywom ~ON

Oreg. St.. Agr.

Peabody qftrin. IND mat dim Mar OR 1.1. gin ago a. AO ear ow MONO& WWWS PEW

owes. . 414

Penn. State... oft. own 411

pittsburgh 10. WW MIA dill 11.441.

Purdue.-- OP el am awe* SOO. dialb Sods al 4m es.

Queens._ ... 1,4 ow. / 1 1411
Reed 6SNOB. 411101 arm. eal am

alb co

Rutgera............_ Imab f=0 .1111 Ammo SNP SSA AID MID aM. wW ups

St.
Smith

Louis..

South Carolina____. 46 IMO

Dakota__ OD WO OW WW AMP wo OS WA cps *AS Aso WA MIP SW OOP WAS Mo OM AO

S. Dak. EIL Coll_..... wiA malIP MID allb ps. sm. wil Am. wp

Southeastern St.

Southern California

South. St. ......
Southwestern Wp alb liwOur PM as diw as alle

Stanford.. MP SIM MEN MD MP 411W WW Alb ft, IND IN

Syracusese_ ....a_
14. Cipt Col. Univ____...-__. WM. immuweg

taw flopi allpile

6.0./p

426411. ...VW

t'exas 40 IMO" gaga

130618-42L-4-2

INSTITUTIONS
Oberlin colleie, Oberlin, Ohio.
Occidental college, Los Angeles, Calif.
Ohio State university, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio Wesleyan univers!ty, Delaware,

Ohio.
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical

college, Stillwater, Okla.
Universityóf Oregon, Eugene, Oreg.
Oregon State agricultural college, Cots

Tanis, Ore,
George Peabody college for teticher%

Nashville, Tenn.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadel.

phia, Pa.
Pennsylvania State college, State College

Pa.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Purdue university, La Falitte, Ind.
Queens college, Charlotte, N. C.
Reed college, Portland, Oreg.
University of Rochester, Rochester, N. le
Rutgers university, New Brunswick, N. L
St. Louis university, St. Louis, Mo.
Smith college, Northampton, Mass.
University of South Carolina, Colum,

bia, S. C.
University of South Dakota, Vermilion,

8. Dak.
South Dakota State college of agriculture

and mechanic arta, Brooking% S. Dak.
Southeastern State teachers college, Du,'

rant, Okla.
University of Southern California, Los

Angeles, Calif.
Southern State teachers college, Spring-

field, S. Dak.
Southwestern universi ty, Georgetown,

Tex.
Stanford university, Stanford Univer-

sity, Calif.
University of Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Teachers college, Columbia university,

New York, N. Y.
Temple university, Philadelphia, Pa.
Universal of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.
Univdrsity of Texas, Austin, Tex.
Texas Christian university, Fort Worth,

Tex.
Tulane universitj,New Orleans, La.
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ABBREVIATIONS INSTITUTIONSUtah University of Utah, Salt Lake city, Utah.Utah St Agr. Coll Utah State agricultural college, Logan,

Utah......... Vanderbilt university, Nashville, Tenn.
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.Va Poly. ...... Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg,

Va.
Washington University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.-Wash. St. Nor. Bch.... MED OM Washington State normal school, Belling-. ham, Wash.
Washington Univ Washington university, St. Louis, Mo.

Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass.Wells_ Wells college, Aurora, N. Y.West. Carolina T. 0 Western Carolina teachers college, OW-
towhee, N. C.

West. Ky. T. Western Kentucky teachers college, Bowl-
ing Green, Ky.

Western Reserv Western Reserve university, Cleveland,
Ohio.

WIch1ta ..... University of Wichita, Wichita, Kans.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.Yale Yale university, New Haven, cinm.

oliata
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BIBLIOVAPHY OF RESEARCH STUDIES IN
EDUCATION, 1930--1931

fr

(Entries for masters' and doctors' theses are abbreviated. "Master's, 1*30, Peabody "
signifies a master's thesis completed in 1930 at George Peabody College Or Teachers,
Nashville, Tenn. A complete list of abbreviations used for institutions may be found
op pages XIVXVIII.

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

1. Alexander, Maude. Public lands of Tennessee. Master's [1930] Peabody.
A history of public lands in Tennessite. The section " School lands" gives information

ebncerning the trouble arisiOng between the school officials and settlers in regard to the
lands reserved for the use of colleges and academies.

2. Allen, Max P. History of Indiana State teachers college. Master's,
1931. Ind. St. T. C. 125 p. ms.

Pre-histoty and history of Indiana State teachers college, showing the background of the
school.

3. Baer, Jacob Aaron. Associational origins of the National education asso-
elation. Doctor's, 1981. Johns Hopkins.

4. Bannerman, Helen. Education in the district now known as Jersey City.
Doctor's, 1931. Fordham.

The study shows an tinbroken chain from present conditions back to early settlements.
5. Behrend, Elsa. History of public schools of New Orleans since 1860.

Master's, 1931. Tulane. 150 p. ms.
A narrative of the development of public schools of all grades, based largely on records;

of the city school board, heretofore unused for such a purpose.
6. Bennett, Emerson Shell. A history of Clifford Seminary, Union, S. O.

Master's, 1931. South Carolina. 80 p. ms. (For abstract see no 717.)
The purpose of this history was to collect all' material possible about this private school

that operated from 1881 to 1917. Student activities, the aims of the school, charter, and
board of visitors, statistical data, curricula and cost, special features, and several of the
(lolly commencements in full are given.

T. Benson, Richard X. A comparison of the growth and development trends
:Is betweed public and private secondary schools in certain western States
(hiring the period fsom 1890 to 1920. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For abstract
ee no. 717a.)

In a study of the growth of public and denominational secondary schools in 21 Statesest of the Mississippi, the author based his investigation on the hypotheses that the
public secondary schools of the West have not only shown a superiority over the denomi-
national secondary schools established and in the nimbers enrolled, but they have
received a greater amount of iinascial support as shown by the differences in income and
in ihe amount expended for school plants as well ; and that the secondary schools oper-ated by the Protestant church in the West have not kept pace with the rapidly increasing
Catholic secondary schools diring the Period studied.

8. Bishop, Eugene Alfred. The development of a state school system : New
Hampshire. Doctor's, 1980. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 100 p. (Contributions to education, no. 391.)

This study shows the development of the system of school organisation, administration,and support, with emphasis upon the, gausss and results of varying degrees of centralisa---

I indicates alms 411 Ale In *I Iialted States, Office of 14ducation library.,
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2 RESIABOIT 1E8 IN EDUCATION

Ma and decentralization of power and authority in control. Data were secured from thelaws of New Hampshire; annual reports of the state commissioner of education, secretaryof the state board of education, and the state superintendent of public instruction from1852 to 1926 ; reports of local town and district school officers; and miscellaneoushistories, town chronicles, and papers.
9. Boyden, Arthur, C. The development of education in Massachusetts,1630-1980. Boston, 1930. 14 p. (Massachusetts. Department of education.Bulletin 1930, no. 5, whole no. 2141.)
10. Boyle, George Kimmet. Oxford university and the Reformation.Master's, 1981. Catholic univ. 88 p. me.
11. Browdy, Philip. Social factors in the development of the elementaryschool system of the City of New York, 1800-1850. Master's, 1981. Coll. of theCity of N, Y. 93 p.
Findings: Patriotism and the belief in the power of education to make loyal citizens;upper-class demand for education of the poor ; and the development of a moneyed commer-cial class, were the main influences in the establishment of a free, secular, elementarychool.
12. Buckner, Ruth Queen. Development of rural education in Texat from1906 to 1930. Master's, 1931. Colorado.
18. Burrell, Bernice Ieannette. The opposition to and .defense of the freepublic high school between 1865 and 1890. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 201 p. ms.From contemporary educational literature a study was made of the opposition to thefree public high school from 1880 to 1890. Causes, specific contests, location in time,place, and !octal groups, arguments used by both parties, and influence of this episode ofhigh-school history were studied. Findings : The immediate causes of the opposition werefound to have been the urge for economy, following the panic of 1878; the fear of thegrowine power of labor, blamed by some to overedncation of the maws; and the appre-hension' of private schools as the public school began to rival their previous leadenhip insecondary education. Underlying these direct causes was the opposition of aristocraticand democratic ideals. Among the forms which the opposition assumed were generalnewspaper and periodical discussions ; local attempts to abolish the high school throughaction of tbe board of education or by popular vote ; efforts to accomplish tbe enactmentof legislative restrictions; the institution of legal proceedinis in the courts; and thesubmission to constitutional conventions of proposals to limit free pubic education toelementary branches.

14. Butts,. Louis A. Evolution of Belleville public schools. Master's, 1931.Washington unlv.
15. Byrne, Lois E. A. Educational opportunity offered by the medievalchurch to the lower classes. Master's, 1931. Wisconsfn.* .16. Clark, Duncan Ellsworth. Nationalism in education, revealed in con-gressional action to 1882. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. 225 p. ma. (For abstractsee no. 717a.)

The study deals with tbe relations of the federal government to education from thepoint of view of the movement for a national university; the general government as a vastlanded proprietor; federal interest in education as shown In the support and encourage-ment of auxiliary agencies and private educational efforts ; education as a leavening forceIs national development ; and, the culmination of !outwore years of effort to commit thefederal government to an avowed educational program, in the passage of the Morrill Actof 1/62.
17. Cochran, Estella isathryn. The history, devetopment, awl evolution ofthe Hagerstown high school, Hagerstown, Md. Master's, 1931. Virginia.
181 Conlin, ¡smote W. A history of ljulon phrbitian college, 188o-1924.Master's, 1031. Indiana.
19. Om, Floyd IIton. The development ot education In Randolph county.Masteee, 1981. North Carolina. (For ibetreet see to. 7104study gives a brid history of tbe minty, Its poop* geographical condltiont andessoosie itfe, u well as elecational solditions from colonial Mils to the present.
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EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 3
20. Case, Warren W. Development of public,school organization. Review

of educational research, 1 : 163-72, June 1981.
A study of the economic and social influences producing a grade system of school organi-

ution, together with analysis of criticisms of this organisstion. Findings: The grad*
organization was produced by conditions in the history of our cduntry which no longer
exist.

21. Craine, M. K. Changes in the American ciAlege curriculum between
1825-1850. Master's, 1931. Illinois. 155 p. (For abstract see no. 699.)

College catalogues for the years 1825 to 1850; histories of varioui colleges ; contem-
porary magazines; U. S. Bureau of education " Circulars of information," and textbooks
were the sources of the data for this study. Changes in the entrance requirements, and
in the various departments, are considered. Departmental changes revealed by the study
seem to be of a " very coniervative character." A bibliography is included.

22. Curl, Lottie 'Coring. History of the Georgia State college for women.
Master's [1931]. Peabody, 104 p. ms.

History of the college from the introduction of the bill to establish it, through the year
1930-31. Findings: The prejudice which existed in Georgia in 1889 against higher
education and practical training for girls wu largely overcome by the work of the Georgia
State college tor women, and colleges of similar type, founded .after it to do work in
which it was a pioneer. That its combination of normal, industrial, ind collegiate train-
ing was suited to the educational needs of the State was demonstrated by the establish-
ment of colleges modeled wholly or ia part upon it.

23. Doi* Mother Mario ,Pamela. Educational work of the Society of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus In lower Louisiana, 1821-1080. Master's, 1980. Bt. Louis.
¡Li p. ms.

24. Duna, Gertrude E. Development of education in Ireland parish (Holy-
oke, Mass.), 1780-1850. Master'ss, 1981. Smith.

25. Ellison, Paul. The legal growth of the common school system of
Georgia. Atlanta, Georgia department of education, 1981. 31 p. (Georgia
state school items, vol. 8, no. 2.)

This study deals, in the main, with the legal growth of the Georgia common sehool
system, and incidentally with the historical. The first period is from the adoption of
the Constitution of 1777 to 1870; the secotid period begins with the Institution of the
common school iystem in 1870 and runs to the present time.

28. Emanuel, Lena L Colonial schools of Louisiana. Master's, -1031.
'Wane.

Unpublished manuscript records in French and Spanish are used to confirm or ameliql
published accounts of a general character.

27. Esau, Anna P. Educational development of Reno county. Master's,
1931. Kansas.

An historical study of community anti schools in Reno county, Hans., 1872-1928.
28. Paris, Forrest Wayne. Kart, history of Washington county with special

reference to its early school history and pioneer lives. Master's, 1931. Indiana.
104 p. ms.

29. Parr, T. J. History of the public elementary and secondary school
system in Mississippi from 17!.: to 1930. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

30. Goetting, Martin Luther. The development of higb-school standards. in
Ohio, 1880-1930. Master's, 1931, Ohio. 150 p. (For abstract see No. 712.r

The development of )kigli.etbeol standards in Ohio were studied from the standpoint of
college entrance requirements, legialation, standards of State department of education,
and tbe North central association. The inspection of higt schools in relation to the
standards were studied briefly.

31. ilartiy, H. Claude. Ntolution and development of the office of suit
tendent of schools, Westchester county, New York. Doctor's, 1931. New York.
167 p. mi.

Historical and descriptive treatment of Westchester county, N. T. from Colonial
period es background to present time. Findings : The Ace of superintendent of seboide,
district, village, and city has come about by gradual evolution, influenced largely by
State control.
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en, Harney, Julia' C. The evolution of public education in Jersey City.Doctor's. 1931_ New York_ 254 p. z.
Public education in Jersey City from Its founding to 1923, with background =aerialfrom Colonial times. Corers the history of private educational enterprises and of publiceducation before the establishment of a board of education la 1852; kter period underpsychological and social backgroend; buildings, colored school, evening schools, °rani-mama, attendance, teacher training and the teacher staff, curriculum, alms et the sanksad educational outlook.
33. Harrison, Theta. The history of the inovement for a national universityin the United States, Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For ebstract see no. 71714This study traces the history of the national university problem from its Inception I.1775 to the present time.
34_ Haley, Jesse Lehmanowsky. Evolution of the laws of learning.Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)The writings of Shil000pbers frogs Socrates to the present were studiedtheir viewpoint&

35. Hudson, Romer Clarence. Baptist education b South Carolina before1860. Master's, 1931 North Carolina. (For abstract see no- 710.)The study shows that after a . long period st effort by a few leading Baptists abeglasing was made is theological education in South Carollsa, and Institutions erhigher, learning for both men and Ironies were established.
/la Hume, Minds Xelterson. A comparative study of the Vitiation ofwomen prior to the Christian era. Ilitstees, 1931. Southern California., 90p.

IE. I Hbtory of secondary' publication. Boston, lbws., Hough-ton MI4IIn company, 1930. 577 p. (Riverside textboob in education.)
38. Keep, Rosalind IL Fourscore yearsmi history of Mills college. Millscollege, Oakland, Calif. Oakland, Calif., Gtoodhue-Kitchener printing co.;143 p.
illstory Mills college from Its beginning tn 1852 to the pFeseat.
39. ir.c.Anistor, Lowell H. A quantitative study of the ofFowth of educationin the United States. Master's, 1981. Ohio. 78 P-A study of the Increased enrollment of our schools dace UTO, elementary, secondary,and college. Shows the per east of Increase far each type of school for each 10-yearperiod, and compares public and private echoed enrollment growth.
40. =burn, AVM= Stanford. Historical development of the imislativecontrol of the elementary school eurricfnm in Indiana from 1816 to Mi.Master's, 1931. Indiana.
41. Ilreeder, Meter Monies, History a St. Benedict's college_ Master's,19p1. Wichita. 154 p. lass
42. Xontana, Eduardo Faust°. Secondary education in the PhilippineWands under the 8Panial riles* and up to the present time. Master% 1931.Stanford.
4111. 'mosey Katherine I. A survey qf primary education in BaltimorePublic schools from 1829 to MI Master* 11M4 Ilusi-A

\IpettoriltrAnkerZt Janes. Illseny of secondary education in Pennsylvania.lati. Pennsylvania. Pitiladelmira, University of Penneiltvanfa, um.goo p.
Tids.staq deals wt th inure history ef secondimy oiseniks &pint to apes ; idea,attention is paid to developments tress 1906-18,0.
45. Ohms, Olaf IL A hintory of education in Mask& Masits 19111]Washington. III p.
Itistary. se Gilman Ikea 17115 to the passral. Pa : Peewees bar Wes ma.simpacauve te the MOIL
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¡EDUCATIONAL HISTORY 5

I-, burn, Jessie IL The evolution at American teachen college.
Doctor's,- 1931. T. On O. Univ.

In the study et the seminars, al the Americas teat:isms college. data were secund from
poblkatioss of tbe U. II. Mice of education, published research studies, certais =pub-
bawd doctors' dissertation on teacher training, proceedings et professional orgealaatiose,

dlacmsioas or reports in educational periodicals, and the Miss of sauna cats-
mow of 12 regiressatative teachers colleges for the period item 1890 to 1.

47. Pearson, Mu* Mae. Social and aeonesaie conditions affecting the de-
Telopment of education in Usislana since 1800. mairees, net 'wane.

This is not a sanative of. the schools, bat of the conditioss that bare promoted or
retirded t &brim at education.

48. Peery, Zorn* Teem. The growth and development of the Waco schools.
Master's, MI. Oklahoma. 131 p. nag.

narrative history of Mimeo schools based on original soirees.
49. Pelletier; Rev. Timothy John. The monastic schools of Bee. Master's,

Catholic Mai. 40 p. ms.
50. ¡Jerson, Xattie Nate. Mutational history of Merolla. county, X. C.,

1897-1930. Master's, 1951. South Carolina. 7 p. ms. (For abstract see
DO. 717.)

5L Powers, William IL, ed. A history of South -Dakota State college,
1831-1931. Brookings, South Dakota State college, 10111. 144 p.

52. Riley, Ammet J. Development of the Montana state educational or-
ganization, 18644930. Doctor's, 1. atholic Univ. sraebingeen. D. c.,
Catholic university ce America, ISM 135 IL Bibliography: p. 12144.

This study of the development the state 'anal wiles of Moutons from its iseeptim
la ilk t 1111111 is based Loos* critical ezusinstion sf edema swam It is as
attempt to collate and systersalisit a mess of scattered materials that bear gips the
development of a state school motes&

5a. Roes, William Zdgar. The emergence of the American free public
school aa affected by the liberalism of the 18th century and tbe democratic
spirit of -the American frontier. Master's, 1931. New York TO p. ma.

Trues the rime of ties high salmi as influenced by metal factors, segoodalky the Mee&
ins of tiaa.Vith century and the democracy of the frostier. The present blab-
school system is fbealisil on the principle. advocated by the early liherak, sad the &OW-
racy easemdered by primitive &miler conditions facilitated the rase of universal maw
heed sellkage 011 which the dervelopm.st ot a eras motes. of public seboola bed to &pool
It wu the demand of tbe more unfortunate chums for equal opportunity that caused
the development of onr present mist. systems.

54. Beim, Robert k History of education In Schuylkill county, Pa.
Master's, 1.9n. Penn. State. 200 p.

Koward Mime& The history of seroosbdary education in the
Soutbern States before 1860. Master's, 19$1. North Carolina. (ibr abct
see no. 110.)

vs

This study mows that the devdomeot in secondary education is tbe &gathers Statesvu is new with the esswfroemental feroes-i-eseisi palltaral, rellgiszg awl eemsomie
Sine lo Cynthia MCraw. Education In Williamturg °minty, 8. CA.,
to 1890. MI. Soak Cirlina. T p. (l'br abstract seeao.m.)

The purples at
1111111urillurg espatir
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o RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

50. Talbot, Marion and Rosen'. , Lois K. M. The hiStory of the Ameri-
can association of university women, 1:4:1-1981A Botton and New York, Bough-
tot) Mifflin company, 1931. 579 p. (Study made under the auspices of the
Amer lion association of university womeh.)

A record of the ideals and achievements of the American association of .university
women during tile first balf century of its existent* The report is a Co AttitkOun to
the history of education and an aid in estimating the actual and potential rite of irolnen
in enlarging. and enriching the field of scholarship and social betterment. Based upon
documentary material.

650 hibau1t Sister Martha of Bethany. A comparison of the educational
problems of Athens after the Persian .war with those of the United State* after
the-world war. Mastees, 1931. Notre Dame.

60. Williams, Antoinette McLean. Education in Greenville county, S. O., ;

prior to 1860. Mader's, i 1. South Carolina. 49 p. Ms. (ror abstract see
no. 717.)

The purpose of this study is to show the growth and development of education is
Greenville county from the formation of the county in 1786 to 1860.
. 61. Wilma, William E. A history of Borden institute. Master's, 1981.
Ind. St. T. C. 148 p. ms.

History of Borden institute, which was in existence from 1888 to 1905.
62. Zylestra, Cornelius,. Evolütion of conception of se.h&l control In' New

York. Master's, 1981. Michigan.
See also 581, 81ii, 899, 4649, 10621 1102, 1876, 1487, 1498, 1e7, 1714; 17261

1891, 1918, 2182, 2248, 2249, 25O, -2400-2601, 24110, 2629, 201, 24178, 27111; 2965,
8221, 8283, 3246, 3278, 8341, MT% 8410, 11461; 1458, MK 8155 8820, 3689,
8820, 3887, 8876, 8899, 4097-4098, 4114, 4118 ; and *odor Educational biography; Current
educational oonditions, foreign countries.

EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY

6

68. Arrowood, Charles YU= Thomas Jeffersbu and education in a republic.
Net York, McGraw-Hill Book Cos, 1930. 184 p.

04. Blair, Anna Lou. Henry Barnard, school adMinistrator. Doctor's,
1981. Yale. -

65. Calhoun, Geoige N. Benjamin glowed as an educator. Master's, 1981.
Temple.

66. Carlin, Mrs. Bessie Pox. The education of Thomu liutchinson. Master's,.
1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 46 p. ms.

Biographical sketch from the point of view of thé developnlent of education.
67. Carmody, Nora. The social motive In the educational theories otiauan

Luis Vives. Master's; 1931. St. &tit 'ti p.
68. Cassels, Roland B. tddcational philosophy oflillmoniOmeryiite Laurie,

11110.1111* F *IOW1829-1909. Master's, 1931. Temple.
89. Oristinan, Pima. Tha moral philosOphy of John Dewey. Doctor% 1981,

Northwestern.
70. Eber, Stoat A. The educattonal ideas of Thomas Jefferson as revealed

In his writings. Master's, 1981. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see No. TAY&
Jfferon not" only formulated a plan lei a o7atelan of education reaching from the

lowest schools to tbe velveradti, but be also Mkt dedisite opinieee ea various- iptoblOps
dealing with the education ttf the people as well ej Ideas on the. 1,1"rtaM, ff. ernesubjects in the dirrittuinn.

71 :1 y, **rick : lIngeotant oducatom
of 1I.a i Lucile, Mil Oa r and Mimi *deft bf
versity of Texas, Austin. New York MK/A*4M %di
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EDUCATIONAL BIOGRAPHY 7

72. Edelson, lie*. . Thew Arnold, educator. Master's, 1931. Coll. of tbe
City of N. Y. 40 p. ms.

This study attempts to place the legend of Thomas Arnold as a great educator on a
sound historkal buts. His writings and the related literature of the early 19th cen-
tury were analysed. Conclusions: A significant disparity was found to exist between
tbe reliable testimony as to his inflow* and the fragmentary remains representing his
ideas on education, thus indicating that the legend of Thomas Arnold as a great edu-
cat9r rests upon the personality of the man rather than upon any theory or practice
traceable directly to him.

73. Eilberg, Herman. Joseph Priestleyhis -educational pbilosophy. Mas-
ter's, 1981. Temple.

74. Gifford, Ruth. A comparitive study of certain phases of the educational
theories of Plato and John Dewey. Master's, 1981. Syracuse.

75. Goodsell, Willystine. Pioneers of women's education in the United
States; Emma Willard, Catherine Beecher, Mary Lyon. New York City, Mc-
Graw-Etill book company, 1981. 811 p. (Educational source books series.)

The study includes an account of the situation with respect to the education of women
in the United States prior to 1820. Included in the study is an unpublished monograph,
in the Mount Holyoke college library, of Mary Lyon's early appeal in What 451 an in-
dowed seminary for women, in 1885.

76. Holloway, Pre& Objectiveein education according to Rousseau. Mas-
ter's, 1881. T. C., Col. Univ. ms.

Includes a study of Rousseau's writings (*education, gimile and his Minor works, in the
light of his educational ends and aims. ow

77. Hazlett, William W. Educational philosophy of ate Rev. Robert Herbert
Quick. Master's, 1981. Temp*.

78. Honeywell, Boy John. The educational work of Thomas Jefferson.
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard university press, 1981. 295 p: (Harvard siiidies in
education, vcil. 16.)

Bibliography : p. 2811-911. -rev

79. Huteblim ir. vile erson ; his educational ideaL their mcidern
application. Master's, 1031.. N. Y. Coll. for Teach, 46 pe. '

A biographical study with emphasis en the facts that halve to do with 'Emerson's
early education, his early experiences as a teacher, his influence, as a great moral leader,
and his ideas on education u they appear in his writings. Variops authors are quoted to
show the significance of Emerson and of his writings for the edication of his own and
later times.

'80. Johnson, Laura L John Locke as a religious educator. Master's, 1981.
New York. 81 p. ins,

A study of the life, ideals, apd ideas of John ,Looke to evaluate him. as a religious
educator. Conelgniontb John Locke was a very Mildew man with high ideals, very well
educated, having a brad experience. Re Was a man of insight, whose Inflaince =dolor
prouess.

81. Lemmo, Christine Joseph Payne and his educational ideals. Master's,
1931. Temple.

82. McÊrid
ter's, igel.

88.
Doctor's, 1 .° New

attssll W. Mutational philosophy of Alexander Bain. Blas-
,

Henry W. Borden Parker Bowne as an educational philoisopher.
YorkP 255 p. ms.

Survey of the life and waits of Borden Varker Bowpe, comparing his views ivith those
of leading writers in present dsy otiOcatiousl piallosePhy. gives ara nahultioa Of BOWnell
works in the light of present day thought in the field.

84. igaten4.1 44iiruidus, Keeton. The philoeophy of John Dewex, in its
implicad*for, edticatioh. Master's, TM. Oincinnati.
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

85. Maguire, Zama; Trancis. The ethical principles underlying JohnDewey's educational system. Master's, 1930. St. Louis. 71 p. ms.
86. Xaleft, rauL The influence of Calvin upon our educational institutions.Master's, 1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 50 p. and bibliography.
Summarises the literature on Calvinistic influence in American education.
87. Mason, Dorothy. Study of the educational views, Influences, and activi-ties of Condorcet. 1Master's, 1931. Ohio. 188 p. ms.
88. Morlan, George K. John Stuart Mill's educational psychology. Master's,1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 50 p. MS.
Covers all of Mill's writings for educational psychology, and discusses them in tbelight of modern theory. Findings; Mill's theories are remarkably modern. Without ourapparatus for measuring human behavior, be saw what we have proved ; there are littledifferences in intellectual capacity between sexes. As to individual differences, he was toooptimistic, though his belief was in keeping with his creed of democracy. Mill also be-lieved in greater amounts of transfer than our measurements warrant, but it is remarkablethat be recognised at all that sometimes transfer did not take place. Exercise, orderly u-sociation, practice with satisfaction, purposive behavior, association psychology (con-comitant learnings) are all tenets of modern educational psychology that Mill sensed andthought out :wall a degree of clearness almost a hundred years ago. The modernity ofMill is striking.4

Nuber, C. V. Study of the educational views and activities of ColonelFrancis Wayland Parker." Master's, 1931. Ohio. 70 p. ms.
90. Olson, David. The life and educatiQnal influence of Nicholai FrecleriliSeverin Grundtvig. Doctor's, 1931. Western Reserve. 277 p. ms.
91. Pape, Leslie Manock. The naturalistic ethics of John Dewey. Doctor's,1930. Chicago.
92. Poret, George Cleveland. The tbontributions of William Harold Payne topublic educatión. Doctor's, 1930. Peabody. Nasbville, Tenn., George Peabodycollege for teachers, 1930. 164 p. (Contributions to education, no. 81.)The study is divided into two parts; First, the life of William Harold Payne; andsecond, his views and ideas on education. On October 5, 1887, be became president of thePeabody normal school. -The name of tbe school was changed from Peabody normal schoolto Peabody normal college,' While at Peabody college he raised the standards of tbecollege, opened tbe library for tbe use of the students, built a model practice school,employed a competent faculty to care for an enrollment of 177 in 1887, which increasedto 607 by 1901.

9;3. Sharratt, William Bert. The influence of Alexander Campbell upon the
educational attitude of the Disciples of Christ. Doctor's, 1981. New York.150 p. ma.

Measures the influence of Campbell by a study of Disciple colleges and the expressionof religious leaden connected with this denomination. Conclusions: Alexander Campbellmaterially influenced the education attitude of -the cliiirch through his emphasis upon theBible as the only source of religious instruction. The presence of a liberal group withinthe church-leuens the influence of Campbell.
94. Storch, Sister Mary Ferdinand. A comparison of the teaching° methodsot-ehrist and Socrates. Master's, 1981. Notre Elaine,
95. Swift, Fleteher Harper. Emma Marwedel, 1818-1898. Pioneer ot thekindergarten in California. Berkeley, Calif., University of California preset.1931. 77 p. (University -of California publications in education, vol. 6, nit.p. 180-216.)
96. Tim% Katherine. The i i '-ience of John Dewey upon the progressive

education movement Maiter'so. tP: . Clatemont.
91. WaisOn, Genevieve Margaret The educational philosophy oi Froebeland Dewey, compared and evalua ea, 1981. New York. 140 p. nis.
98. Wentworth, Eva. Three advan educational reformers. Master'1981. Southern California. 55 p.
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OUBItINT EDUCATIONAL OONDITIONS
11111,

A summary and comparison of the educational theories and contributions of Dewey,
Sanderson, and Tagore.

99. Wertz, Dorothy May. Albert Stanburrough Cook as a scholan-teacher.
Master's, 1931. Cornell.

44Q0. Wiesmann, Alfred 3. A comparison of the main sociological views of
educition of Charles Clinton Peters and Walter Robibson Smith. Master's,
1931. New York. 70 p. ms.

101. Will, Frederick L. A study of Bertrand Russell from the point of
view of education. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 110 p. ms.

Findings: A study of Bertrand Russell's psychological and social writings reveals two
views of thought which have special reference to the problems of educational theory and
practice. The psychological writings seem to imply a rather Herbartian educational pro-
gram with an emphasis upon habit-formation (teacher emphasis) . The educational and
social writings directly piopose an educational program characterized by freedom, initia-
tive, and self-expression. The intompatibility of these two views of thought is readily
obvious.

102. Williams, Albirt Ross. Samuel K. lloshour s ntribution to education
in Indiana. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 69 P. ms.

Data were divided into three distinct divisions showing a contribution to education in
Indiana in the seminaries, in the field of higher education, and as State superintendent of
public instruction.

103. Wittenberg, Mary Edna. A study of the, ideas of Madame de Sevigne
on the education of women. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

104. Wyman, H. B. An evaluation of Kilpatrick's, theory of learning.
Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 163 p. ms.

fire also 84,

CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITION§

GENERAL AND UNITED STATES

105. Abraham, Richard La Siirrey of educational offerings of selected
United States cities. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931: p.

106. Anderson, A. Helen. .What the people of Denver have been told about
the publ!c schools. School publicity as shown by a check on Denver newspapers
from Jupe 30, 1928, to June 30, 1930. Master's [1831] Denver.

" It is the purpose of this thesis to show, by analysis and classification of stories
concerning the public scBools Published in the newspapers of Denver, that the mere occu-
pation of space in tbe daily papers is not a sufficient answer to the problem of interpreta-tion, and that a definite need for direction in newspaper publicity for the Denver
schools exists." ,Conclusions: (1) Public support depends on public understanding;
(2) people of Denver have not been given a valid interpretation of the public school
program ; (8) newspaper publicity has had no direction (4) newspaper publicity con-
cerning the Denver public schools should be directed; find (5) newspaper publicity can
be directed.

107. Baltimore, MEd. Board of school commissioners. One hungred and
first annual report of the Board of school commissioners of Baltimore city to
the mayor and city council for the scholastic year ending June 30, 1930, and
the fiscal year endi4g -December 81, 1929. [1980.] 218 p.

Contains tables showing holding power of schools, distribution of children by age and
grade, and attendatice data.

108. y One hundred and second annual report of the Board of
school compfialoners of BAltimore city to the mayor and city council for the
sebbrilltrc' year ending lune 80, 1981, and the 1ca1 year ending December 81,

/1930. 196 p.
This rePort gives detailed account of the different &ctlrltiea of the school system and

mentions hotswort» accombilsbments which hare been secured.
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10 RBSEA.RCK STUDIES EN EDUCATION

101). -Roper, J. V. A comparison of the personnel of the first with theSeth Cowes& School of education record (University of North Dakota ),
le: 110-1011, April 1931.

An analysis of 649 biographies ot the members of tbe lest and WO Cdngnssea.
Findings : There seems to have been no deterioration of the qualifications et tbe men inthe 69th Congress as compared to tbose in the first Congnaa.

Calkins, Thomas V. Education of the Alaska native. Doctor's. 1931,
Yale. 231 p.

111. Doyle, John Joseph. Demonstrable cultural differences between tStates of the United States. Master's, 193L Stanford. (For abstract $eo
No. 717a.)

112. Grsy, R. F., end others_ Ten years. of progress in the San Fran&-co
public schools. San Francisco, a1iL, Public schools [1930].

A study of the detelopment which has taken place in the Ban Francisco public acb,-)isduring the past decade..
la. Grimm, L. R. Publi 6..; .catechism for Illinois, revised. Spril.g-

field. Illinois state teachers association, MO. 32 p.
COntains 83 questions and answers concerning problems In Illinois.
114. Gwyn, pore= Haydn. A study of the Literacy problem in Pebnsyl-

Ifni& and what is being done to lessen it. Master's, 193(k Oornell.
115. Hampton, Charles G. The intervet of the people of Indiana In public

education. Mastees [19111]. Arizona. S p,
An attempt to discorer what school news reaches the people of Indiana. An analysisof space and topics In representative newspapers at tbe. State&
116. Houston, T. Independent school district Some activities in the

Houston schools (1924-1980). 1911. 106 p.
Contains Information concerning eTidences of achievement la the fundamental rab-jects and special activities in the kindergarten-primary and elementary schools.
117. Hughes, W. F. end Holy, Thomas C. -Educational progress in Wasb-

ington county. 1L Ohio State university, Columbus. TO p. ms
118. Lowden, Joseph Z. The status of Ohio tit:, county, and exempted

village school districts u determined by measures which are indexes of school
efficiency, opportunity, and effort. Doctor's, 111111. Ohio. 200 p. m& (AbstraCt,
p. 191-206.)

The city, county, and exempted villages of Ohio were ranked on eacil of 'the 12 was-are, that were selected by, tbe supertatindents of these school systems. Findings : Thecities and exempted village sebool systems of Ohio are doing more for their pupas thantbe county school system&

xclabe, Xartha R., comp. Record of current educational publications.
July to Demmbfr 1930; January td Mardi 1931 : April to June BIM Washing-
ton, United 8tates Government printing dike, 1030-1931. 118 p.; 105 p.; 106 p.
(U. & Office of liklucation. Bulletin; 1951, no 3, 9, le

120. tonal education., assocliatiop. Department of supefintandeisee and
peoearch division.. Education discussed la lay magazines, October I, 1.10,
"library 1111, Anil WILL Jane 111111. 20 p., 6 p., 8 p., 11 p. (Ilkiscational
research service. Circular, 8. MO, 2, 5 T, 19111)

1214 Natkmal society for the study of educatton. The statue of rural educe-
dim. Bloomington, Ill., Publiè school publishing company, 11. 222 p.(Thirtieth yearbook, Pt. 1 )

122. Illosenthal, Benjamin. Boucatkrual contributioes la New York State
by its governors (191S-1930. maws, issi. CiOn. ot the City or N. Y.Seer izetisis'

to Neer Tack Oats *men elacatiea bs Its governors tress 1111)41130.Memssee, speeches, repots, midis k nettupipang slid amseesses were tile Spirces.alianigias: (1) Tile arteraur the aide ma ampartsat Moms fa oiseads. ;(2) allsaitiseel isdiatis a Ones ail Ow stair.
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CURRANT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS I
Elaa Diego, Calif. CIO lockage. Report of dig Superintendent et

schools, MO. p.
A summary sad analyub ot activities in the lias Diego city schools far the school year

1929-1930.

124.- - Superintendent's annual report, 193.-1n. 1931. 30 p.
125. fichowalter, Glenn K. Statinticat data in school reports. Master's,

Chicago. 71 p.
One Modred reports from Mies 81 States were emit Reports were divided Ws

dime grams a 113. 33, sad 34 :worts f r papaw of caparisea ot different aimed cities.
Population range was from 4,000 to over 1,000,000. Findings: ln tabular space WY
accoanting ranks first, inane, aecuad, scholarships third, and professional services
?mirth. Superintendents tend to include data that advertise themselves. Procedure limed
in reports is not uniform. Superintendents do not show definite purpose for presenting
statistical data.

126. Stillman, X. IL A study of the Columbus boys' school. Master's,
[1931] Ohio. 45 p saa.

127. United Stains. Wilco of education. Biennial surrey of education In
:he United Stateso 1921319110. Washington, United States Government printing
oScif( nit lira 1, 1M chapter,. (1301Ietin 1931. no. 20)

Content,: Chapter 1, School administration and finance, by W. S. Deffenhaugh *and
Timon Covert, 18 p.; chapter 2, Elesseatary education, by /kiss Good:Aunts, Mary Dab-
Bey Davis and Nina M. langvick, p.; chapter & Secondary education, by Carl A.
Jemoen. 23 p. ; chapter 4, Industrial education, by Mario M. ProlItt, 44 p. ; chapter
Commercial education, by J. O. kalott, 48 p. ; chapter 6, Homemaking education, by
!timeline R. Whitcomb, 114 p.; chapter 7, Agricultural education, by H. Handia, 26 p.
chapter 8, Art education, by Royal Bailey Parma, 28 p. ; chapter 9, Voile elseatiss,
lips Universe McCenathy, 811 p.; chapter 10, Hygiene and physical education, by Marie M-
Ready and James Frederick Rows, 27 p.; chapter 11, Education of emotional children,
hty Elise H. Martem, 88 p.; chapter Lt, Adult education, by L. & Alarms* and Elea C.
Lombard, 118 p.; chapter 13, College and university education, by Walton C. John, 44 p. ;
&wet. 14, Protendaral education ot teacher's, by Benjamin W. Frasier, 40 p.; chapter 15.

education, ay Willard C. liappleye, 14 p. ; chapter 16, Engineering education,
17 F. L. Bishop, T chapter 1T, Education of certain racial group In the United States
and its territories, by Mitherbla M. Cook, 56 p.. ; chapter 18, Radio and education, by
Armstrong Ferry, 23 p. ; chapter 118, library service, by Sabra W. Vonght sad Edith A.
Lathrop, 42 p. ; chapter as National surveys of the Mice al Education, by Walton C.
John. 32 p.; chapter 21, Educational boards and fouudatlesu, by Henry R. Evans. 9
ctapter 22, Ramat progress and °auditions reaseinas, by 'terrace V. Coleman, 34 p. ;
chapter 23, Review d educational legislation, 1920-12110, by Ward W. Keesecher, 30 p.

liducational directory : 1931. Wasiiington, United States
Government printing once, uni. 171 p. (Bulletin, nu, no 1)

129. Van 'Wen, lame Cecil. A 000 ot certain
advaola. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

130. Wooster, MAO E Plgiantkr4y and education
Master's, Mt N. Y. St. Coll. for 'back. 72 p.

From a gift of philanthropy, past sad present, in New Tort Nato, the author arrives
at several comehniens among which the hollowing re :outstanding Gifts to education
ihoubt be esecursed. ?base bas bees an evolution la the art of gists& There le se
evidence of bane& or even noels giving. Pidisalthrigit eastributisse shoal not be
too much restricted, sad aledItioas esutreng such gift should be stated in general

phases of Americas

in New York State.

tams.

IllitermATIOSIAL IMIVEY11

131. Malian Clifford Codlia. A slimy and study of That Springs alma
cammudii, &sew essay, Mastees, net 'vamoose. 164 P. nu

1112. Brubaker, Earold B. A partial survey of-INFAilkoola Jay
mantis 111111. Infillua. 148 p. awe
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12 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

138. Buffalo municipal research bureau, inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Report of the
Buffalo school' survey. Parts I and II. Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo municipalresearch bureau, inc., 1930. 2 vols.

Vol. I contains the Report of the U. S. Office of education on the educational phaseof the work of the Buffalo schools; Part 11 is the Report of theyBuffalo municipalresearch bureau, inc., on certain phases of the business side of the schools.
134. California taxpayers' association, Los Angeles, Calif. Preliminary

survey of the city government and schools of Alhambra. 1930. 6 p. ms.
135. Preliminary survey *of the city of Sieiita Madre. 1931. 10p.

136. Report on the Fresno county schools. Los Angeles, Calif., 1 t
104 p. ms. (Association report, no. 151.)

The purpose of this survey was to study the conditions existing within the educs-tional system of Fresno county in order to discover possible improvements: (1) In theeducational opportunities; and (2) by economies in administration and operation. Muchof the data given in the report are for the year ending June 80, 1930, although thephysical conditions reported upon were observed during the fall of 1980.
137.- Survey of the Pasadeni city school. 1931. 831 p. (Associa-tion report, no. 119.)
A study made with the cooperation of the city schools of Pasadena, &Hi.
138. Chapman, Harold B. Changes in Baltimore public schools since theBaltimore survey by Strayer and Engelhardt in 1920. In Annual report of the

Baltimore board of school commissioners, 1929-1930. Baltimore, Md., 1930.
p. 90-1:4:. (Reprint.)

This study is an analysis of changes which have taken place in the Baltimore publicschools as a ressalt.of the Strayer survey initiated in 1920. The recapitulation containsthe 10 major Pecommendations that were made and tells what has been done to carryout each of these recommendations.
139. Dotson, John Andrew. The public schools in the mining community.

Master's, 1981. Kentucky. 109 p. ms.
An investigation of educational facilities and conditions in the coal fields of EasternKentucky, and a recommended program.
140. Eichler, G. A. Report of the survey of the public schools, Northampton,Pa. State college, Pennsylvania State college, 1931. 33 p. ms.This study describes the community of Northampton, the present school plant, thefinancing of education in Northampton, the teaching staff, school opportunities, and or-ganizatlon and administration of the schools.
141. Garner, Isaac Leonard: A study of certain phases of the educational

and economic conditions of Marion county, Tenn. Master's, 1930. Tennessee.ms.

142. Hawaii. Governor's advisory committee on education. Survey of
schools and industry in Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii, Printshop company, 1981
lOOp.

143. Hilton, Binhell S. Self survey of a small school system. Master's,
1981. Rutgers.

144. Holy, Thomas C. Survey of the schools of Springfield, Ohio. Spring-
field, Ohio, Public schools, 1931. 84 p.

145. Lewiston, Idaho. Public schools. Digest of the Lewiston school out%
vey. 1980. 51 p. in&

A report of a cooperative study carried on by the public-school teachers of Lewistot,Idaho, under the direction of the superintendent of schools, during the school year1929-1.110.

146. Killer, Ray A. A survey of the schools of Bolivar, Pa.' Masters.,
1! ; Pinn. State. 150 p. m&

This is a typical school survey of a small district.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 13

147. Moore, Clarence C. An educational survey of San Juan county, Colo.
Master's, 19.1. Colo. St. T. C.

In this theiis an attempt is made to study the factual conditions that exist in the Ban
Juan county school system and to interpret these conditions.

148. Myers, C. E., Bennett, A. L. and Peters, W. D. Survey of Wythe
county, Virginia. Richmond, Va., State board of education, 1931. 20 p. ms.

149. , Garnett, W. E., and Thomas, M. W. Survey of Montgomery
county schools, Virginia. Richmond, Va., State board. of education, 1981.

A 2-year experiment or demonstration in rural school reorganisation. A salary schedule
based upon average daily attendance and teaching efficiency and emphasis upon indivklual
methods of instruction were outstanding features. Finding: In two years, retardation
was reduced from 20 to 21 to 18 amonths, attendance increased 21 per cent, teachers'
salaries increased 40 Rer cent, while unit costs for salaries decreased 19 per cent.

150. New Jersey. Commission to survey public education. Report of the
Commission to survey public education authorized by the State legislature, 1928.
Trenton, N. Jv 1930. 204 p.

Senator A. N. Pierson, c rman.
The purpose of the stu was to survey the activities and work of the public schools

and educational institutions New Jersey supported in whole or in part-by public funds,
to recommend a comprehensiv program of public education and sources of revenue for its
support, and to make an aMpriation therefor.

151. O'Dell, Edgar Alvin. The development of topics in school surveys.
Doctor's, 1931. Indiana. 283 p. ms.

152. !lance, C. E., and Waterman Ivan R. Garfield school suryey.
San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 35 p. ins. (Bulletin no. 18.)

A social and educational survey of one of the Ban Francisco public schools in which
the pupils with few exceptions are of Italian parentage. Findings: The majority of the
Garfield pupils come from homes where English is not usually spoken and where parents
neither read nor write English. Approximately 60 per cent of the pupils have made
gower than normal progress. The Garfield pupils on the average are below normal in
mental ability and school achievement A wide range of ability Is shown in each grade
and considerable overlapping of age and abilities exists between grades. Recommendations
are given for adjusting school procedure to conditions peculiar to the Garfield school.

153. Robb, E. K. Survey of the schools of Bedford, Pa.
Pennsylvania State college, 1981, 84 p. ms.

154. Smith, W. R. Survey of the public schools of Ellwood
College, Pennsylvania State college, 1981; 102 p. ms.

155. Soper, Wayne W., and Coxe, Warren W. Kenmore (New York) sur-
vey ; sections on measurements program and teaching personnel. Albany, New
York State education department, 1931.

Based upon the use of standard tests and information blanks.
1543. Strayer, George D., find Englehardt, N. L. Report of the survey of

the schools of Fort Worth, Texas. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1931. 438 p. (School survey series.)

This survey covers the organisation and administration of the schools, business adminis-
tration, population of Fort Worth and its growth, present school plant, proposed school
building program, school finance, school opportunities and their organisation, professional
personnel, supervisory program in Forth Worth, curriculum, and health and physical
education.

157. Report of the survey of tbe schools of Watertown, Mass.,
submitted to the school survey committee and transmitted by them to the Town
meeting March, 1981. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university;

State College,

City, Pa. State

1!q1. 196 p. (School survey series.)
Takes up the organisation and administration of the schools of Watertown, Mira ;business administration of the seboois ; school buildings; school-building mama, financingducation in Watertown; supervisory program; curriculum of the Watertown .scbools ;

school organisation ; and professional personnel

-----------
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14 RESEARCH ',rums IN EDUCATION

158. Sykes, Earl P. An educational survey of Judith Basin county schools. 1

Master's, 1980. Montana.
159. Utah. State department of public instruction. A survey of Pinches*

county schools, Duschesne, Utah. Salt Lake city, Utah, 1930. 114 p. ma
no. Vaughan, Thomas Grady. Evaluation of instruction in 67 surven

Master% 1981. Peabody. 109 p. mr.
A study of reports of ST surveys in Peabody college librari. The methods most ofteaused to evaluate instruction in the 67 surveys examined were as follows : 58 made a stud,of the teaching personnel ; 42 used standard tests ; 85, pupil accounting ; generalImpressin through observation ; 14, general impression through conference ; 11, ratingscale and check list ; 8, criteria for judging; 2, analysis of lesson plans; 2, analysis etpupils' written work ; and 19, miscellaneous.
161. Walker, Arthur L. A study of the learning conditions existing in the

Hudson township schools u of March 18, 1930. Master's, 1981. Western
Reserve. 85 p. ms.

162. Wallace, Charles S. A descriptive afid statistical survey of tbe Lindsay
demonstration school. Muter's,-1930: Oklahonia. (For a 1.:14. act see no. Tit)The Lindsay, Okla., publieeehool system was reorganised and opeidra on the neeplea during the school years 1927-1928 sad 1928-1929. This :talk? is a descriptionthe Lindsay school since its reorganisation, a statement of the problems eonfrontiag thosein charge of the school, and a statistical survey of the results achieved in reading andarithmetic during the 2-year period.

le& Webb, Clem E. A limited school survey of the Worthington area of
Franklin county, Ohio. Master's, 1981. Ohio. 128 p. me.

Shows that unification off effort in a larger area is desirable for school porposea
164. Wedgeworth, Xmas W. Survey of a small school, system. Muter's,

IOU
165. Wirt, & Edgar. The organization of schools In Arapahoe county, Cola

Muter's, 1.981. Denver. 86 p. ma.
This stetV 4014 with the findings of a committee which Investigated aripudiatus,atteadaace, swiped, dietribution, and pupil progress. Purpose of this portion of thesurvey was to examine the present organisation of schools in Arapahoe county, and themeant and probable future demand for school opportunity, and to present tin findinpof this study so that they will point the way to improvement of school opportunity byreorganisation.
106. Wolfe, George Carbon. Determination of the program tor the public"-

school system of Williamsport, Pa.-0 ease study. Muter's, UM, Ner York
50 p. ms.

A determination of the educational needs o( the city and, in the terms of those needs,a program for its development Findings : The schools of Williamsport ainpare favorablywith the schools in other seeond-clui school Muffles of the State in three respects:First, financial economy woad, eilleiessy el tooting stall; and third, Tooadosal educe.lion. The tbssis reveals * need for : First, a mono comprehensive building prograp,;seem& an increase in the supervisory staff ; and third, a modernisation of requirement.b granting salary increments.
See olio 127 (*0), 1825, 18241 1845, 2410, 2508, 8684, 8712; end is heats wider=notional surveys.

STATE
4la £1uk. Departmeut of tion. Report or the commissioner of

duentkop eaboel IOW= ended June 80, ma unwell, MO] 79 po
i. .111,rissais6 Departinent of piablio instruotios. Tontk biennial report of

the State superintindent of public Instruction to the *Imam? of the etat of
Arlon"' for the period July 19,1928 to June $O, 1900. Phoenix, 19116. KT P.nis report gives a National ad fisaitelal review f tbe Kinds or Mama for tinSimi years 1112114102* asi 1N6-19,10, oithtt legislative eaactmelets, pm:Waft to odes"
tIon, passed during the period covered by the Nowt
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 115

189. California. State department of education. Biennial report of the
State department of education, including the thirty-fourth biennial report of the
superintendent of public instruction and the biennial report of the State board
of education for the' school years ending June 80, 1929, and June 80, 1930.
part 1. Sacramento, 1981. 281 p.

170. Georgia. Department of education. Fifty-eighth and fifty-ninth an-
nual reports of the department of education to the General assembly of the State
of Georgia for the biennium ending June 80; 1980. [Atlanta, Georgia, 193ii.]
312 p.

171. Illinois. Department of public instruction. Items of information re-
lating to education, State of Illinois. Statistical data for school year 1928-1929,
compiled by W. E. White. Springfield, 1930. 85 p. (Circular, no. 244.)

172. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Annual report for the
fiscal year eliding September SO, 1930. Indianapolis [1931]. 184 p.

173. Kansas. State department of public instruction. Twenty-seventh
biennial report of the State superintendent of public instruction of Kansas for
the years ending June 30, 1929 and June 80, 1930. Topeka, Kansas State printe
big plant, 1931. 580 p.

Part 1 gives in brief form comments on various activities within the state departmentof education, while parts 2 and 8 give series of statistical tables dealing with manyphases of public-school work within the State.
174. Kentucky, State department of education. Biennial report of the

superintendent of public instruction of the State of Kentucky, for the two years
ending June 80, 1929. Frankfort, Ky., State journal company [1980]. Part 1,
170 p.

The laws of Kentucky provide for three distinct school units : County school unit,graded school districts, and city school districts. The greatest progress in education hasbeen made in the city school districts.
175. -. Biennial report of the superintendent of public instruc-

tion of the State of Kentucky for the two years ending June 80, 1930. Part 2.
(Statistical) Frankfort, Ky., State journal company [1931] 487 p.

176. Maryland. State department of education. Sixty-fourth annual re-
port of the State board of education, showing condition of the public schools of
Maryland for the year ending July 81, 1980. Baltimore, Md., 1931. 891 p.Studies of attendance, late entrance; withdrawals, long absences, etc., county whiteelementary schools, p. 19-23 ; county colored elementary schools, p. 181-86; teacherresignations and teacher turnover, county white elementary schools, p. 59-66; countywhite high schools, p. 140-46 ; county colored teachers, p. 200-204; teacher trainingfor elementary schools, white schools, p. 309-22 ; colored schools, p. 229-82; financingthe public schools, p. 246-72. 276-88; school bonds and value of school property Perpupil and per building,. p. 270-76, 215-18; occupations of white high school graduates,p. 119-26.

177. Missouri. State department of education. Seventy-ninth [eightieth]
report of tbe public schools of the State of Missouri, school year ending June 80,
1928 [June 80, 1929]. Jefferson City [1929-1980]. 2 v.

178. Eightyfirst report of tbe public schools of the State of
Missouri, school year ending June 80, 1980. Jefferson City, Mo., 1931. 898 p.

179. Montana. Department of public instruction. Twenty-first biennialreport of the superintendent of public Instruction of Montana, 1980. Helena,
Moot., 1980. 92 p.

This study giros in &tail the purposes for which the school revenue was spent
180. Nevada. Department of public instruction. State of Nevada biennialreport of the superintendent of public instruction, 192S-1980. Carson City,Nev., 1981. 89 p.

1804118-4113-----11
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16 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
s

181. New York (State) Education department. Twenty-sixth annual report
of the education department for the school year ending July 31, 1929. Vol. 2
Statistics. Albany, N. Y., University of the State of New York, 1930. 885 p.

182. Oklahoma. State department of education. The thirteenth biennial
report of tbe State superintendent of public instruction and the tenth biennial
report of the State board of education, July 1, 1928 to June 30, 1980. Oklahoma
City, 1930. 244 p.

18:3. Oregon. State department of education. Twenty-ninth biennial report
of the superintendent of public instruction of the State of Oregpn to the thirty.
sixth legislative assembly regdlar session, 1931. Salem, Oreg., State printing
department, 1931. r25 p.

184. Pennsylvania. Department of public instruction. Statistical report
of the superintendent of public instruction for the year ending July 1, 1929.
[Harrisburg, 1930.] 258 p.

185. Philippine Islands. Bureau of education. Thirty-first annual report of
the director of education for the calendar year 1930. Manila, Bureau of print-
ing, 1981. 218 p.

During the year 1930, 700 new primary classes were opened in 45 provinces, extending
educational opportunity to 85,000 additional children. There was a marked improve-
ment in the quality of instruction. A personnel was provided whose entire attention
is being given to the development of objectives and to the -reconstruction ot tbe present
curricula. The vocational program was expanded to include an increased enrollment of
16 per cent over the preceding year in the trade, agricultural, and home-economia
courses.

186. South Dakota. Dep It-- t of public instruction. Twentieth bien-
nial report of the supe s sent of public instruction . . . July 1, 1928 to
June 80, 1980. [Pierre, 1980.] 477 p.

187. . Department of school and public lands. Twenty-first biennial
report of die commissioner of school and public lands for the period from July
1, 1928 to June 80, 1930. [Pierre, 1930.] 2013 p.

188. Texas. Department of education. The twenty-sixth biennial re-
port . . . 1928-1980. Austin, Texas [19311 506 p. (Bulletin no. 282, March
1981. Vol. 7, no. 8.)

189. Virginia. State board of education. Annual report of the super-
intendent of public instruction of the commonwealth of Virginia, with aeon'
panying documents, school year, 1920-1930 Richmond, Va., 1930. 1 :%! p. "(Bul-
letin, State board of education, vol. 18, no. 2, September 1980.)

190. Wisconsin. State department of public instruction. Education in
Wisconsin. Biennial report 1928-1930. Madison, Wis., State department of
public instruction, 1980. 131 p.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES

191. Abel, T. P. Information about the certificates issued by the Scottish
education department. Washington, United States Office of education, 19S1.
8 p. ms. (Circular no. 88.)

This study describes the Day school wettest's, lower and higher, and the Leaving
certificates, and gives suggestions for evaiditting thew

192. Anderson, Henrietta A. R. Supervision of rural schools in British
Columbia. A review of the present system and a plan of reorganisation. Do&
tor's, 1931. Washington. 170 p. ms.

183. Archer, Z. W. The private 'and church secondary schools of Victor*
Muter's, 1981. Tale. 202 p.
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 17
194. Auh, Paul. Education as an instrument of national assimilation. Astudy of the educational policy of Japan in Korea. Doctor's, 1931. T. C.,Col. Univ.
The purpose of this study was to examine the educational machinery and techniquethat . have been employed by the Japanese in Korea in order to point out the forcesworking for and against the experiment, to discover the present and to predict thefuture succeu of the policy, and to Rake some recommendations to help solve some ofthe more pressing educational problems of Korea. Data were obtained from Governmentdocuments and publications, including school textbooks, current events as recorded indaily journals and magazines, and writings by Koreans, Japanese, and foreigners bearingon the subjects. Findings: The principal purpose of common education in Korea is tomake Korean children loyal subjects to Japan. Varied means are used for this objec-tive. Three significant facts seem to indicate that the Japanese policy of assimilationhas -not met the success expected by the Japanese authorities. Two basic principles aresuggested in the government of Korean education
195. Baker, Matte Alida. A vocabulary study of primers adopted in SaoPaulo, Brazil. Master's, 1981. Peabody. 164 p. ms.
An analytical study of the vocabulary of 10 primers adopted in the state of Sao Paulo,Brazil, in order : (1) To determine the composite vocabulary of the primers, including thenumber of different words with their frequencies; (2) to find to what extent the vocabu-lary of the 10 different primers was common ; (3) to And what provision was made forrepetition and retention of words ; and (4) to formulate a partial basis for the selection,preparation and evaluation of first-grade reading materials in Brasil.
196. Becker, Carl H. Secondary education and teacher training in Germany.New York City, Teachers)College, Columbia univérsity, 1931. 53 p.
197. Blaisdell, James. The development of education in Mexico. Master's,

1931. Southern California. 84 p.
Based on historieral literature, -both in English and Spanish, on the publications of theSecretariat of public education in Mexico, and on personal observation of present-dayeducational institutions and conditions.
198. Bollig, Richard 3. The German Catholic scbools in southern Russia.Washington, D. C., Catholic.education press ,1931. 31 p. (Catholic universityof America. Educational research monographs, vol, 6, no. 2, February 15, 1931)The study of the Germans in Russia has been sponsored by the German foreign instituteat Stuttgart which makes a special study of the Germans in foreign lands. The objekt ofthis study is to aid in a diffusion of knowledge about the German Catholics in southernRussia by putting into English what has hitherto been bidden in German sources.
199. Bruno, Louise E. A comparison of elementary school organization inthe United States and Italy. Master's, 1980. New York. 47 p. ms.
200. Buckingham, Elisabeth. Mexican schools, past and present Master's,1930. California. Berkeley, University of California. 201 p.Bibliography p. 189401.
201. Cabot, Stephen P. Secondary education in Germany, France, Englandand Denmark. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard university press, 1980. 110 p.(Harvard bulletins in education, no. 15)
A series of lectures on European schools, delivered before the Graduate school ofeducation, Harvard university, in the winter of 1929.

202. Campbell, Claude Lane. British Columbia teachers' federation: Seat-tit, University of Washington, 1 1. 65 p. ms.
Findings: British Columbia teachers

of
federation provides effective means for teacherparticipaftón in the administiation the wheels of the province.

208. Choy, Toon Ho. Reorganisation of private esification in Korea withspecial emphasis upon the rural secondary phase. Doctor's, 1980. Indiana:139 p. ms.
The problems was to investigate the present educational rote& 61 Ikons in the light ofwestern scientific education, and to study the geographical, social, economic, and politicalconditions of the country with hope of reorganising the secondary educational system es
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18 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

as to meet the needs of the people. The province of Wbang-Hal Do wu selected as the
territorial basis for tbe study as it is a typical province and is representative of Korea
as a whole. Findings: The present educational agencies and facilities are far below
needs .of the people ; private elementary schools can not be established in districts where
common schools are already in existence. The schools In each province should be under
the control of a provincial board of education with a superintendent as the chief executits
of the educational system of the province.

204. Chu, You-kuang. Some problems of a national system of education in
China in the light of comparative education. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ.

Analyzes and clarifies certain fundamental problems that must be answered in one way
or another in the organization and operation or development of a national system of
education in China. Views the social and philosophical foundations of a national system
as a whole, and brings out the basic principles that seem fundamental to the laying of suck
foundations.

205. Clark, Cynthia Anne. Englimh lower schools In the late reventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries. Master's, 1930. Northwestern..

206. Commission on medical education. Medical education and related prob-
lems in Europe. New Haven, Conn., 1980. 200 p.

The aim of the study is to present the general characteristics of medical training is
European countries without endeavoring to deal with the details of instruction in indi-
vidual ifeboole, or to draw comparisons. The study covers education in Great Britain,
Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, The Netherlands, Denmark, and Sweden. There
are chapters on postgraduate education, and on medical practice and sickness insurance.

o 207. Daniels, Martha J. The separation of church and state ID Mexico and
its effect on evangelical educational effort. Master's, 1931. Northwestern.

208. Daskawie, M. A. Qayyubm. Nationalism and education in India.
Master's, 1931. New York. 165 p. ms.

A historical survey and critical evaluation of Indian education and nationalism. Find-ings : Present educational system is unsatisfactory. Compulsory, free and universal
education on a national scale is imperative. Need of better inspection, single language,and simpler script (Roman script) is suggested. Curriculum for elementary education
and educational policy for the country are also advised.

209. De Mattos, Xavier. The elementary public schools in Brazil. 1759-1827.
Master's, 1981. Catholic Oily. 83 p.

210. DeVette, William Anton. Educational aspects of the Dutch craft gilds.
Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This investigation was begun after a study of the origins of vocational education die-
closed material on the subject to be available only in the language of Holland. The
principal aims of the gilds were to maintain and improve craftsmanship standards. The
apprenticeship system served these aims admirably. A journeyman period, during which
a person was expected to round out his education by working under varying conditions,
followed the apprenticeship. The éxecution of masterpiece was required of all journey-
men before becoming masters. Attainment of the mastery of a craft and the consequent
membership in a gild made one a citizen with a right to vote, which must be exercised
on both kild and municipal questions. Attendance at church was required of masters sawell as apprentices and journeymen. The gilds showed a strong religious character untilafter the ReformatiOn. The abuse of authority and of privileges finally brought about the
downfall of the gild system.

211. Dillon, David Gibson. Irish nionagtic schools and scholars. Master's,
1931. Boston Coll. 78 p.

212. Dinda, John P. Education in Czechoslovakia with 'emphasis Qn WNW
and secondary schools. Master's, 1981. Western Reserve. 62 p.

218. Mang, Lu-Dsai. Democratic tendencies In the development of modern
education in China. Doctor% 1981. Stanford.% (For abstract see no. 7174.)

This study gives a comprehensive description of the educational °movements tendingtoward democratic tendencies in recent years in the chaos of Chinese political anti soc4el
conditions.
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*214. Douglas, 3. Leonard. Educailon in Czechoslovakia. Master's, 1931.New York. 40 p. ms.
A study of elementary, secondary, and university education ; and the Czechoslovakianconstitution. Gives a general summary of education as it exists in Czechoslovakia to-day.
215. Ebaugh, Cameron Duncan. Nationtl system of education in Mexico.Doctor's, 1931. Johns Hopkins. Baltimore,., Johns Hopkins press, 1931.

149 p. (Studies in education no. 16.)
216. Elliott, Arthur Elwood. Paraguay, its cultural heritage, social con-

ditions;and educational problems. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New Yorkcity, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 210 p. (Contributions toeducation, no. 473.)
A study of the educational, social, and economic conditions of the country, as influencedby the composition of the population, and the health of the people, and religion. Theobjective of " missionary education " and how it can be realized are discussed.
217; Eppinger, Anna Marie._ German children's literature. Master's, 1931.Boston Univ.

218. George, Raymond C. The development of chemistry in German highachools. Master's, 1931. Syracuse.
219. Glinz, Leslie Albert. The development of public secondary educationin Manitoba. Doctor's, 1981. Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717a.)This study takes up the background of public vlcondary eduCation ; its expansion ; sec-Wary school teachers; the devPlopment of administrative practices; and the developmentof the program of studies, and elcaminations.

220. Goss, George E. Soms contributions of the American young men'sChristian association to physical education in Europe from 1918 to 1928.Master's, 1931. New York. 188 p. ms.
ills study aims to set forth some id the contributions in the field of physical educationof the American Y. M. C. A. to the peoples of the countries of Europe without regard forcolor, class, or creed.
221. Graziano, Guido. Physical education under the Fascist régime. Mas-ter's, 1931. Int. Y. M. O. A. Coll. ms.
222. Heavin, Albert William. The professional and social status of teach-ers In England 'and Wales. Master's, 1980. Indiana. 284 p. ms.The problem was to determine the professional and social status of teachers in Eng-land and Wales as evidenced by their training, working conditions, remuneration, tenureand retirement, solidarit¡ and social prestige. Findings: The national, government triesto keep a proper balance between the supply and demand of teachers by listing thenumber of students who may enter teacher training colleges and by free maintenance ofprospective teachers; tbe universities are 'cooperating in the training and certification ofteachers; training courses for elementary teachers vary from two to four years inlength; training for the secondary teacher consists of regular three year ¡cadmic degreecourse in a university ; supervision of instruction as is known in America is very un-common in England and Wales the tenure of elementary teachers is very secure; aperiod of probation precedei permanea$ appointment ; superannuation is now provided foran teachers.

223. Horton, Arthur G. A study in sociological integration. Master's, 1980.T. C., Col. Univ. 114 p.
Part 1 is a consideration of basic factors involved, such as heredity, environment,impulses and instincts, habits, intelligence, etc. This is followed by a specific attemptIn Part 2 to make -a sociological integration of Soviet Russia. Findings: A comprehen-dve community can be known and studied by its basic life functions; such as, government,economics, education, family, religion and culture. The community can be integrated bya proper coordination of these several basic, descripthie, behaviouristic life fUnctioning"so that it can better adjust Itself to the status quo as. better adjust Itself sto the aimMeal, such u a real democracy.

224. lisn, Jinni& A. critical analysis of certain prolamin in the highereducation of villas* women in China. Doctor's, left. T. C., Col. Univ.It Is the purpose of this study tó show (1) lib* persolial problems of Chinese studentswhich are noegaiso by presidents and deans oe gram* isk collages educating women In
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. 20 RE8EA11011 STUDIES IN EDUCATION

China, by women students wto are studying China at present, and by women itudents
who are studying in American colleges and universities; and (2) to show bow these
problems are related to administrative practices In the colleges and to influences'outside
of the colleges.

225. Hsueh, Hung-Chih. Secondary education in Chinaa statistical pre-
sentation. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

Hung, Ko-Wong. New emphases for the Chinese elenientary school:
a'Itudy of increasing school efficiency. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

227. Jivanayakam, Daniel. Training teachers for English schools in Travan-
core. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the present policies and practices of the
training college at Tri ndrum, which trains teachers for the English schools of Travan-
core and Cochin, India with a view to suggesting means for improving these policies
and practices in accor nce with accepted standards. It was found that the present
crisis in India has ar ducat1ona1 bearing and that the task of training teacbere for
new In,dia gathers importance accordingly.

,.228. Kammerer, Violet Gould. Development of public education In Mexico
, since 1920. Master's; 1931. Southern Ca Mania. 59 p.
A A study of recent impiovements, eapecially wig! respect to thé adaptation of tducation
to family and community life, based on publisnd materials sccured from the Mexican
ministry of education.

229. Kardos, Lillian Ilona. Education in Hungary before and after the
World War. Master's, 1931. `Southern California. 75 p.

A general account based on the literature, on correspondence with the ministry of edura,
tion, and on interviews with educated Hungarian emigrants in Los Angeles.

280. La Fontnerie, Francois de. French liberalism and education in the
eighteenth century. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, McGraw-
Hill book company,. 1982. 385 p.

The purpose of the study was to make available to students of the history of education
the important docukents to which reference is frequently made in general works on
the subject, together with such historical data, biographical notices, and explanatory
notes as are necessary to understand_ them.

231. Langford, Howard D. Educational service: its túnctions and 'pool-
. I

bilities. Doctor's, 1931. T. C. Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1931. '212 p. (eontributions to education, no.. RC)

A study of the functions and possibtlities of educational service in the .Province of
Ontario, Ca,ktada. An attempt is made to get a clearer understanding of the functions
and possibilities of educational service by examination of two tendencies prominent
In an educational program; by analysis of the probable results of the tendencies to
determine which is the m re valuable edgcati9nally ; and by discussion of possible ways
of Strengthening the mo helpful tendency and making it prev,iL

232. Lee, Tut Yon . A proposeil plan for thy trainipsg of leaders ¡Or tbe
. program of religious education in the Protestant churches of Korea. Master's,

1930. Presbyterian theological seminary, Chicago, Ill.
233. Lewis, Rundall McGill. A. study of conditions in Chinese rural ele-

mentary schools. Master's, 1981. Cornell.
234. Liu, Pang Yuen. Clitnese education under " The thrr 'princiPles

the people." Master's, 1981. Stanford.
285. Liu, Snowpinc The neIrls of China in Stysical education. Muter's,

1931. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.
236. Lochhead, Jewell. The education of young children in England.

Doctor's, 1931. T. 0., Col. Univ.
The problem was to anceistain the present and !unction of schools which provide

care and training for Enhllili children between the ages of two and seven years, asil
to make an analytical study of their organisation, curricula, inethods of teash,ag,
educational theory, maiming these with educational practice la tbe United States. Ok
donations were made In $chools 'durjng! a per4od of eve maths ia 1111546111'
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JP-

nresentative schools being selected for study. Findings: The results of the investiga-tion reveal the fact that the general trend in the education of young children in thethree types of schools studied, infants' schools, nursery schools, and kindergartens, issomewhat different from the more progressive tendenties in childhood eucatiou in theUnited States.
, 237. Long, Mabel E. Education in Bulgaria. Master's [1931]. T. C., Col.Univ. 33 p. ms.
This study gives a 6"nef history of education in Bulgaria, present curriculum ingymnasia, class-room methods in gymnasia, and possible improvements. The findingsshowed very good academic training, few modern methods, little emphasis on vocationalguidance, and that gymnasia come far from filling needs of the majority of theyopulgtion.

238. McCain, Rea. Travel in Italy as a part of the education of the Englishgentleman during the Renaissance. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 192 p. ms.
*239. McKee, William J. New schooLs for young India. Doctor's, 1930.Columbia. Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina press, 1930. 435 p.Tills is a critical study of ancient, pre-British, abd British education in India todiscover its strength and weaknesses with reference to present-day demands and needs.-The outstanding experimental schools are described and their contributions evaluated.The study summarizes the steps that need to be taken and the specific objectives anditems that need to be included in the curriculum in order to make it functional.in tbelives of village children. J

240. hic.lffurry, Ruth Emily; Mueller, Max; and Alexander, Thomas.. Mod-em foreign languages in France and Germany. The training of teachers andmettods of instruction. New York City, Teachers college, ColunThia university,1930. 516 p. (International institute of Teachers college. Studies, no. 9.)Bibliography : p. 501-508.
24f. Marshall, M. V. Education as a social force as illustrated by a study-of the teachei-training program in Nova Scotia. Cambridge, Mass., Harvarduniversity press, 1931. 161 p. (Harvard bulletins in education, no. 18.)This study aims to show how the teacher-training institutions can be intimately re-lated to the life of the people. It was proposed to state the criteria by which a pro-gram of teacher training may be evaluated; to e*aluate the present provisions for teachertraining in Nova Scotia in the light of tiltFcriteria and in the fight of the social setting;and to propose a constructive program for training teachers which considers all factorsbearing on such a provincial provision.

242. Mathew, Cheruvathur Cheru. A study of American agricultural ex-tension work and its application to the villages in the native state of Cochin(India ) . Doctior's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.
A study wis made of agricultural extension work in the United States, with a view tointroducing a similar course in Cochin, India, in order to increase production and raisethe standard of the life of the people. An attempt was made to construct a workableprpgram of adult Nucation suitable to tge needs and resources of the state. On theWigs of this study, an outline of extension work fov the State of Co xin is made.
243. Matthews, Roderic Donald. Post-primary education in kngland: astudy of the relation of the, board of education to the provision for post-primaryeducation in England, 1902-1929. Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,Pa., Williams brothers, 1931. 200 p.
The chief contribution of this study is the portrayal of tbe increasing centralisationof tbe power of the State over secondary education in England.
244. Milani, Ava B. A study of the student homes of China. New YorkCity, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 96 p. (International insti-tute of Teachers coHege. Studies, no. 10.)
The purpos of this study was to survey tlie facti regardibg Chtnese family life in thetamale* from which ,college students and students from other highet schools 'come in orderto have a background for ?starting courses in home making an4 organising a homeeconoinio department in 'Nothing universiti, Peiping, China. 1,270 Chinese families Werestudied between October 19211 and March 19211,
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22 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

245. Nabholz, Hans. The organization and administration of German uni-
versities. Master's, 1931. New York. 76 p. ma.

An interpretation of the organisation and administration of present-day German uni-
versities. Findings : The new university statutes of 1928 have broadened the academical
self-administration by increasing the parts of the administrative mechanism. The
principle of administration has remained the same.

246. Nelson, Caroline. Superstition and fears of East Milan school children.
Master's, 1930. Nebraska.. Lists of superstitions and fears Common to children in the United Provinces, *Ma,
were collected, then these lists were submitted to school pupils to discover relative fre-
quencies of the fears. There is some evidence that fears of those who had attended
mission school were less than those of other children. .

247. Nicholas, Catherine Kate. A brief study of the development of some
of the educational enterprises existent to-day in India including Burma.
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 97 p.

An historical survey of the various types of schools in Indianative, Buddhist, Chris-
tian, and those under British government, with some evaluation and criticism of each.

248. Obara, Kuni. The place of the Japanese family in religious education.
New York City, New York university [1930]. 92 p. ms.

A study of bow the old Japanese religious training can be used for Christian education,
by : (1) readjusting the old religions habits to new Christian education, and (2) slow and
careful training of the people.

249. Parker, Beryl. The Austrian educatipnal institutes. Doctor's, 1931
Columbia. Vienna and Leipzig, Austrian federal publisher for education,
science and iM 1931. 185 p.

250. Radtke, Bruno. Some observations on German and English education in
eiementary and secondary schools. Lawrence, Kans., University of Kansas,
1931. Se p. (Kansas studies in education, vol. 2, no. 1, June 1931.)

Describes the development of education in Germany and in England since 1918.
251. Reiner, Ralph Oliver. The organization and administration of modem

public education in Korea. , Masts lik1.931. Southern California. 248 p.
An account of the establishment ailimilvlopment tif modern education in Korea under

the Japanese colonial government, covering the period from 1908 to 1929, based chiefly
upon official publications of the Governor general of Chown, which include extensive
statistical tables, descriptive matter of a general nature, and copies of the educational
ordinances issued by the government.

12. Riegel; Eliezer. Selection of a Hebrew spelling vocabulary. Master's,
193 Chicago. 128 p. ms.

i A s dy of the Hebrew word-frequencies in the written discourse of children and adults
in Palestine and in various literary--sources. Findings: The 2,008 commonest words is
written Hebrew ; and the degree of correspondence between the highest word frequencies
in Hebrew, English, French, and German.

3

253. Rose, Hildegard. Education in modern Germany. Master's, 1981
New York. 113 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the present status of changes and trends
in the system of education Introduced in Germany after the revolution of 1918. Findings:
There are two groups of forces at work in shaping modern German education; one makes
for greater unity, while the other makes for better distinctions. Equality of education
is extended only to the equally endowed, and not to everybody.

254. Royer, Mary Neuhouser. Education of village children in a central
province mission, India. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 94 p. ms.

A study of school work of the Mimics!) Mennoate Mission, Dhamtari, C. P., India against
a brief background study of Indian education and village life, general and local. Findings:
Tbe American Mennonite Mission in recognition of the fallacy of educating. from the toP
down and the consequent necessity of reconStructing the elementary curriculum to mast
the chalfenge of the Indian village, is attempting to overcome tbe limitations of Ow
present Government prescribed literary curriculum in three ways: (1) By introducing
the required work through village situations experimentally;, (2) by supplementing tb
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CURRENT ZDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 23
regular curriculum with village activities outside the classroom ; and (8) by consiructinga new curriculum for subnormal children, not subject to Government requirements. Itwas found that Government was favorable to experimentation. The Mission is centeringattention on' educating teachers for the village schools. The suggestibility of the presentsituation for a new village curriculum was interpreted in the light of a study made byMiss Lucy Gage's class in Evaluation of curriculum materials, in the summer of 1981, atGeorge Peabody college for teachers.

*255. Sadiq, Issa Khan. Modern Persia and her educational system. Doc-
tor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers" college, Columbiauniversity, 1931. 135 p. (Studies of the International institute, no. 14.)The author has tried to and out whether the present system of education responds tothe needs and aspirations of the country and if not what steps should be taken to attainPersia's ideals. It was found that a number of undesirable outcomes could be attributedto the present system, which is a mixture of the old and new order, such as belief jítfate, docility, individualbm, contempt for industrial pursuits, and superstition.

256. Shannon, Kenneth Coleman. A survey of physical education in the
Germany of to-day. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 80 p. ms.

257. Shipp, Frederic Thomas. A Christian education program for the
Korean Y. M. C. A. Master's, 1981. Stanford.

258. Singer, Lillian X. Survey of the salient advances In the secondary
school system of France since the World War (1920-1930). Mister's, 1981.Coll. of the City of N. Y. 126 p. m&

This study gives a brief history of the lyetie and college. It deals with the changes thelast decade has wrought in the curriculum, baccalaureate examinations, scholarships,tuition, improvement in teaching and democratisation.
259. Soudah, Peter B. The work of Western education in the Near East

Master's, 1980. Michigan.
260. Spews, lames X., fr. Problems incurred in the establishment of a

health protection program in China. Master's [1981]. New York. 59 p. ms.
261. Stayer, Jessie Lee. The control of education in the German Empire.'

Master's, 1931. Pennsylvania. 44 p. ms.
262. Stob, Ralph. Platonism in English educators and tpeologians. Doc-tor's, 1930. Chicago.
263. Thomas, H. H. Plan for developing a curriculum of religious educa-tion for mission schools in West Africa. Master's, 1931. Kansas.
Description and evaluation of objectives, curriculum, and methods in mission schools inSierra Leone, British West Africa, with reference to religious and moral education. Aplan was devised for revision based upon principle and practices in America.
264. Turosiensii, Severin. Bibliography of material for evaluating foreigncredentials. Washington, D. C., U. S. Office of education, 1980. 32 p. ms.(Circular, no. 21.)
The list is classified under two main headings: General and by countries, arranged inalphabetical order.
265. Van Doren, Alice B. Teacher training and eitension work for villagechools in India. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 40 p.The problem was to work out types òf training and extension work connected wititsituations arising in home and village life, especially among members of the Christian'cemmunity. Suggests simplified form of training otter adapted to conditions in therural community.
266. Wallace, Fraser Melvin. A statistical analysis of the British Columbiajunior matriculation examination marks and a suggeste4 iMprovement in themarking system. Muter's, 1981. Washington. 99 p. me.
267. Wang, Peng-Gang. Japtnese influence on educational reform in Minafrom 1895 to 1911. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717a.)This study examine'd the proposition that the real impetus towards the introduction ofWestern civilisation into China came chiefly from Japan, and that from 1895 to 1911 tbe
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24 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

predominant influence on educational reform in China was Japanese. The st WILI
based on an investigation of original sources in Chloe/Iris Japanese, and in Eng Jam.
nese influence was directed on Chinese education through Japanese teachers mployed
Chinese schools ; Japanese literature translated and printed in the Chinese language; and
Chinese students studying in Japan. After the Revolution of 1911 Japanese influence on
Chinese education waned, Rnd American and European influences began to rise.

268. West, Ralph E. A constructive program of religious education for
Aoyama Gakuin. Mister's [1N1]. New York. 60 p. ms.

Deals with the present condition of Aoyama Gakuin (Mission school in Tokyo, Japan)
and suggests a plan for making the teaching of rellgións education in that school more
effective. Finds that the teaching in this institution cal:LA:Pe- made much more effective
by the use of more modern methods.

269. Wilcox, George X. Education in modern Greece. Doctor's, 1931. T. C.,
Col. Univ.

The problem was to study and describe the educational system in Greece, and to con-
sider problems in Greek education and suggest solutions. Findings : There is a wide-
spread and genuine appreciation of education in Greece ; schools and enrollments hare
increased rapidly in recent years; a considerable number of children of elementary school
age are not enrolled in the schools; administration of education is scattered among at
least five of the national ministries; textbook control is rigorous; enlightened provision
is made for the care of teacheris by means of penaions and sick benefits; school buildings
are frequently very crowded and are sometimes unsanitary ; secondary education b
predominantly classical; there is a high percentage of nonpromotion in secondary schools
of all types; methods of instruction are formal and aim primarily to have pupils learn
prescribed subject matter ; an extension of opportunities for vocational education,
especially at the secondary school level, is the greatest need of Greek education. Enroll-
ment in institutions of higher learning shows that professional training is predominately
for the legal profession.

270. Wright, Margarita. An experimental course of study in the school
sciences on the basis of activities adapted to an elementary school in Mexico
subject to state requirements. Master's, 1931. Claremont.

271. Zanelli, Louis Z. Italian model schools. Master's, 1981. Coll. the
City of N. Y. 42 p. ms.

A critical survey of Italian model schools and such progressive schools as the Asilo
Agassi, the Agro Romano, the Montessori, the Montesca, the Balms!, etc. Findings:
These schools have had a tremendous influence on the reconstruction of Italian educa-
tion. They were particularly influential in the Gentile reform of 1923.

Bee also, 273, 2887, 8341, 8585.

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

272. Gentry, Curtis G. Teaching international civics in the public schools.
Master's [1981]. New York. 100 p. ma.

A study of the needs of instruction in international civics because of the growing
interdependence of the nations. A survey of 100 cities east of the lilasissiVpi shows that
very little teaching is being done to meet the need.

273. Harper, Heber Reece. A comparative study of student .opinion In some
European anJ !American universities regarding certain international problem
Doctor's, 1981: T. O Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1981. 256 p.

The problem consisted of an attempt to make an objective study of the opinions of
university students in the United States and several European countries, concerning some
major international problems. Two questionnaires were formed, one containing 124
items, and the other additional items, making a total of 852 questions. Forty-two dire.
ent groups in 18 different institutions used the test. Institutions in England, Franca
Germany, Austria, Csechoslovakia, Denmark, and Switzerland, in addition to tbe Aimless
group, used the test. Nearly 2,000 questionnaires were filled out with 124 responses ss
short forms, and 852 on long forms. Windings : There is a strong trend toward ow
structive internationalism From the standpoint of American rates* the German-Austriu
students have a lower internationalism score and a higher nationalism score than to
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CURRENT EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS 25
the hers. There are definite nationalistic trends among practically all the groups intion with important specific problems. Pedagogical students seem to be moreintern tionally minded than nonpedagogical students.

274. Hauck, Arthur A. Some educational factors affecting the 'relations
between Canada and the United States. Doctorll, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. Eas-ton, Pa., iattayette college, 1932. 100 p.4.

The purpose of this study was to appraise th6 amount of information and the atti-tudes of representative groups of secondary students of Canada relative to the UnitedStates and of similar groups of American students relative to Canada by means of anexploratory test and student compositions; and.to find out what provision is made inthe elementary and secondary schools of Canada and the United States to inform thepupils of each country about the history, ideals, commercial and industrial life of theother and about their relations as neighbor nations. Data were secured from an ex-ploratory information and attitude test given to more than 1,000 students in their finalyear of secondary school in representative schools in various section& of each country ;880 brief compositions about the United States written by Canadian students, and 805compositions about Canada written by students in high schools of the United States; andTT American and Canadian history textbooks used in the elementary and secondary schoolsof the United States and Canada, and 28 geographies used in the elementary chools.Data indicate that Canadian students have much more information about the United Statesthan have the American students about Canada.
275. Kandel, I. L. Essays in comparative education. New York City,Teachers college, Columbia university, 1980. 285 p. ( St4L of the Interna-tional institute, no. 11.)
276.- ed. Educational yearbook of the Intérnatibnal institute of Teach-ers college, Columbia university, 1980. New York City, Macmillan company,

1930.

277 McClure, Charles Haven. The contribution of English literature to---a
secondary school program of education for world peace. Master's, 1930. In-diana. 182 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to determine whether or not the traditional secondaryschool subject of English literature contains sufficient material tò justify its being taughtas an instrument for the promotion of the ideal of world peace and göodwill ; and todetermine a selection of those 'authors from 1811 to 1929 whose social idealism andpolitical interests spurred them to express definite views concerning the folly and miseryof war. Findings : Some 40 authors representing a fairly evenly distributed historicalrange from 1611 to_1929 have written or spoken as unalterably opposed to war and infavor of a league of mankind.
278. Neumann, G. B.; Kulp, D. H. II, and Davidson, Helen. Test of theinternational attitudes. New York City, Teachers college, Oolumbia university,

1931.

279. Pearlman, Harry. The influence of immigration on the development aAmerican nationalism. Master's, 1981. New York. :4: p, ma.This study attempts to bring about a better understanding between the native Ameri-can and the foreigner, and to *bow the great contributions of tbe immigrants and topoint the way to true Americanisation. The study gives in some detail an historicaltreatment of immigrant backgrounds, followed by er. evaluation of the ?oositive and nega-tive factors introduced by immigration.. The modern concept of adult education, par-&Wanly in its effect upon the diffusion of different cultures and the developmeit ofAmerican nationalism was stressed emphatically.
280. Penningroth, Paul W. A. study of public opinion of international rela-tions in certitin communities. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.This study describes a cross section of life in several communities w4particuiaremphasis on public opinion on international relations. Two vommunides ot 2,000 and46,000 population were selected by criteria which aimed to secure some degree of hots°.comity aid similarity with other communities of like sine. Findings: Local interestIl pre-epinent. The proportion of residepte interested in international affairs la aboutthe same for the two maim:tittles. The work of societies intatestod in worldlens hu not directly Altered *two to the small community to any isportaat extent.
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281. Shepperd, E. Eugenia. Attitudes toward foreign countries shown in
popular magazines. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 115 p. ms.

Analysis of amount of material, subject matter, and attitude, of references to other
countries in a sampling of the 16 American magazines of largest circulation. Findings:
There is much material on art, characters, landscapes, and cities, but little insight.
England and France are best known. Asiatics and North American aliens are least
favorably regarded.

282. Stoker, Spencer Longshore. A study of efforts to promote international
understandingIhrough the schools. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. 382 p. ms. (For
abstract see no. 717a.)

The study takes up the international exchange of professors, the international ex-change of students of higher education, the encouragement of the study of foreign culture
and of international problems, the establishment of scholarships, the international my&
tems of equivalence of studies and degrees, international student contacts, and thegranting of international travel concessions to students. In an effort to advance inter-
national understanding through the lower schools emphasis has been placed on instrue-on in the existence and aims of the League of Nations, an impartial or conciliatorya proach to the teaching of history, a campaign against books containing elements oftuvinism or hatred, and the encouragement of direct and indirect contact of pupils.
Ex . nges of students, and group visits, and international correspondence have beesraged.

283. Swanson, Thelma. Teaching world citizenship in high school English
asses. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
It is tbe purpose of this study to make some contribution toward the program ofeducation for World friendship and unders4nding.
284. Symons, Farrell. Coil on international affairs in American colleges.

1930-1931. Boston, Mass., World peace foundation, 1931. 353 p.
This survey was undertaken to find out what courses bearing on international affairs

are being offered, and tbe significance of the role they play in the colleges of the UnitedStates. Data were secured largely from college catalogues.
285. Wilson, Kate Eleanor. Material to be used in the teaching of inter-

nationalism. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.

EDUCATIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE

286. Brashears, James F. Educational terminology. Master's, 1931. Colo-
rado.

The purpose of this study cwas to discover educational terms or concepts which are mostfrequently used in educational writings..
287. Childs, John L. Education and the philosophy of experimentalism.

Doctor's [1931]. T. C., Col. Univ. New York, Century company, 1931, 264 p.The aim of this study is to inquire into the adequacy of experimentalism as a guidingphilosophy of education in the light of various criticisms. Books and articles on thephilosophy and educational implications of experimentalism were studied. Findings:The philosophy of experimentalism has Its deeper roots in certain general tendencies ismodern life apd thought. It is preeminently a philosophy of method. The experimentalistbelieves that freedom is an achievement not a datum.
288. Clugston, Herbert A. Theoriek of learning. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

115 p.
Developmental and intepative study based on available experimental literature. PM.lags: Learning is dependent upon the nature of the impulse to learn, the nature of dosituation, and the nature of the response.

.

289. Corey, Stephen X. and Duff, Helen. Tile effect of motivation upón the
intelligence-achievement relationship; Greencastle, Ind., DePauw uilverat
1981.

290. Davis, Charles Ellsworth. °hanging theories In location. Mutees,
1931. Colorado.

291. Palter, Rev. _Clement Itaroellus. The present day
*why of education. Master's, 1981. Catholic tniT. 52 p. a.
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292. Flemming, Cecile White. Cooperative efforts otut,ncipal and psychol-
ogist. In National education association, Department's of elementary school
principals. Tenth yearbook, 1931. p. 826-33.

This study attempts to present briefly a cooperative effort by principal and psychologist,
to emphasize the values of integrating the activities of principal, teachers, and the
psychological service to obtain more adequate knowledge of the pupils of a given groupfor the purpose of improving their adjustment on the basis of the factors revealed, and ofimproving the pupils' skill in study and the teachers' direction of learning. It presentsthe results of the teachen' analysis of pupils' needs, describes the techniques used in theremedial program, and summarises in subjective and objective terms, the results obtainedin the improved adjustment, in the acquisition of reading skills, and in more effective
learning.

293. Giesing, Mrs. Edna. The influence of the initial error theory on educa-
tion. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The investigation attempts to determine to what extent modern educational practice is
being influenced by the initial error theory.

294. Guiang, Pedro G. A comparative study of textbooks in principles of
teaching. Manila, P. I., Bureau of education, 1931.

Fifty-two books dealing with principles of teaching were surveyed to find out: (1)The authors most often mentioned; (2) the topics dealt with in the works of the authorsthat are mentioned most frequently and should therefore belong to a course in prin 4 lesof teaching; (8) the book which embodies these topics and thus meets the needs of estudents taking the course. Findings: (1) The first 10 authors mentioned most frequent yare Thomas, Strayer and Norsworthy, Bagley, Cubberley, Parker, Thorndike, Dewey, Ear-hart, McMurry, and Charters; (2) the topics dealt with in the works of the authors thatare mentioned most frequently are : The teachers' opportunities, responsibilities, philosophyof education ; Objectives of education ; Organization and control ; General principles oflearning ; Types of learning; Technique of teaching, and Measuring results; and (3)Thomas' Principles and technique of teaching, embodies these topics.
295. Leitzell, Hazel Grace. Education students' ideas on certain questions

of instructional technique. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 344 p.Gives tabulations'of several thousand individual contributions made by students, with aneffort to determine the degree of uniformity and of individuality in the contributions,each of whtth is a proposed solution for some specific teaching difficulty.
296. Ludwick, Ethel Gage. Self-realization ; the concept in modern educa-

tional theory. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 78 p.
An analysis and compilation of ideas relating to tbe concept of self-realisation ineducation as expressed by several contemporary philosophers and educators.
297. Mulhall, Sister Leonita. The genesis and growth of the progressive

movement in education. Doctor's, 1931. Cincinnati. (For abstract see no. ;t!': )The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature and extent of the philosophical,psychological, and pedagogical principles as demonstrated in the educational endeavorsof that period of the Renaissance from 1800 to 1800, and to contrast the findings with thetheories, principles, and methods of the progressive movement in education in the UnitedStates from 1896 to 1980.

298. Osbutn, W. 1. A study of the content of textbooks in principles of
teaching. Columbus, Ohio, State department of education, 1931.

299. Paul, Joseph B. A study of the relative effectiveness for learning of a
55 and 30 minute class perkxl. Doctor's, 1931. Wisconsin.

300. Read, Violet Caroline. Sources and evaluation of elementary teaching
aids. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 145 p. ms.

301. Skaggs, EL B., and others. Further studies of the reading-recitation
process in learning. New York City, Columbia university, 1930. 88 p (Archivbs
of psychology, no. 114.) di

Contents : Optimum number of readings before introducing reading-promptings in ver-batim learning, by R. B. Skaggs and S. Grossman, p. 5-14 ; Relative effect of interspersinga recall at different stages of learning, by Louise O. Krueger. p ;15-25 Optimal effect ofa recall (limbs learning, by Wm. C. P. Krueger, p. 26.44 ; Summary statement of thestatus of experimental investigations to date, by tbe.authors, p. 86-87.
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302. Weidemann, C. C. The indeterminate statement Lincoln, University
cif Nebrask4, 1931. 4 p. ms.
r. Describes and Illustrates the nature of the indeterminate statement. Findings : Thendeterminate statement is neither entirely true nor entirely false, but doubtful as tohether true or false.

303. The relative classroom discussion value of the determinate and
determinate statement. Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1931. 7 p. ms.Preents examples of the use of 40 indeterminate statements and 120 true-false state-ts, arbitrarily defines the true-false and indeterminate statements, and indicates thatth indeterminate statement causes class discussion to a degree greater than the true-falsesta ment.

Zimmer, Edward, jr. Pragmatism, behaviorism, and idealism as efts-
philosophies. Master's, 1931. New York. 86 p. ms.
dy of the comparative ability of pragmatism, behaviorism, and idealism to cope
e problem of educational aims and procedure. Findings : The inability of prat
and behaviorism to cope with the problem and tbe adequacy of idealism in dealing

tion
A
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See
tion

84, 477, 1820 ; and under Educational biography ; Special methods of inst
pedal subjects of curriculum.

SPECIAL METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

ABILITY GROUPING

305. Carruth, Irby B. An attempt to reduce the individual variations o
pupils in homogeneous groups. Muter's, 1931. Chicago. 138 p. ms.

306. Cleary, Adele C. Homogeneous versus heterogeneous grouping. M
ter's, 1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 72 p.

This study summarizes the findings of a number of recent experiments attempting todiscover which if either of the forms of class organisation indicated in the title is superior.While the results are not all on the side of either one, the weight of the evidence seemsto be somewhat greater on the side of homogeneous grouping. Problems ariaing in con-nection with tbe determination of a method of selection are discussed and the advantagesand disadvantages of both types of organisation are given.
307. Connett, Marguerite. Ability grouping in English in junior high schooL

Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 72 p. ms.
Findings : While the pupils in the high group average higher in a given trait, and tbelow group lower, the study reveals no appreciable decrease of individual differences isthis group.

308. Dellinger, Anne Den Bleyker. Results of placing children In ability
groups'in the elementary schools of Pittsburg, Kans. Master's, 1930. Kans. St
T. C., Pittsburg.

309. Galligan, Harold Henry. An experiment in reclassification in a small
elementary school based upon measurements of intelligence and achievement
Master's, 1931. Brown. 49 p. ms.

A study to determine by a program of capacity and achievement testing what redo'Ideation would be necessary to secure homogeneous grouping on the basis of thePrevidence class personnel chart. Findings: Even under the limitations set by theadministrative problems of a small school (two classes of each grade) a marked decreesin the MA, CA, IQ and achievement range in a given grade can be attained.
MO. Gray, Robert F. Organization of homogeneous instructional groups at

Aptos and Presidio junior high schools. San rrancisco, Calif., Public schools,
1931. (For abstract see no. nrrb.)

Mental, reading, and arithMetic tests were given all prospective jun1or-,1,1 shool pupilsentering the Aptos and Presidio Junior high schools, before they left their elementarychools. By grouping the pupils homogeneously, it was possible to limit the range laeach group to approximately two yean chronological age and a year and a half mentalage, except in the highest and lowest ovum
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311. Hegener, A. L. A tudy of the trouping of pupils in a general senior

high school according to 1 e purpose. Muter's, 1931. Michigan.A study is made of :hit irtually unique plan, comparing its advantages with theability-grouping objectives ( rarely found in a senior high school) by means of marks,intelligence test scores and questionnaires to pupils and teachers.
312. Hodges, Alice Sinon. The experimental basis of ability grouping.

Master's, 1931. Tennessee. ms.
313. Howard, Waists G. Grouping of first grade children. Master's, 1931.

Oklahoma. 75 p. ms.
A study was made of the possibility of grouping children according to ability in firstgrade reading. Findings: Pupils overlap in different groups almost 100 per cent,except in the trait used as a basis for grouping.
31E Hughes, W. Hardin. How homogeneous is a homogeneous group?

Pasadena, Calif., Public schools, 1930. Nation's schools, 6: 21-25, October 1930.
315. Kemmerer, W. W. and Aaron, Sadie. The determination of the best

procedures or homogeneous grouping in the Junior and senior high schools byusing the results of intelligence and achievement tests, thê teacher'a marks, a
pupil's age and social maturity, and the interest% and vocational choicis of the
students without combining these factors into one weighted quotient. Houston,Texas, Independent school district [1930] ms.

316. Nestor, James Henry. Group ability as a basis for school reorganiza-
tion. Master's, 1931. Boston Coll. 49 p. ms.

317. Segel, David. An investigation of the objective factors which may ,be
used in homogeneous grouping or the prediction of success in individual subjects
in junior and senior high schools. Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 19111. (For
abstract see no. 717 b.)

This study attempts to ascertain the best methods of homogeneous grouping in sub-yids in junior and senior high schools by a study of the literature on the 'subject and bydirect investigation.

318. Symonds, Percival X. Homogeneous grouping. Teachers collegerecord, 32: 501-17, March 1931.
319. Turney, L H. Status of ability grouping. Educational administration

and supervision, 17: 21-42, 110-27, January, February 1931.
The alleged advaniages and disadvantages of homogeneous grouping and the criteriaof its success are reviewed. Many of tbe studies and experiments reported in educa-tion& literature are examined in the light of these criteria.
320. Walter, Ralph. A study of the classification of the elementary schoolpupils of New Rochelle, N. Y. New Rochelle, N. Y., Public schools, 1931.

13 p. ms.
The purposes of the study were: (1) To ascertain the facts conce rninj the homesgeneity of the elementary school classes as they now exist, and (2) to anal- the dataobtained from all the schools and attempt to discover a formula or techniqui whichwould give a greater degree of homogeneity throughout the City.
flee Gi 410 ; and seder Individual Instruction.

ACTIVITY PROGRAM

321. Bethel, Willa Imogene. Activities carried on in the home-rooms ofplatoon schools. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 78 p. ms.
Findings : The following subjects should be taught in home-room ; Grade 1, reading,language, phoniest writing. Veiling; Grade 2, the same, omitting pbenlisò and includingarithmetic; Grade $, tit* same as grade 2; Grades 4, 5, 6, reading, language, arithmetic,spelling, and writing.
822. California. State department coif education. California curriculumcommission. The activity program and the teaching of reading, manual for
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kindergarten and primary teachers. Washington, United States Government
printing office, 1981. 95 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1931, no. 2.)

323. /lambert, Nona Choate. Activity work in public school& Seattle,
University of Washington. 1931. 120 p.

Findings : Activity school is an important means to effective learning. The work mustbe carefully planned and should be checked to denote achievement There is need for abasis of uniformity upon which to Judge merits of work. There should be a change isteacher training.
_ 324. sing, Clyde. An evaluation of " the activity concept " in education.
Doctor's, 19111. Ohio. 162 p. ni& (Abstract reprinted fror Abstracts of
doctors' dissertation& No. 6, Ohio State university, p. 174-83.)

The purpose of the study wu : (1) To discover the principles underlying the Presentactivity movement, (2) to determine the influence of traditional concepts in shaping astrends of the movement, and (8) to see if in the light of the present knowledge of thechild and his relation to his environment the movement rests upon a defensible founds.tion. It has been shown that the activity movement has made certain contributions hiharmony with the unitary concept, but that there are definite limitations that must beremedied if the activititmovement is to go forward on a defensible foundation.
825. Jones, Lillian Sara. A study of the activity program in elementary

schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California., 168 p.
An analysis of the literature and of courses Xi study, summarising the historicaldevelopment, basic principles, curriculum organisation, teaching methods, and other aspectsof the activity program.
326. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Behavior of pupils in activity versus formal rooms.hi California educational research and guidance association. Proceedings, 1931.An analysis of pupil behkiior on an objective basis in which results from activity roomsare contrasted with those from formal rooms.
327. Rooms, Elizabeth. A study of the principles of education underlying" activity" or " project " teaching in progressive elementary schools. Master's,

1931. North Carolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)
Stateknents of practice in progressive elementary schools were compared with state-.Lento of carefully validated principles of education, and, where tbe relationship couldplainly be seen, a principle was recorded as being basic to practice. The conclusionsfrom this comparison call attention to the close relationship that exists betweed most ofthe characteristic practices of the progressive elementary schools and the most fullyapproved principles of education.
82a Ziebarth, Rev. Leo Francis. Expressive activities and their value isthe elementary school curriculum. Master'ff, 1931. Catholic Univ. 44 p. ms.
see Woo 982, 32$ 6.

CONTRACT AND UNIT PLANS

829. Cain, Flossie R Study and comparison of the unit plan of teachingwith two cluses. Master's, 1930. tr. C., Col. Univ. 12 p. ms.A study was made of the unit plan of teaching literature with a slowly moving groupand a bright group to find what each group would do. The slow group under the plan didbetter work and of a more intensive kind than the bright group, which held its own.
830. Crofoot, Mentha Lucius. A study comparing methods and results ofteaching through daily assignments with class instruction and through theMorrison unit plan with individual guidance. Master's, 1981. Washington.106 p. ms.
Students show somewhat better results from 'daily assignments recitations tit&from Morrison unit plan. Difference is more evident as period of is lengthens&Pupils do Rot show so high a degree of mastery under Morrison as under daily redtsdon plan. Gain is more evident in spelling than in grani or the class having thedaily reeitation gasp.
831. Dial, Henry Franklin. Oomparative results of traditional type melt*ikon and th contract plan. Master's [19611. Peabody. 78 p. sook
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 31
332. Hawk, Prank Hagen. A comparative study of the Dalton laboratory

and traditional methods. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 63 p.
A study ot the progress of two matched classes in ninth-grade general science, one of

13 and the other of 14 boys at Whittier State school, in which tbe contract and recitation
methods were tested in a rotating group experiment.

333. Hornbeck, Blanche E. A critique of the Dalton laboratory school.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. 98 p. ms.

A definition of the plan, an examination of its outstanding modifications, and an evalu-
ation' of its contributions to education. Findings: Certain inadequacies were revealed,
the most outstanding being : (1) It does not provide sufficiently for individual growth
through participation in community interests; (2) 'it fails to provide sufficiently for situa-
dons in which the social heritage may be used and understood; (8) it does not provide
for the modern theory of interest ; (4) it provides for individual differences in rate of
learning, but neglects differences in interests and abilities; and (5) it fails to provide
adequately for training in reflective thinking.

334. Lockhart, everett Isaac. Methods of teaching by contracts. Master's,
1931. Boutherfi California. 163 p. ms.

335. Loy, Mrs. Anna. The evolution of the ideas or concepts underlying
project method of teaching. Master's, 1.931. Colo. St. T. C.

It is the pUrpose of this study to bring about a more intelligent understanding of the
project mithod through a study of the evolution of the ideas underlying this method.

336. McGinnis, Olive W. Problem solving situations in two types of elemen-
tary schools. hiastep's, 1931. Ohio. 145 p. ms.

An investigation of the progressive schools compared and contrasted with the old-type
school with reference to the furnishing of problem 'situations (grades 1-4). Findings: The
progressive %Omaha furnish far more problems than the old school, as shown by observa-
tional data. Intkviews with teachers show the teachers of the old school do not have
true concepts of problem situations and their attitudes toward problem situations are not
recommendable.

337. hiaxon, A. L. Comparison of matched groups of pupils separated by
one term in school progress, in doing an identical unit of work. Schenectady,
N. Y., Public schools, 1930. 11 p. ms.

The study deals with 4 units of subject Matter, 6 classes of children, 4 teachers, and
8 distinct level's of ability.

838. Thompson, William Hertzog. Progress in the elementary school sub-
jects in a demonstration school conducted by the Ohio State university under
the Dalton plan. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. (Abstract, 9 p.)

Data indicate that a controlled situation fails to show any consistent support for the
contention that the Dalton laboratory plan is conducive of superior achievement in the
common school Wenches.

339. Virginia committee for research in secondary education. The unit
assignment in secondary education. University, University of Virginia, 1980.
48 p. (University of Virginia record extension series, vol. 15, no. 4, October
1930. Secondary education in Virginia, no. 10.)

This bulletin coitains the proceedings of the fourth annual meeting of the Virginia
committee for research in secondary education, held at tbe University of Virginia,August 74, .1980.

Bee also 352458, 998, 1028-1029, 1289, 1316, 1858, 1870, 1880, 1897, 1408, 1427, 1429,1437, 1491, 1547, 1598, 1607, 1681, 8604, 8788, 8760, 8797, 8814, 8872-8873, 8878, 4168.

110211-1100101

340. Good, Iris Mora and Crow, Jane. . Home-raom activities. New York,
N. Y., Professional find technical press, 1980. 350 p.

Covers fully the philosophy et this rapidly expanding field and gives over 100 practical,
instructive, and entertaining programs for every occasion. Contains an annotated
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341. [Goodall, U.] Suggested program for freshman home-rooms, MorrisonR. Waite high school. Toledo,v0hio, Public schools, 1930. 58 p. ms.
342. O'Brien, George X. The development of a home-room program in anaveragb Junior high school. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
343. San Diego, Calif. City schools. Home-roorn organization in San Diegocity secondary schools. 1931. ms.
A summary of h6n2e-room organisations and practices in *San Diego city secondaryschools.

344. Sauvain, Edward. A comparative study of two home-room plans.Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no 715.)
The bome-room plan as used in the Schenley high school, Pittsburgh, Pa., in whichthe pupil remains with the same teacher-counselor throughout his entire high-school life,is compared with the temporary plan in common use under which the students are as.signed to new groups under new home-room teachers at the beginning of every semesteror year. Data were secured from 21 men and 23 women who had had trim 4 to 80semesters of experience as home-room teachers under tbe permanent plan, and from 4to 42 semesters experience under the temporary plan. The consensusqof their opinionwas that the permanent plan better enabled the home-room teacher to become wellacquainted with the individual student and with his family background, and to behelpful to him, especially in guidance.
345. Thompson, Carl Vernette. A study of the home-room activities of thesenior and 4-year high schools of Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstractsee no. 712.)
The purpose of the study was to secure definite knowledge concerning current home-room practices in Ohio 4-year and 'senior high schools; to learn the attitude of Ohioschool men upon the home-riom project; and to prepare suggestive outlines of organisa-tion and activities for the home-room.
346. Winnetka, Ill. New Trier town4lp high school. A study of adviser

room scholarship for the second semest 1929-1930. 1930. 7 p. ms.This report gives the adviser a record of e scholarship performance of his advisergroup; it furnishes the adviser chairman with a complete record of the scholarship per-formance of the adviser groups under his direction ; and it gives the.administration ofthe school a composite picture of the scholarship performance of the entire school.
Bee also 821, 8022.

INDIVIDUAL" INSTRUCTION
4

847. Cleveland, Ohio. Board of education. The special schools and,
curriculum centers . . . for the school year 1929-1980. 1981. 206 p.'The special schools represent Cleveland's effort to provide for the individual differencesin children, both physicar and mental. The discussion of the curriculum centers indi-cates Cleveland's approach to the basic problem of all educational effort.

848. Detroit, Mich. Public schools. Individualization experiment. [1981]9 p. ms.
The purpose of the experiment was to secure evidence as to the relative effectivenessof six different types or degrees of individualisation. An attempt was made to com-pare the effects of different procedures upon typical cpildren under regular conditions inaverage Detroit school*. the study bvolved .18 elementary schools, including in theircombined memberships, in grades 1 through 4, nearly 18,000 pupils.
849. Flemmini, Cecile Whita. Pupil adjustment In the modern school.New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 101 p.This study presents a program of pupil placement and adjustment in a modern school,concerned fundamentally with the fullest possible development of each of the individualchildren Committed to its care. The discussion inclides such topic* as the functions ofa division of psychological service and pupil adjustment in relation to the 'philosophyand the fundamental purposes of the modern school; factors invol*ed in the classifica-tion and adjustment of children ; the integration of interests and activities of a schoolstaff for *active remedial work and construclive adjustment; directing pupils' WAY;responsibility for superior &Chinn; dynamic pipil records and reports.
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INSTRUCTION AND ORGANIZATION 33
354 Gray, Daphrene K. Coaching the adolescent: A study of the technique

of providing for the individual differences among pupils of intermediate grades.
Master's, 1981. St. Louis. 84 p.

351. Hutcheson, H. E. A descriptive study of various means of individualized
instruction. Master's, 1981. Ala. Poly: Inst. 85 p.

Administrative and instructional methods and devices which seek to Provide instruc-tion adapted to individual needs are reviewed by a superintendent with a view to their, .adaptability to a consolidated rural school.
352. 'Baseman, William P. An experimental study of a plan to provide for

individual difference through the differentiated unit contract procedure.
hiaister's, 1981. Wisconsin.

353. Tener, Estella Bowen Culp. To prove that a unit credit systemirof
individual instruction will function in rural schools. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

354. Towel'', Donald E. Evidences regarding the advisability of certain
types of individualization employed in 'selected rural schools. Master's, 1931.
Nebraska. 138 p. ms.

Forty-hine rural schools in Virginia with 55 teachers and 227 pupils, three tural schoolsin Michigan, and 16 in Oklahoma were visited and studied by questionnaires.
355. Williams, Florence Sunshine. A eòurse in high school as adapted to

the individualized stúdy. plan. Master's, 1981. Stanford.
356. Windes, E., E. Principles governing subject matter adjustment to Indi

vidual differences iniability to learn in academic high school subjects. University
of Virginia record extension series, Sedonclitry education in Virginia, 12: 14--28,

April 1981.
This article gives general concept of ability to learn; characteristic differences in abilityto -leatn ; a classified statement of significant characteristic differences between bright,average, and dull pupils; and principles governing subject matter adjustment to bright,normal, and dull.pupils in the academic high school subjects.
357. Zubin, Joseph. Some effects of incentives--a study of individual dif-

ferences in rivalry. Doctor's, 1981. T. C., Col. Univ.
The study aimed to throw light upon the following questions: (1) Does rivalry for aprise produce measurable increments in the speed Of children's work when compared withspeed of work under non-rivalry conditions? ; (2) Are there reliable individual differencesin these increments? ; (8) Is there' any relation between the increment in speed widerrivalry conditions and otber factors? A -group of 115 children in the sixth, seventh andeighth grades were studied and compared with a control group of 102 children from thesame grades. Findings: The incentive of a prise produced a definite measurable increaseover the nonincentive -conditions in the speed, of Work of children. The variation inincentive speed was consLetinU smaller than the variation in nonincentive speed,
See also 882, 982, 1021, 1090, 275, 1277, 1286, 1816, 1448; 4nd ender Ability grouping.

METHODS OF STUDY

858. Gatehel, Domer F. An experiment with the how-to-study course in
high scbopl. Master's, 1931. Southern California. .80 p.

359. Maielly, Aton Z. Evaluation of how to study in John Hay high
school. Master's, 1981. Western Reserve. 81 p. ms.

SOO. Parker, Rose it. The evaluation of a technique of study for college
st9dents. Doctor's, 1981. Wisconsin.

Specific study material to be used in connection with a bask textbook entitled Intro-duction to education was prepared ant used under control conditioo with the view of,determining the value of the matiriaL Investigation *as continued three years. MMus:The study material was found to be of value even when simply put into the 'bands ofstudents and ts use made a voluntary matter. It was of more value to tbe middle groupof students than it was to the very superior or very inferior. ft
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861. Skodak, Marie P. Study habits of pupils in forms 7 'and 8 of a private
school for girls. Master's, 1931. Ohio: 85 p.-ms.

Observation was made of study habits of pupils in the different study moms and differ-ent study periods, comparison was made of percentage of study with intelligence teatscores, grades, and achievement. Study of number of hours spent in home study. Find.Inge: Pupils.in forms 7 and 8 do not differ a great deal in study habits. There is positivecorrelation between grades, intelligence and achievement, but not significant correlation'N either or between these and hours of study at home and percentage of time spentin study at school.
862. Wait, W. T. An experiment in teaching college freshmen how to study,

Greeley,. Colorado State teachers college, 1931.

PLATOON SCHOOLS
A

868. Barnes, Jessie B. The place and function of the auditorium z the
integrating and socializing center in an elementary platoon school. M
1931. Southern California. 137 p!

364. Case, Roscoe David. The platoon school in America. Doctor's, 1931.
Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717a.)

This study describes the growth of the platoon school from.one school in one city to lbpresent use in over 200 cities. Data ffidicate that about two-thirds of, the cities nabstbe platoon school system adopted it in order to provide better schools for the children,while the other third expected to save money oi relieve congestion in the schools.
865. Greenwood, Ernest E. in evaluation of the platoon plan of school

organization. Master's, 1930. Utah. 60 p.
Bee also 821, 1674, 8190, 4304.

RADIO IN EDUCATION

366. Ahrendt, blyrl Howard. The gse of railio in educational institutions.
Master's, 1931. Wichita. 104 p.

867. Anderson, Walter A. A survey of radio listeners of Minneapolla
Minneapolis, Minn., Public schools, 1931. 23 p. (Minneapolis public school
bulletin.)

litneapolisA questionnaire study of 4,875 radio listeners in to determine: (1) HoWmuch the,* listen ; (2) whep the7 listen %lost ; (8) t kind of programs they prefer;and (4) what kind of programs they would like to listen to more.' Conclusions: Meekleisure time is spent listening to the radio. The fact that in the evening hours edam-tion must com*pete with the best, programs the commercial advertisers can secure upssthe radio situation, as education is related to it, even more complex, because educall*is not demanded at the expense of entertainment and emotional thrill. However, thsradio listener is interested to some extent in programs of an educational nature, and isasking for more programs of the better' type in classical music, good drama, and educational lectures.
868. Blom, E. C. The radiocasting of public-school program!" LoulsvIlle,

Ky., Public schools, 1980. 31 p. ms.
A Study dealing with the administration of program, studies, technique, outcomes, anetypes of programs which should be useful for persons who contemplate carrying on thiskind_ of work.

869. Bury, Sister Mary Adelgunda; The use of radio in the elementary
school. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 56 v. ma,

370. Denirier, Vertua A. The procet used In the development of radio
lecturers with a series of ledures suitable .or_public school' broadcasting boor*
Master's, 1930. T. C., coL Unii. 67 p. tna, 14) ,

The study takes up stories &Ming with the historical and literary background on tin'Scandinavian peninsula, and in Ragland, France; iiiplland, and Italy, to find stories suit-able for broadcasting purposes for children in the tthigd and fouith grades.-
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371. Harrison, Margaret B. Radio in rural school. A preliminary report
'of a study made in 1920-1930. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1931. 108 p.

The report .presents an account of the various activities involved in the investigation,
including listings of available broadcasts sent to cooperating teachers, visits to schools
to observe and confer with t,acbers regarding their use of radio programs, the securing
and compiling of teachers' reports of resultant activities, and several studies of the
values of various types of programs.

372. Institute for education by radio. Education on the air. First year-
trook. Columbus, Ohio State university, 1980. 400 p.

373. jarvis, Emerson D. The administration of the use of radio lessons.
Master's, 1931. Indiana. 183 p. ms.

374. Koon, Cline X. Growth of educational broadcasting for classroom use.
Doctor's,, 1931. Ohio. 763 p. MS.

Traces historically the growth of the classroom use of the radio in ihe United States,
Ore :Wain, and Germany; states the problems involved; and sets forth what appears

the best current practice. Findings : The radio is already an im rtant social
factor. It has many potential classroom uses, but extensive research will be necessary
before its true educational value can be determined. Lack of funds adequat ly to finance
educational broadcasting is the principal handicap to the development of e educational
broadcasting movement.

-375. Santa Monica, Calif. City. schools. Use of radio in Santa Monica city
schools. 1930. 9 p. ma. (Report, no. 5) (For abstract see no. 717 b.)

The report gives a summary of the replies of schooT principals to a radio questionnaire.
At the beginning of the school year, 1980-31, the installation of a radio in each' school
was authorised. The first term's work was mainly a period of experimental listening in,
with all schools listening in to some extent After a period of two months the first
check was made by obtaining reactions from teachers and pupils.

376. United States. _Department of the interior. Advisory committee on
education by radio. Report of the Advisory committee on education by radio
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C. Columbus, Ohio,
F. J. Heer printing co., 1930. 248 p. f

See also 127 (18), 8182.
VISUAL INSTRUCTION

377. Abbott, Nary Allen, and Flemming, Cecile White. Children's re-
sponses to the motion pictureThe Thief ofBagdad. A study of tbe fifth and
'sixth grades of the Horace Mann school, Teachers College, Columbia university.
International review of educational cinematography, 8: 85-80, 157-64, 241-64,
469421 January-March, May, 1931.

This study includes a report of the audience reactions to the film " The Thief ofBagdad" by 107 boys and girls of superior intelligence in the fifth and sixth grades ofHorace Mann school. The experimental results indicate that on the basis of the motion-
picture test needy-the mentally more mature the audience, and the better their skill in
reading, the bettir Is their understanding of a 12-reel ill, such as the picture studied.

!ard O. L. The admint:to_ ation of projector apparatus in secondary
schools of Ohio. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 112 p.

A study of 215 high /schools of Ohio, Invokving the administration of projected picturesand their application to the high-school curriculum. Findings : 85-mm projector is usedmost ; teachers do WA preview- films; students do not prepare for 'films; pupils are notheld for facts learned; mouthy comes from Ole school Ward*
879. Davia Helen Caldwell; Specific valves of educational Sims used as

supplementary aids in instructioa. Doctor's, 1932. Chicago. 171 p.
(Note: This study was originally reported to us as completed in 1981 and therefore 1s4S-eluded in this list. After the BibilographY was ready for the printer, a copy ofthtt diaserta-tiou was noel* illio*ng the later date.---Bd.)
This Invontisatloa I &i mnalysis and comparison of the answers writteri in :xi rimy-ipe teat by two groups of children to determine whether the group using the film gained
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36 lRESEAROEI S ,UDIES IN EDUCATION

the same kind of information u the group studying under other forms of instruction.A total of 866 items of information were given in answers to 85 essay-type questions onfour units of subject matter. Data indicate that the film was more effective than otherforms of instructions in presenting items of the type dealing with action or activity;and that other reforms of instruction were more effective for items of the type dealing withobjects. Tbe film does not have greater effectiveness for children of one mental levelthan for those of another.
380. Feeney, Lutie A. Methods of economizing time in visual education.

Master's, 1931. Southern California. 67 p.
A compilation of specific methods in reading, designed to reduce the time required forusing visual methods of teaching.
381. Garman, John T. Visual education projection apparatus and othervisual aids used in teaching. Master's,.1931. Temple.
382. Grant, Robert J. The use of plastic clay as a means of teaching

visualization in orthogiaphic projection. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 127 p. ma.
383. Hinman, Stanley T. Value of pre-knowledge of tests in stimulating

pupils to observe and retain facts presented in motion factures. Master's
[1931]. New York. 50 p: ms.

Experimental study of 560 elementary school children. Findings: The use of tests tostimulate interest and attention is of no material value. Pre-knowledge of tests maycause a change in the type of attention from involuntary to voluntary and therebyshorten the span of attention. Tests may exert an inhibiting force dkrin?ental to thelearning progress. This is especially marked in pupils of higher intelligence rating.
884. McIntire, George. The status of visual instruction in the secondary

schools of Indiana. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 64 p.
385. Phillips, Howard William. An experimental study in the use of

motion-picture films in the classroom. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For ab-stract see no. 715.)
The study was made In the U. S. Grant Junior high school, Youngstown, Ohio: Tbetwo classes, of 29 pupils each, were equated as to mental ability, and knowledge of thesubject matter through objective tests. One class was the experimental or film group,the other class was the control or non-film group. Eight units in general science werestudied by both groups. Data indicate the film group had made greater progress duringthe 59 days of the study.
386. Porter, Rita William. Retention of motion-picture materials as de-termined for lower-grade children. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
*387. Reitze, Arnold W. The organizativ functions, and administration ofa city.: »rument of visual aids. Master's, 1931. New York. 189 p. ms. .A study of visual aids departments throughout* the United States. Some 148 personssubmitted data. Findings: When properly organized and administered a visual aids de-partment is one of the most valuable departments in a school system.
388. Sabin, George. A critical survey of experiments in visual education inthe elementary and the high school . . . their vajue and their findings. Mas-ter's, 1981. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 143 p. ms.
A critical evaluation of 28 studies in visual educatioh in the light of technique andresults.. Findings: Visual aids are used in a large range of swop, co history, geography,drawing, Latin, cooking, physics, reading, penmanship, shopwork, health education,civics, nature study, and general science.
Bee also 989, 1857, 1888, 1895, 1419, 1467, 1490, 1566, 1585, 1590, 1627.

1 e

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOPY AND CHILD STUDY
Abernethy, Ethel X. Comparison of retention values in motor and

Ideational, learning, Charlotte, N. C., Queens college, 1930.
The purpose of the study was the. comparison of two series,, one motor, the otheiideational, in retention values when tbe same degree of thoroughness of learning wasreached for the two series. Two groups of subjects were employed. The two types of'learning are similar except for the predominance of the motor element In onN
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6

390. Ackerson, Luton. Children's behavior problems. A statistical study
based upon 5,000 children examined consecutively at the Illinois institute for
juvenile research. 1. Incidence, genetic and intellectual factors. Chicago, Ill.,
University of Chicago press, 1931. 268 p. (Behavior research hind mono-
graphs, 1.)

In an attempt to evaluate the causal relatfonthips in undesirable behavior, data were
obtained from the child's parents or guardians, and from the clinic's examining staff of
psychiatristu, psychologists, pediatricians, social, and recreational workers. The inci-
dence curves for either chronological age or intelligence quotient level varied with the
trait in question. The average number of behavior problems per child increased with
age to about 12 years, followed by a decrease and a further rise at the seventeenth
year. These trends were more noticeable. among children of IQ ranges 80-159 than for
the subgroup of lower intelligence.

391. Alexander, James B. A study of pupils who show marked discrepancy
between ability and achievement Master's, 1931. Colorado.

*392. Aengton, Ruth B. Interrelations in the behavior of youfig children.
A technique for studying the gsocial, material, and self components of undi-
rected activity. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1981. 100 p. (Child development monographs.)

A method for the simultaneces observation, by two persons, of several different as-
pects of undirected activity, was evaluated in terms of tbe reliability of the observers,
the consistency of the results, and the significance of the results. The types of be-
havior studied were: (1) Use of material ; (2) physical activity ; (3) absence of overt
activity ; (4) talking; (5) physical contacts with persons ; (6) laughing ; and (7) cry-
ing. Tbe subjects ot the investigation were 20 nursery school children, ranging in age
from 18 to 32 ,months, observed at the Child development institute, Teachers college,
Columbia university. The findings indicate that the technique used is a highly reliable
and useful tool for determining norms of behavior toward persons, things and self, for
discovering individual differences, and for evaluating interrelations in the several typesof behavior investigated.

393. Bailey, Babette Prances. An experimental study of the ability of
children to make comparisons from memory. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

391 Balkeit, Eva Ruth. Affective, volitional, and galvanic factors in learn-
ing. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago.

395. Barker, Roger Garlock. The adaptability of knoledge gained in one
maze situation to other maze situations. Mager's, 1981. Stanford.

396. Bayley, Nancy. A study of the crying of infants ,during mental and
physical tests. Berkeley, Calif., Institute of child weliare, University of Cali.
fornia. 1981.

Sixty infants, observed \repeatedly at monthly intervals from 1 through 12 months,
were obeerved for crying (during mental and physical tests). The amoust of crying

%was slightly less at six months than eltbsk earlier or later, but the causes of crying
varied greatly with ap. 'There is no evidence of periodicity in emotionality during this
age range.

397. Bellows, Roger Marion. The relationship of actism, functionalism, and
Gestalt psychological theory : A contrast. Master's, 1981. Ohio. (For abstract
see no. 712.)

Tbe purpose of i¡his study was to ascertain and to show the rektionships existing
between the schools of the act functional and Gestalt psychological theory.

898. Bogard, Herman. Fundamentals in the learning process. Master's,
1931. Wisconsin.

399. Bowers, Henry. Studies in visual imagery. American journal of
psychology, 48:21649, April 1981. (Reprikted.)

400. Brooks, Fowler D. Effect of transfer of training upon organization of
traits. Greencutle, Ind., DePauw university.
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38 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

401. Bush, Ruth. The effect of practice on the speed of free association in
children. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 30 p. ms.

This study was designed to find the degree to which speed of free association can beincreased through intensive practice, and to investigate the relative influence of matura-tion and training. Practice in free association was given during a period of three andone-half months to 16, 10 and 11 year old children. An equivalent control group wasmeasured at the beginning and at the end of the practice period. The results of thisstudy, supplemented by later measurements, will be included in a later publication ofa more extended study of maturation and training.
402. Cameron, Wellington Jaffray. An apparatus and technique for study-

ing the reactions of newborn infants to external thermal stimuli. Master's,
1931. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

.t total of 508 thermal stimuli were applied to 20 infants between the ages of 7 hoursand 18 days. Data indicate a high variability of reactions to the same stimuli.
403. Castner, Burton X. Development of fine prehension.in the infant : A

study of prehensory reactions to the pellet, at advancing age levels. Doctor's,
1931. Yale,

404. Clarke, iary Gesner. The relation of various factors in development
as revealed by deviations in repeated measurements. Detroit, Mich., Merrill-
Palmer school [1930]

405 Collmann, Robin Dickinson. The psychogalvanic reactions of excep-tional and normal children. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931. 88 p. (Contributions to eduZla-
don, no. 469.)

Gives results of an experimental investigation, research and resulting statistical exam-ination of the data secured from a study of the psychogalvanic reactions of children.
intellectually gifted, -intellectually deficient, and einotionally unstable; using a certainlist of stimuli. ,Tbe differences, if any. between tbe-reactions of each group and a normal
group were determined.

406. Conkle, Byron Hawkins. A history of fatigue studies in their relation
to education. Master's, 1831. Stanford.

407. Corey, Stephen M. Certain ambiguous terms in-educational psychology.
Journal of educational psychology, 22: 131-39, Februay. 1931.

Through an examination of literature on tbe subject, much ambiguity in use oflearning, intelligence, etc., was found.
408. A statistical summary of certain factors in recent experimental

studies of learning and memory. DePauw university, Greencastle, Ind. In
Illinois academy of sciences. Proceedings, 1931.

409. and Potthoff, E. F. Standardized test in educational psychology.
DePauw university, Greencastle, Ind. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publish-
ing company, 1981: 28 p.

Examination of texts and construction of test.
4111 Cureton, Edward B. and Dunlap, Jack W. Some effects of hetero-

geniety on the theory of factors. American Journal of psychology, 42:608-20.
Octobei 1980.

A study of the effect of race and sex beterogeniety, in case of heterogenJous group of
396 and homogeneotis sub-group of 87. Statistical formula was developed. Findings:Ileteregeniety increases group and general factors, and reduces special factors.

411. Pales, Evaline Elise. Sex differences in Interest in vigorous and quiet
activities. Master's, 1981. Mills.

412. Pinch, N. H. Age of parent and IQ of offspring. Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, 1981.

Scores of over 400 children of Highly homogeneous socio-economic group were corre-lated with parental ages. Findings: No evidence of any relationship between age of"parent and IQ of child was found.

-4*.
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413. Fisher, Mary S. Case studies of normal children. Childhood educa-
tion, 5:428-33, April 1931.

A detailed analysis of the conduct and problem behavior of a 3-year old child. The
case study gives instructive suggestions as to changes in diagnosis and therapy growing
out of more thorough understanding of the child.

414. Ford, Charles Alfred. The effect of psychopathy upon the constancy
of intelligence quotients and the rates of intelligence growth. Doctor's, 1931.
Ohio. (Abstract, 14 p.)

It was found that psychopaths tend to lower coefficients of correlation ; that more psy-
cbopaths vary by larger amounts than do nonpsychopathic or normal cases as repeated in
the literature; that nonpsychopathic cases vary as much as some of the psychopathic
ones that the fact that a child has a variable IQ is not evidence of psychopathy; that
70 per cent or more, of all cases used in this study have significant deviations from the
straight-line growth carve and that one can not predict on the basis of an IQ what a
following IQ still be nor the direction of the change, except that retarded children
are more likely to decrease their IQ if tested sufficiently long after the original test

415. Freeman, Frank S. Power and.speed : their influence upon intelligence.
1931. Cornell.

A study to determine the rifle of the two factors named. Findings: Speed is a real
factor in a small but persistent group. Some intelligence tests call on speed more than
others.

416. Freeman, B. G., jr. and Platt, F. A study of growth and body build
during the first month of life. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1931. 8 p. ms.

Measurements of height, weight, and of a large variety of bodily dimensions were
made on 90 newborn children. Data were analyzed in terms of sex differences and
differences in type of bodily build.

417. Gesell, Arnold L. The guidance of mental growth in infant and child.
Yale clinic of child development, Yale university, New Haven, Conn. New York,
The Macmillan company, 1930. 322 p.

418. The teacher-child ielationship. Yale university, New Haven,
Conn. Understanding the child, 1: 7-9, 1931.

419. Gohring, Dorothy. Individual differences in the emotional responses of
newborn infants. Master's, 1981. Mills.

420. Guiang, Pedro G. A critical evaluation of the course in educational
psychology in normal schools. Manila, P. I., Bureau of education, 1931.

An evaluation of the present course and method of presenting the course in educa-
tional psychology in Philippine provincial normal schools by finding out : (1) the quail-
Coition of teachers ; (2) the text most commonly used; (8) the topics dealt with 'in the
course as taught in the Philippines; and (4) the topics duplicated in other courses.
Findings: al) Of the 21 teachers in educational psychology none majored in psychology,
only one mifiored in it; (2) Gates' Psychology for Students of Education is the most
commonly used text in the 54 normal schools in the United States that offer the cobrie ;
(3) learning occupies 13 per cent of the total space; the nervous system, 9.9 per cent
of the total space ; school subjects, 77.1 per cent of the total space; and (4) many topics
in the course are duplicated in-content methods classes.

421. Guilford, Ruth B. and Worcester, D. A. A comparative study of the
only and non-only child. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psy-
chology, 38 : 411-26, December .1930.

A study of 21 only and 141 other children, grade Ilk, in a Junior high school in Ma-
coin, Nebr. Many traits were Ampared. Findings : The only child was generally
superior.

422. Halverson, Henry X. An experimental study of prehension of Infants
by means of !systematic cinema records; from the Clinic of child development,
Yale university. Worcester, Mass., Clark university, 1931. (Genetiepsychology
monographs, vol. 10, nos. 2-8, p. 107-286, 1931.)

;

;
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428. Hanson, Edith Miriam. The effect of the continuous operation of onemental function upon the efficiency of certain other mental functions. Master's,1931. Southern California.
424. Henry, E. R. Development of a series of comprehensive diagnostictests in educational psychology. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. ms.
425. Hessler, Muriel. A study of some of the factors which determine thespeed of young children. Master's, 1930. Smith. ms.
426. Hicks, James Allan. The acquisition of motor skill in young children.An experimental study of the effects of practice in throwing at a moving target.Iowa City, The University, 1931. 80 p. (University of Iowa studies. Studiesin child welfare, vol. 4, no. 5, June 1, 1931. New series 204.)This study presents an analysis of the methods used by 60 children, ages 8 to 6, inthrowing a ball at a moving target under highly standardized conditions.
427. Hildreth, Gertrude H. Psychological service for school probléms.Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World book company, 1930. 317 p.This book is designed as a practical guide for psychologists and school administrators,particularly with reference to measurement and pupil adjustment. The phases of thework discussed in2lude characteristics of measurement and the administration of tests,pupil classification, clinical study and educational treatment of exceptional children,diagnostic and remedial work, educational and vocational guidance. experimenhtionand research record keeping.

428. Hudson, Maude Chapin. Progression in movement as a basis of higherorganized activities. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers,1931. 93 p. ms.
Study of progression of movement from birth to 12 years, giving tabulations and illus.trations. Findings : Movements of activities of higher organiution are based on earlyacquired movements.
429. Hyde, Eleanor. An analysis of seasonal variation in children's sleep.Master's, 1931. Ohio. 43 p.
An analysis, experimental and statistical, of seasonal variation in sleep in terms ofmotility during sleep. Seasonal variation and sex differences are found. The quietestsleep was during the winter months; the greatest motility during the autumn months.
430. James, Alpha A. An experimental investigation of children's intereitsas revealed by responses to pictures. Master's, 1931. Southern California.92 p.
A study of the tesponses of 75 boys to 12 standardized pictures, 6 representing tender-% nese and 6 cruelty, for Purposes of comparing the responses of delinquent boys in a stateschool with-a second group of boys in a private military academy, and a third group ofboys in a public school.
481. Jasper, Constance. A study of the responsiveness of children to rhythmby regular repetition in 2-dimensional design forms. Master's, 1931. Iowa.This investigation is an attempt to study the variation in response of young childrento rhythm repetition in pictorial and abstract design. There were 112 subjects includingchildren from the preschool laboratories of the Iowa child welfare research station andthe first grade of the University elementary school.
*432. Jensen, Kai. An objective investigation of the suéking and swallowingreactions in newborn infants under controlled stimulation. Doctor's, 1931.Ohio. (Abstract, 14 p.)
An apparatus was designed and constructed which recorded time, sucking curves,and the pressure-volume changes involved in the feeding reaction. The apparatus wascalibrated before and after each feeding of all infants. The nipples were calibrated onceevery three days. A preliminary exploratory investigation wu conducted from March 18to April 80, and the investigation proper from June 17 to July 12. The infant wasobserved for at least 5 minutes before and 10' minutes after each feeding period. Theresults of the investigation indicate that stimulation of almost any croup of receptorsby almost any kind of stimulus will lead to a response in almost any part of theorganism which is set to respond.
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433. Jersild, A. T. Memory fore the pleasant as compared with the un-
pleasant. Journal of experimental psychology, 14: 284-88, June 1931.

Fifty students were asked to give an itemized account of all pleasant and unpleasant
experiences of a preceding 8-week period. Three weeks later, without previous warning,
they were asked to recount tbe same items. Findings allow a statistically reliable
advantage of memory for the pleasant.

434. A note on the pliasnres and unpleasures of college men and
women. Journal of abnormal and social psychology, 26: 91-93, April-June,
1931.

Itemized descriptions of all pleasures and unpleasantnesiares occurring during a preced-
ing 3 week period were submitted by 51 college men and women. The results are classi-
fied under general headings and a table showing the relative contribution of various
situations, and showing sex differences, is presented.

435. and others. The relative influence of training and maturation
on the development of the child. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1931. 80 p. ms.

Over 300 children, ranging in age from 2 to 11 years, were used in a study, by the
equivalent group method, to find the degree to which a child's capacity can be influenced
by special training as compared with the influence of normal growth. Two mental, 2
musical, and 4 motor performances were used. The experimental children were given
intensive practice during a period of from threé and one-balf to seven months. The
controls were measured at the beginning and at the end of the practice period. After
the lapse of an additional period of time both groups were again tested and compared
to find whether the practice children maintained their advantage or whether the differ-
ences between the groups had been leveled by the normal process of development.

436. Kelly, Albert E. and Templeton, William B. Effect of position in the
family upon adolescent behavior. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1930.

Three hundred and thirty-six cases were studied.
437. Ketterlinus, Eugenia. ruing of children in adaptation to minor re-

versals. Doctor's, 1931. Johns *II op`kins.

438. Leadingham, Grace. Interests of the low IQ adolescent. Master's,
1931. Southern California. 185 p.

A study based on questionnaire responses of 486 pupils selected from 10 high schools
in Los Angeles.

439. Leuenberger, Harold- W. Objective tests as teaching devices in edu-
cational psychology classes in a State teachers college. Master's, 1930. Colo.
St. T. C.

The purpose of the study is to determine the value of objective tests as teaching devices
in educational psychology classes in Colorado State teachers college.

440. Lo, Lun. The rate of learning of children of different ages. Master's,
1930. Chicago.

This study is an experiment on the rate of learning of 820 American school children
from 7 to 14 years of age. Ten Chinese words and their equivalent English meanings

, are used as the learning materiaL
441. Lumley, Frederick Hillis. An investigation of responses made in learn-

ing a multiple-choice ,maze. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 94 p. ms. (Abstragt re-
printed from Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State university,
p. 247-52.)

Findings: Subjects tend to anticipate responses which would be correct in the future.
This anticipation tendency varies with the degree of learning.

. *442. Lupica, Benedict. The development of a conception of relaxation
through Its values In various activities. Master's, 1981. New York. 57 p. ms.

The development of a conception of relaxation through the values of relaxation in
various activities. Findings : A number of relaxation principles applicable to the ordinary
man, to education and science, and to physical education and industry were found.

443. Menale, Kathryn, and Manwell, Elizabeth Moore. The infant, A
bibliography. Washington, D. O., American association of university women,
aso-n.

,
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444. 311clIa1e, Kathryn, and Mai:men, Elizabeth Xoore. The toddler. Abibliography. Washington, D. C., American association of university women,1930,3L
445. MacLatchy, Josephine- Studies of childhoód. Washington, D. a, in-ternational kindergarten union, 1930. 69 p. (Research bulletin) (Printed bythe Association for childhood education, formerly International kindergarten

union, Washington, D. C., 1931.)
Proceedings of research conference held during the Memphis meeting of the Inter .national kindergartenen union.
Contents : Introduction, by Ernest Horn ; Research In child developMent, by GeorgeD. Stoddard ; Developments from the field, by Mary ljabney Davis ; The kindergartenand later school achievements, by Harry A. Greene; Scientific study of the kindergarten,by Winifred E. Bain ; Early measures to prevent reading disability, by Helen Coe Clowes;Number ideas of young children, by Josephine H. MacLatchy ; Summary, by Alice Temple,
446. McLaughlin, Eugene Lawrence. The function concept. Master's,

1931. Boston ColL 35 p. ms.
447. MacNitt, Reginald DeXoven. Introversion and extroversion in- thehigh school ; their relation to age, sex, academic success, and leadership.Doctor's, 1930. Michigan. Boston, Mass., Gorman press, 1930. 224 p.A study of 964 junior and senior high school pupils in the Lincoln school, Milwaukee,Wis., and of 721 junior high school pupils from the Ann Arbor,
448. Meitner, Duncan. The pretest as a stimulus to learning actirii*. Ma&ter's, 1931. Stanford.
*449. licTeer, Wilson- A study of certain features of punishment in seriallearning. Doctor's, 1931. Chicago. Journal of experimental psychology,14: 446-52, 453-76, August, October 1931. (Reprinted.)
The study describes a new device for serial-order learning. The principal questionstudied Is to determine whether electric shock punishment in a 10-unit finger-responsmultiple-choice serial-order learning problem would result in more or less efficient learningthan when no punishment is used. Data are based on records taken on 90 male subjects,each of whom learned three number combinations, one per day at the same hour. osthree successive days. They ranged in age from 17 to 35 years", and varied in scholasticstanding from sophomore to third year graduate students. They were divided Into threegroups, control. or DO punishment group; ankle group, or punishment on the ankle; andfinger group, or punishment on the linger. Findings: The electric shock of tbe intensityhere used resulted in a more cautious attitude on the of tbe learners in the experi-ment. In comparing the data of the first trial with later trials, It was found that thepunished groups were significantly more cautious in the exploratory initial trial thanin the later trials. There seemed to be little difference in the effect of ankle punishmentwhen compared with finger punishment.

450. Marpole, Claare Harry. The comparative Influence of expert andmajority opinion at various age levels. Masters, 1930 Iowa.
451. Niles, Dwight Warren. Preferred rates in rhythmic response. Doc-tor's, 1931. Johns Hopkins.
452, Miller, Vernos Lemont. Studies on the critical frequency limen forvisual flicker in children. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 85 p. ms. (Abstract reprintedfrom Abstracts of doctone dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State university, p. 253-61.)Study of age, sex, and individual differences in the critical frequecy limn for visualBicker, and the Influence of JOIN of sleep upon the H. Thirty-four girls and 44 boyswere studied. Results indltub that the critical frequency lima for boys is blewthan for girls, In general, although there is some oredapping. Age is not factor.Practice raises the liales. Loss of sheep mines the linen for some and lowers it Asir atbera.453. 'toggle, Limbs Marks. A self-checking group experiment in rationallearning. Master* MI. Kans. St. OWL 29 p. ma.

. Two large clams to beginning psychology foinished the added& per. were 30esopkte records secured.
. 41t Morse, Marion 111Inabetla- liandard experiments In banjo*. of ate.(*Waal psychology. Itister's;.111111. Yale. e
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455. National research counciL Child development abstracts and bibliog-
raphy. Vol. 5, nos. 1-6, with subject indexes. Washington, D. C. Committee on
child development, National research councill'1931.

Contains abstracts selected from current issues of psychological and medical magazines.

456. Nelson, Virginia Lafayette. An analytical study of child learning.
Doctor's, 1931. Johns Hopkins.

457. Nottinkham, R. D. An expegrimental study of mental ability In rela-
tion to the nienstral cycle. Master's, 1931. Ohio, 79 p. ms.

458. Ortleb, Ruth. The influence of practice on a child's performance in
color naming. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 30 p.

uts study was designed to investigate the relative influence of maturation and
training on the deeelopment of individual differences. Two equivalent groups of seventeen
6 and 7 year old children were used, one u an experimental and the other u a control
group.

459. Patrick, James R. The effect of emotional excitement on rational be-
havior as demonstrated by the quadruple-choice method. Doctor's, 1931. North
Carolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)

The apparatus of this investigation consists of a room-like enclosure with one entrance
and four exit doors. Tbe entrance door closes and locks itself after tbe subject has
entered. Of the four exits only one is unlocked on any given trial and tbe subject is
to and oat, in a trial-and-error fashion, which is the unlocked door and thereby gain exit
through it. The unlocked door varies from trial to trial. The rational principle is
manifested by buman subjects, normal adult university students, when they show that
they take cognizance of the ever--; unlocked door principle. Under nonexciting
conditions the students when put through the apparatus for 100 trials show a pre-
ponderance of the type-A reaction, which is the rational inference principle objectively
classified. Under emotion exciting conditions their reaction dropped to that of an infantile
level.

460. Pearson, Charles T. A device for recording electrically the psycho-
galvanic reflex. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 18 p. ms.

Description of an electrical reeording device.
461. Pintner, Rudolf. Intelligence and month of birth. Journal ofplied

psychology, 15 149-54, April .1931.
A study of the -relationship between tbe IQ and the month of birth. This study with

about 5,000 cases showed no months particularly foOrahle-
MC. Reece, Jennie. A. A pictorial study of children's behavior in response to

environment. Master's, 1930. Cornell.
63. Bard, Helen Joy. The influence of a change of conditions upon the

amount recalled. Doctor's [1930]. Chicago. Journal of experimental psychol-
ogy, 14: 632-49, December 1931. (Reprinted.)

The problem was to determine the extent to which recall is dependent upon the condi-
dons that prevailed or when those conditions had been changed in definite, prearranged
ways. The experiment was conducted at Southern Methodist university during the school
year 1929-80 for about two months. Scores were obtaineefor 78 students completing
both parts of the test form. Data indicate that learning scores are affected by the
posture assumed at the time of learning; they are a function to some extent, of the
sensciy mode of presenting the stimulus series, the auditory method being preferable
in the- gromp In which the comparison was possible; they are independent of the form
of the response need in apprehending the material. Recall mores are unaffected by a
shift in the kinaesthetic situation u produeedgby the assumption of a different posture
at the recall test ; they are lowered, and the number of high and perfect scores markedly

lecreased by a change in the memory mode of presenting the stimulus words' at the
recall teat ; they are unaffected by a change in the form of the response demanded at the
time of the recall teat

464. Renaud, â. J. A critical analysis of matching exercises. Master's,
1931. Iowa. 135 p. ma

M. Richardson, Helen. The growth of adaptive behavior in infanta: an
aperimental studg at seven age levels. Doctor's, 1931. Yale.
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466. Bosencrans, Florence Deborah. A study of temper as a symptom ofmaladjustment. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (Fur abstract see no. 712.)This was a study of the temper situation and an effort at remedial work. An exami-nation was made of 30 subjects who showed temper behavior in the home, at school, orat play ; 28 of the subjects were Junior-high-school pupils.
467. Bow, Elmer Alvin. How to make training transfer. Master's, 1931,Southern California'. 109 p.
A compilation and description of practical devices and methods, obtained through in-terviews with teachers, intended to show bow training can be made to transfer, apply,or function, outside of the specific setting in which it iB given.
468. -Ruch, Floyd Leon. The differentiative effects of age on human learn-ing. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717.)This study defends the author's hypothesis that " the aged as compared with theyoung learners show the greatest deficit in those tasks, the learning of which involvestbe most extensive reintegration or reorganization of previously existing partial pat-terns." Three age groups of 40 individuals each were caused to learn five tasks underuniform objective conditions.
469. Sanders, Edwin Chandler. Study of immediate recall of plea.*ant andunpleasant experiences as measured by responses to pictures. Master° 1981.Southern California. 70 p.
A study based on brief descriptions of 14 pictures, 7 pleasant and 7 unpleasant, re-corded by 127 boys of junior-high-school age, in 3 different types of schools afterbrief exposure of the pictures on a screen, the whole series being viewed before anydescriptions were written.
470. Scales, William Drewry. A crttiqui of the James-Lange theory ofemotion in the light of modern psychology. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
471. Schick, Helen Florence. The effect of practice on the bi-manual pro-duction of rhythmic patterns at various tempos. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. (Ab-stract, 11 p.)
Of the 25 subjects used in this experiment, 16 followed the auditory method, and 9followed the visual method. The results tend to show that rhythmic patterns at varioustempos may be learned with praitice. The effect of practice on the bi-manual produc-tion of these patterns is : To decrees the length of the adjustment time between temposand rhythmic patterns; to increase the accuracy of an individual in tapping simul-taneously with series of clicks or in following a standard tempo; to increase the per-centage of regular grouping; to show more marked accentuation ; and to increase thepercentage of taps in which both hands tap simultaneously rather than with the non-preferential hand preceding the preferential band.
472. Scoe, Rialmar J. The development and training of bladder control in

infants. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa.
The general plan in the training program was first to build a schedule emphasisingdaily regularity for the infant and second, to reduce the effects of as many interferencefactors as possible. In the main experimental groups 40 mothers with infants rangingin age from 8 to 18 months cooperated.
473. Seagoe, 1day Violet Factors influencing the selection of associate&

Master's, 1981. Stanford.
*4t4. Skeet, Magda. The significance of delayed reactions in young

children. Doctor's [1 1] Johns Hopkins. Baltimore, Md., Johns Hopkinspress, 1931. 82 p. (Comparative psychology monographs, vol. 7, no. 4, Serial no.
84, February 1981)

Four methods for measuring delayed reactions In young ehildren were formulated inorder to answer certain questions centering around the general problem. hrhe children'sresponses after several trials gave interesting data as to the itilative menmonie valuesof the stimulus given and the previous responses made by the child. . Sixty preschoolchildren were used in this inveetIgatioa-49 were in the Child institute at Johns Hopkinsuniversity, 11 were obtained from the Arbutus Methodist nursery school. The firstgroup ranged in age from 2 to 5% years; the second gimp from 8% to 5% tears:
475, ekes* Harold X. A. study of some factors Maiming formboard

accompligiunent of two and three year old children. Master's, 1900. Ior.
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476. Ski Ilin, Veda Rose lla. A statistical study of some bnormalities of
pregnancy, with relation to their effect upon the child. Master's, 1930. Kans.
St. Coll.-

477. Smeltzer, C. H. An experimental evaluation of certain teaching pro-
cedures in educational psychOlogy. Dcctor's, 1981. Ohio. 358 p. ms.

A study involving 752 students and 18 instructors. A number of innovations
were introduced Into the teaching procedure and evaluation. Findings : Independent of
methods of classroom presentation, procedures by which a course is better adjusted to
individual differences, motivation, and tbe orientation of the student with reference to
his progress and difficulties, do have a distinct effect on learning. The passing point Is
the most critical point in connection with educational standards; in the pres4t investi-
gation evidence wu obtained showing that the experimental procedures employed might
permit raising the passing point more than a fourth.

478. Smith, Henry Lester and Krueger, Levi McKinley. The psychology
of human relationships: individual and social. A source book. Bloomington,
Indiana university, 1931. 107 p. (Bulletin of the School of education, vol. 7,
no. 4, March 1!';1)

This source book was compiled to present as much available material as possible to
students interested in the psychological aspects of human relationships. Part 1 deals
with the psychology of the individual ; part 2 with tlf4;te psythology of swial re*ons;
and part 8 with the psychology of national and international relations.

479. and Littell, Harold. The philosophy of human relations: indi-
vidual and collective; a scar book. Bloomington, Indiana university; 1931.
326 p. (Bulletin of the School of education, Indiana university, vol. 7, no. 3.)

480. Smith, Lois Z. An experimental investigation of young children's in-
terest and expressive behavior responses to single statement, verbal repetition,
and ideational repetition of content in animal stories. Master's, 1931. Iowa.

Tte study was undertaken to develop an experimental technique for measuring and
comparing the interest and expressive behavior responses which two, three and four
year old children derive from single statement, verbal repetition, and ideatidnal repeti-
tion of content in animal stories. Findings: Verbal.repetition of content was found
more interesting than &Ingle statement or ideational repetition. Interest in ideational
repetition was greater for older than younger subjects and was Min& more closely
related to mental than chronological age.

481. Smith, Madorah, and others.' Effects of race, sex, and environment on
the age at which children walk. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic
psychology, 38: 489-98, December 1930.

A study was made of the differences between children of different races and sexes in
await in age at beginning to walk, with comparisons with investigations on the main-
land. -725 cases were studied. Findings ; Consistent sex differences in favor of girls;
no significant racial differenoes were found in all groups studied. Children began walking
earlier than in previous investigations, which might be due to climatic differences.

482. Staley, Leo Gordon. A historical and comparative study of act and
Gestalt-qualitat psychol stb Mader's, 1931. Ohio. (For abstract seees
no. 712.)

The result of this study is to how Oat the Gestalt-qualitat theory is more closely
related to the present-day psycliological theory which tends to see things as a whole
and not in isolated parts. Act psychologists look to a process r activity which is
impalpable, unanalysable, indescribable, intangible, and obscure, to &plain mind. 3

483. Stephens, J. M. The effect of different stimuli upon preceding bonds:
an examination of the law of effect. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York City, Teachers college, Columbi, university, 1931. 88 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 493.)

The study attempts to show that bonds are affected by subsequent conditions, that the
concept of backward action is inherent in adaptive learning. Fifty-six college students
were asked to try to hit a target which they could not 'see. They were told by various
means whether they were or were not right In this type of learning the subsequent
Conditions do, not mitt merely as cues for decisions, but affect the learning in son*
additional way.
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484. Stevens, Nora. Children's interests are revealed by their responses to
stories. Master's,'1931. Peabody. 53 p. ms.

This study was made with 25 children in first grade of State teachers college demon-
stration school, Hattiesburg, Miss. Findings : (1) The type of stories first-grade child/it
like to hear are modern fanciful stories, realistic stories, folk tales, experience stories and
Bible stories taken from the life of Christ ; (2) the factors of intirest in stories first-

grade children like are surprise, plot, repetition, dramatic action, animalness, childsees,
humor, familiar experience, fancy, imagery, realism .and conversation ; (8) first grade chil-
dren are interested in nature, but not in hearing factual type of nature story ; (4) the
stories first-grade children like classify under the following subjectsanimals, people,
mechanical forces, forces of nature, and Bible stories.

*485. Stroud, James Bart. The rale of muscular tensions in stylus maze
learning. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago. Journal of experimental psychology,
14: 606-31, December 1931. (Reprinted.)

Part 1 takes up the study of the factors which influence the expression of tension;Part 2 deals with the relatión of tension to the speed of learning; and pad 8 deals withthe effect of induced tension upon the speed of learning. Findings: There seems to bea consistent positive relation between tension and the difficulty of the task; significantchanges in tension occur with progress in learning ; there is considerable evidepce that apositive relation obtains between tension and the speed of learning ; tension in the hand
operating the stylus is increased by the artificially induced tension in the other hand;the rate of learning is materially affected in a positive way by artificially inducing
muscular tensions; there is an increase of muscular tensions during effortful ectivity,
and these tensions are valuable in activity of the kind involved in learning maws.

486. Strozier, Clifford Andrew. A comparative study of city school children
and rural school children. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 123 p. ms.

The rural schools of Hay county, okra., have less than nine months of school. Tbeaverage length of term is 8.45 months, based on the average of the 11 schools chosen atrandom for thia study. The rural schools put forth less effort than do the city school's Inbehalf of their children in the way of educational oppertunities. City school childrenhave greater native abilities than do rural school children. The rural child has achievedleu than the city child has in tbe various subjects studied in the elemental y grades of theschools of Oklahoma. Rural school children are older chronologically, but youngermentilly and educationally than the city school children.
487. Stuart, Herman N. A genetic study of sensorimotor and conceptual

thinking of nine to twelve-year-old children. Doctor's, 1930. Iowa. 187 p. n.A study of rate of progress of certain fundamental growth tendencies in child=
between 9 and 15 years of age. Findings: Sex differences were significant ; socio-economie
status was not significant Mathematical judgment correlated with selective judgment,ethical concepts, and logical thinking.

488. Thomplop, Henry Boyer. An experimental study of ocular dominance.
Master's, 1931.rStanfórd.

489. Thurstone, L. L. and Jenkins, Richard L. Order of birth, parent-age
and intelligence. Chicago, 111., University of Chicago press, 1981. 185 p.
(Behavior research fund monographs.)

The first part of the study deals wIth data selected from over 10,000 case records el
the Illinois institute for juvenile research and examined with reference to the relation
between birth order, parent age, and intelligence. The second part is an extensive
review of the literature pertaining to birth order and parent age in their relation to the
incidence of various diseases, crime, and insanity. Data indicate that intelligent§
increases on the average with order of birth in the same family ; parents of nearly tiss
same age have children who are slightly brighter on the average than parents who differ
widely in age.

490. tYpdegraff, Ruth. The visual perceptiOn of 'distance in young children
and adults: a comparative study. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1930. 102 p.
(University of Iowa studies in child welfare, vol. 4, no. 4, November 1, 1960.)

The aims of this study were to investigate the acuity in visual perception of &stance of4-year old children, to study the influence on MS acuity of the two factors, Ilse of tiro
aljetinal image and linear perspective, and to compare the resulting data with ether data
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¡milady obtained through experimentation with adult*. The technique and findings of
this study are unique in that they *relate to age ranges of Children which have not been
held susceptible to a standard laboratory approach.

491. Vickery, Katherine. The effects of change of work on the work
decrement. Doctor's [1980] Peabody. Nashville, George Peabody college for
teachers, 1931. Journal of experimental psychology, 14: ns-du, June 1931.
(Øffprinted.)

The study attempted to determine whether under certain well-controlled conditions there
exists a work decrement in two types of mental activity,' and if such a decrement exists,
if it may be reduced or eliminated by change from one type of mental activity to another.
The experiment was made on 80 college women divided into four groups equated on basis
of ¡cores made on an Otis self-administering test of intelligence. Cancellation and
equation tests wren used. Results shown by the cancellation test are contradictory among
themselves. The equation test shows a definite work decrement resniting from conditions
of continuous work. There is a- decided probability that change (4 work is effective in
reducing the work decrement in theinore complex types of mental activity.

492. Vogel, Marie. A study of immediate and delayed recall of seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade pupils. Master's, 1931. New York. 99 p. ms.

A total of 156 seventh, eighth, and ninih grade pupils were used in a study of Janie-
(Hate and delayed recall. The particular phases of immediate and delayed recall investi-
gated were those of grade, age, and sex differences. Findings : Recall is a highly special-
ised function for all types of materials learned. Girls had better hhcall than boys in' botb
Immediate and delayed recall. In the logical materials there was less sex difference than
for other materials used. In all of the tests there was a greater dogma of variability
among higher grades than lower grades. Boys varieemore thin girls. In all series tbe
first presented was the first recalled, the middle of a series proved most difficult. Pupils
having good immediate recall were good in delayed recall ; quick learneis were also good in
retention.

493. Wallace, Robert T. Tile effect of temporal distributions of practice on
the efficiency of learning " paired associates." Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. ms.
(Abstract reprinted from Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State
university, p. 373-79.)

494. Wallick, Ray G. Sex differences in sequential and nonsequential con-
nection forming. Master's, 1931. Temple.

495. Washburne, Vera Z. Tbe impulsions of adotqcents as revealed by their
written wishes. Master's, 1981. ISyracuse.

496. Wiatingt011 Child research center. [Abstracts of research studies]
1928-1931. Washington, D. (3., 1931. 95 p.

Contents: (1) Sex .educstlen of children by pareAts, by Miriam S. Dillon, p. 84-85 ;
(2) Effects of .ultra-jriolit isidiation upon blood changes and the physical growth of
children, by Janes' if. Etibben and Mandel Sherwin,' p. 85-86; (8) Effects of practice
upon the ability to..t ,youag children ,hit a stationary target, by J. Allan Hicks, p. 81(
(4) Achievement tests fer preschool children, by J. Allan Hicks and Adelia Boynton,
p. 38-39; (5) Relation between the noon sisal and tbe afternoon nap of nursery school
children, by Helen R. Nebeker, p. 89-40; (6) Relationship between the personalities of
parents and the 'personalities of their children, by Miriam N. Partridge, p. 40-41 ;
(7) Mountaineers, by Mandel Shaine% p. 41-42;(8) Study of the relationships in the
Appalachian mountains, by Mandel Sherman, p. 42-44; (9) Some factors afrectie the
night sleep (if children, by Iliargaret Rich% Whitè, p. 44-45; (10) Ability oir nursery
children to recognise names; by Adella Boynton, p. 48: (11) Beat interests among nursery
school children, by MiuiAm t DftIÒfl, . 4 0; (12) Sex conflicts as causative of some
behavior traits among children, by MIis S. Moil, p.i.,00-451; (18) SpontaneOs draw-
ings of preschool children, by Marion Pp_o (14) Reasons parents give for
wanting children to enter nursery rapPiol, by. IT,. Mirka, p. 5S-54; (15). 'Social
mannen
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nutrition, by Helen R. Nebeker. p a-69; (19) factors Ingnaccing attendee*, swam
chool children, by Margaret Richie White, p. 50.-00 ; (20) Problems of hadMclual child's)
as seem by parents and teachen, by Margaret Rich's White, p. 111-02. .

497. Williams, Xarvie L. The effect of frequent classroom testing on the
learning and retention of subject matter: 'Wastes, 1981. Cincinnati.'

OR Wilson, Clara Owsley. A study of laughter situations Among young
children. Doctor's, 1931. Nebraska. Lincoln, University of Nebmska, 1981.
90 p.

The object of this study b to determine le what kinds. of lituations lausider I.factor among children, what age-differences are shown, and whit other benences affert
laughter among thin.

499. Winsor, A. Leon. Observations on the nature and mechanism of
tion.. Psychological review, 37: 390411, Septeinber 1660.

An analysis of the nature and mechanism a
Cannon's theories Is the light of the facts presented.
theory that Inhibition is a subcortical rather than a co cal

500. Wolfe, Helen X. Conditioning as a bill rf of dui interval' es
conditioned and the original stimulus. Doctor' 961. Ohio. ms. ( tract
reprinted from Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, a. 6, Ohio State uni
p. 392-09.)

.

501. Worcester, D. At, The schoolroom attitudes and achievementS of only
children. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, $8:47540,
December 1980. 4

A stud,:y.of a large grade school, 'kindergarten to sixth grade. Findings : Only children
were Tine:ally superior. ,

502. Tang, Bergson. A comparative study of various schools of psychology
with special 'reference to behaviorism Master's, 1950. Ohio. 115*p. nit.

GiTes a comparison and criticism of all sehools of psychology. The author thinks Sit
behaviorism is preferable to other schools for four reasons: (1) Numb, data ; (2) objece
tive method ; (3) explains the learning processes in terms of conditioning ; and (4) avoids
all teleological and inherited coneepts,lis purpose, instinct, etc.

see also 288, 1084, 1681; 1/002, 8412, 37971 ons4 seder Preschool education.

ibition comparing Pavlov's cal
data seemed to support Canner.

function.

TESTS AND TESTING

14111216LOGICAL TENS

B. Alhambra, Calif. City sehooli t4teport on Treader minimum emend*
, test; report on Detroit word-recognition test;* results of the !nattier
ham primary meptal test; the Measurement of intelligence by drawings: 1961.

p. ma. (Educational research and guidance. 'militia,. vol. 8, April naLj
504. Allen, C. H., and Allen, Lena. Objective meaintring of reasoning

progress among sixth grade Pipits. Oullowbee, N. 'O., Western CarOlnit teach-
Ws college, ma.

This study is as attempt 'to And oat to what extent silth-grade, pupils nay taimproved la ,reasoning *Adam Ibrosig# 'sae of the Eccobo'ai r.dIs1 . lifergige ear.(Greene, Studtbaker, Knight, Rafh.) Pupils .Ime given. Initial test._ la rlasoalOg (Test
5, Stanford achievement test, schunced tops IL) Regular. driAle ORBby the critic timber witkibe lbeen9147 neadisligNircia, .te_d a *elk- at. the itod ot theexperiment Moults sisowitbs value of the wormy.

505. Ayer, Edit& A shicly et Intellipsei testa Promo.- 0014 -reb!ie
schools, 1911. (For abstract see. no. Tit7b,)'

.

A comparison wan made ot 'TO obodnie4 fioni Tserissn group ttdke\%Alreq. to ,_114pupils in the high sixth . ea& awl ted the, *ale puldis Adit to#0.yakWire three-foortbs of the Ilywed,-*:10rer 1* the t*plkfp tipsthey did in tbe high girth graft.
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'506. Aartheboasse, Eardet X.. Thyalidation of intelligence tests elements.
Doctor's, 1981. T. C., Col.; Univ. New York City; Teachers ,College, Coiumbia
university, 1931. 91 p. (Contributions to education no, 505.)

This study evalusitas methods of validating intelligence test elements and presents dataconcerning the relations of type of element, Validity, difilcultY, and type of scoring
key. A brief statement is given of the historical background of the problem, indicatingvarious methods of validating Intelligence test elements that have been employed by
various persons. Data consisted of grade 8-8 pupil tisponses on approximately 400 McCall
multi- elements together With comprehensive criterion scores including various
inteliigence and aehievernent tests, and grade 6-8 pupil scores on approximately 700
intelligence test elements of the usual recognitions and recall varieties,' likewise withcriterion cores.

50;7. Brooks, Fowler D. Constancy of group-test intelligence quotients In
high school. Greencastle, Ind., DePanw university, 1931.

508. Can9bell, William L. A correction to the açcomplishinent quotient
technique. 'Master's, 1931. Colorado.

509. Conrad, IL a., and 4aff.a, A. a A quantitative comparison of four in-
telligence tests. =O. California. 115 p. ma.

Findings: Preschool tests are found to be less reliable than tests for 'school children.
Differences in validity among the nrious tests are not striking.

510. Corey, Stephen N. The operation of chance factors in the equatiop of
groups. Greencastle, Ind., DePauw university, 1981.

511 Cowen, Anna Emma lirenseh. Remit developments in mental testing
in colleges. Master's, Ail. Brown. 99 p. mi.

A brief historical summary is followed by a summary of related literature publishedfor the most part from 1925 to 1980. Emphasis is placed on the uses of test resultsrather than on the tests themselves. The testing movement in colleges, which began
about 1918, continues to grow send the various uses to which test results are put increase
in number. Increasingly elaborate studies of personnel sort involve mine and more of
educational meaSurement techniques.

512. cross, A. J.' Foy, The practice effect on a standard intelligence test.
Master's, 198L Nebraska. 35 p,

Investigations of ninth and ctenth grittier" who bad had no training previous to the
experiment on intelligence or obJective tests. Findings: Practice has positive effectwhich persists at least seven naosihs.

513 Canton, 'award* Errors of measurement and correlation. Doctor's,
19314 T. C., Col. Uniy; New York City, Columbia university, 1931. 63 p.
(Archives ot psychology, no. 126)

The problem was to examine into the assumptions which underlie the principal formulasof correlational psychology, to point out the limitaiols in methods of test constructionand applicadon implied by these assumlptions, to discover the conditions under which thenumber of assumptions met:Mary is Minimum,/ to devise modified formulas under such
conditions, to arrive checks fiar thi consistency of assumptions with diata, arid to derivethe standard erns et Impartaa functions.

514. Deal, Bolinys ZIIssb.th. Weight discrimination as a test of intelligence
at the lower mental leIRIIL IOU. Stanford.

515. Dendow,, Uremia Carl. The Denglow , maze test. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 106 p.

Ap *Moot 11) design as intelligent* test that wIM elindlate as *sr as possible tbe
influence genial inforMation and test trividuars power of comprehension and
generalizatiome with, welboluary conclusions op regalia of 200 cams correlated vira vs4ety oir criteria'. .

516, Diller, Zll. Scholia* records of students failing a general inteltiginee
test. kW' .100:00eietzr; 0111-44, re,O.rtiary 21,13, :

517.Pillon, Louise Minor. L statistical analysis -ottbe individual tests la
Tears CS, And le of thotAtaufsidiglatastscalw liastee4 Mt' Cetholk_ Univ.
52 p, mot rí - igo ;
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50 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION e

518. Engelhart, M D. Techniques used in securing equivalent groups,
Journal of edUcational research, 22:103-09, September 1930.

519. Engle, T. L. A study of the comparative mental abilitiés and scholastic
achievements of academk, commercial, and vocational students. Michigan City,
Ind., Public schools, 1931. 16 p.

Compares 148 academic, 117 commercial, and 74 vocational students on the bases of
IQ's and school marks. Comparisons were made on four subject groups; academic, com-
mercial, vocational, and score. Findings: Both IQ's and school marks show that academic
students rank highest, commercial students next, and vocational students loweit:
Academic 'subjects seem to be the most difficult, vocational subjects easiest, and commer-
cial subjects seem to offer difficulty commensurate with the abilities of tbe students taking
them.

520. Finch, F. H. Sex differences in IQ change. Minneapolis, University
of Minnesota [1931].

Compares scores of some 200 students on intelligence tests given at an interval of four
years, one at high school entrance, the other at graduation.

521. Foran, T. G. the meaning.and measurement of validity. Washingto,
D. C. Catholic education press, 1930. 27 p. (Catholic university of America.
Educational research bulletins, vol. 5, no. 7.)

522. Gatal, Benito. A comparative study of the contents of various in-
telligence tests. Manila, P. I., Bureau of education, 1931.

The contents of six intelligence tests were examined in order to help the teachers in
the choice of test material to snit particular needs. Findings: No one kind of content
is common to the 6 tests ; " analogies" and "logical selection " are in 5 of them;
" arithmetic" and "mixed sentences " in 4. The Thorndike intelligence examination col-
lege entrance Form B, Part I, has the greatest number of different kinds of tests, while
the Terman group test of mental ability contains the greatest number of items. The
Terman group test excels the ;there in having the greatest number of different kinds of
tests with no less than 11 nor more than 80 items.

*523. Gordon, Hans Cochraille. The specific nature of achievement and the
predictive value of the IQ. An investigation of the limitations placed upon the
predictive values of Otis IQ's by the variation in the achievements of twelfth-
grade students in Jheir different subject& Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1931. 147 p.

This study investigates the inaccuracy in the prediction of achievement in 16 differ-
ent high-school subjects. Two estimates of general ability were used : the Otis thteIlI
gence quotient, and the average score in five subjects. Findings: It is concluded that
the IQ from a single intelligence test is not a satisfactory index if probable achievement
in many high-school subjects.

524. Grover, C. C. Report on results of Kuhlmann-Anderson intelligence test
and the Stanford reading test in the high sixth grade, fall semester, 1930. Oak-
land, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 8 p. ms.

525. Hall, Berdena. Differences in intelligence and achievement. Master'
1981. Claremont

526. Heilman, J. D. and McKee, Paul. The relative influence of mental
age and grade placement upon achievement. Greeley, Colorado state teachers
college, 1931.

Mental and educational tests were given to about 1,000 school children oi Ribbing,
Minn. : (1) To find out how much children of the same grade who 'differ two years in
mentalage differ in achievement; (2) to compare this difference in aehieveimentiNita
the difference in achievement found for children who are of the same mental age but
differ two years 'in grade locatan; (8) to determine witether the large-indtvidnal differ-
ences which now obtain among school children under the present -Inituencps tf-ths school
are due chiefly to differences in mèntal age or' ti differences in the imoulit of school
training turrepresented by differences in grade location. :

.(027. Ityds, Richard 21. Boma psychological concepts underlying Warm
'bents. In Oklahoma academy of science. PrOesedings, vol. 9, 1981. Norm"
Universit$ of Ok1ahoma,19111.
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TEEMS AND TESTING 51

A questionnaire study of the psychology of the examinee. The findings are sugges-
tive rather than conclusive, and show the desirability of a new criterion in selecting
tests; and the effects of differentms of tests upon pupils' study habits.

528. Joltin, Alfred. ChangesIii the validity coefficients of test items with
limited and unlimited time. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 44
p. M8.

Experimental study 'of the effect of time on the validity coefficients of the " seeing
relationship" and "factual" test items. Conclusions: To obtain greatest validity, tests
containing these two groups of items should be administered under conditions of limitea
time.

529. Keen, Angelina Myra. An analysis of the specific effect of practice on
retests with the Stanford Binet. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

530. King, Leo Hamilton. Mental and interest tests, their evaluation and
comp
tor's 1

ve effectiveness as factors of prognosis in secondary education. Doc-
T. C., Col. Uiiv. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia uni-

, L 124 p. (Contribution to education, no. 444.)'
In this study an attempt was made to use 19 mental tests and 47 interest factors as

determinants for tse prediction of the scholastic ability of individual secondary school
students in English, math4mat1cs, and science. The mental tests were classified into two
groups, one with a random Combination of the teats, and the other with a selective com-
bination; the intetest factors were classified in three groups, designated as English-
interest, mathematics-interest, and science-interest. Findings: The mental tests with
random grouping are effective for predicting individual grages in English, mathematics,
and science within definite limits; the non-verbal intelligence tests possess little value
as compared with the verbal type; interest tests are inferior to the mental tests as
indices of ability, but shop definite Values for differential prognosis; the mental test*
with random grouping show greater efficiency for prognosis, in combination with the
interest tests, than when either group ts used separately ; the reliability of the interest
factor is much less than that of the mental tests.

531. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Group cooperation test. Los Angeles, Calif., City
schools, 19314

532. Lewin, Lillie: Mental ability of high eighth-grade pupils. San Fran.
visco, Calif., 'Public schools [1980].

As a meant of facilitating the classification of pupils entering high school, the Terman
group test of mental ability is administered to all pupils leaving the high eighth grade
of the San Francisco public schools each term. Tests were administered to 1,606 pupils
distributed throughout the ctety in 29 elementary schools during May 1930. Findings :
A range of two years exists between the median abilities of the lowest and highest eighthgrades of the elementary scbools. The median ability of the pupils tested is 14 years,
three months, imipproximately one-half tbe eighth grades of the city are now in junior
high schools and each new term provides junior high school opportunities for a greater
number.

533. Lincoln, E. A. The reliability of the Lincoln hollow-square form board,
and a

.
comparison of hollow-square scores with Stanford Binet mental ages.

lournal-of applied psychology, 15: 79-81, February 1931.
A reliabilit¡ coefficient of .952±.007 was found by the Spearman-Brown method, using

a group of rather large variability.. Like other performance tests, the hollow square doesnot give scores closely related to Stitnford Binet mental ages, the toefficients averaging
around .50in separate chronological. age groups. 'rwci tables summarise the results.

5344 Lomax, Martha. gredictaPility of the precision with which pupils w9rk
as determined by two widely used intelligence tests. Master's, 1931. New
fork St. T. C. 18 p.

In this experiment intelligence testa were given to 279 pupils in the seventh, eighth, andninth giades in two schools for the purpose of finding whether degree of accuracy Iiintelligence test scores might not be more signifiatot for certain purposes than raw scores
or intelligence quotients. Piecision (per cent of tecuracy) ind rim Boom showed the
highest- coil preelition and intelligence quotients tbe second highest.' Belem, these
were the ,korritlatiònr of *precision,. teachers' istimates, term marks, etc., all of
which viers. Paiittri and difoifieant.
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52 RESEARCH STUDIES Ig EDUCATION

535. Long Beach, Calif. City schools. Intelligence test survey in elementaryand junior high schools. 1931.
Blue prints showing tbe distribution of intelligence for the entire school and for eachclass have been made for all elementary and junior high schools.
536. McCall, Willian A. Multi-mental scale, form, 2. New York City,Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931.
537. McClure, W. E. The status of psychological testing in large city publicschool systems. Journal of applied psychology, 14:486-96, October 1930.The purpose of the study was to find out the number of cities having separate psychologydepartments and to determine in the cities not having separate psychology departmentswhich of the departments already established were rendering psychology service; also tofind out what types of tests are being used, when they were first given in tbe system, andto what extent they are being given.
538. McFadden, J. H. Differential responses of normal and feeblemindedsubjects of equal mental age, on the Kent-Rosanoff free association test and theStanford revision of the Binet-Simon intelligence test. Doctor's, 1931. NorthCarolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)
In this study 529 subjects were tested with the Stanford revision of the Binet-Simonintelligence test ; t)07 were given the Kent-Rosanoff free association test, and 282 of these507 were given the Stanford achievement test. Four mental age groups are inOuded iiithe study, the mental ages being 6, 7, 8, and 9. Each MA group includes a normal anda feebleminded group of about 50 stibjects each, whièb are compared with each other.In general, normals and feebleminded of a given MA resembled each other in theirresponses, and differed fr6m normals or feebleminded of other MA's.
*539. Mcdeoch, Grace Oberschélp. The intelligence quotient as .a factor inthe whole-part problem. Doctor's, 1980. Chicago. Journal of experimentalpsychology, 14: 333-58, August 1931. (Reprinttbd.)
This is a study of the learning and retentiiit after 24 hours of two types of material.Lists of 10 paired associates and poems of lnints were used with two groups, in which

NA ere 30 nine and ten year old school children, a gifted group with a mean IQ of 151and a normal group with a mean IQ of 99. Three learning methods were involved. Dataindicate that the whole methi.KI is reliably superior to the pure part in the learning andretention of both types of vocabulary with both gifted and normal groups; the onlydifference between the whole and progressive part methods with either type of materialthe superiority of the whole with the normal group in the learning of the nonsensesyllable English pairs; the only reliable difference between the progressive part and pureparInebbods is the superiority of the progressive part with the gifted group in thelearning of the nonsense syllable English vocabulary ; the gifted group learned and re-tained more and are less variable than the normal group, with both types Of material.
540. McMahon, Grace Ellen Marie. An ingtilry concerning the nature of'the Binet ingenuity test. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 42 p. ms.Findings : Ability to solve an " ingenuity problem " is associated with the peviral high-school subjects, with higher intellectual ability, with less blocking of responses, and withless time required in solutions of these problems, although there is not a marked degreeof assocation with any one of these factors.
541. Mailer, Zulius B. The computation of simple correlations. New YorkCity, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 4 p.

tion correlation chart. It describes in il the preparation

This pamphlet is intended as a guide luxe with the institute of Social Experiments-
of a scattergram and themachine operations involved in the computation of- correlations, means, Nimes, etc.It is intended for Ise by those who have had little or no training in statistics.

542. Mallett, Effie B. Binet tests and the school progress of MO children.A study of the progress of children In the primary grades Over a period of yeallvMaster's, 1931. Néw York. 27 p.
The purpose of this study Is to determine to .1rhat extent Blnet test is 1g/tillable lapredirting school progress and in determining school placement of childriik Jpeekingadmission to the first grade. Binet test, Ira.* gavin to NO children 4!, fing grade,and a progress record kept for tour yeare for the OtidreaBi
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TESTS AND TESTATO 53
first-grade children and their school achievement over a period of years. In this study
the test seemed to predict with a rather high degree of accuracy about 90 per ceit of
the miles.

543. "New Hampshire. State board of education. Results of tests in in-
telligence, silent reading and English forms, in 1930, and a study of the gradu-
ates of 1929. Concord, N. H., 1930. 10 p. ma

544. PatteFson, X. Rose. Report on the February 1931 testing program to
incoming junior high school pupils. Baltimore, Md., Department of education,
1931.

A survey of intelligence, reading and arithmetic.
545.- Report on the intelligence of pupils entering senior high schools

in February, 1931. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1931.
A survey of intelligence for white and colored schools in the different courses.
546. ---- Report on the September 1930 testing program to incoming

'uniorhigh school pupils. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1930.
A survey of intelligence, reading, and arithmetic.
547. Report on the September 1930 testing program to incoming

senior kith school students. Baltimore, Md., Department of educationt_1930.
A surveyV intelligence and reading.
548. Pintner, Rudolf. Intelligence testing ; methods and results. New

York City, Henry Holt and company, 1931. 555 p.
A description of testa, methods and results of intelligence testing, with bibliographies.
549. Reinhart, Sister Miriam. A scale for measuring the G factors in in-

telligence. Baltimore, Md., Williams and Wilkins, 1981. (Catholic university
of America; Studies in psychology and psychiatry, vol. 2, no. 5.)

550. Richardson, Clarence T. 'file effect of practice on intelligence test
results among high scho4 students. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 69 p. ms.

The ninth year pupils of Frankfort high school were divided into three groups : Group
A received Otis. self-administering test,..of mental ability, Forms A and B, three months
apart, during which internl six achleyement tests were.taken ; Group B, received Otis
tests on the same dates as Group A, and in 'the interval between them, they received
three intelligence tests ; Group C received Otis tests on the same dates as Groups A and
B. Findings: Where was .on the average a positive practice eff&t.on the results of all
tests following the first, even though the subjects had had previous eiperience with prac-
tice pads and achievement tests; the positive practice effect was not universal nor couldthe effect be predicted in an individual case; practice on intelligence tests improves
one's chance of reaching any critical score or rank as determined by another somewhat
similar intelligence test.

551. Ross, C. C., and Gard, Paul D. Two modified methods of administer-
ing two standardized' group intelligence tests. Lexington, Ky., University of
Kentucky, 1930. 115 p. (Thilietinallithe Bureau of school service, vol. 2, no. 4,
June, MO.)

such a was as
und

'port°. ume the test book. The methods tried were the answer-sheet
This study was und to see if group intelligence tests could be administered in

method and the dictation 'method. Findings: The regular method of administering thetwo standardised intelligence teitts used in this study is slightly more reliable than is theansfver-shest method, and ihe latter is slightly mot* reliable than the dictation meth6d.
552. Rust, Metta Maund. Tb effect of resistance on intelligence test scores

of young children. Ooetor's, 193LN T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1! 11. 79 p. (Child development institute. Mono-
graph no. 6.) .

One hundred 8-year 6Id children, ranging in IQ from 100 to 175 with a mean of 182
were studied tci find the degree to which resistance affects intelligence test adores and theextent to width' Inch resistanCe can be overcome. The Kuhlmann and the Merrill-Palmer scales wire used. The Multi Vert further studied to find' which tests were mostfrequent*-ritsied, sad the tdatiip between resistance and intelligence geom. CombparathiClititik isalse-yatt'abio obtalael.
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54 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

558. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Intelligence survey. Gradm 113
and 4B. First term study completed September 1930, 6 p. ms. Second term
study completed January 1931, 7 p. ps. (Report, no. 2, 10.)

The Detroit first-grade intelligence tat was used for grade 1B, and the National intel-
ligence test for grade 4B. The general purpose of testing for mental ability is to aid
in bile classification of children, according to their degrees of intelligence. DistributIonb
were made showing the score, chronological age, mental age, and the intelligence
quotient. According to the results of these testa, 1B and 4B pupils in Santa Munics
may be classified as normal.

554. Terman group test survey, grade 6-A. 1931.
555.. Saum, Anna Lois. The relative significance of time as a factor in In-

telligence tests at the college level. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see
no. 712.)

Subjects for this study were 110 women and 88 men from the general psychology
classes, during the academic year 1929-30. On entering tbe university in the fall, thestudents were given Form 14 of the psychological test under the prescribed time-limit
conditions. Later they were given Forms 13, 15, and 16 of the test under work-limit
condition& The work-limit test was found to be a slightly better prediction of scholastic
success than the time-limit test.

556. Sawyer, Clifford R. A comparison of the Detroit and Kuhlmann-
Anderson intelligence tests as applied in the Grand Forks public schools.
Master's, 1931. North Dakota. 60 p.

Findings: An examination of all the data presented shows that from a statistical
point of view there is little to choose between the two tests. A study of the results by
grades seems to favor the Kuhlmann-Anderson, but averaging all the correlAtions seems
to show a slight advantage in favor of the Detroit.

557. Scovill, N. S. A comparative study of the performance of normal and
feebleminded subjects on the Healy pictorial completion test II. Master's, 1981.
Ohio. 33 p.

558. Segel, David. Automatic prediction of scholastic success by using the
multiple regression technique with electric tabulating and accounting machine&
Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931. Journal of educational plychology,
22 : 139-44, February 1931.

This study shows the use of the Hollerith tabulating machine in automatically predict.
ing scores, where many cases are involved, from regression equations' previously worked
out and adapted to the tabulating machine.

559. Index numbers and IQ equivalents for the Thurstone psycho-
logical examination and the Iowa high school content examination. Long Beach,
Clint, City schools, 1930. 3 p. ms.

560. Senour, A. C. Influence on intelligence of three years of intensive gen-
eral instruction. Bast Chicago, Ind., Public school%-1931. 2 p. ms.

The correlation and analysis of Stanford-Binet IQ's of 26 pupils of a retarded-ability
group before and titter three years of intensive general instruction with one sympathetic,
capable, and inspiring teacher. Conclusions : The coefficient of correlation was 0.665±
.071k The coefficient is Influenced by conditioning factors. Instruction bad little it iv
influence on basic mental abilities as represented by Stanford-Binet IQ's.

561. Soper, Wayne W. Test survey. Albany, New York State department
of education, 1931. 42 p. ms.

Intelligence tests in the elementary and high school. Findings: Pupils were found tp
he doing work of less than standard grade caused partlyt by immaturity due to earit
entrance. Retardation was pronounced.

562. Strauss, Samuel. Some results from tests of scientific think*. Ma*
ter's, 1931. Chicago. 94 p. ms.

Two tests were administered on some of the elements of *dentine thinking to 1,800high school and 165 college student& Findings: (1) Certain elements ot Ii-d,9403%thinik
Ing are better mastered than others; (2) boys and girls AS equal IP .tael! .nPF!.tP us,the elements of scientific thinking; (8) lesa. than halt .of the students litelpr.904444,44ability to use these elements with the rise io grade status from ihe eighth t sham*
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TESTS AND TESTING 55
grade ; (4) there is no improvement in scientific thinking with rise in chronological age
alone ; and (5) there is a positive, but not high, correlation between the IQ and scientific
thinking.

563. Street, Roy F. A Gestalt completion test : a study of a cross section of
intellect. Doctor's [1931). T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college.
Columbia university, 1931. 34 p. (Contributions to education, no. 481.)

The problem was to construct a picture completion test, to determine the relationship
of this test to other completion tests, and to furnish some data relevant to the hypo-
thetical conoept of a unitary factor in tests of intellect. Test items were constructed by
applying the laws of perception as proposed by the Gestalt psychologists. Selection of
suitable items was accomplished by determining the percentage of successful responses in
a sample population of 740 children in grades three through nine. The test and four
selected completion tests were sidministered to a sixth grade population. Findings :
Correlations between verbal and pictorial tests were small. The Gestalt completion test
seems to be measuring a very specific capacity probably involved in the perceptual process.

564. Sunderland, Wilda. A comparative iudy of the intelligence of a unit
of enlisted men of the United States Navy d high-school students. Master's,
193L Claremont.

565. Sweet, Florence A. A block test for memory span. Master's, 1931.
Ohio. 120 p. ms.

Two groups of subjects, 189 first-grade children and 72 college students, were given the
variation Knox cube test graded from easy to hard. Girls and women were found to besuperior on the easitr tests, and boys and men were found to be superior on tbe more
difficult tests.

566. Symonds, Percival M. A comparison of statistical measures of over-
lapping with charts for estimating tile value of bi-serial r. Journal of educa-
tional psychology, 21 : 586-96, November 1930.

567. Thompson, K. L., Intelligence and state tests in Jersey City. A 3-year
survey, 1928-1931. Jersy City, N. J., Public schools, 1931. 20 p.

568. Intelligence and state tests in Jersey City, 1929-1930. Jersey
City, N. J.,'Public schools, 1981. 29 p.

569. Intelligence and state tests in Jersey City. Jersey City, N. J.,
Public schools, 1931. Term-ending January 31, 1931, 30 p.; term ending June 30,
1931, 40 p.

570. Survey of intelligence, achievement and socio-economic status
in six Jersey City schools. Jersey City, N. J., Public schools, 1931. 18 p,

571. , McMackin, Prank Je., and Heilshaw, Jay I. Jersey City high
schoolssurvey of intelligence and aChievement. Jersey City, N. J., Public
schools, 1931. 10 p,

572. Trigg, Charles Wilderman. An analysis of individual responses to the
items of the Permit group tests, Form A. Master's, 1931. Southern California,
132 p.

A statistical study of the responies of 760 pupils to each of the 185 test elements todetermine the internal consistency of the tests with respect to order of difficulty, correla-tion between test divisions, etc.
573. Upshall, C. C., and Masters, H. V. Table of probable errors for certain

inter-pe
5 p. ma. (

This study

t ranges. Bellingbam, Washington State normal school, 1931.
u of research studies, no. 8.)

ves the formula for finding the probable error of an inter-percentile range.
574. Urquhart, Helen lArte. The construction and validation of a homonym

completion test.. Master* 1931. Brown, 58 p. mi.
The investigatIón deals with a modified form of the well-known sentence completiontype of (*stasis used in general intelligence Jesting. This new form makes use of

homonyms' tiittlbtitie 'la quite oWeettlie.. 4vailable lists are mentioned. Findings : Acarefully coutructed test *as tide impericir in predict* Knglish composition to' ageneral Intelligence teat and to an elaborate ringlish test a the objective sort. It wasnot quits as good as Abe others In weakling general, academia averages for treshmin.
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*575. Wheat, Leonard B. Free associations to common words : a study of
word associations to 25 words picked at random from the 500 most commonly
used words in the English language. Doctor's,, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 48 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 498.)

A list of 25 words was given to 1,323 children in grades 4-8 in two New York city
public schools in an attempt to obtain more knowledge about the construction and nse Of
free-association tests. Findings: There are distinct differences in the responses between
grades 4, 5, and 6, and slight differences between grades 6, 7, and 8. The stores fOr the
various age groups closely parallel the scores of the different grades in which the ages
are usually found. Different kinds of stimulus words get different percentages of common
responses, uncommon responses, and failures to respond.

57e. Wood, Ernest Richard. A graphic method of obtaining the partial
correlation coefficient and the partial regression coefficients of three or more
variables. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago, 1931. 72 p. (Supplementary
educational monographs, no. 37.)

The purpose of this study was to simplify the partial correlation method to such an
extent that clerical help, after,very little training, can be relied on to obtain partial cor-
relation coefficients, the partial regression coefficients, and the partial regression equations
of three or more variables.

Bee also 309, 815, 896, 404, 409, 412, 414-415, 424, 427, 439, 461, 489, 595, 609, 627,
1792-17931 1801, 1919, 2082, 2102, 2280-2282, 2444, 2466, 2477, 2490, 2907, 2911, 2913,
3046, 3202, 3536, 3551, 8910, 3962, 4046, 4048, 4213.

EDUCATIONAL TESTS

577. Alhambra, Calif. City schools. Report on Stanford achievemént -test
2A-8A inclusive, October 23, 1930. 1931. 5 p. ms. (Elementary. research and
guidance bulletin, vol. 3, no. 2, February 1931. Elementary school issue.) ,

This is a study of the results of the Stanford achievement test in the various schools
and grades, using the IQ as a check as to what should be expected.

578. Allen, Richard D. Achievement survey of all of the core subjects with
new type tests in each grade. Providence, R. I., Public schools, 11.

579. Barr, A. S., and Gifford, C. W. The measurement of concepts. Chi-
cago, Ill., Chicago normal college, 1931. 12 p. ms. 5 printed test sheets.

The tests are the result of a Ph. D. thesis, by C. W. Gifford, directed by A. S. Barr at
the University of Wisconsin, and completed in 1928. The thesis established the criterion
on which these various series of tests are being constructed. Series A of the American
history word meaning tests was published in September 1980 by the Public school
publishing company, Bloomington, Ill.

580. Ammer, Max. Question versus the statement form of the true-false
test. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 114 p. ms.

The two forms are compared on three iteme--The retention of responses, the tendency
towards " true" or " false " answers, and reliability. Conclusions: (1) For College level
the statement form is recommended; and (2) for elementary school level the questios
form is recommended.

581k Audlong, Martha Williamson. Preliminary steps in the construction of
a true-false test in the history of education. Master's, 1931.. Brown. 68 p. ms.

A detailed analysis of seven texts in the history of eduCation Of the "general sort,"
I. e., not '`period" histories. Findings: Tables show the relative amount of emphasib
given to each of seven major divisions in the content material for each text examined
and for all combined. On the basis of " average emphasis" a test of 200 true-false items
was constructed.

582. Buros, Prancis C., and Buros, Oscar K. larpressing edueatidid Meas-
urea as percentile ranks. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N Y, World book company,
27 p. (Test method helps, no. 8.)

The purpose of this manual is to provide a simple device for expressimi test semi
a group as percentile ranks and for interpreting them tonveniontly.
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TESTS AND TESTING 57

583. Calvert, T. B. Report of January testing in social science, language
usage, mathematics, foreign language and natural science. Muncie, Ind., Public
schools, 1931. 15 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 55.)

A comparison or achievement in these subjects with 43eptember achievement in the
same fields. .

4

584.- Fltrvey tests, September 1930, in junior and senior high schools.
Muncie, Ind., Public schools, 1930. 10 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 50.)

This report curies an appraisal of achievement in the field of social science, English
usage, algebra and Latin in certain sections in junior and senior high schools.

585. Carreon, Manuel L. First central primary schools survey. Manila,
P. I., Bureau of education, 1931.

Grades 1, 2, and 3 in 19 divisions were tested with the Philippine educational achieve.

ment tests, series A, 8, and C, Form I. Findings: Comparisons between different
divisions in median scores show differences in achievement.

586. Third biennial central-normal-academic survey. Manila, P. I ,

Bureau of education, 1931.
Grades four aneseven (elementary), second and fourth year (secondary) classes in 40

divisions and insular schools were tested with the Philippine educational achievement
tests, series A, B, C, advanced examination, form III. Findings: Some progress during
the year in classroom instruction is shown by a comparison of the tentative Philippine
norms for the years 1929 and 1980 central-academic-normal survey.

587. Carter, Homer L. J. Development of certain tests in minimal statistics
for teachers. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 65 p. (For abstract see no. 712.)

A minimal list of 24 statistical terms has been compiled and three forms of certain
tests in minimal statistics have been constructed in accordance with data determined by
this study and three forms of a vocabulary test based .on the results of the study in
statistical terminology, have been developed.

588. Clemons, Howard H. 'Competitive testing of high school subject&
Master's, 1931. Chicago.

A study of the trends in amount of competitive testing of high school academic sub-
jects, the kinds of teats used, and the results thought to accrue from such testing.

589. Cole, Robert D. Educational achievement in North Dakota city, town,
and rural schools. Grand Forks, N. Dak., University of North Dakota, 1931.
53 p. (School of eduvation bulletin, no. 9; Departmental bulletin, vol. 15, no. 2,
April 19319)

The report gives the results of a number of nev Stanford achievement tests given in
the fall tern) of the year 1929, and an interpretation of the results. Results of the tests

lg. twn, and rural schools were compared.
tel . ord B. A comparison of the seventh and eighth grades in the

six-six and four school systems of Kosciusko county. Master's, 1930.
Indiana. 42 p. ms.

Indiana oomposite achievement test was given to the eighth grades in the spring of
1928. A &Mena form of the same test was given lc both the seventh and eighth
grades in thee spring of 1929. Standardised tests in English, algebra, and biology were
given in the spring qi 1929 to the pupils who passed the Indiana composite achievement
test in 1928 and continued their work in the high school. Findings : There is no signifi-
cant difference in the amount of retardation and retention in the two types of schools:
tbe seveath-year Pupils of the 8-4 schools show relatively pe highest degree of achieve-
ment in every subject- on the Indiana composite achievement test ; the eighth grade of the
8-4 schools made thejlighqs pens* soore in 8 subjects out of the 9. The pupils of the
6-6 schools have a bitter- opportunity to participate in extracurricular activities, and
have more privileges of using tbe high-school equipment

591. Crawford, Zohn Sermon& Age and progrebs factors in test norms.
Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. 138 p. ma.

This is a study. of the Weak* of sges mental age, and rate of school
progress upon test amine. Data from tellioatath-grade pupils on these three factors
and on a rending and an arithmetie. teat woCueed. The use of test norms established
on three Intelligence groups within eacb chronological year group is more valid am%
justifiable *an the we of auras estitblisha by couventiostal methods.;
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592. Dearborn, Mich. Fordson public schools. Composite reportienDon the
achievement and progress of Fordson school district pupils in thè principal
subjects as measured by standard tests. 1930. 9 p. ms. (Bulletin, nit. 51.)

An analysis of the results of a continuous testing program.
593. De Turk, Ruth O. Comparative study of test scores le Winfield high

school, 1928-1929. Master's, 1931. Kansas. b

Correlation of test scores in state contest in 1928-1929, with Columbia research bureaueducational tests, IQ's and teachers' marks in five subjects in Winfield high school.
594. Educational records bureau. The educational achievement and intelli-

gence of independent school children, 1929-1930. New York, N. Y., Educational
records bureau [1931]. 141 p. (Educational records bulletin, no. 6.)

The Bureau's reports enable the independent schools to see themselves from a new angleand in a new light, and to clarify the point of departure for considering changes inpolicies and practices.

595. Evanston, Ill. Public schools. A summary of the educational activities,
Evanston public school district 75, Evanston, Ill., 1029-1930. :k! p. ma.

Contains the report of educational and psychological tests for 1929-40.
596. Everly, L. L. A report on' the city-wide educational tests given to the

pupils of the St. Paul public schools, November 1930. St. Paul, Minn., Depart-
ment of education, 1931. 13 p. ms.

597. Gates, Arthur I., and others. Modern achievement tests. New York
Cite Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931.

598. Goltry, Thomas K. An empirical study of a technique for assigning
letter grades to objective test scores. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 102 p. ms.

599. Gray, Robert F. Construction of Junior high school achievement tests.
San Francisco, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. Tin.)

Committees on test construction were formed in the fields of English, mathematics, gen-eral science, and social science. Their chief aim is the development of tests in each of thefields that will meet the objectives set by the San Francisco bigh-school courses of study:
600. Hazelton, Earle Foote. A statistical comparison of thé abilities and

accomplishments of the R. O. T. C. and non-R. O. T. O. boys in the LOS Angeles
city sdhools. Master's, 1931. Southern Oalifornia. 185 p;

Based on IQ, scholarship, and citizenship records of 1,352 boys in four high schools,classified by half-grades.
601. Hoick, Elms Anna. Achievement of high school seniors in Arapahoe

county. Master's, 1930. Denver. 89 p. ms.
The Bones-Harry achievement test was used in four high schools of Arapahoe county tosolve the problems: (1) Are -.he high schools accelerating as many students as our testsindicate that they should? (2) are they able to locate tbe brightest studesta and to msleadequate provision for their proper advancement? (8) which course attracts tbe ableststudents graduating from the high school? (4) is there any light upon maladjustment-etsubjects? and (5) achievement of seniors coming from rural and city high 'schools.
602. Hood, Helen V% Report on Stanford achievement test 2A to SA grader.

inchisive, 1980. klhambrtt, Calif.,- High school, 19314.
603. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. The report of grouptest results and the use of the standard deviation of the difference to determine

the significance of the variations between Glasses. 19a1. 14 p. ma. (Risearbbulletin, no. 8,204.) -1
This report contains three types of information concerning the results of the city-widetesting program of January 1981: (1) The city medians for tact grade in terms of score,age, and grade status-02) a comparison in terms .of grade status of Haustei taollasi saithe standards of the' correspOnding grades In 12-year systems and the. estimated OtaadatdiApr the grades If 12 yews' work is actually dons in 11 years; and (8) moped**6etween the medians earned by the individual schools and the city mediut.
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604. Etoustón, Texas. Independent school district: The report of group
test results and the use of the standard deviation of tbe difference to determine
the significance of the valiatlons between classes. 1931. 8 p. ms. (Research
bulletin, no. 8213.)

This report includes three types of information concerning the results of the city-wide
testing program of April and May 1981: (1) The city medians for each grade in terms
of test score, educational or mental age, and grade status; (2) a comparison in terms of
grade status of Houston medians earned in January and May 1980 and in January and
May 1981, together with a comparison of the Houston medians with the standards of the
corresponding grades in 12-year systems, and the ,estimated standards for the grades if
12 years' work is accomplished in 11 years ; (8) a comparison of the medians earned by
the individual schools, in the testing survey of April and May 1931 with the city medians.

605. Howie, Thomas . W. Study of the Carnegie foundation professional
education tests of May 1930 in Tempte university. Master's, 1931. Temple.

606. Johnson, Charles L. Results of -a survey-testing program of achieve-
ment in the Dunkirk Indiana high school. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

607. Jones, Vernon, and Crook, Mason. Educational tests. Worcester,
Mass., Clark university, 1931. 28 p.

This article is a review of the developments In' the field of educational tests during
the year 1980. The article is organized around such headings as the following : The
development and use of tests for survey purposes ; the development ind use of tests for
diagnosis; the development and use of tests for prognosis and guidance ; the use of tests
for improving marks and marking systems. A bibliography of 168 titles is appended.

608. Kolb, Joseph Wilbur. A comparative study of the achievement of
pupils from rural and village schools. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 133 p. ms.

609. Lewin, Lillie. Summary of testing programhigh third grade. (10nd
of Spring term, 1930.) San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1980. 9 p. ms.
( Bulletin,: no. 19, September 1980.) 44

A survey of mental, reading, and arithmetic abilities in the high-third grade of the San
Francisco public schools. This survey includes 2,992 pupils in 62 schools. The findings
emphasize the wide ronge of abilities to be met in pupils entering the low fourth grades.
Homogeneous instructional groups, cases for special s romotion, and cases for further
diagnosis were selected on the basis of this survey.

610. Summary of testing program : 1. U lization of tests and meas-
urements in the San Francisco public schools ; 2. R ding and arithmetic abili-
ties in the high-fourth, high-fifth, and high-sixth grad San Pranclico, Calif.,
Public schools, 1930. 80 p. ins. (Bulletin, no. 20, Octo 1930.)

Part 1 of this study describes \the testing program in the Ban ncisco public schools
and discusser the utilisation of test results in improving instrpctions. Part 2 is a survey
of reading and arithmetic in the high-fourth, high-fifth, and higb-sixtb grades. Remedial
steps based on the results are given. Pupils of the high-fourth, high-fifth, and high-sixth
grades are on the average, above their chronological ages in reading and arithmetic
abilities. A need for curricular adjustments is shown in schools having exceptionally
high or tow ability.

611. alaAnelly, J. R., Booth,,C. Z. andludeman, W. W. Tests bulletin for
South Dakota cirriculum revision programs. Springfield, S. D., Southern State
teachers college, 1! 1. 75 p. ins. ,

Suggested test progrtins for elemeitary schools, test lists, and remedial program for
each subject, loth as arithmetic, reading, etc.,.are given.

612.111teDonought Leo ',rands. An evaluation of the technique for deter-
mining optimun1 'administration time' of a test. MasteT's, 1931. Iowa. 21 p. me.

613. Masauli, :On C. 4 comparison of certain methods of testing ability.
Muter's, 10111. Iowa. 76 p. ma,

614. 31(41orio, Clara. Testing and classification program of elementary
grasles. .11400»,#0, Texas, Board of education. 19314 20 p.

615:34ustiOCCONOINlyar schools. Results of tents in ieading, arith-
metic, wrigAgo sto0., 1014 640,p. mad (Teat bullet* noe 19 1980-4! 14)
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616. Xartin, Paul E. Survey of pupil achievement, grades 7-10. Compton
union district, Calif., Public schools [1930].

Each student in grades 7 to 10, inclusive, was given a Stanford achievement test. Theresults were studied to discover weaknesses in instruction and as a basis for individual
guidance.

617. Survey of pupil achievement, grades 9-12. Compton union dI
trict, Calif.. Public schools [1930].

Pretests were given at the beginning of the semester followed by achievement testa atthe close of the semester. The improvement of individuals and classes was compared.
618. Noise, Marian. ',Results of the 1930-1931 Stanford achievement tests.

*New Orleans, La., Orleans parish school board, 1931. 5 p.
619. Munson, J. L Achievement in reading, arithmetic, and handwriting in

Lead, Deadwood, Spearfish, and Whitewood, South Dakota. Master's, 1931.Nebraska. 115 p. ms.
The study'covers grades 3 to 8, inclusive: .

620. Myers, Charles Everett Pupil achievement in Virginia rural schools.
Richmond, Va., State board of education, 1931. 52 p. ms.

A study of 108,072 test scores (school achievement and mental ability) for fall andspring in grades 4 to 7 from 64 Virginia counties, together with certain data on pupilcharacteristics, teacher qualifications and school organization. Challenges certain popu-lar educational standards such as length of term, consolidation, certification, etc.
621. Obrien, P. P. What we test in sciiool and how we test. Universityof Kansas bulletin of educatior, 3, 11-17, April 1931.
Deals with the prevailing tendency of school tests to emphasize memo.ry, formal skills,unrelated facts and routine habits and to neglect more important outcomes of instruc-tion. -Objectivity is emphasised more than quality in tests. Prevailing tests reflectteaching emphasis and give directions to study procedure.
622. Odell, C. W. 'Educational measurement in high schooL New York,The Century company, 1930. 641 p.
Describes various types of standardised or commercially available tests for tbe highwho, subjects.
623. Ohio. State department of education. Eveiy pupil test. Columbus,The F. J. Heer printing company, 1931. 55 p.
Report of December 2, 1980.

-The purpose of the Every Pupil Test is to challenge, stimulate, and encourage boysand girls, classroom teachers, principals, and superintendent&
624. Osburn, W. J. Wisconsin inventory tests for grades 9-12, and Teach-ers' manual. Columbus, Ohio State department of education, 1931.
625. Patterson, X. ROse. Summary of results 'of standardized testsjuniorand senior 111gb schools, hite and coloredJanuary 1, 1927 to December 31,1930. Baltimore, Md., partment of admit' I 1980.This summary gives, the city-wide `median for - -II test in each grade given duringthis period.

626. Patton, )(Alvin vGlenn. A survey and testing program in Kershawschool district, Kershaw, S. C. Master's, 1980. Virginia.
627. Philadelphia, Pa. Board ofPublic education. Survey test in arithme-tic, Grade. SB--March 1980, 5 pi ma. (Bulletin no. 158) ; Survey test in seventhgrade American history, Grade 3.1AFebrumxy 1980/ 8. p. me* (Bulletin no.159) ; Senior high schoolsper cents of pupils rated satisfactory, Second reportperiod, June 1980, 6 p. ms. (Bulletin no. 160) ; Junior high schools---per -cents ofpupils fated satisfactory, Second report period, June 1930, 7 p m, (Bulletinno. 161) ; Philidelphia mental ability testForm A-11, Grade, O. And 8B,April 2, 1980, 10 p.. ma, (Bulletin no. 162) ; Survey test in geogra Grades6B, BA, 5B, May-June 1930, 14.0. ms. (Bulletin no. 1 ) ; tins test---May 1930, 4 p. ms. (Biniletin 164) Philaddithia 'Matt tiet:.com-prehension and rate. /Oradea 7 to 12, May 1980. 6 pi: me.' lib. 165)
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*TESTS AND TESTING 61

Subject promotion_rates 6u senior high schools, June 1930. 8 v. ms. (Bulletin
no. PA) ; Subject promotion rates in junior high'schools, June 1930. 9 p. ms.
(Bulletin no. 167) ; .13iirvey test in history, Grades 7B and 8A, June 1980.

a p. ms. (Bulletin no. 168) ; Survey tests in American history, June 1930.
Grades 11A and 11B. 7 p. ms. (Bulletin no 169) ; Controlled experiment in
study type reading, February 7-June 12, 1930. 9 p. ms. (Bulletin no. 170) ;

Survey testing, June 193o. Elementary schools-Grades 1-6. 9 p. ms. (Bulletin
no. 171) ; Philadelphia English test-part 4, form A. Grade 813, Jdne 1930.

p. ins. (Bulletin no. 172) ; Philadelphia diagnostic test in algebra, June 1930.
Pat 1, form B, Grade 8B ;-part 2, form B, grade 9A ; part 3, form A, grade 9P.
16 p. ins. (Bulletin no. 173) ; Philadelphia test in mechahical drawing, part 1,
form A, June 1960. 4 p. Inca. (Bulletin no. 174).

628. Philippine Islands. Bureau of education. The second biennial rural-
vocational survey. Manila, 1930.

Fifty-one divisions and insular schools, grades 3 to 7, elementary and first to fourth
years, were tested with the Philippine educational achievement tests, series A, B, and C,
form 2.

629. Pintner, Rudolf. Educational achievement tests for grades 4 to 8;
Forms A-8'; manual of directions. New York City, Teachers collége, Columbia
university, 1881.

These tests consist of four forms of equal difficulty and two alternates to prevent
copying.

630. Portland, Oreg. Public schools. Creation of standardization of Port-
land achietement tests in language, Form A and B ; History, Form A and B ;

Arithmetic, Form A and B. [1931.]

631. Provost, Clarende Lewis. An analytical study of achievement of
elementary school children, Master's, 1931. Mississippi.

The Kuhlmann-Anderson intelligence tests and the StanfOrd achievement tests were
used in the liftestigation of grades 4 to 8 of a particular school.

632. Roaebrook, Wilda N. Some psychological observations in a private
school for girls. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 139 p. ms

Ali analysis of educational achievement as measured by four consecutive Stanford
achievement tests.. Finflings: The highest mean subject quotient in reading, arithmetic,
history, and dictation tat& to be reached at 13 years of age, for both " superior " anti
" normals" on Kuhlmann-Anderson test. It was found that theie were about 76 chances
out of 100 that the superior girl 1;111 gain more points in total educational quotient than
the normal girl; there are 58 chances ciut of 100 that the individual superior girl will
make a positive gain; there are 56 chances out of 100 that the normal girl will make a
positive gain; there are 95 chances out of 100 that the mean gain of the superior 'girls
will be positive rather than negative; and there are 99 _chances-out of 100 that the mean
gain of tbe normal girls will be positive rather than negative. The mean IQ of the
lower school, Forms 1-4 wag 118; the mean IQ of the upper school, Forms 7-12 was
109 (IQ computed with 16 as basic age), and 117 (IQ computed with 14 as basic age.)

633. aylafid, Nolen*, Mabel. Standard teats and measurements in high
school: What is Tennessee doing with them? Master's, 1930. Tennessee. ms.

634. St. John, Charles W. Educational achievement in relation to Intel-.
ligence, as dawn by teaehtsrs' marks, promotknis, and scores in standard tests
in certain elementary grade's. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard university press,
1930. 219 p. (Harvard studies in ettikation, no. 15.)

Selected bibliography: p. 198408.
The facts brought out by this study indicate : (1) That between IQ and the quality of

educational achievement there 'is clearly a positive correlation; (2) that school progress
-is correlated positively: with. j14 to it Uiàâid degre4N- not determined in terms of any
single index; (8) tbat in'tx>th the quaint or aehleviessent iind the rate of progress
through the grades there are many tad often Marked ext4ptions to tbe general rule or
correlation ;, (4)- taati .the i-seldevement; of boys is in s11 respects lower, op the average,
than that of girls, and the correlations between IQ aini.ghlevement are also .lower for
boys; (5)4 that edgpattorsti,aebjevelnent ,is, FAuclk leas catpat.ant.9".si .04.;, and 0) that
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on the one hand the marks in effort and on the other hand the achievement-test scores
correlate with other achievement criteria about as highly as IQ does.

635. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Principals'. and teachers' hand-
book on utilization of test results for use in the San Francisco public school&
19,31. 19 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 30.)

While this bulletin is designed primarily for San Francisco teachers, It has informa-
tion of general value on the utiliriation of test results. It emphasises the use of test
records as a basis for homogeneous tinstructional groups.

636. Surveys of achievements in the San Francisco public
schools (H3, 114, H5, and H6 grades). 1 1. 15 pi. ms. (Bulletin, no.'25.)

A survey of reading and arithmetic ability in grades 3 to 6, inclusive, in the Bea
Francisco public schools. Thii survey includes 10,577 pupils: Findings: Conaiderabie
overlapping of abilities between the various grades is in evidence. In every grade the
median reading ability exceeds the median chronological age. Exceptionally high and
low abilities are morp7prevalent in reading than in arithmetic.

637. Santa Monica, Calif. City sichools. New Stanford achievement stir:-
vey. 1931. 14 p.

This survey was given at the close of the first semester. The findings of the survey
were favorable, as indicated by the fact that the medians of most grades exceed the
norms.

638. Report of generarachievement survey, May 1931. 35 p. pas.
(Report itio. 19.)

Tlie following tests were used in tbe achievement survey : Detroit word recognition
test, Form A, grade lA ; Haggerty reading examination, Sigma I, grade 2A ; Monroe
silent reading test 1 and test 2, grades 3-6 inclusive; Woody-McCall mixed funda-
mentals, Form, 2, grades 3-6 inclusive; Morrison-McCall spelling scales, List 7, grades

inclusive. The general trend in achievement is a favorable one according to tbe
results of this survey.

639. Serven, Edward J. The relationship of height and weight and educa-
tional achievement of school children. Master's, 1931. New York. 114 p. ms.

A total of 1,682 boys and girls, ranging in age from five to 16 years, in a city in New
Jersey were examined. Data obtained on 1,502 children, 798 boys and 704 girls, indicste
that intelligence or school achievement does not seem to be comparable to a simple physi-
cal trait such as height or weight.

640. Shriber, Joseph H. and Davis, Robert A. The ability and achievement
of pupils in El Paso county, Colo. Boulder," University of Colorado, 1930. 68 p.

A study wits made of the 46 schools of El Paso comity, Colo. Findings: Chronological
age-grade analisis indicates. that the pupils in the county are on the whole similar to
those elsewhere; the mental abilities of the pupils in the county compare favorably with
those of represefitative American school children. The Pupils are slightly below national
standards in school achievement. Results indicate that twelfth-grade pupils are prae-tically normal in all subjects covered by the Sones-Harry achievement test. Pupils in
the county are not achieving in proportion to their abilities.

641., Stenquist, John L. Semi-annual instructional surveycity-wide test
results for all classes as of September 1930all elementary schoolswhite and
colored. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1930. 40 p. ms.; INbruary.
1931, 37 p. ms.

Reports on results of primary and intermediate tests.
642.- Van Kirk, Zdward Rues41. The relationship existing between ache.

ladle grades of smokers and nonsmokers in At secondary school. Master'8,1931.
Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

Questionnaires were prepared-and distributed to the bat in the Ebensburg and Cro-aon high echoes. The *urns were divided into groups' of 40 smoker* and 40. non-
smokers from each of the four classes. The various grades were taken from the /Rh*records. The average, mepui, mode, and standard deviation are all slightly in,tavor
of the nonsmokers, with the differences statistically reliable.

648. Van Wagenen, X. J. Scales for measuring abilities Involving the use
of kanguage among kindergarten and first-grade children. Minneapolis; Usiver-

.810 cif Minnesopa, 1931. 30 p. ma. 4p.. ., 0. .
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044. Van Wageneu, X. J. Scales for measuring ability ts see relations,
range of general information, reading vocabulary and composiftrn vocabulary.
Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1931. 80 p. ms.

A study of the dialculties of items' based on 800 cases in grades 4, 6, 8, and 12. Find-
Inge These scales may be used for meuuring attainmInt or progress of pupils in the
above functions in grades 8 through 12.

645. Walters, Pi C. " Test" Hispano-Americano de hábilidad y aprove-
chamiento. Rio Piedras, P.-R., University of Puerto Rico [1980].

A test of general ability and achievement of school children from grades 3 to 12.
646. Woody, Clifford. Results of,the May testing programs in the elementary

and high schools of Michigan, 1931. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1931.
47 p. (Bureau of educational reference and research bulletin no. 140, August
30, 1931.)

This report gives the results of the testing programs which were carried on in the
elementary and high schools of the State of Michigan during the second week of May
1981. In both the elementary and high schools, achievement was found to be superior to
that in 1930.°

647. Yeager, Lillian Ilene. The variability in achievement of school chil-
dren. Auger's, 1931. Colorado.

648. Young, Katie Cantrell. An evaluation of certain new-type tests. Mas-
ter's [1931]. Peabody. 85 p. ms.

A study of nine sets of new-type tests, containing 690 test items as used in a course in
methods in the department of education. Findings : The tests were valid, reliable, and
objective.

See also, 116, 155, 809, 815, 391, 496 (4) , 497, 526, 5dt-571, 1810, 1880, 2040-2041,
2061, 2094, 2105, 2119, 2485, 2470, 2905-2906, 2908, 3056, 3218, 3344, 4055, 4057, 4062,
4670, 4076, 4104, 4106, 4168, 4174, 4253 ; and under Special subjects of curriculum, and in
Index under Tests.

TESTS OF SOCIAL ADAPTATION

649. Arendell, John Everett. Measuring the results of a telic program of
training for ethical character. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 141 p. ms.

Findings : It was found that a telic program of training for ethical character is
superior to a purely incidental one.

650. Arnold, Dwight Lester. Certain traits and tests of emotional and
school achievement. Master's, 1930. Ohio. 74 p. ms.

The study deals with the relation of traits to achievement in 55 bigh-school seniors
in Westerville high school. Findings : Most tests of emotión are not indicators of achieve-
ment. Rating scales have value in predicting achievement.

651. Bell, George Itenry. An experimental study of character from the
standpoint of conflict and self-control. Doctor's, 1931. Southern California.
313 p.

An examination of various psycbologlie of character, followed by an experimental-6404
of resistance to breakdown in several types of tests, resulting in a concept of character
as a product of conflict and self-control.

*652. Bradshaw, Francis roster. The American council on education rating
scale; its reliability, validity, and use. Doctor's, 1930. Columbia. New York
City, Columbia university* 1980. 80 p. (Aichives of psychology, no. 119.)

Bibliography : p, 71-74.
This studrahns to summarise briefly the Wilted knowledge concerning the construat

tion, reliability, validity, and uses of rating scales as a personnel tool ; to furnish
understantling of the reatablitsk and validity of this scale under varied types of normal
use ; and to offer s description of procedure to be followed in constructing and testing a
rating scale for me in educational personnel procedure. -

GM Burton, 'William Rom The measurement of the Bodo-civic intelligence
of high tatiidiali Dpetpes, 1931. MO:mitt
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654. College entrance examination board. Commission on scholastic 'apti-
tude tests. Fifth annual report of the Commission on scholastic aptitude tests.
New York City, College entrance examination board, 1930. 28 p.

This is an appendix to the thirtieth annual report of the secretary. It Includes s
discussion of the registration, scoring, and validity of the 1930 test and is illustrated*
tables showing distributions, correlations, tetrad differences, persistence of individual
Idiosyncrasy, etc.

655. Cornell, Ethel L. Measurement of trait differences in relatitn to their
importanc for classification of pupils. Albany, New York State education
department, 1930. 6 p.

Comparison of two methods of measuring individual deviation in traits shows ths-
crepancies when stated in terms of educationil age and Sigma deviation from the mean.

Findings : Results raise the question of validity of comparing pupils' achievement age

in different subjects.
656. CoAlery, Karl X. The outlook in the measurement of interest&

Personnel journal, 9 : 1711-83, August 1930.
657. Cutright. Prudence, and Shoemaker, W. A. Is the rating or marking

of character trAits practicable. Minneapolis, Minn., Public schools, 1930. Edt.
cational method, 10: 158-61, December-

Compares scores in" deceit. determined in an rebjective manner, with teachers' marks
on reliability (194 cases) and on social attitude (139 cases). Findings: 'Aachen' marks
on traits are unreliable.

*658. Ntonnefly, Harold I. Measuring certain aspects of faith in God as

found in boys and girls 1, 16, and 17 years of age. Doctor's, 1931. Pennsyl-

vania. Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 193L 118 p.
Tbe purpose of this study is the development of an instrument 'which will measure cer-

tain phases of faith\ln God as ¿mind in boys and girls in the last three years of high
schooh grades 10, II, and 12, or in the senior department of the church school. The

test has four parts.' Part 1 tests the pupil's vocabulary as related to faith in God ; part
2 attempts to discover whether or not faith in God Is effective in the conduct of the
pupil ; part 3 seeks to measure the pupil's attitude of trust or confidence in God ; and

part 4 deals with the content of the pupil's belief about God. The test was given to NA
Protestant chtirc school pupils and 192 high-sc&Dol pupils. The test was later revised
and given to 631.14. testant church school pupils and 294 high-school pupils.

659. Edwards, Margaret E. Standardization of a social intelligence test on

university women at both extremes of sociiii competence. Master's, 1931. Ohio.

(For abstract see no. 712.)
The purpose of the study was the standardisation of a test of social intelligence on

about 100 women students, and standardising s!tatistically the significant differences be-
tween six tests. Findings: The weighted' sum of the six tests correlnteg with objective
criterion of social competence.

6641 Enrich, Alvin C. Ap analysis of self-ratings on studiousness traits.,
Journal of applied psyclIology, 14 : 5n-91, December 1930.

Ad attempt to evaluate a self-rating scale of studiousness triits. Fins Bugs : The self-
rating scale of 100 items did not.differentiate between the good and poor students. Nine

items of the scale did show a significant difference.

661. Geary, Cathettne E. A technique for measuring moral standards by
means of scales.; Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 106 p.

An elaborate set of scales, compar- le with those uselkin rating English composition.
were devised for measuring degree of badness of bits of conduct in respect to fOur elements
of the moral code. The scales are to be nied in measuring the relation of motion pictures
to moral standards: It was fòund possible to develop scales that would have reliabilities
in the upper nineties. Also the approvals of different groups who contributed to the
making of .the scales showed high intereorrelations among groups.

662 Geer, Gladys McDowell. 'he reliability and validity of the North-
western univenity introversion-extrovtrsion tist. Muter's, 1930. Northwitil.

. ern. k
. Hughes, Clara Blanche. An analysis of thi Intirrelaistion of parts of*

:
..9%ehool of educatton aptitude test. Muter's, 1931. Southérn ballftrala.

A tittical until based as the istereorrelationa °Otte parts et the tietli:'(`'"...... . , .
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664. Hughes, W. Hardin. Refining the estimate of prsoua1 qualities.
Pasadena, Calif., City schools, 1930. Nation's schools, 7 : February 1931.

The purpose of this article is to present a technique for ratiWpersonal qualities and
to show something of the practical method of applying it. Thilf scale includes the traits
of industry, accuracy, initiative, reliability, cooperdtion, leaderihip, and physical vittkilty.

665. Jersild, A. T. A study of personality. lournal of abnormal and social
psychology, 25 : 115-20, 1930.

This study was designed to find the degree to which various traits and characteristics
lend themselves to diseriminate measurement, and to find the correlation between various
traits44 Forty-two girls, members of one of the author's classes at Barnard college, were
subject& Measurements were made of general intelligence, social intelligence, emotional
stability, and ascendance-gubmissiveness by means of tests and inventories; all the
students rated -ont another for amiability, personal appearance, and ascendance-submis-
siveness. Tables showing averages, variability, and intercorrelations are given.

666. Kulp, D. H., II, and Davidson, Helen H. Can Neumann's "Attitude
indicator" be used as a test? Teachers college record, 32: 332-37, January 1931.

667. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Measurement of pupil behavior. Los
cAlif., Public schools [1931].

A measure of group initiative for use in activity rooms.
r4s. and Steinmetz, Harry Q4 Orientation test concerning funda-

mental aims of education. Los Angeles, ., City school district, 1931. 20 p.
66D. Lewis, F. LaMonte., Development of moral judgment test. Master's.

1931. Syracuse. e

KO. Lincoln, E. A. -'and Shields, F. J. An age scale for the measurement of
moral judgment Journal of educational research,. 23: 193-97, March 1931.

This article reports the first attempt to measure a character trait by the use of an age
Tbe scale is described and sample items are included. The study reports a series

of reliability coefficients, and the iesults of correlations between the age of responsibility
and Stanfotd Binet mental ages.

.;

school. Master's, 1931. Ittown. 75 p. ms.
A survey of available measuring instruments of the objective sort in the field of religious

education. Some of the tests are described in detail. The bibliography contains refer-
ences to other bibliographies. Findings : A remarkable growth has taken place in the
application of measurements in this special field.

671. Lozier, Orville Owen. The use of tests and measurements in the church

*672. McCormick, Mary Josephine. A scale for measuring social adequacy.
Doctor's, 1930. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., National Catholic school of
social service, 1930. 73 p. (Social science monographs, vol. I, no. 3, October 15,
1930.)

Bibliography: p. 64-437.
The object of the present study is to devise a measuring instrument adapted to the

quantitative study of social adequacy. The scale consists of four major divisions dealing
with neighborhood, modal history, material and cultural conditionsbin the home.

673. Mailer, Julius B. A group test of cooperativeness.. Teachers college,
Columbia university, New York, N. Y. New York City, Association press, 1930.

Tbe purpose of the study was the validation of a reliable instrument for measuring
group loyalty. Findings: Cooperativeney was found normally distributed and subject to
change through instruction.

C.?

674. he self-marking test, forms A-S and B-S, and Manual 'of
directions. New York City, Teachers caltoge, Columbia university (1830). 64 p.

This is a group-test of hpnesty in school work. The Marital presents the principles
upon which the alit is constructed and tiie results of testing 988 pupils of grades 7-8.

'675.- Tests of sports and hobbies. New York City, Association press,
1931. 6

A test. of trustworthiness, for use with young people and -.dull& composed /4 11 sub-
tests and 100 question& A kpy giving the answers to all questions is inserted in each
test blank.
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6713. Miller, Elsie ura. Sofne of the problems involved in measuring tbe
outcomes of BIb1e.tch1ng. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

*677. Minard, Ralph Day. Race attitudes of Iowa children. Doctor's, 1930,
Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. 101 p. (Univeisity of kiwi
Studies, new series no. 217. Studies in character, vol. 4, no. 2, December
1931.)

A test for measuring race-attitudes was designed and administered to 1,352 pupils b
7-12 grades in Iowa cities. Sex, socio-economic status and intelligence showed littb
correlation with race attitudes.

678. Itioise, Marian. An experiment in the measurement of personality and

intelligence. Master'T, 1931. Tulane. 40 p. ms.
This experiment attempts ta. ascertain the general trend toward some sort of correla-

tion of the traits of introversTon and extroversion, with tbe emotions of anger and fear
and with intelligence as determined by intelligence test score& Sixty-one students of
the Sophie Newcomb college of Tulane university recorded their anger and fear reactions
for two years. They were rated by two of their instructors on introvert-extrovert quali-
ties. In this experiment, any relationship among the traits measured is purely a chant,
relationship.

679. Nesbitt, M. K. Personality rating in a test situation. Master's, 1981
Ohio. 52 p. ms.

680. Olson, Dorothy and Jones, Vernon. An objective measure of emotion-
ally-toned attitudes. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology
39: 174-06, June 1931.

Involuntary riactions in connection with words and sentences on various contra
verslal issues were recorded on a kymograph record. It was found that the presence of
strong prejudice toward race, religion, economic-political issues, and issues in the fiekl

af cIa1 relations,"could be detected ;with a fair degree of success by means of the
apparatus.

681. Rosander, A. C. Can attitudes be measured? Phi delta kappa'', 13.
/5-79, 90-94, October 1930.

Discusses the psychological issues involved in the measurement of attitude ; that is,
the exact meaning of the term, the formulation of a valid indicator of attitude, and the
possibility of a mental unit of measurement.

682. Schlorff, Paul W. An experiment in the measurement and modification
of racial attitudes in school children. Doctor's, 1930. New York. 76 p. m5.

This study involved the determination of a scale of " social distance," by which the
nationality attitudes of an experimental group of high school pupils were measured at
the beginning of the experiment; the setting-up of a speciai curriculum designed to
modify attitudes selected for the experiment; and re-measurement of the experiments]
group, against the scale, at the conclusion of the experiment, to determine the extent
of change in attitude.

Findings : Racial attitbdes tas well as changes in these attitudes) may be measuzed
by means of a scale, objectivel)' determined through statistical procedure. The resource
of the public school may be effectively employed in the modification of these attitude'
through tbe use of certain curricular material, properly designed and applied. The
techniques and procedures bere employed are applicable in the measurement and modit
cation of otber social attitudes.

683. Smith, Randolph B. The measurement of inferiority feelings at the
high-school level. Doctor's, 1931. Minnesota.

Report of the development of an instrument for measuring inferiority feelings at *
high-school level; a discussion oLitem analysis, reliability, validity, norms, etc.

684. Stout, Grace Fariiell. An aceoiint of the constructron of the Nortb-
western introversion-extroversion test and its use in 100 cases. Master's, 193a
Northwestern.

685. Strang, Ruth. Measures of sapial Intelligence. American journal at
sociology, 36:263-69, September 1980.

" Social intelligence," which is frequently defined as " ability to deal with people" ism
two aspects, not necessarily :elatedthe knowledge aspect and the fundamental aspect.
Measurements of these two aapkts have been devised : (1) Paper and wadi tests
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measure knowledge; and (2) real situations used as tests rating scales, questionnaires,
and photographs to ucertain the extent to which an individual reacts in a social way
or possesses certain skills or traits judged to be useful in social situations. There is
need for testing further the reliability and validity of these measures and for improving
those which seem to be most useful in differentiating the individual wbo tan get along
with other people from the one who lacks this ability.

686. Weber, C. O. The nature and measurement of emotional age levels.
Aurora, N. Y., Wells college [1931]. 25 p.

A continuation of an attempt to constrSct an' objective test that will establish age
levels of emotional maturity. The present, the third revision of this test, was given to
250 cases drawn froM grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 of the Auburn school system, to 145 uni-
versity freshmen, to 80 sixth-grade cases in New York City, and to 90 women prisoners at
Auburn womens prison. The test consists of 8 sub-tests, three of which are modified
forms of the Pressey X-0 test, the others are original tests based on some one or other
of well-known psychological attainments in the field of instincts and emotions. McDou-
gall's theory of primary and blended emotions, for inst ce, forms Ole basis of one test.
Results: This test gives exceptionally high correlations chronological age (4-.709)
and with Intelligence (+.799). Reliability of the test, ba on retests, is +.775.
The test correlates with judge's estimates of maturity on the verage of about +.300.
The average emotional age of the women felons was 14.5 jars, their average mental
age (Otis intelligence test) being 12 years. There was «negative correlation between
scores of the emotional age test and the seriousness of. e offense, 1. e., emotional im-
maturity is positively related to seriousness of offense.

687. Yepsen, Lloyd N. The objective estimation of social adjustment.
Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 250 p. ms. (Abstract reprinted from Abstracts of doc-
tors's dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State university, p. 401-12.)

The study gives a technique for the measurement of social adjustment through the
use of the adjustment score card. Findings: Social adjustment can be measured and the
results presented in quantitative form.

Bee also 278. 496 (17), 570, 8506-3507, 4204.
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688, Agunod, Nknesio L. The bureau of research and reference in Ameri-
can school systems. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col.'Univ. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1931. 80 p.

689. Alexander, Carter. Educational research. 3d ed. enl. and rev. New
York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 115 p.

690. Angrist, Charles R. The technique of library research for students of
education. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y: 113 p. ms.

Organises, enumerates and annotates various library facilities. General and specific
miscellaneoui suggestions for studepts of education "kre given. Conclusions: A limited
objective study indicated that the proper sequence in which to use library facilities can
be suggested only when a specific problem is presented.

L Barr, A. S., and Ruclisill, /label. An annotated bibliography on the
methodology of scientific research as applied to education. Madison, University
of Wisconsin, 1931. °129 p. (University of Wisconsin, Bulletin of the Bureau
of educational research, no. 13.)

692. Chapman, Hatold B. Educational investigations concluded or in
progress, Baltimore public schools, October 1931. Baltimore, Md., Department
of edliicatic;n, 1931. 16.p. MIL (Vol. 4.)

693. Chicago. University. Register number. Doctors of philosophy* June \
1893April 1981. Chicago, University of Chicago press, 1931. 174 p. (An-

.

nouncements, voL 81, no. 19, May 15, 1931.) \
694. Colorado. University. Abstracts of theses for higher degrees, 1! 1

Boulder, 19131. 75 P. (University of Colorado studies, vol. 19, no. 1, December
1931.)
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695. Edwards, Mrs. E. D Digest of theses accepted in partial fulfillment of
requirements for higher degrees in education at the Unive'rsity of California,
December 1930. University high school journal, 11 : 14-19, May 1931.

696. Paella, Walter Crosby. Publication of educational research. Journal of
educational research, 23: 31-42, January 1931.

697. Franke, Paul R., and Davis, Robert A. Changing tendencies in educt
tional research. Journal of educational researcfi, 23 : 133-45, February 1931.

Analysis of articles in 13 representative educational magazines (a total of 2,837 art'.
cles) as distributed by decennial periods beginning in 1890. Findings : There has bees
a phenomenal growth in educational research duting the past 39 years. Each level,
especially the elementary, showed a marked increase.

698. Good, Carter V., Collins, Walter L., and Gregory, Chester A. Ab.

stracts, graduate theses in education, Teachers college, University of bincinnati,
1927-1931. Cincinnati, Ohio, University, of Cincinnati, 1931. 396 p. Vol 1.

699. Gregg, R. T., and Hamilton, T. T. Annotated biblioiraphy of graduate
theses in education at the University of Illinois. Urbana, Ill., University of

Illinois, 1931. 80 p. (University of Illinois bulletin, vol. 28, no. 40, Bureau of

educational research bulletin, no. 55.)
700. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. Bulletins prepared and

distributed by the research department, Houston independent school district,
1929-1930. 1931. 5 p. (Research bulletin, no. 8208.)

701. Indiana State teachers college, Terre Haute. Abstracts of unpublished
masters' theses, iv:liana State teachers college, 1929-1930. Teachers college
journal, 2: 161-74, July 1931.

702. Indiana university. News letter, Alpha chapter, Phlik D1La Kappa.
Bloomington, 1931. 59 p.

This issue of the News letter presents brief summaries of the theses presented to de
Sèhool of education at Indiana University in June and October 1930, for the master of
arts, master of science, and the doctor of philosophy degrees.

703. Kansas State teachers college, Pittsburg. An author index to the
research work of Kansas educators in recent years. 'The Techne, vol. 14, no. 3

January-February, 1931. 40 p.

704. La Salle, Jessie. Annual report 1930-1931, educational research divi-
sions 1-9. Washington, D. C., Public schools, 1931. 43 p. ma.

Contents : Part 1, section 1: Extent of the eddcational research work in the ele-
mentary schools; section 2: extent of the educational research work in vocational and
secondary schools: Part 2, section 1: lower primary reading survey, test 1.-1A and
1B; section 2, lower primary readitig survey, test 2-113 and '2A ; section 8, lower primary
reading svrvey, test 3-2A and 28; Part 3, age-grade study.

705. Los Angeles, Calif. City schools. Fourth yearl)ook of the division of
psychology and educational research. 1931. 176 p. (School publication,
no. 211.)

Contents : (1) History and present status of the orgehalzation of the division, p. 7-10;
(2) Guidance in high schools, p. 11-16; (8) Secondary school curriculum develop-
ment, p. 17-42; (4) Coordination of employment and curriculum for low pentalig
minors, p. 43-62; (5) Elementary school counselors, p. 68-66; (6) Special classes in ele-
mentary schools, p. 67-124; (7) Psychological clinic, p. 125-48; (8) Nursery school and
parent education, p. 149-58; (9) Digest of research studies, p. 159-74; (10) Statietipl
section, p. 175-76.

706. Xikesell, Homer Earl. The educational research activities of the State
of Ohio. Master's, 1830. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The purpose of the study was to present a clear picture of the agencies, methods,Nut results of educational research u it is conducted by agencied of the government of
Dh1orantto silliest ways and means for the improvement of tb administration of this
function. Data were secured from personal interviews with those in charge of educational
research activities, and by reference to current march publications.
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707: Minnesota. University. Collegiate educational research, -University of
Minnesota, the report of the Committee on educational research for the bien-
nium 1928-1930. yinneapolis, 1931. 148 p. (Bulletin, vol. 3°4, no. 7, Feb-
ruary :2, 191.)

This study gives a history of collegiate educational research.at the Utilversity of Min-
nesota. It includes a bibliography of faculty publications from 1916-1930.

79,$. National education association. Department of superintendence and
Research division. Questionnaire studies completed, bibliography, no. 1, 1928-
19.)i). 1929-1930. Washington, D. C., 1930. 27 P. ms. (Educational research
service circular, no. 9.)

A bibliography of completed questionnaire studies by investigators throughout the
Nuntry, limited to questionnaires sent. to superintendents of schools. Includes only
those studies which have been published or duplicated in quantity.

709. New York (State) Education department. Bibliography of research
studies in education (New York) completed since September 1929. Albany,
1930. 23 p.

710. North Carolina. University. Research in progress, July 1930-July
1931. Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina press, 1931. 116 p. (University
of North Carolina record, So. 276. Graduate school series, no. 25. October
1931.)

711. Obrien, F. P. Ten yeaziA of research and service in the University of
Kansas bureau of school service and research, 1920-1930. Lawrence, Kans.,
University of Kansas, 1930. 36 p. (University of Kansas Bulletin of educa-
tion, vol. 3, no. 1, October 1930.)

712. Ohio State university. Atlracts of theses presented by candidates
for the master's degree at the August convocation, 1930, and at the December
and March conv.ocations, 1930-1931. The graduate school. Columbus, Ohio
State university press, 1930-1931. 263 p. 124 p. (Abstracts of masters' theses,
nos. 4 and 5.) Ì

713. Dklahoma. University. Abstracts of theses for higher degreesp'in the
graduate school, 1930, with an appendix giving the titles of theses presented
prior to 1930. Norman, 1931. 106 p. (University of Oklahoma bulletin, new
silries no. 501.)

714. Peters, Charles C., and Struck, F. Theodore, ed8. Abstracts of studies
in education at the Pennsylvtinia State college. State Oollege, Pennsylvania
State college [19811. 96 p.' (Studies in education, no. 2.)"
'715. Pittsburgh. 'University. The graduate school. Abstracts of theses,

researches in progress, and bibliography of ptblications, vol. 7. Pittsburgh, Pa.,
1931. 472 p. (University of Pittsburgh bulletin, vol. 28, no. 4, December 1931.)

716. Smith, H. L. The growing démand for reseh workers in bureaus of
educational res6arch. Bloomington, Indliana tiniversity, 1931. 24 p. ms.

T17. South Carolina. University. Abstracts of theSes for higher degrees,
1931. Columbia, University of South Carolina, 1931. 55 p. (Bulletin ao. 213,
October, 1931.)

717a. Stanford university. Abstracts of dissertations, Stanford university,
1930-31. Vol. VI. Stanford University, Calif., 1931. 240 p. (Stanford uni-
versity bulletin, fifth series, no. 118, July 81, 1931.) -

717b. Touton, Prank .0: Research projects of Abe ,secendary school level
carried on in California cities during 1930-1081. California quarterly of
secondary educatIoN I: 803-111, October 1981.

718, thnstittd, j G. anti arinnill, Z. E. Abstracts of masfers' and doctors'
theses in edUcation. University of Minnesota, July 1, 1928, to July 1, 1929.
July 1, 1029, to July 1, 1980: Iiiineapolis, University of Minnesota [1931].
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27 p., 35 p. (Eta chapter, Phi Delta Kappa, Educational research bulle
nos. 1 and 2.)

719. Virginia. University. Research studies. Upiversity, University
Virginia1931. 100 p. (Record extension-series, vol. 15, no. 10, April 19314
Secondary education in Virginia, no. 12.)

720. Weersing, Frederick J. and Haynes, Benjamin R. Annotated index
theses and dissertations in education. Los Angeles, University of Souther(
California, 1931. 91 p.

Supplement for 1931, 23 p.

721. Whitley, Robert Love. Thei case study as a method of research
Doctor's, 1931. New York. 873 p. ms.

Examination of the literature on the case study method; discussion of methods usedthe writer in a study of 00 problem and delinquent boys and 50 narcotic drug addiettStudies were made of a public school dealing with problem boys, of several groups of boysin a boys club situation in relation to program and personnel of the club, and of semiboys " in the open."
722. Whitney, F. L. The organization, scope, and cost of a department ofresearch. 'In Amèrican association of teachers colleges. Ninth yeaibook, 1930,

E

p 114-20.
A survey is reported of the status of organized educational research in 13 state teacherscolleges.

723. Wright, Edith A. Biblioiraphy of research studies in education, 1928-
1929. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 308 p,
( U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 23.)

724. List of educational research studies in city school systems, no. 1.
Washington, D. C., United States Office of education, 1930. 85 p. ms. (Circular,
no. 18.)

This circular includes three lists; The first, giving information concerning 378 cos-pleted studies ; the second, listing 209 studies now in progress ; and the third, listingstudies contemplated for tbe school year 1930-31. One hundred and one cities artrepresented in the three lists.
725. List of educational research studies of state departments ofeducation and state education associations, no. 1. Washington, D. C., United

States Office of education, 1931. 40 p. ms. (Circular, no. 31.)
The list contains studies recently completed and those reported as in Progress. Theitems are classified by subject.

726. - Organization and function's of research bureaus la city school
systems. Washington, United States Government ptinting office, 1931. 14 p.
(U. S. Office of education. Leaflet-1931, no. 2.)

One hundred and eighteen cities having organized bureaus of educational research artlisted. Nearly 50 per cent of these bureaus have been organized during the period from1926 to 1930 inclusive. 4tcs

See also 1893, 1980, 8212-8218, 8290, 4148.

SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM
a

READING

727. Anderson, Will D. Free reading versus directed reading. Master's
[1931]. Chicago. .

Two groups of children Tf equal ability were chosen. One group was taught by tbemethod of free reading, the other by the mothqdrof directed reading. Some advantageswere observed for .the method of tree reading.
728. Avison, Florence. Creative reading in the first grade. Master's, 193I.

Hawaii. 128 p. ms.
rindinp: Study shows nted for new criteria of lamas In creative reading. salnecessity for more adequate background on the part of teachers.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 71

729. Bailey, Mary. Modern trends in first grade reading. Master's, 1980.
klahoma. For abstract see no. 713.)
Data were akured from recent writings on the theory and practice of reading, from
parison of representative courses of study from a wide range of cities, and from ques-

!,;naire replies from a wide range of representative city systems. An experiment was
ed out in a first-grade room in Tulsa, Okla., during the school year 1928-30, with

00 of °the activities used in teaching first-grade reading. Findings : Reading activities
ve tbe child an inspiration for wholesome uie of leisure time; interest in reading

ctivities Orovides intelligent participation in personal and social growth.

730. Barbee, Robbie Mealus. Reading objectives, in the primary grades.
aster's, 1931. Peabody. 75 p.
Analysis wail made of the reading objectives found in 55 references, including scientific

nvestigations, books on the teaching of reading, magazine articles, yearbooks, bulletins,
nd teachers manuals. The objectives were selected and classified as to frequency of
ention. Findings: All the objectives found in the various sources of current literature

rn to harmonise with tbe three general objectives set up by committees on reading of
be National society for the study of education. The objectives found in teachers

anuals, courses of study, *and books seem, to have a greater degree of harmony than those
ound in scientific studies, bulletins and magazine articles. In all the sources one objec-

tIve, " To cultivate a desire to read," appeared in at least one-balf the references, 8
ppeared in one-third of all the sources, 14 occurred in one-fourth of the sources, and 78

in less than one-fourth of all sources. To cultivate a desire to read occurred the greatest
umber of times of all the objectives given in the various sources.

731. Belmont, Mass. Public schools. Results of the Gates reading tests
oven in November 1930 and May 1931. 1931. 14 p. ms.

732. Bennett, Hersael. Remedial work in reading in the intermediate
grades. Master's, 1931. Iowa.. 86 p. ms.

733. Berry, Betty T. A study of reading comprehension at the college fresh-
man level. Doctor's, 1931. Southern California. 245 p.

An analysis of reading comprehension into its constituent abilities and a report of
experimental procedures for improving certain of these abilities.

734. Birdsall, Agnes. A study of mental characteristics of superior and
retarded readers. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

735. Broom, Mybert Eustace. An analysia of certain factors affecting read-
ing achievement at the college level. Doctor's, 1931. Southern California.
276 p.

An analysis of the influence of general information, temperament, personality traits,
and emotional disturbances upon silent reading achievement ; with an account of a
remedial reading program evolved from data assembled during the course of the study.

736. Brown, Gertrude. Curriculetet intermediate grade reading and
language. Emporia, Kansas State t college, 1930.

737. Budge, Lillian X. Analysis of study questions and directions In pri-
mary readers. Master's, 1931.. Chicago. 126 p. ms.

Analysis of basal texts to derermine relative emphasis of various types of training to
develop abilities and habits. Findings : In general, recently published readers are follow-
ing the lines set down by scientific study.

738. Calvert, T. B. Report on use of new*Stanford achievelnent test in read-
ing, form V; grades 813 and 9A, September 1930. Muncie, Ind., Public Vachools,
1930. 8 p. mO. (Bulletin, no. 47.)

Reports results of grade-scores by schools and by grade sections for Muncie,
Ind.

739. Report on the use of the new Stanford achievement test in read-
ing, form V, grades 3B to 9A, January 1931. Muncie, Ind., Public schools, 1931.
10 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 52.)

Reports achievement of 4,288 pupils in grades 8B to 9A, iodinate, in both paragraph
and word meaning and compares Jannary. achievement 'with September achievement.

40. Cooper, Ruby. A determination of the amount of overlipping in tAe
conte4 of elenientiFy readers. Muter's, 1961. Clarenwut. .
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741. Cox, Beatrice. An evaluation of suggestions for developing a readinee
for reading. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 62 p.

Thirty-one courses of study were analysed for suggestions. These elementary scboo
courses were judged to be the best in the Curriculum construction laboratory, Teacheftcollege, Columbia university. They were organized into a rating sheet and sent to 101first-grade teachers. Evaluation was made on these returns. Findings: (1) Building'
background of experience and (2) developing expression through the medium bf symbolare regarded by course of study makers gas more important in developing a readiness fareading than are the mental, emotional, social, and physical factors. The couries ofstudy having a unified program for the kindergarten-primary grades and the activitlcurriculum were the only courses of study giving suggestions for developing the difactors considered essential by the committee on reacking readiness for developing a restness for reading. These two types of study seem to offer the best guide to the first-grad'
teacher.

742. Crawford, Pearl. Diagnostic study of learniug difficulties in reading.
Master's, 1981. Ohio. 126 p. ms.

743. Crocker, Wesson M. A survey of reading achievement In the schools of
Lafayette county. Master's, 1931. Mississippi.

The investigation rev I,
, regardless of type of school, an imperative need of improve.ment in the teaching of - I-

744. Cruise, Pearl G. Courtney, Beulah; apd Mitchell, Matte. An exten.
sion course in diagnostic and remedial measures in reading, in Ness and Hodge.

man counties, Kans. Hays, Kansas State teachers college, 1930. 00 p. (Bub
letin, vol. 20, no. 2. Contributions to education, no. 10.)

745. Curran, Helen L. 'An' analytical study of the free reading of Aledo high
school pupils. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 68 p.

The voluntary reading of 270 high-school pupils during the first semester of 1930-123lwas studied. Findings: Three-fourths of the books chosen by high-school pupils were not
among recommended books.

746. bavidson, Helen P. An experimental study of bright, average, and
dull children at the four-year mental level. Worcester, Mass.; Clark university,
1931. Ginetic psychology monofraphs, vol. 9, nos. 3-4, March-April, 1931. p.
119-289.

This study was undertaken to determine to what extent children with a mental age offour years could learn to read; and whether bright, average, and dull children, allotmental age, would.ilearn to read equally well under tbe same experimental condi,ohs.
747. Davis, Hazel. Present' status of 'policies rel.ative to prouidtion from

first-grade reading to second-grade reading. Maaef's, 1930. Nebraska. 84
p. ms.

This is an investigati of current policies of promotion from, first-grade reading tosecond-grade reading in the public schools of Nebraska. It includes conclusions and
recommendations based on current opinion' and practice and the findings of research.

748. Davis, Jennie G. A critical stkIdy of the materials and methods of
B-7 reading. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 141 p.

An analysis of the literature relating to the teaching of reading for the purpose ofarriving at some definite conclusions as to the best aims, materials, and methods for theB-7 grade.
749. Dearborn, Walter P. Ocular find manual dominance in dyslexia.

Cambridge, Mass., Harvard finiversity, 1931. 9 p. ms.
A estudy of the amount of right and left ocular and manual dominance in dyslexia 'of100 children compared with 878-children from the general school population. The arnoIstof left and mixed dominance was found to be appreciably greater among children withextreme reading disability. An explanation is giveu of bow left or mind dominance mayadd to the difficulty of learning to read.

r750. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Report on city-wide reading tests given
in elementary schools, October 1980. 1981. ms. (s *1

The Donut Rrimary .reading test was given in Grade 2 and the readingtest in Grades 3 to 6 bells," tp a total of 153 FOIL Citywin* computed by total tot said by parts. Tim Sift were *to Swift. .dillesitim
711imb
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OP CURRICULUM 73

pupils at the beginning of the semester. Graphs and forms are found in the report
o be used to aid in diagnosis of difficulties in individual schools and claases.

751. Report on results of reading tests in Grades 10 and 11
f the senior high school. 1931. g.

The Nelson-Denny reading test was given to social science classes in the senior high
ools (Grades 10 and 11) to aid in discovering reading difficulties in social science.

abulations of percentile ranks accompany the study.

752. Eurich, Alvin C. The relation of speed of reading to comprehension.
hool and society, 32 : 404-406, September 20, 1930.
A study to determine the relation of speed of reading to comprehension. College stu-

ents were used as subjects. Findings: The relation between speed and comprehension
dependent upon the manner in which each is measured. The average of 26 correlations
ported in this study was 0.81, which indicates & positive but not close relationship
ween rate of reading and comprehension.

753. Fitzsimmons, Ethel M. Study of the ability of high-school seniors and
ollege freshmen to read directions. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 53 p. ms.
The ability to read directions was found to be rather greater than that expected from

he collecting of opinion. It seemed to be clear that special training in the reading of
irections I desirable.

754. Foran, T. G. and Rock, Robert T., jr. The reliability of some silent
6ading tests. Washington, D. C., Catholic education press, 1930. 23 p.
(Catholic° university of America. Educational research bulletins, vol. 5, no. 6.)

This is a report of a study undertaken in the seventh grade in which 2 forms of each
of 6 tests were administered to 88 pupils in order to determine the reliability of several
silent reading tests which had been recently published. It includes summary of pre-
110138 investigations on.the reliability of reading tests and brief descriptions of the tests
used.

755. Frazee, Laura. The relative difficulty of primary readers. Baltimore,
Md., Public schools, 1930. 9 p. ms.

An attempt to classify according to difficulty the list of available primary readers,
based upon records kept by primary teachers In Baltimore for a period of two years.

756. Suggestions for teaching reading to slow children. Baltimore,
Md., Public schools, 1930. 88 p. ms.

A series of suggestions and reports of individual practice gathered from many teachers
and made available for the useaof all teachers of dull pupils in Grades I and II. The
material was contributed during 1929-40 by a group of first-grade teachers of dull
children.

75. Freitag, Lorraine A. A vocabulary study of the third grade readers
used in Hawaii. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this investigation was to make a contribution toward the problem of
determining whether third-grade children in Hawaii are being taught words in reading
that are consideréd present needs and that are of most permanent value in life situa-
tions outside the school.

758. Gates, Arthur L What do we know about optimum lengths of lines in
reliding? Journal of educational reseirch, 23 : 1-7, January 1931.

The study involves a critical review of previous studies and the results of an investiga-
tion by the author. In a study in which ahildren during their first year were required
to read lines of varied length instead of lines of the same length, it was fcund tbat no
length showed to marked advantage. Children accustomed to reading lines of varied
lengths developed an adaptability not possessed by those whose reading was confined to
lines of a narrow range in length.

769. and Peardon, Celeste Comegys., Practice exercises in reading.
For four types of reading. New York eitylftTeachers college, Columbia univer-
sity, 1931.

760. Gibbon, Benjamin H. A study of the use of teachermade tests in the
improvement a pupil achievement: limiter's, 1931. Southern California.
120 p.

Based on afl inveetigattos the literature and an analysis of the impedances of teach-
ers in two elementary schools, including au account of the construction of two tests in
mating comprehnsion.
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761. dillentine, Flora Myers. A controlled .experiment in flfth-grade read-ing. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930. 118 p. (Co.tributions to education, no. 78:)
762. Gladden, Adelaide L. The status of remedial reading in junior andsenior high schools of file United States. Master's, 1931. Southern California186 p.
A study of the history or development of remedial reading, types of reading disabllitiet,methods and materials for their treatment, and organization of the work ; based on theliterature, on interviews, and on questionnaire returns from a number of representatirtbchool systems.

763. Good, Robert Louis. The relation between reading ability and Juniorhigh school success. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 69 p.The relation between scores received in the wreading comprehension division of theStanford achievement test, Form A and subsequent marks in academic and shop subjects,
764. Gray, Robert F. and other8. Selection of reading materials for "Z"gioups in junior high school. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools [19301" z" pupils were roughly defined as those pupils whose.age is approximatelylone yearbelow the median reading age of pupils of their 'grade. This group included about eatfourth of the total number, the proportion of pupils falling in it varying from echo& toschooL-

765. Haggerty, M. E. and Eurich, Alvin C. Examiners' manual for tieMinnesota reading examination for college students. Minneapolis, Universityof Minnesota press, 1930. 18 p.
An evaluation of ,the Minnesota reading examination for college students. Finding:Reliability coefficients for the test are Part 1=0..91, Part II-in .78, Entire testin.87.Validity coefficients and norms have also been determined.
766. Haun, Mrs: Frances. Relationship of reading abilityito other factors oschool progress. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 81 p. m.
Comparison of results of standardized tests and school grades in English with 150third-year high school pupils. Pindings: Substantial correlation was found between read.ing ability and intelligence, vocabulary, and examination grades ; low correlation wufound between reading ability and monthly average&
767. Hermans, Idabel C. An experiment free reading. Los Angeles,Calif., City schools, 1931.
A study made to determine the efficacy of a free reading experiment.
768. Hilliard, George H. and Barnes, Marcillene. The effect of specific drillon reading ability. Elementary schools journal, 31:4417-26, February 1931.
769. Himes, Dora Wignall. Administering a remedial program In readingarid arithmetic. Muter's,.1931. Oklahoma. 96 p. ms.It was found that the type of instruction used in Garvin county was not produclasthe quality of work which would enable the children to complete the eighth grade Iithe number *f years that they should. After a survey of conditions was made in October,1929, a remedial program in reading and arithmetic was undertaken. Two groups, etahaving 22 teachers and 361 and 362 pukils kespectively were compared. The teacher'of the first group vere given instruction in teaching reading and arithmetic for 36 COD-seentive weeks, and the teachers of the second group were allowed to teach as they badbeen teaching. Atthe end of the period of instruction a second test was given and theresults of the two grqpps were compared. It was found that the groups whose teadenbad had instruction in teaching reading and arithmetic for the 86 weeks bad made petgains over the other group.
770. }logo-boom, Grace W. An experimental study of the value of remediilreading for slow-learningdpupús. Master's, 1931. Southern California: 78 p,A controlled experiment w,ith three groups of slow-learning pupils to ascertain Mistvalue, It any, would result to them from remedial reading. Conclusions are based upscores received in initial and Anal tests.
771. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. A study in increasedsilent readingWitt fourth grafle. 1960. 2 p. ini. (ifulledn, no. 8115.)a
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72.2. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. A study of effect of in-
creased volume of reading on reading achievement (experimental group low-fifth
grade) control group high-fifth grade. 1930. 3 p. ms. (Research bulletin,
no. 8117.)

773. A study to increase peed in reading in a high-second
grade. [1930.] e

774. Indiana. Department of public instruction. Tentative course of
study in reading for Indiana schools. Kindergarten and grades one to
Fort Wayne, Ind., Fort Wayne printing company, 1930. 112 p. (Bulletin no.
107 A-4.) A

775. Jacobson, Paul B. The experiments with work-type readlfig exercises
given in the ninth grade df the high school. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. 431 p.

776. Jones, Mrs. Bertha Idahurin. Present day tendencies in the methods
of teaching first grade reading -in Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For
abstract see no. 713.)

Check lists were sent to 160 superintendents of Oklahoma, to be checked by the primary
teachers. 79 replies were received. Visits were made to 16 schools. Findings : 'A large
majority of the Oklahoma primary schools are providing the pre-primer metl;od; the
story method and creative cooperative grOup stories are being used ; teacher-made helps
are being used, as are silent reading comprehension tests; individual needs and capacities
are being provided for through correct groupings.

777. Kiefer, Gladys L. Growth of phonic ability in the first grade. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Iowa. 114 p. ms.

778. Lammel, Rose. Intermediate-grade children's concepts of scientific
terms found in readers used to develop skill in reading. Master's, 1930. Colo.
St. T. C.

The purpose of the study is to discover whether the reading of subject matter facili-
tates the proper conception of the scientific terms involved.

779. Liwrence, Arta Frances. A study in first-grade reading vocabulary.
Master's, 1931. Stanford.

780. Leasure, Mrs. Fannie Myrtle. Analysis of objectives and methods of
teaching reading in the primary grades. Master's, 1931. Indiana.

781. Lee, J. Murray, and Clark, Willis W. Standardization of the Lee-
Clark first-grade reading test. Burbank, Calif., City schools, 1931.

782. Leuenberger, Claire S. A case study in diagnostic and remedial read-
ing.' Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This investigation
with ordinarylschoo

Le

uates diagnostiC and remedial individual instruction as compared
m methods.

Alfred S. Vocabulary grade placement 4of typical news-
paper et i nt. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10:4-5, September
1930.

Findings: Definite strata of difficulty exist within the cOntent of a newspaper; the
wording of comic strips and accounts of murders represent the simplest elements of
nonadvertising content ; editorials written for a newspaper popular with the working class
are formulated at a level at least two years below the editorials prepared for a daily
subscribed to by the prOfessional and employing classes ; writers whose comment on
politics and world news is popular with the panic seem to simplify their subject matter ;local 'will seems to fall at the mid-point in 'the range of reading difficulty .

784. Lewin, Lillie. Reading ability in the low second grade as measured by
the Gates primary reading test. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930.
3 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 22, November 1930.) .

A survey or the low-eetond grade reading -Wilde' involving 70 schools and 2,840pupils. tisdittis : lean Francisco pupils on the average are.sniking better than normalprogress-lb readAsg ip the low-second gtade, but a, need for Dutch remedial work etasIs the lowest quarter.
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76 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION p.

. 785. Long Beach, Calif. City schools. Reading and literature. Course
of study for grades 4, 5, and 6. 1931. 193 p.

786. Word analysis exercises for grades 1, 2, and 8. Sup.
plement to course of study in reading and literature f indergarten and
grades 1, 2; and 3. 1931. 244\p.

These exercises are based on the- tories in the basal reading boo
787. Lowe, Emma Hermann. Vocabulary compiled from four grade basil

state adopted readers. Master 1931. Peabody. .W0ip. Difii.
Findings: Dates of publication vary from 1912 to 1929. TLey range ki dates of adoption from 1920 to 1931. The number of different words in tbe basal readers varies

",The Winston's fourth reader," the smallest, with 3,332 words to "The stpdy 'reader,"
the largest, witli.,45,842 words. There is a difference of 2,510 words in th4-/twovreadert
The composite vocabulary has a total of 18,193 words.

788. Ludden, Sarah C. The improvement of reading in rural scOools through
teachers in service. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 111 p. ms.

789. licAnulty, Ellen A. and Clark, Willis W. A study of pris.-2 ry reading
tests. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10 : 643, January 1981.

A detailed analytical studr of the principal reading tests in elementary schools.
790. McBride, Charles E. The Virttrr\of the McCall-Crabbs test lessons in

teaching reading in the.thirq, fourth, fifth, sexth, and seventh grades. Master's,
1930; Indian% 54 p. ms.

The National intelligence test was given to grades 3-7 of the Surprise and CortlandSchools; all pupils were givèn tIve Thorndike-McCall reading test, and the Stanfordachievement reading test near the beginning of the first semester. Reading test lessonswere used4if the 4rst semester in the Cortland school, and in the second semester in theSurprise groufi in teaching. Findings: Reading test lessons are pf value in teachingreading in the grades studied. The range of gain was not so great when test lessonswere used as when so kest lessons were used.
111

791. McLemore, Sallie Stevens. Relation of rate and comprehedsion in
reading in sixth grade. Master's [1931k Peabody. 23 p. ms.

This study was mide with 25 sixth-grade purl in Demonstration school, Hattiesburg,Miss., State teachers college. Findings:. (1) Theie a high positive correlation betweenrate and compreh7nsion in silent reading; (2) correl on: is present but low betweenrate of silent reading and oral reading ; (3) the rilation b een rate and comprehension
varies in indivtduals.

792. McNee, Marcia Agnes. Factors related to reading achievement of
college freshmen. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 121 p. ms.

A study of 257 college freshmen enrolled at the University of Chicago during the fallquarter of 1930-1931. Findings: Intelligence is a conditioning factor in reading achieve.vent as shown by the fact that 84.19 per cent of the poor readeri and none of the goodreaders were found in the four lowest percentile ranks. A significant degree of relation-ship,was shlt between the scores on the three sections of the Sones-Harry high-schoolhievement t t and reading achievement.
793. McPherson, Ruth Hale. An analysis of folk-löre material - sound in

elementary readers. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 109 p.
A study was'made of the folk-lore material found in 12 series of basal readers used Inthe United States in Aso. Findings : Nearly all of the readers used some folk-loremateripl. Folk tales, nursery rhymes, and traditional fairy tales were used more thanother types. A total of 688 folk-lore selections werLfound. The folk-lore material wedistributed in the different readers as follows: pris, 93 selections; first readers, 160;elections; second readers, 208 selections; third readers, 1-72 selections. The Story andstudy series contained the smallest per cent of folk-lort material and the atobba-Merrillseries, Everyday classics and Reading literature contained the largest per cent' of folk-lore material. A .total of 158 nursery rhymes were found. These rhymes were takeschiefly from Mother Goose.. A total of 84 fables were used taken chiefly from 1Esop.There were less myths and legends found than any other type aifolli-prii material. In allof the 48 readers only 66 selections were duplicated. A total of 61 selections 'were foundadapted from the original tolk-lore. Story hour primer (revised) devoted 22 pages tomaterial in Which folk characters were used In selections different flit* true .tolk-lors.Englapd contributed 37 selections, Norway 87 and India 22 selections.
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794. Mann, Annette. Study of the results of special methods in the teach-
ing of reading. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1931. 5 p. ms.

A study of the reading materials for junior high school pupils who are mentally and
socially mature enough to understand and enjoy books read normally by older children but
who have not acquired the reading skills necessary to read for themselves.

795. Mann, F. Josephine. The effect experimentally determined of work-
type training in reading upon the kind of achieveinent-which is measurable by
an objective test. Master's, 1931. Johns Hopkins.

796. Mansfield [Ohioll City schools. Report of the standardized tests in
reading given in grades three, four, five, six of the Mansfield city schools during
the month of May, 1930. 20 p. ms.

Comments and suggestions on the May reading survey.

797. Miller, Tom R. The Syracuse reading test. Master's, 1931. Syracuse.
798. Muncie, Ind. Public schools. Report on the use of new Stanford

reading scales, Form X, 1931. (Bulletin no. 61.)

799. Oregon. State department of education. Preliminary reading course,
music, nature study, elementary schools. Salem, State printing department,
1931. 24 p.

800. Patterson, Dwight Donald. The nature and scope of reading of the
twelfth-year pupils in certain high schools of Indiana county, .Pa., 1928-1929.
Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no_. 715.)

It was the purpose of this study to determine : The atande of pupils teward required
reading in the high school ; amount of reading which was done by high-school pupils;
type of reading material chosen by high-school pupils when making unguided selection;
source of the reading material of the high-school pupils ; thin spent in reading ; purposes
tbe pupils had in m d when they read. Using the standard median for rate and corn-
prehension in reading : s onv Monroe's Standardized silent reading test 3, form 1, the
410 pupils were divi in four grout: Findings : More than 90 per cent of the
pupils read the requir class s onl e number of books mid varied from none to
200 or more; among books, late ;on was most popular ; the school furnished most of
the books read and the home furnished the magazines and newspapeA in the greatest
quantity ; pupils spent 2 hours at school and 1 hour at home daily reading required
material ; about 1 hour each week-day and 2.hours on Sunday were spent in recreatory,,,,
reading; approximately 75 per cent of th4 pupils react 4for pleasure as their primary x'
purpose.

801. Patterson, M. Rose. Growth in reading ability of certain junior high
pupils. In Baltimore, Md. Board of school commissioners. Report, 1930-1931.
p. 100-104.

A follow-up of 9A pupils who were tested in resitting in the 78 grade.,
802. Phillips, D. H. Two hundred words offering comprehension difficulty

to certain pupils of Detroit central high school. Master's, 1931. Michigan.
803. Porter, Frederick W. Comparative results from first-grade reading

systems. Greenfield, Mass., Public schools, 1930. nip.
804. Reading, Pa, Public schools. Diagnostic and remedial stud,* in' read-

ing, grades 1931. 19 p. MS.

P. Analysis and treatment of reading inadequacies
Master's, 1930. Isowa.

B. Two cpturies of chanie in the content of school

805. Robinson,
in)vollege fr

806. it*b
readers. N Iet enn., George Peabody for teachers, 1930. 116 D.
(Contributions to education, no. 59.)

The aim of this Investigation is to show the chahge the disiribution of content in
the ptiblic-schOol readers during the last two centurie.. The study is based on the
examination of 1,422 readers.

807. Ross, Maurice B. Results of the administration of Form 1 of the,
Los Angeles stomata* reading test. San Diego, Calif., City schools, 1931.
9 p.
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78 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION .

A graphic summary and analysis of achievement in reading of grades 4. 5, and 6 in theBan Diego city schools, as measured by Form 1 of the Los Angeles elementary readingtest.

808. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Reading ability in the low secondgrade as measured by the Gates primary reading tests. 1931. (Bulletin,no. 27.)
A survey of reading abjlity in the low second grade based on the results of the Gateprimary reading tests, types 2 and 3. This survey is used as a basis for a remedialprogram on primary reading.

The remedial reading program in the primary grades(gpring term, 1931). 1931. 3 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 31.)A report on the progress of 237 primary pupils who were selected on the basis of lonreading ability. Findings : On the basis of the Gates primary reading tests, types 1 OA3, this group showed the following gains at the end of a three months' interval% 24months; median 5.6 months; Q3 9.7 months.
810. Schlichting, Martin H. Methods of itnproving reading achievementamong college and univeisity students. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 74 p. ms.A comparative study of two methi)da for improving silent reading achievement of under.graduate and graduate student& Findings: (1) , Motivation alone, as defined in tidainvestigation, is ineffective as a method of improving tbe reading achievement of collageand university students; (2) specific methods of practice in silent reading, in additiveto "motivation, are more or less effective in improving reading achievement among grad.uate and undergraduate students ; (3) specific methods of practice, as used in this investi-gation, are more effective with some groups than with others; (4) instruction in theprinciples of silent reading and assisting the individual student in overcoming persistentreading difficulties, in addition to practice reading, is more effective in improving Metreading achievement than practice reading alone ; (5) the practice reading mAy be COWbined with courses in psychology: education, and probably most effectively with #a coursein How to study.

811. Segel, David and Stoker, Dora D. An investigation of the value ofreading tests for diagnostic purposes. Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931.This study revealed that the present standardized diagnostic reading tests are capableof diagnosing groups of pupils in regard to certain aspects or approach of the readingproblem but are not as yet sufficiently valid to cover all phases of reading.
812. Smith, Carrie S. Analysis of silent reading ability, elementary gradesi-Kilby training school. Master's, 1931. 'Peabody. 39 p. ms.Analysis of silent reading ability in grades 4, 5, and 6 of the Kilby training schootFlorence, Ala., as obtained by giving the fiangren-Woody reading test. Findings: Bad"grade is above norms in Parts I, II, V, VI, and VII, whiloL ;..cLi ills below the norm ispart III. In Part V grades 4 and 5 are approximately coincident with the norms whikgrade 6 falls to that of grade 5. There is considerable overlapping from one grade tsanother. A large percentage of the pupils are below the normal chronological ages forthe reading ages of their respective grades. A process of gradual improvement in readingability from grade 4 through grade 6 is indicated.
813. Smith, Nila Banton. An historical analysis of American reading in-struction. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.
In order to trace and analyse tbe successive developments in American reading instmtion, a study was made of reading materials used in America from 1620 to 1981, bewailsreports and bulletins of school boards; courPes of study ; yearbooks and proceedings; magisine artichis ; histories and. diaries; professional books; teachers' manuals; Investigations,hornbooks ; spellers and readers. The findings were grouped under aims and objective,method, materials, and were treated historically. A classified btbliography of 1,150 titlesis given covering the literature of American reading instruction.
814. Sohn, Clara. Vocabulary ratings of a sixth/grade class and amount otreading done. Master's§1931. .Chicago.
815. Spurgin, W. 13.1rThe improvement of reading of 22 poor readers, Mu-ter's, 1931. Chicago. 110 p. ma.
Use of readers and commercial seat work with 22 poor readers in grades 2-4, IndustFindlay: Improvement was brought about in all cases.
816. Stevens, Grace. The achievements in reading of children in SeventhDay Adventist parochial schools. Master's, 1981. Nebraska. 137 p. ms,
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SPICIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 79
The Illinois examination was used. In general the parochial schools were somewhatinferior to public schools in reading and there were rather wide variations in achievementfrom one section of the country to another.
817. Sting ley, Alie Leroy. The netéctlon of incongruous words and follow-ing directions as measuring techniques in reading. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.
818. Stone, RobertSurnard. The relation of rekding ability to high schoolmarks. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 42 p. ms.
Thirty-four students of the Connersville high school, Connersville, Tenn., were studiedthrough grades 5 to 12, inclusive. Teacher's estimate of reading ability, grades 5, 6, 7,and 8, was correlated with 'marks made by the same students in high school. Thenteacher's estimate of reading ability through grades 5, 6, 7, and 8 was correlated withnading ability in high school as determined by six standardized tests. Lastly, readingbility in high school, u dekermined by six standardized tests, was correlated with marksade in high school. Findings: (1) Correlation of 0.547 between teacher's marks ingrammar school reading and marks made in high school ; (2) correlation of 0.58 betweeneacher's marks in grammar school reading and the average composite reading abilityres (8) correlation of 0.504 between average composite reading ability scores andarks made by students in high scliool.
819. Storer, Elizabeth Wood. Tests for the prediction of reading successnd reading failure on the primary level. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.
820. Taylor, James H. Methods of determining readability and legibility ofmin standard-type faces. Master's, 1931. Ohio Wesleyan.
821. Teegarden, Anna Lorene. Seeing things backwards: A study of theelation between the tendency to reversal in reading and other clinical symp-oms in first-grade children. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 239 p. rns.An effort to distinguish clinically between the child with a strong tendency to reverseymbols, and lists degrees of the tendency. Two hundred and fifty-eight firstgrade chil-n were tested in September for reversal tendency, studied clinically, and comparisonas made with actual reading progress at end of school year. Findingtt: Reversal tend-'icy, lateral dominance, experience, and intelligence are independent factors in begin-ing reading. They combine to form various clinical pictures from which the experiencedorker can distinguish children who will find reading difficult.
8=. Wallace, Clara X. Questions teachers ask about primary reading. Desoines, Iowa, Department of public instruction, 1931. 91 p. (Reading andtudy btilletin, no. 1.)
This bulletin is based on the findings of a questionnaire sent the county supertn-endents calling for a list of the questions most frequently asked by teachers about teach-g reading, as well as a list of the difficulties and weaknesoes in reading revealed toty superintendents by their visitation and testing work.
823.. Questions teachers ask about reading and study in intermediatend upper grades. Des Moines, Iowa, Department of public instruction, 1931.p. (Reading and study bulletin, no. 2.)
This study covers the questions teachers ask in grades 4-8.

Remedial exercises for reading and study in high school sub-ects. Des Moines, Iowa, Department of public instruction, 1931. 28 p. (Read-g and study bulletin, no. B.)
This bulletin is a supplement to the state elementary course of study on reading.
825. Warnke, Evelyn X. A diagnostic study of 25 cases of " non-readers."ter's, 1931. Minnesota. 109 p. ms.
A search, by means et batted of standardised tests, for any common factors account-ag for reading difficulties of eases said to be severely retarded, and recommendations foremedial treatment of each individual case studied. Findings: A few cases were not?larded; if mental age is used as criterion, they were merely wrongly graded; in otherzees some evidence of emotional complications was found ; some had changed schoolswing primary grafts. No factor common to all was found ; there was probably moreian one cause. in each case. All can probably learn if,indisrldual remedial measures are'ed.
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80 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

826. Weber, C. O. Evaluation of results of a reading period. Wells college,Aurora, N. Y. Journal of higher education, 2: 29-305, June 1931.During the school lyear 1929-30 Wells college introduced period of independent studyat the end of each semester, resembling the reading perioas introduced at Radcliffe, flu.card, and in certain departments at Cornell university. This study aims to gage thevalue of this experiment, on the basis of a student and faculty questionnaire, and 01correlational studies, employing the grades of students, intelligence scores, etc.
Weimer, Carleton E. A study of the effect of reading drill upon intel-ligence scores. Master's, 1931. Hawaii. 148 p. ms.

Findings : Reading ability contributes more to intelligence than intelligence contributesto reading ability.
828. Witson, Will Bruce. A study to determine the effects of supplementaryreading upon the reading ability of school children. Master's, 1931. Indiana.53 p. ms.

See also 301. 822, 445, 524, 543-544, 546-547, 609-610, 615, 619, 627, 636, 644, 962,1187, 1210, 1215, 1239, 1245, 1285, 1471, 1524, 1551, 1553, 1560, 1592, 1704, j1827, 1835,2094, 2439, 2445, 2963, 3718, 3802, 4212; and under 'English literature.

HANDWRITING
829. Beale, Beulah P. Survey of handwriting instruction in 24 cities. Balti-more, Md., Department of education, 1931. 6 p. ma.This report contains a summary of the replies to a questionnaire sent from Baltimoreto 24 cities which have a population of 300,000 or over. The purpose of the inquiry vuto discover prevailing practice In,, the administration of handwriting instruction.
830. Beggs, Vernon L. A study of the relative efficiency of different methodsin teaching handwriting. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 32 p. ms.Approximately 800 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade pupils were studied, comparing drilland diagnostic methods of teaching handwriting. Findings: Marked superiority of thediagnostic method on the basis of quality vas found. Freeman's method was employedas the diagnostic method in contrast with the Palmer and modified Palmer method.
831. Breidenbaugh, Vachel Ellis. A study of improvement of handwritingand spelling of college students carried on under two different methods ofinstruction. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 100 p. ms.
832. Bullock, A. B., Herriott, M. E. and Weersing, P. J. Penmanshipability of secondary school pupils. Los Angeles, Calif., Public schools, 1931.(For abstract see no. 717b.)
Data were secured from the scores of 6,181 junior high school pupils. The quality etthe girls' writing is superior to that of the boys' at all levels. Quality of handwritingimproves throughout the high schooL
833. Hamtramck, Mich. Public schools. Course of study in handwriting,grades 3 to 6. 1931. 27 p ms. Self belps in handwriting, grades 3 to 6. 1931.12 p. ms. Individualized instruction in handwriting. 26 charts.
834. Hinds, A. X. Sixth A worksheet plan in handwriting. Louisville, Ky.,Public schools, 1931. 12 p. ms.
Data seciired from questionnaires sent to all teachers having doses that were usbithe work sheet plan in handwriting, !ndicate that some necessary adjustments must bemade in the work sheets and that their merits warrant a continuation of their use.
835. Muncie, Ind. Public schools. Handwriting appraisal for May, 1931.(Bulletin no. 64.)
836. Newland, T. Ernest. An analytical study of the development of Mobilities in handwriting from the lower grades to adulthood. Doctor's, 1981.Ohio. p.

tate
(Abstract reprinted from Abstracts of doctors' dissertations, No.6, Ohio university, p. 262-74)

This study involved over 1,307,000 letters; 421284 illegibilities ; and 21381 t petsons' writing. High concentration of frequencies on a few formsfor letten salnomeralowas found. Remedial possibilities are suggested.
837. Pardo., Nellie R An experiment to test the validity of mornNat diesIn handwriting. Master's, 19111. Pittsburgh. IT p.
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SPECIAL suBnars 0IP CITIMOULUM 81
Experimental rotation group method was used with 278 subjects from grades 2through 6; time control, 16 weeks. American handwriting scale by West was used.Scores were assigned by students from handwriting classes at State teachers college,California, Pa., by the A. N. Palmer company, New York, N. Y., and by the P. A. Peter-xon company, Greensburg, Pa. Summary of results shows the no-drill periods to beslightly more favorable than the drill periods.

s. Pennsylvania. Department of public instruction. Commercial coursein handwriting for Junior and senior high schools. Harrisburg, 1930. 86 p.(Bulletin, no. 54.)
839. Rinsland, Henry Daniel. The practical handwriting scales (nine scalesfrom grafts 1-8) . Dallas, Texas, Practical drawing company, 1931.Nine standardised scales of handwriting were studied. Grades I, II, III have a pencilscale for each grade; grades III-VIII have scales in pen and ink. Five qualities were4ie4ermined for each scale and to each have been assigned letter graaes, points, and pers. The same grades have been assigned to speed scores from grades I-VIII. Teach-s.rs manual and graph of progress accompany the scales.
840. St. Louis, Mo. Public schools. Penmanship. Part 1, Revised curric-ulum, p. 2-62; part 2, A service bulletin, .p. 63-107. Public school messenger,28: no. 8, September 9, 1930. (Curriculum series.)
S-11. Shoen, Harriet H. The case method applied to the remeditl teachingof handwriting in the high schools. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 90 p.The study contains an historical survey of psychological studies in the tield,o_Lhendwriting, a report of the use of Doctor Pressey's diagnostic charts in the class] s'4 .1 acard system for recording cases and progress devised by author, and a definite descrip---.tion of 30 cases and their treatment, illustrated by photostats of the changes in hand- x\writing that accompanied the treatment over uniform periods of time for each case.Cases were chosen from approximately 400 studied by the author.
S42. Striker, Clifton Edward. An analysis of errors found in handwriting.Master's, 1930. Indiana. 74 p. ms.
Two samples of handwriting were secured from pupils enrolled in grades 4A, 4B, 5A,5B, 6A, 68, and 7A of the Bedford, lnd., city schools. The samples were analysed formalformation of letters according to Pressey's Chart for diagusies of illegibilities; andfor errors according to Freeman's Chart for diagnosing faults tr handwriting. Qualityof line received the lowest average score for all samples; letter formation was secondwith spacing ranking third.
843. Waters, Mrs. Garnette. Use of diagnostic charts in handwriting.Hamtramck, Mich., Public schools, 1930.
This is a study of grades 88 to 6A. Tbe experimental group worked on its own prob-lems with diagnostic charts; the control group worked on formal handwriting lawnswith diagnostic charts.
844. Weisser, Elisabeth. A diagnostic study of Indian handwriting.Master's, 1930. Denver. 159 p. ms.
Problems: (1) To compare the legibility and speed of the handwriting of white chil-dren, full-blood Indian children, and mixed-blood Indian children in reference to age andgrade; (2) to compare the various phases of handwriting, as giant, alinement, qualityof line, letter form, and spacing as displayed in the handwriting specimens of whitechildren, full-blood Indian children, and mixed-blood Indian children; and (8) to deter-mine, if differences exist, whether or not these differences are racial.
845. West, Paul V. The practice material for grading on the Americanhandwriting scale. New York, N. Y., A. N. Palm4r company, 1930.Contents: A 01 for practice grading; 7 sets of handwriting mpecim'ena, grades 2 to8; 14 reco II (one for each grade, on both the 7 and 15 step scale) ; 1 key tostanda ratings (7-etep scale) ; 1 key to standard ratings (15-step, scale).

Witytock, N. IL, Flitch, C. L. and Celeen, Mrs. L O. Handwritingsurvey, grades 3-8. Glendale, Calif., City schools, 1981. (For abstract see no.717b.)
Tbe purpose Lot-the study wss to determine the extent of improvement In handwritingsince 1826, and to tees L the maim of Finns In grades 7 and 8 no longer in needof formal handwriting instruction.
8ee also 615, 419, UT.
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SPELLING

847. Archer, C. P. More evidence on the teaching of spelling rules. Moor-
head, Minn., State teachers college, 1931. 10 p. ms.

848. Atlanta, Ga. Public schools. Atlanta minimal spelling list, grades 1
through 6. Atlanta, Ga., Board of education, 1931. 17 p.

Analyses of textbooks and experimental try-out in a list of 1,665 words. On the basisof a try-out of children's spellings the words are assigned to the 'grade by the end ofwhich they should be mastered. The entire list is printed in alphabetical order with the
grade placement opposite each word. Separate lists have also been published for each
grade.

849. Bartges, N. L. Teacher-correction versus pupil-correction methods of
marking spelling papers. Master's, 1930. Penn. State. 60 p. ms.

A controlled experiment covering grades 5, 6, 7, and 8, with a total of 219 pupil&
The pupil-correction method was found to give better results, on the average, in everygrade and on every ability-level. The pupil-correction method proved relatively mostsuperior for pupils of the lower intelligence levels, whIle for the higher intelligence
levels there was little difference.

850. Maier, H. H. Standard elementary spelling scale. Atlanta, Ga., Bird
of education, 1930.

This scale includes difficulty values for approximately 2,500 words which are commonto the spelling vocabulary of two of four scientifically constructed spellers. The value,indicate the per cent of students within a range of three grades who were able to spelleach word.

851. Bruce, Jeanette Louise. A study of the use of the hyphen in certain
compound words. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

852. Brusch, James F. Spelling curriculum analysis. Sacramento, Calif.,
Public schools, 1931. 34 p.

*853. Coleman, William H. A critique of spelling vocabulary investigation.
Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1931.
119 p. (Colorado State teachers college education series, no. 12.)

The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent vocabulary researches havesolved the problems of content and grade placement of the spelling curriculum. A brief
summary of the generally accepted principles of curriculum construction, so far as theypertain to the subject of spelling, was made. Findings: A comparison of spoillos corricula revealed the fact that the differing principles of grade placement followed by theseveral spelling authorities operated to produce wide divergencies in the grading oiwords. Disparity to a greater or leu extent was found in the comparison of all research
lists.

'854. Cook, Walter Wellman. The management of general spelling ability
involving controlled comparisons between techniques. Doctor's, 1931. lows.
Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. 112 p. (University of Iovk studies.
Studies in education, vol. 6, no. 6. New series do. 221, February 15, 1932.)

Tbe problems dealt with are : The selection of test items with regard to difficult/ saddiscriminating power ; the selection of a test technique for presenting the items; and amethod of determining the optimum number of items to be included in alert which is tsbe administered in a given length of time, or the optimum administration tine for a tootof °given length. The investigation is dividtd into three distinct experiments: The tintdeals with the selection of test words with regard to difilculty and discrisdnatfag poi*and the establishment of the optimum administration time for list dictation span"tests; the second deals with the establishment of the optimum administration time forand the subsequent evaluation of six self-administering techniques when spelling ability Ïdefined in terms of the number of correct spellings of a limited group of frequently adwords; the third deals with the evaluation of six self-administering test techniques whospelling ability is defined in terms of the percentage of correct spellings In drat dott.schoolroom writing. In the krst experiment complete test itecorwere tortured for 011eighth-grade pupils in four large Iowa school system. A total of SU eighth-grads pviigfrom id Iowa school systems were used in the second experiment. Six spent. testsadministered to 196 ninth-grade pupils in as third susriment.
.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 83
855. Everson, Helene. Appraisal of a course of study in spelling. Master's,1931. Iowa. 135 p. ms.
856. Pra0er, Charles F. Comparative analysis of word lists from elevenelementary school spellers. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
857. Gates, Arthur L An experimental comparison of the study-test andthe test-study methods in spelling. Journal of educational psychology, 22 : 1-19,January 1931.
Approximately 2,40 pupils in grades 2 to 8, inclusive, were studied during the schoolyear. The results showed a slight general advantage in favor of the test-study plan.
858. Grabau, Earl Lawrence. A study of the muttlpie choice type of spellingtest. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 136 p. ms.
859. Haynie, Weldon Keller. The frequency of occurrence of words underspelling rules. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 65 p. ms.One method of determining the value of spelling rules was investigated by determiningthe frequency of the occurrence of the rules as applied to approximately 3,500 words Tinein a spelling book. The textbook chosen was the Rinsinnd spelling book with 8,543different words, representing a sampling of 26,000 running words from 10-word studies.There are 14 major rules used in the study ; these represent all rules used in five modernspelling books. It was found that, in one book investigated, a rule covering 1,641 wordsdoes not occur; in another of the books, another rule covering 1,145 word& does notoccur. On the other hand, three rules covering 43 words and one rule covering no wordsappear in still another book. Two books use a rule covering only 14 words. Dataindicate that certain spelling ruleik are being taught which are worthless; that other rulesare being over-emphasised; and some valuable rules are being omitted in certain textbooks.860. Heilig, Irma. The persistency of initial 'errors in spelling. Master's,1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The study is made to try to discover whether the immediate correction of the error plusthe concentrated attack on remedying tbe exact difficulty, offset any possible disadvantagesof an initial misspelling.
861. Highberger, Harriet. A study of spelling errors in the case of theJones 100 demons. Master's, 140. Colo. St. T. C.The purposes of this study were: (1) To discover tbe different forms of misspellingused by 100 unselected pupils in each of the fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighthgrades in spelling Jones' 100 demons; (2) to determine whether or not there is a commonform of misspelling each of these words; and (3) to determine the commonest hard spotin each of the 100 words as used by the pupils involved in this investigation.862. Iles, Reuben Edgar. Case studies in spelling disabilities. Master's,[1931]. Chicago.
Diagnosis and remedial treatment of 23 cases of poor spellers by the case-study methodto ascertiin the proper tprocedure in dealing with poor spellers.
863. King, Luella IL Learning and applying spelling rules In grades threeto eight. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Colo Univ.The purpose of this study was to determine tbe desirable grades for teaching certainrules in spelling as judged by their frequency of application to the spelling words of agrade, the distribution throughout the grades of words governed by these rules, thenumber of exceptions, and the ease of Içarnlng the rules. Findings: Efficiency in learningto state and apply the rules increased rem grade to grade; scores by mental ages werevery similar to those of the grads ng the same average mental age; scores on non-sense words had the same general errors as the real words, but they usually ran lower.864. Lee, J. Murray. An evoiu4on of supplementary spellers in use in Bur-bank. Burbank, Calif., City schools, 1931. ,414,%

865. Leistra, Peter A. Incidental learning In spelling. Master's, 1931.Iowa. 128 p. ms.
806. Xdishon, Nannette Xi: The effect of omitting the r gonad of words Inhabitual pronunciation upon the spelling of those words, Martel's, MI.Iowa. 156 pstait.'
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867. Madden, biable C. The persistence of the initial error in spelling
Master's [1931] . Chicago.

Persistent spelling errors were studied from three standpoints : (1) Recurrence oferrors in the same words ; (2) recurrence of identical misspellings; and (8) recurrence
of identical letter errors.

868. Miller, Elwyn L. To determine the effect of stressing word meaning
in the teaching of spelling. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 61 p. ms.

869. Mounts, Francis X. A critical evaluation of the vocabularies of three
veiling textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 137 p.

870. Muncie, Md. Public schools. Spelling achievement reports for May
1931. (Bulletin no. 62.)

871. Nolte, Karl F. Measuring progress in spelling as taught by student
teachers under critic supervision in the Hudson school. Master's, 1931. Iowa.
158 p. zns.

872. Potter, Walter Dewey. An analytical investigation of studies in spell-
ing. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 54 p. ma.

An analytical investigation of studies made in spelling from 1888 to 1981 ; a com-
parative study of types of spellers from 1844 to 1981. Findings: Later spelling lists
are shorter and are scientifically selected and arranged according 'to psychology of learn-
ing, mental growth of child, and words which the child can and will'use.

873. Rhodes, Sarah Gertrude. A comparison of flve second and third grade
spelling lists. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 45 p. ma.

Findings : Of the 2,033 different words tabulated, 287 appeared in five Usti, 812 in
4 lists, 817 in 3 lists, 878 in 2 lists, and 789 in 1 list. The longest vocabulary (1,556
words) exceeded the shortest (988 words) by 618 words. The largest number of running
wo (5,916) exceeded the smallest number (1,071) by 4,845 words. Five hundred and
ni ety-nine of the 2,033 words were found in 80 per cent of the lists. The 14 words

ring the highest frequency showed a difference of 219 in the range of frequency. Tests
vealed indicate tbat when the method of vocabulary studies is better standardized ihere
ill be more agreement among compilers in the three iiiictors investigated.
874. Ritter, Olive P. Words suitable to be taught in spelling in the first

grade. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 147 p. ms.
*875. Bartorius, Mrs. Ina Craig. A study of various bases of generalization

in teaching spelling. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teach-
ers college, Columbia university, 1931. 65 p. (Contributions to education, no.
472.)

The purpose of the study was to make an analysis of a list of words which artb pre-
sumably the ones that children should learn to spell by the end of the eighth grade. It
was found that about 4,000 words appear in the actual spelling lessons undertaken in the
first eight grades. Twenty commonly used spellérs published since 1920 were studied
with reference to the rules used. The results-of the analysis show accurately the fre-
quency of visual appearance of word ..ents, the consistency or inconsistency of pm-
nunciation of visual word elements, t nsistency of the application of rules to words,
the grade frequency and the exceptions of words to a given rule, the frequency of cost-
mon errors, and the frequency by grade of words in which such errors might occur.

876. Scott, Joseph G. The effect of lesson notes on learning spelling. Mat
ter's, 1931. Oklahoma. 69 p. me.

The Einsland spelling book, with notes at the end of the assignment, was used as s
text. An experiment was conducted in the public schools at Ardmore, Okla., using 188
fourth and fifth grade pupils, in an attempt to eyaluate the notes. The pupils were
divided into tr groups, a lesson-note group, and a no-lesson-note group. The group
were rotated every two weeks. On an average, the lesson-note group shows. &83
cent improvement over the no-lesson-note group with a critical significance of 2.297.

877. Benour, A. C. Spelling survey by sampling. itse Chicago, bd.. Public
schools, 1930. 2 p. ma.

The effectiveness of spelling Instruction by test-teach-test method was simpled durini
the week of March 8-7, 1980. pupils in grades 811-811 were testid With" pre-tat;
instructional test, and final test.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 85

878. Shaw, Florence. Methods used by children in studying spelling. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Peabody. 29 p. ms.

One hundred and seventy-eight children of the Intermediate grades in the Peabody dem-
onstration school and Calvert bublic school of Nashville, Tenn., were studied. Findings :

(1) Children are aware of making use of definite methods in studying spelling; (2) the
methods, of the best spellers differ most from these used by the poor spellers in the
number of sense impressions hivolved; and (8) -the study practices recommended bY
authorities in the field of spelling are the practices of the majority of the best spellers.

879. Simmons, Ernest P. and Miler, Harold K. Standard high school spell-
ing scale (revised) . Atlanta, Ga., Smith Hammond company, 1931. 63 p.

Percentages of correct spellings for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 are reported for 2,910
common words. The per cent of correct spellings incre4ses at approximately equal steps
from grades 9 to 10, 10 to 11, and 11 to 12. The data for each word in each grade are
reported.

880. Smith, Richard. A study of the value of spelling rules. Master's, 1931.
Colo. St. T. C.

This study is undertaken for tbe purpose of finding out ,what spelling rules are likely
to be of most value as a device in teaching spelling in the elementary school.

881. Stoker, Dora D. Survey of pupil spelling ability, grades 2A--6A. Long
Bead, Calif., City schools, 1931.

882. 'Urquhart, Cora. Spelling notebook based on individual instruction.
Norfolk, Va., Public schools, 1930. 46 p.

883. 'Pry, William K. Spelling difficulties alibing out of the variety of spell-
ings for certain consonant and vowel sounds. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 33 p. ms.

884. Weems, Byron W. An analysis of the vocabularies of six spellers.
Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 28 p. ms.

The spellers selected for this study were.: Jones splling book, Breed-French speller,
McCall speller, Growth in spelling, Rinsland spelling book, and- Fundamentals in spelling.
All the authors of these spellers claim the vocabularies were based on extensive scientific
research, A composite alphabetised list of the six spellers was made. A sttidy of the
list shows that the fewest number of words used by an author is 8,822, and the largest
number is 4,896. The average vocabulary agreement is about 50 per cent. The per cent
of words common to all of these spellers is only 20.9.

See also 252, 881, 925.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

GRAMMAR AND CoitrOsITION

885. Adams, Jewel Crouch. A comparative analysis of senior high school
English text& Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

A comparative analysis of fotir recent sets of 2-series English composition texts for
high schools giving, as exactly as possible, the actual percentage of content in each
volume devoted to stated divisions of subject matter; checking the amount and stress
of content presented with current criteria in school curriculum to show to what extent
the material offered in texts meets the demands; and, by comparison with texts of other
periods, showing tendencies in textbooks in recent years.

886. Akron, Ohio. Public schools. Courses of study in English for the high
schools. 1931. 76 p. (Publication no. 7.)

887. English course of study. 1980. 36 p. (Publication no. 2.)
This course pf study covers oral and written composition from the primary throughthe sixth grad* inclusive.
888. Aleitander, Gerald Iao. A diagnostic study of English usage in the

Parke cowl t Ih edboola. Master% 1480. Indiana. 124 p. ma.
The probl was to reYeal general and specific wealmesses in the use of certain phasesof the English laitguage, as they existed in November 1929, among 750 Parke county-high school students, and to make suggestions of a remedial nature to the county ingeneral. Form II of the Pressey diagnostic tests. In English composition was given toeach of the 750' pupils of the 10 Parke county -higk schools. Findings: Parke county

wasp in every cas,,, belt- the national performance on the tests. The 89 classes differconsiderably** Aiteb other in tbeir oil the differ,* tests, and on different itemsof the same ted.
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889. Alvey, Edward, Jr. A training procedure for teachers of English, based
upon analyses of objectives, outcomes, lInd activities. Doctor's, 1931. Virginia,The purpose of the study was: To determine the valid objectives of the literaturecourse in the secondary school ; to determine the specific outcome sought in the teachingof literature in general and in the teaching of the special types of literature ; and to setup desirable procedures for the teaching activities i pvoived, and to establish a techniquefor training teachers to perform effectively th activities. Objectives and outcomeswere determined through analyses of state and ti ty courses of study, texts on principlesof secondary education and special method, and high-school English texts. Relative fre-quency and emphasis were considered in compiling final lists of objectives and outcomes.The training course is based upon observation and participation in the teaching of typi.cal units in the public-school course, for which desirable leaching procedures are formu-lated and learning exercises provided.

890. Appel, Ruth P. Diagnostic and remedial measures in tenth-year Eng-
lish. Master's, 1931. Northwestern.

891. Archer, C. P. Correcting errors in written English. Moorhead, Minn,,State teachers college, 1931. 12 p. ms.
892. Errortin oral English. Moorhead, Minn., State teachers college,

1931. 8 p. ms.
893. Errors in written English. Moorhead, Minn., State teichers

college, 1931. 8 p.

894. Ash, Irwin Oda. An experimental evaluation of the stylistic approachin teaching written composition in the junior high school. Doctor's, 1981.
Cincinnati. (Abstract, 24 p.)

The purpose of this investigation was: (1) To make a critical study of the stylisticphases of composition writing, and (2) to determine, in so far as possible, the degree towhich a knowledge of technical grammar contributes not only to the grammatical correct-hess of composition writing but also to the stylistic factors which insure a well-writtencomposition.

895. Barker, -Roland. A practical worksheet approach to the teaching ofEnglish in secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Harvard. 81 p.
896. Barnhart, L. D. Report of oral. English vrvey. Cleveland, Ohio,

Shaker Heights schools, 1931. 53 p. ms.
This survey purposed determining the amount Qf time and effort which should beexpended upon oral English training in the elemiStary and secondary schools. OralEnglish included speech training, oral reading, and dramatics.
897. Beatty, Charles L. Comparison of difficulty of Rinsland language in-ventory tests with Rinsland language practice exercises. Norman, University of

Oklahoma, 1931. 38 p.
The difficulty of each question in a 400-sentence English test was compared with 20sentences of the same English form in a practice exercise. The test and exercises covered100 rules for punctuation, capitalization, and grammar. Difficulty was measured in termsof standard deviation. Findings: The practice exercises were conslitently easier than thetests; that is, sentences for practice on a rule were easier than sentences testing the rule.
898. Beecher, Paul Edwin. A study of achievement in English of Utah high

school seniors.. Master's, 1931. Utah. 89 p. ins.
899. Betts, Emmett A. An oxperimental appraisal of certain techniques for

the study of oral composition. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. 87 p: ms.
The purpose of the study was the development and appraisal of an instrument for theelectric recording of oral activities of pupils; and the opraisal of Ave techniques asinstruments for use in the study of oral language activities. The hiptrument proved to beeconomical and dependable, and it recorded with an of 99.14per cent, while courtreporters and shorthand reporten were able to record a rately only 80 per cent and 53per cent, respectively.

900. Bowyer, Dorothy Shim. A study of language errors in the elementary
grades. Master's, 1981. Denver. 140 p. ms. .

Tbe study is illrectly related p the restate (4 a teat in il language forms gbilifin 56 Denver public schools. The schools had various.tYpes
.4 ument frouli thalami
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 87
meager to those of luxury. A thal of 22,697 children participated in the testing pro-gram and represented grades from 3B to 6A. Findings were built upon grade groupsrather than upon the individual child. Tests were given in the classrooms under thedirection of the classroom teacher or the principals, and were scored and graded by theclassroom teacher.

901. Broening, Angela X. Content, materials, and procedures in the English
curriculum, grades 7-12, experimentally determined. Baltimore, Rd., Depart-ment of education, 1931.

The research studies set up in this investigation are based on data accumulated for theannual reports of the Department of Education, from the c!ty-wIde testing programs, andfrom results of the supervision of English in secondary schools.
902. Promotional standards in secondary English. Baltimore, Md.,Department of education, 1930.
An analysis of the identical elements in the statements received from the teachers ofEnglish in the Isecondary schools in Baltimore when asked to write out " on what basesthey judged pupils ready for promotion."
903. Bush, Fred R. Standards of attainment In language. Master's, 1931.chicago. 85 p. Ms.
This is a 8-semester experiment in the teaching of English grammar to determinestandards of attainment. Conclusions Definite standards of attainment are advisable andobtainable according tò group abilities.
904. Cadden, Anna Josephine. The function *of English in vocational edu-cation. Master's, 1931. Marywood. 57 p.
905. Campbell, Edith Jessie: A study of them&N'vriting in grade nine. Mas-ter's [1931] Peabody. 70 p. ms.
An investigation of theme-writing as it is presented in 12 ninth-grade English text-books published since 1925, Findings : Very little attempt is made to correlate Englishwith other subjects in the school curriculum by suggesting subjects for written themeswhich might be used In other than English classes. Pupils' themes when they are usedas models for written composition are more stimulating than are literary masterpieces.The methods suggested by authors of ninth-grade English textbooks for the motivation oftheme:writing may be grouped into four divisionsappeal to serial instincts, appeal topractical desires, appeal to personal interests, and appeal to creative ability.
906. Campbell, Pera. A psychological analyiis of the causes of children'serrors in capitalization. Master's, 1231. Ohio. 77 p. ms.From a study of one class of high-school ninth-grade pupils, it was found that thecauses of errors in capitalisation are : (1) Carelessness and indifference; (2) au in-ability on the part of the children to apply the grammatical rules which they know ; and(3) the inconsistent use of capitals by the public.
907. Campbell, Thomas J. . Textbook rules cif punctuation and capitalization.Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
908. Carter, Audrey Louise. Methods of selection and evaluation of text-books in English composition used in high schools. Master's, 1931. SouthernCalifornia.
909. Carter, Lucile Mae. An experimental study comparing the regularcourse and procedure for retarded pupils in the tenth grade English with acourse and method adapted to these pupils. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-fornia. 85 p. ms.
910. Cesander, Paul K. A study of pupil usage as a factor in the gradeplacement of certain items of punctuation. Doctor's, 1931. Io-Va. 537 p.This% d study of the punctuation aituations arising in the -writing done by fourth,sixth, and eighth grade pupils, supplemented by an investigation of 11 series of elemen-tary language texts. The guide used wu a result 'of the detailed examination of sevenrepreseptative style-manuals of publishing houses. Thiee-fourtbs of the total IMO Wasfound to be limited to SO different specific punctuation ttuations with about 45 percent error even in the eighth grada Tbe textbooks Avere found to include many tare-quenily usea a!td to exclude many frequeSly used items.
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911. Ching, J. Frederic. Evaluation of the effectiveness of certain English
courses given in Oakland high schools in relation to freshman scholarship
achievement. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 9 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to evaluate the effectiveness of such courses- as dra-
matic arts, journalism, and public speaking as taught in the Oakland high schools in
relation to freshman scholarship achievement at the University of California. All stu-
dents graduating from Oakland -high schools during the past six semesters were studied.

912. Cockhi11, Lowell E. A study of pupil usage as one factor of certain
items of punctuation in grade sevefi. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 142 p. ms.

913. Codding, Clair L. Vocabulary studies: a comparative study of various
sized dictionaries and word-lists as sources of vocabulary tests. Master's, 1931.
North Dakotit.

914. Coffman, Fred S. A correlation between intelligence and achievement
in English in Princeton junior-senior high school. Master's, 1931. Pennsyl-
vania. 64 p. ms.

*915. Coleman, J. H. Written composition érest of junior and senior
high school pupils. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Unfit. York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1931. 115 n1/4.....LC9Dt utions to education no.

494.)
The purpose of the study was to determine the topics pupils prefer to write about

when free to suggest their own titles, and when selecting titles from a list representing
different categories of interest, and to determine the types of discourse they prefer.
Data were obtained from about 5,000 pupils.

916. College entrance examination board. késurn4 of the Report of the
Commission on English. 1931. 19 p.

A study of the restricted and comprehensive English examinations of the College en-
trance examination board-their history, procedures, prognostic value, comparison with
other instruments, etc., with recommendations to the Committee of review of tbe College
entrance examination board.

917. Cooke, Ovis Olevea. Improvement of grammar in Oklahoma high
schools. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 76 p. ms.

918. Denver, Colo. Public schools. English expression. Elementary school,
grades 3, 4, 5, and 6. 2d rev. ed. 1931. 91 p. (CoUrse of study monograph, no.

18.)

919. English, junior high school, grades 7, 8, and 9. 2d rev. ed.

1931. 123 p. (Course of study monograph, no. 9.)
920. -- Speech correction, elementary school, 'grades 1-6. 1931.

82 p. (Course of study monograph, no. 80.)
92L Dickson, Belle Z. The present status of instruction in phonics. Mas-

ter's, 1981. Chicago. 126
An analysis was made of the contents of 18 reading manuals published since 1925.

Findings: Phonics is a valuable aid to independent and accurate word recognition and
pronunciation. It should, however, always be kept subordinate to the meaning.

922. Doney, Russell.. jtviults of the progress language test given in Junior
high school. Kalamazoo, Mich., Puplie schools, 1930. 9 p. mg.

From this study' It was_ fonnd that, with few exceptions, the most 'frequent English
errors are not the same es the sipoken errors.

9281 Results of progress language test given in later elementary
gradfis.: Kalamazoo, Mich., Public schools, 1930. 9 tp. ms.

924. Ferguson, Jean SA& Predicting achievement. in college cosnpoiltIon.
Master's, 1981. Chime. *twins.

This study attempts to diseavisi a method og. predicting ibtnii,
knowledge of the stodairp.preseM tidal ibillty and achievemeni. Dots were Milettred
from a study of 610.treshman students enrolled in erase' junior college, Chicago, Allurint
th first semester of the school year 183041. rindings: It is poosible.by asses of e
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OP CURRICULUM 89

regression equation to predict accurately the semester mark in English composition of
38 per cent of the students included in the study ; and it is possible to predict for 72
per cent of the students the mark below which their achievement will not fall.

925. Fitzgerald, James A. The vocabiklary, spelling errors, and situations
of children's letters written in life outside the school. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa.
517 p. ms.

926. Fog ler, Sigmuild. An investigation into the effectiveness of a progres-
sive method of teaching the mechanical aspects of second year English composi-
tion in a city high school. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 89 p.

Groups, equated on bases of IQ, ability in mechanics of composition, and socio-economic
status, were taught by....datrent methods for 40 lessons. There is a high correlation
between intelligence, home ÑndttlonR and ability in the formal aspects of composition.
Method is not the deciding factor in the learning of the formal elements tisted.

927. Fries, N. Anysia. A survey of punctuation situations in eleventh grade
themes. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 56 p. ms. .

928. Geissler, William R. Teaching written English. Master's, 1931.
Temple.

929. Gregorson, A. J. The relative oral and written language abilities of
certain school children. Master's, 1!.; 1. Iowa. 88 p.

930. Gruwell, Jessie Louise. An experimental study of the relation of
handedness to speech. Intrewood, Calif., City schools, 1931.

931. Hackett, William Arthur. A study of the present status of English
instruction in the mountains of Kentucky, with a proposed plan of reform.
Master's, 1981. Ohio. 100 p. ms.

From this study it was found: (1) That English instruction in the mountains of
Kentucky is at a low ebb; (2) that the reason is the isolation and lack of resources of
the bills; and (8) that the State must take over the reclamation task if instruction is to
be made effective' in any field.

932. Han, NabeLle. Pupil-appraisal versus teacher-appraisal of composi-
tions. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 138 p. ms. erk

An evaluation of two methods of appraisal to determine whether pupil-appraisal or
teacher-appraisal is more effective in the elimination of language errors and in producing
general composition ability. Findings: Pupil-appraisal I. more effective in eliminating
language errors and in determining general composition ability.

933. Hall, Nelle Kathryn. An English course for demoted students of Iowa
State college. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. 160 p. ms.

984. Heber, O. I. English survey. Listing t/Oes of errors as to frequency.
Royal Oaks, Mich., Royal Oaks schools, 1981.

A study of grades 1 tG8, showing certain errors in English which should be stressed, by
changing the time allotment itocording to needed remedial work in tbe subject.

985. Henegar, Mrs. Haiti Ruth Gibbs. A studyif the common errors found
in tenth-grade composition. Master's, 1931. Tennessee. 98 p. ms.

936. liner, Grace ot. The relation t_9f the mastery of certain punctuation
usages and knowledge of the ruleir represented. Master's, 1981. Iowa.
121 p. ms.

*M. Kopp's, William C. libledevelopment of written expression among
children of elementary-school !India. Doctor's, 1981. phicago. 144 p. ms.

Tbe stud/ was based on the analysis of 2,804 compositions written by children in the
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Findings : Development between third and sixth
grass was found In the following 'Meets of written expression : (1) Number and length
of 'sentences ; (2) proportions of Arlo types of sentences and clauses; (3) use of
inverted order, verbal pbraseso.compounds of unrelated ntimbets, and misplaced modifiers;
(4) apprehension of word mowing; (8) ego-centrism, 44_ (6) imagination. The evidence
was interpreted as constituting significant facts and Itaptleations which might be utilised
in torinulating a 1/1011111fie aeons of inetrictioa la written languor.
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90 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

938. Horrall, A. H., and others. English course of study, grades 1 to 6.
San Jose, Calif., School department, 1931. 40 p.

939. Hunt, Helen Lucile. The formulation and validation of a set of prin-
ciples to guide the making of a senior high school English curriculum. Muter's,
1931. Wisconsin.

940. Illinois, University. College of education. Members of the senior
'class. A project in fourth-year English composition. A description of the
university high school. Prepared under the direction of H. G. Paul, Liesette
Mc Harry, and Dorles Stutzman. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1930. 36 p.
(Bulletin no. 53.)

941. Janies, Lillie. Reactions of a reader to the 1930 comprehensive exami-
nations in English of the College entrance examination board, with suggested
objective forms for this examination and a plea for objective rating. Master's,
1931. Harvard. 101 p.

942. Jamieson, Ramona. Mechanical errors in the Oklahoma college place-
ment test in English. Master's. 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

This study is an ,analysis of the mechanical errors in 600 themes of the English testgiven to freshmen in September 1929. The phases examined are: Sentence blunders;incorrect verb forms; wrong uses of pronouns, adjectives, and adverbs; misspelled words;violation of the rules of the period, comma, colon, semicolon, dash, question mark, andquotation marks.
943. J Jugs, Rosa Schreurs. English interests of eighth-grade vocational

boys. _Mister's, 1931. (3Aginwatj.
944. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high

schools. Part II-English. Issued by Geo. A. Allen, Jr. Topeka, 1930. 118 p.
945. Kauffmann, Helen Eleanor. Content for general language course.

Master's, 1931. Stanford.
946. Kelley, Victor Harold. An experimental study of certain techniques

for testing word meanings. Doctor's, 1931. Io 180 p. ms.
This is a study of the reliability and validity of it techniques for testing the wordmeaning knowledge possessed by children, validity being lished on a common testing-time basis with each test allowed its optimum testing di. The matching and multiple-choice tests were found to be the best, but none of the t iNiques could be considered asadequate for measuring the word-meaning knowledge of individual children.
947. Belly, Virginia. The relationship between knowledge of the rules of

English grammar and abiliq to apply these. rules to written work. Muter's,
1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 20 p.

A comparison of ratings of compositions for grammatical corrections with scores onstandardised tests designed to measure knowledge of grammar, shows varying degrees ofability to apply grammatical rules even when the rules are known. Central tendency ofscores indicates." knowledge" of 11 and 12 grammatical rules. Amounts of differenceindicate where emphasis should be placed in teaching.
948. Kennedy, Helen Louise. Persistency of error in certain common verbforms in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 188 p. ms.
949. Kiskadden, Margaret., An experiment in vocabulary study in the DavidB. Oliver bigh school, Pittsburgh, Pa. Master's, 49314 Harvard. 222 p. ms."A stud3 designed to measure the increase in Bnglish vocabularies on a limited numberof definite words which two classes would make in a semester's time, one class Studyingthe words in class and outside under direction, the other dass studying only so. far astheir pirsonal desires encoesged them to. Statistics were compiled with the .idea ofcoming to conclusioris about the relative value of classroom study is vocabulary. and thepersonal desires of students tO increase their vocabularks on their own responsibilities,and suggestions were made as to the- of ways and means of helping atSentsincrease their vocabularies voluntarily."
950. Klein, Charlotte. Freqieney In the use of adjectives and the aorrelt.L,don between the use of adjectives and the intelligence quotient in a 5A elms.Master% 1981. New York. 41 p. mi.
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This study took into consideration all adjectives both descriptive and limiting used in
a 5A class in Brooklyn, N. Y. There is no actual correlation between IQ and frequency
in the use of adjectives, but a positive correlation exists between IQ and the use of good
adjectives.

951. Kline, E. E. Comparison of certain types of test in English mechanics.
Master's, 1931. Iowa. 43 p. ma.

952. Klopp, W. J. and Woodward, R. D.
Long Beach, Calif., City schools [1930].

Findings: Five units have been developed for the purpose of improving the reco on
and use of the commonly used grammatical elements in oral and written comp° bon.
Two semesters' experience with the units, with approximately 200 cases, show n im-
provement in applied grammar of 2e per cent over control groups numbering 300 pupils.

953. Kremer, Josephine. An analysis of sixth grade children's letters. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Iowa. 42 p.

954. Large, ¡oIn Ellis. Young Pegasus. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ.
34 p. ms.

An experiment in creative writing and thinking conducted kt the Garden City public
echooL e Finding: All normal children are potential artists. With the proper criticism,
environment, and guidance this artistry can be made articulate.

955. Larkin, John Lawrence. 4 study in prediction in the first year college
English classes of the University of Ariwna in 1929-1930. Master's [1931].
Arizona. 64 p.

A statistical study making use of tbe American council psychological test scores of
freshmen, scores on Iowa placement English training test, and scholastic grades of Ari-
zona freshmen for grediction of English grades. Findings: By partial correlation tech-
nique those portions of tbe tests which together make the best predictive tests were
determined.

Grammar by rule or practice.

956. Larson, EJS1e Ruth. An evaluation of current practices in the teaching
of composition. aster's, 1931. Southern California. 283 p.

This stediejs
the islibject

WIed on an analysis of the aims of composition u stated in the litera-
ture on ; a study of claproom practices as revealed by teachers' responses to

questionnaire; and a questionnaire study of pupils' attitudes and interests with respect
to composition.

957. Leno, Fred T. An experimental method of teaching composition. Doc-
tor's, 1931. Fordham.

958. Lewerenz, Alfred S. A measure of vocabulact interest. Los Angeles,
Calif., City schools, 1930.

A measure for determining the vocabulary interest of a textbook by means of a check
list of words of known interest.

959. ------- Yocabuiary diversity. Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1981.
Vocabulary grade placement formula. Los Angeles, Calif., City

schools, 1931. 1 p.
A measure for determining the grade placement of vocabulary in textbooks using ver-

bosity as a basis.
961. Word appreciatioliktest. Los :Angeles, Calif., City Schools, 1931.

3 p.
A measure of an individuars appreciation of word meaning and a possible measure of

imagination.

962. Love, Virginia May. The value of the North Oarolina high school
senior examinations in English and reading as a prediction of the first two
college grades in English. Muter's, 1981. North Carolina. (For abstract see
no. 710.)

Data were obtained from Use freshmen dams entering the University of North Caro-
lina in the swum- of 19271. 1928, 19111, and 1930. Their scores on the DII1Ik usage
and reading comprebesidost sections of the North Carolina histi-sebool senior examination.
were eorroktod 'with ea& other and wink the drat tits Midis in college Naggsli
Wanda* their degree of tattSINN i1141PeolieticiS INIV011iS' la *Mewl
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963. MeAdow, Ida B. An experiment in teaChing English grammar incidental
to composition. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 111 p.

A study of the aims and methods of teaching grammar followed by the report of a cos-
trolled, experiment with six sections of tenth-grade students, with results stated in terns
of gain in post-test over pre-test.

964. ifcBroom, Maude. A course of study in written composition for the
elementary grades. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. (Abstract in Uni-
versity of Iowa service bulletin, vol. 15, no. 11, March 14, 1931. 4 p.)

This course of study has been built around the different life situattons in which chil-
dren use composition. Only the commonest skills were included in thr course.

965. McCulloch, Mary. A study of the written English equipment of fresh-
men entering the ,Point Pleasant high school, Point Pleasant, W. Va. Master's.
1931. New York. 43.p. ms.

Irestigation of the written English equipment of 199 freshmen entering the Point
Pleasant higb school. Pupils were found to be on a par with national standards ia
mechanics, but below in sentence structure.

966. MacMillan, Junia Nave. An analysis of the literature relating to the
of English grammar. Master's, 193L Southern California. 101 p.

A i mprehensive survey of the scope, objectives, curriculum organisation, course cos-
tent, s teaching methods, with critical evaluation of present procedure and mom-
nAdations for improvement.

967. Mcifindes, Maud. An analysis of the vocabulary of the Hays junior
senior high school students in written composition. Hays,. Kansas State teach-
ers college, 1930. ms.

968. Maher, Florence Igernar Practices in the teaching of business English
in the secondary schools of the United States. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 130 p.

A study of the place and purpose, curriculum organization, anirse4itontent, and methods
of teaching, based on an analysis of the literature and on questionnaire returns from
132 high schools and 11 junior colleges.

969. Mao, Yen-Wen. A study of enrollments in Engiisicourses in Michigan
high schools. Master's, 193L Michigan.

970. Martin, Eva Tomas A study of the achiev
men in the mechanics of English composition. Master'
166 p. ms.

Determination of proficiency of ninthirrade students of Tettrre
English composition. Findings : Most prevalent and persistent
combined Pressey tests agree to a large extent with those in the

of Terre Haute fresh-
[19311. Ind. St. T. C.

of errors " ; great improvement was noted in every echool in the rreelnlea"11111:e
tr in spring test were superior to those in ninth and tenth grades In the nation ; time

and effort of pupils and teachers were expended more economically because they bad
definite goal ; mastery of uses in common error list is quite within the ability of normal
freshmen ; emphasis in drill exercises should be upon simple usages that occur in original
writings; efforts made throughout the city to gain correctness in mechanks et writing
seemed justified.

971. Xartin, William Henry. The written vocabuiary of pupils in the sen:or
high school. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 124 p. ms.

The writing vocabulary of the pone of the senior high school was collected by obtain-
ing tram schools 675 different writings from nearly that number of pupils. The total
number of Words and the frequency of each word were counted and the words alphabet'

arranged. The total number of running words counted In grade 10 was 15,8111 and
The number of different words, sput ; the nueelper ot sunning words in grails 11 was 16.3*and tbe number of different words, 6,020; the ausabeT et running words in grads 12 wu
15,520 and the number of dillerest words, 4111.2.. The 1,000 most bequeath used worth
are listed and the frequency placement ladbeated fee es& ileti ere compared
with Tharadikels and Born's lint& Illora le striking d.at between tbe lists.

Mathews, Muss Andrew. The rift vocabulary qt we** and
eighth grads *Wu. Masts% Va. 0101111014
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Tbe writing vocabulary of seventh and eighth grade children was collected by obtaining
from the English department of Capitol Hill junior high school, Oklahoma city, Okla.,
7SS different writings from the same number of pupils. The total number of running
words and the frequency of each word were counted, and all tbe words arranged alpha-
betically to loose-leaf notebook& The total number of running words for grade 7 is
30.058 and for grade 8 is 30,082. The number of different words is 2,636 in grade 7 and
1070 in grade 8. Tbe 1,038 most frequently used words in grade 7 and the 1,136 most
frequently used words in grade 8 are listed, and their frequencies recorded. The lists are
compared with Thorndike's and Born's lists. There is a significant disagreement petween
these lists.

973. Mayan, Emily Louise. A study of sentence structure in pupils themes
in the four years of high-school work. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

974. Melulan, Ruth. Material and a method for teaching English composi-
tion. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

975. Moran, Francis Edward. The salvation of grammar. Master's, 1931.
Not re Dame.

976. Nuncio, Ind., Public schools. Appraisal of language usage achieve-
ment. 1931. (Bulletin no. 65.)

977. Muriel, Sarah Evans. Tbe presentation of grammar In senior high
school composition textbooks. Master's, 1931. Peabody.° 25 p.

An analysis of current practice in the teaching of grammar to pupils in the last years
of high school, as it is revealed in eight composition textbooks published in the United
States from 1925 through 1930. Findings: The range in proportion of apace devoted to
grammar is from 0 per cent to 50 per cent, with the average amount for the seven books
18 per cent ; the objectives are the elimination of language errors, the mastery of sentence
structure, and the artistic use of grammatical information ; inductive and deductive
methods are used about equally; a double terminology is often Used ; the sentence is the
unit of instruction ; rules and examples are used more extensively than any other teaching
device; the average amount of space devoted to exercises is 41 per cent ; the subject
matter of the exercises is that of the pupils' everyday life; some provision is made for
individual differences ;Nslight attention is given to oral exercises ; only one text provides
diagnostic tests.

97& Nelson, Miry Bell it I The correlation values of English in the sec-
ondary school.. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

979. New York (State) Education department Rural school s'illabus com-
mittee. Handbook for rural elementary school& English group. Albany, N. Y.,
University of the State of New York press, 1930. 212 p. (Curriculum bulletin
no. 1.) e

4

980. Norton, Winona. Inventory of errors in sentence structure Master's,
1931. Denver.

All texts ln high4chool rhetoric and gpinmar published in the past 20 years were
checked for types of sentence errors mentioned. A test containing BOO items was con-
structed giving examples of all rs found. The test was given to grades 7, 10, and 12.
Errors were chained and listed a .1 to dificulty.

981. Nowlin, IL W. The To 6, 'Wary of sixth-grade childrens' themes. Ma 8-
ter's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This study is intended to be an aid In determining the words used most frequently by
elementary-school children in writing, grade bY grade-

982. Olsen, Effie May. A study of group activity versus individual effort in
sixth-grade English and arithmetic. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 51 p.

988. Patterson, Velma N. Reliability and validity of certain techniques of
tests in lOugUsb ri:;¡ tion. Masteest 1931. Ohio. 91 p. ms.

An labelers investigation of punctuation usage in proof-reading tests and free writing
by a limited amber ot k school and cone. student& Results indicate that : (1)
The opportunities' for *mint usages in proof-reading tests are not =indent to Ind!-
cate etudes& .abilifty fai punctuation, and (2) tbe relation between performance In proid-
reading taista all trio vetting appears very loess, Tito statistical laetbod seed bare

interesting iralmalta bor teem Study of tbe *second onielanion.
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984. Pease, George Kent. A study of the grammar usages and errors andtheir treatment from seventh through twelfth grades in Woodbridge (N. J.)high school. Master's, 1931. New York. 96 p. ms.
A survey of written composition in the seventh through the twelfth grades, in asmall high school of a typical New Jersey community. Conclusions: Study of grammarneeds revision toward simplification and deletion of much teaching of nonessential&
985. Perkins, Reba N. A program for the supervision of written composition.Doctor's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)This study attempts to analyze Ur material of the field, to develop a study guide ormethod of studying in the field addressed to the pupil, to harmonise the underlying prip.ciples of the system with accepted theory and practice in 'psychology and education, andto evaluate the system through experiment and diagnostic studies. A total of 813pupils, of whom 544 were unselected college freshmen, and 268 high-school pupils of theeleventh and twelfth years, were used in the experiment. Results, expressed in terms ofscale scores, show -that the experimental group has a slight but consistent superiorly)over tbe control group.
986. Peters, William S. The kinds and frequency of punctuation errors itsenior high school students' composition. Master's, 1930. Nórthwestern.
987. Philippine Islands. Bureau of education. Secondary course in Ralish composition. (1930 revision.) Manila, 1930. 106 p.
988. Price, Helen. A series of lessons on the use of the dictionary and vo-cabulary building. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 47 p. ms.The study covers vocabulary development for the first three grades.
989. Purdy, Rena A. Methods of using visual aids to teach primary lan-guage. Master's, 1931. Southern California. :: p.A compilation of specific suggestions derived from interviews with teachers and fromprofessional reading.
990. Qualley, Lawrence E. The effect of the teaching of specific punctuatiOnrules on punctuation usages. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 75 p. ma.
991. Ragsdale, Lydia D. The mechanical errors in the writing of collegefreshmen of the flve state teachers colleges in Illinois. Master's, 1931. Illinois.
992. Rains, Verni Mae. A more effective method of teaching English gram-mar. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 12 p. m aud charts.A study of the sophomore English classes with no disr4on of sections by methodsof instructi9n. Findings : A diagnostic and an achievement test are necessary adequatelyto aid the teacher and the individual in mastering the minimum essentials of English.
993. Reed, Marian Elizabeth. The English curriculum in junior college&Master's, 1931. Stanford.
994. Reilly, Marie A. An analysis of abilitleit in English language of WO-school pupils. Master's, 1931. Colorado.
995. Riddle, C. C. The vocabulary of fifth-grade children's letters. Master't1931. Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this Investigation is to make a small contribution to the selection andgrading of a spelling vocabulary.
996. Riley, Margaret. Relative achievements of A, B, and O classes in Eng-lish. Master's, 1931. Kansas.
One hundred and sixty-aix freshmen and sophomores were distributed on the usual bassemployed by the school into A, 8; and C sophomore groups and two freshmen B group.Achievement as measured by certain standard tests was analyss"ith reference to tillseveral groups.

4*997 Robacker, Zarl P. The relation of formal and of creative teachingresults in creative writing. Muter's, 1931. New York. 77 pa ma.The study deals with 290 cans in a eontrolled experiment involving jostle MO setts*in fpur cities offering unusual cultural advantages. Findings: A bleb IQ is essales*larvae with outstanding creative &bilk., and achievement in school systoles whet towtive teaching is stressed; whereas is sabooll WITIng nothing to dk mitt esiativa.sisfik
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF \CURRICULUM 95
don, there seems to be DO relation between IQ and creative ability or achievement Theimplication of the study is that schools of the old, tormal type are by no means livingup to their educational possibilities.

998. Robinsou, Elizabeth and Lyman, R. L. Units in English correlated
with vocational guidance. Public schools, Louisville, Ky. North central asso-
elation quarterly, 5: 528-34, March 1931.

A course was devised including the following units, each designed to occupy the classfor one week : (1) Ideals of business ; (2) characters of successftl men ; (3) choosingvocation; (4) salesmanship; and (5) other vocations.
999. Rollins, IL Florence. A history of the teaching of English in the high

school with Altoona as a type. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 46 p. ms.This study is based on secondhand materials as far as general history of teachingEnglish is concerned, but Altoona history is based on school records, examination of oldtextbooks, and recollections of old persons in the city.
1000. Rothenberg, Julius G. The adaptability of progressive methods to the

high schools of New York with special reference to the teaching of English.
Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 110 p. ma.

The writer has integrated and described progressive principles and practices, and,aided by authoritative opinion, has speculatively evaluated their adaptability to the citysystem. Findings: Many progressive methods are adaRtable to the city system, whileothers are inapplicable; their introduction is slow and difficult ; not all teachers are wellenough equipped for progressive teaching; much progressive literature is fallacious, wildlyspeculative, or Valueleu to the public-school teacber.
1001. St, Louis, Mo. Public schools. English. A service bulletin to supple-

ment the revised course of study in oral and written composition for kinder-
garten and grades 1 through & Public school messenger, 28: no. 6, September
6, 1930. 88 p. (Curriculum series.)

1002. San Mateo, Calif. District junior college. Probation and disqualifica-
tion of students ; entrance test scores second semester 1930-1931; students
failing English A course ; language aptitude and achievement testS ; and others.
1931. 8 p. ms. (Vol. 3 no. &)

" This study did not undertake to discover why students fail, but to find what relation
test scores and recommending units have to Allure."

1003. Sawyer, Elsie. The comparison of a D-11-1 section of pupils in Eng-
lish with a 0-41-1 section during the spring semester of 1930. 1930. Junior
college, Pasadena, Calif.

This study, carried out in the eleventh grade in the Pasadena junior college, consistedIn determining the relative ability of the two groups as determined by mental tests, astudy of their work habits and attendance records, and tbe progress made in the respectivecluses.

1004. Schlegel, Elsie 8. Size of vocabulary of junior high school. pupils in
written composition. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

The writing vocabularies of 262 pupils in junior high school were determined on the
basis of compositions written by them th 25 minutes.

1005. Schmeitser, Henrietta K. An evaluation of the written compositions
of 100 students of English in the West night high school. Master's, 1931. Cin-
c inns ti.

1006. Eictoonmaker, Bertha. A comparative study of the sentence structure
of pupils in the junior and senior high schools. Master's, 1930. New York. 93
p. MS.

Findings: Pupils both in the Nnior and in the senior high school showed an inabilityto make clear sentepces they tailed to write untied sentences, Of 1,948 sentenceswritten by 3118 pupils in junior high school, 832 were simple, 245 compound, and 841
complex In the senior high school, 2,813 sentences were written by 888 pupils, of
which 790.sentenees were simple, 418 compound, end 1,03(1 compies.

1007. eatherinw 'The'teitehing toda foreign-born
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1008. Senour, A. C. Administration of Clapp-Young sèlf-marking English
test East Chicago, Ind., Public schools, 1931. 10 p. ms.

A study to determine the ability of sixth-grade pupils to recognize 100 typical English
errors and the relative difficulty of the errors. Findings: Percentage of error on the 100
possible errors ranged from 5 for choice between isn't and ain't, to 88 for choice between
she and her as predicate nominative. Approximately one-half of the pupils failed to
appreciate or recognize the need for capitalizing the first word in a direct quotation.

1009. Serenius, Carl Arnold. (An analytical and empirical study of certain
techniques employed in vocabul testing. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. 557 p. ma.

1010. Sharp, W. S. The vocabu ry -of fourth grade children's letters. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This study is for the 'purpose of aiding th selection and grading of a spelling vocabulary,
1011. Smith, Linda. A comparison of oral and written uses of verbs and

verbals by school children. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 78 p. ms.
1012. Soper, Stanley Livingstone. A study of the group method of teaching

English in the Manhattan junior high school. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. Coll.
101 p. ms.

Findings : The group method has made a 'uniformly favorable showing on all the tests
applied.

1013. Stephens, Sara. A comparison of the achievement in English of the
pupils in whose homes English is the only language spoken with those in whose
homes a foreign language is also spoken. Master's, 1030. Kans. St. T. C.,
Pittsburg.

1014. Stoker, Dora D. and Segel, Davict" An inventory of secondary Englisb
usage. Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

The Long Beach inventory test of English usage was given to 8,182 pupil& in grades 7
through 14 of the Lone Beach schools.

1015. Strayer, Lois Curry. Language and growth : the relative efficacy of
early and deferred vocabulary training, studied by the method of co-twin con-
trol. Worcester, Mass., Clark university, 1930. p. 209-819. (Genetic psychology
monographs, vol. 8, no. 3, September 1980.)

This is part of a dissertation for the doctor's degree in Yale University.
The subjects for this study were identical twins whose behavior under detailed study

from the time they were a month old had been shown to be remarkably similar. The
findings in the present dxperiment seem to indicate rather consistently in the field of
language that a maturational difference of even five weeks has a definite influence on the
relative effectiveness of training.

1016. Stuelke, Myrtle Viola. A comparison of an oral with a written prac-
ittice method in English. Master's, 1981, Southern California. 87 p.

An equivalent group experiment with comparison of results in terms of test scores.
1017. Symonds, Percival X. Practice versus grammar in the learning of

correct English usage. Journal of educational psychology, 22: 81-95, February
1981.

1018. Real topic, for writing and speaking. Scholl review, 38. 765-
75, December 1930.

1019.- and Daringer, Helen F. Atudies in the learning of English
expression : Sentence structure. Teachers college record, 32: 50-64, October
1980.

1020. Thomas, Charles Swain sea otherIN The junior and senior high school
curriculum in English. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard university, 1930.

A very full discussion of the principles and praftices In siteosdarrischool IWO&
1021. Tornio?, Gtrirude iosephina Individual Instruction vs. plasselinstrut-

PuiStuat"
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1022. Troutt, Madge M. Written vocabulary of children. Master's, 1931.

Chicago. 262 p.
A study of 110,000 words from the eastern section of the United States. The findingswere along tbe line of geographic difference, increue in grade usage, and difficulty.
1023. Trundy, Helen E. A study of obscure personalities as revealed

through creative composition. Master's, 1930. New York. 51 p.
Tbe study deals with the compositions of three first-term classes at Alexander Hamiltonhigh school-all- repeating English 1. It showed that pupils' interests and experiences arefruitful sources of live composition material. A course of study in English was devisedto guide the natural desire for self-expression.
1024. Tucker, Prances Lorsey. A study of the prevailing practice in teach-

ing composition in grades 7, 8, and 9. Master's, 1931. Wichita.
1025. Tyre, Amy. Junior high,school pupils and the newspaper vocabulary.

Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 93 p. ms.
A study of 10,000 running words in front-page articles ; %comparison with Thorndike

list.

1026. Van Horn, Alta. Revision of grämmar material ,in Bulletih 13, State
department of education of Nebraska. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 85 p.

1027. Weersing,g Bata 'Bemis. The organization of thought as an aim in
teaching English composition. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 128 p.A systematic study of the evidence submitted by various leaders as to the primacy of
organisation of thought as an aim in composition, followed by a brief treatment of mate-rials, methods, etc., designed for the realisation of this aim.

1028. Westacott, Nellie Emma. Reorganization of9A grammar based on the
Morrison theory of unit learning. Master's, 1931. Wichita. 287 p. ms.

1029. Widney, Nattie Celeste. The semester and unit-period plans of high
school English teaching in Texas. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 51 p. ms.

1030. Wiley, Lulu Nay. The words in second grade children's writings.
Master's, 1981. Oklahoma. 46 p. MS.

1031. Wilkins, Georgina L. A comprehensive summary of freshman English
in colleges. Master's, 1. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 57 p.

Facts from a number of sources are brought together in this summary, which deVswith such problems as English requirements for admission to college and university, thearticulation of courses in English, and present tendencies in freshmeft English courses.
1032. Wilkinson, Lelia Alcott. A study of students taking English 0 at the

University of Nebruka. Master's, 1980. Nebraska. 48 p. ms.
Findings : English 0 students at the University of Nebraska for the most part do notsucceed in courses in English following the 0 course, nor do they succeed in othercourses, such u science and foreign lamas&
1038. Winter, Sarah A. Errors In English and non-English themes in junior

high school. Master's, 1981. Nebraska. 91 p. ma.
A study of written work of 337 pupils-matebed variables.
1084. Wane, Dael Lee. The relationship of linguistic structure to analogicchange in artificial linguistic material. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 40 p. ms. (Ab-

stract reprinted from Abstracts of doctor's dissertations, no. 6, .Ohio State uni-
versity, p. 38041.)

1035. Wormley, G. Smith. A controlled experiment in the teaching of Eng-
lish grammar. Master's, MO. T. O., Col. univ. 15 p. ms.Tbe puma of the 'tuft was lo And out if better results in the use of certain verbforms are, tied by devoting &Anita periods to formal drill than by emphasising theforms only as they occur in the daily alma& We. Bitter results were obtained withthe type of drills sivoa that throigli sloe emphasis on the correct usage during thedaily elasproo*,
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ENGLISH LITIMATURZ

1036. Beagle, Boyd M. An experiment to determine the value of technical
analysis in teaching appreciation of poetry. Master's, 1981. Penn. State. 88
p. ms.

Sixty7four high school pupils were paired for learning ability on tbe basis of intelll.
gence quotients. Considerable technical analysis of the type a6ocated in Hayward's
"The appreciation lesson" was used with the experimental groups and very little suct
analysis with the control group. Differential attainment was measured by the Abbott.
Trabue test and the Lagassa-Wright tests. Advantages were invariably with tbe a-
perimental group (the one 'having the technical analysis) by differences that were, on
the whole tests, more than three times their standard error.

*1037. Biderman, Muriel N. Content and method of literature books used In
the secondary schools of New York tity from Colonial period to 19215. Master*
1931. New York. 54 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not the study of literature in tbe
secondary schools from the colonial times until 1925 had as its aim the development of
grammatical sentence structure, or the development of the ideals and ideas and problems
of the people, as found in the literature. Findings: Literature as taught in the put was
grammar, not 'iterative, for literature aids in the development of solving and Judging of
life problems ; gramma does not.

1038. Boynton, Mary Louise. A study of the vitalization of the teaching
of literature. Master's, 1931. New York. 88 p. ms.

This study is based on the writer's experience as teacher and student ; reports from 40
college students, representing 12 colleges, and from 100 high-1.60°i students ; a mirroring
of class rooms in California, Ohio, and Nev York State, and a consideration of extracts
from literature on the subject. Conclusions : Young people's intervit in. literature come
first as a result of the personality of the teacher ; second, through careful selection of mate.
rial ; third, through presentation. Young people's dislike for literature* comes from too
much notebook work ; too much ground covered in too short a time; uninterested teacher;
and a tendency to use literature to teach lessons rather than train emotions.

1039. Burton, A. J. An experiment in class size in English literature. Des
Moines, Iowa, Public schools [1930]. 4 p. me.

The problem was to answer the question " What is the effect of class size on pupil
achievement in the study of Julius Caesar ' as far u it can be measured by teachers'
estimates and objective tests?" Findings: Prom an examination of the achievements of
the pupils in the six classes studied, there is no evidence that one size is outstanding/
more efficient than any other size where the technique of instruction is not modified OPmeet special conditions.

1040. Carroll, Ella Augusta. How to- cultivate in children a love for liter*
ture. Mapte45, 1931. Marywota 40 p. ms.

*1041. Choate, *meet Alfred. The relation of thé literary background ree-
ommended by courses of study to that found in current literature ; a comparismi
of the literature advoeated by courses of study in grades four tò twelve in tbe
public schools of the U States with that alluded to in the most widely read
literature in the United tes. Doctor's, 1980. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia.
1980. 72 p.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between the istinalon bf
literatureln the curriculum and the reading of the general public. The inquiry eime
to ascertain the type of literary background the courses of study in literature of the
public schools recommend, and to compare it with the literary background the great
may of readers meet.

1042. Davis, Ruth Etta. A survey course in ilkiglish and American litera-
ture with emphasis on historical and social backgrouilds. A teaching course
be given in it normal school. }faster's, 1981. Boston univ. .

104& Dickinson, M. C. Implications of Dewey's philosophy !triad In the cuts
rent publications on the 'teaching of literature. Master's, 1981.. MO lh t.)
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8PBCIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 99
The study tried to determine by means of critical study, and student rating, the valueof specific biographies in relation to their use in college freshman English classes, and tourge a wider use of the biography as a literary type. The study presents a list ofbiographies suitable for the use of college freshmen.
1045. Fall, Anedra Maybel. Deficiencies in knowledge of English literature

as shown by the Iowa academic meet test of 41930. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
1046. Fuller, Idabel Blanche. The value of the study of recent poetry in thejunior high school. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.
1047. Graham, Alpha. A comparative study of two .methods of presenting

poetry to children 'in grades three, six, and nine. Master's, 1931: Pittsburgh.
65 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 715.)

In an attempt to determine whether it is better to read poetry to children or to permitthem to,read it for themselves, an experiment was made with groups of children in gradesthree, six, and nine. Two groups were selected in each grade by equating pupils on abasis of the "New Stanford achievement " composite reading scores. Neither form ofpresentation showed any marked superioritY over the other.
1048. Higdon, Lena Franklin. Teaching of poetry according to English

journal, vols. 1-18. Nashville, Tenl., Georie Peabody college for teachers, 1931.
248 p.

Survey of articles of first 18 volumes of the English journal, dealing with the teachingof literature in general and the teaching of poetry in particular, from the viewpoint of :(1) Objectives, (2) principles, (8) technique,. (4) equipment. Findings : From 1912 to1918 the teaching of English underwent a gradual development. The objectives of 1912,Including engendering appreciation of the form of poetry, were gradually changedto an objective of engendering the development of appreciationthe emotional reactionswhich are guided by the intelligence.
1049. Jiiiites, Jean E. An historical study of the place of poetry in secondary

courses in 1136gli8h prescribed by the University of the State of New York. Mae-us's, 1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.
From various sources, such as reports of Regents' convocations, syllabus revisions, andRegents' examinatiobs, facts were -gathered for this study, the nature of which is indi-cated by the title. Changes in educational theory supporting the teaching of poetry aretraced, and ways in which these changes were followed by 'changes in practice, are shown.
1050. Jenkins, Lily S. A study of some of the literature on Creative ex-pressiori thlrougli literature in the juiiior thigh school. Master's, 1931. Wash-ington Univ.

1051. Landt, Georgetta Shippy. A comparative analysis of seven juniorhigh school literature texts. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. .157 p. ms.
1052. Levinson, Bose. The development of the objectives of literature teach-ing in the secondary schools. Master's, 1981. Brown. 75 p. Ms.
A survey of'the professional literature, periodicals, textbooks, treatises, and reports ofcommittees published during the past 50 years to discover by statement or implicationthe conception of the purposes of literature teaching held by educational leaders andwriters. In turn, instruction in literature during the nineteenth century has stressedgrammatical corrections, rhetorical power, and appreciation. During the decade 1910to,1920 the aims of literature teaching were becoming more largely social and civic andless technical and aesthetic. The present trend is to attempt to formulate specific anddefinite objectives such as development of reading skill and inculcation of social anddramatic ideal&
1058. Xorrison, Antoinette. Technique for teaching the novel. Master's,1931eoutherp California. 128 O.
An outline of the principal methods of solving certain practical problems facing theteacher of the sovel, detiVed from interviews with teachers and a study of the video-donal literature in the field.
10544 Xosburg, Gladys 311..--ia analysis of ninth graft literature texts.Master% 1941; Peabody:

.Nine literstam(061001111 lavistigate thS Widen of eilitin In editing theirtuts to depile4dall ai sweat ot wee and palsy used, awl the typo ef Aptly helpsrand. Wins tpladeisi that elites, elms s folds nasty of literary material with a. i
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100 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUOATION

balance of standard classics and fresh modern readings ; that 67 per cent of present tab
are devoted to prose selections and 88 per cent to poetry ; that, of 417 authors listed,
124 have a page-space of 10 or more pages devoted to them; that of these 417 mart;
88 have five or more selections listed; that, of 814 differeht selections, 691occur mots
than once; and that every author utilises study helps, there being a varietyfof 21 cute.
ent and distinctive helps found in the series.

1055. Myers, Helen M. Language of Sir Walter Scott. Master's, 1931
Michigan.

1056. ?dyers, Marian. How the study of English can reinforce the guidance
of ninth graders. Master's, 1931. New York. 88 p. ma.

The study takes up various phases of literature and oral and written English as need h
Junior high schools in South Orange, N. J. Findings : Autobiographies, extensive read.

ing, school newspapers and magazines, in fact any English not too formalised and
looking toward the student's future, is valuable guidance material when presentS
inspirationally.

1057. Nissly, Mary Louene. The implications for the teaching of poetry of
the variant theories of mind. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 86 p. ms.

The "study, involves the theories of mind, the substantive-mind theory, mental-state
theory, behaviorism, and pragmatism, and their implications for the teacking of poetry h
the schools.

1058. Peery, Marguerite. A critical study of classroom practices and m
ods in teaching American literature. Mae-0* 1931. Southern California.
192 p.

1059. Peterson, Charlotte Montague. An analysis of objective *tidies relat-
ing to the teaching of English literature In tie-c-ondary, schools. Master's, 1931.
Southern California; 200 p.

The findings relate to all the moiCimp6itant meets of the problem, such as aims,
corriculum organisatid -course content, pupils' interests in reading, teaching methods,
and teacher preparation.

1060. Pledger, Maude Ityrtice. Children's interests u revealed by their
poetry. Master's, 1981. Peabody. 4

Analyses of 1,670 poems written by children. Findings : Children's chief interests
shown by poetry were nature, people, and pleasant personal experience.

1061. Rogers, Vera Mayans. Extensive reading procedures in the teaching of
literature. Master's, 1931. Southern California.

1062. Scott, W,klma. Social backgrounds for the study of English literature.
Master's. 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpOse 6f the study was to determine the social condition of the Ensile people
during the period from 1066 to 1400 A. D. ; to find out bow the people lived, what dillate, how their goods were manufactured, and all otber facts concerning their home lift
in order to add new and increased interest to the stUdy of Bain& literature,

1063. Shelby, Huey Lee. A study of ten volumes of college poetw. Mu-
ter's, 1981. Peabody. 142 p.

An examination of the subject matter and content of 10 volumes of poetry, written bycollege students. Findings : Versatility in subject matter 4nd form and au almost
complete absence of radicalism in style and thought are the chief characteristic* of *poetry examined.

1064. Shrives, Anne Z. Poetic values and children's choices. Master's, 1981-
Colo. St. T. C. .. 1

It is the purpose of this study to enrich the currieulum and to Ipaprave teaching methodin the elementary school in tbe field of poetry.
1066. flimmous, Zuni, Z. American poetry since 1900 for senior high school.

Master's, 1981. Cola St. T. C.
This study aims te detonable, la a Isamu as objective as prarticsible, for, use in tbi

senior high school, a list of American poems WACO 1900 which are most representative dour changing times and can be included in approximately SQ pu unit&
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF *CURRICULUM 101

1066. Smith, Retha C. Contribution of literature in seeondatt school pro-
gram toward development of child as a social being. Master's, 1931. Ohio.
112 p. ms.

The different ty0es of literature were considered and the possibilitiv of each
ing the demands of present-day changing society.

1067. Snook, Mildred D. A study in comprehenlion difficulties of
n the literattire studied in grade 11. Master's, 191. Syracuse.

OP

for meet-

students

1068. Stephens, Eleanor. The social background for the stqdy of English
literature. Master's, 1831. Colo. St. T. C.

This investigation attempts to determine the social background of the people of England
during the period from 700 to 1062 A. D., in order to add new anti\ increased interest to
the study of English literature.

1069. Stewart, Annarrith L. A survey of recognized educative values and
methods of stimulating creative verse-writing in secondary schools and colleges.
Master's, 1931. Colo. Bt. T. C.

It is the purpose of this investigation to prepare a book of methods for teachers .of
English in secondary schools and colleges by making available in unit form scattered
information from books and periodicals and unpublished metholis from teachers in the
field.

1070. Stickle, Doris Louise. Analytic and synthetic methods of teaching
literature. Maiter'e, 1931. Chicago. 95 p.

Eight selections of literature (prose and poetry) were taught to three eighth-grade
classes. Findinp: (1) Teaching method influences comprehension slightly ; (2) com-
prehension influences appreciation to some extent ; (8) metesod of teaching greatly influ-
ences appreciation ; ) the synthetic method proves Most aavantageons to the average
clout.

1071. Swisher, Moreno.; Am. approach to literature through the principles
of the fine arts. Master's [19311. C. Col. Univ. 31 p. ms.

This" studz included the teaching of literature as an art ; extensive study of literiture ;
one year's ett4lif of the fine arts; detailed study of six novels and tm volumeirdeal-
ing witk the various forms of fine art. /Findings : All the forms of the so-called flat arts
Jaye u the fundamental principle the same approach to 'design and composition.. Litera-
ture should be Studied as an art and not as a science.

1072. Thal, Caroline llanxt. A Cotic!i: ative study of two methods in the
teaching of the House of seven gables. Master's, 1931, Pittsburgh. 88 p.
(For abstract see no. 715.).

In this experiment two dosses of eleventh-grade students were chosen. In the first
section, group A, were 16 girls and 18 boys; in the second section, group B, there wtre 18
boys and 18 girls. Both classes ranged in age from 15 to 19 years Group A was taught
by the objective-test method and group B by the ,recitation method. The results of the
final objective test showed a higher average of agpreciation for group B recitation method.

1073. Williamson, Luella. Critegja for selection and placements of long
prose fiction in the high-school English course. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 75 p.

In this study the modern theory of interest was discussed, the characteristics and
interests of adolescent:it Were described, then numerous novels were suggested for various
grades which in the view of the criteria might well be placed in the high-school English
course.

,

1074, Ziegler, Caroline Louise. The value of test-determined teaching in two
elements of literary appreciation. Master's, 1981.PJohns Hopkins.

Ree also 277, 785-484,- SW, 35311, 3533, 4322 ; and under Libraries and reading.
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1076. Chicago, Ill. Board of education. A course of study in Latin for
junior and senior high schools. Grades 8-9. 1931. 76 p. (Bulletin 1.4-1.89.)

1077. Cotham, Margaret. Texas high schools. The teaching of Lath
Austin, Texas State department of education, 1931. 98 p. (Bulletin, vol. 7,
no. 8, no. 291, August 19311)

1078. Flanigan, M. Gonzaga. The construction of praciice exercises and
study instruction for first-year Latin. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 58 p. ma.

1079. Gall, Herman G. A study of the effect of first-year, hatin on English
usage. Master's, 1931. Washington Univ.

1080. Hunsberger, Byron K. Errors in Latin word knowledr. Doctor's,
1931. Pennsylvania. 750 p. ms.

Study of types of errors In multiple choice and recall forms of same Latin test of 160
words. Conclusions: Pupils are prone to respond to superficial resemblances of words;
more are misled by resemblance to other Latin words than to English word&

1081. Huntsberger, Mrs. Elizabeth and Grinstead, Wren Jones. An expej.
mental study of the value of the functional method in beginning Latin as com-
bared with the traditional analytical method. Philadelphia, University of
Pennsylvania [1931).

A study of knowledge of vocabulary, syntax and inflection, and of comprehension ability,
attained at end of the first half semester, based upon objective tests given to 150 eighth.
grade students in Springfield, Mass.

1082. Huse, Olive M. The influence of the Classical iniestigation on first-
year textbooks in Latin. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 80 p.

Comparison of 12 outstanding Latin books written before investigation and 12 writta
since. Findings: Many changes have been made in Latin books, which are probably due is
large part to the Classical investigition.

1083. Johnson, Isabelle Lavinia. A study of the dative of pu .: in Caesar.
Master's, 1931. Peabody. 67 p.

This study was made of the seven books of the Gallic War and th three books of the
Civil War. All material available leaf) used which pertained to the &tire of purpose,
such as similar studies made by others previously, grammars, and texts. Comparistin and
judgment of all this material was then made in order to reach the purpose oif this thesis:
to formulate a more exact, and therefore a more helpful, rule for the dative of purpose
to be used by first-year and second-year Latin pupils.

1084. Johnsonius, A. L. Trends in the teaching of Latin. Master's, 1981.
Chicago. 75 p. ma.

An analysis of 16 first-yeir Latin texts over the period from 1895-1981 showed
definite trends to make Latin practical rather than formal and disciplinary.

1085. Kennedy, Leo R. Retention of certain Latin syntactical principles by
first and second year Latin students after various tbne intervals. Dottor's,
1030. Nebraska. 298 p. ms.

The Pressey test in Latin syntax was given to high-school students at various stages
'in their study of Latin, and was repeated after intervals varying from three months b
a year. A very complete analysis of retention was made for each pupil and for 'sell
item of the test. A considerable degree of retention was found.

1086. Knight, Blanche. Latin as viewed by Latin students In Norfolk high
school. Master's, 1981. Nebraska. 56 p. ms.

Questionnaire study of why 468 high school students had studied Latin; why 223 of
them had not taken all the Latin available in the Norfolk, Nebr., high schools; and
whether, if the opportunity were presented again, these 463 students would, or would
nqt, elect Latin again, and why.

1087. Ladd, Robert Lee. A study of the Latin currietila of certain teachers'
colleges. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 76 p. Ins.

A study was made of catalogues from 49 4tyestr Elute teacheib! ts of
State departments of education, standards of the North Central
secondary schools and the American aisoeiation of teaehirs etas,
tion of the Ciassical investigation, and elit1111 ret,itt Uttibttoddi;
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of the 35 teachers colleges which provide for a major in Latin, Bit have the facilities for
the training of tiecondary teachers of .Latin, according to the state laws for the certifi-
cation of teachers, the standards of tbe North Central association of colleges and second-
ary schools, the standards of the American association of teachers colleges, and the
recommendations of the Classical investigation. The p6or1y equipped prospective second-
ary teacher will be among those graduates who complete a minor or less 'in Latin. A
better standard of state certification laws is the greatest immediate need to insure
definite and high quality of training in tbe teaching fields of prospective teachera of the
general pr " blanket " certificate.

1 Lee, Athena ¿ones. An experiment in classroom procedure in ex-
ploratory Latin. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of this study was to try a classroom procedure which had been sug-
gested as one of a group of procedures connected with a plan for developing compe-
tence in thinking. Four groups, classified according to mental age and treated as two
pairs, were used in the experiment. The group of higher mental age was the control
group of each pair. A questionnaire was used with the pupils to learn from the con-
trol groups how they study, and from the experimental groups both how they study
and whether the experimental method used caused increued amount of study showing
a greater degree of self responsibility or a less amount of study because the teacher did
not see the work. The results favored the experimental side consistently, indicallig that
common work with fildividual rating of results has merit ss a classroom procedure; bring-
ing learning by imposing on the student the necessity of thinking for himself.

1089. Lee, Iosephine Lilian. An achievement test for second year Latin.
Master's, 1930. Indiana. 99 p. MS.

The problem was to develop an achievement test for tenth grade Latin in the high
schools of Indiana *filch- will meet the needs of the present program in second year
Latin, supplement the test for ninth grade Latin already developed, and conform to the
qualities required for standard achievement tests.

1090. Lincoln, Abraham Lucius. Individualized instruction in first' year
Latin. Doctor's, 1931. Rutgers. 158 p. ms.

1091. Linkfield, Hazel Frances. The construction of objective tests for ¡list
year Latin. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1092. McCormick, Elizabeth. Methods of teaching Latin vocabularies.
Master's, 1981. Pain. State.

This is a comparison between the drill method of teaching vocabularies and the inci-
dental method. A correlation was worked out between vocabularies and general appre-
ciation of Latin.

1093. Murphy, Arthur James. Latin in ihe junior college. Master's, 1930.
Brown.

1094. Pace, Virginia. Correlation between two-year Latin vocabulary and
the Spaiiish word book. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 334 p. ma.

This study was made to determine the advisability of pupil studying two years of
Latin in high school before studying Spanish. Findings : 57 per cent of the Spanish and
Latin words used were alike etymologically and semantically. From these figures it
seems that Latin is a worth-while foundation for Spanish. j.

1095. Pear, Aldean. Critical study of certain dist+ear Latin textbooks.
Master's, 1931. Michigan.

1096. Rainey, Dorothy Genevieve. The cumulative effect of figures of speech
on stylistic beauty and power in Vergil's Aeneid. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

1097. Beading, Pa. Public schools. Prognosis study of pupils electing
Latin. 1980. 2 p.

1098. Schmitt, Brother Oswald. A controlled experiment on the teaching of
the Latin nonn iihd verb forms by the formal and the informal method. Mas-
ter's, 1981. Notre Dame.

1099. Waterman, Florence. Studies and tests on Virgil's Aeneid. Cam-
bridge, Maass, Harvard university press, 1930. 122 p. (Harvard bulletins in
educi4ion, no. 17.)
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1100. William, Brother A. Latinthe true basis of liberal education.
ter's, 1931. Boston ColL T1 p. ma

1101. Woerner, Myrtle Pried*. A study of the teaching of junior high school
Latin. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 68 p.

1102. Woodford, Burton Hadley. Trends in Latin from the early middle
ekes to 1931. Master's, 1931. WichIta. 166 p ma.

1103. Woodring, Maxie Nave anti Sabin, Frances E. Enriched teaching of
Latin in the high school. A source boék for teachers of Latin listing low Cost
illustrative and supplementary material& New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 144 p. (Enriched teaching series, no. 6.)

1161. Wright, Wendell W. A study of the., Indiana Latin achievement taiga.
In High school principal's conference, Indiana university. Proceedings, 1930.
p. 44-61. (Indiana university bulletin, voL 7, no. 2, November 1930.)

The test was used by a large number of schools at the end of the 1929-30 school yea.Approximately 400 pupils' papers were secured from classes in small, medium, and lap
sized schools selected at random. The average per cent of achievement on all of the 2U
items was 51 per cent.

See also 584-

MODERN LANGUAGIE

1105. Abramowitz, Noah. Trend in the experimental studies in modem
foreign language& Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 111 p. ms.

Survey of experimental studies in the literature (1917-June 1830) dealing with tieobjectives, content, methods, and prognostic and achievement testing in modern foreign-language instruction.
1106. Baron, Samuel. The psychological basis of vocabulary teaching in

foreign-language instruction. Master's, 1931. ColL of the City of N. Y. 96 p.Formulation of psychological principles Involved In the learning of a foreign lanirulltThe author applies these principles specifically to vocabulary instruction. Conclusion:(1) Tbe elementary student inevitably reinterprets foreign-language material in terms atestablished linguistic habits and symbolic processes in his mother tongue; (2) sadunconscious translation is the only means by which be comes to understand a foreigalanguage ; and (3) the real nature of this implicit process must be understood by tbeteacher in order to make his teaching most effective.
1107. Bewley, Ruth Lynette. Spanish course of study for the Everett high

schooL Master's, 1931. Washington. 56 p. ma
The study includes objectives, procedure, and content of Spanish I, II, III, and IV.
1108. Booth, Russell Brawn. Status of French in Georgia accredited high

schools. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 1). Ina-
From a survey of public accredited high. schools of Georgia -to ascertain tbe status IIFrench in each, it was found that Trench, Spanish, and German are taught, but that Freedis more prevalent than either of the other two languages.
1109. Brayton, Laura. A form re the existing conditions in regard to

modern- : placement. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.no purpose of the study was to determine the existing conditions la the placement etmodern languages in public schools.
1110. Brown, Irby Evelyn. lAboratory exercises for Las primers' lecciones

de Espanol. Master's, 19BL Peabody. 60 p.
1111. Buda, Robert. A French cultural test. Master's, 1981. Ooll. of the

City of N. Y. 58 p. ma.
The anther constructed a Irreisch cultural test and adminiatered It to several b*school and college French classes. Although cultural information was obtained egyincident:any in tbe classroom, the test differentiated\ between those wbo studied Treedfor a longer or shorter period of time. In *Mete niti high-abed classes tis besot dif-ferentiated between the 154-year and the 4-year group*.
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Cheydleur, Frederic D. A preliminary &fort on the use of placement
tests in modern languages at the University of Wisconsin, 1928-1930. Modern
language journal, 15:28240, January 1931. (Reprinted.)

Tbe tests used in modern languages at Wisconsin in 1VM OM 1929 for placement
purposes were the American council alpha tests in French, Spanish, and German. The
French form, which resembles the other two, is made up of four parts : A vocabulary
section of 75 items of the multiple-choice type and based on Henmon's 400,000 watt
count ; a grammar section of 50 items; a silent reading section consisting of seven care-
fay graded selections with 28 questions on them to be answered in English to teat com-
prehension ; and a free composition part, based on a picture, to be corrected or scored
by means of a composition scale. The history of 395 entrants in French, 65 in Spanish.
and 71 in German, all of September 1928 was followed through for one semester to
learn the value of the tests: The predictive value of the tests was established. The
final grades of the students showed that their immediate classification by the results of
the American council alpha French test administered in September 1928 would have been
justified.

1113. Dora, Esther Ain& An analysis of the professional literature relating
to the teaching of French. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 75 p.

A review of books, and other literature, relating to the teaching of French

of in course content, testing procedures, and teacher training.
States,Pe=19such aspects as its history, aims, and values, methods

1114. Eckstat, Charles. Reading as an oblective in the teaching of French
in secondary schools, with special applicátion to New York City. Master's,
1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 48 p.

A surrey of recent investigatiOns into the objectives, results, and the importance of
reading In modern-language teaching. Conclusions : A 2-year language course can give,
at best only a reading knowledge of the language studied.

1115. Eisenlohr, Henrietta S. Laboratory exercises for Vos's Essentials of
German. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers [1931). 00
p. ms.

Conversational exercises were made to pacilltate the learning of the German language.
1116. Featly, Edna L. Production of a graded reading list for high school

German classes. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 26 p. ma.
1117. Fife, Robert Herndon, comp. A summary oCreports on the modern

foreign languages, issued by tlie Modern foreign language study and ¡the Cana-
dian committee on modern languages, with an index to the reports. New York,
The Macmillan company, 193L 261 p.

This summary is in no wise intended to 41oe the place of the reports of the modern
foreign language study and the Canadian committee on modern languages, but to indi-
cate their character and to direct those whose time is limited to the topics of their
particular interest. After an account of the organisation and progress of Use inquiry, an
effort is made to give a brief analysis of each of the volumes, and to show the contribution
which each makes to our knowledge of present conditions in modern-language teaching
and to their improvement.

1118. fountain., Julia Bello. An analysis of the Columbia research bureau
French test with a view to shortening it for moiré effective use at Northwestern
university. Master's, 1930. Northwestern.

1119. Graham, Verdi' lath. The cultural content of elementary Spanish
readers commonly used In high school& Master's, 1981. Colorado.

1120. Grebanier, Karl J. Reading comprehension in French and its possible
measurement litaatees, 1981. Coll. of the city of N. Y. 102 p. ms.

Development and measuroasent reading comprehension la French. A simple test
is measurement of reading comprehension was constructed. Conclusions : The modified
direct ¡Bethel moan to be best ter the teach*.of reading. There are certali types of
questions widek are via coonos la reading lessens and measurement. The .yequency

occurreseo la the voeabsiary ot the tout and ciao work kJ lasportest.
1121. (hover, C. CI. Oakland classification text in French,* Part IOona-

prehension. Oakland, Cant, Public schools, 1911. 6 Ix nis.
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1122. Grover, C. C. Oakland classification test in Spanish, Part I--Compre.
hension. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 5 p.

1123. Hill, Margaret E. Construction and analysis of tests in French cover-ing first three years of the Cleveland plan of teaching French. Master's, 1981Western Reserve. 137 p. ms.
1124. Hood, Helen Vander Veer. A report on the American council Spanishtest as used with B10 Spanish classes. Alhambra, Calif., City schools [1930].The American council Spanish test was given to all 13i0 Spanish classes in May 1030kFindings: The B10 class showed improvement over previous classes in vocabulary andgrammar, but it was still below standard in silent reading.
1125. Huse, Howard Russell. The learning of foreign languages. Doctor's,

1931. Chicago. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago libraries, 1931. 19 p,
(Reprinted from " The Psychology of foreign language study," University of
North Carolina press, Chapel Hill, 1931.)

The study shows that there is no present agreement universalised in practice as towhat to teach ; there is no agreement and little scientific information as to how bestto teach any details of the subject; a determipation.-of these points has been compli-cated by dozens of different aims. The direct values are relatively unimportant; the indi-rect values are uncertain of attainment, and not necessarily dependent on the subjectmatter itself.
1126. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high

schools. Part 6, Foreign languages. Topeka, 1930. 38 p.
1127. Lavrischeff, T. L and Rutledge, R. E. Studies in some phases ofteaching foreign language in some of the Oakland public schools. Oakland,

Calif., Public schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.
The study shows that teachers of foreign languages are well qualified; and that theiraverage length of teaching experience%is 10% years.
1128. tLegalli, Mrs. Evangeline. Correlation between various foreign lan-

guages and English, with intelligence held constant. Master's [1931]. Penn.
Sta te.

A study of at least 500 cases at Pennsylvania State college.
1129. Mead, Bernice C. Correlation of certain non-Intellectual traits with

achievement in high school French. Master's, 1931. Ohio Wesleyan.
A study by simple correlation of achievements, measured by American council betaFrench test; of traits measured by Wooduorth-Mathews personal data sheet ; and PresseyX-0 test. Findings: Two low positive and one negative correlation.
1130. Meade, Ruth Elizabeth. Preparation of supplementary reading ma-

terial for first-year French. Master's, 1980. Iowit.
1181. Mitchell, Helen Elizabeth. Scaled achievement tests for the scientific

method in beginning French. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 181 p. ms.
The study involved the construction of objective graded and scaled tests of the com-

pletion-sentence type to provide adequate measurements of achievement in ,firstyearFrenck grammar. These tests comprehend the contents of Part I, La famille Dupontand first French book, by Louis Marchand. They include 25 tests of the completion-sentence type, their retests, and keys for oNectivity of scoring.
1182. New York (State) Education depaitanent. Tentative syllabus in mod-

ern foreign language. Albany, N. Y., University of the State of New York press,
1930.- i38 P.

11.38. Newton, Pauline Lydia. The status of modern languages in the
junior colleges of Kansas. Master's, 1930. Kans. ,St. T. C., Emporia, 112
p. 2112.

A survey of the status of modern tanguape in the junior colleges of Kauai.
1184. Osborn, .11orence Manley. A study of the training and classroom

methods of teachers of French In tbe secondary schools and junior collhges of
Paptornia. Master's, 1981. Southern California. 92 p.
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1135. Parker, Jessie Allen. An investigation of the progress in the com-
prehension of French through silent reading. Master's, 1931. North Carolina.
(For abstract see no. 710.)

The American council alpha French was given to the three sections of freshman French
at Campbell college. Sections A and C were controlled sections and were taught by the
oral-translation method. Section B was the experimental section and was taught by the
silent-reading method. The results showed that in tbe vocabulary test the experimental
section made the greater gain. In the grammar test, and the silent-reading test, the
controlled section made the greater gain. _

1136. Pennsylvania. Department of public instruction. Courses of study
in modern languages. French, German, Spanish. Harrisburg, 1930. 71 p.
(Bulletin 55.)

1137. Bosenfelder, Fannie. An experiment in direct method. Louisville,
Ky., Board of education, 1931. 1 p. ms.

Findings: The interest of the direct-method class in the desire to speak the language
was greater than that of the other French classes.

1138, Ross, Maurice B. Spanish tests for the H9 grade. San Diego, Calif.,
City schools, 1931. 4 p. ma.

A study oearticulation in the teaching of SpanislNatiSan Diego city junior and senior
high 'schools.

1139. Sazimartino, Peter. Improvement curves in the comprehension of
printed French and in the acquisition of French vocabulary. Doctor's, 1931.
New York. 231 p. MS.

The purpose 'of the study was to establish learning curves in significant phases of
language learning. Findings : A plateau was found during the first five weeks or so

eacil semester ; progress was usually steady thereafter; with an upward spurt during
last two weeks.

1140. Sawder, Leta. Gradation of six Spanish texts. Master's, 1931. Pea-
body. 63 p. ms.

The following texts were used : Chispitas, Amalia, E Capitan Veneno, Un Verano en
Espafia, José, .and Marianela. Findings : The texts ranked as listed above according to
the number of new words in the vocabulary beyond first 3,000.

1141. Scott, Rebecca Davis. Laboratory exercises for Cours pratique de
français pour commercants (De Sauze). Master's, 1931. Peabody.

It was found that laboratory exercises consisting of oral-visual dialogue 'drills to ac-
company first lessons will result in a high percentage of effective students.

1142. Smith, Lula. Laboratory exercises for Camerlynck's France : Pre-
mMre aunt* de Français. -Master's, 1981. Peabody. 48 p.

The exercises are based on the vocabulary and grammar contained in the text. They
are to aid the study of beginning French and to improve pronunciation, conversation,
and grammar.

1143. Stinebsugh, Virgil, and Hussey, John Er Tentative courses of study
in modern languages for the secondary schools in Indiana. Indianapolis, Ind.,
State department of public instruction, 1930. 118 p. (Bulletin no. 10002)

1144. Weber, Nelle X. A critical study of the sectioning in upper and lower
group classes in first semester Spanish at Wisconsin, 1980-1961. University of
Wisconsin, Madison. 1111144,

Bee also 240, 588, 2948.
MATHEMATICS

1145. Baker, Marion Long. Testing programs in the mathematics depart-
ment of the high schools of Los Angeles, Calif. Master's, 1981. Southern
California.4 .161 p.

1146. Bury, Josephine. Mathematics and its contribution to culture.
Master's, 1011. Boston Coll. 44 p. mi.

a
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1147. Bridges, W. A. Mathematics ability of pupils entering junior high
school. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 82 p.

Tests of achievement in fundamental operations with integers, decimals, and fractionswere given. The degree of mastery of the fundamental operations with integers, decimals,and fractions, for pupils who are finishing the sixth grade, is extremely low, as shownby data of this investigation.
1148. Butler, Charles H. Mastery of certain mathematical concepts bypupils at the junior high school level. Doctor's, 1931, Missouri. 117 p.The study covers 63 mathematical concepts and includes test results from 2,039pupils in grades 7 to 12 inclusive. Of these 1,658 were in grades 7 to 9 inclusive.Findings: On the whole, pupils enter the seventh grade with nearly one-third of thesemathematical concepts mastered and leave the ninth grade with over one-third of themstill unmastered. Junior high school organization seems to have no effect upon masteryof these mathematical concepts. Tbere is a great difference in the degree of mastery ofthe concepts by pupils within any given grade. Boys show a slight general superioritiover girls both in degree of mastery at a given grade level and in grade-to-grade improve-ment. Out-of-school experience is probably a very potett factor in affecting masteryof these concepts. Mastery of these concepts is positively relAted to mental age but isnegatively related to chronological age.
1149. Cairns, George J. An analytical study of mathematical. abilities. Doe-tor's,,1931. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic education press, 1931.

i.

104 p. (Catholic university of America, Educational research monographs,vol. 6, no. 3, April 15, 1931.)
In this Investigation ,of mathematical abilities, 18 tests were given to 191 boys inthe second year of 5 high schools in Detroit, Mich.
1150. Coates, James Dorland. A list of objectives in teaching senior highschool mathematics. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 53 p. ms.A list of objectives in the teaching of demonstratiVe geometry, intermediate algebra,and trigonometry.

*1151. Congdon, Allan Ray. Training in high-school mathematics essentialfor success in certain college subjects. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Ool. Univ. NewYork City, --Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 102 p. (Contributionsto education no. 403.)
Training in high-school mathematics is interpreted to include the various outcomesfrom the study of algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, such as facts, concepts, skills,general processes, and mettods of procedure. This investigation makes use a Oscar M.Stewart's Physics, a textbook for colleges, as the chief source of data. The mathematicalvocabulary used has been determined by a careful word count for the entire text; thesymbolism employed in the text has been examined, tabulated, and compared with thatof other texts in physics and chemistry ; the facts, concepts, skills, pneral proem's, andmethods of procedure which are used have been analysed and tabulated. Findings:College students dealing with quantitative data make use of an extensive symboliclanguage quite different from that used in highschool mathematics. The author lists anumber of subjects to which increased emphasis should be given if a student trainedin high-school mathematics is to be successful in the college subjects doling withquantitative data.
1152. Denver, Colo. Public schools. MathematicsJunior high school,grades 7A and 8A. 1931. 44 p. ma. .

This is a tentative course of study. The material is presented as a working basis fafurther revision in the light of actual classroom experimentation.
1153. Duane, John Alexander. Mathematics in secondary schools. Ma*ter's, 1931. Boston Coll. 27 p. ms.
1154. Mood, Edward John. The relation of mathematics to the science&Master's, 1981. Boston Coll. 86 p. ms.
1155. Halo, William R. A study of the mathematical processes used in 16gainful occupations in Nashville, Tenn. Doctor's, sai. Texas. 149 p.The purpose of this study was to discover and set forth, la an analytical form, thepractical use made of all types of mathematics ti the typical occupationii of dty UfaThe data, gathered by personal intervieus from tbe represestatives of sack of 11
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occupations, m tabulated and presented both analytically and statistically. Findings :
All branches of mathematia now required in our schools are actually used in the 18
occupations studied : arithmetic in all, algebra in 5, geometry and trigonometrY In es
calculus in 8.

1156. Hamilton, Paul North. A study of the relationship between the mathe-
matics placement tests and students' subsequent success in mathematical sub-
ject& Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This study was undertaken in an effort to compare and evaluate the predictive aspects
of the placement-test results, high-school records, and first-semester grades of the group
.of students entering the University of Pittsburgh in September 1928. The mathematics
records of 92 students who bad had three or more semesters' work in mathematics in
the University of Pittsburgh were investigated and a correlation worked out between
their first semester grades and the average of grades after the first.

1157. Healy, Aileen Marie. A test of achievement in junior high school
mathematic& Master's, 1981. Stanford.

1158. Kansas. State department of education. Course of study for high
schools. Part 3--Matbematics. Topeka, 1930. 42 p.

1159. Keenan, Henry Robert. *The aims in teaching mathematics in sec-
ondary schools. Master's, 1981. Boston Coll. 30 p. ms.

1160. Kestor, William Walden. General solution of the nth degree equation
having numerical coefficients. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 43 p. ms.

Suggests a method by which any of the s roots can be obtained. The method is no more
difficult or cumbersome than that of Newton or Homer ; it will solve any equation, when
tbe coefficients are known no matter whether they are real or complex, which is not tbe
cue with the methods of Newton or Homer. The mastery of the method enables one to
solve an algebraic equation of any degree.

1161. King, Dorothy Prescott. Suggested list of parallel readings for senior
high school mathematic& Master's, 1931. Peabody. 75 p.

Based on materials available in Peabody library. Gives annotations of 41 volumes and
175 articles from 30 magazines.

1162. Knoxville, Tenn. Public schools. Course of study in mathematics.
Junior high school of Knoxville, Tenn. 1931. 4 p. ms.

1163. Lori Beach, Calif. City schools. Long Beach mathematics inventory
test, grades 7-14. [19111.1 4 p.

Devised by David Segel and Dora D. Stoker.
1164. XcPheron, Margaret May. Principles, methods, and materials for

motivation of high school mathematics. Master's,' 1981. Peabody. 154 p. ms.
Includes a study of psychological and educational principles, an outline of methods (in-

cluding classroom work, supplementary material, and extracurricular activities), and an
organisation of materials, which may be used in motivating the presentation of high-school
Algebra and geometry, together with an annotated bibliography.

1165. Moore, Wilbert Swan. A study of the development of mathematical
concepts of arithmetic, algebra, and plane geometry. Master's, 1930. Ohio.
(For abstract see no. 712.)

A study was made of tbe development of mathematical concepts in arithmetic, algebra,
and plane geometry using three objective tests on the technicstl vocabulary of these
subjects.

1166. Napier, Alice. Alexandrian mathematics of interest to high-school and
college student& 1981. Peabody. 86 p. ms.

Include, blograpbles and works of the great matbematiciiils who either taught or
were educated ba Alexandria from BOO IL C. to 541 A. D. conclusion : To know this
period ot suttbemiatiedt Nam is et Wald, importance to student* of mathematics.

net Nichols, Trod C. Objective supervision of nine-year mathematic&
Master' 1931. Iowa. 182 p. ma.

1168. North Carolina education association. Research and study commit-
tee of ths L.,.._.,.... 'tags teacher's association. Mathematics in the hiéh-schools
of North ¡Weigh, N. O. [I9 .
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Questionnaires were mailed to white mathematics teachers throughout North Carolina.One hundred and eighteen were returned. Tbe study gives tbe different types of coursesof study, interesting projects carried on, supplementary material used, and a list oflibrary books.

11 . O'Rourke, J. M. The unit on angles in junior high school mathematics.
Master's, 1930. Chicago.

Reviews all available evidence in determining the content of the unit on angles hjunior high school mathematics; finds typical pupil difficulties in the learning ofsuch a unit ; and develops suggested methods of teaching.
1170. Plummer, T. H. A critical study of the nathematical abilities desired'

by business executives. Master's, 1981. Ohio. 51 p. ms.
Compares demands of business men with the ideas of textbook writers as expressed bytheir books. Findings The junior high school mathematics should offer arithmetic,algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. Arithmetic should be given more attention in thejunior high school. Too many writers are dropping the fundamental operations of arith-metic with the elementary school. Business men say too many of our people come tothem poorly prepared in fundamentals of arithmetic.
1171. Repath, Ruth Marie. An analysis of the problem-solving difficulties of

eighth grade students in general mathematics. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-fornia. 56 p.
A statistical trea4ment of test results for the purpose of analysing and remedying themost common difficulties.
1172. Richeson, Mary Annie. Ponstruction and partial standaidizatiob of a

ninth grade matbematics test. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 79 p. ms.
Analysis of ten universally used textbooks. Tests were given to 470 white children and54 Negro children. Findings: Of the 470 white children tested there was a range in scoreson Form A from 2 to 92, on Form B from 2t, to 82. The coefficient of correlation ob-tained by correlating the scores made on Form A and Form B was .81. The messscore made on Form A was 86.92 on Form B, 37.56, while the median scores were 37.84and 88.28, respectively. The percentile distribution of scores given shows that while 10per cent of the pupils on-whom Ow norms are based did not exceed a score af 15.50 osForm A or a word of 16.87 on Form B, 90 kr cent of the pupils did not exceed a scoreof 60 on Form A or a score of 58,88 on Form B.
1173. Robinson, R. T. The achievement of Junior and nonjunior school pupils

In senior high school mathematics. Master's, 1931. Colo. St T. C.The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of the training received hjunior and nonjunior schools upon achievement in the mathematics prerequisite to collegeentrance.

1174. Rosecrans, Helen Diary. An analytical comparison of recent text-
books in junior-high school mathematics. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 72 p. ins.

1175. St. Louis, ?do. Public schools. Mathematics. Revised tentative
course of study and service bulletin. Mathematids for kIndergarten and grade
one through six. 1930. 46 p. Public school messenger, 28: no. 10, November
21, 1930. (Curriculum series.)

1176. Schultz, Louis Z. Mathematics of home mechanic& Master's, 19/11.
Iowa. 68 p. ma.

1177. Seidlin, Joseph. A critical study of the teaching of elementary college mathematics. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 19814 107 .p. (Contributions to educatio.n, no.
482.)

An analysis of classroom procedures in the teaching of elementary college mathematic%in order to determine : (1) The methods of procedure; (2) to what extent Neal;modern principles of education are employed or violated ; (8) likely oriteg* tØ. goalteaching; (4) to what extent examinations constitute " the interest and balintive";(6) the use of the textbook ; and (6) the use of the oiestion as a medium of instruct),
1
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1179. Taylor, Sarah Edon. The effects of classifying college students in
mathematics. Doctor's, 1981. Illinois,

1180. Woods, Robert William. A study of textbooks in general mathematics.
Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

1181. Wright, Otis L. Individual tests in mathematics. Louisville, Ky.,
Board of education, 1931. 9 p. me.

Tbe tests consist of groups of abort teats on three levels for the various units of work
in mathematics.
Agee also 588, 599, 188, 1401, 1410, 1425, 14* net 2108, 2968.

LUTE zitrao

1182. Beadles, Elmer. A. study of time allotments in arithmetic in the ele-
mentary schools of Indiana. Master's, 1980. Indiana. 88 p. ms.

In an effort to determine the actual practice regarding time allotments in arithmetie
In grades 1 to 8, inclusive, in school units of all sizes in Indiana, the average length, of
the school day and the average length of the recitation period in arithmetic, and to
what extent practice pads, or work books, are used in schools of all sizes, 'data from
more than 1,000 .questionnaires were grouped according to the size of the .school unit
from which they came, and averages found and comparisons made between schools in
different groups. Findings.: The length of the school day was found to vary consid-
erably from group to group; th average length of the recitation period in arithmetic
varied from 16 minutes in grede 1 to 28 minutes in grade 8; the larger the unit the
greater the per cent of the day', this allotted to the recitation of arithmetic; it is
generally agreed that the use of pried& pads it very helpful in teaching arithmetic.

1183. Blumberg, itoitn Otto. Piopertlei a a certain type or continued frac-
tion. Master's, 1!.;1. Pittsburgh.
.1181 Bogne, Mattis Mine Analyfils of Instructional and drill units in ad-

vanced arithmetic text,. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 156 p. ms.
1185. Brooks, James Irving: 411 comparative study of the completion and

multiple choice test in arithmetic. Master's, 1930. Virginia.
1186. Buswell, G. T. and John, Lenore. The vocabulary of' arithmetic.

Chicago, ID., University of ClAcageo, 1931. 146 p. (Supplementary educationalP

monographs, Aux 88.) . .

The purpose Investigates Was to study the nature and the development of eon-cepts of technical and maltechnleal terms in the arithmetic of, the first six grades.
1187. Butterfield, Charles. The amount of arithmetic a child needs to know

in order to lead i!iteLligentLy as, 'elementary geograPhy book two. Master's,
UAL Michigan. .

11 Calhoun, EL Ai comparative study- of time allotment in teaching
arithmetic. Masteti E111111. -Peabody. 84 p. me.

A study of 'oni grade (0004tt) in NorWood elementary school, with 109 pupils,showed no eignilleint 4111sOicsi winder arithmetic wu taught three 60-minute periods
per week or five etkatusto per week,

11 Caws, What, B .Antanalytical and comparative study o( the vocabu-
lary commonly used in iintilergt !arithmetic textbooks for the fifth grade. Silts°
ter's, 191$14! PittsbUrgb, law abstract Me no. 715.)

The study endeavors.b) etestromat.b14 segestlei fiway a voeabulary that will represent
the exact wok,* itaAltiocif babis used Um, latest, and test fifthgrade arithiatie bn autekeé toditi.; ikid to evaluate aPlittic°41171 "If ,FrOtas0vocabulary' tritatioi 6twaisk.ilett16'41iiortittni''witit tist4' wtth Otbi*
word lists., The *tedIaalee_: deor **odd toehiniailsai I ikI nsUtt tisinit t
parts of the eialel0fv0110114.r "PI late c..42 in :44. ICh aier be cionteitherseparated trap taw. (1.110004 tyogiolplagy ..11$ ,of ues. most Oman t ,words, arrangedin the i -4: .1441*.Argeosaffeatitlit Tkoindilto plan. ot spoloalo extended
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1190. Caywood, James Alexander. A critical analysis of a series of arita.
metics for grades three to eight. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

1191. Chidester, L. B. Some experiments in linear bisection. Master's, 1931.Ohio. 38 p. ms.
1192. Cocke, Olive. The value of arithmetic workbooks in the elementiingrades. Master's, 1931. Occidental.
1193. Couch, Mary Irene. Achievement in arithmetic of children in SavedDay Adventist parochial schools. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 88 p. ms.The Illinois examination wu used in this study. There was little difference in tbeachievement in arithmetic between public school children and the Seventh Day Adventistparochial school children. There was some variation with respect to diff t sectionsof the country.
1194. Drennan, L. T. The administration of problem solving

Muter's, 1931. Ohio. 56 p. ms.
A study .to determine whether or not students, if taught a few problems well, eutransfer the knowledge gained to other problems not taught. Findings : In all exped.mesas made, the group taught a few problems well were as able to solve the untaagitproblems as the group taught in the traditional manner. In all experiments exceptingone, the group _taught in the experimental way proved more efficient than the one trainedin the old way. Hence, the conclusion tbat arithmetic need not be a study of maysimilar problems, but a thorough study of a few typical problems.

arithmetic

1195. Ernst, William X. An objective appraisal of illustrations in fourtbgrade arithmetic texts. Master's, 1. 1. Iowa. 92 P.
1196. Fairbanks, Earl. Concrete supervisory program in arithmetic. Mas.ter's, 1 1. Iowa. 75 p. ms.
1197. Pialkow, Aaron. An evaluation and analysis of the results of BOWinvestigations pertaining to the habits involved in the addition of integersof elementary school children. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y.128 p. Ms.
Survey and evaluation of investigations dealing with habits in addition in the tkirdand fourth grade. The ecbnIques in tbese studies are critically evaluated an4 thinis a careful analysis of unkonomical habits of work. Findings: There is need for reformin the teaching et arithmetic. There are many typical errors which children make Wisesadding. A need for adequate remedial measures bayed on diagnobtit studies Was fount
1198. Fields, Carl Lee. Relation of arithmetic to ichievement In algebitand geometry. Master's, 1981. Peabody. 59 p. ma.
A study of present curricular tendencies, inVolving an extended teithig programotgroups taking first-year algebra in London, Ky. Findings: There was a tendency itorthose pupils who bad relatively high ability in arithmetic to achieve a comparatively higkdegree of success in algebra. The arithmetic ability was found to bear &light relation totheir achievements in geometry. A cour6ination of the faCtor of arithmetig ability withthat of Intelligence proved to be a better measure by which to predict meow In WOalgebra and geometry than either of those factors considered separately. The multi*correlation of achievement in algebra with the combined factors in intelligence and abilftyin arititmedc was 0.74±0.08. The multiple correlation of achievement in geonietry withthe oasahlneti factors of intelligence and ability in, airitlisnetic was 044±0.104 f.
1199. Forbes, Raymond Eugene. The improvenitat ot the teaching of rat-Boning problems in arithmetic. Master* 1081.. Oklahoma;
1200. 'Puente', Pernando & A critical anialOIS pf t brim* o Viol8 whiff,were committed by fourth i!*1 seventh grade puliilmaittsecond-yeaF students ofthe high and normal schools In the Philippine educational achievement tests,series A, arithmetic. Manila, P. 1, Bureau of vdtteltkot, 19814Twelve hundred ninetyfive test booklet* aad Su e4141 inipaer of 'otititeli papers !ere=mined and analysed to glad out the varkus types st bin* 'procettnies w, 'the Milsemploy la solving t Windfigi Sows thip* ot Wes; closet's)imputation were d1eo,ered, arid the berleilt. lit stediliti th:frOlir PhaVing the same Ere of uslialoa bri'' s '',41; :.%,t1)(-"! ,:"*L""t :2.'1 I 06. %: it SE, t 1. I'oft Oa PlIvt C*1 (' t a. k:41' r- t pla
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1201. Goodhue, Xinnie W. Relation of achievement in arithmetic and in

high-school mathematics. Master's [1931]. Chicago.
Comparison of achievement of 283 high-school pupils in arithmetic and In algebra andgeometry as measured by standardised tests.
1202. Gorman, Frank H. Some facts con rning changes in content and

methods of "arithmetic. Doctor's, 1931. MISIJOh1. 145 p.A critical, detailed investigation of the content textbooks in arithmetic for elemen-tary schools, copyrighted in the quadrenniums 1907-1910, 1917-1920, and 1927-1930.Findings: Textbooks copyrighted since 1926, in general, have eliminated such topics asfinding prime factors; finding .the greatest common divisor and least common multiple;the use of cancellation in sol+tng many types of problems; certitin exercises with complexfractions; the tables of troy and apothecaries weights; dividin compound numbers ; andpainting and plastering units.
1203. Greene, Xyrtle. The possible extent for development of concepts inother subjects through incidental problems of arithmetic. Master's, 1931.Michigan.
1204. Haden, Marie. A history of our numerals and decimal system of

numeration. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 41 p.
Findings: (1) Man in his earliest stages of development possessed number sense andmade use of %is Angers and toes for counting, and of tally marks or strokes for recordingnumbers; (2) the ancient civilised nations, the Babylonians, Egyptians, Greeks andRomans employed the decimal system of notation, but only the Babylonians made use ofthe principles of local value; (8) there is no evidence that the early civilized nationspossessed a symbol for zero, its invention being attributed to the Hindus about the secondcentury B. C. (4) our nine numerals with the zero were introduced into Europe by thetwelfth century, but our present system of numeration4developed from the fifteenth tothe seventeenth eenturies; the words million, billion, and trillion having been generallyaccepted 6y the eighteenth ; (5) the use of the decimal fraction was explained by SimonBtevin in 158. Since that date many changes in the notation have been made, and evenat the presen time there is no universal 'system.
1205. Hamb ck, Fitzhugh. A study of transfer in the case of simple addi-tion facts in terms of varying degrees of intelligence. Masfres-, 1931. Colo.Bt. T. O.
This investigation was made to determine the amount of transfer among pupils atvarious levels of Intelligence, learning simple addition combinations under a standardmethod of instruction.
1206. HUI, Florence. Sttidy of arithmetic achIeveinent iì grade B5 of alarge city System. Master's, 1931. Origon. 55 p. ms.

Hoffman, William Edward. Fraction drills as a measure of progress.Mast 1981. Wisconstn.
1208. I k, Charles E. Number psychology. Master's, 1931 North Dakota.1209. Honball, A. B Revision of arithmetic course of study, grades 1 to 4.Ban Jose, Calif., Pub0c 'Owls,. 1981. 86 p.
1210, Howard, Berman B. Correlation betwee reading and arithmetic.Master's, 1981. New York. 68 p. ma.
The purpose of this Investigation was to determine the relation between the ability tosolve problems in . arithmetic and the ability to comprehend in reading as found in. thegirth grade ot the Oubik sebbols of Highland Park, Texas, in 1929-80.
1211. Safer's*, Urban' B. Relit!** difficulty of subject matter of ten recentthird grade arítimeties. Maiters, 1931: Wisconsin.
1212. JohnsontitOttiet: the Math* difileulty in learning the milland division facts together or Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C. 80 P.

bt1213.. Kent, &gins; Pétifsont Mow. Istbar, atsd Grover, 'O. C. Oaklandarithmetic tests for. grades 8 and t Oaki1414 OM, Public schools. 1181*The test was constriNted,Ar aus .44141yesient in arithmetic la Padoili a. sad, 44It consists it etivw *Ms 'A Vit *4 'tilt of Tocabuisary, Sad ofraeipaafts .
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114 RICSAARCE STUDIES IN EDUCATION
4

14. Kramer, Sistir Mary Immaculata. Permanence of improvement and
the ItributIon of learning in addition and subtraction. Doctor's, 1931. Cath-
olic niv. Washington, D. 13., Catholic university of America, 1931. 88 p. (Ed-
ucati nal research bulletins, vol. 5, nos. 9 and 10.)

Bib iograithy : p. 79-81.
Ttite study is concerned primarily with the retention of gains made by children as e

result,of drill in the processes of addition and subtraction while they are participating
in regular classroom work. Findings: The most economical procedure in the fixation of
num4eivassoc1at1ons is spirited competitive written drill; shorr drill periods as limited
as three minptes daily are more conducive to economical learning than are periods of
double or triple this length ; distributed learning periods give greater permanence of re.
sults for total amount of time spent in drill than do concentrated time periods tor
learning ; older children have a greater retentive power for such skills than have younger
children.

4

1215. Lamb, Theldon. Amount of ari metic necessary for a child tv know
in order to read intelligently a fifth grade hygiene book. Master's, 1931.
Michigan.

1216. Louth, Mary de Bales. Units of measurement In industry. Master's,
1931. Boston Univ.

A study of the units of measurement used in: (1) Purchase, (2) marufacture, and (3)
sale, by five large !manufacturing companies in or near Providence, R. I., and also the
per cent of employees using each of three degrees of accuracy in measurement.

1217. Lowary, Oakmap Hess. Errors in long division. Master's, 1930.
Ohio. (For abstract' see no. 712.)

This thesis was based upon the errors made on weekly test papers by children in the
4A grade at Parmelee school, Youngstown, Ohio. The study was carried on during three
semesters with three different groups of children taught by two different teachers. The
total enrollment for the three claw' was 95.

1218. McBride, Clara Agaiha. Counting and counters in arithmetic in grades
5 and 6. Master's 1981. Peabody. 101 p. ms.

1

A study of characteristics of addition examples which lead to counting and of chi'.
dren which predispose them to tount when they add. Findings: (1) Certain chime-
teristics of examples seem to lead to an unueual amount of coupting; (2) practice of
counting is found to be a complicated form .of behavior into which many factors enter
as causes.
4;4219. McCall, Beth A. The contribution to skill in iirttAmetic made by a
study of the use of a calculating machine. MasteF's, 1931. Southern California.
69 p.

This it. a single group experiment with 25 junior-college students enrolled in aa
practice class, over a perioa of one school year, with appropriate pre-tests and endTtests
before-and after the course in dike machines.

.

1220. Missouri. Stite department of education» Coursefi of stitdy for
mentary schools. Teaching arithmetic. Jefferson City, 1116,1930:' 142 p.

The material in this bulletin was prepared after a 'careful studilof published resarch on
various phases of arithmetic procedure, the best state and city. ;alums of istudy, etc.

1.221. Moore, Louberta Lillian. The effectiveness otitolated drill in addi-
tion ati conditioned by certain iniontives. Maater's, 1931. Cincinnati.

1222, Xprrison, Ervin.A. The measurement of textboolt illustration in fifth
¡hide arithmetic. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 88 p. ms.

A.

1V3. Nash, Barry * Arithmetic, West Allis, WWI Department 9. instroe.
tion, 1941. 21, p. .

1 A study of instruction in arithmetic with definite% 'suggestions 'for Imi;rcivenieut. Test;
and supervisory visits revealed. a (woes sectlon'et lastreetioi.

Neulen,' Leon Item'. Piobterd soliing In itrithmetit: i i) .o.f
Certain .factors ib the illocatlán 'of iatqtAmvttt iiroWitm's Invo1vg witior

cr

niot4
riasoiling 'step& 1octo4'1081, 't; C., doI. Univ. New York City, Teaches.
college, Columbia university, 1911. 87 p.. ( ntributionl; to eduegtiont no.
4811.)
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 115

The problem was to analyse courses of study in order to discover curret practice
in the grade placement of one or more reasoning steps in problem Rolir I n g ; to determine
the ability of the beginning, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade pupils to solve problems.
involving 1, 2, 3, and 4 steps; to discover what correlation exists between reeling ability
and arithmetic errors in problem solving not explained by computational difficulties ; to
discover an index of mastery in problem solving based upon errors due entirely to erratic
performance; to determine the correlation that exists between intelligence levels and
problem-solving ability ; to discover if there is a closer relationship between problem-
solving ability and general intelligence than between problem-solving ability and Rktil in
computation, etc. Data were secured from eourses of study ; test materials similar to
those found in currently used instructional material were used, and test results from
two-widely separated school aerie, involving approximately 3,000 pupils were obtained.
Data apPear to substantiate the conclusion that one of the universal weaknesses or
difficulties In our problem-solving work is the fact that we have attempted to measure
problem-solving ability in terms of getting the right answer in place of correct reasoning
abilities.

1225. Newland, T. Ernesi. A daft for the diagnosis of illegibilities in
arable numerals. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing company, 1931.

122 Oregon State teachers association. Objectives in arithmetic. Port-
land, 'Oreg., 1930.

This is a diagnostic study of the arithmetic teaching in Oregon schools with the object
of finding tits weak spots and determining upon remedies. pats were secured from the
courses of study in the United States, and questionnaires sent to Oregon citizens regarding
the-practicability of arithmetic that is being taught in Oregon.

1227. Osburno W. J. and Drennan, L. T. A new technique for problem
solving in arithmetic. Columbus, Ohio, State department of education, 1931.

1228. %Ind Foltz, P. J. Improvement and permanence of improvement
in fundamentals f arithitetic. Columbus, Ohio, State department of education,
1931. -

1229. Overman, lamp Robert. An experimental study of certain factors
affecting\ trartskr4of training in arithmetic. Baltimore, Md., Warwick and
York, 1931. 235 p. (Educational psychology monographs no. 29.)

An investigation of the effect of instruction in three types of qamples in 2-place addi-
tion upon the 'ability to handle closely related types in 3-place addition and in2 and 8 place subtraction, and to determine whether the amount of transfer Is a'function of the method of teaching. After an experimental testing of the general plan,it was used with le second grades in Toledo, one in Bowling Green, and 14 iil.Vindlay,
Ohio. The grades were divided into four groups, each group being taught by a 41fferen'tmethod. One hundred and twelve matched " quartets" were fortitd, 53 compbmd of girlsand 59 of boys. 'Data indicate that tbe four methods were about equally effective inproducing transfer to those twos of examples which did not 'Involve the difficulty ofplacing numbers baring different numbers of digits.

1230. Pulver, Isadore,L, The place of business arithmetic in thasbookkeeping
curriculum or a 'senior "bigb school; Mister's, 1930. New York. 54 p. ms.
(Abstract in/Research bulletin in commercial eduation, New York university,
2: 8-13, Ncemiler.1930.) f

. 4A determinatiOii .of tie
.

processes involved in bookkeeping. Tests of, high--school students' ability, showed that student* who have not liad business aritjunetie. doabout as Well iti latidents who ' la¡ive bad buliness arithmetic in a test on the arithiimstieof bookkeeping.'4 I
.

1231. ilk* 444,4 Tovir. and loran, T. G. A comparison of studies ou die
relative difficulty of the number -combinations. Washington, D. O., Catholic
education .preas, 1980. .26 10, (CtsitSolle university 4 Americat Educati9u.a1researe4 b#10*.** 6,

" The purpose of -.this bulletin is to review briefly the objective studies *bleb bate beenmade of the ¡rsIstive,, . tti milt 4i4of Ow tl:kndp.sateptig utu4lber..conitbin#tions in '110920e; toshow the 614t1' to' eh these stoat, at. in Wee-meat,. 4n1 io present 109rittildismay* iamb.' WW1 islieii Owls titSitisatilioilit '' è _
. fi, . I .., 4 i
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116 RESEAT STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Department of education, Baltimore, Md. Baltimore bulletin of education,
9: 5-7, September 1930.

This study is an attempt to determine certain facts basic to minimum standards of
promotion and revision of the course of study.

1233. Tentative course of study in arithmetic for prevocational
classes-supplement to course of study in arithmetic. Baltimore, Md., Depart.
ment of education, 1931.

Gives objespve and teaching procedures in arithmetic for prevocational pupils.
1234. Runyon, Prank. Pupil performance in mensuration. Master's, 1931

Iowa. 149 p. ms.
1236. Rutledge, R. E., Grover, C. C., and Vandergaw, Ida. Construction of

inventory test in H-2d grade arithmetic. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930.
7 p.

1236. Sala, Vincent. Denominate numbers used in the factories of New
Britain, Conn. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

A study of four large companies employing 2,776 men. Eighteen units were used for
specific purposes, and used alone, not in tables.

1237. Sangren, Paul V., and Reidy, Ann. Sangren-Reidy instructional toil
in arithmetic. Grades 2-8. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing com-

pany, 1931.
Grade 2 test, 8 p. ; grade 3 test, 8 p.; grade 4 test, 12 p.; grade 5 test, 20 p.; grade

6 test, 16 p.; grade 7 test, 8 p. ; grade 8 test, 8 p. Teachers handbook and manual of
instructions for Bangren-Reidy instegional tests in arithmetic grades 21-8 'Delwin,
44 p.

1238. Saunders, M. Olga. Tendencies in the arithmetic for grades 7, 8, and
9. Master's, 1931, Chicago. 113 p.

Sixty mathematics textbooks, published between 1920 and 1931, inclusive, were quan-
titatively analyzed. Thirteen significant tendencies were found.

1239. Seaton, Emma. Arithmetic needed for reading 10 readers, grade 5.

Master's, 1931. Michigan.
1240. Shull, Joseph H. An empirical cheèk 'the Spearman-Brown

prophecy formula. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 41 p. ms.
The object of the study was to test the Spearman-Brown formula for arithmetic prob-

lems. It was found that the formula gives a fairly reliable estimate. The tendency is
for overprediction.

1241. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Arithmetic course
of study for elementary grades. Pierre, 1931.

1242. Stacy, John Earle. A critical study of pupil accomplishment in de-
nominate numbers. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 107 p. ma.

1243. Stam, 1.4 W. Technique of study in elementary school arithmedc.
Master's, 1 1. Wisconsin.

124t Straitiff, Edgar V. A survey of work-books in arithmetic for the
intermediate grades. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

An attempt was made to show the amount, the nature, and the distribution of tlis
content material provided in arithmetic workbooks for tte intermediate ¡lades A tital '

of 25 workbooks used in this study, included 8 for the fourth grade, 9 for the
fifth ¡made, and 8 for the sixth grade. All of the authors of the Workbooki sum*
for the fourth grade are in agreement in placing emphasis on addition, subtriction,
tiplication, and division of whole numbers. There I. no unanimouagreemnt by Om
authors of the workbooks for the fifth grade'in placing denphasis on ar,ry particular typt
of content. Authors of the workbooks for the sixth grade are In sgmemeit I plat*
emphuis,on mixed decimals.

*1245. Stretch, Lorena B. The relation of probleM solving ability. in ar4 1
metic to comprehension in reading. Wetor'st 1013t. Peabody« Naalwilit
Tenn, George Peabody college for teachers, 1931. 47 p. (goiltriltAges .to.mda-
dlitiont no. 87.)
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OP CURRIOTTLITM 117
Tbe Pur Pose of this study was to increase, by special training, the problem-solving

ability of a group of elementary-school pupils and to determine the extent to which this
increase in problem-solving ability is related to the comprehension in reading of these
students. in experiment was conducted hi the fifth grade of the Sul Ross school inWaco, Texas, from February 24, 1930, to May 23, 1980. There were 32 pupils each inthe control and experimental groups.

1246. Suchanek, Minnie Moore. The interrelation of abilities in the addition
and subtraction of fractions and mixed numbers. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 145
P.

1247. ThomPson, I. L. Value of home work in arithmetic. Newburgh, N. Y.,
Public schools, 1931. 4 p. ms.

1248. Tichenor, George Emmons. A study of the relationships between
arithmetic ability and mechanical aptitude. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 76 p.

A study based on correlations between scores ou standardized arithmetic tests, 41-telligence scores, and the Detroit and Stenquist mechanical-aptitude tests, employing tbepartial and multiple correlation technique.
1249. Warner, Ellen Todd. Number situations and concepts in a third grade

activity setting. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 99 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 712.)The study showed the possibilities for developing arithmetic from the angle of unitsof study ; the relation of the number problems to social activities of life ; occurrence oftypes of processes used in solving number situations; and practice given in these typesof processes. It showed that some children display more maturity than others for solv-ing number problems.

1250. Webb, Horton E. Study of results of use of workbook upon progress
in arithmetic in Portland schools. Master's, 1931. Oregon. 65 p. ms.

1251. Young, George D. The factor of illustrations in N fourth grade arith-
metic texts. Master's, 1981, Iowa. 95 p. ms.

1252. Young, Ira H. Difficulty in sixth grade percentage during learning.
Master's, 1931. Iowa. 870 p. ms.

Bee also 445, 544, 546, 609-610, 615, 619, 627, 630,_636, 769, 982, 1165, 1798, 2037.2078, 2097, 8805, 8835, 8863, 3875.

LLAMA AND CUIONVIIIT

1253. Baader, Sister Mary Frances. An evaluation of the relative efficiency
of the directed-study method and the traditional oral-demonstration Method of
teaching geometry in the tenth grade as indicated by pupil achievement. Mae-
ter's, 19314 Notre Dame,

1254. Bailey, Lawrence G. The evaluation of a technique of study for first
year algebra. Doctor's, 1981. Wisconsin.

Material of a specific character to be used in connection with a basic text was pre-pared and used under control conditions by six teachers. Investigation was continuedduring one semester. The two groups of pupils were taught by the same teacher. Find-ings: The study Material proved to be of value in connection with thought processes ofthe subject, but there was no difference between the two groups in their mastery ofmechanical prwasees
1255. Biiler, R. Theodore. A study of resident and non-resident pupils tak-

ing ntnth year Junior higb school mathematics. Master's, 1931. New York,
44 p. ms.

thy resident pug's Were compared with 50 nonresident pupils by means of IQ scores,chronological ages, and standardized algebra testa. No significant difference was foundbeeves* the resident sad aosresident MU&
1256. Brown, Dales To determine non-technical words which are found in

certain texpoQks in first-year algebra and plane geometry and which are notwithin the copprehenslqa of , pupils about to study these two subjects.
Master% 1141.
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1257. bain, Homer Green. Some procedures in teaching first-year &glean
Master's, ltaL Southern California. 154 p.

compilation"of practical suggestions collected by Interviews with doers teaches
and by reading professional literature on the subject.

1258. Clark, CITace Myrtle. Student difficulties in the study of plane ge.

ametry. Master's, 1931. 139 p. ms.
study of the work of 50 studfrts in answering 1,225 exercises in plane

Findivs : The greatest number of errors were made in the group of work
tbe relations between the regular polygon and the circle. The types of exercises
to 80 per cent of tbe students made errors in as follows: Geometric
of lines, of laying off line segments, of estimating kinds
relations in triangles and properties of a quaddla circle Ma-
time ; Proportion formula ; and relation in regular polygons

Cook, Mrs. Thelma Cline. A studs of the rocab ary of the Clark-..
Otis modern plane geometry. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 1 p.

1260. Cooke, James Vintson. The interrelation and use of items in plane
geometry. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 78 p. ma

manual to Smith's Imes dais of plane geometry, prepared so as to show the of
made of the theorems and eorolkries (and prerequisites to each of the five books) II
order to aid tbe teacher in determining where to place teaching emphasis.

k,

1261. Covill Dorothy Eleanor. The results of the self appraisal test h
ninth grade algebra. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (Tor abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of adding a self-appraisal tea.
nique to the regular subJect tests in ninth-grade algebra. Tbe technique requires es
child to state the degree of confidence he has in the correctness of his own anima.
The experiment was conducted in the Wilkinsharg junior high school, WIlkialburge Ps
during the first semester of the school year 1930-31. Two equivalent groups were mid.
A summary of the test results showed that tbe experimental group was superior to Is
control group in both achievement *corm and self-appraisal quotients.

12(V.. Davis, Adele M. A suggested plan for the reorganization of plane
geometry. Master's, 1931. Wichita. 83 p. ms.

1263b Dawson, Roy Edward. 4 study in prognosis in algebra. Masters&
[1931]. Peabody. 75 p. ms.

An investigation to determine the value of each part of the Orleans algebra prognosis
test, and to determine the effect of omitting some of its parts. Findings: Test parts ye
not satisfactory bases for prognosis. The test may be shortened without affecting its
prognostic value.

1264. Day, Claudine. The differential geometry of the adenoid. Mute%
[1981). Peabody. 37 p. ms.

study of the surface of revolution known as the eateneid through its magi
equations, to find the various properties and characteristics of the catenoid stated in tbe
form of theorems.

nos. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Matheznaticsjunior
bragrade 9A. 1931. 35 p

Bibliography p.
This I. a tentative course of study ted as a working basis

ba Um light of actual classroom experimentation.

1206. Duer, Lillian. An experiment comparing results under geometry wort
boob and the traditional textbook method. Master's, 1931. Denver.

As experiment was carried on tor two smatters In which posios Irmo palm/ on lb
basis of intelligesce and geometry tads. The experimental groups used Welts Ka*
workbooks to supplement course of study and textbook. The control poufs used thtextbook alone.

1267. Ibbecke, George. A comparative study of syllabus type sad Minded
type textbooks In plane geometry. 'Master's, 196L Harvard. 114 p.

12118. =berm Arthur. Recitation plan vermin Dalton plan In tbe teach*
at plan* geometry and a @tuft I* ropes* hr the oohing of' atigteal cf
Doetoest 19B1. Temple.
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1269. Fullerton, Helm P. A comparison ot inductive and deductive methods
is geometry. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 80 p. ms.

A. comparison of the results of teaching by tbe two methods in one semester's work.
The inductive method was found to be slightly superior over the deductive method ill
teaching plane geometry.

1270. Gregory, X. C. A study of an algebra test for Lolisville secondary
schools. Louisville, Ky., Public schools [1a31].

1271. Grover, C. C. Results of experiment in predicting success in first year
algebra in Ban Leandro and Westlake junior high schools. Oakland, Calif.,
Public schools, 1980. 7 p. ma.

1272. Hanson, Frederick Willard. The technique of teaching plane gems-
try. Master's, 1981. Southern California. 145 p.

A systematic compilation of materials for a manual for teachers of geometry, based
on interviews and readings of professional literature.

1273: Henning, Keith X. To determine the relative effectiveness of certain
techniques of measurement in plane geometry. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 50 p. ms.

1274. Henry, Lyle K. An interpretation of geometrical errors of 27 pupils
on 22 tests. Master's, 1980. Iowa.

1275. Kepler, 'Elizabeth Spears. A comparative study of the individual and
group methods of teaching ninth grade algebra. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. Coll.
t2 p.

A study of two ninth-grade algebra-dames in the West junior high school In Vkarsoss,
WIS., showed that there is no significant difference between the knowledge of algebra
pined by an average-sise ninth-grade algebra clam taught by the individual method and
ODS taught by the group method.

1276. Holley, Lyle W. Teaching the verbal problem in ninth year algebra.
Master's, 1931. Chicago. 83 p.

Tendencies in the teaching of the verbal problem as .indicated by content of problems
and teaching Vices of texts of 19104930. Concision' : Texts of 1920-1930 show an
Increase in use of "genuine " problem materhl and devices for teaching as compared
to the texts of 1910-1920.

1277. Houston, Jessie P. An experiment in pitching plana siinetry by in-
dividual method. Master's, 1931. T. , Col. Univ. 05 p. ma.

An experiment tried in two geometry dames for one semester. It was found that
the Individual method of teaching geometry was not satisfactory for New York City
public high schools.

1278. ¡ohnson, Marguerite K. Downer. An explrimental study of the mathe-
matical abilities of superior pupils with suggestions for an enriched curriculum
in plane geometry. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 85 p.

A statistical comparison of the abilities and characteristics of bright compared with
average' or dal students, followed by a schedule of suggestive, recommendations for
improving the work of the bright pupils.

1279. Keathly, Robert Peel. A method of teaching plane geometry for re
clueing failures to a minimum Master's, 19110. Tennessee. ma

1280. Kleckner, Ines X. The importance of algottik, in studying plane
geometry. Master's, 193L Colo. St, T. C.

The purpose of tbe Investigation was to detertnins the algebraic procetbe pupil
should have command àf before studying plane geometry.

1281. Klapp, W. J., 'Pouf Mason, Leslie. Algebra review technic. 44ong
Beech, Calif., CI* =Aeolis 9903.

A study coming a period of three semesters, showing the erect of orginising algebra
cutest lat teaching snits upon the wing of time in eenisetiss reviews, bsiorcreallist
of the power et appikation, Imprimemeat et skills Ilia algebraic mop*sof mathelitleal eoneepta and skills, and sine of dams. poputI.s et ever 200
ia tibird4imsster alphas review allowed a saving of time otalperteatean

swig* orkalpsilaties. et 40 per NM, sag sa appreciable gels power of
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1282. Lee, Dorris May, and Lee, J. Murray. The standardization of the Lee
test of geometric ability. Burbank, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract
see no. Tim.)

This study was made during 1929-80 in grade 10 of six high schools. Eight tests weregiven 600 pupils at the beginning of the semester. The test has sufficient validity to provea valuable instrument in the guidance of high-scbool pupils.
1283. Lepowsky, Edward. The improvement of superior pupils in first term

algebra within the classroom. Mitster's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y.
25 p. ms.

The study deals with the effects of special class work on superior children in first-term algebra. It is an experimental study with equated groups. Conclusions : Brightpupils gained very much from special work. Average and slow pupils gained because theteacher was free to spend more time with them. Control groups were about 90 per castas efficient as the experimental groups.
1284. Longmlre, B. E. A vocabulary study of plane geometry. Master's

1931. Chicago. 125 p. ms.
Analysis was made of eight plane-geometry texts. Positive correlation was fountbetween vocabulary knowledge and success in school subjects.
1285. Lynch, James X. The relation between reading ability and ability in

geometry as measured by standardized tests. Master's, 1930. New York.
36 p. ms.

The iiroblem was to determine whether or not there is a relationship between read*ability and geometry ability in a group of 96 first-term geometry rpopils. Standardisedreading and geometry tests were used. Findings : Coefficients of corAlation, geometry andvocabulary, 0.47±0.05; geometry and sentence building, 0.45±0.05; geometry and palm,graph reading, 0.50 ; geometry and reading, 0.54.
1288. McClintock, Cecil Leo. Some results derived from an individualized

study with teacher supervision for repeaters in second-term algebra, as meas-
ured by ability to solve problems of specific types. Master's, 1930. Indiana.
118 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to determine to what degree the pupil repeating second-term algebra needs and benefits by an individualized study in addition to the regular classperiod ; and to determine whaf relationship there is between different types of pupils andthe organisation of such study. Two groups were equated by means of intelligence andachievement tests ; they were treated alike for a period of six weeks except that one groupwas given individualized study with teacher supervision, during the next six weeks bothgroups were treated alike except that the other groüp was given the individualised study.Tests given at the beginning and end of each six weeks' period showed the progress made.The group as a whole did almo.st twice as well with the individualised study with teachersupervision as it did without it.
1287. Marston, Elizabeth Trowbridge. Comparison of achievement in alge-bra and shop mathematics. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 91 p. ms.One year's teaching and testing of 150 two-year vocational pupils in Tilden technicalhigh school, Chicago. Findings: There was statistical evidence of greater improvement inarithmetic by shop-mathematics pupils ; subjective evidence of greater emotional satis-faction of such pupils.
1288. Milholland, Harry C. An experiment to study 'the effect on pupilachievement of varied requirements in preparing extra-class work in secondsemester algebra. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 60 p. ms.
1289. Mobre, Ruth E. An experiment in teaching geometry by, units. Mal-ter's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this study is to add some information to that knowledge' which, events-ally, will determine what results in geometry are desire,* and what methods or methodmust be employed to obtain them.

Nason, Leslie James. The effect of diagnostic and remed11 revisitson improveutent in third semester algebra. Master's, 1981. Southern. Cap-fond*. 257 p. me.
12914 Nisbett, Denis. An analysis of some elementary algebra tells. Ms*tees, 11. Peabody. 52 p. ma.

,

.
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An, analysis of 19 elementary algebra texts. Not much agreement u to organisation
and arrangement of subject matter was found. A suggested organization is made.

1292. Nordstrom, C. Arthur. Graphic work for high school students in al-
gebra. Master's, 1931. Colo, St. T. C.

It is tbe purpose of this study to show the value of the graph as a contribution to the
science of mathematics.

1293. Nosofsky, William. A technique for the critical analysis of failure
and its application to selected studies in elementary algebra. Master's, 1931.
Coll. of the City of N. Y. 182 p. ms.

A technique is developed for the analysis of failure. The technique is then applied to
selected studies of failure in elementary algebra. A section is devoted to the place of
intelligence, psychology, etc., in the scheme of failure.

1294. Orleans, Joseph B. A study of prognosis of probable success in algebra
and geometry. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

An investigation of the use of a test of specific ability in algebra and in geometryfor the purpose of predicting the pupil's probable success in algebra or in geometry,
in order, if possible, to prevent him from spending unnecessary time on the subject.
prognosis tests were given to pupils in several of the high schools in New York City, in
one in Buffalo, N. Y., and in one in Jersey City, N. J., at the beginning of each of sev-eral terms between 1928 and 1980 before the pupils had received any instruction in the
subject The criteria at the end of the term were the achievement tests and tbe teach-er's marks. Findings: The correlations between scores on the algebra prognosis test andmarks of achievement are much higher than those between elementary-school arithmeticmarks and marks of achievement in algebra. The combination of the prognosis test andthe intelligence test serves as a slightly better basis for prediction in geometry than tbeMiner alone.

1295. Overfield, Prank PauL An experiment with a modified form of the
socialized recitation in teaching plane geometry. Master's, 1931. SouthernCalifornia. 78 p.

A rotation experiment In the use of two methods, with measurement of results interms of test scores and students' preferences.
1296. Parker, Pauline Z. A study of algebra prognosis. Master's, 1981.

Southern California, 70 p.
This study is based on a series of correlations between first-semester success in elemen-tary algebra and a variety of measures such as eighth-grade mathematics' tests, IQ,chronological age, and scores on a number of standardized arithmetic and reading tests,received by 143 pupils in the two junior high schools.
1297. Parrish, Hazel ilLmy. A study of certain factors of predictability ofsuccess in plane geometry. Master's, 1981. Northwestern.
1298. Paxton, Xargaret. Predicting success in Junior high school algebra.

Master's 1931. Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717b.)Correlations were found between the grades made in algebra by 500 pupils lind theirIQ's, between the grades made in algebra and those made in the various seventh andeighth grade subjects. Data indicate that no pupil should be barred from algebra he-cause of a low grade in any subject.
1299. PryiSr, Robert IX Permanetce of learning in algebra. Master's, 1941.Iowa. 51 p.

Qualley, Alblirt Olaf. A study of certain factors related to success inteaching planti geometry. Master's, 1931, Iowa. 143 p. ms.
1301. Reese, Esther Elizabeth. How to study algebra. Master's 1981.Southern California. 158 p.
Gives the bask sent:ant for a stockers manta' bled from interviews, reading, andobservation oaf students la the Proem, et mewing algebra lessons.
1302. Rodewild, Charles A third semester Ast `advanced plane geometryfor high khoolix Miufteet, 1931. Nprth Dakota.
1303. Bask, Edith P. An experimental study of three methods in teaching

Illth. rifle ,lifsb,F1,1:. *were, 441s lOuthern ealltpx104., 65 p, ma.'MC tusielt, 'Ma Gra47. PrOp10,y1 of _ sumps. i algebra.. Mute"1911. Rutgers. 48 p. ma.
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1805. &airlift, William B. A study of frequent errors in first year algebra.. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 97 p. ms,
1306. Semortier, Antoinette Josephine. Modern teaching aspects in demon.

strative plane geometry. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame.
1307. Spriggs, Louise M. An analysis of seven workbooks in geometry.

Master's, 1031. North Dakota.
1308. Stout, John Blaine. The effects of an incentive upon work in algebra.

Master's, 1931. Chicago. 65 p. ms. .

The incentive used in this study was release from class work upon attainment of sstandard of achievement. Forty-two high-school freshmen were used in the experiment.Conclusions : Incentives may vitally affect learning. Among the most consistent andgeneral in influence exerted is the one studied. Findings do not accord with the mailbelief that pupils of tbe upper levels of ability, as determined by intelligence tests, workfarther below their capacity than do those of the lower levels.
1309. Swartz, Bertha A. Is detention after school a more effective remedialmeasure for failure in geometry and algelira than independent work. Master's,

1931. Penn. State. 75 p. ms. ,

A study was made of a group of vocational boys completing the first semester of thesecond year of algebra during the- first semester of the term 1980-31: of a racy ofJunior and senior pupils completing the second semester of plane geometry Minnthe school term 1880-81; and of a group of junior vocational boys taking the first ternyof plane geometry daring the second semester of the term 1980-81, in the Altoona seniorhigh school. Data indicate that detention after school is not a more effective method,. for correcting and preventing failures.
1310. 8 son, John A. A course in the calculus for secondary schools withnew and nal treatments,of many topics together with the records of sevenhigh-schoo asses in this course. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.The purpose of this study was to make a course of study in high-school ciacelus andto give the results of teaching this course to seven classes (I= pupils) in tbe Wadleigbhigh school during the years 1925-1928. The records of the students show that tbecourse as taught Ala well within the ability of the high-school girls who elected' tbe course.\ Part 2 of the dissertation gives the course of study.

. 1811. Thompson, K. L., McMackin, Prank J. and Renshaw, Tay L Apiile4.ment of Jersey City high schools in algebra, as tested by the Branch algebritest. Jersey City, Public schools, 1981. 10 p.
1311 Tienry, Edward L. An achievement test In plane geometry. Mae.ter's,* 1931. Indiana. p. mi.

, .
1418. Trahey, Sister Mary Raymond. A comparative study of the methodsof teaching lilane geometzty. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame.

1314. Walker, Leland Seymour. The comparative *aloe of an etpleIratorycourse in algebra In the. formal course in first-year algebra. glitstfir* Mi.Notre Dame.
1815. Ward, Volney. A comparison of the achleverpenit pf ..$14.0k tali*algibra fo'r the first time in the ninth and tenth grades. Nadir's, 1910,Indiana. 91 p. ma.

,rindiligs : Ettginning algebra may be offered in th-e ninth or tenth grade\witnout mosseffect upon achievement ; age, within the limits studied, is not t 'Miter disums! in first-year algebra.
t . 7'11iM Waal ona, A1vie McGregor. A comparative. study of two netkods ofteaching first newster algebra : (1) An indivldualised twit metbaki (2) thegeneral 'classroom method.. Master's; 19E. Indiana.' 99 V. 44'

a*ThiOnore. Buth..X. A study of the/ 1981 indiazia' State Via 0100test in first year algebra as related to certain varlablea. Miater)11; 10881! low?».74 p.
. t , n !! f. :4!fif ,
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1319. Williams, Mn. norms lord. The teaching of certain topics In
secondary algebra. Master's [1981]. Peabody. 75 p. m.

Investigation of the effectiveness of method of solution upon the following topics in
secondaty algebra : Integral equationik, removal of parentheses, complex fractions, and
fractional equations. Findings : Method of solution does influence tbe results in the
four topics studied. This influence is greater when tbe topie is first introduced than
later, as the differences in the results decrease as study progresses. No general conch-
sions are drawn, since the study was made with a limited number of pupils.

1320. Wilson, C. C. The relative effectiveness of four methods of teaching
plane geOmetry. Master's, 1931. Colo. Bt. T. C.

This study seeks to add some information to Ile knowledge which will determine what
results are desirable in plane geometry, and to make recommendations to the teacher of
plane geometry, as to the best method of promoting the subject, if there is a best method.

1321. Wolin, Samuel. A test of the function concept In elementary algebra.
Master's, 1981. CoiL of the City of N. Y. 79 p. me.

The author constructed a diagnostic test of the knowledge of tbe function concept
acquired in a course in elementary algebra. The final test was administered to 250 high
school students. Tbe test can be used to diagnose pupil and clips difficulties in themastery of the function concept.

Bee also 58t, 627, 1165, 1198, 2107, 2161, 2948, Mt

1322. Bayles, E. E. Supervisory problems in science Instruction in small
high wilco's. University of Kansas bulletin of education, 3 8-'2, DecieMber
1930.

The study concludes that the teacher's training should be extensive rather than inten-sive, that aline tool consdownese is needed, that lecture demonstration is effective and
economical, and that there is a best sequence of admit, subjects.

1323. Beau Wilbur L in analytical study of attainment of specific
learning products in elementary science. Doctor's, 1981. Chicago. 844 p: ma.

A detailed analysis of the prowess of Ill pupils durtng one school year la .elementary
science class. The study including group and individual analyses, reveals the importanceof methods of study and methods of teaching upon individual attainment and, suggests
a method et diagnosis and corrective treatreent.

1324. Chicago, Ill. Board of education. A course of study in science and
nature study for first, second, and third grades. 1981. 95 p. (Bulletin no.
8-123.)

1825. ChirsahnlIk., 311111ig. 1. study of the scientific vocabulary of nine junior
high-school texiti. ?fiastei's, 1414 Michigan.

1326. Curtis, *snobs D. A determination of the most important research
inveptigations In the teaching Of science fOr the years 1925 through 1930. Ann
Arbor, trniversiti of Michigan, 1981..

. ,
tbe.

.

teaching1327. As (uvestigtiqn. , of Qt. science ein. the seconds4
schools of the North central association. 1981. North oentral association of
colleges and aecandiry mebools.

coeimbosody,* saa* about .00 aspects el ths teaching oL .cisnce akcit.ylaschools.

1828. Robson, larsta A, Investigation of tbe teaping condition 1$ sOppos
in Wiscoliiii. Master's, 11181. Mimi LI .- .,

1329. 41#nson. Tplal tr. 4 is,4-17 o!, pupil t in setepc materials.
Master***is : '1114 ° 111.
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1381. McKinney., Elisabeth. Science curricula for the fourth grade. Mai
ter's, 1931. Iowa. 109 p. ms.

ism lamed, Tzveta. Illustrative material for teaching science in the high
school. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 21 p. ms.

The study deals with the teaching of natural sciences in the American seconder,.
schools. Findings: No other field of instruction in tbe American schools of to-day often
such possibilities for supplementary and enrichment materials as does the field of
science.

1888. Mosier, Lotta Estelle Harris. An experiment in the teaching of eI
mentary science according to children's interests. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma.
(For abstract see no. 713.)

A &year experiment was carried on in the Lee school at Oklahoma City. A special
science room was fitted up in 1927 for grades 1 to 6, in which the pupils could work withthe type of material and kind of problem that most suited them. The freedom of choice
of interest encouraged independent work.

1334. Nettels, Charles H. Science interests. Los Angeles, Calif., Public
schools, 1931.

See : Science interests of junior high school pupils, Science education, 15:21944,
May 1931 ; also Science topics that are of interest and use to adults, Science education,
15 : 139-44, March 1931 ; Pupils' reactions to general science courses, Los Angeles edu-cational research bulletin, 11 : no. 1: 1-6, 11, September 1931.

In one study of the science interests of junior high school boys and girls, the dominant
interests of boys were found to be chemistry,, electricity, animal life, aviation, radio, the
earth, minerals, mechanlis, and the human body. The .dominaut interesb of erls 'wereanimal life, plant life, stars, human body, insects, the'earth, flowers, chemistry, astron-
omy, and electricity. A study of the interests of 1,000 parents of the children showedtheir 10 chief interests to be aviation, electricity, human body, radio, mechanics, agra.
culture, food, hygiene, chemistry, disease, and astronomy. In a study of 1043 pupils in8 twelfth grade chemistry classes on their 'lifetime to tbe junior high school science
courseá, it was found that girls were more critical of general science oftrings than wen
boys; girls were interested in more different science topics than boys.

1885. Nugent, Grace S. The science curriculum in the elementary school,
sixth grade unit. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 117 p. ms,

1336. O'Neil, Thomas. Mathematics ability as an Index of success in science.
Doctor's, 1931. Fordham.

1337. Parker, Bertha X. An introductory course in science in the intern*
diate grades. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago, 1981. 129 p. (Publications
of the laboratory schools of the University of Chicago, no. 3, June 1981)

The science course whiclii I. presented in detail in tItis bulletin Í bne which is beingtaught to the fourth-grade classes of the University elementary schodi of the trniversity of
Chicago. It is tbe result of 10 years of experixnentation with tbe fpurth-grade classes isthe University elementary school. The course migkft ,well be used In any of the Into
mediate grades. ,

14338. Phillips, Adams and Hines, Zella It A science prögiam for elemen-
tary schools. Knoxville, Tenn University of TénnOssee, I t.; 157 p. (Raw
slop service record, vol. it,' no. 2, May 19111.) ,

A syllabus for the teaching of general science by grades &On j to 8, iticiusive.
1889. Ricker, George Granville Objktives in the tialeldng of science in the

high who& Master's, 1961. Wisconsin.
1340. Roberts* XàtIn L Spith4ist.s and; ms,itts1

elementary science. Muter's, 1981. 1.4a .
$1841. St, Louis, Mo. Public school& 'Science.

pointed to revise curriculum, bulletin no. 7science for. qui
grades. 1 through S. pubiteikira &mien,*

t !.;:u ,.; .1 frt

th r . t. fi 1 41i'.441'.31:4) Olt 1161.4 .Bilberg, 'laths piskix-rfor, 40,01000,S. 'Qr
cience demonstration'. Greeley, ColoratIo State 'teachers collep, 111$1.
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A preliminary study of teacher and pupil errors in science demonstrations and publics-,
dons on the psychology of science teaching served as a basis for determining the steps
which should be included in the plan. Thirty-six student teachers were observed in the
study. The analysis covered':% period of three pars.

1343. Straka, John H. Problems related to the teaching of high school
sciences. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 55 p. ms.

An analysis of 724 problem submitted by 104 science teachers in 81 cities of three
States.

flee olio 588, 1154, 2020, 2041, 2059, 8171, 3190, 8794.
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1344 Berg, Theodore B. A quantitative analysis of general science texts.
Master's, 1931. Colorado.

*1345. Borets, Nettae. Individual experiment versus pupil-demonstration
method in high-school general science. Master's, 1931. New York. 97 p. ms.

The purpose of this stpdy wu to test the relative effectiveness of the individual-
laboratory method and 0pH-demonstration method in imparting factual knowledge to
general science pupils in the first year of senior high school. Data indicate that tbe
pupil-demonitration yields better results for immediate and deferred tests tban the

)individual laboratory method.

1346. Branstetter, H. Warren. A course of study in general science for the
junior high school. Master's, 1981. St. T. C. 96 p. ms.

1347. Broadlick, Z. N. A quantiiative an!tlysis of five general science texts.
Master's, 1931. Kansas. v

This is a study of the percentage of pages' in five textbooks devoted to each of 26 types
or divisions of subject matter and teaching helps. Analysis is proposeks basis for
selecting a text for ninth-grade classes.

1348. Carreon, Manuel L. General icience survey, 1930. Manila, P. I., Bu-
reau of education, 1930.

Grade 7 and second and fourth years of 49 divisions and insular schools were tested
with the Philippine educational achievement tests, series H, form 2. The Comparative
division median scores were setured.

1349. Chapman, Gerald Howard. The psychological approach in general
science instruction. Master's, 1980. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The object of this study was to determine whether or not changes had been made
toward modern teaching practices. in the writing of textbooks. It *was found that none
of the textbooks examined had followed tbe psychological method of developing subject
matter u set forth byAhe criteria.

1350. Davis, Ira C. The relative importance of objectives and principles of
general science. Master's; 1981. Wisconsin.

1351. Dysart, Russell D. A comparison of
AIM

the results of different time limits
in objective tests. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 50 p.

An experiment in ninth-grade general science, and in junior-college geology, designed
to compare theporelative effectiveness of: (1) Three types of objective tests, (2) various
methods of scoring mitt test, and (8) different time-limits for each test, the results
being statistically sadism' and comps!red.

1362. Inglish, Donald 7ohn. The value of work sheets in the attainment
and retentipn of general Went* material. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1358. Fitzhugh, Oscar Garther Syllabus for teaching general science by the
it method. Master's, naci. Virginia.
13544 Heath, A. W. The relation of the immediate objectives in generat

science to ths learning process. Master's, 1980. Illinois. 96 p, me. (For
abstract see ii0; 6994.. .14

The expsibietal *di 'WOO* * Oki tliebto *as elided on for one semester in a
class of ill KW IC piker& ienite at the. Keiple Park, M., commit, high school.
The course .64 grim *deuce for the semestei was divided into six units. IMmediate
objectives were Manisa' for each unit, and leasing exercises oompatible with the
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immediate objectives were selected and devised. An achievement test was given wiles
the student had completed all of the learning exercises for a particular unit. Individual
scores of tests made by each pupil ou each unit are compared with the possible score, aa4
the relation of mental and reading ability, to the scores made in achievement fasts by the
individual student. The author-concludes " the recognition of the relationship- between
immediate objectives and learning exercises is beneficial and worth while."

1.355. Heiss, Elwood D. An ihvestigation of content and mastery of high
school general science courses. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 1 p. ma.

Data reported are confined tti the status of feneral science as a ninth-grade subject
The study Is' divided into three main problems : (1) To discover the basic instructional
material used; (2) to determine the extent of achievement in the basic instructional
material ; and (8) to study the relation of intelligence to achievement in general scienct

11356. Hester, Kathleen Beatrice. The construction and use of a study guide
in general science. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of the study was to determine whether or not pupils can be taugAt self-dependence in studying general science. One hundred and twenty-eight pupils were
selected from six ninth-grade general-science classes on the basis of results from equatingteas. At the close of the experiment, a standardised test in general science was given.
The experiment began September 1980 and continued until April 28, 1981. Results of the
achievement tests on the six blocks of general science show differences consistently in
favor of the experimental group. The majority of the pupils using the experimental prosgram of instruction feel that it gives them a definite method of study by means of which
they can proceed independently.

1857. Houghton, Glenn Hoyt& The effect of the use of film titles on pupil's
study of general science material. Master's, 1931. 'Pittsburgh. (For abstract
see no. 715.)

An experiment was conducted with four classes of pupils to find out the result of
furnishing film titles to the pupils who were to study ,the film content. Three classes
were of the 8A grade and the fourth class was from the 9B grade. The pupils were
divided into two group of 638 pupils each. Findings: Both the pupils and the teacher
were unanimously in Nor of using film titles as an aid in study.

1358. Lynch, Thomas Joseph. Vocational aspects of geniral science. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Boston Coll. 53 p. ms.

1859, Miller, Earl A. science concepts acquired by Junior high school pupils
previous to entering a courqe in general science. Master's, 1981, Iowa. 104
p.

1860. Nettels, Charles H. Evaluation of general science textbooks. Los
Angeles, Calif., Cityochools, 1931.

The evaluation of six of the leading general science textbooks for ninth-grade use)
18614 Overn, A. V. Stati course of study in general science for North Da-

kota. Grand Forks, University of North Dakota [1931].
1862. Powers, Stuart C. A stuyly trif the " self-made" pupil 4boratory

manual versus the traditional laboratory manual. Master's, 19131. Ohio. 40
P. me.

A study of 28 ninth-grade pupils in general science extending over. practically the com-
. id,ete school year. Find¡ngs There is no very great advantage for.either a "self-made"

manual or the " traditional " manual; the " self-made" being slightly superior.
1308. Stignaley; J. W. C. comparison of the aims of general science with

the content of recent texts. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. (For abstract see
no. 714.) ,

One part of the thesis consii ts of the listing of the and values oegeperai science
as alleged in 96 Journal articles. The count of these alleged aims' and valties is shown
separately for different chronological periods. 'Wire :60 silts are I {ikon: the
frequency count of eachb One hundred and twesty-five pages of the thesis aft Sinn tolisting topics in general science with a showing of the percentage of mice lAvOktaititch Is
nine. tests it*. general science. pp the basis of these two quant1ta.tive*e.lirs, author
poipts out *Vfbleit the' alleged elms geirral irienft, Sits at* adopts' . and
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Raglans William A. The overlapping of the eontent of textbooks in
gene seism and biology. Master's% 1981. Minnesota. 110 p ras.

Thi s an analysis of five general-sciente texts and four biology texts. Findings : Nearly
40 per f the average general-ethnics text overlaps material in 'biology telts. Over
one-third is content is treated more completely in general science than in biology ;
over one-ba is given identical treatment in overlapping texts and about one-seventh is
treated most completely in biology. Analysis of biology texts shows that 56 per cent of
the text overlaps general science. Over threetourths of the overlapPing material is given
major treatment in biology. Only 8 per cent is given more complete treatment in general
science.

1365. Selberg, Edith.. Activity analysts as a basis for supervision In general
science. Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1981.

A study of the errors and difficulties of 21 student teachers of general science, covering
a period of three years. Xt wu found that the common errors are tbe more difficult
activities of science teaching. Student teachers And IL difficult to apply the pedagogical
theories and principles.

1366. Tate, pearl June, The diagnosis of the varying success of pupils
studying general Science : a case study. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For
abstract see DO. 715.)

The purpose of the study was to learn in what way the pupils studied varied in
their success in studibikg general science, to analyse the work that was being done, and to
offer suggestions for' tts improvement. Mintal tests, reading tests, a general type of
general-science tests and a specific type of general sclence-tests were given the 22 cases
studied. Data indicate that: Low Intelligence quotients do not necessitate failure in
general science ; neither does low reading ability indicate aa inevitable failure in science;
greater gains were shown on the specific-content general-science tests than on the broader-
scope general-science tests.

1367. Whittier, Grace A. References to aviation in general science courses.
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 78 p.

A study based on analysis of eight general-science textbooks and on controlled interviews
with 12 general-science teachers with reference to tbe amount of material taught relating
to aviation.

1368. Wilber, Oliver. A study of the principles of science contained in
general-scirce textbooks published since the beginning of the year 1924. Mas-
teem 1931. Michigan.

1369. Wilhowson, C. G. The extent of alignment of materials in general
science textbooks with the avowed aims of the budget Master's, 1931. Penn.
State.

This is a questionnaire study, of testimony from 800 teachers of science as to the ex-
tent to which they find designated textbooks adapted to working designated educational
objectives.

Bee cairn 599, 2018, 2948, 8164.

NATTIII. Swim; BOTANY; AND Brown'

1370. Bastian, Fred F. A Controlled ktpertment on the relative effectiveness
of the contract versus the recitation method pf tegching Mastees, 1.t,
Penn. Stitti4' '-'412 p. mi.

.

iectibitaExperimental contrast between' ruin. taugUt by the contract methOd and fourby the recitatiOn method. Three teachers participated. each baying a contract and arecitation grotty. The contraiet method primed superior in 10 of the 16 comparisons, andwhere the recitation method Naas superior it was superior by a narrower margin. On tbefour sections combined the contract method exceeded the recitation, on the basis of ,allfour types of, meastires Undo .by differences suillcient to make the chances against *vernalrange from 1.4lig to 1 to 28 to 1. 7) :
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MIAMI =inn IN EDUCATION

Nine textbooks in high-school biology, none of which were copyrighted' before 1924,were analysed to determine the nature, amount, and organisation of their content.careful ¡dialysis of each of the prefaces to the texts was first made, after which alanalysis of the content proper is presented. The author found that there are 88 Merestmajor divisions of subject-matter in the various texts. The number of major divisionIn tbe different texts varies from I to 11. Authors of the texts differed widely in UM:opinions concerning what major divisions of biology should be included in high-schoolbiology and at what point in the sequence a certain division should be introduced. It isconcluded that there 11'110 best text on high-school biology. The author states 14 desirablefeatum of textbooks in biology.
1372. Cederstrom, J. A. The influence of a seconary Course in zoology upoRgains in college zoology. Journal of educational research, 24: 57-64June 1931.A study in measuring achievement at college leveL
1378. - Retention of information gained in courses in college zoology.Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 38: 516-20, December1930.
A study in measuring retention of information at the college level, based on scores baled tests (scale A and B) given at the beginning of the course, at the end of thecourse, and one year after the course was completed.
1374. Compton, Leila.- Enriching the teaching of nature study in elementiryschools through the use of available free or low-priced llteratuire. Master's,1931. Cornell.
1375. Davis, Emma. Some early and later viewpoints on the teaching ofnature study in the United States. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university, 1931.22 p. ms.
1376. Dante', 14 H. Oral versus written instruction in the teaching pf out-door botany. Master's, 1931. Kansas.
The study describes an experiment with two rotated groups (40 each) of senior highschool pupils equated on Terman mental tests scores. There is a alight but consistentsuperiority of written over the oral method.
14377. Downey, Z. B. Biology manual for student& Cleveland Heights, Ohio,Board of education, 1930. 95 p.

cou
The biology manual for students covers the detailed instructions for in the1-year rse in biology offered in tbe high school.
1378. Farr, Winifred Mae. History of biology teaching In the State ofAlabama. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 97 p. ms.State department of archives and history, the State department of education, theCity library in Birmingham, and correspondence with city superintendents of payola aito courses of study in biology, were the sources of information. Findings: That thegreatest need now I. for a unified program of science in the school, including the workof the lower grades and continuing through the junior and senior high school. Labors-tory equipment varies with the local community and with the individual teacher. As isthe textbook problem, it was found that more concern at present is given to that coursewhisk will best serve the average future citizen, which will awaken his interest in theliving world in which he lives, and equip him with the scientific method for interpretingthat world.

1379. Gamble, Zoseph N. The place of natural science In prggrams of highschool graduate& School review, 39:177-85, March, 1931.This study was undertaken in an attempt to determine existing curricular practicewith regard to the requirement and the election of natural science as revealed in probgrams et high-school graduates and to find out to what extent there\is sequential eit*,lerence In the courses in natural science,
1380 Gillett, Lloyd H. Comparison of the unit method and the reettatloamethod of teaching high school biology. Masteelf 1913L Colorado.
1381. Gray, /Coward Burk. An achievement test in high tocik04 botany.Batt* University of Washington, 1981. 80 p. me,
1382. Grophidir, Homan. A determination of some words used ti

biology text which are pot ecoPrehended ity---211101-Pade WI& Oi 'Dearbornidet school. Master% 19114 MichigaL
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1383. Hackett, & Z. An experiment with motion pictures in teaching

zoology. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (Tor abstract see no 718.)
This study aims to determine tbe relative effectiveness of showing 19 motion-picture

films in zoology in contra-distinction to teaching the same material without motion
pictures as measured in terms of pupil achievement. Three sections, numbering 118pupils, were used in this experiment which was conducted for four months in the Taylor
Alder: lice high school, Pittsburgh, Pa., during the first semester of the school year 1930-31.
The control and experimental groups were compared on the basis of achievement in zoology
as measured by the 14 tests and the end test. None of the differences is sufficientlylarge to indicate with met/Linty that the experimental group is superior.

1384. Horton, Lewis R. A teacher's guide in nature study tc beautify the
home. Master's, 1931. Rutgers.

'1385. Kearney, Mary loan and Leonard, Agnes Hester. Manual of biology.
Muter's, 1931. Marywood. Scranton, Pa., Red dragon co:, 1931. 71 p.

1386. Kidder, Harold Russell. The teaching of biology in the- secondary
schools of Massachusetts. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

1387. Long Beach, Calif. City schools. Nature study and elementary
science. Course of study for grades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 1931. 229 p. (Re-
printed.)

Tliis reprint represents a careful rearrangement of the material of thee 1927 issue, towhich a great deal of supplementary material has been added.
1388. McDowell, Hazel Aletha. Methods of teaching biology. Master's,

1931. Southern California. 88 p.
A compilation of ways and means for conducting biology courses with practical slug-gestiorts for the solution of the more common teaching difficulties in this subject.
1339. Morgain, U. Grant The allotment of space in textbooks in biology.

Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 93 p,
Gives detailed tables of spaCe allotment of six high school texts In biology, and correla-tion between average space in textbooks and average space given to same topics in sixstandard tests is biology. The correlati6n was found to be +0.81. The cllief value of thethesis is in the detailed tables showing allotment of apace to each of 28 topics.
1390. lau laik, Stanley. The science and professional preparation of nature

counselors in summer camps as they affect the success of nature programs inthese institutions. Raster% 1931. Ocirnell.
1391. Nealley, Miriam Andrews. 4Biológical instiuction of youth in theNatural scienegipiuseum. Mastoei, MIL
'1392. Nelson, George R The Introductory biological sciences in the tradi-tional liberal arts college. Doctor's, 1910. T. C.,. Col. Univ. New York City,Teachers college, Columbia -university, 1#111. 135 p. (Contributions to educe,don, no. 501.)
An attempt has besn,made to awamina thi pt objeftlyea of biology teaFhlog todetermine Whether ttli? are directed toward ed that may be defined asvalid, and whetier 'óbjectivet ire actually realized educational practice.The aims and objectives of instruction were listed and --o mined in course announce-menu of 100 colleges,. awl, the palaces of 21 widely used tgifileoks in tbe introductorybiological ec4eneN. .41144,01 *11* era to 157 (Modest& Iriadiesa : Data indicate that theobjectives of biology *acids& dated is eftiiie inasuaeamata and prefaces of text-books in tbe biologles4 *saes, ow Jost tu117.4i lief via thal major alms of collegeinstruction, Nia4 149011411 OW to obtaia a dear ciosegptIos of many of the mostfunds.. Igriseigemic spitsiersIgi0o4s of the bogleal sciences..,1393. Bee#44 Charles' David:: pbjectIves of MO school biology. Muter's,1981. Peabody: 'tit
The study 'Whoa, wit ''exerdsea. ilid Oaf* of tests.Findings In ReaSiseng,11116441agefee: toettels aa avenge wire of MIA Per tint was"duet .11giVRINVP ilegotlaik:$001W401..to -twtv blab" left .ot complete master*at tho 111111a4410/44.115 ¡got #o dark Omani patterscatambit* saivspectiii 17o:esás- --esteems et Wadi* mums, Ant 4garadailtho tiontrois 0000 W issica midi public activity,
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136 assEnern STUDIO IN EDITOATIOlf

1894. Schaller, ltalph A. A study of tests and examinations with special
reference to biology. Master's, 1:';1. Ohio. 105 p.

This study included the history of oral, essay examinations, and intelligence, standard,and new-type or objective tests; a presentation of a democratic and social theory ofeducation and an evaluation of all tests and examinations in the light of this philosophyof education. Conclusions: Things measurrd become the course objectives. Therefore,
course objectives should be formulated and testing program based upon these.*,

1'895. Secor, Carl T. A comparative study of the effectiveness of the motion
picture followed by oral discussion and a combination of the lecture, laboratory,
and recitation methods of teaching certain units in high school laiology. Mas-
ter's, 1931. New York. 57 p. ma.

A study of the effectiveness of the motion picture in teaching the units of biology,treating ingects, digestion, circulation, cell structure and health. Ft lifts's: (1) Forgeneral knowledge, tbe motion picture seems to .be a better means of instruction thanmixed instruction for limited units of subject matter taught in biology; (2) for factualknowledge, the motion picture .seems to be a better means a instruction than mliedinstruction for limited units of subject matter taught in biology; (8) pupils of lowintelligence quotient make higher test scores when tngtructed by means of the motionpictures; (4) there is a higher coefficient of correlation between the intelligence quotientand film instruction than there is between the intelligence quotient and mixed instruc-tion; (5) pupils do not seem to think or remember in terms of the film titles or picturesthat follow a regular sequence; (6) mixed instruction seems to be as effective as filminstruction for pupils of high intelligence Quotient levels.
1396. Simmons, Benjamin Leroy. The present status of biology in South

Dakota high schools with recommendations for changes in the curriculum
Master's, 1930. Iowa,

1397. Smith, Charles Grandison. An experimental study to determine the
relativé merit§ of the project method vs traditional methods of teaching high
school biology. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 68 p.

An equivalent group experiment with comparisons in terms of test scores and pupilpreferences as expressed in questionnaire responses.
See also 799, 1324, 1864, 1454, 2070, 2434 8237, 3310.

onitsasiesT AND PHYSICS

1398. Aber, Lee. A study of the relative functioning value of certain items
of chemistry education. Master's, 1931., Penn. State. 58.p. ms.

This study included quantitative hides values of the relative importance of 106 items from,high-school chemistry in affording pleatotes from interpretation of phenomena that comewithin the experience of the person possessing a knowledge, of them; also Juliet valuesderived from responses from various tjpe groups who indicated .on a check list the frewiency with which they hid occasion to use each and tbe amount of pleasure afforded.The reliabilities for inder *slues averaged 0.84. Intergrtiup correlations ran from 0.82to 0.98 when corrected for attenuation.
1399. Artt, Marion Rtith. An analysis of ti* 'literature relating to the

teaching of chemistry 1 seco4dary schools. Master's, 1941.. Southern Call-
fornia. 203 p. ma. I

1400. Bail, Phillip MHO. A. critical anatYsit'of PITA; 'teaDonisig tà the okiecepts of mechanics In high-Schoól. rlyiacs. Doeto;',s, 1934. Iowa. ,

1401. Baskerville, Charles W. Determination of the prerequilsité math.-
matical sliilltliequired to' inpiter college prasitif. ás plTep*eil "College
physiep' by Sheldon, Kent, Miller. Diastees, '1 1. low'a. 92 p. ms.

14021 B1ick,'.0swal4 P. thé aevelopment of certain wistepts.4,plkyfice Io
high-school students. An experimental iftufly. Doàtor's, :T 04 Ool.
Univ. Potc4ektstroom, South frick " Die Weste". 191101 211-pia'In thi study a attesipt tasidtio eonttio'ir6nieth1netli titro_protysil Of. OfIntItI,matter a sabot t gh-sebool frtiln thtiirATO, Ilfw
caseoptuali itersiopanost.'"--, 'e 14 iv I1 3 ,t.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS or CURRICULUM 131

1403. Black, Paul H. A teachable presentation of fundamental principles
of velocity; acceleration, and inertia forces of machines. Master's, 1931. Pitts-
burgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The analysis is made with the average undergraduate engineering student's point ofview constantly in mind and presupposes on the part of the reader only an acquaintance
with and 'not a good working knowledge of the fundamentals of mechanics.

1404. Bogen, Alfred J. A comparison of two techniques for measuring the
ability to- solve problems in physics. Master's, 1031. IoWa. 49 p. ms.

1405. Boyce, H. H. Physics content of perioditmls In homes of public-school
pupils. Master's, Nebraska. 106 p.

All periodicals coming to 1,715 homes in Nebraska, Iowa, and South Dakota were
studied. Periodicals were ruined for periods from 4 to 16 weeks, depending upon the-43umber of homes in which they were found. Clippings were saved and classified on badsot content to determine comparative quantities of clippings on various topics.

1406. Bray, Willis Joseph. Achievement in general chemistry as It is
related to certain learning abilities. Doctor's, 1931. Missouri. Kirksville,
Northeast Missouri State teachers college, 1931. 87 p. (Bulletin, vol. 31, no. 6,
July 1931.)

This study attempts to answer the following questions: To what extent do collegestudents entering upon a study of general chemistry know how to read chemical litera-ture; do college students of general chemistry lack' general-reading ability ; to what extentis ability to read chemical literature related to achievement in general chemistry ; arethe students handicapped by e lack of mastery of general vocabulary; to what extent isknowledge of chemistry vocabulary related to achievement in general chemistry ; whatrelationship exists between Ability to read for directions and achievement in generalchemistry; what relationship exists between ability to solve a chemical laboratory prob-lem and achievement In general chemistry; what relationship exists between intelli-gence and ability to achieve in general chemistry; to what extent do individual studentstend to differ in reading ability, in inWigence, and in achltvement in general chemistry?
1407. Broad, Lambert E. Preparation and evaluation of unit tists in

physics. Master's, 101. Pittsburgh. 75 p. (For abstract see no. 715.)The purposes this study seibe to construct tests in physics on the blocks of " heat,""sound," and " light," divided into valid learning units; to evaluate these tests as tovalidity, reliability, and: objectivity; and to obtain the reaction of the student* to thetesting program: Findings: The testa alve objective, valid, reliable, and diagnostic;students prefer the tests organized in the same way in which the subject was studied,rather than by ihe common method; mixing tbe types of questions causes the pupils littleor no contusion ; marking attainment on ,a unit by using letters signifying degrees ofachievement is preferable to marking with grades based on a normal distribution.
*1408 Bruce, G. V. An experiment, to determine the relative effectiveneisof the daily-assignment method and the unit-assignment method in the masteryand retertion of; subject matter in elementary Chemistry. Master's, 1981. NewYork. 73 p. ms.
The study compered acblevement of .chemistry classes of two consecutive years; Bretyear using daily.; assignment, second year the unit method. Findings : Pupils learn slightlybetter by daily assignment, but they retain better by unit method.
1409. lames P. Predicting @mess in the study of chemistry. Sacra-mento, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For,aberact see no. TIM.)A composite Index for predicting emcees iñ ileventh-gride cliemistry was made byreducing Termat gran, teat Hrs, and average 'matte earned in ninth and tenth grades inalgebra, geometry, and English, each to percentile /snit equivalents and then IA:ragtagthem for 162 students electing chemistry. The kolivers phemistry test (form B) !pis givenat the close d the 'smoker 'and the scofts reductOt o pkwitinttle tank.
1410. Carter, *William ta*. A tndy of CiettaIn mathematical abilities inhigh-school tOhytilto.`Doctor'n, '1981. Millsoail. 128 IxThe study deals with tbe extent to *bleb idtivatimit4 studenti uf phYsice are ible toweenies madisastical concepts, And 'the. MIAMI Importance of* this abnity to ee*Otita-abilIts, AvitliCatuil of physic* Tbe, plats Ai mathematics in bighoeboolwas ffz.d . with a high degree of definitoSoso:1041 -litcatady. =Went ratabilities wore located and prépsrly related.
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1411. Condon, John L. Prognosis in physics. Master's, 193L Syracuse.
1412. Corbridge, James Noel. Objective tests in chemistry and physict

Master's, 1931. Brown. 85 p. ms.
A survey of available tests with evaluative comments.
1413. Cordrey, William A. Placement of physics topics in the grades of

secondary schools. Nashville, Tenn., George, Peabody college for teachers, 1931.
69 p. ms.

A study of about 300 students. Findings: Ninth-grade students learn Archimedes'principle as well as do students in any other grade of the secondary schools and Wahlnearly as much. Tenth-grade students learn more reflection of light and retain as machas do the students in any other grade of the secondary schools. Eleventh-grade studentsof average intelligence learn physics more readily than do students of the same intelli-gence rating in the twelfth grade. Negro students are about 75 per cent as efficient blearning physics as are white students of the same grade classification.
1414. Dean, Ella Bose. Chemical matters referred to in periodicals of the

borne. gaster's, 1931. Chicago. 137 p. ms.
A study of the content of Good Housekeeping, Rygela, House Beautiful, etc., showedthat chemical matters are referred to in 5.25 per cent of the pages and 8.24 per cent ofthe articles in the magazines. Therefore, a considerable knowledge of chemistry is Deem.wary for the reading of magazines. It showed that a larger vocabulary of organic chem.istry is needed by the reader than high-school training gives; the scope of chemical termsoccurring in the magazines is greater than that of the textbook ; the use of pictures ismilgazines is much less than in the textbook. Conclusion : The textbook, if well mastered,provides sufficient training in chemistry to enable one to read the home magazinesin telligently.

1415. Debus, Earl S. A determination of scientific principles as found In 14
widely used high-school chemistry textbooks. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

1416. Devine, Paul Francis. Organization of a course in chemistry for fire-
men. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 94 p.

1417. Durflinger, Glenn W. A determination of tbe 'material from the field
of modern physics which should be included in the high-school physics course.
Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

Tbe purpose of this investigation was to furnish scientific evidence which will aid lathe determination of what topics from the field of modern physics should be included isa high-school course in physics.
1418. Eck, Howard W. Adjustments of the course in chemistry to progress

in the science and in educational theory. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 1C4 p. m&The purpose of the study was the perfection of a laboratory course in chemistry basedon sound educational theories. Findings: Much of the traditional material can be Wing-nated. Shows the disciplinary, cultural, and vocational values derived from &ensign.
1419. Parr, Osborne Allen. A comparative study of visual tidal's' teaching

chemistry. Master's, .1!i:L Peabody. 59 p. ma
Visual aids which were closely related to subject matter Included t course of studyand which were constructed to meet the needs of the classroom instruction were studied.Pupils involved were equated according to IQ and placed in experimental and controlledgroups for 12 scbool weeks. Findings: That pupils achieve mere cbentlatIty when taughtwith visual aids closely correlated with satOeet matter included in the warm of stud/.than when textbook stkreotyped plan of construction is followed.
1420. Yowler, Arthur Lee. palled course in high-school and junior-coliegs.

chemistry. Master's, Alar- Stanford.
1421. German, B., Fred. Indlvidaal-laboratorly /arias lacture-desponstratios

method of teaching high school chemistry. Master's. 1931. Tennessee. 62 p. ma.
1422 Goore, Horace C. 'Relation of chemistry In Industry. Slreenaborts

N. C., Agricultural and technical college, 1930.
Analyses present, iadastir limit tilt extent to which dentistry Is and; shows the sod'ter as appreciation of the importunes of eessistr: in sir every-day ilfs sad Use assiettptot pester stress es ibernistry fa tbe selmol of
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1423. Gorgu, Charles A. A comparative study of methods, traditional,
block-unit, and subject plan, in the teaching of elementary high school chemistry.
Doctor's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

In this study, control groups using the traditional "recitation system were compared
with groups using the block-unit method and the subject plan by means of a series of
tests involving a total of 400 objective-type questions covering one semester's work of
elementary chemistry. The study was made with 352 students, divided into four groups
of paired pupils of 47, 45, 45, and 39, respectively. Findings: The experimental groups,
using a directed study plan, showed a consistent gain in answering the questions from
a series of tests aged to determine differences in ability to state and apply chemical knowl-
edge after a period of study in the classroom.

1424. Haley, Walter L. Series of performance tests in high school chemis-
try. Master's, 1931. Rutgers.

1425. Haviland, Arthur L. The mathematics found in high school chemistry
textbooks. Master's, 1930. Colo, St. T. C.

This study purposes to determine the kind and amount of mathematical terms, con-
.

cepts, and processes found in high-school chemistry textbooks.

1426. Hunt, Leslie Leigh. Relation of early teaching of chemistry prin-
ciples to retention. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago, 1931. 166 p. ms.

Corers a year's work in high-school chemistry in which the placement of tbe periodic
law was studied and evaluated on the basis of retention as shown by standardised test&
A small, increasingly significant difference In favor of the equalised group who studied
tee periodic law early in year wu found.

1427. Hurd, Archer W. Curriculum development based on unit experimen-
tation in physics. Mirth central association quarterly, 5: 474-89, March 1931.

This report gives data on the responses to preliminary and final test items on a unit
in physical science, and shows bow certain criteria are used in eliminating sub-topics
for improving the unit for future school use. The purpose was to get more satisfactory
achievement scores on carefully selected course content in a projected minimal essential-
project program for.puplis in high-school physics.

1428. -- Effects of school instruction on student achievement Science
education, 15: 239-44, May 1981.

Gives forms of distribution for scores in preliminary tests, final tests, and gains for
11 different teaching units in high school physics. Most of the distributions show a
concentration at the low end of the scale for the pre-test, and for the gains, and a more
normal distribution of the final test. Two units showing a more desirable distribution
for a test on minimal essentials gives a concentration at tbe high end of the scale for
the final test, and a more normal distribution of gains. Pupils range in number from
79 to 400 per distribution. The aim is for higher achievement scores on carefully selected
content in a minimal essential-pr9ject pupil program.

1429. The experimental use of teaching units in physical science.
North central association quarterly, 5: 471-74, March 1931.

A report of achievement ratings onte-tests, final testa, and gains due to a period of
instruction in certain outlined units o instruction. One hundred and seven classes of
more than 2,500 pupils taught by 36 teachers in 30 schools received unit outlines and
tests. Twenty-five schools in 23 cities in 14 different states finally furnished test data
for one or more units. The data have been collected to find out how well pupils accom-
plish certain clearly stated objectives when carefully selected materials are used.

1430. Final tests in high-school physics. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1930. Printed with manual. 17 p.

These tests are three forms (equivalent) of a test in high-school physics, with a manual
giving noes, directions for the test, directions for scoring, and converting scores and
norms on tbe bases of : (1) Percentile scores; (2) " M " scores (T score technique) ; and
(3) means and standard deviations. Data on objectivity, validitY, and reliability, and
keys for scoring oath form are given.

1481, General report on class achievements, unit 8. Electric-lighting
systems, experimental eerie; school year, 1830-1931..' New York city, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1981.

The 94 apadmente were used to determine tbe effects on achlel4ment of a &ore carefulselection of unit objectives and more careful instruction and measurement of instructional
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results One unit wu used with 1.965 pupils in all experiments. Achievement recce*were much more satisfactory as measured by tests which have proved highly iellabk andvalid.

1432. . Preliminary tests as prognostic of final achievement in physic'
School science and mathematics, 31: 745-48, June 1931.

This report gives 26 correlations between preliminary and Anal tests in bles-scirsdphysics. The tests hare reliability of about 0.91±0.01. Data presented show the pre,tea as the best single criterion of final achievement though there are rearm one
explaining why it can not always be deOended upon.

1433. Realized achievement in relation to expected achievement
secondary school courses. 1931. New York city, Teachers college, Oolumbis
university, 1931. 41 p. ma

A report of the number and per cent of corrected responses to item in pretests fistfinal tests for 11 teaching units in high-school physics. Each item is given in the tables,so that a person can tell what pupils know at the beginning and end of a period of schoolinstruction on definitely stated items. The tests include information, problem-spiv*techniques, and appreciation items. Tables are also given showing the number of testItems in pretests and final tests receiving various percentages of correct response.discussion of factors conditioning achievemknt closes the report.
1434.- Teacher opinion on problems of science teaching. Educational

method, 10: 281-841 February 1931.
Gives a summary of responses to a questionnaire sent to teachers who had tried one semore teaching units in physics. Some significant summary statements are: "The presentcourse in high-school physics is too long " ; "Pupils have no time for project work";" More intensive concentration on a few units is desirable"; " Units awed =plebcommon things in the environment."
1435.- Tests in high-school physics. New York City, Teachers college,

Columbia university, 1930. 19 p.
The study deals with final tests forms A, 11, and C; with studies of validity and retie-bility, and with norms. The last are ln percentiles and " M " scores. Mean scores andstandard deviations are given for from 500 to 900 pupils on each form. Findings: &bodevary greatly in achievement The private preparatory schools are very much superior tothe public schools which cooperated in the study. The tests are valid and reliable accordingto accepted standards.
1436.- The workbook as an instructional aid. New York City, Teach-ers College, Columbia university, 1930. 54 p. ma
This is a report of 15 controlled experiments to contrast the nee of work sheets lainstruction with 111thods using no work sheets. The results from the 15 experiments arenot uniform, some voring the use of work sheeti significantly ; seize showing no difference ; and some showing a contrasted method superior. Matched and unmatched pupilgroups are compared statistically. In an, It is shown that work sheets may be endadvantageously by some teachers, in order to secure significant's higher achievementratings from pupils in high-school physics.
1437. Woik-test book in physics. New York City, The Macmillan

company, 1930. 148 p.
Nineteen units and tests for each wilt were selected in accordance with results triounit experimentation. Original units used have been much shortened with correspondingabbreviation of the tests.
1438. Jones, Leonard C. A comparison of new type tests in physics corn-potted of the same or similar questions. Master's, 1931. Colorado.
1439. Kemp, Gerard Lawrence. (Brother Lawrence) Chemical educatkinin secondary schools in the United Statea Water's, 1931. Boston Coll.p. no.61

1440. Kirkpatrick, ¡aims rL Textbook validation of a no* qg objectify*exercises in the field of high-school physics,. Master's, 1931. Iowa. .682 p. ma.1441. Xochakian, Charles Duda. New menta for a labonits,ry coursein organic cliendatry. Master% Mi. Boston Univ.
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1442. Lindblad, Bearish. The chemistry found In elementary high school
biology textbooks. Master's, 1280. Colo. St. T. Cut

This is an investigation to determine the kind and amount of chemical terms, con-
cepts, and pavans= found in high school general biology.

1443. Malin, Joseph EarL The construction of a diignostic test in the me-
chanics and related fundamentals of high school chemistry. Doctor's, 1931.
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Pa., Williams brothers, 1981. 275 p.

The selection of Items for the test is based upon three criteria : First, upon the
analysis of the six leading textbooks and manuals used in the United States; second,
upon pupil emote u found in the writer's previous studies and upon errors made by the
1,960 pupils In the present investigation ; third, upon an analysis of the College entrance
board examinations from 1917 to 1927, inclusive. All item, in the test with the excep-
don of two are taught in over 90 per cent of the schools as shown by the returns of 96
questionnaires received from city school systems representing every State in the Miles
with the exception of Nevada.

1444. Mils, Z. ru Educational progress in chemistry. Journal of a:wen:acid
education, 7: 222748, October 1930.

Contains comparative statistics of provisions and equipment for chemical education in
the Southern States. .

1445. Moore, Pred. Study of chemical principles in chemistry textbook&
Master's, 11.

1446, Newsom, Ralph P. Mathematics needed in the study of high school
physics. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purPose of the study is to reach some definite conclusions relative to the amount
and kind of mathematics needed to successfully study high school physics.

1447. Payne, Virgil Francis. A -comparison of the lecture-demonstration and
individual laboratory methods of ii4roducing college stdlentt to first 'Year chem-
istry. Doctor's, 1931. Kentucky. 196 p. ms.

A comparison of the effectiveness of the lecture-demonstration and the individual lab*.
ivory methods of bp-educing freshmen to general chemistry, based on the paired-student
method. The writer concludes that all students will succeed as well, and poor students
probably better, in Melt first year's work in general chemistry if they are taught the
first half-year by'the lecture-demonstration method without individual laboratory work.

1448. Riser, Richard T. A teaching procedure that proposes to take care of
tndividual needs In a high school physics or chemlstri class and a comparison
of results obtained from this method and the traditional textbook method.
Master's, 1961, Maryland. 112 p. ma.

Cozaparbon a project and special report treatment of hIgh-eeboel physics and elms-
istry with leetnver-redtation-lahoratory method. findings : Superiority of arst-samed
method to 'parsing; Inferiority in laboratory manipulation; and high value of pupil dem-
castration and revert&

1449. Schmidt, Curl E. Analysis of the high school_physics course as found
in Rix high school textbook& Master's, 1981. Iowa. EIS P. ma.

1450. Schneider, Allen Zosaph. The implications of the democratic ideal in
education for the teaching of high school physics. Master% usso, Ohio. (For
abstract see no. 712.)

A study at the history of St development of the twain of physics, suggesting menne
of humanising Quo dud/ of afth-aebfiaol P11310eas

1451 Smith, Taw Â prognun for teschtlog bigh-school chemistry. master*
1981. Tennessee. $80 p.

1452. Spender, Edna Helm Beltappraisal of the certainty of possession of
knowledge of high school chemistry. Master's, 1931. Pltbburel. (Tor ab-
stract seem& TIL)

This study vepanctalan to determine, to 'what acgost learners enn appraise Mir bawl,
edge of lidgbeeboel I.tty ; what &Serene* la degree edits awes pepik f Afton
abilities In their bowled., ; a t sleet melba hp, epee the codas-
tion of possession. Data wen esesred &ma a elb2suaistry duo at Id pupils la Aliquippa
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high school, and three chemistry classes of 88 pupils in Beaver Falls high schooL Md.
ings : In this particular study, pupils were tapable of appraising their knowledge; pupils
belonging to the high group of either intelltgenee or achievement were best able to appraise
their knowledge; pupils belonging to the middle group of either intelligence or achieve-
ment were better able to appraise their knowledge than those belonging to -the lov
group ; pupils in no category of intelligence show consistent improvement in their *MHO
to appraise.

*1453. Stover, C. Franklin. An investigation of the chemistry terminolou
demanded for an intelligent reading of current literature. Master's, 1931.
Penn. State. 75 p. ma.

A study was made of 48 issues of tbe Literairy Digest taken in a random sampling of
all seasons during a period of eight years. Findings: Surveys of the broad classifications
of topics found in an analysis of current literature have underestimated the frequency
with which chemistry actually appears in the press and in periodicals. The usefulneas
of a knowledge of chemical terminology in reading periodical literature has been shows
to be considerable.. Much of the conventional terminology of chemistry is being taught
in the prerequisite sciences of biology and general science. Data indicate that adver-
tising does not draw heavily on science in the description of products to the general
reader.

1454. Thomas, Helen Stanley. Physical and biological science experiments
for third-grade -children. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

1455. Wagner, Elmer E. Objective analysis of high school chemistry text-
books. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

14156. Ward, William Eugeile. A test of achievement on results of labora-
tory work in high-school chemistry. Master's, 1031. Washington. 78 p. ms.

1457. Weldon, Glen Thomas. A knowledge of the meaning pi techniqal terms
as an index to achievement in high-school physics. Master's 1930. Iowa.

1458. Weymouth, Ethel Marion. Enriched teaching of physics. An attempt
to enrich the high-school physics course by topically arranged readings. Ithaca,
N. Y., Cornell university, 1930. . 849 p. ms.

1459. Williams, Jessie. Study outlines in physics construction and experi-
ment evaluation. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

The problem is divided into two parts : (1) the construction of usIgnmeout sheets
for high-school physics which would comply with and aid in tbe realisation of the aims
of secondary education ; be based on the specific subject-matter objectives of physics as
conceived in the course of study and textbooks used in Los Angeles, Calif.; usemake al
tbe principles o the psychology of learning; and be in such form as to . be of practical
value for la asses of average pupils with average teachers ; and (2) the evaluation of
the study ou es resulting from the first pert of the study. Physics classes taught by
17 teachers in 9 high schools of Los Angeles were used to evaluate the study outlines..

1460. Wooley, Glenn Meng. The reorganization of subject matter in high
school physics and chemistry. Master's, 1931. Southern 'California. 56 p.

A study based on questionnaire returns from 104 teachers of high-school physics and
chemistry in Califorpia. Presents conclusions relating to the changing aims and COD°
tent of these courses and suggests further steps in their reorganisation..

1461. Woolson, Richard. Chemistry and chemistry teaching in the New
Jersey high schools. Master's, 1931. Rutgers. 118 p. ma.

1462. Yates, ¡Ames A. and Morgan, L. D. Chemistry achieveluentest for
.high schools and colleges. Pittsburg, Minus State teachers college, 1980.,.

1463, Ziegler, Tobias P. A curriculum study of phies. 'muter% 1990.
Colo. St. T. C.

This study seeks t9 determine what knowledge of electricity is meal to tli4 tromp'high-school graduate, whkt contacts in home and industrial life the individual 1. gotneto make which involve a knowledp of electricity, and which of these problem oteuk-inostfrequently ln tbe experiences of individuals.
.
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OCIAL STUDIES

1464. Akron, Ohio. Public schools. Social studies outline. 1930. 22 p.
(publication no. 1.)

This experimental course of study is intended to assist teachers in planning their social-
studies work until such time as the curriculum revision committee shall have completed a
course in social studies.

1465. Ballard, Charles Boy. Measuring achievement in high school sociology.
Master's, 1931. Colorado. 55 p. 1lis.

The study deals with 10 high schools located in 6 different States, covering 440 cases.
FIndings: The test is both valid and reliable. Norms may be standardized after elimina-
tion of a few of the questfohs.

1466. Bandy, Mrs. Johnnye. Informal instruction in the social studies in
the fourth grade. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 164 p. ms.

The study (livered the experiments of two school years with two groups of fourth-
grade children. Findings : The requirements of the Memphis, Tenn., course of study
could be met 'through informal teaching procedure.

1467. Benzing, P. B. An analysis of visual aids in secondary school sociology
textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 53 p. ms.

1468. Briggs, David H. The influence of qertain methods of making the
assignment on the study and learning process in the social sciences. Doctor's,
1931. North Carolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)

This study gives the results of an objective determination of tbe influence on tile
learning process of Ave methods of making the assignment : (1) A suggested study
procedure ; (2) the assignment of pertinent study questions; (8) teaching the meaning
of tbe difficult words found in the selection to be learned ; (4) making tbe pupils aware
of the personal value of the materials to be learned; and (5) making the pupils aware
of the general meaning of the materials to be learned. Each type of assignment Was
tested with 2 fifth, 2 seventh, and 2 ninth grade groups, by using 2 reading tests of
approximately equal difficulty. Findings: Method 8 was the most influential of the five
types in causing improvement on the combined scores of the three grades tested. hiethlid
4 was the most effective with flftb-grade pupils; method 5 with the seventh-grade pupils;
and method 2 with ninth-grade pupils.

1469. Chicago, Ill. Board or education. A course of study in the ocIal
sciences. Junior high school. 1931. 213 p. (Bulletin SS-789.)

This course is the result of a study of the educational needs of the children of Chicago
by committees chosen for experience, skill, and scholarship.

1470. :- arson, Anne von. Motivation through praise and criticism in
the teaching of social science in the junior high school. Master's, 1981.
Stanford.

1471. Christy, Mary Edith. The relation of reading ability to progress in
social sciences. Muter's, 1981. Denver. 70 p. ms.

One hundred and thirty-one pupils in four classes in American history 1 of the eleventh
grade in North high school, Denver, were tested in 1929, and 109 of these pupils were
conferred with one year later. The pupils were tested in reading comprehension andrate in order to determine the range and character of abilities in the datums. The
study attempts to answer 4 us questions on the relation of reading ability to achieve-
ment in social science and school subjects.

1472. Cleaved, Kathleen D. Development of land traniportation In the
United States. Master'. f1981]. Peabody. 294 p.

This study Involved: (1) An Investigation to detirmine issues and problems that shouldbe understood by the American youth; (2) an analysts of social studies texts in ref-
erence to land transportation in the United States; (3) an analysis of representative
courses of study in regard to the subJect ; and (4) the setting up of a criteria for tike
selection and organisation of material relating to land transportation in the UnitedStates into a soetalitudies unit for the junior high school. Findings: A corhplete or-
ganisation of a junior high .school social-studies unit on the development of land trans-
Portatioa In tbe United States.
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1473. Davis, Beatrice. Transportation. New York City,Columbia university, 1931. 20 p. (Teachers' lesson unit series,
1474. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Social science. Elegrades 3, 4, 5, and 6. 2d rev. ed. 1931. 184 p. (Course of sno. 20.)
1475.

3d rev. ed.
1476.

coBe
o.. 1.)

entary schoot
cly mouogralgi,

Social science. Junior high school, des 7, 8, and 9.1981. 196 p. (Course of study monograph, S.)
Social science. Senior high schoo grades 10, 11, and12. 2d rev. ed. 1931. 195 p. (Course of study monogra no. 19.)

1477. Devereaux, Olive, Social science objectives in *se Junior high school.Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 718.)A study was made of recent courses of study in social science for junior high schoolsin reprerentative states and cities. Most of the lists of objectives include citizenship,pupa participation, and the command of the fundamental processes. Findings: Healthyrespect for law, and worthy home membership were inadequately cared for.
1478. Emig, Arthur Samuel. The meaning of objectivity in sociology. Doe-tori, 1930. Northwestern
1479. Fancier, Della Goode. An analysis of the proleing to the teaching of the social studies in secondary

Southern California. 4r6 p.
A detailed and com ensive study of a mnnbér of aspectshistory, aims, curricul organisation, course c(intent, methodssocial-studies laboratory, teacher status, and correlation with of

OW literature relat-
ools. Master's, 1931.

tkof tbe sjtl5ect, such u
of teaching, equipment,
er activities.

1480. Fawcett, Beecher W. A curriculum study in prolenis of transporta-tion, Master's, 1931, Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this study was to discover the important problem% concepts, generalise.boas, and dates which concern the field of transportation, in order to determine atsubject matter for a vitalised social-science curriculum.
1481, Fox, Florence C. Notes on the Oregon till'', arran: as new mate-riais of instruction in geography, civics, and hist5ry for elem. Itary schools.Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 48 p. (U. S. Officeof education. Bulletin 1930, no. 27.)
1482. Gerberich, J. R. Prediction of scholastic success in principleseconomifk 1930-1931. Fayetteville, University ok Arkansas, 1931. 2 p. Ms.Devament of aptitude measure for economies. findings: A correlation Coefficient0.822 with Orst-semester grad, in the oubiect-
1483. Grant, M. P. The vocabulary difficulty of a certain ninth-grade textbook in social science. Master's, 1931. Michigan.
1484. Green, Belvia. A comparative study of the standings of students andtime spent in social science in higir school apd university. Master% 1180.Illinois. 51 p. (For abstract see no. 099.)
" Data consisting largely of high-school and univirsity chides' in' social *den& Qf 800University of Illinois freshmen were secured from the flies In the office of the registrar elThe university and examined. It Is .sbtvwn that Individuals 'do not netesslailly =totalthe-same relative-ranks in social science fis the universittf Which 'the* maintained in theu group of sukjects in the high school Very littlei correlation seamed to e betweeshigh-school and university grades in -*octal, science of individuals will in -studylarger per cent of individuals found in the higher ranks in social *spice in birth . seboolcomPItte4 the work at the unIvereity titan did those found in the km= ranks.'"1485. Grimes, Archie R The sociology of newSpapers. Master's; 1931.Iowa. 115 p. 4771.4
1486. Ass*, C. IL A study of north c.eulTal ef Pel"taking to the extent socialscience subjects are being offered 'it Ivsixictive4choolcurricula and subject combinations of their sociallidente tècheri.oft 'memo&
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1487. Hall, Walton S. Political Intelligence then and now. Masan's, 1931.

Boston Univ. ;,, - .
,

This study shows the effect of nocial-acience instruction in the past 40 years and indi-
cates present needs.

1488. Haman, J'ohn William. The curriculum organization of the social
studies in reecondary schools. Mutees, 1931. Southern California. 159 p.

the curricula in a total of about institutions located in various parts of the
rlo theA general treatment based on an analS s of literature and on a subjective evalua-

tion of
United States.

1489. Harper, W. W. The vocabulary content of economics for Kansas high
schools. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

A study of an economics vocabulary analyals of 10 representative Kansas newspapers
over a period of six weeks. Lists were submitted to representative business men and
compared with vocabularies of texts in economics on the approved list for Kansas high
schools.

1490. Helmer; Louise Cornelia. Evaluation of visual and printed first grade
social science materials. Master's [1981). Peabody. 195 p. ms.

A study to determine visual and, printed materials available for teaching first-grade
social science. Findings : Of 15 units of work in courses of study recommended 6- Bureauof curriculum research, Teachers college, Columbia university, only 8 could meet the testof criteria set up by California curriculum commission. Material for three units of work,
The homes we Uve in, Workers that help sort and Our clothes, was meager: Much materiaiwas found for inns: Our 'Pedal daYs, Our home life, and Our food. First-grade readersand primers furnished most printed materials; lantern slides most visual materials. Besttypes of material according to criteria of the fourth yearbook, Department of superin-tendence, National eOucadon association, weri stories to be read to the children ; storiesand poems for the children to read ; subject matter references ; and excursions. Accordingto the same criteria, very few materials fruggestelf to the pupils other problems of valueand enlisted their interest in them. Most of the printed materials in this study 'werewritten or copyrighted after 1922, showing that only recently has interest been shown inwriting social-science material for young children's use.

, \--

1491. Helphinstine, Ida B. A stu in the adaptation of the Chicago unit
plan to certain phases of social-ecien, work in the primary grades. Master's,
193O. Indiana. 82 p. ma,

.1
The problem was to ascertain whether children Ju the first three grades have reached alevel of understanding that justifies any teaching in regatd to our national holidays ; andwhether such teaching ceuld be made to contribute any appreciable soclal-teience values.Findings : The demo of interest mangested and the results obtained on the tests givenindicated that children in the first three grades have reached a level of understanding VWjustifies teaching connected witblhe national holidays. Objective tests in the second andthird grades show that appreciable Understandings leading toward more format geographyand history study were acquired.
1492. Horgaii; Brands' lames. Curriculum making in the social studies.

Doctor's, 1931. Boston Coll. 10 p. m4s.
1493. Lamb, &met M. Thi histoiy and preseht Itatus of thrift in the public

school. Master's, 1930. ew york. 117 p. 148-. ,, ,. . , e'

The study degli with of the tbrift inreipvit from its European beginnings,together with that of IChÒÔL whits frogs' rite io iti Riesent state lb tbe United States;data show this cotintry't lnii ot the Omit 'war, the need of thrift teach-ing in the public ecbòOI, and present
.
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,, 1494. Leibman, .*., . Vie (background for sa ...aurae In contemporary
Q

Jewishlife. Master's, 198L , Chicago, 78 ik .nat b.. ...-91 1

A study to deternitte tito .coiteht of I tout* a 'crinteit*iishry 'Tewish liferelative emphaals to is plated on Its /ctinitituentileate. Outlines Itains tO.be&ea time alietsaiat lei the **Aiwa jAits so.f an4 evaluates current,the subject. . ..t '; I I )!
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1495. Los Angeles, Calif. City schools. Study plans, ninth grade social
studies " The story of civilization." 1981. 192 p. 0

These study plans were prepared to be used with the course in the Story of civilization.
1496. Thrift in education. A source book of materials with

suggested plans for study in connection with the school savings-bank activity for
use in the Los Angeles city school district. 1931. 188 p. (School publication,
no. 218.)

1497. lacChesne?, Mildred F. The history and status of the teaching of
economics in the secondary schools of New York State. Master's, 1931. N. Y.
St. Coll. for Teach. 120 p. and appendix. .

A complete history of the teaching of economics in tbe secondary schools of New YorkState. Individual schools teaching the subject in the period from 1838 to 1867 artlisted. Material from textbooks, syllabuses, and Regents' examinations is used to showchanges in content in the several periods. Changes in the naruTi% of the examinations
are traced, and it is shown that the questions tend to " parallel the economic questions ofthe day." It is tbe belief of the author tbatmore children should study the subject, andfacts are presented to show that it is not too difficult for children in the secondary schools.

1408. McLain, Grace. A social-problems course for high school girls. M8i
ter's, 1931. Nebraska. 211 p. ms.

1499. Major, Nannie Aurelia. The social science curriculum in the junior
college. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 108 p. ms.

The study included 177 junior colleges. Findings: 1,112 courses are offered in social
science, history, ecoSomics, sociology, political science, and geography. Shows tbe vents.tions in semester hours in the same course, the similarity of titles of courses, and other
significant facts.

1500. Minnesota. Department of education. The secondary school curricu-
lum and syllabi of subjects. Social studies, ninth and tenth years. Ancient
history, modern world history. St. Paul, Minn., 1931. 67 p. (Bulletin Nô. C-2.)

1501. Oregon. State /department of education. Course of study, elementary
schools, history, civics. Salem, State printing department, 1931. 183 p.

This course of study includes a list of elementary-school textbooks.
1502. - Course of study, high schools, social studies. Salem,

State printing department, 1931. 88 p.

150$. Parker, Clyde. The educational trend in social science with a course of
study in sociology for the senior high school. Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C.
150 p. ms.

Shows educational trend in social science and constructs a course of study in sociology
for senior high school.

1504. Parker, Vera R. Determination of social-studies units for first-year
high school. , Master's, 1931. George Washington.

Tests were given to find out what pupils do sot blow. Analyses social situations of
high-school`pupils.

1505. Roberts, Helen Miry. Sex differences in the intermediate grades rela-
tive to achievement in social science. Master's, 1030; Denver. 78 p. ms.

Social-science tests administered alto pupils of tbe ,fifth and sixth grades in ,sis Denver
schools, showed that sex differences in the ipterinediate 'trades relagye to achievement in
social science are apparent ; that they are more apparent in grade* CA and 68 than In
grades 5A and.5B ; and that there were greater differences within the tgrougs than betweenthe groups. The differences, although less significant in '5A and 03, are great enough to
warrant the conclusion that the achievement of the'boreis somewhat smperior to tbat ofgirls in these grades. Causes for these differences would, seem to I* that the material to
be presented in these grades has a greater native appeal to boys than it has for girls,and the former therefore enter the stu4les with a wider pre-knowkdge of material out!lined than do the later. It seems that some proilaioa should $ made tor material
designed to meet thetnterests tif girls to a greater degree.

;

1506. Shane, Jessie. An analysis of the concepts, allusions, problemk and
generalizations of 60 critical magazine articles. Master's, 1981. Colo.)St. T. O.
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This study an attempt to And out some of the problems and issues of modern life,
what generalisations Eire made concerning them, and what general concepts of the social-
science field and allusions to specific persons, places, and events, are made concerning
them.

1507. Shull, Claude Miller. Supplementary reading in lower divIsion social
science& Master% 1931. Stanford.

1508. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Social studies for
the primary grades. Sioux Falls, S. D., Brown and Loenger pub. co., 1931.
355 p.

1509. Tyler, Henry T. A survey of the attainment of the general objectives
in junior CO 41 :e social sciences. Sacramento, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For
abstract see o. 'rm.)

Tests were given to a aves section of social-science classes, including history, philoso-
phy, economics, social institutions, psychology, political science, and geography, at the
beginning of the second semester of 198041, and at the end of the semester with some
batteries of tests that might bear on the objectivei of social studies, It was concluded
that there was grow di in the attainment of the general objectives in the social scienceb
during tie course of a single semester.

1510. Watson, Mrs. Emma. A classroom procedure for the teaching of social
studies. Mager's, 1981. Peabody. 188 p. ms.

An experiment conducted over a period of nine months to determine if pupil-centered
assignments executed informally were successful in content achievements. The findings
based on Columbian tests showed the experimental procedure as satisfactory in
achievements.

1511. Whaley, Myrtle W. Intelligence score and achievement in social
sciences. Master's, 1981. Chicigo. 55 p. ms.

From a statistical treatment of school marks la social sciences and scores made on
intelligence teits, it was found that the coefficient of correlation was approximately
+0.40; highest correlation was found between scores and civics; lowest, for sociology.

1512. Wilson, Howard E. The fusion of social studies in the Junior high
school. A critical analysis. Doctor's; 1981. Harvard. 276 p.

Bee also 270, 583-584, 599, 2047, 2197.

GEOGSAPHY

1513. Armentrout, W. D. and Whitney, F. L. Types of geography courses in
teachers éolleges. Journal of geography, 29: 401-13, December 1930

151t Baltimoie, Md. Department of education. Geography. urge of
study for grades 4, 5, and 6. 1931. 832 p.

The major objectives in the study of geography are: A knowledge of the relationships
between varied human activitied tinfl:lbé natural factors amid which they talcs place;
knowledge.4 geographic facts twit prtnelples which wiil enable the individual to interpret
present conditions and current problems; sympathetic interest in the lives of other
People; appreciation of the economic and social interdependence of peoples of different
countries; recognition of the value of human effort through the knowledge that onl,¡
through cooperative labor can the resources of the earth be made available to all peoples;
and respeCt for the natural resources with which man has been provided. This conrse
of study is based upon the conception of geography as a study of the relationships exist-
lug between man and natural environment Instructional material has been experi-
mentally deteripined by actual classroom try-outs before organisation into its present
form.

1515. Brown, Velma. Analysis of exercises In. eaurtary geography text-
books. Master's, 1981. Chicago. 67 p.

A study of trends in Abe teaching ot iteellespby as reveded by analysis of exercises
in elementary `iitogifitolly'textbooki tiubliahed silice 1890. /Bindings : Decreased emphasis
on facts as ends in themselves; increcsed emphasis' on rilationships as a whole and on
specific F(440,048-4 aan environsuestt.

1516. Coburn, H. Liswellyn. The construction of a junior MO sebol
course in000upational geography. Master* 1901.,. Southern Cairo 128 p.

An organisation of material Mato" abotritett far' a proboised
course showing the effects of geographical factors on occupations.
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1517. Cunningham, Mora May. A study of the word-Conteur of five ele.
mtntary geographies. Master's [19$1]. Peabody. 107 p. ms- ,

A comparison was made of the vocabularies used in the study of the United Siates u
found in five elementary geographies. Findings; (1) The smallest nutaber of running
words was found in essentials of geography, the largest in the United States end Canada;
(2) the smallest per cent of sero credit words was found in elementary geography, tilt
largest in United States and Canada (Thorndike's Teachen' word book was basis of cots-
parison) ; (3) the smallest per cent of words from 9 to 8 credit number was found in
elementary geography, the largest .in tinned States and *Canada; (4) the mealiest pu
cent of words whose credit number is greeter than 9 was found in United States and
Canada, tbe largest iu elementary geography ; (5) the lowest median index nunibar'vas
found in the. United States, the highest in elementary geography.

1518. Flaacke, Marjorie. The construction of an objective test in geography
for normal school students. Master's, 1931. New York. M p.

1519. Hamer, Mrs. Blanche. The geographical relationship of the products
of Greeley and vicinity. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study was to make available to the school child or student in the
city of Greeley, Colo., material on a survey of the geographical, agricultural, and indus-
trial relationship of the products of Greeley, Colo., and vicinity.

1520. Hohman, Sister Mary Dolores. An analysis and evaluation of courses
9f study in geography. Master's, 1931. Illinois.

1521. Keefer, Edith L. Case studies of 25 maladjusted pupils in sixth-grade
geography. Master's, 1981. Pittsburgh. (nr abstract see no. 715.)

A series of tests in 1929-30 revealed that there were a large number of maladjusted
pupils enrolled in the fifth and sixth grades in the Redstone township school, Fayette
county, Pa. Investigation indicated a large number of them were over age for their
school grade, and- far below normal in their reading ability. This' study deals with ill
failing pupils in grade 6 who were 13 years of age and over, or who were social milts.
Results of standardized and nonetandardized tests, physical examinations, personal in-
terviews with parents, as well as school reports and results of intelligence tests wereused in the study. . Diagnostic tests in geography and reading formed the basis for
remedial teaching. Results of the remedial teaching in reading improved the reading

-status of each case used in the study.

1522. Kiernan, Frances X. Field work in high-school geography in the
New York area. Master's, 1931. New York. 80 p. MS.

Status of field work and 'questions for its increase and improvement. Findings: It
is very feasiblie ls the New York region because of the abundance of Ocb material found.

1528, Kopf,. Helen M. One-cycle or . two-excle geography? Piggott Ohio,
Public schools, 1981. 6 p.

A comparison was made of work done by pupils in 'upper elementary grades; the old
and the Dew geography were contrasted. ...This study revealed that all pupil, except thou
hi the lower, quartile accomplished as much with the 1-cycle u with the 2-cycle geot
raphy.

.
. .

15243 Eueneman, Huberteen. The effect of vocabulary in reading geography
textbooks. Master's, 1981. Iowa. TT p. ma. \,

152,5. Lee, Mary L. The is:alga:we, of geography on the growth of Matta.
noogaandustries. Master's, 19814 Peabody:- 106 p..

Material waa obtained.chiedy from perional interviews with presidents of plants within
the city, showing that Chattanooga is evidently to become a much, giester industrial et/
in the future.

Zewsrens, Alfred 'IL My rating. Wale Los 4ffples, City
schools, 1931.

1527. Li, Tien-Xuel.' A Iiity and au interliireiatton of Wte. kilt Practices in
teadAng of geography. : Mastees, 1931. Sysacnow . ;

152& Nash, Harry 3, Sleograptiy.' Welt Allis, Department 'of instrae
tissi..1931. 19p. nix. , .r .!1 ' :;!... i'tk
14 .101147,01 illitiOletiof Sn gliogralU ftk *Milts suggartions tw. hoprovemest Totspotisoiripm *Oa 4reveosts gosoleptses. ot instriegoo, .; i ASSici 1.70(
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1529. New York (City) ;Board of edubation. The ability4of children

reading. An:inalysts of thi &ills involved tu;c1 suggestions for their develop-
ment. New York, N. Y., 1930. 16 pe (Educational measurements for the class
teacher, no. 16.)

1530. New 'fork (State) Education department. Syllabus for 'elementary

schools. Geogrp)iy, grade 7. Albany, University of the , State of New York
press, 1931. 92 p.

This pamphlet comipletes the series of three which constitute the new geography syllabus
for elementary sehoolso grade" 8-7.

1531. Nichols, 'W. B. Teaching the geography of Asia. Master's [1981].,!
Peabody. 11,7..p. mg,

In seven0-10itts teography, by the u* of separite unite of Asia for emphasis and by

comparison, sociiiised recitation, problem method, and journey method, these units were
made more real and vita] in the life of the group.

,

1532. Oregon. State department of education. Course of study, elementary
schools, geography. Salem, State printing department, 1! 1. 142 p.

This course of study includes a list of elementary-school textbooks.

1538. Pries, .11and: Meuuring growth of teacbers in teaching geographr.N.0,

Master's, 1981. Michigan.
1534. itankbi Pearls. The status of geography in secondary schools. Mas-

ter's, 1931. Southern California. 157 p.
A summary of the history and present trends of geography in secondary schools, based

on reading of professional books and magazine articles.

1535. Swa.142, David J. A study of variation in certainxitap symbols. Nei%

York society for, the experiment& study of education. 'Bulletin, 12: 11-14,
November; 1930.

A study was made of the types and coloring of maps in seven widely used textbooks and
is one school atlas. There wu no uniformity in use of color for various elevations of
land and depths of water in the textbooks compared, or in the various maps 44in the
individual textbooks.

1536. Trapp, Frank G. A plan of pupil activity in fifth grade geography
designed to develop sound habits of study and ability in logical thinking,
Master's, 1981. Syracuse.

1587. Tuttli, EIMe /Unlace. Teiching the geography of the North'Central
States. Maitér's; 1961. Peabody. 155 p. nag.

This stUdr bided*" the consideration of objectives, methods, materials, and content to
be used in teaching pupils the geography of the North Central States.

1538. United States. Office of education. Government publications of use

to teachers of geography and elementary science. Washington, D. C., U. B.
Office of education, 1030.' 14 p. Ins. (Circular no. 28.)

This is a list compiled, to show what publicatlons fruited to school use are available,
and how the! Analy pbtainell.

1539. *REIN. 411?erta,s fjenerfilizations and problems bask to a goograPhy
curriculum. Master's, 1981. Colo. EIL T. C.

A study made to determine important problems and generalisations which are basic to
a geography curticilluMi` tlisreng/kan ftsaysis of the writings of "frontier thinkers " in
tbe geographictlield.-, C4 0!

Bee also 627, 1187, 1481, 2063, 8868, 8896.

$ WM=

1540. 41,1?Fecdt.4;9:44stjiite So;Ine vocabulary Oilfilpuiltiko of seujog high
school history. Master's, 1981. Colo. St. T. C.

This is an attempt to reduce the vocabulary difficulties' tonO, bi. senior iflab-echooi
pupils In Mummy's textbook History of the American Peoplti*
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6

1541. Anderson, Kart The vocabulary of certain ninth-grade history coa.
text not within the comprehension of certain ninth-grade pupils. Master's, 1911,
Michigan.

1542. Andrews, Elizabetli X. The basis of children's interests in 20 history
textbooks on the intermediate grade level. Master's, 1930. George Washington,

1543. Backlund, Elliott A. An analysis of classroom activities in the teach-
ing of American history in Chicago high schools. Master's, 1931. Northwestern.

1544. Baker, Albert Franklin. The effect of simplifying history test mate-
rials on comprehension. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no.
715.)

Tests were.given to 300 eighth-grade pupils- in four different communities in westernPennsylvania. The rotation method was used. Findings: The attempt to simplify theparagraphs succeeded only in the third part, simplifying by using equivalent phrues;the technique of simplifying materials by using equivalent phrases was effective; eatechnique of simplifying materials by using synonyms was not effective; the test mate-rials were too difficult for the pupils for whom tbey were written ; the study of historymaterials involved a mastery of difficult vocabulary.
1544k Baltimore, Md. Department of education. History, course of studi

for grade's 4, 5, and 6. 1931. 268 p.
This course of study is organized upon a single-cycle basis. The pupil studies thehistory of the United States in its natural setting in relation to world history.
1546. Bashor, Esta X. Results in junior high school history measured Is

terms of retention. Master's, 1931. Colo.St, T. C.
Attempts to determine, by the experimental process, the most valuable method atteaching history in the junior high schooL
1547. Buster, G. B. Comparison of recitation method and unit method in

teaching American history. Master's, 1931. Kansas.
The achievement of two groups of senior high-school. pupils (45 in each group) inKansas City, Kans., were compared, 1929-80. The mental-ability scores were equal,tbey had the same teacher, the same subject matter, but two different methods ofinstruction were used.

1548, Camp, W. L. Tests as motivation in American history. Master's,
1931. Iowa. 116 p. ms.

1549. Carmela, Sister A critical studs of elementary school tests inUnited States history. Washington, D. C., Catholic education press, 1931.
46 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research monographs,
vol. 6, no. 5, July 1, 1931.)

Bibliography: p. 43-46.
1550. Chapman, Vera Morris.. Teaching children to think through the useof historical source material. Master's, 1930. OhIo (For abstract see no. 712.)
1551. Childs, John R. A study to determine some of the wOrds in textbooksin world history which are not within the reading comprehension range of

certain ninth and tenth grade pupils of the Dearborn and Vermontvine public
schools. Master's, 1931. Michigan.'

1552. Clark, Washington Augustus. The development of an achievementtest in South Carolina history. Master's, 1831. South Carolina. 38 p. ma.
(For abstract see no. 717.)

Tests for a sixtb-grade course in state history.
q1553. Dewey, Joseph Clarence. A care study of reading comprehension dif-

Acuities in American history. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. 1747 p. ma.
1554. Duck, Edviard Walker. A court* of study for United States history.

Master's [1931]. PeatKdy. 208 p. ma
United States history IA tor bitch schools.
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1555. Dyer, Xargaret. Stucbr procedures in the field of history. Master's,
1931. Southern California. 157 p.

A compilation of methods and devices derived from the literature, from interviews with
teachers, and questionnaire responses from students.

1556. Dynes, John J. An investigation of the relative effectiveness of two
study techniques in history. Doctor's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1557. Ekblad, C. E. A study of certain factors related to achievement in
the teaching of United States history. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 101 p. ms.

1558. Elliott, Miriam Belle. The treatment of reconstruction in American
history textbooks. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 225 p. ma.

Analyses of four textbooks on American history for junior and senior high schools.
1559. Fields, Norah Boone. Treatment of the World War in Junior high

school histories. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 92 p. ms.
1560. Foster, Charlotte. Reading comprehension as affected by the transla-

tion of elementary. historical 'itaterial into the spoken and written vocabulary of
children. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 75 p.

1561. Fredriksen, Beatrice. A plan for the teaching of certain skills in the
study of history in the New York City senior high schools. Master's, 1931
New York. 42 p. ma.

A questionnaire was sent out to all the department beads of all the senior high adroit
In New York City. Findings: No definite course for the training of the study skills Is
given in any of the New York City senior high schools and such a course is necessary.

1562. Gant, Homer Francis. The place element in high school texts on world
history (a study of maps). Master's. 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 7120

A study of the number and character of the maps in four widely used high-school
textbooks in world history, and of the 'use made by the authors of these maps.

1563. Gillespie, Agnes Baynard. The problem of current events in the teach-
ing of history. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 53 p. ms.

A study of the Reader's guide and bibliographies, and method books on the teaching of
history found in libraries of George Peabody college for teachers and Arkansas State
teachers college, shows that current events is definitely and most appropriately placed
within the jurisdiction of the social-science departmentespecially the history field; that
some means of a check amid and could be used in order to insure a more thorough
comprehension of the important news studied.

1564. Griffith, Kean. Overlapping and repetition in junior and senior high
school.courses in American history. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This is an investigation of commonly used textbooks in American history to determine
the degree of overlapping and Tell Ltition in texts used in the junior high school and seniorhigh school courses. It is a survey in the fiéld of the curriculum.

1565. Haberly, Katherine. A comprehensive analysis of high school text-
books in United St 4fes history. Norman, University of Oklahoma, 1931.
54 p. ms.

1566. Hall, Calvin S. An analysis of visual aids in senior high school
American history textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 122 p.

1567. Hall, Mary. Poetry in secondary school teitbooks in American his-
tory. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for tleaéhers, 1931. 63 p. ms.

A study of W textbooks In American history for high schools, showed an increase in
tbe use of weary in histOry textbooks since 1820. The poetry vules from "The Illiad "
to Flanders fields " and from the Bible to political campaign rhymes.

1568 Harrison, Archibald Parker. A topical analysis of 10 junior high
school textbooks in. Anrrican history. IIILaster's, 1931. Southern California.
15 p.

1569. Ilawsweeny, Olga 7."4A. A critical study and evaluation of new type
testing methods In WO school history. Master's, 1931. New York. 42 p,
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A survey was made of tbe literature pertaining to the subject. A study and evalnaties
of different forms of tbe new-type tests in history, was followed by a study sad
evaluation of the existing new-type tests in history. Findings: The new-type test hhistory possesses the seven essential qualities of a good test. Although some of tbe
existing tests in history have much in their favor, a large number of them are not utis.
factory because they are obsolete in material used and do not test tbe attainment of the
basic aims of history teaching.

1570. Hupp, James Lloyd. Administrative problems In the field o history.
Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 264 p.

In order to determine the major issues in the administration of the øin1àiau hhistory lest of 199 problems suggested by the literature in tbe field of history teachingwere classified in nine categories in the form of a check list. Fifty administrators weeinterviewed and asked to submit problems related to the subject of history that badcome up in connectibn with their work in administering their schools. After each admin-istrator had submitted his ligt he wu presented with Me check list and asked to evalu-ate each problem as to whether be had found a knowledge of it " essential," useful,"
or "of no value " to him in his work as an administrator.

1571. Jack, Coral Emma. The evolution Of history in the secondary school
curriculum of New York State. Master's, 1931. Cornell.

1572. Jensen, Myrtle E. An analysis of the objectives of teaching history.
Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1573. Johnson, Macie E. HiStorical poems as supplementary material fOr
teaching American history. Master's, 1930. lEans. St. T. C., Pittsburg,

1574. Kartozian, Annie Armine. Methods of teaching history through bi-
ography. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 115 p.

A compilation of materials, derived from reading and from interviews, organised late
a practical manual or guide for the history teacher.

1575. Krell, Florence S. A study of some of the words *erring in ICIsoes
ninth-grade history 'text which are not within the comprehension range of cer-
tain ninth-grade pupils. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

1576. Lester, Sam Jihnes. Overlapping in history textbook factual material
on political parties. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 89 p. ms.

A study of four textbooks, with subject matter adapted to the elementary school,
junior high school, senPor high school, and to college. Findlay are illustrated by graphs
and charts. Table I andllrapb I reveal the tact that then Is everkpping bi statemests
dealing with politial parties as found in representative texts used in the elementary
school, the junior high school, the senior high school, and tbe college; and that there is
a striking uniformity in the number of repetitions made in each of Mead lofts from
the elementary school to the college. Table II and Graph IV disclose a remarkable uni-
formity in accumulation of fact material, as, these texts advance in complexity.

1577. Livingstone, Courtenay Robbins. The status of the workbook In
American history in the high schools of Indiana in 1929 and 1930. Master's,
193L Indiana. 81 p. ms.

157& Long Beach, Calif. City schools. World history. Course of study
for senior high schools. 1931. 186 p.

The emphasis in this course of study is placed on modern history, and deals with the
earlier period only from the standpoint of its relation to the present

1579. Longbon, Edith Anna. Outsideloressnre on the teaching of history
in the State of Ohio. lialgtet#IN neck Ohio. (For abstract see no. Tit)

Covers the teaching experience of the members of the teaching profession will cooper-
ated by helping to furnish information.

1580. McBrien, Dep04. The status of historical instruction In leacher train-
ing institutions. Conway, Arkansas State teachers college, 1981. 12
(Arkansas State teachers college. Bulletin, vol. 18, no. 4, January 1931.)

Data were secured from 741 teachers college cate/ogues..and from al answers W. Au*tionnalres from beads of history department& Data. indkcate atilt Omni Is ,litO GO'&rutty of organisation in ilia history departments of the instftations'itudiet; Obit tilt
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subject matter offerings in history differ so greatly that it is not possible to make atabulation which would b'e comprehensive.

158L McKinnon, Nettie J. An evaluation of certain study procedures in
history. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 180 p. m.

An analysis of the_ effects of definite detailed instruction in the technique of com-parison, the tdentilication and expression of cause and effect relationships, outlining, andthe selection and organisation of material in history.
1582 Ma limey, June Elizabeth. A. study of juniar-senior high school text-

books in American history. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 72 p. ms.
- An examination and classification of 40 textbooks in American history, which are usedin junior and senior high school. Opinions were obtained from four groups of peoplewbo are closely connected with textbooks, the teacher, author, publisher, and critic.Reports were secured through questionnaires. Findings: (1) The writing of historytextbooks has changed in the past few years; (2) before the World War texts that werewritten were centered around wars and political events. In the texts written in thelast 10 or 15 years lunch of. the political and military history is omitted and much ofthe social and economic history is included. Texts written by the old method arerapidly passing out of use in the schools. Texts written by the new plan meet a criticalreception and the authors who have tried to fulfill the new requirements have met withvarying degrees of success.

1583. Martin, Katherine E. A comparative study of American history astaught in junior and senior high schools. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 186 p.

1584. Mason, Winifred. Relationship of a knowledge of the connection of
men and events to general information in history. Master's, 1931. Colo.
St. T. C.

An effort is made in this thesis to determine the relation between a knowledge of the
connection of persons and events and general information in history.

1585. Idixsell, Prank Hill. Measurable results of the use of visual aids in
teaching A-7 history. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 72 p.

A rotating group experiment was conducted with two classes of some 30 pupils each
over 2 periods of 5 weeks each with appropriate pre-tests and end-tests at the beginningand end of each period.

1586. Morris, Tom T. Analysis of senior high school American history text-
books to determine significant historical terminology. Master's, 1931. Iowa.
154 p. ms.

1587. New York (State) Education department Syllabus in history. A
three-year course in world history. Albany, University of the State of New
York press, 1931. 229 p. (1931 reprint with supplementary material.)

This syllabus represents two general types of syllabuses: For the first year of thecourse it is of the e`precis" type. a brief summary of the essential facts; for the secondand third years of the course it is a manual somewhat* coal& for the fields it covers.
1588. Nichols, Dean Gerstung. Pupil's study guide in American history for

high ichool. Muter's, 1931. Wyoming. 91 p.
1589. Ohlsini, Clare 13. A study of pupil-responses in history. Master's, 1931.

Colorado. 80 p. ms.
The dud, was based on over 3,000 pupil observations of 12 chigoes taught by 6 teachers.Findings: Pupil responses varied with day of week, type of pupil activity, type ofsubject matter, and teacher personality.
1590. Olds, H. W. The use of illustrative materials in textbooks in the

teaching of American history. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 58 I.). ms.
A study of the standards set by which to Judge pictures, the use the authors make ofpictures and their susgeations for further useie. Findings: There Is only a slight tendencyto increase numbers. Authors do not give suggestions for the use of tbe pictures. Inmaking suggestions for further use the authors attempted three thinp: (1) To stimulatethinking, (2) to bring large maims of people into the picture, and (8) to link thepresent Web tbe past.

15910 Ralowskro..,Uldors. A pomparative study of the treatment o tbe
American Revolution and its causes in the history textbooks of the elementary
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schools of England and of the United States. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the city
of N. Y. 80 p. ms.

Twenty-eight texts in common use were analyzed in the light of their treatment 'of the
War of Independence. Conclusions : American books devote five times as much space. la
proportion, to the topic as do the British books; in proportion, American books devote
more space to battles and personages of the war than do British books ; no American
text is anti- or pro-British ; no British text is intiAmerican and several are pro-American.

1592. Pearce, Kathryn. An experiment to determine the effect of reading
exercises on the exact fixation of historical facts. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh.
(For abstract see no. 715.)

00-The purpose of this experiment was to determine the effect of reading etercises in word
meaning, rate, fact material, central thought, following directions, total meaning, and
organization on the exact fixation of historical facts as measured by three standardized
history scales. The study involved 70 pupils of the seventh grade taking United States
history in the junior high school, Donors, Pa., who were equated into two groups of 35
each. Tbe conclusion reached is that the effect of the reading exercises on the exact
fixation of historical facts was to improve the efficiency of pupils in the experimental
group in answering history questions, as shown by the difference between the means of
the differences in the scores of the two groups.

1593. Pearson, Emerson E. The construction of a United States history test
Master's, 1930. Indiana. 48 p.

The purpose of the study was to construct a test in United States history which would
parallel such books as Beard's History of the United States, Muzzey's History of the
American people, and similar books that emphasize the economic basis of history. The
test proved reliable for high-school use.

1594. Penn, Jennie. The construction and evaluation of a study technique
for American history. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.

1595. Peppiatt, Esther. Study of words which cause difficulty to ninth and
tenth grade pupils in comprehension of world history. Master's, 1931. Mich-
igan.

1596. Prandoni, Sister Mary Carmel& A critical study of elementary school
tests in United States history. Washington, D. C., Catholic education press,
1931. 46 p.

1597. Pritzkau, Philo Theophilis. The determination of the interests of
junior high-school pupils in the field of American history. Master's, 1931.
Chicago. 128 p. ms.

Results from a questionnaire and interviews with 280 pupils in junior high school,
showed that junior high-school pupils are interested in topics on adventure, mechanical
improVement, life and customs, communication and travel, war, and other topics in
motivation.

1598. Quinlivan, Sister Rose. The adaptation of the unit method of tristruc-
tion to the correlated teaching of history and religion in the- high Whoa

%aster's, 1931. Boston Coll. 103 p. ms.
1599. Range, Edward E. The treatment of the subject of war as found in

, current Connecticut junior-high-school history texts. Master's, 1931. New
York. 42 p.

An analysis of the emphasis on war and peace in junior-high-school history texts was
Made. There has been a decrease in the amount of space (words and illustrations)
devoted to military history, and an increase in economic, social, and political history.

1600. Robinson, Lucy Mai. Learning exercises 'for American history in
senior high schools. Master's 1931. Peabody. 80 p. ms.

1601. Ryan, Leo R. -A4 analysis of four high school textbooks in American
history for the purpose of evaluating them for use in the high schools. Master's,
1931. ColL of the City of N. Y. 124 p. ms.

Au analysis was made of four texts in the light of the number of pages devoted to
various topics of American history, teaching aids, indexes, and appendices. Finding*:
(1) Writs published 19244927 place much less emphasis ell the colosiel period ekas did
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 149
earlier published textbooks; (2) recent books devote much more space to events since the
Civil War than did the earlier texts ; (3) newer books give much more attention to social
and economic topics; (4) more space is devoted to maps than to any ether type of illus-
trative material ; and (5) among the teaching aids, the greatest amount of space is
devoted to topics and studies for special reports.

1602. St. Louis, ?do. Public schools. History of St. Louis, the city sur-
rounded by the United States. Vol. 1, Old St, Louis, 1930. 100 p. Public-school
messenger, 28: no, 9, November 20, 1930.

In this history special attention has been given to the vocabulary and language so as to
meet the reading ability of the fourth-grade child.

16Ì03. Sereatus, Carl Arnold. Objective drill materials versus informal dis-
cussion in college history teaching. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

*1604. Silver, B. Robert. An evaluation of various procedures used in meet-
ing the needs of slow students in history. Doctor's, 1931. New Yo4. 143 p.

The purpose of this study was to sPiect, apply, and evaluate educatiaal procedures
designed to aid students who are backward or definitely deficient in their work in the
history course in a typical municipal high school. The Evander Childs high school in
New York City was chosen for study.

1605. Smith, Cecil E. Investigation of the content " load " of American
history texts for secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 85 p. rns.

Investigation of dates, individuals, events, and terms used in American history.
1606. Smith, Pearl G. The value of retesting in history. Master's, 1931.

Colo. SL T. C.
The purpose of this study was to find whether or not students of the junior and senior

high schools retain more of the historical facts presented to them two or three times in
the form of examination questions than they retain when examined in the customary Way.

1607. Smither, Collin Edward. Relative efficiency of the unit method and
daily recitation method of teaching American history. Master's, 1931. Virginia.

1608. Spearman, S. G. Development of criteria in subject matter and
method for eighth-grade history. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 78 p. ms.

1609. Stephenson, Orlando W. and Copass, Lucille. The special vocabulary
of American histpry. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan [1931]. 3 p. ms.

Findings : There *re less than 50 words which are peculiar to American history.
1610. Thurau, J't H. Dates, men, and facts which teachers should emphaslie

in a course of history of European backgrounds, as revealed by an analytical
study of history textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 121 p. ms.

1611. Tyler, Heny T. A study of the tutorial plan of instruction in English
history. Sacramentto Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

An experimental sec n of 21 students was organized in English history on the English
tutorial system of instsuction. No text was used. Students worked directly from pri-
mary and secondary sources. A control group of 31 was taught by the usual lecture and
outside preparation method. The same instructor directed both sections. A slight differ-
ence was fountrip favor of the experimental groups on each of the factors measured.

1612. Wahlquist, Keith C. Chronological sequence in history teaching.
Master's, 1931. Utah. 117 p. ms. A..

1613. Wallace, Elsie Jane. An analysis of photographs in Junior high school
American history textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 53 p. ms.

161t Walsh, IL S. Relation of methods of presentation to retention of facts
in history. Master's, 1981. Colo. St. T. C.

It is the purpoe of this study to determine which of five methods of presenting historyis best for the retention of fitta.
1615. Weeks, Julia KeeIt. Effectiveness of two methods of teaching his-

tory. Master's [1931].
A study with two groups of students in history for one semester. Findings: In thisstudy the Morrison plan seemed more effective than the formal recitation plan.
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150 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1616. Willits,flara Mildred. An experiment to compare methods of
tion for gifted children in unselected groups in modern European
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 113 p.

41. rotating group experiment for the purpose of comparing the effectiveness
methods of teaching (individualized, socialized, and teacher directed) with
measurements of results in each case.

*1617. Wyckoff, Marion M. The worthy use of leisure time as an objective
of teaching history in the junior high school. Master's, 1931. New York.
56 p. ms

A study of the actual use of history in leisure time, involving an investigation of exist-
ing studies, data of 150 questionnaires, and a study of provisions for leisure time, from
courses of study and 10 textbooks. Findings: History has a place in leisure-time activity
but indications are that slight emphasis is put upon this aim in teaching.

See also 579, 627, 630, 1481, 1504-1501, 2889, 2948, 3531, 4343-4344.

inane.
history,

of three
objective

1618. Boarman, Ruth. Comparison of textbooks in problems of American
democracy. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 34 p. ms.

1619. Graves, P. B. An experimental investigation concerning high school
civics vocabulary. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

Study made in Chanute, Kans., high sch.00l, involving 147 student& A study of instrue-
tion with special emphasis upon vocabulary in civics, compared with instruction without
such emphasis, comparing students with high and law mental scores, and boys and girls.

1620. Greenwalt, William Carl. A technique of study for ninth grade civics.
Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1621. Justice, W. Arthur. The development of :c.ivie information amoni
school children. Doctor's, 1930. Cincinnati. 171 p. ma.

1622. Burr, Ralph J. Relation between a knowledge of current events and
civic knowledge. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 88 p. ma.

Based on tests of 133 biih-school students and 119 college students, involving measures
of general intelligence, measure of knowledge of current events. and objective test of civic
knowledge. Partial correlation technique was used, finding correlation between current
events and civic knowledge with factor of intelligence held constant. Partial r was 0.44
tdr high-school students, 0.38 for all college students, and 0.53 for college students without
previous courses in political science.

1623. Lefferts, E. B. Outlines for study of California vehicle act. Los
Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1931. 35 p.

This is for use in the junior and senior high schools.
1624. McLaughlin, Cecil Lewis. Construction of an achievement examina-

tion in Ainerican government for Iowa high schools. Muter's, 1930. Iowa.
175 v ms.

1825. Metcalf, Arthur Ansel. Some state activities in the development of
citizenship teaching in the Ilnited States. Doctor's, 1931. Michigan. 846 p. ms.

A study of laws and state courses of study, 48 states, showlirg changing aims, content,
taand methods of citizenship teaching. Findings: Constant development with new attack
'shown about 1925; remarkable eh!. wilts in last five years.

1626. Monroe, Margaret Paisabeth6. Civic education in grades four to
Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see n9. 712.) ,

This thesis was written for the purpose of eilluadng means of civic educeliou in
the light of progressive theory.

1627 Morris, W. T. An analysis of visual. alas In " Problems 61 Asporicu
democracy " textbooks. Master's, 1931. Iowa, 20 p m 4'

1628. North Dakota.. Department óf public instiuction. the yo,ung 4:Risen.
of North Dakota. Bismarck 1981. 16 p.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OP CURRICULUM 151

Describes the activities of the league whose purpose is the giving to the grade chil-
dren of North Dakota the best possible instruction and training in good citizenship by
directing them in the study of vital problems of American life and government, and
by helping them to take part in and assume responsibility for the proper solution of
those problems.

1629. Parks, Francis Lavern. An analysis of pupil abilities and traits in
civics. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

1630. Pieroe, Bessie Louise. Civic attitudes in American school textbook&
Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press, 1930. 297 p.

Bibliography: p. 25742.
" This study deals with the content of textbooks In history, civics or citizenship,

sociology, and economics sometimes called problems of democracy ; geography ; read-
ing; music and 'foreign languaie -commonly found in the elementary grades and in the
junior and senior high schools, selected from lists of state adoptions of prescribed, recom
'mended, and approved books, u wen as those chosen by administrators of city systems."

1631,, Quisenberry, James Franklin. An experiment with project teaching
in ninth Oade civics. Master's 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

Two sectidns of ninth-grade civics in the high school at Woodward, Okla., were taught
by the conventional method, closely following the state adopted text and the course of
study ; the otber two sections were taught by the project' method. All four sections were
taught by the same teacher. At the close of tbe school year, the experimental group
showed the higher correlation between mental ability and civics achievement and between
reading ability and civics achievement.

1632. Rhea, William J. A study of certain factors related to success in
teaching Ameiican government. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 102 p. ms.

163& Roach, D4vid John. The high school civics curriculum. Master's
1931. Stanford.

1634. Runyan, Grace. The secondary school commercial club as a factor
in citizenship education. Master's, 1931. Hawaii. 89 p. ms.

1635. Saylor, Charles Franklin. Some aspects of achievement in civics in
the ninth year. Master's, 1961. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

Three sets of data were used in this study : (1) The results of tbe public-school
achievement test in American history, by Jacqh Orleans; and civic information and
attitudes test, by Howard C. Rill, given October 1, 1929, and May 5, 1930 ; (2) the
analysis of textbooks used in ninth-grade civics ; and (3) the results of an inquiry
sent to the civics teachers of Somerset county. The results of the tests given October 1,
1929, indicated that serious deficiencies existed in the social studies background of entering
ninth-grade pupils. After studying civics during the ninth year, it was found that
achievement had been made during the year, but that in a number of cases deficiencies
still existed.

1636. Speicher, Harry Elaine. A diagnostic study of failing pupils in ninth
year civics. Master's, 1031. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

An attempt to measure certain aspects of 112 pupils who failed in ninth-year civics.
They were tested to determine their reading ability, lefel in intelligence, extent of in-
formation in civics, types ot civic attitudes possessed, and understanding of the vocabu-
lary of civics. The performane of the group in silent reading was below the level of
the ninth grade. The extent of the pupils' information in civics was found to be below
the norm for the junior high-school pupils.

1637. Steele, Ernest O. The treatment of the school system as a social
institution In civics textbooks used by the secondary schools in California.
Master's, 19W. California. 109 p. ms.

A study to determine the status of education as a topic for instruction in the "social-
studies .6 ilm. Findings : The results of a survey of secondary textbooks on geogra-
phy, sod , economiis, history, and civic* show that contentAsaterial on education is
confined Of I entirely to elides textbOoks for junior and senior high schools.

163& Stroud, Warrea LaRue. An experiment to evaluate _specific and gen-
eral uslipunenbs In the laming of economic elvitm Masters, 1981. Pitts-
burgh. (For abstract see na MS.)
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152 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

Ninety-six freshmen were studied for 15 weeks during the first semester of 198041.
One experimental and two control groups were u ich were equated on th basis oi
tbe intelligence quotient, the New Stanford a vement test, the Brown-Woody civics
test, and the Sangren-Woody reading test. 1be stronger oontrol group, in every unitof this study, is well as on the Brown-Woody civics test, which was repeated at the end
of the experiment, made a greater net gain' than the experimental group. The poorer
control group made the least net gain.

1639. Swingley, Clarence E. Teaching of the National Constitution and the
State constitutions in the elementary and high schools of the United State&
Master's, 1931. Chicago. 112 p. ms.

This study involved the examination of all the statutes passed to require the teaching
of the Federal Constitution and the State constitutions in the elementary and high schools
of the United States; also a consideration of the history of the movement and an analysis
of the data for such instruction as found in textbooks, workbooks, courses of study, etc,
The study revealed that 43 States have statutes which require the teaching of the Federal
Constitution, 24 States require by law that the State constitutions be taught; the laws
are not uniform as to their requirements; the instruction ia most frequently required inthe eighth grade and in high school ; some of the laws are very specific as to the require-
ments; most of the statutes requiring the teaching of the constitutions have been passed
since 1920; and the two leading organizations to encourage such legislation were the
American bar association and the National security league.

1640. Texas. State department of education. Texas high schools. The
teaching of citizenship, Federal and State constitutions. Austin, 1931. 65 p.
(Bulletin no. 279, vol. 7, no. 2, February 1N1 )

1641. Tubbs, Eston V. Teaching citizenship in the Chicago schools. 1931
Nations schools, 7 : 23-24, February 1931. (Reprint)

The objective of citizenship training in the tilicago schools I(cit hip t s rough
creative experience.

See also 272, 283, 1481, 1501, 2889, 3525 ; and seder Moral and character education.

MUSIC AND ART EDUCATION

1642. Aldridge, Leona Crisp. The teaching of art in theeleMentary grades.
Master's, 1930. Oklahoina. (For abstract see no. 713.)

Data for this study were secured from letters of inquiry sent to 147 of the largestcities in the United States to determine the status of elementary art teaching. Part 1gives the aims and objectives of elementary art education as stated by the various schoolsincluded in the investigation. The principles of education given by various educatorsare given in part 2 as justification for a classroom procedure in art activity for the
elemegtary grades.

1643. Anderson, M. T. Materials and methods for pre-school music. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Wisconsin.

1644. Baltimore, Md. Department of education. Art course of study for
the senior high school. 1930. 85 p.

*1645. Baron, Anna. A comparative study of color vision and color matching
As related to chronqlogical age, mental age, and intelligence quotient of children.
Master's, 1931. New York. 67 p. ms.

One thousand and thirty-one children were given a color-discrimination test. An addi-
tional color-matching tést was given to 446 children. Chronological ages ranged between6 and 16 and mental ages between 5 and 15 years. No relationship was found betweenthe ability to discriminate between colors and the mental age of the individual, but amarked relationship was found between the ability to match shades of the four funds-mental colors and the mental age.

1646. Baxter, Ernest Walter. Determination of objective test content for
mechanical dritwing. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Col. 82 p

A study was trade of echanical drawing as taught in junior and senior high school&Published tests were anilyzed, and an experiment performed with information and per-fOrmance tests. Findings: 57 published tests are purported to teat 14 abilities; 64.1per cent were given to testing informational, pencil drawing, and pictorial drawing abili-ties; performance and information, rins0.54; interrellability of performance test, rame0.99.
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147. Bet.1291, Mae Z. The hymnology practice of certain churches with
special reference to young people's hymn preferences. Master's, 1931. Iowa.

A study of the hymnology practice of five Protestant churches and the hymn prefer-
ences of young people in these groups. Findings : Results indicate that hymns for con-
gregational singing are not chosen on basis of preference among young people.

1646. Biddle, Prank C. The feasibility of grouping pupils according to
musical ability for instruction in music. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

1649. Bond, Gladys, and Lewerens, Alfred S. Art ability of Japanese chil-
dren. Los Angeles, Calif., Public schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

Data indicate that Japaneee Children are able to compete on equal terms With typical
pupils on a standardised test of art ability. Older Japanese pupils gave evidence of
possessing a considerable fundlof originality.

14350. Bowman, Horace Bushnell. The standardization of Kwalwasser-
Dykema tests. Master's, 1931. Syracuse.

1651. Braun, Louis R. The existing aims of mechanical drawing in the
junior and senior high hoots. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This study attempts to determine the aims which exist in mechanical-drawing courses
in the junior and senior high schools.

1652. Burke, Alfred Francis. Theory and application of the principles of
design. Master's, 1981. Boston Coll. 48 p. ms.

1653. Carroll, Herbert A. The relationship of intelligence and other varia-
bles to ability In art. Minneapolis, University of Minnesota, 1931.

Findings : (1) Abstract intelligence at the extremes vitally affects art ability ; (2)
marked sex difference, exist; (8) training in art appears to have but little effect on the
test score.

1654. Chadwick, John E. The prediction of success in music. Master's, 1931.
Cold: St. T. C.

The study attempts to determine the prognostic value of the Kwalwasser-Dykema
musical-atotitude tests in the rtediction of success in applied music.

1655. Coleman, Mrs. Batts N. A chifdren'a symphony. Doctor's, 1981. T. C.,
Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 218 p.

All of the thimes of the children's symphony were composed by children of the ele-
mentary school, and played by them on instruments of their own making and other
simple instruments, as developed in the creative musk classes of the Lincoln school. The
symphony was learned by the children or tbe fourth, #fth, and sixth grades in about two
and one-half months and given three times in March, 1930. The symphony wu an
enriching, worth-while experience, stimulating a greater interest in music and greater
understanding of it.

1656. Cook, Willie Mae. Ability of children in color discrimination. Doc-
tor's, 1931 Johns Hopkins.

1657. OrOistiong..11L W. Changing soil Ttions in art education. Columbus,
Ohio State universityi 1931. eo

A study of art education in the public schools of the United States shows that there
have been three mavior concepts of ut education (1) Art for industry, (2) art for art's
sake, and (3) art .for the itmlislittgal.

1658. Crowley, Edna /Iva Briber. An experiment in methods of teaching
design. **ter's. 1!1. Chicago. 87 p. ms.

A comiatinók.of the iiiteett*eneei of vethods of teichlug design to 680 high-scbOol
freshmen in 5 toitiollet gAips. -.10ihd1itsi: The directed obstrvatiénal method proved to

OiNe the most effective method duo to the tut abut, the Student** attention was direcited to
the salient gharacteristies of Iona gmrtak They, therefore. draw more intelligent designs,
The " free interpretadon.''. method was,* pupil did not feceive -instructiou proved itself
verY We**, proving titat ckildrin çs 40 do $0 effective Work. if they left atiroly
free aa the, eskittAthep*s Oven freedom but guided où the wu,

1659.. Dams, Scam si oft music with all other eubjeett in the
junior higliligitifg: tbitittAiltkel'144.11*40(4104did*Wisiiiiiertf iionoutt
report, 198046§1, .1 7 ;

A plan by which, through eoneladou with other subjects, tbe music allotment might be
extended so se to permit. a. eon sillativ consum4tion of Qs aims of musk Instruction.
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elf)(p. Doherty, Leo Terence. The teaching and appreciation oftgokir.. ¡Ma*.ter's, 1981. Boston Coll. 40 p.
1661. Elliott, Marguerite Olga. Vocational guidance in the art curriculum.

Master's, 1931. Claremont
1662. Eurich, 4.1vin C. and Carroll, H. A. Group differences in art judg-ment. School and society, 34 : 204-06, August 8, 1931.
The purpose of the study was to determine sex differences and differenees between majorgroups in art judgment. Marked sex differences in art Judgment Were observed.
11163. Fairchild, Calphurnia L. Ethics and arta study of three artistsand their ophilosophies. Master's, 1931. New York. 97.p. m&The purpose of this study was to show that artists have philosophies, and te showhow great works of art have not only an esthetic but a spiritual value. The works ofJean Francois Millet, George Frederick Watts, and Violet Oakley _were chosen becauseof the ethical value of their art.
1664. Fox, Lyndall D. A statement of the functiotis of tIle art supervisor.

Master's [19341]. Peabody. 53 D. ms.
frITrvekrpose of this study is to ke4m tbe functions of the art supervisor as ;tilted incurrent educational literature (books and magazines). The material includes generalsupervision, 'Art supervision, and art education from books and periodicals which harebeen published within the last five years and are found in the library of George Peabodycollege for teachers. Findings: Art should not be taught as special subject butshould be part of the regular curriculum and correlated frith all the work. Moresupervision and less teaching is needed. The supervisor should have actual clawroom experience before becoming a supervisor. The supervisor la a cultivator of taste--he should aid his community to build beautifully.

Jr 1665. [Fresno, Calif. Public schools.] Percentage of elementary* schoolteachers who teach their own music and apparent cadge *here not doing so.[1931.1* 9 p. mi.
1666. Gamble, Gertrue., A report on the summer music camp as a factor inmusic education. Masterri, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 49 p. ,The study is based on a field study of National high-sichool orchestra and band camp,Interrben, Mich.. during the summers of 1929 ands1930. -Findings: Work of Aim andother camps is becoming a greater factor in multi education tivery year.
lion. Goodwin, Gladys. Analysis of the scores of the KwalwuneTaDykemstests of musical capacity given to Roxboro Junk'r high boys and girls of allgrades. Cleveland Heights, Ohio, 'Public schools, 1981.
1668, Griffith, Charles Leonard. Symphonic suite in G. A technical apalysis.Doctor's, 1931. Iowa.

,

1669. Haight, Esther Ann. School instrumental; enble material fromsixteenth and seventeenth century sources. Muter's,. 195r
16% Hamm, Hal W. A frequency analysis of waded termsschbol band and orchestra compositions. Master* 1960. Colo. st. ix': O.The purpose of this investigation was: (1) To contribute ot.ethe inforrastiét Whichwill aid in discovering tbe terms of musical =presided' lifilch-itv mciet itatvortant ininterpreting high-school band and .orchestra compoaities )(1 tn. /Sitarists*, ,what- termsof musical expression are being taught in Coloratle State tese,hesie (*Hegel, tod (3) to de.termine whether or not the most. important art Oignig ,,Aughts KolriesatrYto make a recommendation fur 4%, revision of this phase of sub3e4 matter.
1671. Rang, Irma W Junior high school studesits/ Judgments of taste ininterior decoration. Muter's, 1831. Pittsburgh.*- -(1)ifabstract see nti.tni.)An experiment was eondotted tb compare the' mitt pla6 filth ftcsyeset ¡Aft' of inotruetion. Two stoups§ each composed of 84.eight101 itiblétts, wiriam*kit'itiii glandon the Witte test worm the lirm Welt of ivotti4 à lei.. Deft &soli **it' hiugbiby. one teacher, and led the same materisft â iseurtwriet Oar ilpilbioss raft ebe slowsIn tba experimeptal MX) melded OW00 .1410#1! taot tits ezperhileat showed- consistent 4111010
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1672. Bayamon, Sophia. Musical ability of sixth grade pupils in Minneapolis.

Master's, Minnesota., 74 p ma.
The native ability, factual knowledge, and performance ability of 500 SA pupilsmeasured objectively and the interrelatibn of the results. Findings : Superior ability

was sound in these Minneapolis pupils as compared with standard norms ; (2) the cor-Melon between native ability and accomplishment (factual knowledge and performance)
was higher than is found between intelligence ratings and school marks.

1673. Hendrix, Magdalen L. An objective study of current practices in the
teaching of time and rhythm to selected fourth, fifth, and sixth grade pupils.
Master's, 1981. Northwestern.

1674. Holman, Susanne. Music in the auditorium period of platoon schools.
Master's, 1981. Colorado.

1675. Hood, Zdward Earl. Individual instruction sheets for mechanical
drawing. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 95 p. ms.

1676. Host*sky, Bert Lewis. A survey of orchestras and bands in the hIgh
schools of Kansas. Master's, 1931. Kans. Bt. Coll. 50 p. m.

1677. House, Bay W. A study of MA school bands in North Carolina.
Master's, 1930. Nike.' 73 p. ms.

This study aims to discover the organization and methods of supporting and conductinghigh-school bands with information as to tilt methods and procedures in the organizationand mailagement of bands. A rather 'complete analysis of tbe value of such bands isgiven. I .

1678. Hulse, Lizanell. A study of elementary school music. Master's, 1931.
Peabody. 78 p. me.

study ót the objeetties of public-school wield as found in educational literature, show-ing how course. of study attain tbe objectives. Findings : Public-school music should makedefinite tOntillittion toward the development of the child into a useful citizen. The
courses of study. ibow Ant onli four southern states offer a definite course of study. Inthe 10 statii located ifl other than the soutbern section, all offer singing, listenfng andone, inntrumentfil music. In the ten southern cities, 'all except one provide courses insinging, linknia& and III *re provide cow*s in instrUmental" magic. In 10 cities wheremusic receives a prominent pisce, all teach singing, listening, and three teach Instrumentalmusic.

1679. ilutehinson, Dorothy D. Natural dancing themes selected from appro-
priate Wet* tor' children in the Ant two grades. Master's, 1931. Colo. St.
T. C.

The purpose of this study Was to find poems which, combined with music, 'be 'asome of apses natural dancing in the first two grades of tbe elementary school,and to Prepare II, serrigoliblei ban4boqk ,that w ,be. ,a guide for the natural gaminginstructor.

1680. Jeffers, P. and others. Course study in elementar7 music., titanJose, Calif., department, 1930. tittive form 'for'Arst -and second
grades only.)

1681. Jersiid, A. T. eful Mensiock, S. stuaiy of the singing ability of
the three-year-old child and the tl Iluenee Of\training on the 'child's vocal
capacities. New York CV, 'Niche college, Coi6Thka university, 1961; BS., 4p, ma.' -':(01111a! raie1006411t ) iiitittie

Fifty 8-years.o1d children were tested to 1 . heir ability to repródikepitfdt aid bier-vats. igiteea . Andrew topers ¡rivet intoisiwo e ing %Ter a- peribd of , seven months.Records
. weirs. na0s) a the content and .(pant of. the children's spostallSoulo singingThe mules deals 'With, the Mumps fed. training on "road capadtx individual. ttiffietenes 4relationship betimes; spontaneous aisainviad perhaps**, on. tests a Pita and istkrrat 1reproductiwtrelstionehlie Wooteii -. parente. ant children's : vocal '.ilstge,. between !vomit' i

bills and .:Stiikefffitorldit 1144419$4_,_2,41, ibYtAPger AtVt)if anti abliiti to 11,10M4Priso ;#14)wo and of oaks mom or instruitIonar purposes.
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15§ RESEARCH STUDIES III EDUCATION

1682. Zones, William E. \ A study or the vocabulary load and minimum
vocabulary in texts for meaanical drawing for high schools. Meter's, 1931.
Ohio. 45 p. ms.

An analysis of 16 books in mechanl
small number used. Twenty-three pul
(18,958).

drawing ,for geometrical terms showed a very
75 constituted491 per cent of tbe total usages

1683. Lazze, Louis. The teaching of Oistory and appreciation of music la
secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Nevi York. 88 p.

A study of educational theory, 'esthetic theory, and theory of music appreciatios.
Questionnaires revealing modern tendencies ef secondary schools were studied, and wades.
dons made for a course of study based on the findings. Shows the value and need of acourse of study based on modern educational and /esthetic theorl, and gives s number ofguiding principles as a basis for the construction of such a course of study.

1684. Kean, Peter Francis. The MAIL drawing cornktor. Master's, 1931.
iPoston Coll. 34 p. ms.

1685. Keller, Edith X. A survey and evaluation of music contests and corn
petition festivals. Master's, 1931. Ohio, 211 p. ms.

The history is stressed from prehistoric times to the present day, with emphasis uponcurrent practices and educational implications in the high schools ofirne United &stetFindings: Contetts and festivals are increasing in interest)ind scope. Forty-five Stateconduct State or sectional contests. National events are "pleasured in.band and orch6tra.the programs on the whole are of great educational value...-. 4
1686. Larson, Minnie Ercka. Courses of study in art education for the de*

mentary schooL Master's, 1931. Chicago. 180 p. mi.
Twenty city courses of study in art which have been Ribllsbed since 1925 were analysed.Grades 1 to 6 were investigated. Findings The courses analyzed comply with the revise .ments set up by the National education association for evaluatfng courses of study. Tbscourses have efficiently developed th, five main featut-ea wash Ave formhlated as malepoints in the criteria for rating courses of study by the `National educatiot assoelialbs.They are definitely in line with the more detailed criteria establishei by Stiatesneyer andBruner for rating elementary art courses.
1687. Leavitt, Frazik X, and others. Hljlui ikbool course of study in me-

chanical drawing, junior division, grades 7 and 8. For experimentation, 1931-
1932. Pittsburgh, Pa., Public schools, 1931. ms.

1688- High school course of study in méchanical drawl&
senior division, grades 9 to 12. For experimentation, 1981-1932, Pittsburgh,
Pa., Public schools, 1981. 31 p.

1689: Lewis, Volta Sharrai. A study of the bleaching of medhanical draftingin junior and senior high schools in Tennessee.. Muter's, 1931. Itnnessea
212 p. ma.

11/

1690. Long Beach, Calif., CliF schq.": Art, course of study for grades 4,
b.. 5, and 6. 1931. 100 p. .

... This course of study is designed to bring the art objectives into harmony with moderneducational objectives based on the theory of individual differences In puzilitiud teacheis.
It is thdl aim to develop la all pupils some degree of appreciatioa5mbeassopme kno,dge of art principles, and the skill possible to tire grade lent

1691- --÷ Art, course of junior bighgstay-bor schools. mules 7, 4
and 9. 1931. AO 13.

This course of stud* is designed to' bring the art objectives into harmony Ida' *odeseducational objakilies based op-the theory of individual 4111Nruces in pupils ski teachersIt is the to, to give all milk an e . 4
t .1 of, and I i " ton fori the sit dinasate04line, light, and col° wont asst.Amen and art prinelplos. in pm*progression it ordir that I. may develop an apprecia 4 . ICUSVaud" '.*loot stiles, L. W. Comm.:on errors 41n drafting forai Mastiet.pni

Iowa et. eon. 32,P. ins.4, 4' .1'
A stbdy of the errors in form as revealed by exissinadoa of 240 drawls* plates seattrain si, large variety of schools. Irindings: The most common arras girl shown ii atreitssi Wiley &ad It probable ant 011004111 'Vodka *odd liak 104 614 di.SW bs imilist. `. ,
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1693. 11047, Pritz Alfred. A survey of music in 25 of the larger high
schools of Minnesota. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 124 p. ms.

1694. Mebane, Eleanor Virg1niae Art education in the Junior and
high schools. Master's, 1931. Peabody. zals p. m

An investigation of present-davfractices in art education in the junior and senior high
schools, through examination of,scent publications connected with the subject. Periodi-
cals consulted were limited to those issued since 1919. Findings are given under tbe
following heads : Values, objectives, principles, subject matter, methods, tests, and measures.

1695. Mellinger, Bonnie E. Children's interests in pictures. Doctor's, 1981.
T. C., Col. Univ.

In an attempt to show the need for a body of scientific information concerning elemen-
tary school children's interest in pictures, and to set up an experiment -by which certain
of the interests could be scientifically determined, 18 plates were shown to 795 children
OD the first, third, and fifth grade levels. An analysis was made of the chqces of ale
children. Findings: The children preferred pictures in color to those in black7and white.
Three color pictures were preferrea to two color. Atl grades prefer the realistic to the
conventionalised style.

1696. Miller, George T. Reactions of junior hi school gliditnts to the
architectonics of pictures. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstaract see
no. 715.)

The underlying problem of this study was to determine to what extent children in the
Junior high school according to age, grade, and sex, recognize, reply to, and respont to
the effeets that isolated form made upon them. An experiment with four pictum was
carried out in the Baxter Junior I;igh school of Pittsburgh with 1,014 students relfponding.
It was found that age had little to do with the aesthetic judgment of these students. The
boys improved more than did the girls, from grade to grade, in their ability to Acognize
isolated form; but the girls responded *esthetically in a psychological manner at a higher
pereentage'tban did the boys.

1 T. Mille* Marion E. Interrelation of high school and community
,Master's, 1931. Rutgers.

1698. Itisumi, Issei. Certain factors in art judgments. Master's, 1931.
Stanford. "

1699. More, Grace Van Dyke. A study in prognostic testing of college fresh-
men whose major subject is music. Master's, 1931. Illinois.

1700. National bureau for the advancement of music. National survey of
harmonica bands and ciasses. Digest and summary of the experience of those
wIlo have conducted thein. New York, N. Y., National bureau for the advance-
ment of music [1980]. pet p.

A questionnaire study was made of the effect on the study of more serious musical
instrumenie, of class study of tbe harmonica. Data were secured from persons havingactual experience with the classes. A large number of tilose answering tbe questfonnairefeel that the harmonica is a positive stimulus te the study of other musical instruments.

$170/niesbitt, nary. Arousing children's interest in Russian music. Mas-
ter's, 1931. New York. -4n. ms.

Material Is grouped to aid the music supervisor so to work with ihe teacher that abeqn help tbe pupib get a finer appreciation of music and a knowledge óf how closely musiclinks up the various parts of the world.
1702. Z. T.. A study in the Seashore motor rhythms test. Iowa

City, University of Iowa, 1930... (University of Iowa studies in psychology, no.
13, p. 7444, 191101

1703. Noi, Z. Thdrston. Vocation$ nItts4 la the public sthools. Master's,
1931. New York. 146 p. ma.

The problem of this study of imeational music in the public schools is one of surveyinS
i the accumulated literature in the field of music education in an attempt to discover thesalient Wig Concerning its development, social and philosophk basis, and its place andpractift la the pubilm mtbools .as revealed through educational literature. Data weks
secur8L_b7 tbe use of WO ichiaules of information on which returns were received tram
1100 cities is 14 states. e
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158 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUOIXION

1704. Oaks, Orville A. The development and partial standardization of
objective reading tests in elementary general mechanjetil drawing. Master's,
1931. Northwestern.

1705. Philadelphia, Pa. BoaH public education. Philadelphia tab
in mechanical drawing, Grades 7AL 7B, and SA June 1931. 193E 14 p. m&
(Bulletin no. 215, September 21, 1931.)

The tests in mechanical drawing which were given to boys in grades 7A, 78w and 8A Inall junior high schools in the city during the week of June 8, 1981, are designed to fnr-nigh : (1) An objective interpretation of the requirements of the respective courses ofstudy, and (2) objective measures of attainment in various phasei of mechan1cp.1 drawing.
The repetition of a testing iírogram in mechanical drawing has shown substantial
improvement in pupil achievement.

1706. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public school& Course of study in art educatlott,
elementary, junior, senior divisions, kindergarten to twelfth year. 19111. 150p.
(Bulletin no. 20.)

1707. Porter, Raymond Willis. A study of the musical talent of Chinese
attending public schools in Chicago. Doctor's, 1931. Cracago. 167 p. nks.

BiblIciwaphy : p. 164-67.
This Investigation of the musical talent of Chinese students was espied on tirough the

cooperation of 120 Chinese indivdduals attending 13 public schools in Chicago. Findings:These Chinese subjects possess musical talent of the same "kind as the non-Chlaesesubjects with whom they are compáred; they seem to possess musical taleit in anappreciably lower degree than do the non-Chinese subjects ; there is no significant ditto.ence among the subgroups its musical talent when these Chinese subjects are groupedaccording' to sex, to chronological age, or to school status; the range of individual
differences among the members of the group in the degree of musical talent possessed byeach extends from very low ability to very high ability.

1708. Richman, Luther Anton. The cost to the student of a four-year
.dotirse in public-school music on the college level. Master's, 1931. CinCinnati.

1709 Rogers, Katharine U. Curriculum in music for junior high schooL
Master's, 1930. Ind. St. T. C. 136 p. ms.

Curriculum of music for junior fill; school.
1710. San Francisco, Calif, Ablic schools. Mentkl. ability of pupils elect-ing art in junior high schools. 1931. 7 p. ms.
The purpose of the study was to discover the went"l ability levels of pupils electing artcourses in the Junior high school. Tbe distribution of the mental abilities of timepupils was found to be similar to that of the general level in each school concerned.
1711. Sanfoi.ci Blanche R. The place of creative art expression in the ele-

mentary setwol curriculum. Master's, 1931. New York. 69 p.*Ins.
The study hail developed fr.om the psychological bases of art exprission to the presentcreative exprission through art in the public schools:"
1712. Santa Monica, Calif. City sc)ipola: Seashore musical talent test.

1930. 44 p. ms.
The purpose of this survey was to classify, for the music department, all Junior high-school pupils taking, studying, or playing instruments. 265 pupils were tested. Allgrads& from TB to 9A, IncluSive, were repieiènted Tbe age range was from 10 to 18years. The IQ range was.firom 60 to lop. All scores were converted to percentile rank.
`*1713. Schnyder, Dorothy IC A study of the cimrelatiort of museums with

public schools in art education. Master's, 1931. gel, York. 66 p. m.A 'study of museum-school correlation in New -York City, the histotical 'backgroundof the problem; its present status; and relation to visual education. Tbe data tend toIhovk that the efficiency of the museums in 'organising programs which Inept the art-instruction needs of the ecitooli exceeds the eticienci with ',ditch the Schools Make useof the opportunities offered. Teacher opinions maintain that growth lit interest, ap-palciation, and knowledge of art..priarlples are *wawa as a. result of "; -schoolcorrelation.
1714. Sch;Alts.10/14liz Conrad. Fligtory of art tastruction In thif public

Ittipols of tiff thilti*Ptates. Master's, 1980. Gears Viluiputto,. 405 p.. ,
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Through a survey of the early textbooks and of the literature on American art educa-
tion, together with a critical condensation of tbe documentary data, this thesis brings
forward the significant essential facts ooncerning the history of 'art instruction in the
public schools of the United States. Findings: Public art instruction in America has
been submitted to utilitarian criteria and ends.

*1715. Shouse, Mary. The status of required music in the California high
schools. Master's, 1931. New York. 82 p. ms.

4
This b3 a study of the music required for graduation in the high- schools of California.

One hundred end sirty-thie senior high schools of California sent in replies to a ques-
tionnaire having to do with enrollments of music departments, questions concerning the
number of MUSIC courses offered, the number of teachers on the music faculty, assembly
music, and with music which is extracurricular. Data indicate that no music is re-
quired above the eighth grade; except in a very small percentage of schools, and that
more than 70 per cent of the students do not elect music and are largely dependent on
bcidental sources for the music which they happen to hear.

1716. Sisson, Ralph C. Work sheets and textual helps parallelling the course
of study in architectural drawing 1. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931.

The work sheets and textual helps were largely drawn from personal architectural
experience, 'modified by a careful review of available literature.

1717. Skeie, Elmer A. Organization and administratV of bands and or-
chestras in North Dakota. Master's, 1931. North Dakota.

1718. Smith, Hazel. Articles concerning grt education in educational pe-
riodicals. Master's, 1931. Peabody."

A study of 19 of group one of the classfiled list of educational periodicals prepared
by the committee op standards of the Educational press association of America for the
Department of superintendence of the National education association. The study Is
further limited to those periodicals which have been published within the last 10 years,
and are to be found in the library of George Peabody college for teachers. Two bun-
dred and forty-four articles concerning art education were found.

1719. Smith, John Bertie. Trends of thought of art education. Master's,
1931. Chicago. 117 p. Ms.

Qualitative annlysis of the trends of thought In art education as revealed by tbe bul-
letins of three major art usociations. Findings: There has been little change in' art
educational theory dUring the past 80 years, wheréas radical changes have been made to
attain generally recognized objectives.

1720. Stantou, Hazel X. and Koerth,_ Wilhelmine. Musical capacity meas-
ures of adults repeated after music education. Iowa City, University of Iowa,
1930. 18 p. (University of Iowa studies, no. 189, October 15, 1930. Series on
aims and progress of research, no- 31.)-7

This study gives data relative to music capacity measures for 157 students in the
degree and certificate courses at the Eastman school of music, wbo were given the
measures at the Beginning of their course and again after three years of intensive music
education. The writers predict that there is a certain range of expected positive or
negative variation which ts neither a gain nor a loss but a normal fluotuation sparAe-
yond which only a real gain or loss occurs. When reliable results are obtained in the
Beashare tests, these results are the measurement of :ertaln capacitOs for achievement
regardlels of the amount and kind of musical training and education. They have real
prognostic value.

1721. Stephens, Mary E. A stirvey of color Nucation as outlined in courses
of study for art in SO States. Master's, 1931. North Dakota.

1722. Taylor, Walker D. Survey of instrumental musVrin three-year junior
high schools of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1931. New York. 82 p. ms.

A study of the 8-year junior high schools of Pennsylvania since thigir classification as
such to the present date, to ascertain the' general situation in the AO& of instrumestal
music in these,ols and the need for isesased activiq along lastrastestal itses.

172a Teat, lion C. A. study tit the predictive value of tests in a music
whoa Master's, 1931. Wane&
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1724. Todd, Jessie M. Drawing in the elementary school. Chicago, MI
University of Chicago, 1931. 60 p. (Publications of the laboratory schools of
the University of Chicago, no. 2, February 1931.)

The art course includes drawing, construction, modeling, painting, study of color, pie.ture study, and design. This pamphlet explains in considerable detail the materials andmethods employed in the teaching of drawing.
1725. Trvdik, Harriett Adams. A study of progress in music as correlatedwith chronological age of beginning music study. Master's, 1931. Nebraska.

198 p. me.
Age at which nationally known organists (PelIows of American Guild) began 'studywas discovered, also age at which pupils in senior high-school orchestras, etc., werefound. Findings : Those making high success beganstudy under 10, a few under 15,most of them about 7.
1726. Twombly, Margaret The historical development and value of the newart education. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this study Is to consider the changes in the development of art educa-tion in the United States in the lut 40 years, and to attempt an appraisal of the newart education.
1727. Wagner, Carlotta Comer. An experimental study in pianoforte learn-ing with reference to the theory of formal discipline and transfer of training.

Doctor's, 1931. Southern California.
1728. Waugh, Harvey Richard. Methodsof presenting early chamber muskto high school groups. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
1729. Waymack, Eunice Hammer. Child reactions as a basis for teachingpicture appreciation. Master's, 1931. tincinnati.
1730. Weaver, Homer Ellsworth. An experimental study of music reading.

Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For abstract see no, 717a.)
A study was made of two aspects of music reading : The extent of the reading span formusical material ; and the characteristics of the reading process as revealed by the number,duration, and pattern of the fixation pauses of the eye, and the distance that a musicianreads ahead of the actual playing of the notes. A group of 18 persons, ail of whom hadhad musical training but wbo varied widely in amount cif training and skill in perform-ance, was used in preliminary studies of reading span. A group of 20 persons with nospecial training in music, a group of 20 amateur musicians, and a group of 15 expertmusicians vere used. individual differences were great, the distributions of all groupswere so even that no types of music readers could be distinguished.
*1731. White, Bernice. Music dictation. An overview of the subject, in-cludise its history, something of its status in music curricula, a comparison of

scholastic 9tandards, conclusions, and suggegtionke Master's, 1931. New York.
34 p.

From statistical studies in comparative standards, the standards were found to bevariable.

1732. Wilson, Maurice Clement. The teaching of mechanical drafting inhigh schools of North Carolina and Tennessee with recoMmendations. Master's,
1930. Tennessee. ms.

1733. Winter, Max. Common errors in mechanical drawing technique.Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. 40 p. ms.
Theterrors were obtained from approximately 550 junior and senior hIgh-school students.
1734. Wolfe, Irving W. Ability of o9e-room rural school pupils of Iowa tosing selected tune& Master's, 1931. Northwestern.
1735. Young, Clarence IL The status of music in Inditha high schools.Muter's, 1931. Indiana. TB p. ms.
Bee also 127 (8-9), 458, 498 (18), 608, 615, 021, 190, 1071, 2048, 2090, 2111, 2131-2182, 2193, 8789, 11798, 4056, 4089.
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM

DRAMATICS AND ELOCUTION

1736. Bagenstos, Pearl E. An evaluation of contests in speaking in the
secondary schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

1737. Becton, Emma B. Ithe Little theatre movement in four universities.
Nashville, Tenn., George Pe&body college for teachers [1931].

A study of the Little theater movement in the University of North Dakota, the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, Harvard university. and Yale university. Findings; Frederick
H. Koch and George P. Baker started the movement ; North Dakota has two movements
Yale gives an M. F. A. degree; North Carolina developed the folk drama ; Harvard no
longer has theater in college.

1738. Bignell, Polly Ann. A syllabus for a high school course in dramatic
art. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

161

1739. Blomquist, Roberta Bleakney. A study of the objectives áf high school
made production& Seattle, University of Washington, 1931.

A survey of objectives since early Greek times. Presents objectives of high-school
dramatic production as indicated by two questionnaire studies. Suggests a plan for
realiring character-training objectives in high-school dramatic productions.

1740. Calhoon, S. Wallace, A method of testing ability in fine tonal dis-
crimination without verbal instruction and without the use of verbal report.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. 134 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The initial considerations on a subject which will take some years to complete, and
the beginning of tbe evolution of a method adaptable to a wide variety of experimental
psychological situations. The method is entirely possible, but the technical problems of
tone generation, cooditioned-reflex technique, and testing-booth construction are such as
will take some time to complete.

1741. Carroll, Joseph 'John. The pedagogical value of the one-act play.
Master's, 1931. Boston Coll. 26 p. ms.

1742. Cornmesser, Mary Jane. The rise and development of spring festivals.
Master's [1931]. Peabody. 68 p. ms.

1743. Deem, Miriam E. The place of dramatics and the dramatic club in
junior high school. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 64 p.

The study covering six years of experimentation in educational dramatics, shows the
value of permanent dramatic organisation in the school; the use of dramatics in character
building and correcting; and the gratification of the universal desire for creative self-
expression. Finds that pageantry is a good form for giving expreiton to the masses ;
vocational pageants may be used as a form of vocational guidance; shows the 'Aloe of
dramatisation in giving literary experiences.

1744. Downs, Genevieve Rosemary. Dramatig instruction in correctional
schools for boys. Master's, 1931. Southern Californla. 42 p.

A study of the effect of dramatics on behavior based on four years' experience in play
production with delinquent boys, followed by a surrey of dramatic instruction in State
correctional institutions.

1745. Fathorsan, both. An analysis of methods and practices la dra-
matic activity for children. Master's, 1980. Iowa.

1746. Ferguson, Annie Kate. A critical Study of textbooks in dramatic
production. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

1747. Frank, Maxine Gordon. The organization, administration and activi-
ties of the dramatic chibi in the senior high schools of Los Angeles and vicinity.
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 78 pY

A study of numerous aspects of tito work of dratitla dubs, based on questioaaaire
replies and oa Intwiews wiltb sponsor&

174& Uainniok, Xarie Zu411& The place of dramatics in the high school.
Master's, 1981. Marywood. 41 p. me.

1749. Itpsupy; Opol Adat .The !elation of training In epoch in &nondairy
school OPP:IMO" OkfPf.,,Arlitit7:0011P*0 41. thoi,§1,49 Woes. 1930 IS.Was
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1750. McGrew, Helen G. A prompt book and production of Lula Vollmer's
"Sun-Up." Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

It is the purpose of this study so to record the process of production of " Sun-trp " aimthe work may be of value to teacher producers of plays in high schools.
1751. Marks, Janet Elizabeth. Methods of teaching stagecraft. Master's,

1931. Southern California. 142 p.
A compilation of materials for the guidance of art teachers who are primakly interestedin its applications to dramatics; based on reading, interviews, and observations.
1752. Matchett, Katharine. Survey of the dramatic courses and the playsproduced in the high schools of the State of Nebraska during 1928-1929,

Master's, 1930. Northwestern.
1753. Moller, Helen Badgley. Some possible educative outcomes of schooldrama. Master's, 1931. Washington. 244 p. ms.
1754. Peavey, George J. A year's course of study in speech for a senior

high school. Master's, 1931. Hawaii. 109 p.
1755. Quimby, Frank B. A decade of international debating. Master's,

1931. Harvard. 116 p.
1758. Reinhard, Thelma Dorothea. A plan for the supervision of dramaticclubs in secondary schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
1757. Rogers, William C. The status of public speaking in the high schools

of Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 718.)A check list was sent to the schools offering public speaking In 1928-29, a total of 815schools. Replies to the questionnaires anacaterature on the subject reveal that the sub-ject is generally not well taught due to inadequately prepared teachers and to meager,indefinite, poorly arranged courses of study.
1758. Sanders, Laura Irene. The present status of dramatics in the high

scbool curriculum as discovered through a study of 210 high schools. Master's,
1930. Northwestern.

1759. Sheets, Roberta Dinwiddie. A plan for a course in the principles of
characterization in acting. Master's, 193o. Iowa.

1760. Silverthorne, Carolyn. A syllabus for a first college course In dramaticart Master's, 10o. Iowa.
1761. Skelton, Elizabeth Verna. The teaching of speech in the Junior high

school. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
1762. Stump, Edwin Turner. A state program of educational dramaticactivities for West Virginia. Master's, 1980. Iowa.
1763, Swain, Genevieve Margaret Speech correction work in California

public schools. Master's, 1981. Stanford.
1764. Thompson, X. Weldon. Status of dramatics in the high schools ofVirginia. Washington, D. C., George Washington university, 1981.Questionnaire of objectives, equipment, etc., for dramatics in Virginia high schools.
1765. Tomlin, Ramona Doloria. An experimental study of pita control in

speech. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

JOURNALISM

1766. Baetty, Winifred. An analytical and descriptive account at ;sews pub.nations in the high schools of the Chicago area. Motet's, 1NO. Northwestern.
1767. Browne, Kenneth Alton. Desirable qualifications of a Mkt VehoolapubliettionS adviser and teacher of Iontnalistic 1.1911i Stan-
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SPECIAL SUBJECTS OF CURRICULUM 163

17e>9. Haserot, Dorothy Sibyl. The status of Journalism in the Junior high
cbools of California. Master's, 1931. Southern California. in p.

A questionnaire study of the aims, curriculum organisation, content, and methods of
teaching formal courses in journalism and of methods of managertitent of school papers in
uaior high schools.

1770. Passons, Thomas L. Student newspaper and magazine management
n Tennessee colleges ana universities. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 73 p.
A study of student management, selection of staffs, subscriptions, advertising, circula-

tion, printing, costs, etc. Findings: No prevailing method of selecting staffs ; one-half
of institutions do not provide offices; papers vary considerably in respect to frequency of
publication, subscription rates, number of column inches an issue, advertising rates, cir-
culation, and printing costs; advertising limited primarily to local firms; no well-defined
rates of advertising; alumni do not usually subscribe; control of all papers is closely
united to their respective innitutions.

1771. Probert, Eleanor. Status of journalism in the senior high schools of
California. Master's, 1931, Southern California. 93 p.

A questionnaire study of practices in teaching Journalism classes and in sponsoring the
newspaper and the annual, including a survey of the special training of journalism
teachers.

11111.

1772. Redford, Edward Horrall. A study of journalism in American second-
ary schools. Master's, 193L Stanford.

1773. Reichard, Mildred Katherine. Organizing the school paper as an
English composition project Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 187 p. ma

This study quotes and suminarizes opinions of authorities to justify organizing an all-
school paper as an English 'composition project; proposes a mettod for darting a school
newspaper ith staff members chosen from two eighth-grads experimeatal classes; reports
on 29 41erent classrooms procedures suggests plans to use in conducting the project
as it as conducted at tbe Park-v411e high school, rarkville, Md., in 1928-29; and
compaies tbe all-schoul paper with a classroom newspaper or individual-pupil paper
based/on literature.

17F4. Roop, Joseph A. High school journalism : a study in the larger public
hlgli schools of Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Missouri.
1 P-

1775. Schuler, Ilaybelle Pillar. The status of the high school newspaper as
a curricular activity In the published works on high qchool journalism. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Denver. 112, p. ms.

Defines and evaluates the status of the high-school newspaper, discussing "status!,
under six important phases: -(1) historical backgrOund ; (2) contribution to the funda-
mental aims of education ; (8) place as a subject in the curriculum; (4) value compared
with that of other school publications; (6) financial importance; and (6) evidence of
faure development

be also 4030.
SAFETY

rrre. Douglass, Carleton Course of study in safety education fOr sit
mentary grades. Baltimore, Md., Department of. education, '1931. 133 p.

This course of study shoWs tbe opportunities for. safety education in thi Instructional
offerings and admiiistratift.set-ups In the Baltimore elementary schools.

1777. Forbes, Theodore W. Visual estimation of velocity in .connection with
highway safety. Doctor% 194. Ohio. ..100) p. ms. (Contributions to pfy-
chology, no. IL) (Abstract reprinted tram Abstracts of doctors' dissertations,
No. 6, Ohio State university, p. 127-85,)

The study dims ts build an wparatis for stetVing judgments of velocity aiplyIng
it to commercial driver*, sad çosspeging Witia rout-test results on students. Bums. :
Inability to .estisnate velea1t7 isA.vits'euto4 and ,0044149Te.to ImInt MP" ;$11)°100411.
accidents. if 4i., 't ;1-: .

1778. Gallup,. Luke L. and lowsius, ..ILIfredi S. A partial imam a Wei-
dents to pupils in Los Angeles public schools during the yebool sear 1928491104.
Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, MO. Los Angeles educational research bale
istin, 10 : 84, November 1980.
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164 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1779. Howard, E. E. A study of safety and accident prevention in school
shop and in industry. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 81 p. ms.

A study based on 80 replies to questionnaires from school shops and industrial (tit&
lishments in Pennsylvania. Displays details of provisions for safety. 4

14 *1780. Lockhart, Raymond John. Units of safety education by correlation
in a secondary school curriculum. Master's, 1931. New York. 104 p.

1781. Miner, Prances Hudson. How to teach safety in ¿he high school,
Master's, 1931. Southern Califoiiiia. 230 p.

A compilation and description of numerous practical devices andamethods for teaching
safety in all the regular school subjects and in many extracurriculum activities; based
on an analysis of tbe literature, on interviews with safety experts and teachers of the
subject, and on a study of practices in other cities.

1782. Panock, L. H. Study to determine the safety education needs in Bt.
Louis. Master's, 1930. Chicago. 120 p. ms.

Coneerned with the fatal accidents to persons of all ages in the United States from
1920 to 1927, and children under 16 in St. Louis, from 1921 to 1929. Findings: Greatest
need by parents of children of preschool age, next by 5, 6, and 7 year old children. Negro
children are especially in need. Wide variation between the various school districts.

See also 8284, 3369, 8414.

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

0178.3. Andrews, Elizabeth Gordon. The development of imagination in the
preschool child. Doctor's, 1930. Iowa. Iowa City, Iowa, The University, 1 !4.1

64 p. (University of Iowa studies, First ser., no. 194. Studies in character,
vol. 3, no. 4, November 15, 1980.)

Traces the development of imagination in the preschool child in order to ascertain its
relation to intelligence, chronological age, sex, and individual differences.

1784. Babbitt, Adeline E. A vocabulary study of preschool children. Mas.
ter's, 1931. Hawaii. 150 p. *mg.

Findings: Vocabulary la most influenced by bome language, mental age, and length of
kindergarten attendance.

1785. Bate, Elsa Brown. A study of the posture of a group of nursery-
school children during the rest period. Master's, 1981. Kans. St. Coll.

1786. Batjer, Margaret. Relation of activity of the preschool child to his
physical and mental makeup. Master's, 1931. Tennessee. 35 p.. ms.

1787. Beaver, Alma P. A technique for studying the initiation of social,
contacts by preschool children. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ: New York
City, TeacherS college, Columbia university, 1931. 70 p. (Child-development
monographs.)

Thirty-two children, rangitg in age from 26 to 40 months, were studied in an invest!.
'ration` of the initiation of social contacts by preschool children. The method was found to
be highly reliable instrument for differentiating individuals with regard to frequency
and type of initiated social contacts.

1788. Breckenridge, Marian. A study of the effect of the rest period before
lunch upon the behavior of nursery school children during the lunch period.
Detroit, Mich., Merrill-Palmer school (1881).

1789, Ding, G. P., and dersild, A. T. The laughter and smiling of pre-
school welhIldren. New York City, Teachers elltas *Columbia university, 1931.
33 p. ms.

Observational records of the laughter and mints or 110 Miasma cLfl, aged' 2
wire taken during a peridd Of Wend months la s nursery sebool ud kisdargarten is
chinabiwn, NeW York. 'lad and was obeirftd foui-bwars sr Sot* The wiessions widd
gave rise to laughter and smiling, individual differences rupoases, correlated "tack-.
evfilleic'es Mi. Mid against earrect diesel" 'and age end be* diltekestisa Szt Mead is ths
plesIatatien el tip o.
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PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 165

1790. Edwards, Winifred. A :. idy to determine how students in the nursery
school may be helped to become more efficient in their dealings with children.
Master's, 1930. Kans. St, Coll.

1791. Greene, Katharine B. The relation between kindergartens and nursery
schools. Childhood education, 7: 352-55, March 1931.

1792. Hatt, Elise. A comparative study of measurements and qualitative
ratings of nursery school children. Merrill-Palmer school, Detroit, Nich.
Child development, 2: 1-29, March 1931.

A report of the efficiency of a profile based upon percentiles, the Biogram, in indicating
the relative superiority or inferiority of individual nursery-school children. . . . A com-
parative study was made of the Biograms of two groups of nursery-school children, one
group considered by adults observing them in the nursery school to be "most desirable"
and the other group " least desirabre" from an all-round point of view, in order to deter-
mine (1) what traits best differentiate the two groups of children and (2) tbe relative
Importance of the different traits in determining what is regarded as " desirability " and
"undesirability."

1793. Hill, Paul L. A picture completion test series for preschool children.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. 43 p. ms.

A study of 106 children, 76 normal, 80 feeble-minded, ages 2 to 6 (approximately),
A test technique was devised which seems to be worth further investigation and standardi-
zation

1794. Langdon, Grace. A study of the similarities and differences in teach-
ing In nursery school, kindergarten, and first grade. Doctor's, 1931. T. C.,
Col. Univ.

A total of 1,624 returns to a questionnaire were rece!ved from 442 schools in 857 cities
in 48 States. Data indicate that techniques of guidance are used which are questionable
in the light of principles of mental hygiene; there is too great conformity to behavior
patterns; there is too much emphasis on the learning of skills rather than on spontaneity
and freedom of expression; material is put in the nursery-school curriculum which is
better suited to the developmental level of older children; contacts are seldom made
between kindergarten and first-grade teachers and the children's parents.

1795. Neff, Olive. A study of the posture assumed by nursery:school chil-
dren during floor play. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. Coll.

179(1 Raymond, E. Idae. Score card standards for evaluating nursery school
education. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 40 p. ms.

An educational program formulated on a basis of child-development needs. Standards
were organised by which to judge nursery schools.

1797. Roberts, Katharine Elliott The ability of presc bildren to solve
problems in which a simple principle of relationship is kept s i stant. Master's,
1930. Iowa.

1798, Simpkins, Nell.. Numerical experiences-of nursery school and kin-
dergarten children. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 21 p. ms.

Children were observed during many sessions and their actual use of number recorded.
Many individual differences were found. Division was used more than subtraction or
multiplication.

1709. Sinden, Mrs. Cecile C. A study of social groups among nursery school
ehl Wren. Master's, 1930. Cornell.

1800. Spangler, Flora Roan. Soft* factors influencing negativism in 29
nursery school children. Mister's, 1981. Kans. St. Coll.

1801. Stutsman, Rachel. Mental measUrement of preschool children: with a
guide for the administration of the Merrill-Palmer scale of mental tests.
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World book company, 1931. 868 p.

This book includes a full description of the Merrill-Palmer scope of mental tests for
Preschool children. There are sections on problems and history of the mental testing of
preschool. children, the MerrillrPalmer research, a guide for the administration of the
Merrill-Palmer scale, and IlltstAitive case stapes.
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RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1802. Taylor, Katharine Whiteside. The children's community. Washing.
ton, D. C., American association of university women, 1931. 22 1).

An experiment in nursery-school organisation and administration bx a group of la,ycollege women. Findings: Nursery-scbool education is within the possibilities of any corn.munity from the viewpoints of budget, excellently prepared teachers, roperation inrecord keeping, and parental participation.
1803. Taylor, Nell Boyd. The preschool child. A bibliography. Washing.

ton,' D. C, American association of univeroky women, 1980. 80 p. .

A pamphlet for the guidance of study groups fa preschool education, containing a ergstudy syllabus dealing with the various p ...s of child development during the preschoolyears.

1804. Utah. Department of public instruction. Bulletin on the pre-school
child. Salt Lake City, MO. 53 p.

This study deals with the preschool child; child's development ; importance of habits offood, sleep, and elimination during the first year; suggestions for the formation of goodeating, sleeping, and elimination habits; equipment which aids normal development andhabit formation ; habits of eating, sleeping, third, fourth, and fifth years ; helping-a skidto develop desirable habits; truth and falsehood ; fenr ; temper tantrums ; thumb suckingand nail biting; punishment ; the problem of discipline; helping the child to learn consid-eration for others and to lend cooperation ; music; and play.
1805. Waddell, Charles W., and others. A six-year experilnent with a nur-

sery school. Los Angeles, Calif., University of California, 1931. 178 p. (Bul-letin of the Teachers college, University of California at Los Angeles, no, 1,
April 1931.)

This study describes the work of the nursery school of the University of California atLos Angeles, which was started with a group of 2-year-olds and a group of 8-year-oldsin September, 1925. This nursery school has a fivefold purpose: Care and development ofchildren, parental education, training of a limited number of teachers, demonstrationcenter for certain groups, and limited research.
1806. Wechsler, D., Crabbs, L. X., and Freeman, B G. Galvanic responses

of preschool children. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology,
38': 203-2Z December 1930.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the availability of the psychogalvanicreflex as a means of studying the emotional reactions of young children. Galvanicresponses to each of a standardized series of stimuli were obtained. Thirty children.aged 2 to 4, years, 'sere used. The measurements were correlated with ratinp by teachers.The relative effectiveness of different types of stimulation was studied.
1807. Weiss, La Berta A. An experimental Investigation of certati factorsinvolved in the preschool child's compliance with commands. Baster's, 1931.Iowa.
Tbe study was undertaken for the purpose of analyzing some of the factors involvedin the preschool child's compliance with commands. Findi the results indicated aconsistent decrease in time taken for response with increase is s ronological Age. Timealso tended to decrease with increase in mental age. There no Significant relationbetween time of response and IQ or sex.
1808. Work, Janice M. The Merrill-Palmer picture puzzle series; a study ofthe picture element at the preschool level. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 51 p. n.Experiment tried on 70 nursery and preactool children to discover Influence of picturein solving Merrill-Palmer picture pussies. Findings: (1) Older children solve the pic-_ture puzzles with or without the picture more quickly thasii younger children; (2) picturepniisle No. 2 is probably too difficult for many ehil4ren wader 8 yam if age, and picturepuzzle No..2 is probably too difficult for many children under 8 years and 7 months ofage; (8) at the upper limits of the age Amp tested, childrea solve the pussies with thepicture down in the same or lees time than with the picture up: (4) do picture elementis less influential at the upper ap levels than at the lowera
see 'lee 600, 1148, 3162, 11117 $407 ; sad lowier Binational pereholagy sad childstudy.
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ELEMENTARY ZDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION,

INCLUDING KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST GRADE

167

1809. Belmont, Mass. Public schools. Report on first grade entrance re-
quirements. 1931. 6 p. nu.; Bibliography, 2 p. ms.

Data indicate that from a fourth to a third of.the pupils of the schools of Belmont,
Mass., are mentally under age for the work expected of them. The author suggests that
the schools establish a mental-age requirement of 61/i years for entry into tbe first
grade and a chronological-age requirement of 5 years for entry into the kindergarten.

1810. Busby, Clyde. A study of the abilities and achievements of 259 1L
pupils. Richmond, Va., Public schools, 1931. 1 p. ms.

1811. Chamberlain, Clarence White. A survey of the San Jacinto elementary
school. Master's, 1931. 'Southern California. 136 p. ms.

1812. Davis, Nary Dabney. Kindergarten-primary- education, a statistical
and graphic study. Washijigt0n, United States Gpvernment printing office,
1930. 41 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin 1930, no. 30.)
1813. Pry, Rhey. The sailed vocabulary of first grade children. Master's,

1931. Oklahoma. 55 p. ms2
The vocabularies of approximateiy SOO first-grade children in the Oklahoma City public

schools were studied during the school years 1929-30 and 1930-81. A complete record
was kept of all the words used in oral conversation by the children during their informal
school periods. The words werel tabulated in alphabetical order and given a credit num-
ber showing their freqency placement by 100s and 500s. The words were eompared with
the frequency placement of the 'adult vocabulary studies of Thorndike, Horn, the child
vocabulary studies of the International kindergarten union, and Trent home vocabulary
of first-grade children, Frop this comparison it was found tbat there was a wide
disagreement between the words in the study and the adult words, and a fairly high
correlation birween the words in this study and the liords found in .other children's
lists.

1814 Fulton, Lawrence Wilson. An eValuation of a differentiated progress
plan in the elementary grades. Master's, 19k. Wisconsin.

1815. Gibson, Robert Earl. An elementary labool survey of Contra Costa
county, Calif., with recommendations for a itiorginization. Master's, 1981.
Stanford.

1816. Green, Samuel David. Problems of the grammar grade teacher. Mao-
ter's, 1931. Virginia.

1817. Hosic, Tames T. and Hopkins, L. Thomas. The cooperative group
plan for the organization of elementary schools. New York City, Teachers col-
lege, Columbia university, 1881. 70 p.

1818. Ross, Lull(' B. The new education applied to the intermediate grades
of the public schools. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 192 p. ms.

1819. Houston, 'Nitta. Independent school tiistrict. The non of the Park-
Franzen text for *tacitness to do first-grade work as an aid to better classifica-
tion in the low-first grade. 1931. 8 p. ms. (Research bulletin, no. 8212.)

1820. Kerrigin, 'Agnes :ans. The philosophy of 'modern elementary educa-
tion. Master's, 1881. Ohio. 90 p. ms.

Points tharectioa for reinterpreted°. a elementary ddlueatiOn in the tight of modern
psychology Amd i Clkagging ctviappit;op, findings: Ifiementary education should provide
a program ot education tWi4 gives; iKicial insight to the Individual 4q4 that is based on a
program of activity alit i14Oidt die 'dangers of unwirrinted IrtoM. Itts study &wire
the pos111)1110 and advisatbity of providing for dynamic learning within the boundaries
of the palie0bliS41",41,414134Sft Prairnitu I. based Olsen tbe writings of
John Dewey and it postulates the neeessity of a common suderftaudips, by. administrators
and teachers, of an uadorklrinj 04)01100,7 f0,100011.. t,. p . `' e'n t. :; )ri'17 II .)
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168 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

1821. Lauderbach, J. Calvin. A survey of the public elementary schools hi
Chula Vista, Calif. Master's, 1931. Southern CAlifornia. 150 p.

A study of existing conditions in the Chula Vista elementary school relative to popub.
tion, buildings, classification of pupils, efficiency of classroom teaching, school staff, ein.
cational organization, and financial status, followed by.orecommendations in each case.

1822. MacLeod, Kenneth X. Comparison between three types of organiza.
tion in first and second grades. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

1823. Massachusetts. Department of education Age requirements for ad-
mission to grade 1 in the towns and cities of Massachusetts as of September 1,

1930. [Boston, 19301 5 p.,

18/14. Noble, M. C. S., jr. Proceedings of the sixth annual _North Carolina
conference on elementary education. . Raleigh, N. C., State department of "ogle
instruction, 1930. 70 p.

Contains information showing, specifically, ways by which North Carolina educator'
are achieving the six cardinal principles of elementary education ; also presents a number
of studies dealing with ways for solving administrative problems peculiar to the publk
elementary schools in North Carolina.

1825. Platt, Omer Glen. A survey of the Connersville elementary schools.
Master's, 1930. Indiana.

Intelligence and educational surveys were made in the four grade schools of Coning*
v e; teachers' and superintendents' reports were compiled and compared with otherdtr,t1 of similar status with Connersville. Findings: Connersville is free from the clamprob ; it compares favorably in finance with other cities of the same seise; the salary
schedul hould be adjusted; the wholesale practice of retardation of pupils should be
elimina ; teacher tenure was good ; instruction for' various buildings showed a low
degree of variation; report for attendance and health was above the average for the state.

1826. Quigley, Mary A. A survey of a city grammai school. Master's,
1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

This is a " service study " making use of intelligence tests, standardized achievement
testis and an age-graile classification for the Ourpose of testing the general efficiency of
the school. The results obtained, carefully tabulated and interpreted, are made the basis
of 11 definite recommendations.

Raybold, Emma. A study of first-grade pupils, 19274930. Los
Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1930. Los Angeles educatfonal research bulletin,
10: 2-5, January 1931.

An investigation into the relation between mental age and reading readiness.
1828. Reid, Robeirt Morrison. A study of industry and perseverance among

elementary school pupils. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
1829. Monica, Calf City schools. Detroit kindergarten survey.

1031. 5 p. its. (Report, no. 7.)
The tests were given to 233 kindergarten pupils. The range of CA for the group was

from 4 years 9 months to 6 years with,a median age of 5 yekrs 6 months. Thé range
in intelligence was from 70 to 140 IQ with a median IQ of 104_8.

1830. Scrivener, Gertrude E. Relationship of certain behavior traits of
. intelligence and school. achievement irt first and second grades. Master's, 1931.
Wisconsin.

isn Smith, Weir Gallery. Proposed reorganization o f the elementary
schools of Kings county. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

1832. Thompson, Clara R. The relative-value of factual material as sod
and the value of factual material told in story form in its effect upon extent
and permanency of learning in the primary grades. Master's, 1931. Colo. St
T. lb.

1888. Trent, Bess. Thit vocabulary of first-grade ehildreno outside of schai
Master's, 1931. \Oklahoma. 53 p

Parts of codyersatious from 62 children were rded verbatim by pared.; this
The 1.1100, yielded 90,770 running words and 11,4191 different list
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frequency occurrence of four or more, were listed alphabetically, and the frequency place-
ment of each word given. The list was compared with two adult lists, Thorndike's and
Horn's. and with two children's lists, The International kindergarten union's, and Fry's
list. The study indicates that lists c46 adults' words are not valid criteria for choosing
children's words and that a first-grade its hould include words used both in school and
()aside of school.

1834. Wafters, James Paskel Boyd. A study of selected elementary schools
of Cleveland county, Okla. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abgtract see no
713.)

A selection was made of eight of the best and eight of the poorest 1-room schools of
Cleveland county, Okla. The groups were designated X and Y respectively. Data were
collected showing the enumeration, enrollment, attendance, and achievement of the chil-
dren of these schools for the years 1924-1929; tille expenditure on teachers' salaries,
supplies, repair of buildings, purchase of equipment and books for the years 1927-1929;
and thc valuation, indebtedness, and mill levies for the school year 1928-29. Tests In
reading. arithmetic, spelling, and handwriting were given to students of the sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades of these schools. Conclusions: In order to eliminate the
difference in holding power and achievement between such groups as X and Y, it is pro-
posed that larger units of taxation and a better plan of organization be adopted.

1835. Wheeling, W. Va. Independent district. First-grade study. 1931.
11 p. Ms.

A study undertaken to measure the gain brought about by a change in readers.
Bee also AJ, 29, 40, 116, 127 (2), 199, 269, 214, 226, 233, 250, 300, 1961, 3129, 3188,

3193, 3275:143942-3943, 4140, 4178, 4351; and under Educational tests; Professional
status of teachers; School administration; SchQol management ; Special methods of in-
struction and organization ; Special subjects of curriculum ; Teacher training.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

1836. Abraham, Richard I. Study of student expense in junioi and senior
high schools. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 20 p. ms,

1837. Adamson, Bertha Luella. Activities of honor students. Master's,
1931. Nebraska. 37 p. MS.

A study of the activities of honor students in Lincoln, Nebr., high schools and in the
University of Nebraska over a period of three years. Findings: Honor students engage
in activities to u great if not greater degree than do nonhonor students.

1838. Almack, J. C. and Benjamin, E. H. Survey of Monterey union high
school district. Stanford University, Calif., Stanford university, 1931.

1839. Aten, Harold D. Lesson assignments of teachers in the Oakland
senior high schools. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 74 p. ms. University
high school Journal, 10: 235-50, December 1930.

This contains a digest of 13 authols' statements of the essential qualities of assignins.
1840. Atlanta, Ga. Public schools. Population studies, 1931, white junior

and senior high schools. 1931. 25 p.
A statistical study of the white junior and senior high-school population by wards.
1841. Bauman, Frank A. Business management in a California high school.

Masterlg 1931. Stanford.
1842. Binns, -William H. A study of a junior-senior high school class.

Master's, 1931. Temple.
1843. Bishop, J. M. Accredited versus nonaccredited schools. 1931. Pea-

body. 85 p.
A comparison of accredited and nonaccredited high schools in Virginia. Findings :

Accredited schools are superior to nonaccredited schools.
1844. Bixler, H. H. Report of achievement of Atlanta high school students

in college, 1927-1928. Atlanta, Ga., Board of education [1830]. 4 p. ms.
Includes a summary of marks and honors gained by Atlanta high-school students In

Georgia colleges.
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\1445. Bos, Bert _Peter. Report of the partial survey of the Eastern academy,
Borò of'Prospect Park, N. J. Master's, 1930. New Tort. 65 p. ms.'

1848. Bowman, Raymond. Palmer Garber* A method of estimating inforn6
tional efficiency in the high school-based on correct teaching procedures in.

volved in the acquisition of specified learning products. Master's, 1930. Virgink
1847. Bozarth, Virgil. A comparison of small Michigan high schools on

the basis of the number of graduates going to college. Master's, 1931. Michigan,

1848. Carnegie foundation for the advancement of teaching in co-openttion
with the Joint commission of the Association of Pennsylvania college prod.
dents an& the State department of education. Study of the relations of

secondary and higher eduvation in Pennsylvania. Progress report 3, memoran.
dum of proposals for the treatment of the secondary enquiry group in the senlot
high school, 1931-1934. New York City, Carnegie foundation for the advance.
ment of teaching, 1931. 20 p.

The report takes up tbe following proposals that arly to the entire enquiry group es
distinguished from sections of the group selected for special treatment : Home room or-
ganisation, schooktrecognition of self-directed work, and differentiated treatment of special
groups.

1841). Carr, Margaret J. B. Accred'ited °secondary schools in the United
scats, Washington, United Statei Government printing office, 1930. 152 p.

(U. A. Offict of education. Bulletin, 1930, na ;4.) Supplement, 26 p.
1850. Carrothers, George B. Annual report of the division of university

inspection of high schools and the list of accredited schools for the year ending
Juue 30, 1931. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan press, 1931. 94 p. (University-
of Michigan official publicatiQn, vol. 33, no. 2, July 4, 1931.)

1851. balmier, George W. Case studies of maladjusted high-school pupils.
Master% 1431. Penn. State. 82 p. ms.

Analytical study of 20 cases. The significance is in the detailed descriptions of the
cases. Statistical analysis showed that the most frequent causes of thaladjustment yeti
the fo4owing: Lick of interest, lack of study, ineffective study habits, influence of also.
dates, employment, and lack of self-determination.

1852. Clem, *Orlie M. Some scientific studies in secondary education. Balti-
more, Ûd., Warwick and York, 1931.

A summary of 12 studies in secondiry education. Specific conclusions are given for
each study. The studies were conducted in various schools in Syracuse and New Tort
State.

1853. Coulter, Hugh Alexander. A general and comparative study of West
Virginia high school,. mallet, 1930: Tennessee. ms.

1854. Come, Warren W. and Cornell, Ethel L. Subjects Interesting and
aninteresting to present high school pupils. Albany, New York State education
department, 1931. New York State education, 18: 69041, March 1931.

Analysis of 10,000 questionnalies.

1855. and Cowen, Philip A. Educational needs of pupils In small
high schools. Albany, N. Y., University of the State of New York press, 1931.

63 p. (New York State Education department. Bulletin,. no. 969.)
1856. and Soper, Wayne W. Evaluation of higi-school subject&

Albany, New York State education department, 1931. New York State educa-
tion, 18: 776-77, April VIM

Analysis of 10,000 questionnaires.
1857. - The high school's part In Increasing tbe enjoyment and

appreciation of living. Albany, New York State education department, 193L
New York State education, 18: 5W00, Februaiy MIL

Analysis of 10,000 gpeotionikaires,
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epaitInVieh: do puOils attend high school? Albany, New York1858.

State ()cation d t, 1930. New York State education, /8: 371-72,
December MO.

Analysis of 10,000 questionnaires.

1859. Cragin, Orvtlle Robinson. The slz* of high school as a factor in
college success. Master's, 1931.. Bans. mt. Coll. 38 p. ms.

The results of this study Indicate that the site of high school Is not a eaignificant factor
in college Meow.

18,600. Diefendorf, J. W. The high-school situation in Ne*
querque, N. M., University of New Mexico press, 1931. 58 p. (Bulletin, vol. 6,

lao. 1, Education series, Wholè no. 194, June1.15, 1931.)..;
Data for the study of the' highzschool situation in New Mexico were taken from the

annual reports for the year_1929-30.
1861. Douthat, Lyell.Veznon. The extent to which pupils in thê large high

schools of West Virgais pre wing taught by teachers trilio are prepared to teach
the subject. Master's, 1930. Ohlo. 6*(For.atIstract see no. 712.)

The study field was limited to the. MN schools bf West Virginia having a staff a 11
or more, including the principal; 86' .and 500 teachers and principals were in-
eluded ; spud of 48,288 pupils were involved in the study.

1862. Thmgan, John Urban. The planning of secondary school schedules
with special reference to the exempted villages f Ohio. Master's, 1931.
Cincinnati.

1863. Eisenberg, Hairy O. Comparative study of the resident and the non-
resident pupils in a. six-year high school. Master's, 1931. Temple.

1864. Elder, Harold Chester. '.The relation of high-scfiool scholarship. to
combined intellipnce 'and attitude scores. Master's, 1930. Kans. St Coll.

rtcou1865: Essig, J. Fred. Cómparative aptly of y. wersus local unit of
high-school organizakon Eh Colorado. Master's, 1931. owa. 111 iis ms.

1866. Fauqulier, Myrtle ',Elva. Student adjustment in the Francis Joseph °
Reitiii high school of EvansVille, Ind. Master's, 1981. Indiana. 126 p. ms.

1867. Frank, Samuel Christian. High school credit .for outside study. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Ohio. 109 p. ms. . I

The scope of the study includes all of tber States of tbe pnfon.- AN-Increased interest is
shown to widen the educational prerogatives of the States. .

1868. Frew, James Edward. The articiVaticipn of junior ansenlor high
schools ikOhlo. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

It haiNeen the purpose of this study, to learn of the methods °now' used by city,
exempted village, and county high schools `in Ohio to effect articulation among and
between the junior and senior high schools.

1869. Georgei John Robert. A study of -the grade distributidn of a .Cali-
fornia high schooL Master's, 1931. Stanford. .

. ...

1870. Givens, George Howard. A study crf secondary education n Rusiell
county. Muter's, 1980. Virginia. , _

.

1871. Goette, William Louis. A study of the instructionil records of the
accredited six-year junior senior high schools of Florida. Master's, 1981.
Florida.

872. Gridley, Kate Louise. The effecti of carrying an extra Mild on a
group ofNO-school girls. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 89 p.

The rem* Úf n high-school girls were studied under bRth a 5-solid and..4-6e114_ load
and various conclusions drawn u to effects on scholarship, health, and @Octal iiir-

Shirley A. Organization and administrative control of large
high loo1s. Dott,6104-1931. Northwestern. -44*

1874.. ;birds, ieo Miliaria= or fraternity non-fraternity gradu-
ates oi a Oalifornla high schooL Mastees, 1.931. I I rd.

.
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'1875. Harshman, Floyd B. Adjustments in secondary education during
the decade 1920-1930. A survey and evaluation of adjustments reported by &

group of secondary school principals. Doctor's, 1931. New York. . 288 p. m&
The study gives adjustments in secondary education during the past decade as reported

by 227 high-school principals, and tries to evaluate typical practices in terms of a

'democratic philosophy of education.

1876. Heard, Beverly H. Problem of pupil transfer in the high school of

the Teacher-training division, Wilberforce university. Master's, 1931. Olga

99 p nis.
A study of tranafers over a 6-yeae period (1925-26 to 1930-31), 600 cases, involving

preliminary training, continuation in school, comparative school success, educational
losses, and contributing causes. Findings: Transferred pupils are much older according
to grade classification than pupils not transferred; tbey are 13 per cent less successful
in completing their high-school education. The mortality for transfers is approximately
the same as for nontransferred pupils. There is a big loss in educational opportunity on

the part of transfers who eventually withdraw. Transference adds to the general
(money) cost of education. The gain or loss in credit for transfers is of little general
consequence.. Transfer mortality is due largely to lack of proper guidance.

1877. Hentsehke, Armin Carl. An investigation of the use of student help
in Los Angeles high schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 116 p.

A study of present practices with evaluation of the benefits of such work to students;
based on questionnaires and on interviews with administrators, directing teachers, and
graduat ing students.

1878. Hess, Benjamin Musser. A comparison of State and North central
association standards for high schools in the North centrgl territory. Master's,
1931. Cincinnati.

1879. Holdridge, Gerald Raymond. The major objectives of secondary
education [hit revealed in recent educational literature. Master's, 1931. Wis-

consin.

1880. Hughes, Otto. A study of the students in Columbus high school with
IQ's below 95 fl8 an index to future administrative plans to meet their need&
Master's, 1930. Indiana. 55 p. m.

A study to determine whether or not the low Q tudents present an administrative
problem ; to determine the nature of the problem nd to find out what the local adminis-
tration can do toward a solution of the problem. Findings: A large percentage of the low
IQ group were retarded, received low or failing teachers' marks ; they plan to enter
vocations in which they are incapable of succeeding, and to enter institutions of higher
learning.

1881. Ilse, Richard. Union secondary schools Master's, 1931. Colo. Kt
T. C.

This study concerns itself with provisions for high-school education in districts which
do not maintain high schools for their own pupils. The affiliation of elementary dis-
tricts into high-school unions which will provide secondary education without consolida-
tion of the elementary districts is the scope of the study.

1882. Jones, R. V. A comparison of offerings in large and small high
schools. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1931. 143 p.

A study of 17 states-72 schools. Findings : Both large and small schools were found
to have given evidences of growth since 1919-20, with the large schools Increasing their
offerings in vocational work to a great extent. The change in the smaller schools wen

primarily of the cultural type. The larger unit is more desirable for the offering of a more
extended program of studies.

Differences,1883. Kimberlin, Dorothy /fannies. in adjustment of rural and
city school children upon entering the low-ninth grade in a city school
Master's, 1831. Stanford.

1884. /Coos, Leonard V. Private and public secondary education, a com-
parative study. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press, 1981, 228 p.

Data for this study were gathered during the four school years 1926-28 tO 1028-26-
Prom the standpoint of the Committee on relations to other institutions of lasysinS ut
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the University of Minnesota, the investigation was made to Provide a more substantial
basis for establishing policies in accrediting private secondary schools than is afforded by
the usual type of inspection. The investigation includes the students, their ability and
ichlevement as shown by tests, tleir success in the university, the curric'ulum offerings of
the schools, and the training of teachers. Comparisons are made of private and public
secopdary scrhools and of the different types of private schools.

1885.,Kumlidn, W. F. The high-school education of farm boys and gitis in
South Dakota. Brookings, South Dakota State college of agriculture and
mechanic arts, 1930. 62 p. (Bulletin no. 250.)

Data Indicate that slightly more than half the farm children of high-school age in
South Dakota are nów enrolled in high school ; the high-school tuition charge to rural
nonresident pupils averages $12.29 per month ; it is estimated that less than one-third
of the general ran of farm children attending high school return to the farm after finish-
ing their high-school course ; evidence seems to favor the consolidated or union type of
high school for rural communities, especially when the elementary grades can be included
in the system; educational authorities differ as to the minimum-sised rural high school
that can advantageously offer courses in vocational agriculture and home economica.

1886. Kunkel, George A. An analysis of the activities of secondary school
pupils. Master's, 1931. Pennsylvania. 75 p.

1S87. Louisville, Ky. Public schools. High school progress. 1930. 20 p.

All available records of the pupils who entered four white high schools September
1925. as beginners in the ninth grade, were studied. Grades in each course completed
were also studied and withdrawals were recorded. Credits or failures earned at the
Y. M. C. A. night school, summer school, and by special examination were noted.
1888. MoCollom, John William. A survey of the adolescent problems found

in the high schools of Grant county, Okla. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 142
P. IDS.

1889. Maher, Waif:arc:. Choosing of leaders in senior schooL Master's, 1931.
New York. 52 p.

A study to find underlying element of leadership. Findings : Interest in particular
activity is basis of leadership.

1890. /Wier, Julius B. Predicting success in high school. New York City,
Teachers college, Columbia.university, 1930. 26 p. ms.

The records of 5,968 high-school seniors were examined and the correlations betweenscholarship, intelligence, and age-at-entrance were computed. Tbe study revealed that
tbere was a higher correlation between scholarship and acceleration as measured by age-
at-entrance to high school than between scholarship and intelligence, measured by a
standard iitelligence test.

1891. itercer, Sister Mary Leocadia. Origin and growth of secondary edu-
cation in Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Denver. 95 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was " to end the underlying basic principles upon which an
Oklahoma system of secondary education was founded, and to show bow upon these
principles a great structure has been bunt. An attempt has been made to trace the
development of secondary education from its beginning in 1891 down to the present."
The Oklahoma statutes, State records and reports, and newspaper files were studied to
secure data for the study.

)dhio.
istribution of high school centers1892. /Meson, Bay Everett. A proposed

for Licking county, Ohio. Master's, 1930
1898. Xouroe, Albert Immix. Surtrey

cation at Peabody college. Master's, 1931.
Findings: One hundred and twenty masters'

ment of secondary education at George Peabody
to 1930, Inclusive ; classified as to methods, 23
sztptive; WIT, tabular ; and 2, statistical.

of masters' theses in secondary edu-
Peabody. 199 p. ms.

theses have been written la the Depart-
college for teaehen durinç the years 1915
metre experimental ; 18, historical; 2.$, 4e-

1894. Xylem', O. R Gifford, W. Z. wad Peters, W. D. Survey of secondary
education th ratiOdei minty, Rkhmond, Virginia State board áf allow
tion, AvIL

ms.
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1895. Smithey, W. R. and Buck, I. L. B. Survey of secondary edu-
cation in Franklin county, Va. Richmond, 'Virginia State board of education,
1931. 5 p. ms.

1896. Newland, T. C. Some differential factors in the high school senior's
prospective college attendance. Doctor's, 1!11. Ohio. ms.

1897. Newton, Isaac A. The selective character of secondary education.
Master's, 1931. Peabody. 85 p.

1898. Paredes, L. B. A study of administrative problems and practices in the
Philippine public high schools. Master's, 1930. Illinois. 89 p. ms. (For ab.
stract see no. 699.)

" This descriptive study is the result of the author's attempt to present a critical ap-
praisal of the public high school as a social institution; to make certain suggestions
with regard to the general organization of secondary education in the Philippine Islands;
and to present a detailed and technical discussion of the curriculum, instruction, and
administration of the secondary schooL Original sources published in jthe Philippines
and in America were consulted for data used in this investigation."

1899. Pauline, Rose X. Pupil study in the rural high school. Master's, 1931.
Michigan.

1900, Payne, Clara. A study of the needs and problems of girls in the public
secondary schools. Master's, 1981. Claremont.

1901. Payne, Virgil French. The selective character of secondary education
in Nashville. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 97 p. m&

1902. Peters, Timothy Edwards, Changing tendencies In methods of high
school teaching. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

1903. Pierce, Susannah Cornelia. Difficult situations of high school girls'.
Master's, 1930. Northwestern.

1904. Pool, Samuel Oma. The transferred high school pupil of Oklahoma.
Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 41 p. ms.

1905. Robinson, James C. The overlap in high school " government " and
college " government." Master's, 1931. Iowa. 328 p. ms.

1906. Ross, Maurice Bursk Graduating class activities in high schools.
Master's, 1930. Stanford.

1907. Ruby, Addison B. The relation of teaching experience to class achieve-
ment in high school subjects. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 124 p. ms.

1908. Runkle, Robert L. High school seniors' evaluation of subjects. Mat
ter's, 1931. Iowa. .51 p. ms.

1909. Rutledge, R. E. Follow-up report of high school graduate& Oakland,
Calif., Public Schools, 1930-1931.. June, 1930, 1 p. ma.; December 1930, 14
p. ms.; June 1931, 24 p. ms.

1910. Senior high school term progresS report. Oitkland, Calif., Pub-
lic schools, 1980-1931. June 1930, 9 p. ms. ; June 1!t; 1, 10 p. iui

These reporti present analyses of the scholarihip reLdrd of the ienlor high schools of
Oakland, Calif.

1911. Ryan, James Own. The efficiency of the mnall higit'achosh. Master%
1931. Oklahoma. 151 p, ms.

le4fintensive atilt], of five small high geboolg of Oklaig. Aftording t6 itiindard
'cards, the physical plants and educational equipmeat were found to be Madam*.

rh administration, supetlision, teaching staff, and curriculum, wben maisiured 'edit
light of best practice as set forth by school authorities, Were fotnd to be dedelent. The
preparation and training or teaeliete is. tie only exception. , The per-pupil esopi, men lower
thAn thoafp 14 the larger city echo.* but they were .!.Ar, !Hilt by,am ,W14art41Standardised tests Indleited 'that the pupils wiie tar below the utsrias iii t
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1912. San Diego, Calif, City schools. Coordination between San Diego city
junior and senior high schools. 1931. 4 p. Ms.

A report containing data on articulation obtained from questionnaires to teachers and
principals conCerned.

1913. Scott, Charles. Problems and trends in secondary education in the
United States from 1901 to 1928. Master's, 1981. Oregon. 129 p.

1914. Scott, Walter Everett. Everyday problems of the high school teacher.
Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 168 p. ms.

A comparative study of 1,868 problems collected directly from 810 high school teach-
ers of Nebraska. Problems were compared on the basis of: M Total experience, (2)
high school experience, (3) tenure in preeent position, (4) college training, (5) age, and
(6) sex of reporting teachers.

1915. Shaw, Ernest Glenn. A study of certain phases of the efficiency of the
Ross county high school system of Ross county, Ohio. Master's, 1981.
Cincinnati. .

1916. Shell, Ivan C. Social, economic, and educational status of male gradu-
ates and non-graduates of Lock land high school in the Iasi decade. Master's,
1931. Cincinnati.

1917. Shepherd, Homer Paul. A study of the relation of variability in in-
telligence to variability in other characteristics in high school pupils. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Tennessee. 122 p. ms.

191g. Shoemaker, Stirling. A study of the status of the Grosse Pointe high
school as a preparatory institution for further education. Master's, 1931.
Michigan.

1919. Smolar, Murray M. Prognostic value in high school success of the
Otis intelligence and the Stanford achievement tests. Master's, 1931. Coll.
of the City of N. Y. 88 p. 1U3.

A study to discover the value of the score on Otis self-administering test of mental
ability, Stanford achievement and chronological age in prognosticating success in high
school. Findings: (1) Otis score was of little value; (24 Stanford achievement score
showed some correlation with marks in high school; (8) chihnological age gave negative
coefficients but they were so close to zero as to be of very doubtful value ; and (4) first-
term marks in Latin and English had a fair correlation with 8-year Regents' marks, but
here, too, results were too low for prognostication.

1920. Stephan, Merrill R. The four-year unit-district high school in Illinois.
Master's, 1931. Chicago. 210 p. MS.

A study of the 158 unit-district 4-year high schools In Illinois. Findings: In general,
the high schools cost more in aggregate than the eight grades. Financial relief is
urgently needed by. many districts. Unit-district type of organization has a number of
distinct advantages over dual organisations.

1921. Stetson, F. L. The organization and administration of standard high
schools. Eugene, University of Oregon, 1931. (University of Oregon publica-
tion. Education series, vol. 2, no. 7, p. 201-96, July 1961. Studies in secondary
education in Oregon, 1.)

The purpose of this study was to call attention to 'the strong and weak points in the
organisation of the secoudary schools in order to serve as a basis for constructive sugges-
tions; permit individual administrators to compare local procedures with those in schools
of similar else ; provide a source of infornmstion t5sr such interested persons, as students
of educational- administration, prospective ileac& and teacher training institutions; andto establish a record of tbe status of the schools with regard to the various features
studied, thus making possible a determination of progress through a later survey.
A922. Stevenson, Ironies Irwin. A statistical analysis of California second-

ary school districts. Master's, 1981. Stanford.
1923. Stewart, Virginia. A study of trends in high school enrollments in

Ohio, 1912-19. Master's, 1981. Ohio, 65 p. ma.
180618-82-13
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1924. Stewart, W. W. High school enrollments in Nebmka. Master's, nu
Nebraska. 54 p. ms.

A study of the trends in high-school enrollments of 88 accredited schools for a periodof 20 years.

1925. Stuempile, David W. A study of high school commencement& Mu
ter's, 1931. Bucknell.

1926. Sydenstricker, Cora Amelia. A program of secondary education for
Wallingford, Conn. Master's, 1931. Yale.

1927. Symonds, Percival M. On what basis should a high school boy choose
his curriculum. Teachers college record, 32:437-44, February 1931.

1928. Timmons, Pryor B. The geographical and vocational distribution ofthe graduates of representative small Ohio high schools. Master's, 1931. Ohio.115 p. ms.
A study of 15 high schools in county districts', all except 1 in villages, only 1 of ¡villahas a population of more than 1,000. Approximately one-half of the graduates leave tbehhome communities, more than one-half live in towns and cities; only 803 are farmeis,whereas, 1,972 were reared on farms. Only 288 of the 808 farmers are following the vets.tions of tbeir fathers, and only 370 in all are following their fathers' occuptjtions. Timlive in 88 states besides Ohio, in 3 territories, and 2 foreign countries. Tbe children areengaged in 176 vocations, while the parents were engaged in 118. Conclusions : If futuregraduates enter professions in the same proportion, the professions will be greatly over.crowded. A thorough-going program of vocational guidance is greatly needed in ruraland village districts.
1929. Tisdale, Edward Norman. Great Falls high school handbook (the firstbook issued). Great Falls, Mont., Call printing company, 1931. 58 p.Educational guidance for every pupil, giving the historical background of the school, theorganisation, special educational guidance features, student organizations, customs andtraditions, school songs, cheers, etc.
1930. Touton, Frank C. Abstracts of unpublished masters' theses in the fieldof secondary school administration. Theses completed and presented at IleUniversity of Southern California. Cicero, Ill., Department of secondary schoolprincipals, National education association, 1931. 116 p. (Bulletin, no. 34.)
1931. Trimble, Terrill Marshall. The efficiency of various types of high

schools in Colorado, as measured by the scholarship of their students in theUniversity of Colorado. Master's, 1931. Colorado.
1932. Waldo, Inman-Gideon. Some factors affecting the choice of and sue-cess in high-school subject& Master's, 1930. Colorado.The study deals with 1,104 cases, 526 boys and 578 girls, distributed by grades asfollows: I, 195; II, 405; III, 866; IV, 188. Fludinp: Pupils do better work in electivesubjects. Those who select subjects because they will " aid in malting a living " makethe highest median marks.
1938. Waterman, Ivan R. Distribution of high school pupils' residences.San Francisco, Calif., Public schools [1930].
A spot map was made showing the location of each high-school pupil in San Francisco(eicept continuation school).
1984. Weeks, Alice L. Follow-up studies. Providence, R. I. Public schools,

1930.
A follow-up study of Providence high-school graduates showed that 82 per cent manytheir education, 58 per cent are employed, 6 per cent are unemployed, and 4 per cent areremoved.

1935. Williams, L. A. The person-consciousness of a selected group of highschool pupils. Berkeley, Calif., Unlvettfty of California press, 1031. p 86-118.(University of California publications lin education, vol. 6, no. 2.)A study was made of an unptsjudied list of the names of persons uppermost in tbeminds of boys and girls in attendance in a Junior and senior high achnol In the Los Angeleschool system, and in two junior high schools and two senior high schools from tas schoolsystem in tbe Etan ikancisco Bay region during the School year 1924-25. A totalof 2,211
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SECONDARY EDUCATION 177
papers were studied. Data indicate that the high-echool students named a relatively small
number of different persons as leaders. There was a marked tendency to emphasisepolitical and military leadership, and a téndency to neglect leadership in the fine arts.The lists were provincial in character with undue emphasis upon local celebrities. Tbe
Ft udal t s made a distinction between real and imaginary characters.

See also 7, 13, 17, 29-30, 37, 42, 44, 53, 55, 127 (8), 193, 196, 201, 203, 212, 214,218-219, 225, 243, 250, 258, 277, 311, 315, 817, 389, 843, 345, 855-356, 358-359, 378,384. 388, 447, 507, 520, 530, 545, 547, 550, 559, 561, 564, 584, 588, 593, 601, 606, 622,625, 627, 63311646, 683, 2405, 2485, 2501 2516, 2543, 2547, 2551, 2602, 2626, 2639, 2646,2651, 2658, 2683, 2702, 2743-2744, 2746 2748, 2751, 2756-2760, 2770, 2772, 2827, 2829,831-2832, 2837, 2845, 2847, 3184, 3148 8153, 3157, 3171, 3175, 3177, 3179, 8182, 3189,3416, 3431, 3442, 3444, 3479, 3486, 3494 3499, 351e-8517, 8524, 3531, 8541, 3556, 3564-3565. 3573, 3577, 3591, 8595, 8602, 3607 3617, 3641, 3643, 8653, 3659, 3667-3668, 3681,36s9-4691, 3698, 3709, 8713, 8715-8716 3724-8725, 3785, 3737, 8743, 8749, 8758, 8760,3770, 3774, 3778, 3784, 8795, 3817, 3819-3820, 3825-3826, 3828, 3837, 4078, 4087, 4098,4102, 4131, 4161, 4177; and under Education extension; Educational and vocationalguidance; Health and physical education ; Libraries and reading; Professfonal status ofteachers; School management ; Special subjects of curriculum; Teacher training.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

1936. Bays, Marianne Elizabeth. A comparative study of the expressed in-terests of the University Junior high school. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma.
35 p. ms.

1937. Beu, F. A. The Junior high school: an annotated bibliography.
Charleston, Ill., Eastern Illinois State teachers college, 1931. 76 p. (Bulletin
113, July 1, 1931.)

1938, Brooks, Fowler D. Prediction of scholarship in junior high school.
Greencastle, Ind., DePauw university, 1931. 19 p. ms.

Educational and intelligence tests, teachers estimates of ability, and previous schoolachievs went were studied to find their value in predicting scholarship of 300 pupilsduring three years in junior high school. Findings: Previous school achievement gavethe highest single factor correlations with scholarship, but previous school achievementplus the results of an intelligence test gave still higher multiple correlations. Previousschool achievement (average mark) was usually a better predictive factor of scholarshipin a particular subject. Simple correlations and multiple correlations of 0.80 to 0.94were common. In commercial subjects correlations were much lower, few of them beingmore than 0.50.

1939. Buchwald, Leona C. On trial pupils in Junior high school& Balti-more, Md., Department of education, 1931. 1 p. ms.
.1940. Chase, Vernon E. The distribution and housing of Junior high school

pupils. Dearborn, Micl)., Fordson school district, 1931. ,20 p, 4 p. ms.Includes study of the distributiOn of seventh-grade pupils, annual growth of member-ship, the adequacy of present Junior-high-school centers, and the location of an additionalcenter.

1941. and Lowrey, H. H. Distribution and travel distance of be-ginning junior high schools. Dearborn, Mich., Public schools, 1941. 4 p.
1942. Cline, Erwin Curtis. An investigation of exploratory units in juniorhigh schools. Doctor's, 1931. Cincinnati. (For abstract see no. 696.)The problem la the analysis of so-called 'exploratory units in the jur... high school, inorder to discover their present status and trends, and to contrast status and trends with,.the theory underlying such units as each theory Is revealed by the writings iiitd oti-ions of experts In the laid. The schools studied were United to &year junior highschools in school systems definitely organised on the 0-3-4 basis in communities wheretbe senior high schools belong to the North central association of colleges and secondaryschools. A total of 821 schools were studied.
1943. Coker, Lyman Hubert. An investigation of c'neomitant

the Junior high school of Oklahoma .universiti. Waters. Iasi. Oklahoma.58 p. ma.
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1944-1945. Coxe, Warren W. When is a school a Junior high school?
Albany, New York State education department, 1930. Junior-senior high school
clearing house, 5 : 72-79, October 1930.

Analysis of the subject matter taught by means of questionnaires from teachers and
page analysis of textbooks. The junior high school does not seem to have modified tts
instructions in accordance with the generally accepted objectives.

1946. and other*. Courses of study and curriculum offerings in juniot
high schools in New York State. Albany, University of the State a New York,

1931. 330 p.
Part I presents an analysis of junior-high-school courses of study in New York State,

setting forth instructional materials found in junior-high-school courses of study which
may be used as a basis for consideration and discussion of desirable changes. Part II
presents certain outstanding features of more progressive developments in junior-high.
school units throughout the State.

1947. Gabler, E. R. Records that the junior high schools send to the central
office. Doctor's, 1931. New York.

A study was made of 67 cities of over 100,000 population. Analysis was made of record
forms, annual reports, articles, and textbooks on the junior high school. Findings: Items
of information significant for the central office to require, are determined by experts'
rating of items obtained by various analyses.

1948. Glatfelter, Edward A. A survey of the Hannah Penn Junior high
school, York, Pa. Doctor's, 1931. Penn. State. 150 p.

A survey of tbe Hannah Penn junior high school applying the different survey tech-
niques in an effort toward improvement of the various practices and procedures. The
curriculum and social program were revised.

1949. Gray, Robert P. Organization of a tenth year at Francisco junior
high school. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931. (For .abstract see no.
71M.)

A study made to determine the advisability 'of establishing a tenth year at Francisco
junior high school.

1950.1 Gurley, James G. The status of the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades
in Illinois 6-34 and 8-4 systems. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 128 p. ms.

1951. Guy, Arthur L. The administration of junior high schools in Kansas.
Master's, 1930. Chicago. 190 p.

A study of the number, enrollment, and organization of junior high -schools in Kansas:
their legal basis, teaching staff, and administrative officers. Findings : The distribution of
junior high schools in Kansas does not follow closely the school population. All children
of junior high school age in Kansa's are not being given an equal opportunity to enjoy the
benefits of the junior high school. The salaries of the teachers and principals in the
junior high schools seem to be influenced, first, by the size of the school; second, by tbe
level of training reached; third, by sex; and fourth, by the subject taught or by the type
of duty performed. The 2-year minimum training requirement of tbe State Board of
education is not considereicient training for junior high school teachers. The
administration of junior high in Kansas compares favorably with the administra-
tion of junior high schools in other States.

1952. Hurley, William E. An investigation of the effect of certain activities
on scholarship in junior high school. Master's, 1981. Southern California.
103 p.

An analysis of the total time spent by 180 pupils in all school and out-of-echool activi-
ties for a 7-day week, based on interviews and individual time records, followed by a study
df the relationships between participation in activities and scholastic success.

1958. Mahan, T. J. The exploratory objective in the junior high school.
Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1930.

A total of 1,817 junior high school pupils from nine junior high schools in Greeley and
Denver, Colo., answered the questionnaire.

I" Martin., Paul IL peoiraphical distribution of the junior high school
population. ComptouiektOti'district, Calif., Public schools [19801.

A spot map was made ¡bowing the residence of each child living within tbe district
New boundaries were drawn on the basis of this study for the purpose of equalising the
nrollment in Sits various schools.
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D55. Might, George Willard. A study of pupil progress. In the junior high
schools of Atlanta, Ga., 1923-1928. Master'0, 1931. Cincinnati.

MG. Mills, Henry C. The comparative efficiency of the 8-4 and 6-3-3 sys-
tems of schools as measured by the scholastic achievement of their pupils during
the junior high school period. Doctor's, 1931. Harvard. 266 p.

1957. Parker, Andrew M. A comparative study of the achievement of the
University junior high school. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 38 p. ms.

1958. Proctor, William Martin, and Ricciardi, Nicholas. The junior high
sciwoi, its organization and administration. Stanford University, Calif., Stan-
ford university preis, 1930. 324 p.

1959. Rutledge, R. E. Jtknior high school term progress report for the
terms ending June, 1930, June, 1931. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930-1931.
12 p. ms., 13 p. ms.

These reports give briefly an analysts of the mar4 given by the teachers of the Oakland
Junior high schools. .

1960. -------- Low-tenth scholarship.report. Oakland, Calif., Public schools,
1930-1931. June 1930, 13 p. ms.; December 1930, 13 p. ms.; June 1931, 15 p ms.

1961. San Diego, Calif. City schools. Coordination between San Diego city
elementary and junior high schools. 1931. 3 p. ma

A report containing data on articulation obtained from questionnaires to teachers and
principals concerned.

1962. Student organization in San Diego city Junior high,*
Khoork 1931. 8 p. ms.

Annotated charts, showing student organization in all San Diego city Junior high
schools.

1963. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. .K study of the age and ability
of pupils entering and leaving junior high school. 1931. 10 p. ins. (Bulletin
no. 24.)

A comparative study of pupils entering and leaving the 10 San Francisco junior high
schools. Wide differences exist in the abilities of the pupils in the various junior high
schools. The mental abilities are based on the results of the Otis classification and the
Turman group test of mental ability.

1964. Schlein, Walter Charles. The organization and administration of the
Alexauder Hamilton junior high school of Fresno, Calif. Master's, 1931.
Stanford.

1965. Spurgin, Alice. A study of the reading tastes, vocational choices
and hobby interests of junior-high school pupils. Master's, lit31. Oregon. 67
1). tns.

Findings: (1) Pupils of higher ability groups read nearly four times as much as those
of lower groups; (2) book reading had the racist homogeneous choice among ability
groups; (3) a better type of magazines was reported by pupils in high ability groups ;
and (4) of the best liked books, less than 2 per cent were not found on school reading
lists.

1966. Trilling f_.: Clinton Conroy. Administrative devices for stimulating
scholarship in the junior high schools of Los Angeles county. Master's, 1931.
Southérn California. 185 p.

At analysis of the methods and effectiveness of improving scholarship by such means
as supervised study, personal conferences with pupils, homogeneous grouping, testing pro-
graft, and numerous other devices, based on interviews with principals of 25 schools.

1067. Warner, Harold E. Factors controlling the scheduling of the junior
tigh school noctor's, 1931, George Washington.

A questionnaire study of practites, protilems, and solitions of problems in scheduling.
1968. Vires &oomph Heury. The junior high school in the Southern associa-

tion. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 164 p.
A study of junior MO schools in the Soutlieki' ...tion of colleges and secondary

schools. Findings: (1) pat the junior high schools of the Southern association have
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been slow in providing the necessaily means tor the physical development of the indi-vidual pupils; (2) that these scht.ols show advancement In the matter of meeting to
intellectual needs.of their pupils by the provisions for supervised study, homogeneous
grouping, promotion by subject. and in methods of instruction; (3) that provisions for
meeting the social needs of individual pup are inconsistent and limited among tkt
whoa' of this association ; and (4) that the matter of moral instruction the indirect
method, found through the teaching o iterature and science, appears to be followt.
more often than the direct method.

1969. Wind, Bate. A comparative personnel study of retained and eliminated
pupils in ju..nior high schools. Master's, 1931. Minnesota. 140 p. ms.

A comparative study of data relative to intelligence, age, scholarship, and soda
vconomic status of 1,355 eliminated pupils and 1,213 retained pupils in Junior high school,
for the purpose of prediction of length of stay Is school, and with a view toward prtvid-
ing suitable educational and vocational guidance I accordance with the indicated knob
of stay in school. Findings: For purposes of predktion, (I/maleness is, perhaps, the
outstanding characteristic of the prospective early leaver. Age-grade status is the factor
among those noted, most closely associated with retention or elimination (biserial
r K=0.8764-0.001)0 The Sims score, the composite score representing various factors is
socio-economic status of home background, ranks second highest among the correlations
calculated (0.6244-0.009). Magazines in tbe home (Mistrial rum0.55-±-0.012). idea
marks (biserial ria-0.31?74-0.009), and books la the home (biserial rs-0.368±0.010) al
present significant differences between the two groups and show considerable correlation
between the individual factors and amounts of schooling the children ¡receive.

Bee also 307, 310, 315, 317, 342, 535, 544, 546, 564. fie, 599, 625, 4127, 1836, 1840. igtt
1868. 1S71, 1912, 2034, 2179. 2255, 2284, 2288, 2297, 2300, 2305, 2500, 2002, 2756-2757.
2817, 2835, 2367, 2882, 2887, 2895, 2908-2909, 2970, .2980, 3010, 3019, 3033, 3037, 3001.
3056, 3074, 3084, 3111, 3136, 8176, 3187, 3196, 3266, 3276, 3338, 3351, $356, 3374-13Th,
3602, 3625, 3641, 3649, 3655, 3683, 3705, 3718, 3749, 3755, 3763-3764, 8771, 3860, Mk
3936, 3946. 8950, 3952, 3987, 4016, 4019, 4030-4033, 4051, 4078, 4,165, 4300, 4p2, 43*4331, 4340; ad solder Special subjects of curriculum.

JUNIOR COLIXG111

1970. Anderson, John A. An examination of the records of the graduates of
the Pasadena junior college in standard colleges and universities. Pasadena.
Calif., Junior college, 1930.

The reports of 269 graduates of the Pasaslipa junior college in attendance at 24 stand-
ard colleges and universities were studied.

1971. Austin, David. The probable effect of the development of the public-
junior college on the enrollment of the small ilberal-art, college. Master's, 1931.
Claremont.

1972. California. State department of education. Statistics of California
Junior colleges for the school year ending June 30, 1930. Sacramento, California
State printing office, 1931. 35 p. (Bulletin DO. J-4, August 1931.)

The statistics in this bulletin comprise all of the essential data reported to the State
department.of education relative to the public junior colleges of California.

1973. Christensen, Alfred. The organisation and administrative control of
the public Junior college. Master's, 19SL Northwestern.

1974. Crawford, Stanton C. Junior college ap extension of university.
Junior college journal, 1 : 28046, February 11,31. (Reprint.)

This article describes the organisation and work of the Johnstown Junior allege se the
University of Pittsburgh. .

1975. Davidson, John Wesley. A stag& of tbe iinsibility of establishing
Junior colleges in Washington, master* lip. Washington.

1976. Davis, Borate Leonard. Bone aspects of the financing still private
junior colleges of Kentucky. Master's, MI. Kentucky.

Deurs, I. L. The public junior colleges et Misaiellppl. Muotees.
1 e& Colorado.;:
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1978. Dodson, Pat Sparks. The development and present status of the
junior college in Texas. Master's, 1930., Texas Christian.

19m Eby, Frederick, and Pittinger, Benjamin Floyd. A study of the
financing of public Junior colleges in Texa& Austin, University of Texas. 1931.
80 p. (University of Texas bulletin n9. 3126. Bureau of research in the social
science& Study no. 1. July 8, am)

The study of the financing of the 16 junior colleges in Texas for the years 1927-28and 1928-29 shows wide variations in allotment of funds, and in the interpretation of
costs chargeable to the junior college, and not to the school system as a whole.

1980. Bells, Walter Crosby. California Junior college laws: drastic changes.
,Skt ooi executives magazine, 50: 235, January 1931.

1981.- Junior college. Boston, Mass., Houghton Mifflin company, 1931.
S53 p. ,

This book, which is intended primarily as a textbook for courses on the junior college,
LS arranged in three main divisions. Part 1 is devoted to the development of the juniorcollege. part 2 deals with the organisation and administration of the junior college, andpart 3 discusses the place of the junior college In American education.

1982.- Public junior college u an agency of democracy, the financial
aspect 1sa National education association, Department of secondary-school
princIpals. Bulletin, 35: 135-50, 'larch 1031.

1983. Success of the public junior college In California. American
mocha:ion of university women Journal, 24; 117--321, April 1931.

1984. Pincher, Ernest William. Atstudi.of ths departmental teaching cogts
in Chaffey junior college for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1930. Master's,
1M1. Claremont.

1985. Fox, Clement Silas. A study of sex differences In achievement of
junior college freshmen. Master'S, 1931. Stanford.

19413. Hale, Wyatt W. Comparative holding power of juniot colleges and
rezular four-year colleges. Phi delta kappan, 13:6-74, Ottober 1930.

From a study of the holding power of 118 junior colleges and 21 standard colleges, itwu found that standard colleges have a significantly greater holding power than dojunior colleges.

1987. Earbeson, Zohn W. A critical study of the practice of classifying
junior college students into separate certificate and diploma groupings. Doc-
tor's, 1931. Southern California. 383 p.

A cony. n of certificate and diploma students with respect to social and economkbackgrounds, high-school 'and junior-tiollege acholastk records, 13 standardised intelli-gence and personaliti tests, and trait ratings by students, parents, and teachers; fol-lowed by a study of the educational implications Involved.
.1988. ¡oral, Arnold Edward. Factors relating to the establishment andmaintenance of junior colleges, with special reference to California. Doctor's,

1931. California. Berkeley, University of California press, 1932. (University
of California publications in education, XX)-451), 1932.)

The study takes up the dvvelopusent of leal standards for the establishment of junior-ctillege districts In California; janlor-coilege laws in States *their than California ; classRise and teaching load in relation to educational objectives and to cost of instruction ;other factors which affect the cost of Instruction in Califon& Junior colleges ; coat ofinstruction I llbscala junior collegei; the area of janloreollege districts, and enroll-lamas in relation to area; and the development of criteria tor the establishaseat andmaintenance olf junior colleges.
1989. Kentucky. University. Report of a survey of 15 private junior

colleges of Kentucky. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1931. 2G4 p. ma.This germ mere number, growth, =di. 1.F-11 raise of the student body, entrance andgracinatka mointiments, otsiont lead, faculties, libraries* laboratories, buildings andetdiallset MI Imam
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1990. McCarthy, Joseph Lowell. Entrance requirements and curricula of
15 private junior colleges in Kentucky. Master's, 1981. Kentucky. 80 p. ins.

Reports an investigation of the practices of 15 private junior colleges of Kentucky in
the admission and graduation of students, and a study of the curricula of these
institutions.

1991. McKenzie, John H. A follow-up study of students in Junior colleges
of Michigan. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 110 p. ms.

A questionnaire study of. 459 former students frOm stir junior colleges in Michigan.
Considers social and economic condition prior to and during attendance, with study of
later educational training and occupation. Findings: The isthmian functions of the
junior college are being well provided for. There is need of greater emphasis being
placed upon terminal courses.

1992. Martin, Paul E. Prognosis of success in junior college. Compton
union distict, Calif., Public schools [1930].

Correlation coefficients were obtained between actual achievements in junior college
end five prediction indices.

1993. Scholarship standing of junior college groups. Compton union
district, Calif., Public schools [1930].

Average grade-point ratios were figured for uo4group dents, Greek-letter soClet7,
Greek letter society probationers, and special stud nts. the average gnde:point ratio
for all students was 1.1; for all men, 1.1; and for all 'Amgen LB. Greek-letter students
had a higher averme than nongroup students, and ernity probationers had a higher
scholastic average than the corresponding grit's. 12'c' women studetts.

1994. 1)1errill, Bay Stoddard. A proposed plan of junior colleges for 'Utah.
Master's; 1931. Stanford.

1995. Metzler, David Russell. Adult education in the junior college. Mas-

ter's, 1931. Stanford.
Millikin, Bruce Emanuel. The Junior college in Utah-a survey.

Mister's, 1931. Stanford.
1997. Murray, Evan B. The need of public junior colleges in Utah. Mas-

tér's, 1930. Utah St. Agr, Coll.
1998. O'Mara, James P. b The organization aud administration of curricula

in California public junior colleges. Pasadena, Calif., Junior college, 1930.
A study of the curricula and practices in the junior colleges, as well as the organisa-

tion of the college.
1999. Prall, Charles E. Report of the Junior college survey committee,

Arkansas educational association. Journal of Arkansas education, 0: 18-23,
November 1930.

2000. Proctor, William Martin. Student Interest In junior college. Junior
college journal, 1: 84-88, November 1930.

2001. Reedy, J'oel iartin. The junior college as now administered. Mas-
ter's, Tennessee,

2002. Robins, Iohn PresCott. Should Junior colleges be established in
Oregon? Master's, 1931. Stahford.

2008. Itiasenstengel, William Criteria for selecting curricula for public
junloiw Coileges. Doctor's, 1 t 1. Missouri.

thq puma.* of this study to develop criteria which might be used in determin-
ing the curricular offering, at a particular Junior college.,

2004. fitanAlateo, Calif. District junior college. Follow-up study of former
students *of San 414te6 -junior college and a study of status -1 and %status 2
students. letl. p. ins; (Vol. 8, no. 7.)

6

2005. fiéstik.Deirld. A plan for classifying entering junior college tstudents.
Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1980. 8 p. Ins. (Junior college easeargh
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2006. and Brintle, 8. L. A report on the Stephens college experi-
mentation in orientation courscs in Long Beach in 192W-30. (A supplement
to the Stephens college reports.) Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For
abstract see no. 717b.)

This report compares tbe results on tests given to classes taking orientation courses in
social studies and humanities and to regular classes in high school and junior college.
The comparison shows that the experiment as set up is inadequate to show differ-
ences between the achievements of pupils taking orientation work and those taking
regular work.

2007. Brintle, S. L., and Woodruff, C. H. Investigation of certificate
and diploma classification as used in the Long Beach .junior college, with the
development of guidance techniques. Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931.

Teachers' marks and psychological and educational test data on 1,000 Long Beach
Junior college students furnished the basis for this study. The datä showed that the
classification on the basis of recommended grades is unjust botb to certificate and to
diploma students. High-school marks alone are not a sound basis for predicting college
success.

2008. Taylor, Philip n. A comparison of certain aspects of public junior
college;s and four-year liberal arts institutions in Southern California. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Southern California. 123 p.

A study of student populations, administrative problems, curricula, and aims of the
two types of institutions operating in this area.

2009. Thomson, Mary martha. A personality study of students in certain
public junior. colleges in California.. Master's, 1931. California. 33 p. ma.

The purpose of the study was to determine further characteristics of students in five
typical California junior colleges, supplementing the work of Eells. Findings : The group
studied was homogeneoui with regard to chronological age and nativity. A close rela-
tionship exists between parental occupations and educational opportunity. The locus of
the' institution seems to be one of the factors which determines opportunities for student
employment. There is no uniformity of procedure in determining entrance status of
students. From tbe programs chosen, it would seem that nonrecommended students
come to junfor colleges more for social purposes than &rough a desire for more learning
activities.

. 2010. Tweedy, Ira. Can Idaho establish more junior colleges? Master's,
1931. Stanford.

2011. Whitney; P. L Legal background of the junior college oven:lent.
High-school tiacher, 6: 322-28, October 1630.

This is a survey of state legal provision for the fiscal support of the public junior
college.

2012. Young, William Leeinereux. the junior college movement in rela-
tion to higher education in Ohio. Doctoes, 1931. Ohio. 450 p. mg.

A study of data troui tin` bigh4ehool yenta's in 82 selected Ohio cities, and data from
the 46 Ohio rOlorlo. rindifigo Ohio nseds the public junior college , public junior
colleges would not harm, but would benefit present worthy Ohio college&

See also 298, loos 1008, 1188-1184, 1420, 14991 1509, 201C 2651, 8080, 8045, 8141,
8145, 8216, 112891913, 8778, 11989, 8990, 4017, 4810-4811, 4844.
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2015. Atkinson, W. K. The academic and professional preparation of junior-
college instructors. Master's, 1930. Illinois. 61 p. ms. (For abstract see
no. 699.)

" Data were obtained from published statements concerning standards of preparation of
junior-college instructors, from published catalogues or bulletins of 75 institutions studied,
and from answers to a letter addressed to 80 superintendents and deans throughout the
country. A review of prerions investigations of the sort represented by this thesis is
included. The statement that ' the academic training, as marked by degrees held, Places
the preparation_ of Junior college instructors of the country as a whole on a high level' h
among the concise statements drawn from the findings."

2016, Bachman, Prank P. Training and certification of high school teacher&
Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930. 175 p. (Field
studies, no. 2.)

A study of the present status of high-school teaching as a profenion and suggestions as
to steps which should be taken to elevate high-school teaching to a semiprofessional level
so that teachers may prepare themselves with cnnfidence that a reasonably secure and
detnite teaching position awaits them.

2017. Barney, Lew K. Problems and generalizations in elementary courses
in education. Master's, 1931. Colo. St T. C.

The purpose of the study was to select a suitabli number of the most frequently usedproblems and generalisations to be combined into a syllabus for elementary courses in
education.

*2018. Bateman, Marjory. A program of physical education for training the
nonspecialized elementary teacher based upon present procedure and present
needs in the State of Wisconsin. Master's, 1931. New York. 165 p. ms.

The study deals with the physical education programs in teachen colleges in the UnitedStates ; the content of courses, and administration of them in 11 tV.ers colleges havingthe most satisfactory physical education programs.
2019. Bien., George Toliver. The relationship between training a teachers

and achievement of students. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 75 p. ms.
2020. Billig, Florence Grace. A technique for developing content for a

professional course in science for teachers in elementary schools. Doctor's, 1930.
T. C., Col. Univ., New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930.
101 p. (Contributions to education, no. M.)

Bibliography : p.
A study was made of the -courses in science for teachers in elementary schools offeredby 146 teachers colleges and normal schools, as given In their catalogues for the years

1927-28, 1928-29. The background of training in *dance of 954 8U:ideate enrolled iscourses in science was analyzed. A technique wits developed for a professional course on
the collegiate level for the training of teachers in science.

2021. Blough, Leslie E. The development and present status of teacher train-
ing in the Church of the Brethren. Master's, 1930. Nortimestern.

2022. Bolton, Ferrell. Specific training of Georgia primuy teachers holding
a bachelbr's degree. Master's, 1981. reabody. 70 p. ma.

A study of transcripts of primary teachers in Use towns and cities of Georgia through
superintendents of same, also academic courses for these transcripts. Findings : (1) Com-
position, -history and literature were the subjects that averaged highest in the academicgroup ; (2) Semen' Psychology sae history ef 00Seation averaged highest in the profet.atonal group; (3) them was little variation in the academic subjects taken by the primary
teachers, but gnat vi_.7 tics b tbe protessional;_smoldscts token by thlii (4) WI enteral
courses received the highest percentap in the 4.0 soup and Use vocational coma tbehighest percentage in the anal town group ; (6) the average credit howls in the academicsubjects ranged from S to 19, while the range in the professional group wail from 2 to 7boon; (0)i bigh-whoal maim& was tabu practicelly ea often as pstairr ,lostiods;(7) practice teaching was Ow mom (Was le tbe WO school than in the e!NeentarYpules and (S) 'pieties teething la the elementary greats wow taken, lwa filequIst17than any other academic or professional subject. ,

2023. Brows, Dorph Harrison. The relationship between academic pispara-
tion and woos of high-school teachers. Master's, 1900. Colorado.

99-101.
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2024. Burgoon, R. D. Orientation courses in the teacher training institutions
of Ohio. Muter's, 1981. Ohio. 93 p. ma.

2025. Burson, Susie. Evaluation of teacher training program by factors for
such evaluation, " Vocational education," Wright and Allen. Master's, 1930.
T. C., Col. Univ. 17 p. ms.

The study is an evaluation of a teacher-training,program (not including technical sub-
jects). Recommendations ate made for changes in program which will improve its rating.

2026. Butler, Hilda B. A study of the allocation of responslbllltL in the
training of secondary school teachers. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 1 p. ms.

A questionnaire study based on returns from teachers, principals, and su rintendents
in Pennsylvania. Opinions were solicited on what functions should be rformed by
training schools and what ones by supervisors in tbe post-training career. here was con-
siderable overlapping in tbe recommended functior. The 15 functions most often allotted
to each are listed in the thesis.

2027. Comer, R. H. The training and ence of Georgia high school
teachers. Meter's, 1931. Mercer.

2028. Crutsinger, George N. Teacher ti1n1ng in Texas with a proposed
program. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., CoL Univ.

A study was made of the physiography of Texas and the distribution of its population,
the size of tbe task in providing a system of public schools, the character and location,
and various features a the teacher-training institutions. As a result of this study, a
program of towbar training is proposed suggesting a radical revision of the State's pro-
cedures relative to administration and financial support of public schools, and proposals
for a new plan of certification.

2029. Dinkins, William K. Implications of economics and religion in the
development of teacher training at Selma university. Master's, 1931. T. C.,
Col. Univ. 56 p. ma.

An evaluarn of fundamentals in economics and religion as related to the ends of edu-
cation, and fur related to content of instruction. Findings: Economics, more ethical in its
nature than -ts commonly considered, and religion, are the keys to desirable changes in
our inaructional work at Selma university.

2030. Dotson, Edna. The status of shorthand in teacher-training iastitu-
tions. Master's, 1930. Colo, St. T. C.

A study of 54 schools belonging to the American association of teachers colleges to
determine how many teachers colleges give credit for shorthand, how much credit such
schools allow, and the attitude of teachers colleges toward shorthand as a college sub-
ject. An examination of 142 teacher-training instits#ou catalogues was made to find
out the policy in regard to giving credit for shorthand.

*2031. Rimy, C. B. A study of the relation of the doctor's degree in the
field of education ,to preparation for the teaching of undergraduate education.
Doctor's, 1931. New York. 143 p. ma.

Investigation of courses in education offered by 26 universities, programs of 265 doctors
who took the degree in education, and study of the offerings in education of 250 under-
graduate schools of education. Findings : The doctor's degree in the field of education
should be given with much more consideration of the teaching needs of those who take
IL More adequate guidance be given candidates, less emphasis should be placed
upon research which should

skoad
&more spelle and thorough when required. The great

need is preparation for teaching for which entirely too little aftention is given at pres-
ent. Schools of education, en the graduate level, are devoting too much attention to
courses in administration and educational psychology and too little bo work in theory
and principles and aces adds which 70 par Gent of doctors eater u teachers after receiv-
ing their degas&

2032. wane, Catherin.. Status and preparation of mathematics teacher&
Muter's, 1181. Kansas.

Correlation between .ration represented by majors and minors, and the
success of their polls in algebra and geoanetty In state *adorably contest High schools
fa A and 8 clams, Woking SOO teacher*, are represented.

4 et
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2033. Field, Frank. The evolution of teacher training and certification as
functions of state education in Teniiessee. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 239
p. ms.

Covers all State activities in indicated functions from earliest times to the );;resent.
Recommends single State boards, State director of teacher training, certification by crt
dentials only, based ultimately on two years of training for elementary teachers and
college graduation immediately for high school teachers. Historical treatment of subject
gives details of development of functions in State especially along lines of curricula
organized for training of teachers.

2034. Foster, I. Owen. The trainitig of Junior high school teachers. in High
school principals' conference (Indiana university). Proceedings, MO. Bloom-
ington, Ind., Indiana university, 1930. p. 2O8. (13'u11etin of the School of
education, Indiana university, vol. 7, no. 2, November 1930.)

This stUdy was made to determine what superintendents, principals, and teachers ofjunior high schools believe that the training of a pull& high 'school teacher should be.The study analyzes the replies to a questionnaire received from 90 persons.
2035. Frazier, Ben W. Present status of teacher training in the United

States. Journal of chemical education, 8: 63-83, January 1931. (Reprinted.)For this paper data concerning the qualifications of college teachers of chemistry weresecured from question lists sent during the course of a recent nation-wide survey to
approrimately 800 teachers of chemistry.

2036. Grass, Mary Donaldine. The organization of curricula for the train-
ing of women teachers in physical education. Master's, 1931. California. 104
P. ms.

The purpose of this thesis was to contribute to a better; understanding of teacher train-ing in physical education by means of an analysis and study of the development of pro.fessional preparation courses, by a study of the different types of courses now offering
professional training, by discussion of some of the principal problems in professionaltraining, and finally by making certain suggestions for the organisation of professionalpreparation curricula so as to train more adequately for future leadership.

2037. Gratz, Eleanor Victoria. A course in primary arithmetic for teachers
based on the psychology of the learning situation. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2038. Hall, Gladys Elwood. Training classroom teachers to deal with per-
sonality problems. Master's, 1931. New York. 124 p. ms.

History of mental hygiene in the public schools, and visiting teacher movement witha discussion of problems of teacher training in personality problems and detailed outlineof courses given teachers in service by the author working as a visiting teacher. Con-clusions: The classroom teacher is in a strategic position in developing the personalityof pupils and should be given an understanding of mental hygiene principles in teacher-training institutions. Teachers in service can be given supplementary courses.
2039. Hamlin, Herbert McNee. A case study of teacher-"t4alning in a

separate land-grant college. Doctor's, 1931. Chicago. 322 p. ms.
The study aims to give an account of the development and present status of teachertraining in Iowa State e1ege, Ames ; to illustrate the advantages in the study of teachertraining of a genetic appr ch which includes the study of tbe careers of graduates trainedfor teaching; and to bring gether, check upon, and improve methods in use for gatheringand preserving historical d ta relative to teacher training, particularly data regardinggraduates' careers in teachin It was found that many of the most valuable dots. are tobe found off the campus of the institution in records of State departments of edeeitieu,State teachers associations, S ate historical associations, in educational periodica anvil,-lished studies in the llbrar1e of other educational institutions, and in the files of thedepartments of the Federal overnment concerned with education. Data regarding thecareers of graduates gathered in this study were found to be regular in their distribution,indicating the possibility ofi predicting Many of the phases of the careers of futuregraduates and of basing teactier-training policies to some extant upon such predictions.
2040. Hamrick, Marti# Elliott. The determination of the objectives and

activities of a teacher t ining curriculum in tests and measurements in gee-ondary education. D 1981. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. vnikThis investigation was eo to the field dart' seneation, covering grades tto 12, inclusive. The curd Imp was deuIgnerIaarflj for the training of classroom
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teachers. The activities included only the subjects of English, including reading, writing,
spelling, grammar and language, and composition ; mathematics ; science; social science;
and foreign language. The objectives were mailed to 47 directors of* research or directors
of tests and measurements of city school systems throughout the United States. Results
were received from 84 of these. Activities lists were mailed to 1,086 schools. Returns
were received from 87 schools located in 80 different cities in 25 States and the District
of Columbia. Findings: The ratings of the objectives by direCtors of research and directors
of tests and measurements have a higher reliability than the ratings of tbe activities by
ifighasellool teachers.

2041. Hazeltine, Karl. Study of the teaching of science to elementary teach-
ers. The development of a measuring device to test obsenation, reflective
thinking, trd problem solving. Doctor's, 1930. Cornell. 199 p. ms.

Study of Ihe available elementary science tests together with the use and development
of certain problem-solving tests involving nature content in schools of rural New York.
Cleveland, and certain teacher-training institutions. The study included a visitation of 21
teacher-training institutions with a view to observing actual teaching methods to supple-
ment returns received from these institutions by correspondence and the questionnaire
method. Findings : The average teacher is not able to judge the difficulty of science ques-
tions proposed to her pupils. There seems to be no positive correlation betweeq tests in

science and commonly used measurements of achievement. There does not seem to be a
difference between boys and girls in their ability to do nature work.

2042. Renck, George Daniel. Present status of the training of industrial arts
teachers in the United States. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 68 p.

A study of several aspects of training shop teachers in 70 representative teacher-trainins
institutions of the United States, based on questionnaire replies and on an analysis of
curricula in published bulletins.

2043. Hertzler, Silas. Preparation and experience of the critic teachers of
the secondary schools of Indiana, 1929. Educational administration and super-
vision, 16: 093-704, December 1980. (Reprint.)

Replies to a questionnaire were received from eight junior high school critic teachers,
and from 62 senior high school critic teachers. A total of nearly 89 per cent of the
critic teachers have a bachelor's degree or its equivalent ; about 51 per cent of them have
done at least* little university work beyond the regular bachelor's degree. The correlation
between college majors and subjects taught is high. Many of the critic teachers are
teaching in more than two major fields. Nine per cent of the critic teachers had had a
course which was ihtended to prepare them to be successful critic teachers.

2044: Hoskins, Albert Burleigh. The fontent and almsfof general psychology..
for teachers. Master's [1930]. Peabody. 92 p. ws.

A determination of what constitutes the active content of the course and the specific
aims of tbe classroom teacher of representative schools of the type indicated. Findings:
There is a tendency to narrow content as comparefl with legitimate content and to reserve
certain content for more specialised courses whiti usually follow. The dominant aims
are to increase understanding of human reactions and educational import.

*2045. Huey, Bess A. Preparation of the teacher and supervisor of public-
school music. Master's, 1931. New -York. 591 p. ms.

A study of the program of mupic education provided by all State teacher-training
institutions for the preparation ofjteachers and supervisors of public-school music. This
study was a survey of current prajtices to determine the status of curricular offerings in
the preparation of teachers and spervIsors of music.

*2046. Jameson, Emily D. Physical education for the preparation of gen-
eral elementary-school teachers. A study of content and requirements of courses
of physical education offered in 22 state teachers colleges and normal schools in
1926-1927. Doctor's, 1980. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 119 p. (Contributions to education, no. 402.)

" Tbe problem of this study is concerned with a statistical and descriptive analysis of
the organisation and content of courses in physical education offered during 1926-27 to
women preparing to be general elementary and junior high school classroom teacher%
exclusive of those preparing to be special teachers of physical education. The purpose
was to discover common practices which may be the basin of recommendations lb regard to
content and organisation of courses for the guidance of institutions and instructor.,"

--
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2047. Johnson, Ella X. Itequired courses in social studies in curricula ofelementary teachers. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 103 p. ms.
Number, types, extent of professionalization, and analysis of courses in social studioand health in 140 curricula. Findings : Emphasis on subject-matter courses, especiallyAmerican hietory, principles of geography, government, and activity courses in physics'education.

2048. Kauffman, George P. A study of student loanS, scholarships, and sub-sidies in the teacher-training colleges and normal schools in the New Englandand Middle Atlantic States. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 65 p. ms.Study bas-ed on a questionpaire which was sent to 71 State teachers colleges and normalschools.

2049. Kellerman, Adella F. Special qualifications for teachers in gradeseven to nine. Master's, 1931. Syracuse. 215 p. ms.By personal correspondence with accepted authorities in' the field of junior high schooland grammar grades, data were secured on functions of education for adolescents; thestrength and weaknesses of the present program ; and the pressing problems andmethods of procedure in collecting data for the study. A semi-intensive analysis wumade of the subjective and objective opinion of teachers and administrators on the feltneeds, deficiencies and types of preparation desirable, and on objective data on the stainsof the training of these teachers in service. The study was confined to the northerntier of States, Eastern, Central, and Midwestern.
2050. Klinefelter, C. F. Training of teachers for trade and industrial edu-cation suggestions for the organization and operation of efficient teacher-training programs. Washington, D. C., United States ,Federal board for voca-tional education, 1930. 178 p. (Bulletin no. 150. Trade and industrial series,no. 42.)
2051. Kolstoe, S. Olaf. Selective factors.in teacher training. Doctor's, 1931North Dakota. 187 p. ms.
A study of 1,403 students enrolled in the freshman and sophomore years at the Stateteachers' colleges at Minot, Valley City, Mayville, and Ellendale, in the school year of1930-31. Conclusions: All prospective teacher trainees should furnish evidence of scho-lastic ability as measured by intelligence tests, which would assure reasonable success inteachers college work. IQ's below 90 are questionable. Standards should be high enoughto eliminate approximately 10 per cent of those who according to present standards areaspiring to become teachers. Continued research in teacher training and selection prob-lems should be carried on with the State university and the teachers colleges participatingand cooperating.
2052. Kretke, Mrs. Rose. Professional preparation of department heads insenior high schools. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 60 p. ms.This study involved 954 department beads, from cities of 80,000 population and over,in 81 States.
2053. McCain, L. P. The preparation of teachers of grade school geography.Master's, 1980. Colo. St. T. O.
An attempt to determine what the capabilities of the grade teacher of geography shouldbe to meet the requirements of tbe job, and to try to discover to what extent teacher-training institutions are preparing the prospective teacher to meet the requirements of the-job.

2054. MeLees, Xary Hunter. A study of the elementary teaching personnelof Hunterdon, Morris, Suomi, and Watren counties, N. J., with particular ref-erence to the State program of teacher training. Doctor's, 1981. T. 0., Col.*Univ.
This study tries tri show how the present program of tatter training in New Jerseyis meeting the needs of the elementary eels of the State` with particular reference tothe counties of flunterdon, Morrie, Sulam and Warren. FThdlngs : The movement of-teachers is the chief source of demand for new teacberi in the section studied. The numberof recent normal-school graduates not placed *New Jersey Is high. New Jersey uses homegirls to a great extent in its schools: The State program of teacher training seems tosuffer from a lack of balanee between supply arid demand. Teachers of the sectionstudied are not up to the New Jersey standard in college or normal-school training, the
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reatest lack being found in the more rural areas. Indications are that the teacher-
training program of New Jersey needs to place more emphasis on the sociological condi-
tions of the State than is now being done. Three possible adjustments are suggested.

2055. Martin, Theodore Day. Instruction in professional ethics in profes-
sional schools for teachers. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. Washington, D. C.,
National education association, 1931. 89 p.

Selected bibliography, p. 74-79.
The purpose of this study was to discover current administrative practices regardinginstruction in professional ethics ; to suggest administrative arrangements which pro-fessional school for teachers may use to acquaint their students with the acceptedlands's& of professional conduct ; to prepare a selected and annotated lie of standards

of professional conduct which may be used as a basis for discussion in teacher training
classes and among teachers in service. Data were secured from questionnaires sent to
the heads of schools of education, law, medicine, architecture, commerce and business,
dentistry, journalism, and nursing; catalogues from a representative number of schoolsfor teachers, lawyers, and physicians; and correspondence and personal conferences withleaders in the eight fields. Codes of ethics adopted by the National education associa-
tion and by State teachers' associations were analysed.

2058. Miles, Carl V. A study of the academic and professional training of
the high-school principals and superintendents of Missouri. Master's, 1931.
Chicago. 74 p. ms.

The study includes reports from over 600 school administrators. Findings: The schooladministrators of Missouri have had less academic and professional training than tbeaverage for the United States.

2057. -Miller, Harold H. The relationship between tbe subject preparation
of teachers and the fields in which they are now working. Benjamin Franklin
high school, Rochester, N. Y. [198117

2058. Mills, Z. E. Educational requirements for teachers of chemistry in
secondary schools. Journal of chemical education, 7 : 2259-66, October 1930.

*2059. Murray, Lillian B. A proposed four-year professional course leadiiig
to a baccalaureate degree with specializations in science and physical education.
Master's, 1981. New York. 76 p. ms.

A study of the small or rural high schools in the United States with enrollments of 100and lees. A curriculum is suggested suited for the teacher who goes into the small highschool to teach physical education and is asked to teach science as a second subject. Thecurriculuni set-up is not conclusive bat rather tentative to fit into any college or universityprogram. Through research in the field of physical education the most frequent combina-tion found with physical education was science and thus the combination used in 'thecurriculum set-up.

2060. O'Briant, Bernice A. A study of teacher training for secondary
schools. Master's, 1981. Cincinnati.

206t Park, Maxwell Gerald. Training in objective educational measure-ments for elementary-school teachers. Doctor's, 181. T. O., CoL Univ.
A study was made of the topical content of 10 of the most frequently used textbooks Ineducational measurements, and a check list of topics mewed aad sent to 133 Instructorsin an equal number of State norms' schools la 413 States. klev,ty-three instructorsranked the 219 educationameasuremAnt items of the ¡beck Hit, Pet& were ago sewedon the administration of thcadiestiowil-seasbrelawats donne in the teems StatO borealschools and on lableetisattst .ftethads* Is itei &ids f arithmetk; =tide, and' reaeint inthese normal whoa& FIMIn. : There was a consIderahle tat* tit dittoed:ay of eontimtthe 10 books analysed.- The 'slims Instruetors *spotted /17.fiictibui in the educational-

measurement alum* Oventet/ur per Corti of tkie.104 IUWeet-liatter Method* Webersreporting think that their course should involve Instructions in the naturpi pled twatstandard tests.
2062. Peibotti"
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A study with 52 rural teachers for one school year to ascertain the method and teeb:nique of presenting subject matter of child development; conducted mainly through curstudies and monthly reports from teachers with assigned readinp. Findings : Desirabilityand importance of such a course for rural teachers ; necessity of discovering more erectileways of securing closer contact with the group ; and the importance of the rôle of thesuperintendent in the check-up and follow-up work of such a course.
2063. Reese, W. P. An evaluation of the program for training secondary

teachers in the State of Kansas. Doctor's, 1931. California.
2064. Riley, Whist* r. Prbfessional training and equipment of private

school teachers of the No central association. Master's, 1931. Ohio, 35
p.

A study of Ages, marital and parental status, academic and professional training, teasing preference, salaries, etc. An increasing evidence of professionalization of private-schoolteachers of North central association and higher salaries,were found.
2065. Roberts, Elmer C. The status of typewriting in teacher training bad.

tutions. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
2(X36. Robinson, Clara L. Psychology and the preparation of the teacherfor the elementary school. A gurvey and an analysis of practices in the teach-ing of psychology in certain professional schools for the preparation of teachers

Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbh
university, 1930. 121 p. (Contributions to education, no. 418.)

Data for this study were colleeted from 80 per cent of the States, from new and oldschools for teacher training, and from two sources in many of the schools. Data weresecured from which to determine the trends in the teaching of psychology in professionalschools for the preparation of elementau-sehool teachers ; a survey was made of presestpractices. Information was obtained directly from in-service teachers as to theirdifficulties.

2067. Boar, Glen. The academic preparation and duties of directors ofphysical education in Arkansas high schools. Master's, 1931. Arkansas.p. ma
A study of tbe academic training and duties of 250 men engaged as directors of physi-cal education in the larger Arkansas high schools, and au analysis of 180 requests fordirectors of physical education received by the appointment bureau during the past finyears. Findings : Directors of physical education now employed have college trainingranging from four to 200 semester hours. The median is 126 semester hours. Siztythretper cent of all new physical directors have baccalaureate degrees. Science is the sub*most frequently taught by Arkansas directors, and school ()metals seeking directors ofphysical education most frequently ask for men also trained in science. Other acadanksubjects, ranked in order of frequency taught as a major subject and also in order ofpreference shown by school officials, are mathematics and social science.
2068. Rous, Carmolita. Procedurewiii teaching girls' athletics in high school.

Master's, 1931. Southern California. 280 p.
A collection of procedures and practical suggestions, designed as a guide in training ofteachers of girls' sports; derived from interviews, observations, and from a study of theliterature.
20039. Rutledge, R. Z Report on professional study of teachers and principalsof the Oakland public schools fartr the year ending Deqember 81, 1930. Oakland,Calif., Public schools, 1981. 7 p. (For abstract see no. 7171).)
Data indicate that 70.2 per cent of all the classroom teachers had carried on universitYor college work during the year; more n 50 per cent reported participation in clubactivities and more than 40 per cent . Om In orpnized professional activities.ma Sawyer, Helen X. Biology ,part of teachers° training. Master's,1981: irempli.
'2071. &Meier, Louisa X Problems in the training of Certain Iakisteacher& Doctor's, 1936. roc. qoi.* tity. 'NÓw Uri c*, ts. !Age,Columbia UniVinity, 10111. 138 0. (dolitributións to ectueittiont*The purpose of this study was to pretest a digest and an analysis cit tk tepertaining to the education and training of mentailx and physically handicapped-in the public schools; to give rulings of State boards of education on the *pantie'
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teachers for these classes ; to make a survey of courses and curricula now offered in insti-
tutious for the preparation of teachers and supervisors of special classes ; and to propose
a teacher-training program for teachers of the two types of handicapped children in the
public schools. Data were secured from State school laws ; from rulings of State boards
of education; from current catalogues of all city and State teaeher-training institutions,
liberal-arts colleges, universities, and some private institutions; from literature in the
field of special education and from interviews with authorities, supervisors, and selected
teachers in several fields of special education. Findings; State laws vary in their provi-
sions for the education of handicapped children. Eleven States have ruled that special-
class teachers shall be regularly trained elementary-school teachers ; that they shall have
had a definite number of years' teaching experience in the elementary school, and shall
have certain technical training preparing them for the work. A number of teacher-
training institutions, colleges, and universities offer courses for the preparation of teachers
and supervisors of mentally handicapped children.

2072. Scranton, Lauren Lacey. An analysis of the content of courses
required in the professional training of teachers of vocational agriculture.
Doctor's, 1931. Cornell.

The purpose of this study was to: (1) Make 'comparisons of the training programs of
several States on the basis of the range in number and in instruction time of tbe units
of Instruction considered as constants in the professional preparation of agricultural
teachers ;. (4) discover the degree to which the industrial courses are contributing to the
training needs of agriculture teachers; (8) note possible overlapping; (4) check offerings
with special reference to activities and responsibilities; (5) call attention to need for
greater definition of values, etc.

2073. Sprowles, Mary S. Trends of organization of curfitstra- in physical
and health education for purposes of teacher training. Master's, 1931. Temple.

2074. Tuttle, Mildred T. The present status of teacher training for class-
room health education. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for Webers,
1931. 85 p. ma.

A study of teacher-training schools throughout the. United States. Findings: There istoo little integration of health programs in both training school and practice schools.The study showed a lack of methods courses dealing specifically with health education.Courses in health trucation for the most part are elective and enrollment in elective health
courses very small. The health service and facilities for health examinations from thepoint of health education ore very limited. There is practically DO work being done tocorrellite physioal health with mental health of teachers while in training.

2075. Vannatta, Harry E. Teacher training in the liberal arts colleges of
Penn.§ylvania. Doctor's, 1931. Penn. State. (For abstract see no. 714.)

A study was made of the education faculties of 46 colleges. Findings The full-timeteachers and those with experience in public schools bave a greater tendency to maketheir courses professional ones than do part-time teachers, or teachers without public-school experieAce.

2076. Van Walker, Willard R. Professional preparation for teaching the
100 addition and subtractioecombinations. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 134 p. ma.

2077. Whaler, John T. Determining the agricultural constants in a prepara-
tory curriculum for teachers of agriculture in Georgia. Doctor's, 1931. Cornell.
250 p. ma.

Survey of types of agriculture in Georgia to And the practice In cotton farming, themost widely distributed type. Problems faced by all teachers were studied. Findings :There is a need tor certain technical knowledgel and stills hi cotton farming for all Whoteach agrieultur* bleb *awls of Oeprgia.
2078. Wienbmfgesi, Lester A. Evalu#tion of We training curriculum .01

general pelmet) teactiers. *aster's, 181. WIiconia
2079. Wiggins, Daigle X. A program tOr Improving the training of hi&

school teathettila Texas. Docti44, 228
2080. Wriltainp, !tar,'
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192 RESEAROIL STIJDIE8 a EDUCATION

agencies in Florida ; status of training of all teachers in Florida, 1929-80. Findings:Median training of whit& teachers was lees than one year college; 85 per cent had leathan tiro years college; median training for Negro teachers was little more than tenthgrade (*years high school) ; 65 per cent bad lees than two years college; college outputwas Inadequate ; higb-school teacher-training departments are needed until other 'facilitiesare develooed.

2081. Yining, Dale S. State support for teacher-training institutions,MontgomeriN Ala., State department of education [1031?].Includes a history of state support for, normal schools in Alabama, present needs, anda future program for state aid.
Ike also 127 (14), 176, 196, 227, 240-241, 265, 889, 1184, 1580, 2164, 2168, 2250, 2544,2991, 3016, 36281 seat 4022, 4072, 4085, 4095, 4107, 4284.

NORMAL 80160141 AND IIRACILIZIO COLLIN=
2082. Allen, C. E. Correlation between average yearly grades and intelli-gence ratings for 90 normal students. Cullowhee, N. C., Western Carolinateacher's -college, 1980.
The purpose of this study was to determine the correlation df the aregge yeaily gradesmade by students and their intelligence ratings. The study seeks to atermine to whatextent a student rating may be predicted by entrance intelligence tests. It also seeks todetermine suitable basis for the classification of students upon entrance to WesternCarolina teacher's college.
2088. Bennett, Luther Z. The clerical and secretarial help in stata teachers

..
colleges. DOctor's, 1981. T. C., Col. Univ.

Study mado by toestiodhairet to determine current practices and to determine policies ofbetter adminixtration of clerical and secretarial ork in teathers colleges.
2084. Buck, Altthur L. The teachers college and the press. Master's, 1981.Colo. St T. C.
This study attempts to evaluate the netrepapersublietty program of the Colorado Stateteachers natty* in terms of the tecogaised objectives and alms of the .rollege.
2085. Burford, Mrs. Charlotte Schweitzer. The duties of matrons and themanagement of teachers college dormitories. Master's, 1981. Indiana. 175p.m&
2086. Conkling, L. D. lieport of ronniattee on freshman sucicess anl failure.Preihmen student success' *or failure at Montana State normal college, Dillon,Montahri Kate nOrnuil college (19811, 14 p.

,

Testa were even to '184 treshkei. Data Indicate that 'practicaliy of the failingstudents rank:low Iii tatilligesies.ae measured by the teats: that sail** a pàt or all ofonervdtilaNg In ecailgi lif not i Égeuerat.caise of failure , that extra 'activitiesare not a general cause of failure ; that there seems to be a tendency *to. fivót betterprepared students tress' the Wier high whack : 2.; t.7
2087. Gadfly, Attimpta to improve 'college histilletIon In teach-era collsee State teachers college, Conway. Peabody. »um) ofeducation, 8: 108L
2088. of staff -organbation in state teachers 1.1 Con--way, -Arkabiont lititte teachers 011ege pp. 21 ph. 't:srk,Okiii telleberi

edlete*L144140,24:?,...4:91.1*-**.i.UirtitfiO4_,L,.Da ...re imuigvu Aiving dim catalogues us .4wffiew. of sloe imalimpia withclass A rating. Tbe stImb' a,distegegmti. geferi Veit, 1, :Twit pla.tive tobspartilditall téuirilttilej IMP imattnetiattstv ermaisitioir stile -toga** colleges.Data indicate that there is ittalseimatlitty.. &ditto"tistiOCeolktiPtinth. feftsei* the.?FrOliffiglifit Mt iffig°07* ¡HO , Y.. r . k ; CV tr..
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2090. Dewees, Horace G. The requirements in music education of two and

four year general certificate courses in clap & state teachers colleges. Master's,
1931. NorthWestern.

2091. Masson, R. 11. A,Iollow-up 'study of the graduates of the Oollege of
education, Ohio State unlversity, 1925-1929. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 181 p. ma.Survey of five graduating classes, 1925-1929 (1,567 graduates). Returns were receivedfor 90 per cent. Findings: APProximately 70 per cent taught and of those only 20 percent taught their major alone, whereas 50 to 60 per cent directed activities.

2092. Pees, Mary Louise. Physical education. for women in the teachers
colleges a Oklahoma. Master's, 1980. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 718.)A study was-made or the physical education courses offered in 73 four-year teacherscolleges in qe teds States. A proposed plan was submitted for the six teachers collegesof Oklahoma.

2093. Garrison, Noble Lea Current practice in coordination of college and
training school work. Ypsilanti, Mich., Noble Lee Garrison, 1981. 26 p.The study covers reported practices in BO state teachers colleges.

2094. Goodman, A. H. Entrance and classification examination in reading
comprehension for teacheri college& master:et 1980, Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study wise to construct a test which will measure in a valid andreliable manner the reading comprehension of those individuals entering teachers collegeswho wish to become teachers in elementary and secondary schools.
2095. Grote, Caroline. A study of the housing and living conditions ofwomen students in the Western Illinois stakt ieachers college at Macomb for the

school years 1923-27, 1927-28, 192849. Doctor's, 1981. T. C., Col. Univ. 154
p. 1118.

'study to determine differences between academic achievement, as measured byteactiers' marks compared with intelligence quotients, among students living under thevarious types of housing conditions ;differences between social experiences as measured byratings on a sochtl-partidpstion score ckrd In extracisissreenn aetivities; and differenceswith respect to Mal*.
2096. Hagan, Rev. John. The organization of a dill normal schooL

Doctor's, 1981. catholic Univ. 4

2097. Heineman, Frank S. A study of deficiencies in arithmetic of prospec-tive teachers. Master's, 19111. Pend, State. 47 p ms,
Based on statistical analysis 6f test errors by students who stood low and upon inter-views with them. Subjects were students in the State teachers college, Edinboro, Pa.The deficiencies were found to be varied and quite crucial. Many of the deficiencieswere to be explained on the basis of lack of follow-up drill to the later public-schoolyears, to roundabout methods, to lack of general ability, and to bad attitude*.
2098. Honmingers Natellst- The relationabip of psycho-neurotic tendeilcittsto intelligent% achievement, and adjustment to the collelje life &vat:ions ofColorado State toagliece college freshmen, 1930-8L Muter's, 1031. Colo,T. C.
2099. Hillyer, Louise Woodruff. Relation between student-load and quality

akrof achievement. Master's, 19111. Peabody. 41 D. nu.
Scholastic records of. WO studded* of George Peabody wage for teachers showedthat those 'algal.* who transferred ;omit Mdit Pesbedt shape cis highestrelationship *duos the atsonizt of carried' ind the ttocbisiat marks. MOAKcorrelation Wis *kind Ia irrouP8 of'*Meat who transtairid to NOW %Aft More tbseitwo years a litetio* ionegi tithisk. Lowest cOrre1iti6S fshaa feund in that grump ofatudeets Wise lad °takes ll of theft saissgritdoste went -is the Institution. Peabodystudents teal& te' cialiy the iimiclastia toad. ti all Mae*. Va. Simian lose ori the normalschedule was *sad to be nali with talons of LW
2100. Kirby, litiohard T. Teachers colleges degrees. Master's,

.

1081. Wyo-ming ". .7
2101. Lowry, itiliwortii..* ¡titbit= colleges oi .i.len.nsylviiiia 'in notationto the needs of theft districts. Doetoes, 19111. Pittsburgh. (ror abstract seeao. 715.)
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194 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

The purpoee of this study was to determine the exact number of elementary and
junior-high-school teachers needed in each of the 18 teachers-college districts of Peas.ylvania, and to compare this need with the supply furnisped by the state teachers eoi.leges. The total number, grades taught, and the turnover were obtained from reportsmade by the secretaries of the 2,581 public-school districts of the state, and the datatabulated for the years 1922.-28 to 1927-28, inclusive. The actual need was deternilaofrom the turnover and the per cent of transfers from one 'district to another. Thesupply was limited to the graduates of the state teachers colleges. Data were asette-bled by legislative districts, and a separate study was made of each of the 13 district*to determine the extent to which the actual needs were being met by the teachers col-lege of that district. Data indicate that in 1927, 11 of the 13 state teachers collagestrained as many, or more primary teachers than were needed ; 10 teachers colleges grade.ated more intermediate teachers than were needed ; no grammar grade teachers weretrained, but there was a need in each district varying from 28 to 109 ; the total demandfor Junior-high-school teachers In 1927-28 was 332, and the total number gradasfedfrom the teachers colleges was 877. The total demand in the state in 1927-28 wu6,545 and the total supply was 8,428. The number needed each year was decreasing atthe rate of 209 per year, and the supply was increasing at the rate ol 800 per year.

2102. Ifilholland, John. The relationship of intelligence and cl : ficatloo
fest scores to mortality And scholastic ratings. A contimla tion study of 453
freshmen of the class aims at Colorado State teachent college. [Greeky,
CMorado State teachers college, 19301 42 p. (Third report, stud, zto. 115,
1929-1980.)

2103. New Jersey. State teachers collete, Trenton. ,Facultrcommittee ot
assembly programs. The assembly in the teachers college. . Trenton, N. I.,
State teachers college, 1981. 22 p. (Trenton studies in education, no. 1.)Data on the type of assembly were secured from 30'teacher training institutions, and12 liberal arts colleges. A questionnaire was sent to students of the Trenton Stateteachers college to determine the type of assembly program which they would enjoy. Mthe result of these studies, a new type of program was put into effect.

*2104. Newmark, David. A study of a class in the Philadelphia normal
school. Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania. Philadslphisr, Pa., Wbstbrook company,
198L 125 p.

This investigation is a study of the relation between evidences of semi. in thePhiladelphia normal school and student characteristics.
2105. Pelton, Frank Mathews. Relationship betweén standardized tests and

classroom achievement in the Potsdam normal school. Master's, 1961.
Cornell.

2196. Powell, R. W. Training school facilities in State teachers (*Mot
Masters', 1980. -%-chicago.

A study of 91 state teachers colleges.
2107. Ratliff, Lavada. Entrance and classification examination in geometr,

for teachers colleges. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
Tbe problem in this study is the construction of a geometry section of the mathematicunit of the high-school division of the entrance and classification examination Joteachers colleges.

2108. Richtmeyer, Cleon C. Mathematics curricula in teachers colleges of the
North central association. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 52 p. mi.

2109. Robbins, R. E. A six year trend In teachers college student personnel,
Colorado State teachers college, 192549314 Master's, 1981. Colo. kft. T. C.

The purpose of this inwedgatiaP was to sake a pommel istidy of a cross section etColorado State teachers college students enrolled hi tt. *Lester quarter, eg 1100-81; t.determine the social and economic background ef the student boky te 40ermiste,means of this survey, the six academic levels. of the college* and equtrests and treadsfrom the study made in 1925.
1111

nipg2110. Sande, O. R. Comparison of progress In teacher trai Illeachirscolleges and normal training high schools, Mast 'a, St- T. Q.. s. , 4 e ap--1, v. * L -
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2111. Sandford, HaseL .A program for the study of the hi5tory and appre-
dation of art in the teachers collelr of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1930. New
York. 48 p. ms.

The problem of art appreciation in public education, tbe history of the problem, and
the development of a state program were taken up in this study. Findings: Tbe,three
essential factors oft a good program are, a teacher of character ivith rich cultural and
artistic background, a main-historic cable including the likInor arts and applied problems,
correlating with the progress of the history.

2112. Schrammel, H. E. Comparative study of grades given by Kansas
Statg teachers college faculty members, 1929-1930. Emporia, Kansas State
teachers college, 1930. It

2113. Shipley, Gertrude Tyson, An evaluation of guided study and small
group discussions in a normal school. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 48 p, (Contributions
to education, no. 486.)

This study attempted to evaluate the use of interclass guided study and small groupdiscussions u a method of procedure on the college level. Thirteen classes of senior
students taking a course in " principles of education " participated in the experiment--
seTen one semester and six the following semester. The groups were equated on thebases of chronological Ages Otis intelligence scores, personality ratings, practice-teaching
grades, and freshman averages. In both experiments half _of the classes were used ascontrol groups and half as experimental groups.

2114. Slacks, John Boss. The training of rural teachers in state teachers
colleges. Master's (1931]. Chicago. 40,

A study undertaken to determine the need for the training of rural (one-room) teachersand the provisions now made for that training in State teachers colleges.
2115. Smith, L T. Student maintenance and production work In teachers

colleges. Master's [1981]. 'Peabody. 180 p. ms.
ta study of 87 teachers colleges. Findings : It is a general practice among teec6raico1l l,. to employ students in maintenance and production workespecialIC in printinrcabinet work, and carpentry.
2116. Sperry, Ruth Comstock. Contributkms of dormitory Ufe in the train-

ing of a teacher. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 56 p. ms.
A survey and analysis of tbe organisation and guidance of a resident student's life intbe Maryland State normal school at Towson.
2117. Sthmette, Ray L. Ank evaluation of the present college entrance re-quirements at Colorado State teachers college. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.It is tbe purpose of this investigation to make a contribution to thi; problem ofentrance requirements at Colorado State teachers college.
2118. Swanson, Marls' Glenn. personnel study of graduate students Inthe department of education4Jo1orado State teachers college. Masters, 1931.

Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this tavestigition was to gain some definite information regarding tbetype of student enrolled in the graduate school u expresped **averages found for thegroup on various items of personnel dati; and by means of this data to evaluate thegroup and by comparison with similar studies in MS and other institutions to indicatethe comparative standing.
2119. Vista% C. C.*, and arastitriqRarripeV. An analysis of the gains madein certain objective teats 'by pòimal ilebool students during the two-year pertbdof their attendOice. Bellingham, Wktfigtoll State .ponnal school; 1031.11 p. ms. .

-

Five subjeetematter tests and the Tborndike intelligence examination for highsechoolgraduates Were given to)* students when they first entered tile state normal schoolat Bellingham. The same torts were gives again Just before they were graduated fromtheir 2-year,:onrw.:4;The study, endwitgApp..4he .0auswin Awe, width resulted. A gain
i'be,gala was "title,
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196 RESEARCH STUDIES EN EDUCATION

21204 Vaden, Tames Wooldridge. Distribution of grades at George Peabot
college for teacher& Master's, i IA. Peabody. 00 p. ms.

2121. Whitney, P. L., and Leuenberger, Harold. The college stictess and
mortality of State teachers college freshmen as related to liteIligente
and high school achievement. Educational, administration and supervisioi,
16 : 668-74, December 193a

Five hundred and nine Colorado State- teachers collegi freshmen were examined tik

terms of intelligence, high-school achievement, college class *arks, and persIstenci of
attendance.

2122. Wilcox, Tipton Cato. Preparation compared to teaching of Murray
State teachers college graduates. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 71 p. ms.

Tbe period studied was from 1923 to 1930, inclusive. Both 2 and 4 year graduates
were considered. Findings : Afl 2-year graduates were prepared to teach the subject
or grades which they taught Over 50 per cent of men and 29.4 per Cent of wools
who were 4-year graduates were unprepared.

2123. Williams, Alice It Orientation ef freshmen in New York State
normal schools and teachers colleges. Muter's, 1961. Syracuse,

2124. Winans, Seymour. An analysis of some methods of' selecting students
for training at the Glassboro State normal school. Master's, 1931. Rutgers,

2125. Wright, Prank L. A comparison of the preparatloia of 'secondary
school teachers in universities and teachers' colleges. St. Louis, Mo., Washing-
ton university, 1931.

2126. Toeman, Bessie. Study of health programs of teachers' colleges in

Southern States. Master's (1981). Peabody. 63 ps
A study of programs in Southern StatesAlabama, Oklahoma, Texas, South Caro-

lina, North Carolina, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Misaissippi, Tennessee.
The health service being given to the student teacher while attending college and the
professional courses offered in health educatior wore studied.

Bee also 2, 46, 420, 439, 991, 1042, 1087, 1200, 1518, 1518, 2046, 2048, 212T, 2188,
2281, 2257, 2277, 2281-2282, 2848, 2860, 24 2993, 8000, 8247, 8840, 8850, 8868, 3392,
8810, 8988, 4124, 42561 4259, 4858. 4368.

PRACTICE TEACHING

2127. Ade, Lester Kelly. Provisions in the state teachers colleges of

Pennsylvania for laboratory-school experience in teaching in the elementally
grades. Master's, 1981. New York. 136 p.

Tbe aim of this study was to ascertain the laboratory-school provisions of the Penn.
sylvan's' 'State teachers colleges and to describe them. It also attempts to show what
additional provisions are needed to insure adequate laboratory-school eaperience for
prospective teachers actually enrolled in the State teachers colleges during the 192748
academic year.

2128. Armentrout. W. D. and Wrinkle, W. L. Directed observation and
teaching In secondary schools. An experimental edition. Greeley, Colorado
State teachers college, 1930. 818 p. me.

2129. Booher, Charles D. Supervision of student teaching In public school
systems. Master's, 1981. Ohio. 109 p4 me. ".

critical and historical survey of the literature and institutions supporting the variou
methods of teacher training as to facilities ud types of altpervision OM student tea*
ers. Findings : giducatioug status of Bari- ising teachers was volt *W4 keno adequate
preparation should be required for supervising teachert and 'wart -and/ tisane provided
for the attainment of the mum A proem* of selection and guidance which ill insure
a high typ of eabp ides for the profusion is .-needed. This trainiag should only be
even in institutions of high standing in which teacher training in..tba :major function.

2130, Brown, Mrs. kale epaceY. hin Investigation of the 'practices cow
nected with student teaching in elementary teacher training .Instautions in the
United States. 'Laster's, 1931. indiana. 178 p.

116
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2131. Clark, Ada...V. .Requirements in directed observation and student
teaching for music supervisor. Master's, 1981. Peabody. 45 p. ms.

A study based on reports from 25 institutions of higher learning. Findings : Students
majoring in public-sphool music are required to observe expert teaching and to
two semester hours credit is granted for each ; thq are required to observe in
or senior year, to teach hi senior year, to hold gimp conferences weekly with students,
to teach and observe in all ,pbakes music in which they expect to supervise, to make
a bibliography of suitable medial, to catalogue music material and care for music
equipment, to Rtudy Individual differences of pupib observed or taught, to test achieve-
ment of pupils and work out remedial measures, and to read books pertaining to publie-
school music.

2132. Dale, Alice P. A study of the facilities for laboratory work provided
for future supervisors of music by teacher training institution& Master's, 1.981.
New York. 68 1),

Summary of replies to 200 questionnaires concerning qualifications of supervisors of
Valuing, types of schools prdvided, types of training, follow-up work, and supervisory
activities in connection with tie** for musk supervision. Findinp : Lack of stand-
ards in number of years required for training of music supervisors; requiremeits in
mount of laboratory experience ; qualifications of supervisors of training; Arras of
schools used for laboratory training; use of rating cards ; amount of time devoted to
laboratory wor%; and types and amount of follow-up work. Summary points to a need
for standardisation, further study of problem and more concerted action on tbe part of
those engaged in this type of work.

*2133. Eubank, Louis Allen. The organization and administration of labora-
tory schools in *state teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1931. Missouri. Kirkville,
Northeast Miasótri stite teachers college, 1981. 89 p. (Bulletin, vol. 81, no. t)

It was the &wpm., o; this study to give a description of present practices in the or-
ganiaation and effitinktration of laboratory schools in State teachers colleges. Blanks
were filled out and returned by 85 teachers colleges representing 29 States. Personal
'Oaks were made to 12 Stste teacbeis colleges in 7 Central Western States. The Wee
available catalogue tiom each cooperating institution was examined to obtain tutor.
[nation pertainini to the laboratorY schools.

*213t Pox, Ithel Xatherine. A study of the effectiveness of participation
for student teachers In a specific situation. Master's, 1981. New York. 81
P. ms.

This was a study of the partkipation school at Cortland normal school. rindings :
Participation contributes directly toward independent student teaching.

2135. Gipson, Samuel Luther. The étrect of practice teaching on pupils.
Master's, 1931. reabog. 64 D. m8.

A study of elemintary daisies in the Cookeville, Tenn., city Findings : (1)
Classes under firetitadc and third-grade critk teachers made more , (2) classes
under flftb-grade practice teachers made lees than standard p less galas than
tbel parallel control claws, on all levels; --1(8) class under practice teachers was more
acceftrated than the, otei nonpractice class under obeervation for the same-period..

e:1r ;',11p,X,onore.2136. Hack2 The relative value of courses In stident
mg and courses in Observation. Doctor's, 1981. , Stanford. 208 Ix ms. (For
abstract see n9n7a.)

(Data indicate restilti obtained from theprohisional information test, the
,

aptitude testi-. the% reading *Ad literatim testa, and the eetimation of dads*** sad
teachers who had completed courses in teacher training indicate that student *WWIIgreateri,es..R ,piperioin in the teiicliser traini4 courees at .Tithif,quah,
Oklahoma." ""

2137. Hall, ; I
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/ .11 .
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obset tion of teaching. Master's,
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2139. Lindacher, Loretta. The relation of success in certain subjects in his
school and college to success in practice teaching in the same subjects. Masteet
1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 16 p.

Since the subject matter taught is likely to be tbe same as that which was leinat
by the practice teacher in the high school, tbe question is raised u to whether prsethl
teaching success may not be more closely related to success shown by regents' ezilibi:'
tions than to success shown by college grades in the subJects taught. The numbers
some of the groups studied are small, but coefficients of correlation indicate that Ilkall of the seven subjects studied except one (Latin) practice-teaching grades are Isseilclosely related to college grades in the subject taught than to regents' grades is as
same subject. In the case of Latin, the number was too small for tbe result ta be
trustworthy.

1
2140. McKibben, HazeL An experimental study of methods of band*

the introductory period to student teaching. Master's, 1930. Iowa St.
125 p. ins.

Three methods of introducing student-teachers to student-teaching were planned ig
the Writer. These plans were used with 110 student-teachers by nine different slow
visors. Final conclusions could not be drawn but indications were that with the grow
studied the plan with the longer introductory period was best suited tor the needs
the group.

2141. Marshall, Edna M. Evaluation of types of student teaching. Det4
tor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1931. 91 p. (Contributions to education, no. 488.)

The purpose of the study was to evaluate three types of student teaching. A stall
was made of the catalogues and surveys of teacher-training institutions and of bosh
and periodicals relating to this field. The experiment was carried on at the lifirras
State normal school at Salisbury from September 1924 to June 1929 and in tle
counties of Maryland during the years 1928-29 and 192940. Students who were al
mitted to the school in September of 1926 sad 1927 were placed in Oise egnindest
groups at the end of tbe first term. The equating was based on the results of tab
given at the school at the end of the first term. An attempt was made to nosh
the type of student teicbing the teachers had had, by studying their mesas is the
field during their first year*. teaching, with the aid of county sujarintesidests and
supervisors of 20 counties of the State. Results of the testing program tend to Ass
that student teaching graded and distributed over a long period of time develops
teaching efficiency than does student teaching which is concentrated in a shorter
of time. ,

2142. Maryland State normal school, Towson. A guide for student teed*
1980. 75 p. (Bulletin.)

This manual is intended for the use of all concealed with the mum,' student-teat:1*g-
2143. Mead, Arthur R. Laboratory school conditions in Ohio,: Annul.-

Delaware, Ohio Wesleyan university, 1981.
A study made In cooperation with the Ohlo college assoelatios.
2144.- Lists of problems and researches for Study and investip;

don in the field of ttuilent teaching, laboratory schools,. and allied ¡MA. Dill*
ware, Ohlo Wesleyan uldversiti, 1981:

2144 ----- Propels in the study of laboratory, school work 'for the picip
&ration of teachers. Educational adraluistratiob 'and superv1t4on, 11: 37
May 1981.

114& litiperftied studint Waddle: Niate pilnetPkg iitostkiqed
applied, student teaphImr activities 044;ti, 4: OOZE .ans0 ntrk.
niona, Sohnsóii.publiihhig I." 4"
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This is a study of what is taught in participation, observation, and practice-teaching
use 8 in teacher-training institutions of the United States. More than 50 per cent of

be schools report observation done in conjunction with other coining. Practice teaching
rs as a separate course in most institutions. There is little indication that students

ire gradual introduction into teaching.
2149. Xoriarity, Margaret (Sister Mary Margairt). An investigation of
e effectiveness of student teaching in an elementarrtraining school. Master's,

931. Washington. 59 p. ms.
Findings: Work of student teachers is at or above par when compared with the work

of regular teachers.

2150. Morrison, R. H. An analysis of case problems in student teaching in
secondary education. Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1931.

one hundred and thirteen case problems submitted by student teachers were analysed.
These Problems grouped. themselves in 30 types. The outstanding difficulties were caused
by mentality differences, disciplinary cases, and the assignment.

2151.- The development of guiding principles and practices for the
conduct of student teaching. Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1931.

Guiding principles for the conduct of student teaching were submitted to a jury of 40
)sperienced training teachers located in 20 different teacher-training institutions. Find-
ings: There is high agreement among the jury concerning the 'validity of the principles ;
practice lags behind approval in nearly an cases.

21*- An evaluation of the Montclair, N. J., plan of student teaching.
Greeley, Colorado State teachers college,4931.

Sixty-six members of the senior class were used as a jury to evaluate all phases of
student teaching.

2153. °Weil, Ella. Study of Instructional iilaterlals presented to student
teachers at regular critic meeting. Matter's, 1931. Michigan.

*2154. Pendergast, Helen Ann. A study of student teaching in physical
education in institutions offering a major course for women. Master's, 1931.
New York. 106 p. ms.

A study of some of the praptices in the organisation, administration, and supervision
of student teaching---requiremsnts, year, credit, amount of practice, prerequisites and
requisites, observation, ¡wades used, Ilse of classeA, types of teaching, the supervisor,
ber load, conferences, plans, rating of teachers, and system of grading. Gives the
prenient tendency in practices concerning ttese Items in 53 institution&

2155. Reed, Ethel Jane. Methods used by student
maintaining interest. Maker's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll.

Study of the use of interest skills by O student teachers.
between aptitude tests, grades in psychology and education,
the ability to use interest skills in teaching.

teathers in securing and
118 p. ms.
Findings: Low correlation

memorisation of, skills, and

2156. Sisson, B. Hull The present status of student teaching in American
universities. Master's, 1981. Washington. 02 p.

Findinp: Student teaching has been adopted universally as an important and essential
phase of teacher preparation In American universities. A gradual raising of standards
for admission and Ron effective provision for elimination are being pursued. The estab-
lislunent at laboratory schools seems to hams come to a standstill with greater recourse
to the public schools. The increasing number of states demanding student teaching for
certification indicates a favorable attitude of the lay public.

2157. Elmithick, Alice C. A stucky in personality of student teachers. Mas-
ter's, 1930, T. C., Col. Univ. 170 p.

Elsie.2158, Wait Problems oi student teacbing in rural and urban
schools. Muter's 198L California. 108 p mats

The perms of tbe study was to ascertain the tips of didiculties confronting the
teacher in tufting dogili the student-teaching experience and to indicate along what
lines training Courses may need modification to give more direct Pregaration ftkr meet,Ins them. mono ; to trailing, test-experience of stadiat teaching should
be given as ail ail to aptitlia. tier 'iteaebing ; the amount of @Overrides by
supervisous of baking institutions should be increased; training worms Would Wand*:
principles natiatog tie selostisa. a abject matter; the teaebiag of pupils to studyan eriPlablitarna IW 110111.81111* `With MOMS si the stud/ vof pspil-tsasbor, rob-Waal^ ate,
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2159.. Vaughn, Cora B. Administrative organization of student tea
Master's, 1981. Southern California. 176 p.

Used on a study of the voluminous literature relating to the subject, an analysisbulletins and catalogues of teacher-training departments, interviews with swervingand a variety of unpublished data ; treats such problems as selection of student tam:*administrative organization, laboratory high schools, and rating of student teachers.
2160. Wade, Newman A. DIstributron of student teadiers' time in conduct

ing recitations. -Frostburg, Md., %ate normal school, 1980. 24 p. ms.Data were; collected during the school. year 1929-30, from student teachers' recordsthe number of recitations taught in eac subject and grade during the foitenailha of netof two 6-week periods of student tiling. Reports were furnished by 66 stalestteachers. One half of the students-students ugbt in graded schools for six weeks and fa owteacher rural schools for six other half of the pupils taught in graded schoolsboth periods. Reading recei rgest share of attention. Arithmetic ranked eond, bu4 considerably below reeding. Approximately 16 per cent of the total umegiven to recitations in the social s lee. Slightly leas than 7 per cent of the time inued in conducting recitations in subjects as industrial arts, health, nature stet,and writing. A number of student chers spent less than two hours with clam. tothe various subject&

2161, Wellborn, J. W. Effect
in beginning algebra. Master's, 1

Gives the results of an experiment
a student teacher under direct supervi n
alone, for two 10-week periods.

stddent teaching on pupils in two clam
Kansas.
on with rotated groups of 21 pupils each, wig

of the critic teacher and with the critic teader

2162. Wildrick, Caroline X. Dowl*g. An investigation of the practices cos.nected with student teaching in elemeaary teacher training institutions in theUnited States. Master's, 1981. Indiana. 178 p, ma
See also 871, 2106, 8751, 3766, 4105.

Imp

PROFEASIONAL STATUS OF TEACHERS
ries. Allen, L. G. A study of the status of shop teachers In the all day unittrade school in the State of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1930. P. State. (forabstract see No. 714.)
Data were secured from questionnaires and official records in tbe offices of the Statedepartment of public instruction, Harrisburg, Pa., in an attempt to study the trade andindustrial school teachers employed in all-day schools and classes in order to determinetheir training, to, mice, professional training, tenure, turnover, salaries, emit:Matsheld, eta.
21()41 American educational research association. Teacher personnel. Review of educational research, 1: 65-159, April 1931.
A summary of references up to November, 1930, including the liollairing section:Teacher supply and demand, recruitment for teacher training, the preparation of teach.ers, teacher selection and placement, teachers' salaries, teaching load, teacher ratingethics of the teaching profession, health of the teacher, the legal status of tbe teacher,teacher tenure, teachers' organisations, pension or retired pay for teaclaers.
2105. Ames, Fannie Orlin& The teacher in American literature. Master%1981. Stanford.
nee, Andere=9 C. Albert. 'A comparison of the teacher qualifications of die

Mountain States. Master's, 1931. Wyoming. 161 v. ms.
Anderson, Kenning Jay. Correlation of scholarship, and Oman kteaching. Muter's, 1930. Chicago.

High school scholarship marks and college scholarship marks were correlatedteaching success (es rated by superintendeats) for 490 20year and 3-year rertifieate.counagraduates and 110 A. B. or IL I. graduates of Northern State teachers college, learquetttMick.

2168. B. Lehr. The teaching 'personnel of Loraine comity schools.Master's, 1011. Ohio. 147 p. taw
.

.
.A comparathe stud( of *Neilsen of the ceekV between 1915i aid 1.11044 PIadIt(1) These ts and tor wore rasa towbars; (2)4a cooly Wow sekeileiw 01 imamtome; and (4) Maher traialsg.
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Clary, James Dan, The teachers in the public accredited high schools
in Arkansas, 19294930. Master's, 1981. Chicago. 87 p. MS.

A study of the public accredited high schools in Arkansas showed that the training and
salaries are not sufilcient and that the teacher load is not excessive.

2170. Clay, Wallace L. The economic activities of Ohio men high school
teachers. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 95 p. ms.

A study of regular and auxiliary incomes, experience, training, dependents, kinds of
property accumulated, extent of travel, professional plans of men high school teachers.
Findings : 82 per cent of 192 men With 6 or more years of experience earned auxiliary
incomes during previous 5 years, 44 per cent doing such work during time of contract
for teaching. Median 5-year average salary was $1,996, and average median of annual
auxiliary earned incomes was Me with a range of $000 to woo. Median number of
dependents was 1.54, and average was 1.92. Training beyond high school ranged fromleas than 2 years to more than 7, with a median of 4.7. Median experience was 10
years for the group. Sixty per cent attended summer school for an average of 1.9
sessions during the preceding five years. Life insurance was owned by 98 per cent,autos by 85 per cent, and house furnishings by 82 per cent of the group. Salaries were
roughly proportional to experience but not so 'with training; five years of training reached
the point of diminishing return in regular income. Auxiliary incomes bear no apparent
relationship to experience, training, or regular.. salaries. Eighteen per cent only claim
no membership in professional societies, aggfig4 per cent are subscribers to less than
two professional journals. Twenty-aix perliFnt of the group have not traveled forpteastire beyond the native State, and 65 per cent have never traveled in foreign countries
for Assure.

2171. Coxe, Warren W. A studyr`of the elementary school teacher in New
York State. Albany, New York State education department, 1931.

Based upon questionnaires from the elementary school teachers in New York State,outside of New York City. Findings: Data relating to general and professional train-ing. experience, certification, salaries, nationality, and birthplace are given.
2172. and Soper, Wayne W. Study of the high school teactiet In New

York State. Albany, University of the State of New York press, 1931. 42 p.
(University of the State of New York bulletin, no. 964)

This study shows that 75 per cent of the high-school teachers in the State are collegegraduates. It points out the limited amount and rather nnsatiafactory character of theprofessional training which high-school teachers have received.
2173. Croon, Charlotte. Construction of scoring key of Strong's vocational

interests blank for women teacher& Master's, 1981. Minnesota.
2174. Dice, Clifford Orville. The legal status of public school teachers in

California. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 72 p.
A study of constitutional provisions, legislative enactments and court decisions todetermine tbe present status of the teacher and to indicate the trend of legislation inrecent years on this subject
2175. Georges, Prank J. Financial policies and practices of teachers. Mas-

ter's, 1931. Southern California. 170 p.
2176. Gould, Arthur and Nettles, Charles H. Induction of new teachers

into service. Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1981.
A study made to assist principals with the problem of bringing new teachers into ahigh school.

2177. Grimm, LAIL A credit union for Illinois State teachers association.
Springfield, Illinois State teachers association, 1981. 28 p.This is a aationiridis Study oi credit unions among teacher groups;- It asaiisio prob-lems met by a state-wide timber group. Isprecesuaends a credit anion for local groupswhere credit Deed!' malty In4 discourages ouch unions for etate-With woo*

2178. Eager, Waiter J Tbe Quest for vocational aajustment In Ms Pro-fession of education. Doctor's, lift. T. O., .0ol. Unix. New York Oltr,Teachers co4egsr. Qolumbla university, ign. 84 p. (Contributions to educa-tion, no. 4
A study of -the liken Which Mewed attempts of graduate etadests ot ululationto champ thi ties Otthells easesdiaal wk. The isesearee of metes wed into: The'
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extent to which such students were able to obtain a position in the field they tried toenter, and the salary they received. Data were secured from records at Teachers coj.lege of 454 persons who received their master's degree in 1924 and 1925. Findings:
Data indicate that long experience in one field of education may not necessarily be
an appropriate preparation for success in another. It seems desirable to select thefield of education in which one wishes to engage and to enter upon that work earlyin one's career. There are opportunities for advancement and high salaries in every
field of education. It seems inadvisable for a person to resign a position in order toobtain training in a new field.

2179. Hall, Willis T. The status of the junior high school teachirs of Okla-
homa. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 69 p.

2180. Hammonds, Carsie. Distribution of time of teachers of vocational
agriculture in Kentuckygts relation to distribution of aid and to teacher
training. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1931. 113 p. (Bureau of school
service. Bulletin, vol. 3, no. 8, March 1931.)

This study was undertaken for the purpose of Aletermining how teachers of voca-
tional agriculture in Kentucky spend their time at variou times of the year, how cer-
tain factors affect this distribution of time, and what changes might be made pin the
teacher-training and supervisory programs in the light of these findings.

2181. Harris, Otto. Living conditions of faculty mongers. Doctor's, 1980.
New York. 256 p. ms.

A study of the physical, social, and economic conditions of faculties of New York
univeraity, Columbia university, Hunter college, and the College of the City of New
York. The data definitely show that members of the faculties as a whole can not
live on the salaries which they receive.

2182. Hartle, R. B. The teacher in Maryland since 1865. Master's, 1931.
Maryland. 57 p. ms.

A study of the certification, number, tenure, salaries, pensions, and duties of teachers
of the public schools of Maryland from 1865 to 1980. Findings : Great improvement
has been made in the certification, employment, tenure, and remuneration of teachers
in Maryland. Since 1904 the State has developed a definite policy for improving tbe
teaching force.

2183. Herring, Wiliam C. The rural teacherage; with special reference to
Oklahoma. Doctor's, 1931. Cornell. 202 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to set up stabdards that may be used by school official,
in planning new teacherages or in judging the serviteability of those already erected,
with special reference to conditions in Oklahoma. Data were Secured from available
literature, and from questionnaires on 820 teacherages in Oklahoma.

2184. Hoerner, Mary Pinch. The married woman as a teacher of home
economics. Master's, 1930. T. C., .13ol. Univ. 69 p.

A questionnaire study giving the opinions of 29 State supervisors, 81 city super-
visors, and 62 married home economics teachers.

2185. Iowa. Board of educational examiners. Teachers of the public ele-
mentary and secondary schools of Iowa. A summary. Des Moines, Iowa,
1930. 86 p.

This study was sponsored by the Board of educational examiners and the Depart-ment of public instruction. Facts were assembled from over 98 per cent of tbe Indi
viduals employed as teachers, principals, supervisors, superintendents, or in other pro-fessional positions connected with the public elementary and secondary schools iu theschool year 1928-1929.

2186. Jaeger, Waldemar John. Supreme court and appellate co.art declaims
in California relative to teachers. Master's, 1981. ' Stanford.

2187. ¡ones WiuLm Walter. An intensive study of the tettchblfoià of the
consolidated schools of Oktahorna as to eilary, experience, and qualifications.
Mutees, 1980. Oklahtiiiin. ()For ibstrart ino. 718.).

This is a statistical study which Indicates Aid the euportatendatte of the Oklahomaconsolidated schools are improving in salary, experience, and questications blemichoolteaelbers are Improving In experknce 411, '-i tank, bst ate decreasing 11141117;,ameutuir 1104101 teadukre are plates la 11140,4 exparleaftossi esSifteassi: 9,t;, ,
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2188. Keeler, Frederic D. A study of secondary school faculty meetings.
Master's, 1981. Utah. 94 p. mi

2189. Kentucky. University. A report of a survey of the teaching person-
nel of the Lexington schools. Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1931. 128
P. ms.

on the basis of a study of the teaching staff of the city schools of Lexington, Kentucky,
recommendations are made with reference to the age of teacher% both with respect to
their employment and their retirement, the employment of married teachers, health
regulations, ovum of teachers, distribution of the members of tht staff between the two
sexes, the amount and nature of the training of new employees, growth in service, teach-
ing loads, and certain miscellaneous factors.

2190. Knight, William B. Cost of living of teachers in the State of Ohio.
Master's, 1930. Ohio,

2191. Lake, P. X. An analysis of the prospective teachers in the June 1931
graduating class who entered the University of Michigan in the fall of 1927.
Master's, 1981. Michigan.

2192. Lee, J. Murray. A survey of the teaching staff. Burbank, Calif.,
City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

Data were secured from questionnaires filled out by all the teachers in grades 1-12 in
the school system.

2193. Lindemann, Howard. The secretaries of state teachers' associations.
Master's, 1930.3 Ohio.

The study deals with salary, experience, training, duties, and accomplishments, of the
secretaries of state teachers associations, and includes an analysis of constitutions.

2194. Masters, Harry V. and Upahall, -C. C. A study of certain facts re-
vealed by the application blanks of those applying for the life diploma during
the school year of 1928-1929. Bellingham, Washington State normal school,
1930. 11 p, ms. (Bureau of research studies, no. 6)

Findings: There are more teachers in the primary and intermediate grades than in the
grammar grades and rural schools ; teachers applying for the life diploma have had, on
the average, 29 months of teaching experience since graduation ; the range of the middle
50 per cent of the teachers in intelligence quotient is 114-127 ; tabulations of data on
certain other aspects of the first few years of a teacher's professional career are given.

2195. A study of certain facts revealed by the application
blanks of those receiving the life diploma in June 1930. Bellingham, Washing-
ton State normal school, MO. 11 p. ins. (Bureau of research studies, no. 7.)Findings : There are more teachers in the primary and into/mediate grades than in
the grammar grades and rural schools; teachers applying for the life diploma have had,on the average, three years teachIng experience since graduation; the median Initialsalary ranged from $100 to .109 per month according to the grades taught; the averagesalary had increased $20 per month at the end of three years' teaching experience.

2196. Mead, Arthur IL and others. Ethics for prospective teachers. Dela-
ware, Ohio Wesleyan university, 1981. ms.

2197. Meier, William. T.' La analysis of the social science teaching positions
in Iowa high schools. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 137 p. mi.

2198. National education association. Department of classroom teacher&
Sixth yearbook: The economic welfare of teacher& A discussion of the pria.
ciples of econpinic sear*, and *heir application goon teachers and tiacbers'
organizations. Washington, D. O., National education association, 1981. 244 p.The yearbook lips to present certain bask principles uniferlying the econook welfareof workers ha gear/0 g` to apply several of Cate dpiestò the needs ot the Wattling
profession. :dome doe tbe lastbodis "War- tuck" both ladividtally tad^ la
organism; StouPOI Oa ibilP tOE PromPte Mohr owp soeuritg; and .to doer*, Mineand activi* artlally i9 ppera4ó4 "mom organisations for the eeonMe beat-tit of theit'Intaabite. 'sn-tvey *to made \of 04 the OW1 andreports on the activities of teatimes' orgaalsationì intro fAiaand letters.
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2199. Research division. Ethics in the teaching profession. Wash-
ington, D. C., National education association, 1921. /39 p. (Research bullet*
vol. 9, no. I)

2200. Nebraska. State department of public instruction. Status of rural
teacher in Nebraska. In its Biennial report of the State superintendent es
public instruction, 192W4980. Lincoln, Nebr., 1981. p. 11249.

2201. --- - Status of teacher In accredited schools in Nebraska.
In its Biennial report of the State superinktadent of public instruction, 182S-
1930. Lincoln, Nebr.,

2202. Olmstead, Edna. Troublesome and very difficult problems of beginning
rural school teacher& Master's, 1931. Michigan.

2208. Overn, A. V. Where do teachers come from. Grand Forks, University
of North Dakota, 1931. 10 p. (School of education record, vol. 16, no. 7, April
1981)

A study was made of all the teachers in Minnesota outside of Duluth, Rt. Paul and
Minneapolis. The training and experience of the. teachers is increasing. The utusi and
extent of this Increase is shown.

2204. Parish, Truman A. Out of school activities of teachers of agriculture
In New York. Master's, 1931. New York. 65 p. ms.

A study of 84 per cent et the agricultural instructors in New York iliate (90 indi-
viduals). Findings : On the average each man was engaged in SA diterent activities
spending 11% hours per week in them. Thirty-one per cent of the activities were taken
up because of suggestions from higher authority. The remainder were taken up became
of the satisfactiOn derived from them. The teachers reporting spent two hours a weekin non-egricultural activities havoluotally because they were, asked to do so by men
of influence and authority.

2205. Parkinson, B. L. The preparation, experience and salaries of white
public school teachers I* Aiabama. Montgomery, Ala. Department of educak.
tion, 1981. 9 p. (Reprinted from Alabama school journal, May 1931.)

This study is based on data gives by Webers on themselves when thby filled out
institute cards in the fall of 1930. Data on 3,451 teachers were studied and anatInd-

2206. Parks, Hannah. Job analysis :of the work of the high school teacher
of English. Master's, 1931. Ohio Wesleyan.

Work was begun in 1927. Data were obtained from teachers in service and snidest
teachers.

22U7. Pittard, Runic& 'Status of home edoiimnies teachers In Tennessee ap-
proved high schools. Master's, 1981 Peabody. 59 p. ma.

Findings: Of the MS home economics teachers studied 2t1.22 per cent taught only home
economics and 73.77 per cent tairght a combination of ',tided... The combination teachertaught an average of 1.66 other sobjects in .01itiou to horns ecoaouilcs....English was
combined with home economies more than iiny other subject. The lineage salary of the
teacher of Dams economies way Was sI1gbd higher than the sivérage sitar* of the com-tion teacher. The tenure for 'lame meanie. feechers was higher than the tenure
for combination teachers. The majority of Was economics teachers had bead their
position three years* or kiss, while the ¡DIU,* it combination Wichita. had bid their
present position only one year.

xmalmatipaibi, IL The -froenty 4f tierforMatiOe of certain teachers
activities by mutt teachers and .the extent' to' Whkh they consider their' train-
ing adequate preparation for perhirtntng Math duties efileitetty. *Mite% 1981.
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ntotzkrtOwn ssyrus o TIMMIIIIS 205
The study deal with the types of eetIsI positions; *loanable,. their distribution,past trends, and probable implications fo the future. Fourteen cities weirs studied in

the investigation. Data indicate that the supply- of undergraduate students does not
agree with tbe Ivinand for teachers, but that the supply of graduate students Is close to
the demand.

2210, Schmitz, Bernard A. Teacher: participation in the small city high
schools of Missouri. Master's 119311. Ieabdi. 129 p. =-Survey of the mall city high schools of Missouri in cities of 2,500 to 10,000 popula-tion as to the extent that the teachers do and should participate in nine administrative
function& Findings: Teachers should participate in administration. There is less
teacher participation in making the salary schedule than In any other function.

2211. Berens, Schiller. Faculty training, tenure and salaries at Oklahoma
agricultural and mechanical college. Stillwater, (Ala., Oldahoma agricultural
and mechanical college, 1931. 15 p.

Observes the trend with reference to training, tenure, and salaries at Oklahoma agri-cultural and mechanical college and compares data with North central and Land-grant
college survey data. Findings: (1) There has been an upgrading of degrees through allthe schools, without =option, and a marked deereue in number of bulkier% &weft ;average tenure has Increased from 5.0 years in 1929 to 54 years in 1931, and rangefrom 1-20 to 1-22; salaries continue to compare favorably with those ia other institu-
tions of higher learning as a whole, but not so well with those in the institutions ofoutstanding 'vestige.

2212. Segel, David. Teachers' vacation reports for 1930. Long Beach, Calif.,
City echo** 1981. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

This report gives the activities engaged in by the teachers of Long Beach during thesummer of 1930.
2213. Bene, Zrwin Stevenson. The organisation and &dirties of the Na-

tional education avociation,r a case study In educational sociology- Dodoes,
1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

The purpose, of the study NPas' to subject . the National education association to a sock-logical aaabsis and Interpretation Is the following particulars: (1) Its organisation;(2) Its leadenbip ; (I) its &divides and oldeetivea (4) its relationships to other groups;and (5) its method of control The study covers the years 1918 to 1928.
2214. Shoemaker, Martin CI. A personnel study or directors of physical

education for boys b high school. Master's, 1981. Northwestern.
2215. Snyder, Laura Gertrude. Securing a teaching position. Master's,

1931. Wichita. . .

2216. Stewart, Mahar( Bradshaw. A comparison of salaries, tenure, and
experience of superintendents, principals and teachers of vocational agriculture,
manual arts and Athletics In, IOWIL high schosia. Nastiest 1900. IOWA et.
Coll. 96 ms.

2217. plosnpson, I. L. Analysis of teacher absence, 1.25-1980. Newburgh,
N. Y., Public schools,' UM p. sat

nut. Anords of teachers absence 1111 compared with past live Yearperiod. Newbur" N. Public schools, nu. 10 p,
2219. Turner, a V/. a study of industrial arts and vocational teachers asto salary, educational status and teachers load in Weft Virginia. Master's,

1931. OW*.

2220. Van The area 'teiketir hi the public
Columbus, Ohio. *1- 1981. Ohio. T5 p.

Tbe study IS none& te dirts Public 11611 of eaulibolly 11,:me'
2221e its usu to A study or the amirried teacher problem

1931. Iowa. 126 p. -
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206 ILFZEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION
)

2222. Wisconsin tsaakirs association. Report of the committee on reorgani-
sation. HMO.

Reported by Ethel Gardner.
This rePort gives the results of three years' study leading to the revision of the thos-

stitution of the Wisconsin teachers association.
Bee also 155, 178, 222, 1885, 2502, 4088, 4071, 4091.

Aincernirma AND =NUM
2228. Abraham, Richard L, and others. Plan for appointing teachers to

positions in secondary schools. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931.
3 p. ms.

2224. Baker, Philip A. Teacher tenure in Utah. Master's, 1930. Utah.
101 p. ma.

2225. Burr, Genevieve Rose. Teacher turnover in the one to seven room
schools of six counties of California before and since the tenure law of 1927.
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 125 p.

Determines the rate of turnover for three years before the 1927 tenure law in order to
compare it with the rate of turnover for the three years after tbe law for the purpose
of discovering whether or not the tenure situation has been improved.

2226. Campbell, Ethel Wallace. A measure of teacher tenure in the public
schools Of Indiana. Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C. 123 p.

A study to ascertain facts on tenure of teachers in Indiana, in a scatter of ten counties
over the State. Findings: There was an Increase In mean throughout the period covered
by study, slight retardation before and after tenun law pused, the increase approaching
normal at end of three-year period under the law.

- 2227. Connerley, Florence Good. A study of teacher tenure in the com-
missioned township high schools of Indiana for the years 19241--1980. Master's,
1931. Ind. st. T. C. 210 p. ms.

A study undertaken to find out how the tenure law worked out In actual practice in
commissioned tost nship high schools, 1924-1980. Findings : Mean tenure for principals
in six years studied increued from 1.79 to 2.79 ; Blight increase in tenure for women and
men.

2228. Gray, Robert P. Examination for teachers applying for position in
secondary =hook San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931. (For abstract
see no. 117b.) -

The San Francisco board of education, in April 1981, adopted a plan of teacher was»
tion for secondary schools which included a written examination. The addition of the
written examination will make the basis of selection of secondary teachers resemble that
used for the elementary teachers which has been practiced sticessafully for several years.

2229. Berm, A. X. A critical evaluation of Oakland's plan of inexperienced
teacher employment. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1981. 27 p. mi.

2280. Montana education association. Report of committee on a placement
bureau in the home office of Montana education association. [1931.] 14 p. ms.

Thirty of the Si state education associations replied to a questionnaire on placement
bureaus sent out in March 1930. The study recommends that a placement bureau be set
up in the office of the secretary of the association; that the activities be confined to those
of a reference bureau for a couple of years; that tile bureau shou/d be fellesupporting; and
that the superiatende,nts aiad principals use the bums as fully spl as open as pimible-

2281. Mullins, Virgil IL A study of Ave years of placement of Indiana State
teacher* college teach Master's, 1980. iudIaa. 407 p.

2282. Potts, William S. A study of the administrative machinery for select-
ing and dismissing teachers. Muter's, 19111. Southern Oalifornia,

Based on latsrvkws with heads of departments. principals, alipervIsors, agd suPer-
inteedents in 10 school systeMs of varying sise, in an effort to detenstne thee hare of
each type of functionary in the selection and dismissal of teachers.
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PROP. ONAL STATUS OF =WHEW 207

2233. Rowell, Robert =tom Tenure of high school principals of Tennessee
1921-1930. Master's, 1980. Virginia.

2234. Schultz, Zacob & Teacher placement in Ohio. Doctor's, 1931. Chi-
at!. 220 p. m&

A studfof teacher placement as carried on by al training institutions in Ohio, all State
ents of education, State education tioas, about a dozen institutions over

country; and such commercial agencies a would answer. Gives criticisms from
superintendents and beginning teachers.

2235. Schweickart, Elbert F. A study of teacher tenure in a limited area
f the State of Indiana since 1922. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.
2236. Struble, M. H. Legislation affecting teacher tenure. Master's, 1931.

hio. 80 P. In&
The study covered the entire United States. Findings: Tenure legislation should be

ted by the States but under a new, strongly centralised, staté educational system that
Tides for state certification of teaehers. It should include a clause that would compel
others to keep abreast the improvements of the present time by doing professional study.
should be accompanied by retirement system and a state-wide salary schedule based
merit and training.
2237. -Utah education association. [Information received from questionnaire

o. 32 relating to teacher tenure and withdrawals.] 1931, 11 p. ms
By D. W. Parratt.
*2238. Van Houton, Lyman Henry. Length of service of Pennsylvania high

I teachers. Doctor's, 1931. T. O., Col, Univ.
This study was undertaken to ascertain the relatiOnship between the length of teach-

service and certain economic, social educational factors, with particular considera-
of the future needs and the supply as the situation exists under the present educe-

opal organisation. A study was made of personal Ørofessional information on 16,545
-schoo teachers. Finding*: In Pennsylvania the tenure of both men and women

found to be longer than in other States where studies of the problem have been
de Junto high school teachers in an districts have a higher averagi service thanse for any other---type. The influence of professional curricula appears in the

Igor average ssevies ef -graduates of the uniVersity colleges of education and teachers
lieges. Teachers of sIgts. subjects remain; in their positions for longer periods thanof subject combinations. The higher the family income the less the likelihoodmany years In teaching. Teachers who live at bomb teach longer than those whonot live At home. Leig tenure to assoelateil rwith social factors flint require thety of employment and the certainty of Incase which tucking affords.
2239. Walker, George Z. The operation of the teachers' tenure law ifi a
etropolitan section. Master's, 1981. New York. 56 p. m.
A study of all the legal cases on the dismissal of teach. 'lain the jurisdictionthe Board of education of New York city for a period of 10 years. It was foundt tbe- New Toss teacher-tenure provisions are well formulated. They contain alldesirable featerei of a tenure law that authorities on the subject recommend. TheycomPare favorably with any of the State teacher-tenure laws which have beeneted and suelaaa most of them.
22441 Williams, L. W. Turnover among secondary teachers in Illinois.

or's, 1931. Illinois.
See also 2164, 21.01, 216,141,14.221k SUL

CIIIIMFICAVION or TRACED*
2241. Arant, Thomas Iowa Ourpilcation of Industsial arts teachers in theuthern States. Master's [1911]. Peabody. 98 P. mi.Thirteen Southern StatesAlabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentueky, Louisiana,ppi, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Wrest and `fir-lawers ìttiIe ; three ótbr BtataeCalittaraia, New limey, and Nevadawere set upstandards. 'tisane On an average, tbe Southern States do not have as high re-amnia for the certification of industrialasets teachers as the three Stabile set upstandard.
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208 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUOATION

2242. Baldwin, Edward B. A study of the certifteation of Wacker'.
[1981]. Peabody. 120 p. ms.

Trend of thought for the past 80 years, as fount in available Mentors, is'with actual practice on certain problems of certification. A ,complete and ext1annotated bibliography was compiled.
1,12243. Bockmon, Ruth McChesney. History of the certification of tesel

in Kentucky. Master's, 1981. Chicago. 120 p. ms. ,.
A study of State legislation relative to teacher certification from initiation of

'

department (1 to the
gradually from local area to a
qquirements for training is not

2244. Burial:Ian, Joel An

t. findings: (1) Certification a as.eja
ntral agency for the State; and (?) upward.

6 U

Teachers' permanent certificates and pii
atonal growth. Doctor's, 1931. California. 168 p. ms.

The study answers the question What should be the policy of tb Statesing teacbeis' permanent certificates? Findings: The purpose of certification is tintteachers be properly qualified; therefore, multiplicity of bases upon 1440made is unwarranted. Since tbére is no effective aeprance that pofsesion4
improvement be carried on after granting a life dIp1oa, teachers' eertiAtates
be granted for limited periods. The duration of teachers' certificates should beto three years'. The States would not be imposing an unretsonable burden It
required the earning of two units of &edit annually for the' renewll 'of
certificates, ,

2245. California. State department. of education. Regulations goy
the granting of State teachers' credentials and cotinty eertifibates in Calff
Sacramento, 1930. 73 p. (Bulletin no. 112, rev. September MO.) .

2246. Cushing, Herbert L. The certification of teachers In Nebraska. 114

ter's, 1980. Nebraska. 180 p.
A study of certification procedures and criteria in various State*, including op

from deans ót teachers colleges and city and county superintentUnts.
2247. Horne, James A. Certification of graduates 'of the re.hotS1 of

tion of the North Dakota agricultural college as high school teachers
Western States. Master's, 1931. N. D. Agr. CoIL 40

.
,

TequArements,2248. Mahood, Samuel C. study of state .certificag*
teachers in evening industrial (Sinitb-Hughes) schools throughout the U
States. Master's, MO. Penn. State.. (For abstract see not 714i)1

The questionnaire method was used in this study, supplemented- by a study of
records, reports, and requirements as set forth br the Tatioul

- 2240. Miller, Prank Myron. A study of the certification of teachers in
State of California, 1849-1880. Mastees, Sit Stanford.

2254. New York (State) Education' departin'eni, ...,cation and
ing of vocational teachers, supervisor* and directors, industrial and p
arts teachers and guidance teacher& Albany, N. Y., UnIversIty of the
of New York, Ism (University of the State d New. cgs*
no. 958, October 15, 080.) I

'¿ o
2251. Peyton, Warrep. Certification of. tetiehenk- 'strtottrinteidents,

supervisors in Kentucky. Frankfort,, Ky., atittsi department of education,
178 p, mi.

A study to determine past and present p:ractic'es ip grataisig n
kinds, validity, and basis of certificates DOW la effeect and 'reporting slat** and
mendations for the future. I

4

el

2252. State board of iduo'atitin. Reipa4pq iovq4444;
titivation ot teacberi in Virginia. Rieliamul, 1431..; t14 p4-1(Bullstino
board of Oueation, vol. 13, no. 4, Januar7,19844) /

2258. Wisconsin teachers time Report of committee on
1930. j

C. A, Bowman, chairman.
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PROMISSIONAL IMAM OP MOILS= 209
An exhaustive study of:Opitification channels in Wisconsin, a digest of developmentsother States, and .an outline of a plan for remedying existing conditions.
2254. Zaugg, waiter Albert. Permanent certification of teachers : itS in-
ewe on improvement of instruction. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 181 p. mg.

A study of State laws and departmental regulations governing the granting of perma-nt certificates with their relationship to professional growth of teachers. Findings :rmanent certification, unrestricted u to 'in-service professional growth, is incompatibletu present-day etiticational Ohliosoph) and practice. A form of restricted permanenttification.isproposed contingent upon evidences of professional growth.
Bee also 2016, 2083, 2180, 2194-4195, 2349, 2840.

IMPROVEMENT OP TEACHERS IN SERVICE

2255. Bowen, Diana. In-service training of junior high school teachers.ster's, 1981: Rutgers. 149 p.
2256, Bryant, George B. The status of county teachers' institutes in Ohio.

s, 1981. Ohio. 112 p. mi.
From a study of 88 counties in Ohio, it was found that the county institute to func-in Ohio to-day u a means bf developing professional solidarity and inspiration.
2257. Conger, Napoleon. Professional adjustment service rendered bycher training institutions. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. Durant, Okla.,utheastern State teachers college, 1930. 190 p. (Southeastern State teach-college contribution to education, no. 2.)
The purpose of the study was to investigate the nature and extent of systematic servicech teacher-training institutions are rendering their graduates, and to formulate afessional adjustment service program for state normal schools and teachers colleges.
2258. Cooper, Lewis Bris9oe Sabbatical leave for college teachers. Doctor's,1. Cincinnati. (For abstiact see no. 698.).
The three major problems of the study relate to: (1) The several essentials andniques --ot_administering sabbatical leave; (2) the status of the teacher on suchve ; and (3) the work of agencies seeking to extend the practice to more institutionsd teachers. Institutions were classified according to their sabbatical-leave practIce :) Those which grant leave with pay as a regular ; (2) as an irregular practice ;(3) Institutions which do not grant leave with pay.
2259. Jenkins, Albert. Sabbatical leave of absence in secondary schools.racuse, N. 1r4 Byrum* universiq, 1981.

4
2260. litassackasettg' DePartmant of edutatign. [Improvement of theservice] Bolton, 1931. 8 p.

is study anomie the " Does your town or city have A regulation requiringrience as a 'qualification for the employment of teachers in your school system? "ta are also given concerning the employment of married women Es teachers and theber of installments in which teachers salaries ate paid.
Shatits, James .L. Estrangement giOen Oklahoma high school teach-for summer school attendahee. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 64 p. ms.study of 110 high schools in the State of Oklahoma and of the teacher-trainingin that State. Findings: (1) The superintendent of schools, in 85 per cent ofcasests I. *Srresponsible the eneouriettient iNvim teachers for summer-achool attend-(2) teachers lie 50 per tent, of the high schools are required to attend summer001 at least *milts three yters;' (S) oficials 'of 90 per cent if the bigh school', checkteacher's sull}Mersebool record; (4) in 793 per cent of the sichooll increased wagesgiven to the teachers for increased college training; (5) immediate financial relm-ment seems to have a negative effect upon teachers' summer school attendance, andthe teacher-trailing ailleres emoting. teachers to attend suMilter school by offeringversified pimps" *t Ç1 .M24:0°3341 and recreational morns for teachers; byWag to reilnOf kirrW _Ownalis %As opmmunity near the college to the teacher'sti to PaY.i. tatAMIWSit,t* titEkers to (Attain oonggste. requirements fortes and

8k410.eri wiry* The iniwrige
L New Twirl., 87.R,

l.121kstudy of ths literiture and statistical material

e4watiou,- Webers.' -mattes,:;4.
ea in-service etticatiba of teachers.
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`g210 RESEARCH STUDIES IN IWIICATION

2268. Spickard, *ell& and Coon, Beulah L A. study of a plan of
home economics teachers in service based on a study of teachers' Mktg
Washington, D. C., U. S. Government printing office, 1931. (U. S. Feder*
board for vocational education.)

See also 1538, 2189, 2244, 2827.

RATING OF TEACHERS AND PROGNOSTIC TUTS

2264. Bowman, Earl C. Problem of the early prognosis of teaching su
Educational administration and supervision, 17: 95-102, February Mt

2265. Campbell, Charley. High school studeut rating of teacher&
1931. ,Colorado.

2266. Carter, William Windom. Student-teacher rating vs, imperils*
teacher rating. Master* 1960. Indiana. 169 p. ms.

In a study of teacher-rating to determine bow much agreement there is betweee titratings given teachers by students and by supervisors, 26 superintendent and
of Indiana and Flori4 schools assisted in getting student and suPervilior ratings
teachers. One hundred and twenty-one teachers were rated, 5,000 students wad
in the ratings. The subject taught seemed to have little effect upon divergences bets
student and supervisor ratings.

228T. Coombs, P. H. A contribution to the prediction of teaching mom
Master's, 1931. Colo. Bt. T. C.

1

2268. Curtis, Marie Elyce. Can teeiching success be predicted? Master%
1931. Stanford.

2269. Drury, James (imi Student evaluation of instruction, School of co*
merce, New York university. Master's, 1931. New York. 59 p. ms.

Four hundred and fifty students were asked 40 questions concerning tlhe teacher
his method& Each question was answered five times, once for each of the five Merest
classes, a total of 2,250 comments. Findings: Students found the instruction to
satisfactory.

2270. Evans, James W. The prediction of college marks and probable
ing success of 100 women student 1931. Kans. St. T.
Pittsburg.

2271. Joyner, Schuyler Colfax. Prognostication of students' success
school and teaching. Master's, 1931. Southern Caflfni. 65 p.

A study of the correlation between scores received on tke graduate education
test by 499 graduate students in education and various other measures such fs
marks, amount of graduate study, salary, type of teaching pOsition, age: 6.and yOani
experience.

2272. Kriner, Earry Luther. Pre-training factors predictive of teacher
cess. Doctor's, 1931, Penn. State.. fitsktie College,. Pennsylvania state
1931. 91 p. (Penn state studies in educiitian. no L)

Bibliography : p.. 88-41. _

The problem of this study was to find the relation of teacher suctess to a number
factors in evidence before entrance to professional training The. teaeben used in
study were selected by tbe sUperlitte0ent in weir .aystan o a general Meese
Data were secured through a personal laterviei, with each teacher god in Ss atatte.4

2278. Leonard, Edith Marion. The 'selection a Invipectkve teachers.
ter's, 1881. Claremont.

2274. Ludeman, W. W. What college freshmen think of their high
teachers. School executives magazine, 50:527481 'July 1981.

Questionnaires Were sent to 400 college freshmen, via peadbl, wka
strengths of their bighssebool teachers listed, iiWd freebinta
weaknesses and three strengths.

.

2275. McLaughlin, Tames Orr. A case sttidlt of teiteheis
and non-successful. Doctor's, 1981/ Stanford. (For .absiract
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PROFESSIONAL STATUS OP TEAOMIES 211
This study aimed to discover if traits and abilities present in youth contribute to themajog of successful teachers and U they can be employed for prognostic purposes.study was made of 98 successful and 18 unsuccessful teachers who bad taught at least

two years, and upon whom three independent ratings were available. Data indicatethat the qualifications for teaching are largely functional and can be tated in a fewrequirements.

2376. Mahan, Harriet S. The validity and reliability of four teaching apti-
tude tests. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of the study was to discover which one of four teaching aptitude testscontributes most to prediction of success in student teaching, and whether any of thefour contfibutes enough to justify its addition to the battery of tests given to studentsentering Colorado State teachen college.
2277. Masters, Harry V. and Upshall, C. C. An empirical evaluation ofcertain formulas for prediction of success in normal school. Bellingham, Wásh-ington state normal school, 1981. 13 p. ms. (Bureau of research studies, no. 5.)Available data on students at the State normal school, Bellingham, were analysed todetermine the best formula for prediction of success in normal schooL Data%indicatethat first-quarter grades of boys may be predicted with an accuracy 83 per cent betterthan chance, and first-quarter grades of girls with an accuracy 22 per cent better thanchance.

2278. Moran, Mary Elinor. Construction of three tests designed to measurecertain..joskirialtittmles of teachers of English at the high school level holdingA. B. or B. S. degrees or better. Doctor's, 1930. Indiana. 248 p. ms.The study purposes to construct and standardize three tests: Test A. a measure of theemotional reaction to the rhythm of poetry ; test C, a measure of sensuous imagery reac-tions to word suggestion ; and test D, a measure of the ability to .infer the meaningof unusual or unfamiliar Words from their poetic context when the meaning is definitelyimplied. When the tests were given to a group of English teachers it was found that thetests had diagnostic value in revealing the varying degrees of ability of response ofteachers of English to the fundamental materials of poetry such as rhythm, the music ofpoetry, sensuous imagery, and meaning of unusual and unfamiliar words as shown bytheir context.

2279. Remmers, H. H. Departmental differences in the quality of instruc-tion as seen by students. School and society, 30: 38244, September 7, 1990.The study is based on the average ratings at Purdue university by schools or depart-ments on tbe Purdue rating scale, given by eiudents. Prom the standpoint of tbe student,data show that: DePartmental aa well as individual Instructor patterns of teaciingpersonality exist ; desirable traits tend to vary together within a given department, butthe variations from trait to trait given within a given department are likely to be in-gnificant; and that interdepartmental variations are quite extreme aqd point to con-siderable differekees in teaching effectiveness.
2280. Schalm, Paul. The. value of mental and social intelligence ratings inthe prediction of teaching suOcess. Master's, 1931. Michigan.
2281. Upshall; C. C. and Masters, Iiiskrry V. An evaluation of certain testsd information for predicting success .in normal schools. Bellingham, Wash-ngton State normal school, 1981. 12 p. ms. (Bureau of research studies, no. 4.)The problem of this study was to evaluate certain tests and information for theurpose of predicting: Average hat-quarter grades, aveitge tiades during the wholendergraduate period, practice teaching success, whether or .not the Itudent will graft-te, whether or not. the student will receive a position through the appointment bureauf the normal school., and success in teing in the f!eo during the first semester afterduation.

2282. Predictioi Cof first quiiitbr 'memo among normal satooldents. Bellingham, Washington State normal school, 10130. 11 p. ma. (Bu-u of research atudiee0 no. L)
The scores of seven estrange -tests and age at higb-silsool grsdnation-Were used 'to Indregression equation by =eau cot which Ant-quarter. grades Aight be predicted. Onlyo of the testa, the hornlia intaillesuice examinatioa for bighipel3001 Vulgates, Partand the history test had enough beta weight to_ be rettined in tbe final regremionHon.
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2283. Watson, Mrs. Gladys Nipple. An exploration of some possible area
of difference between students for whom predictions of outsbuging success or
failure are made. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

The stab aims to answer the questions : How can success or failure in the teach*
field be predicted? Are existing personality or vocational tests of value? Are then
constant differences between successful and failing teachers which can be measured by
tests now in use? Are these, if they exist, differences of intelligence ; of personality ;

interests; of scholastic ability ; of liberalism vents, conservatism; or of characteristic
responses in various teaching, administrative, and blocking situations? A personality
study was made of 58 students at Teaehers college, of whom 89 were in the success
and 19 in the failure group. There seems to be no pattern which is universally char.
acteristic of tbe superior group to tbe exclusion of the failure group and no pattern
peculiar to the less able group.

2284. Whitney, F. L. and Hertzberg, O. B. Professional aptitude test for
elementary and Junior high school teachers. Greeley, Colorado State teachers
college [1981].

A standard test predictive of teaching success Is here in the making. High coefficients
of reliability have been secured.

2285. Zartman, Edna Louise. The relation between academic status in
college and success in teaching. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

Bee also 2154.

TEACHER LOAD

2286. Abraham, Richard L Program problems and practice in senior high
schools of San Francisco. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930.

During the fall term, 1929, a study of teacher-load in all the senior high schools of
San Francisco was made. The primary objectives of the investigation were to deter-
mine the median instructional load of senior high school teachers, and to furnish a
basis upon which comparisons could be made among the several schools and depart.
aunts.

2287. Bennett, G. Vernon and Hull, Osman R. Elementary school teachers
activities. A survey made for the Los Angeles City teachers club. Los Angeles,
Calif., Los Angeles City teachers club, 1931.

This study of the teaching load covers a field of educational endeavor, which, ap
to tbe present, has not been critically analyse&

2288. Blair, Stephen Henry. The teacher's load in the Hattiesburg, Mist,
junior high school. Master's, 1981. Peabody. 51 p. ms

Data were secured in the Hattiesburg, Miss., junior high school, during the school year
1980-81, by obtaining from the teachers an account of the time spent daily in : (1) Teach-
ing and allied &divides; and (2) extra-instructional activities. Findings: (1) Teachers
in the Hattiesburg junior high school Spent on an average 589.7 minutes, or 9.8 hours,
each day in all activities, teaching or other allied activities; (2) 704.1 was the average
number of pupil clock-hours per week per teacher ; (8) 21.8 minutes was the total average
time spent by the teachers in daily preparation for all classes ; (4) 2.8 different Orepars-
tions were made daily by each teacher; (5) the teacher's load was affected by many items
which can Doty at present, be measured, such as subjects taught, number of fields is
which teaching was done, amount of teaching done in major and minor fields, and
experience of the teacher; and V) the teaching loads were not equalise&

2289. Smells, Prank A. imd livans, Prank O. Teacher load and size of
classes in the senior high schoOls of Los Angeles as shown by the headship
reports of October 1980. Los Angeles Calif., City schools, 1930. 14 p. ma.

2290. Briggs, Charles W. Subject combinations in high school teachers'
programs. Master's, 19814 Iowa: 52 p. ma.

2291. Brown, Kazold Clinton. Factors, formula, and devices used in come

rand tightening the teaching load. *aster* 1931. ilebnska. 108 p.
away t available literstvre on the subject and questionnaires from 101 schools ill

Nebraiika. Talle factors, formula, and aids new um. br Maui; superintendents, wen
determined. .
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2292. Chapman, Harold B. Pupil-teacher ratio report. Baltimore, Md.,Department of education, 1981. 11 p. ms.
A scientific study of the ratio of pupils to teachers in the several types of schools.
2293 Chase, Vernon Ph Pupil membership and teaching load in 12 Michigan

citie& Dearborn, Mich., Fordson public schools, 1989. 7 p. ma. (Bulletin,
no. 53.

Shows membership, number of teachers, per cent distribution of pupils, and teachingload in kindergarten, elementary grades, Junior high school, senior high school, andspecial classes.

=94. Christensen, A. X. High school teacher's load. Schoolmasters club ofWestern Minnesota. Moorhead, Minn., State teachers college [1931]. 10 p. ms.
2295. Evans, F. 0. Studies of teacher load and size of class. Los Angeles,Calif., Public schools, 1931. 85 p.
2296. Ketring, W. H. Combinations of subjects taught by high school teach-ers in Illinois. St. Louis, Mo., Washington university, 1931.
2297. Lee, J. Murray. A study of teacher-load in junior and senior° highschools. Burbank, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract-see no. 717b.)The study included the average teaching-load in the junior and senior high schools,the average load by departments, the teaching-load carried by each teacher, and ananalysis of the extracurricular and community activities of each teacher.

Morley, Alonzo J. Amount of teaching load devoted to eixtracu ractivities in Utah senior high schools. Master's, 1981. Brigham Toittg. 119p. ms.
A questionnaire study resulting largely in a survey of present conditions.
2299. Pearson, Eugene L. A study of the teaching load In the Kentuckypublic high schools accredited by the Association of colleges and secondaryschools of the Southern States for the year 1028--1929. Master's, 1930. Ken-tucky.d38 p. ms.
A stay of the important phases of the teaching load of high school teachers in 80public high schools of Kentucky, which were accredited by the Association of collegesand secondary schools of the Southern States in 1ti28-49.
2300. Perry, Arthur L. A study of teacher load in elementary and juniorhigh schools in New Jersey. Ráhway, N. J., Public schools, 1931. 40 graphsand supplementary material.
2301. Phillips, X.

bination of the high
Iowa. 124 p. ma.

2302. Reading, 1111.

-1931. 21 p. mat

J. Relationship between training and teaching com-school teachers of the State of Iowa. Master's, 1931.
s.

Public schools. Teacher-load study, secondary scboola

2303. Scroggs, Schiller. Service loads ipf the faculty. Stillwater, Okla.,Oklaboma agricultural and mechanical college, 1981. 88 p.Observes the tread of service loads at °highest& agriculture) and mechanical col-lege. Service report was abed by each instructor tostatning detailed statement ofservices of all types. These data were tabulated and states and trends observed. Find-ings : (1) Large redaction In service loads dace SAM ; reduction effected tint:nighelimination of extreme overloads; (8) gone overloading still exists ; (4) lacrimal* intotal load of 1,000 stockist clock hours and 500 dock hosts et teaching; (6) $4.3 percent increase In time instructors are' called upon to 'lie to administrative work;(8) too many times enroll bower than six students.
2304. Strong, William XL Number and combinations of sibleCts In programsfor teachers accredited' public non-with conical high schools of Michiganfor the ere is!isester ot the 1921)10 school. mr. Master% 1930,
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2305. Waterman, Ivan R. Teaching load In San Francisco junior high

schools, spring semester, 1929-1930. San Francisco, Calif., Public who*
[1930.]

The teaching loads in the junior high schools on the bases of number of periods
taught per week and number of pupil periods per week were tabulated for each juke
high school teacher. Averages for subjects and for schools were computed.

2306. Whiteneck, Hosea A. Yard duty schedule& Long Beach, Calif.,

City schools, 1931.
2307. Whitney, Charles Sumner, fr. The teaching load of senior high school

teachers in Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 56 p. MB.
The study included 2,661 teachers in 666 different schools. The schools were diTkied

into four groups on tbe basis of the number of full-time high-school teachers employed.
Findings: In practically all factors of the teaching load the small schools compared
unfavorably with the larger schools; there was an uneven distribution for any factor,
of the load in any particular group of schools; it seems impossible for very sman
schools adequately to control some factors of the teaching load ; in the large schools
it is possible to regulate and in most cases to equalize the load.

Bee also 2164, 2189, 2219; and under Class size.

TEACHER SUPPLY

2308. Anderson, E. W. Supply and demand in teaching. 1930. Ohio State
university, Columbus.

The study deals with the supply and demand in all fkflds of high-school teaching Ii
Ohio for tbe year 1929-30. A general oversupply of trained high-school teachers was

found, but definite shortage in several fields of teaching exists.
2309. Bowman, Earl C. and others. Teacher demands in Indiana. 1931.

DePauw university, Greencastle, Ind.
2310. Brenholtz, Harold. Population as a potential factor in the need for

teachers for secondary schools of a State, with special application to Cali-
fornia and Texas. Doctor's, 1981. California. 80 p. ms.

Tbe analysis of population statistics available was used to select factors or trends

which may be usedwin determining the number of secondary-school teachers which will
be needed for a State at a future time. Findings: There is a high correlation betweez
total population and number of pupils of secondary-sobool age. Predictions of seconds*
school population will be about as accurate as prediction of tbe total population, bat
not more so.

2311. Clement, Mrs, Evelyn. Supply and demand of teachers in California
Sacramento, Calif., State department of education, 1981. 47 p. ms.

A study of teachers certificated in California, 1920-1930, and of teachen employed

in California, 1980-31. The oversupply of teachers in the State continues, but it b
less serious than in the previous year.

2812 Colvert, Clyde C. Demand and supply of high-school teachers in
Arkansas. Muter's, 1980. Arkansas. 83 p. ms.

A study of pie sources of supply 'and academic preparation a 588 new full-time tea
ers employeWlo the Arkansas high schools during the school year 1929-80. Findings
The supply of available high.ochool teachers holding a ¿allege degree for the school y
1980-81 will exceed the demand by approximately 169 teachers. The greatest moles
teachers will be in tbe fields of Ingpsb, science, social science, home economics,
lAtin.

2813. Wiassen, R. E. Bibliography in supply and sernand of tea
1930. Ohio kite university, CcOughtis. Ilidticationais : reh bulletin, I
456-73, November 5, 1930.

A summary ót all information found in' stuitlee of suppty and teitiand up to Note
1980. The bibliography lists 1i9 studies and magazine articles, each eirettilii onto

Ant Poster, L Owiti; chatimign. A study In teaclir supply and d. fiend
Indiana. Bloomington, Ind., Bureau of cooperative research, In uni

¡city, 1930. 77 p. (Bulletin, vol. 7, no. 1, September 1930.)
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PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF TEACHERS 215
This study purposed to find out how many and what kinds of teaching positions exist

in Indiana ; to learn to what extent the various positions are modified annually ; to findout to what extent the teacher-training institutions of the State meet the demands of the
State; and te discover what adjustments in enrollments, guidance, etc., may be sue-
gelded by a more thorough knowledge of demand and supply.

2315. Huffaker, C. L. Teacher supply and demand in Oregon. Eugene,
University of Oregon, 1931. p. 99-156. ( University of Oregon publications,
vol. 2. no. 5, January 1931.)

2316. Jeep, H. A. Teacher supply and demand in Iowa. Doctor's, 1931.
Iowa. 929 p. ms.

2317. Ohio education association. Demand and supply of elementary teach-
ers in Ohio for the year 1929-1930.

2318. Oregon. State department of education. A study of teacher supply
and demand and teacher training in the State of Oregon. Salem. [1931.]

This study embraces all teachers, both elementary and high school, and all the various
aspects of their training and experience.

Z319. Whitney, F. L. Teacher demand and supply in the public schools.
Greeley, Colorado State teachers college, 1980. (Fiducation series, no. 8.)

This survey repeats Buckingham's procedures of 1926 in his Ohio check of the demand
for and the supply of public-school teachers.

Zeigel, William Henry, jr. Some factors affecting teacher supply
and demand in Missouri. Doctor's, 1930. Missouri, Columbia, University of
Missouri, 193O62 p. (Abstract.)

Publishe41 later fas University of Missouri bulletin, vol. 32, no. 88. Education series,
no. 32, November 20, 1931.

Tbe purpose of this study was to bring together as many facts bearing on the general
problem of teacher supply and demand in Missouri as time, finances, and available State
records permit. The study is concerned primarily with the status of both experienced
and inexperienced public-school teachers in Missouri who taught in 1929-30, excepting the
teachers of Kansas City and St. Louis.

Bee also 2164.
TEACIIERfir PENSIONS

2321. Carroll, /lardy Abram. North Carolina public school teachers' retire-
ment system. Master's, 1931. North Carolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)

+his study gives a brief history of pension and retirement systems ; it contains a listof the outstanding needs of North Carolina and the children and tbe teachers of Thegate for a retirement system defines certain basic principles underlying a sound retirement
law ; and includes a retirement plan, based on those principles, for the public-school
teachers of North Carolina.

2322. MacDonald, Elihu. The constitutionality of teachers' pension legisla-
tion. Master's, 1931. Washington Univ.

2323. National education &asocial:km. Research division, Current issues
In teacher retirement Washington, D. O., National education association, 1930.
65 p. (Research bigletin, hl. 8, no. 5, p. 22247.)

2324. --- Plat-rate and per cent.of-aalary retirement system&
Washington, D. C., National education association, 1981. 10 p. (Studies in
State educational adminigtration, no. 7.)

2325. Povenmire, Xahlon A. A study a the ages salary, prior service .and
deposit of the teidiers in the State teachers reiirement system Ohio. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Ohio. 70 pi. ms. .

The data were a koilerith card for oacli pi tbe me;nbers of the State teachersretirement spiterii on August 31, 1923. Flatilistim.TU,larpr cities measured by ti4enumber of teachera.iwpIple(t lad the highest iudex rati4g mph of .0e criter*
Ma Utah Anal -association. [Data' received from questionnaire no.
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28271'Whittet, Gladys. A proposed Ntirement system for teachers In Okla-
homa. Master's, MO. Oklahoma. (For` abstract see no. 713.)

This study eaves a detailed analysis of the arguments advanced in favor of teacher-
retirement systems; a history a the teacher-retirement system movement in the United
States; and a detailed study of each of the teacher-retirement systems in the United
States showing which provisions have stood the test of time and are still in use la
addition to those that have been considered undesirable or impractical and are no loam
in use.

See also 2164, 2182, 2189.

TEACHER'S PERSONALITY AND HEALTH

2328. Conner, D. O. Mortality and morbidity of Ohio teachers. Master's,
1931. Ohio. 188 p. ms.

2329. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Sick leave with full pay as provided
in the Denver public saools. 1981. ms.

Five days per year are allowed with pay for siek leave. The dve days are comma.
tive so that what is unused remains for later years. The study included such items SS

number of days used on the average by employees, cost of sick leave, cost of paying
substitute teachers for those taking sick leave; also leaves of absence for sickness.

2330. Goodfellow, L. L The relation of scholarship and personality traits
to interest in teaching. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 40 p. ms.

A study based on tests administered to 146 members of the clan of 1932 at Pennsylvania
State college and to 26 other senior students who were about to do student teaching. One
pah.of study applied regression equation technique to determine relative weight of cer-
tain factors in scholarship, the other part showed relation of scholarship to certain per-
son traits as measured by personality inventories. In personality traits, students
in in teaching excel in moral attitudes, sympathy, responsibility ; but the less
int ed students excel' in appearance, conversation, and disposition.

2331. Goss, Amy Middleton. A suggested course in reading to be used in
connection with personality training of prospective vocational teachers. Mas-

ter's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. 134 p. ms.
2332. Munson, W. B. Absence. of teachers on account of Illness. Fresno,

tell., Public schools [1930].
This study was made to determine the amount of absence of teachers on account of

illness, the proportion of teachers absent, the length of absences, and the days of the
week on which absences most frequently occur. A total of 87.3 per cent of 480 teach-
ers were not absent on account of illness. Average abilence was 2.92 days per teacher.

2888. Budisill, Mabel. Personality and teaching success. Doctor's, 1931.
Wisconsin.

Ses also 2157, 2164, 2189, 8547.

TEACHERS' SALAAM

2884 Bowles, Bonetwell P. The -0Perati9n and effects of a single salary
schedule. Doctor's, 19431. T. C.1 Col. UniT4

The problem was to determine what change?, hIad occurred in tbe teaching oozps of a
city school system since the single-salary schidule went into effect ; also, if poisible, to
show boll the- schedule had operated' to produee such changes. Findings: The single-

city,. was found to be consistently superior to the regulariatary City 'when detailed
comparison was made. In this ease the singlf-salary schedule was meeting ti,e clams
made for it.

2885; 13r1dshaVi,.13: P. Factors Influencing sit*Ties IA the public
pr

high kichools
in Oklabinia.' Ilastirta, 10812 eiliciéo." 1504).
A The salaries for 1921-28 were studied la. relation to the degree of *lecher,
amoet ciao trsitisig*upo *or lopecial calege training; qatchin;
load, NZ :Man. i.* Wattles In isartio iiisidosilelriiits the
teacher secured Co1141e s- I ably vatiatiiiie itulAilidullibitifie to
was ammo,. Sof ftahdelk 41xPdekee ,saut items. raosti: 041110t migiidOn

higher Wades. ilex show tkö usual d
malted degree. Thie of collegiate sPed12231:1711114

departmental assignment. báve. *Os ligass,410 'Whence °a miser
glom of mixed tsa4aszs easisilletelL
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2336. Cincinnati, Ohio. Public schools. A study of the cost of teachers
salaries in the Cincinnati public schools. 1931. 26 p. ma.

2337. Denton, John Newman. Teacher-salary practice in Georgia. A
statistical study. Monroe, Ga., Research council of Georgia association of
superintendents of Georgia education association, 1931. 17 p.

A questionnaire was sent to 215 independent school systems of Georgia asking for
detailed information concerning the training, tenure, and salary of each teacher. The
study was made to determine the relation between training, tenure, and salary. Data
indicate that high-school teachers are paid far better salaries than elementary teachers,
in proportion.

2338. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Analysis of salary expenditures, junior
high schools, March 17 to 21, 1930. 1931. ms.

The costs were computed for instruction, student activities, counseling, school admin-
istration, unassigned time and miscellaneous activities for all junior high schools in
terms of teachers' and principals' salaries in the schools studied.

2339. - - Single salary schedule as It has operated in Denver.
1931. ms.

The study'gives average salaries, minimums and maximums, and amounts of salary bills
from 1919 to 1981 inclusive. It shows also for these years numbers receiving increases,
total amount of increases, and avenge increase per teacher. The report includes a com-
parison of number of teachers having A. M. and A. B. degrees, two years of college work,
higb-achool graduates, etc. In 1920 and 1980.

'2340. Dix, Lester. Economic basis for the teacher's wage. Doctor's, 1981.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931.
114 p. (Lincoln school research studies.)

In an attempt to answer the question " What average wage for teachers would be
justifiable from a purely economic point of view " a study wu made of modern literature
of economics ; tbe history of teachers' wages; literature and statistics of intelligence test-
ing in the army, in collages, normal schools, high schools, and among teachers; and
statistics of wage and income distribution. Findings: Data indicate that there should
be a revaluation in thii minds of the profession and the public of the native intelligence
of actual teachers; a raising and enforcement of standar& of training and requirements
for teachers; planning the admisaion of candidates for teacher-training in relation to
tbe reeds and wide dissemination of information as to the economic situation of the pro-
fession ; the widening of occupational opportunities for women ; extension of publicly
supported vocational training in other occupations than teaching and clerical service; and
increased study of the possibilities of bringing about a more justifiable distribution of
income.

2341. Elsbree, Willard & Teachers' salaries. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1981. 286 p.

2342. Meld, W. S. and Johnston, O. T. Teachers' salaries in the Los Angeles
city elementary and high school. districts. Report on a survey of salary
schedules for the teaching, supervisory, and school administrative personnel
authorized and ordered by the Los Angeles city board of education. Los
Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1981, 178 p.

The survey of salaries of the teaching, supervisory, and administrative personnel in
the Los Angeles public-school system was Ana& with the object of providing pertinent
facts, and the conclusions toward which tliey lead, for the use of the Board of educa-
tion in determining lad altd scientific salary schedules.

2848. Rail, Ottha Mee: A survey of Lawrente county compartng the
salaries of rural and city 'teachers, state aid and non-state aid teachers, in
state aid townships with state aid walk and teachers' salaries with the
salaries paid in other oettipationis. Mistees, 1980, Indiana.. 108 p. ma.

Data indicate that rural teachers are Clogs. Oa* car teacher* and are without
employment for a longer period of time; teaebere in state-aid units receive leek than
teachers in iiiiastatlekkid usits the ridings Wary for alPieseben in state-aid unite
Is higher; fibbie illi.sbete tot' 4:seelvisig.stati(411; elementary teachers are paid bigher
In proPta411111 to 41.'" bagbalkoiltria0siar; many mibascooa. tesehen 'receive
le" "kW OOP .; Walt; Waived br gth4Ark*Writ-*__ ftIrglions awls*** than of befit rural sips en* maw% aims or riss sisté-side
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2344. Hughes, W. Hardin. Makjng the salary survey continuous. Pasadena.
Calif., City schools, 1981

2345. Relation of teachers' salaries to expenditures-special r«.
erence to Pasadena. Pasadena, Calif., City schools, 1931. Pasadena teachers
magazine, June 1931.

2346. Kenney, Charles Edwin. State legislation affecting teachers salaries
in the United States. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 126 p. ms.

2347. Koehler, Albert. Status of high school teachers' salaries in
Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C. 39 p. ms.

Different geographical sections of Indiana were compared ; sexes were contrasted and
compared; and cities versus rural sections were studied. Findings : I:Ugh-school teaches
in eastern section are lowest paid; men are pMd higher than women ; range is
0,750 ; cities have higher mean than respective geographical section.

2348. Magee, Herman I. Unit costs of salary in state normal schools
teachers colleges. Doctor's, 1931. Tt C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers
college, Columbia university, 1931. 75 p. (Contributions to education, se.
489.)

In this study an attempt has been made to find a practical cost unit whereby ex-
penditnres for salaries may be related to the number of individuals served and type
of service offered ; to use this unit in an analysis of salary expenditures hi seised
teacher-training institutions and compare salary costs for general overhead, cello
instruction, and training school instruction ; to find unit costs of instriictional naiades
for curricula of different types and length; to discover the relationship of unit salary
costs and differences in enrollment and In the number of curricula offered; to now
mend an adequate method of obtaining salary costs for state teachertraining instlti-
tions. Data were secured from eight state normal schools and eight state teachers
colleges for the second semester of 1928-29. They were located In four different fits*
widely distributed geographically and representing different types of organisation. Data
were treated statistically. The correlation results obtained, when the various costs of la-
stltutions offering a varied number of curricula were compared, indicate that school;
baring tbe more differentiated programs tend to increase the percentage of the budget
given to college instruction and decrease the percentage of tbe budget given to training-
school instruction; they increue both the gross expenditures and standard credit costs fw
total salaries, general overhead, and college instruction.

2349. Manning, Lionel Walter. The Interrelation of teacher-training Balm
schedules, state certification, and advancement of method for Industrial arts'
in the secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Oreg. St. Agr.,Coll. 67 p. ma

_ 2350. Nunzenniayer, Lester K. Greater equalization of educational oppor-
tunity through a salary ilchedule. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio.

Pertains to conditions in Ohio rural schools and cities *under 75,000 pspedatkpa.
Z351 National education association. Research division. Salaries in do*

school systems, 1I I tt Washington, D. C., National education association,
1931. (Research bulletin, voL 9, no. 8, p. 160-227. May 1981.)

2352. Special salary tabulation& Tabulations I-A-V-A, Sal-
aries paid teachers, principals and certain other school employees, 1930-1931.
Washington, D. C., National education association, 19111. 5 pis.

2353.- Special salary tabulations. Tabulation LB-V-B, sal-
aries paid school administrative and supervisory often, 19104981. Washing-
ton, D. C., National education association, 1931. 5sta.

2854. Staffs -and salaries in state departments of
Washington, D. C., National education association, 1981. 61 p. ma. Studies
in state educational iihninistrstion, no. 9.)

Department of snaperinteadewast and Research divide.
Preliminary figures on classroom tesebere salaries, 19130-19111, in 1313 large (OW
Washington, D. C., National education association, 1961. 7 p.

, ,research circular, no. 111, Man* 11.9(1)
; .3 .4 3 Sae: .14.
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2356. Osburn, W. J. A study of teachers' salaries. Columbus, Ohio, State
departnlent of education, 1931. ins.

2357. Rutledge, R. I. Report on salaries of superintendents, assistant
superintendents or associate superintendents, and business managers for the
year 1930-1931. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 4 p. ms.

2358. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Conditioned salary increase for
teachers. 193l. 6 p. ms.

The present salary schedule is drawn up on a basis of three probationary years with
Do increase in salary, with an annual increase for each of the following 12 years. On
an years after tbe third year, the annual increase is automatic except at the beginning of
tbe fourth, seventh, eleventh, and fifteenth yean. The schedule was so drawn up as to
provide for some kind of conditioned salary increase on these years. The study is a brief
outline of a plan for the conditioned salary increase.

2359. Soper, Wayne W. Average salaries of teachers in New York State,
1929-1930. Albany, New York State education department, 1931. 12 p. ma.

Analysis of stational taken from superintendent's reports to the State education de-
partment for the year 1929-41).

2560. Starr, Russell W. A comparison of salaries of high school teachers
in Iowa schools offering vocational agricnitfure s:iith those not offering voca-
tional agriculture. Muter's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 97 p. ms.

2361. Stout, C. W. Salaries of city school superintendents of Georgia.
Master's, 1931, Mercer.
2=. Utah education .:,*4 Aria. [Data received from questionnaire no.

35 relating to paying annual salaPries of teachers in 12 inst 1931. 4
p.

By D. W. Pamtt
2363. Wonders, William J. A salary schedule for smaller Colorado school

districts. Master's, 193L Colorado.
2364. Wygal, Fred OIT. An evaluation of the proposed salary schedule of

nemoratleg time thirtieth anniversary at the -founding ot tbe graduate college

teachers college Weals practically 48 boars per week is class attendance and preparation
for class work 16 hours la class and *2 bours is preparation. Only 480 students out of

tbe collep year 1926-27, It was fbund that Mk average student in Colorado State

bulletin, no. 14, 19130.)
hoar. Colokado State teachers college, Greeley, Colo. 11 p. ms. (Research

No took part .stodr. Comparisons are made with like studies at Vassar, etc_
2367. Ankteft 4olui *Ulm, reds, Trends in graduate work, a prognus coin-

Prom a study of the student body and faculti of Colorado State "teadurs college for

2366. Arnlentrout, W. D., Whitney, F. L., awl Woody, W. H. The college

,.
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_ 44,

, VII

,

Nonttomerk county, Master's, 1930. Virginia.
2365. Young, Lloyd Percy. The administration of merit-type teachers'

salary schedules. Doctor's, 193L T. C., Col. Univ.
The purpose of this stalk' was to set up standards governing the use and administra-

tion of merit rating for Wary purposes; to analyze and evaluate the methods of com-
bining merit rails( with the salary schedule and to analyse and evaluate the adminis-
tration of the allrit rating plan need for salary purposes. Data were gathered from a
study of the educational literature on the subject; salary materials of the National
education association salary schedules, rating plans, and other data from 59 cities ; and
personal visitation and study of the administration of the merit-type salary schedule in
nine cities in four States using tbat type sehedule. Criteria governing the administration
of merit-type salary schedules were drawn up from educational literature. The practiceu reported in the 59 cities was evaluated in the light of the standards developed.

Bee wee 2104, 21611, 2182, MT, 2205, 2211, 2216, 2219, 2651, 8888.
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of the State university of Iowa. Iowa City, University'of lows, 29111.
(University of Iowa studies, Series on aims and progress of research, ab,
New series no. 194.) .

This volume is an incomplete record of the proceedings of the csailireafttbe thirtieth anniversary of.the founding of the gradug(e college ot, the nalvezsitr,
purpose of the conference was to confider bow the gradnite college meet* present
and to look forward tq problems and opportunities .to be stet in the next $O years,

2368. Brammel, P. R. A stud, of entrance requirements in the Un
of Washington. Doctor's, 1980. Wuhingtou.

2369. California taxpayers' association. Report on University ci,kt Cali
An analysis of the growth of the University from 1918 to 1929 and of the
cost of instruction during the fall and spring semesters 19213-1929. Los
Calif., California taxpayers association, 1931. 52 D. (Associatimi report
part 2.)

Part 1 is not printed. I

In this study a job analnis was made of the work of over 2,000 faculty
classroom attendance and grades earned by more than 20,000: students were
records of 2,588 classes, having a total enrollment of 174,160 students were
The purpose of the study of the Univenity of California was:to give Info

-would be helpful in its financing and management. The arroyo facludid a eon)
of income and expenditures, 1918 to 1929 the financial @bare borne *Ake Matsthat period; the growth of the university compared with all other colleges in the)

be useful in predicting the future powth and needs of the
1918 to 1929 ; the unit costs of instruction, 1928-29 and the creation . adata that will did

2370. Chamberlain, Charles Edward. Budgetary amok:Mang for 'the sel
college. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

2871. Chambers, Merritt Madison. The structure and legal status of t11

governing boards of state institutions of higher education in the trnibid Btitij
Doctor's, 1931. OM& 350 p. tns. (Abstract reprinted from Abln;racts ofl 1.,.tors' dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State unlveriity, p. 89-4t.)

Includes governing boards of state universities,, landang colleges and 4thertechnical and ¡medal colleges, and all state teacheautrainini institution* above theschool level. Facts are given relative to the nomenclature and else of the
boards ; the term, compensation and methods of selection of niember0; and etaqualifications for membership.

2872. Cowen, Philip A. Oollege tuition trends. Albany, I'leW YOrk
education co

department Nevi 'York City, Science press, 194 4 v.. *elm*
from School and Society, 8i: 73740, May 30, Mi.) .A study was made of tuition fees of 100 private and 67 public *Am,. ands antver*gouped according to endowment, enrollment, sa. oR studentk-geogpaphleal-beatiton,tuition. Although the *groups are not comparable, ..the -relative tuition ,bss followedlar trends in private and public gone's'. Findings : Moses colleges have. Inereaseddire tuition consistently since 1920. Relative tuition, with* was: 011 high as 12 Perin women's caws, am had a rapid, and eignilkaat

41"1"1".m.
2878. Edwards, Marcia. The *relation of college wiroilment- te

depression in the United States, 1890 to 1980. Muter's, 1981. Minnesota.Fluctuations from the sonnet trend of oollegetesir011t in 96 colleges and Univeralfrom 1890 to 1930 are compared with indexes of general business fonditiont for tbeperiod. Findings: College enrollment and peones* indelopt hovs bgla Ati4,10,:P0sia lens-tban-normaI eiromisint Mitt; followed a dspr eitintost gewith a lag of 1 to rims. Graduate wind enrollment baa Aoki .dtocte ten
,2874. Eikenberry, Amos B. A study in inethads -pottlpt- tiSdthig

ter's, 1930. Ohl& (For abstract:98e
One of three sections in a dui of lopiu;niorla 1i ginsril pei4o1ogy

experimental two. p, the ,othor two. Orttorie were ONO alik)OMM:414 -; IMII*41091, fag
students. °Weedy,* 'tests 'airing the it we

__tho

radios were Undid In corer*. s'Aiitsi°01 nesH.,I** IBM* .9114&04!1,10.24444044!
la proem, compubioas.Ie,Sials between tie tliteil'somilY,'Illtit bavi4" _As 431.01Motal Mops. did bolts" stork oak tapsrisstalbast ago 4e ft. *low
Oast the difference was not great Itesaits were oessistently !Mora* ft,am* was.
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28n. Engilhuidto Surrey of -Minnesota colleges 1980. Unlveldti
Minnesota, Minneapolis, I SOOV.

& Harmer, John mint Â .study of the facts involved in establishing a
te university at Fresno, cant Master's, 1981. Stanfoid.

Harmon, taren B. The Irmineip Administration of the small endowed
1 Doctor's, 3.931. New tork. 198. p.

mination of Animas and methods of business administration of 171 small endowed
eviL Findings: Methods of adminlatratioa must be improved before adequate

can be waned.
2378. HarreD1., Joe. 114 Orednate selioolo: their present practices, policies
d problem& Master's, 1931. Western &aerve soe p. ma

Hickman,. G. & The. status of the registrar in the standard four year
tional cakiege. Master's, 1930.. Nebraska. 117 p. me.

Ilsied on questionnaire study of 180 small delkolnklatIonal colleges in ell parts a the
ted States. A iltudy of the mike, euronLentas *dories, the refeatru as a° Ind'PreParaUolk and, ,rauki-of :the resistrar, fitn* and National associations, equip
t and help in Os olks 0114011 t401 Matra. .

Hyde, Melvin W. Standards for publicityprograms in state supported
leges and uni:#ersities. Doctor's, .1981. T. 0, Col. Univ. New York City,
chers Colle*I'Po)tupnb* IJiivers1t7,,1981, 80 p. (Contributions to eduea-

no, 506.) .

be purposes of this study were to determine whether -or not a state.supported col-
or univenitir bu a responsibility for. reporting its activities to its constituents;

determine whaler tbs. .responsibilitlf. fox reporting is the same with regard to all
Titles ; to indicat4 ¡fie moat eitietive agencies for' reportiig the various types of

concerning tho college or mayoralty ; to present a care ilisstrationD *Owing the
ture and Wont of tas gap, oily, I the reporting relationship between a Stateverslty and Its supporting constituency ; and to set up certain standards for publicity

in itate-inipporte d ettlieies sit!
r1. Iowa. Rite dimeit f PÙII1Ó innation. Report of the Iowa

te board of education for the biennial period ending June 80, 1930. ptate
IverMily oft IÔWI, ii)wa.' State .7 sit bt agrieuiture and mechanic- arts, Iowa,
te teachers college, School for the blind; SeliOol tot tie deaf. Eleventh

al remit. Des* litliniegi CID* 480 p
'

Joh31:11s. 114144;e' ?OP) .CTORBMAITO al1044ent a: funds to private and
bile institutions of higher learning illyi,eduq40,al,foux!dations. .1831. lint-

ti of Minneiotá,
. 86,p. uk'8,

btkVet been the recipients of funds lions
of tbe chief isidlicaitionittliiindatiOie diet a t Thillaso: the fUnds ofilve founded** soidir6 Wafted .to Ottata Institutions.

iThiltirsity of Oi-
ta; Ill* /40 _itA40t:itei'ai401160iis4ittois 4.114.0.`fiseal tendencies in

States. witywom.a4M1414004,./11naimtvolliu . '74 Its ms.sti of toodp..* Amok at imsapoi. rand Abe tow of Manterill of the Vasa
of 1440000$11.0.10Liti2OVIscparisi17.-etallsu.itaalyels of' Stmt appropriations. for

purposeest ; TIMIgnattli414114enste ther Alevanslos ilsr4 untroulty, burnout ;for all MI'
hai rostatolkipvasAnal3rditnliiiiito: of. Wrote* niessataree. 0 tendeall.

c ethic* 1
, ..tsciON4410 Wolf P.4iffirrel the Mat* sadite- eitimaa.7.for a

siit i4nainisfrait4 .1havepints in about equal proportions of State-Wprirphit &Aug teem 'yearn. Thita studied' sit the gild slits-oò of ho1emiirisivt0411114rith than-poeket7 tor, wm
likdiftaltiatiik111116400-1411111italiiii .,
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4

2385. Johnson, Palmer O., and Griswold, C. Z. A compáraUvestudyjt
incomes and expenditures of five State universitiesCalifornia, Illinois,
Ata, Ohio, and Wisconsin. 1931. University of Minnesota, Mama
115 p. ms.

A detailed analysis of the sources of income and the educational program u shown by
distribution of expenditures of five comparable institutions over a 5-year period. Yu
ings: There is a tendency towards a gradual reduction in the percentage Of total We*
accruing from the State. Some variation exists among the institutions studied in till
emphasis placed upon the different aspects of their educational programs.

2386. Jordan, Riley R. Educational opportunities- colleges and univers0
ties outside Ohio most largely attended by graduates of Ohio schools. Master'',
1931. Ohio. 236 p.

*2387. Katzin, Samuel. A comparative study of the problem of control In

the administration of higher education in the United States and Elirope,
Doctor's, 1931. New York. 200 p. ms.

A comparative study of control of functions of university government in tbe foll
countries : United States, England, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, and Poland. Thi
purpose wns to determine truthitilness of the criticism that American tiniitretties
governed entirely by outside agencies, ,while European universities are claimed to be
autonomous. Findings: While legally, university control in America prefients marked.
contrast with European universities, in actual practice neither are the American unl.
versifies fully under outside control, nor the European universities under internal on.trol. Both in America and in Europe the control of universities is mixed, possess*
some of the features of internal and of external control. -

2388. Larson, Emil L. Policies and-practices in the granting of the mutes
degree in education. 1931. University of Arizona, Tucson.

2389. Lubbers, Irwin L College organization and administration: current
practices in independent liberal arts colleges. Doctor's, 1981. Northwestern.

2390. MacGregor, Jay B. The genesis and gibwth of 'the control and
administration of the State universiti of Iowa. Doctor's, 1901. Iowa. 296

p. MEL

2391. Maine. University. A survey of higher education in Maine. Report
presented October 4, 1930. 76 p. DIEL

Survey conducted with advisory service of staff of higher educAtio f Teachers college,
Columbia university. E. S. Evenden, chairman.

2392. May, L. L. Trends of college entrance requirements th the Soutbe
States. Master's, 1981. Ohio. 80 p. ms. I

2893. Minnesota. University. Report of the survey commission, 12. An
analysis of the growth in enrollment of collegiate gtudists at the Unliveratty
Minnesota 192Q4921 to 1929-1930. Minneapolis, 1931. .52.p. (Bulletin of the
University of Minnesota, vol. 4, AO. 48, August 2.7493,4)

The increase in enrollment of collegiate students .(4,,t130)reptlax aça(lemic d
the decade ending in 1929-30 'represents total cif '561»er 'cent over '192641. This Il-

%

crease is distributed. betWeen graduate 'and undsigraduittlitudents hi tile ptdi)ortios
approximately 7 .to 40. The increase In undergraduate students ¡seem '10'.be due to a
changing proportion between freshman and upper classinea. Student Mortality rate
decreased. Although most of the graduate students are srsiglateged *pis tbe Stab)
Miasmata, tits proportion is significantly mailer tkir *the usdergiaasible vow-

2804. Morrison, Mrs. Vierit. 'State aid In MOW 'Oiltyg*.#1417
Maiger's, 1981 Maryland.

i.;
Traces the develogiment of state aid io higher *motion -)114771131141 beat 178e

1931. Findings: ¡Maryland It's., granted ss.tete aid tt Memo .educatisit Awe mt..
this .development, the action of the 41$00.i.hal VIM ,b4111.64i folgMtecUele: Totheri thanplauned policy. At presenit the State is confrqnted prOblemssupport of higher iducailitif *blob ariseo

.a2895. National committee on standard
eduoatioli. 4.1 ròrivo
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This bulletin is an effort to set up basic principles which should be followed in

accounting and reporting in colleges and universities and forms of summary financial
reports recommended for use in these Institutions.

2396. National society of college teachers of education. Practices of Ameri-
an universities in granting higher degrees in education. A series of official
statements collected and edited with the authorization -of the executive com-
inittee of the society. By Frank N. Freeman. Chicago, University of Chicago
press, 1931. 187 p. (Yearbook 19, Studies in education, 19.)

Contains an article by J. Orin -Powers on The administration and requirements of the
master's degree in education.

2397. New York (State) Education department. Report on higher educa-
tion in the State of New York, for the school year ending July 31, 1929. In
26th annual report of the Commissioner of education of the State of New York.
Albany, University of the State of New York, 1981. p. 71-117 ; 305-79.

2398. Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, Stillwater. Okla-
homa agricultural and mechanical college and its services. An edinational and
financial accounting to the people of the State by the president and other officers
of the college. Stillwater, Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college, 1931.
259 p. (Bulletin, vol. 28, no. 1.)

2399. OlLear, F. B. Annotated bibliographies on selected topics of hig r
education, especially in the fields of staff problems, student personnel problems,
and finance. (1981.1 Teachers college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y.
Ms.

2400. Oregon. Board of higher education. Biennial report . . . 1929-1930.
Salem, 1931.) 206 p. ms.
2401. Palmer, Archie M. Presidential mortality. Association of American

colleges, New Yórk, N. Y. Association of Anierican colleges bulletin, vol. 16,
no. 4, December 1930. 12 p.

Study of the college administrative changes during 1980 le an attempt to discover
some explanation for the extensive replacement which has occurred in recent years throughanalyses of s (13 The moat% behind the retirement from office of the former incumbents ;and (2) the professional backgrounds and personal qualifications of the new (incoming)presidents and the considerations which led them to enter upon their nevi work.

2402. Pan American union. tuvision of intellectual cooperation. Colleges
and univerHitieS in the 'rutted States having courses 'for the study of Latin
Ametica (taken from catalogues of 1930 and 1931) . Washington, D. C., 1930.
14 p. ms.

2403. Penrod, E. B. Honorary degrees conferred by certain colleges and
universititAilLn:Oe.-Unité'd Státes from 1921 to 1931. 1931. Hillsdale college,
HillsdOet Va. 8 i ttift (11111sdale collegian, vol. 52, no. 23, p. 2, March 19,
1931.) 1 1

The primary object of this iniestigation ascertain to what extent promerltoderreei were gonferred, as hp*orary. QuestiO were mailed to 8 colleges and uni-the Thiited States. *steel,' of the Institutions consulted granted no honorarydegri btitVieen:14fi "and 19Si.. Of the ei institutions replying to the questionnaire,45 have conferred honorary degrees.
2404. Petti.-1; T r. An iirilluation of the new entrance Wit of theUnivers4 ,MastAr's, 10301 Minnesota.
2406J PurvOdatice¡i parks 11. Higher in4it;ntione attended by recommendedand pthgt OcoOieloil 0401 llsaftiepico.bigh Booa graduakes of 1928-1149.

San' 414j9..ireOlfPA',.N4.140 A004: MoltP 2 of w nigh school principal."' annual reports, showing the higher Institutionsattended b; thigh-or:NI graduate".
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2406. Ratcliffe, Ella B. Accredited higher institutions, 19294930. Wash-
ington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 156 p. (U. S. Office of
education. Bulletin 1930, no. 19.)

*2407. Reeves, Mildred Russell. An analysis of the doctoral degrees con-
ferred by New York university 12234229. Master's, 1931. New York. 207

P. ins.
It is the purpose of this study, through an analysis of 178 degrees, to determine

whether or not the type of training which is required for the Ph. D. degree at New
York university is at variance with the uses to which it is put ; to undertake a com-
parative analysis of the policy, organisation, and finished products of the graduate
school of arts and sciences and the graduate school of education on one American
university ; and to attempt to make some estimate of the rOle played by each school in
the field of graduate education at New York university.

2408. Russell, John Dale. Efficiency in college managemet. Doctor's, 1931.
Indiana. 201 p. ms.

2409. Sherbon, Florence Brown, and Ferris, Emily. Experience and opin-
ions of 350 married women graduates of the University of Kansas with refer-
ence to the university curriculum and problems of the American home. Law-
rence, University of Kansas, 1931. 30 p. (Kansas studies in education, vol. 2,
no. 2, June 1931.)

Data were secured from 350 married women graduates of the University of Kansas
to discover their opinion al to what the university contributed to the various aspects
of their domestic ltfe, to obtain their opinion as to the present needs of the American
home, and their opinion as to what the university might or should contribute in the
way of curriculum aids to the American home.

2410. Singleton, Gordon G. The survey of the Georgia normal and agri-
cultural college, Albany, na. Atlanta, Georgia department of education,
1931. ms.

2411. Stowe," A. Monroe. Studies in collegiate education. A continuation
of a bibliography of recent literature on collegiate education compiled for use
in the study of American college problems of interest to college faculty mem-
bers and students. Lynchburg, Va., Lyncbburg college, 1981. 24 P. (Bulletin,
vol. 5, no. 3, June 1931.)

2412. 'United States. Office of education. survey of public higher educa-
tion in Oregon. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931.

298 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1931, no. 8.)
Survey commission : Arthur J. Klein, F. J. Kelly, George A. Works.
Findings: The State board of higher education wail created with Jurisdiction over the 014

publicly supported higher institutions of Oregon In order to unify their activities and to
utilise the institutions to create a single system of publicly supported highet educa-
tion in the State. Data indicate that Oregon falls below the United States as a whole
in the percentages of students in graduate work, in liberal arts, and in Witt, and that
the percentages enrolled in agriculture, commerce, business, engineering, and pharmacy
exceed those of the United &atlas a whole.

2418. ------ --- Survey of state-supPorted Institutions a higher learn-
ing in Arkansas. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1981.
139 p. (tr. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1981, no. es)

Survey commission : Arthur J. Klein, John W. Withers, William B. Bissell.
A study of higher education in Arkansas with reference to : (1) *The nature and

extent of public-sclwol facilities provided as a' 'bats and background fcir higher ethics-
.

tional development ; (2), the tion of higher instituttousi with osblie-seboeil
velopmen,t; (8) the fuliciion of the higher institutions in providing teachers ththe
Public. schools ; and (4) relationships among the higher institutions. &mad! jog and
with reference to the coordination of the functions they ndes othei t 4,0 moo of
teacher tralning. . t I

2414. Watson, Eleanor. An evaluation of a college OducOosí, )p7
graduates of the University of Denver. Master* 1980, beaver: ao
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A surrey of adult educational movegtents in general. Data were gathered from graduate
students and interpreted in the light of their bearing on the problem of the continuous
effect of a college education and of maintaining alumni educational relationships.

2415. Weber, C. Oliver. An experiment at Wells. The will to learn as
exemplified by the molding period at Wells. Journal of higher education,
2: 298-304, June 1931.

In 1929-80, Wells College instituted a reading period of about two weeks, one at the
end of each semester, during which time nearly all regular classes and laboratories were
dismissed, the students studying independently. Judging from a minute survey of
student opinion, the innovation was a great suctess. This conclusion is not contradicted
by any otber consequences, effects on grades, health, etc.

2416. West, Guy Ashley. The administration of subject A at the University
of California. Doctor's, 1931. California. 170 p. ms.

A study of the extent of reliability of Subject A; the extent that objective tests can
be substituted for the-essay examination; the extent tbat instruction in Subject A actually
improves the English of students; and how the Subject A program at the University of
California may be improved. Findinp : Reliability of the essay test in Subject A is
slightly higher than that of essay tests in general but considerably lower than tbat of
the objective-type test. The essay and objective testi measure different functions.

2417. Wilhite, Virgle Glenn. Endowment and funded income of institutions
of higher learning in Oklahoma. Master's, 193Q. Oklahoma. (For abstract
see no. f(is.)

Findings: Proceeds from the sale of theland, reserved by the Federal Government for
the benefit of higher education in Oklahoma, are used for the maintenance of the several
State schools. Q

2418. Wolff, Nary E. Curricular changes in six Ohio colleges since 1895.
Master's, 1981. Ohio Wesleyan.

A study of changes in curricula on Ohio university, Ohio Wesleyan university, Otter
bein college, Oberlin college, Miami university, and Denison university.

2419. "Wright, L X. and Boyer, Carl W. AR survey of the graduates of Muhl-
enberg college. 1931, Muhlenberg college, Allentown, Pa. 45 p. ms

A study undertaken to help determine Muhlenberg's contributions to the teaching
profession.

2420. Young men4 Christian association of the United States of America.
Educational council. Tabulation of curricular work in Y. M. C. A. schools,
1929-1980. 42 p. (Educational council bulletin, vol. 1, DO. 4, November 1930.
Suppletiulnt, no. 1.)

This survey " tends to indicate that on the collegiate level the Y. M. C. A. is finding
its largest field, outside of a few large cities, to be in serving the junior executivet lor
technician, who does not need a complete college education for his occupation but does
revire the essence of a collegiate pregram, which is primarily technological, but includes
a setting and some perspective on that section of life in which he lire. and those people
with whom he deals."

Bee also 18, 21-22, 88, 88, 41, 51, 58, 98, 127 (18), 214, 224, 245, 273, 284, 860, 862,
1511, 555, 1844, 1447-1848, 1859, 1896, 1905, 1981, 1970, 1974, 1986, 2012, 2014, 2029.
2189, 2156, 2211, 2274, 22852 2881 8007, 8011, 3048-3044, 8046-3047, 8059, 3098, 8112,
3147, 8156, 8168, 8218, 8219, 8280 8285, 8255, 8257, 8259, 8263, 8288, 3291-3292, 8355,
8408, 85514558, 8566, 8574, 8592, 8594, 8685, 8715, 8722, 8784-3785, 3788, 8751, 8762,
3790, 8810, 5884, 8988-8964, 4078, 4091-4092, 4102, 4274 ; and under Education extension ;

Educational research ; Normal schools and teachers colleges; Professional education ;

I 'honor lichilareidits the MOP*, Tirsilos sines 18111.

versity of Wyoming. ilmter's, 1980. Wyoming.
A studs of the records ot *imitates of Wyoming his% Schools who We been given

Special subjects of curriculum.

STUDENT PERSONiEL PROBLEMS

2421. Mall, Harry Znoch. The value of homogeneity in predicting college
success from high school grades. Master's, 1981. Kansas St. Coll. 29 p. ms.

A study of 118 freshmen, from engineering division.
2422. And-, Bolger. Record of honor scholarship students in the Uni-
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2423. Baldwin, O. B. The maturation of the college student Master's, 1930.
Kansas.

2424. Barnes, Elinor J. A comparative study of the permanently employed
undergraduate women in the Ohio State university. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 115

p. ms. (Abstract.)
The study aimed to compare the permanently employed undergraduate women students

of the sophomore, junior, and senior classes at the Ohio State university with fouz
groups of equal size of undergraduate women paired by nine criteria in order to find dif-
ferences in : Economic conditions affecting home life; economic conditions affecting the
student while in attendance at the Ohio State university; summer employment activities;
social participation ; and academic achievement and recognition; and to interPret the
differences in the light of ponible causes for such differences and the significance of the
differences for the student herself. Data were collected from questionnaires filed upon
registration and from the college offices. Findings: The permanently employed women
have poorer economic background than the other women; spend less money for general
expenses and clothes; tend to do the 'lame work during the summer that they do during
the school year, and their earnings are about half those of other groups; do not partici-
pate in ocial functions, and do slightly better academically as measured by cumuktive
point-hour-ratio than other groups.

2425. Baughman, Dryden. A comparative study of the scholastic record
made by the freshmen classes of 1928 and 1929 in common courses in various
curricula of the Alabama polytechnic institute. Master's, 1931. Ala. Poly.
Inst. 30 p. ms.

A comparison of the freshman chemistry, English, and history grades of liberal arts
students with tbe grades of professional students of equal mental ability. The findings
show that professional students of below average intelligence tend to make higher grades
than their equals in a liberal arts course. With the students of above average intelli-
gence this seems to be true in a much smaller degree among certain professional groups
but not among alL

2428. Beck, Hubert Park The relation of honsiqg to grades received by
freshmen at the University of Chicago. Master's, 1931. Chicago.

A study of freshmen classes entering tbe University of Chicago in the autumn of 1929
and the autumn of 1930; freshmen were divided according to whether They lived at
home, in dormitories, in fraternity houses, in rooming houses, etc., and differences be-
tween students in different housing groups with respect to high-school average, prognos-
tic test, etc., were studied.

2427. Blair, Glenn Myers. The prediction of freshmen success In the Uni-
versity of Washington. Master's, 1931. Washington. 70 p. ma.

Findings: Freshman success can be predicted with greater accuracy by means of re-
missive equations than by high-school average. Correlation between these two criteria
and freshman average are .563 and .514, respectively. If high-sehool and college marts
could be made more meaningful and reliable and the intelligence test more reliable tbe
predictive value of the regressive equation would be considerably higber than it is. The
multiple coefficient would be .679.

2428. Blair, John L. Significant factors in the prediction of college success.
Doctor's [1931]. Kent litt. Nor. Coll.

All available data on entering students at Kent were checked against various criteria
of success during the first college year of the students.

2429. Brandenburg, Ce C. Successful they do and what they
think. Lafayette, Ind., Purdue university, 1930. 345 p. (Purdue univendty.
Studies in higher education, 16, November 1930.)

A total of 232 replies tà a questionnaire were teturned by alumni who had graduated
between tbe years 1887 and 1917.

2430. Itreitwieser, I. V. The graduate students. School of education reeord
(University of North Dakota), 16:37-44, November 1930.

This is a study of the sex, age, nationality, training, and choice of mkjors and ninon
for the graduate students of the 1930 summer session i and a comparison with the 1929
summer student& II

a

2431. Brooks, Bowler D. Practice needed by graduate students to seqeire
skill In statistical =aloft. 19111. &Rau* university, Greencastik Ind.

what
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2432. Camp, Dolph. A personnel study of the graduates of Hendrix college.
Master's [1931]. Peabody. 52 p. ms.

Deals _with six graduating clams of Hendrix college, 1925-1930, inclustve.
0433. Campbell, Ruth. A study of the relationship between types of hous-

ing and academic standing of girls entering the University of Wisconsin in
September 1928, for the years 1929-30. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

2434. Carbon, Harold S. Information and certainty in political opinions: a
study of university students during a campaign. Iowa City, The University,
it131. 48 p. (University of Iowa studies. Studies in character, vol. 4, no. 1,
August 15, 1931. New series 209.)

A rating sheet, information test, and questionnaire were given to 357 University of
Tows students at the time of the 1928 elections, to study the subjective certainty with
which certain prevalent opinions were held in relation to the test knowledge of the
principal facts that were supposed to be relevant to them; and to study the influence
of several factors an the relationship between certainty and information.

2435. Cederstrom, J. A. Gains of the highest and lowest_ Journal of higher
education, 2: 321-25, June 1931.

A study in measuring achievement at the college level based on scores In scaled tests
(A and B) given at the beginning of the course and at intervals during the course.
Findings: The students having highest initial attainments in five groups in college
zoology tend to make lower gains than those having tile lowest attainments. In spite of
their greater gains the latter group do not reach the final attainment of those having the
better start.

2436. Repeaters at the college level. University of Minnesota. Min-
neapolis. Journal of applied psychology, 15: 411-17, August 1931.

Determines achievement on basis of the gains made as shown in scores made in scaled
tests (A and B) given at beginning of course and at end of tbe course in an elementary
college zoology tonne.

2437. Chauncey, Marlin Ray. The educational and occupational preferences
of college seniors: their significance for college achievement. Doctor's, 1931.
T. C., CoL Univ.

The study is founded upon three types of data collected in the study of the relations
of secondary and higher education in Pennsylvania by the Carnegie foundation for tbe
advancement of teaching in cooperation with the joint commission of the Associatibn of
Pennsylvania college presidents and the State department of public instruction: (1) Areport of the student blank secured from college seniors' answers to questions relating
to special subject interests and abilities; (2) a comprehensive college achievement test
giving measures of achievement for certain fields of study ; and (3) a record of secondary
and college crfdita making possible the control of the amount of training which the
student bad secured in a given subject.

2438. Dalley, Jesse E. 'A study of freshmen failures in college of literatuce, 4,
science and arts, University of Michigan, 1926-27, 1927-28, 1928-29. Master's,
1930. Michigan.

2439. Deal, Roy W. An aliempt to improve the reading-for-study ability of
college freshmen. Doctor's, 1931.* Nebraska. 100 p.

A systematic practice in reading for study followed by tests of retention.
2440. Dellinger, Martin Luther. Freshman week in the American college.

Master's, 1931. Virginia.
2441. Douglass, Harl R. Relation of high school preparation and certain

other factors to academic swam at the University of Oregon. Eugene, Uni-
Tersity of Oregon press, 1961. 61 p. (Education series, voL 8 no. 1.)A study of the class of 1930 of the University of Oregon to find the relation of marks
In college to subjects taken in blab school, to size of high school from which graduated,salaries paid teachers, American council psychology tests. high school marks in varioussubjects, and principal? ratings. Windings: Practically sere (partial) correlation wasfound between pattern of blga-edtool studies, site of schools, or teachers' salaries, and
college sacoass. Correlation et from 45 to 54 was found on higbitebool marks, payeliol-
ogy-teat scores, and principle ratings. Multiple correlation corrected for anemia-tieuscr..75. .
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2442. Drake, Charles A. A study of an interest test and an affectivity test
In forecasting freshman success in college. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.
New York City, Teachers college, Columbia University, 1931. 60 p. (Contri-
butions to education no. 504.)

The American council on education psychological examination for college freshmen hadbeen given to each entering freshman class of Adelphi college since 1925, and the Presseytest (parts 1 and 4) had been given each year since 1926. Data obtained were analysed
by partial and multiple correlation techniques as related to each other and to average
college grades. Data indicate that by reason of the gross nature of the relationships
measured by such tests, not much advance can be expected from elaborate intensivestatistical analysis of measures such as these.

2443. Eurich, Alvin C. Enlarging the vocabulary of college students. 1931.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 8 p. ms.

An experimental study to determine whether college students enlarge their vocabularies
through special drills. The experimental group made significantly greater gains than thecontrol group.

2444. A preliminary study of probation student& [19311 Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 32 p. ms.

A study of the character of a gultup of probation students. Findings: The probation
students have much lower ability as measured by intelligence tests than students not on
probation.

2445. The reading abilities of college students. Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota press, 1931. 200 p.

Studies the effect that drills in vocabulary, paragraph reading, and study have upon
reading efficiency, vocabulary, marks in English, and marks in all subjects taken bythe students. Findings: The results indicate that the experimental group made sig.nificant gains in vocabulary tests that overlap tbe training exercises. No significantgains were noted on the other testa. The conclusion is drawn that the training exer-cises were efficacious in producing improvement In the specific vocabulary upon whichdrill was given but not in general vocabulary.

2446. Ferguson, George O. Some factors in predicting academic success in
the college of arts and sciences, University of Virginia. University of Vir-
ginia record extension series, Secondary education in Virginia, 12: 3-18, April
1931.

This study deals with the students who entered the college for the first time In Sep-
tember 1980, carried 15 hours of work, and took all their examinations at the end of
the first term. Data indicate that there are no criteria which will exclude poor student(
without atikke same time excluding good ones.

2447. Raymond Henry. A study of the scholarship of self-supporting
and working students of Stanford university. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2448. Foster, C. R., Jr., and Dwyer, Paul S. A study of the geographic dis-
tribution of students in 863 American colleges and universities. New Bruns-
wick, N. J., Rutgers university, 1931. 32 p. (Rutgers university bulletin, Ser.
8, no. 1, July 1931. Studies in education, no. 1.)

The 868 institutions studied enrolled 601,547 students. The criteria considered were:The number of States representid, the percentage of students from the " home State,"
the percentage of students from the " home district."

2449. Fox, Deyo B. The problems as measured by the Purdom diagnostic
test that are associated with the successful and the unsuccessful students.
Master's, 1981. Michigan.

2450. Freeman, Prank S. Predicting academic survivaL Journal of educa-
tional research, 23: 113-28, February 1981.

A study of the value of the mental test in predicting length of survival in a college or
arts and sciences. Findings: The test Is especially valuable fdr the highest and lowest
ranges.

2451. Friedman, Max H. Distribution of grades in Washington Square
college of New York university. Master's, 1081. New York. 80 p. ma.

A comparison of the distribution of grades with the normal distribution, and * com-parison of grads, given by various departments and !Admetus with ths ,distribution
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by tbe college and the normal distribution. Findin¡s: Grades for the college are higher
than they would be under a normal distribution; most of the departments vary widely
from the normal distiltbution ; the distribution of the various marks given by each in-
structor varies widely in most cases from the distribution for his department, for the
college, and from the normal distribution; instructsts within the same department even
though teaching the same courses differ widely from one another in their distribution of
grades. Study of the literature shows that wide variations in the distribution of grades
is common to most colleges and departments.

*2452. Furbay, John Harvey. Undergraduates in a group of Evangelical
Christian colleges. Doctor's, 1931. Yale. 139 p. ms.

The purposes of this study were to determine: (1) The general backgrounds of the
students before entering the el:pliers; (2) the purposes and aims of the students; (8)
the opinions of the students regarding their training in these schools, and (4) the
isolating of the chief unmet needs of the students. The institutions studied were:
Asbury college, Eastern university, Houghton college, John Fletcher, Taylor university,
and Wheaton college.

2453. Garnett, Raymond L. The 1929 University of Missouri freshman
class and its success. Doctor's, 1931. Missouri. 179 p. ms.

A study of thei-elation of 13 psychological, social, economic and scholastic factors eto uni-
versity freshman success. Of the 13 factors considered, only two, the high-school scholar-
ship rank and the American council on education psychological examination appeared to
have a significant relationship to freshmen success. These two factors were combined
into a university aptitude index which differentiated between successful and unsuccess-
ful freshmen to the following extent : Of the three students who fell below point 10
on the aptitude scale, none succeeded, while of the 19 students who fell above the '89
point, all succeeded. Of the 84* students who fell below the 20 point, two, or 5.9 per
cent, succeeded, while of the 108 students who fell above the 79-point on the scale, 96,
or 88.9 per cent, were successful. Of the 86 students who fell below the 30 point on
the scale, eight, or 9.3 per cent, were successful, while of the 152 who fell above the
69 point on the scale, 81.7 per cent succeeded. Of all the successful students, only
3.8 per cent fell below the 80 point on the scale and 58.9 per cent fell above the 69
point OD the aptitude scale. A student's chances for duccess rise steadily from no
chance in the lowest 10-point step ;on the 10-step scale, oie cUnce in 15.5 in the second
step, one chance in 8.7 in the third, to one chance in 1.4 in the eighth step, one chance
in 1.2 in the ninth and a perfect chance in the tenth and highest step.

2454. Geffert, Bessie. Comparative scholarship ratings of fraternity and
non-fraternity students. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. Coll.

2455. Gillis, Ezra L Report on freshman grades. In Association of Ken-
tucky colleges and universities. Proceedings, 1930. p. 30-37.

Findings: Colleges and departments, and even instructors, vary greatly in assign-
ing marks; variation in marking is due to instructori rather than to subjects; high
grades given in a subject in one college seem to offer no reliable basis for predicting that
high grades would be given in that subject in another college ; a grade A given by
different instructors seems to represent as many different levels of achievement as would
be represented by A, 8, C by a given instructor.

2458. Goldsmith, V. V. Personnel study of college letter and non-lette.r
men, University of Kansas. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

This is a study of the comparison of teachers' marks of athletes and nonatbletes in
paired groups for a 5-year period. Findings: Athletes made slightly better high school
and college marks and failed fewer college hours.

2457. Hampshire, Hattie Woods. Effects of emotion upon academic success.
Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 75 p. ma.

Includes the study.of 200 college student*
2458. Held, Omar Conrad. An attempt to predict .the success of university

freshmen in the4r adjustment to scholastic work. Doctor's, 1931. Pittsburgh.
(For abstract see flÖI 715.) .

The members of the freshman club entering the University of Pittsburgh In September,
1928, were chosen as Mel subjects for the study.. The Pearson product moment correla-tion techniqui was one method used, to determine the relationship between preadmissiondata and ogler, acblevemant. findings: Bosh. preadmissiop factors, especially thecomposite placement test rating, predict genets! aca4emic achAti*tuent in the freshmanyear of college,vraetteally u well u frighbas giades predièt sopiukhore grades. The
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accuracy of prediction of academic college achievement in the freshman year is increased
in some instances where several preadiaission factors are considered jointly for pre-
diction.

2459. Hood, Helen Vander Veer. Report on students who enrolled In college
preparatory courses against advice of research deptirtment. Alhambra, Cant,
City high school, 1931. (For abstract see no. mb.)

Data on the 170 pupils studied indicate that almost none of them stood a very good
chance of reaching college and that the Research department was justified in advising
them to go into some course other than college preparatory.

2460. Hump. J. Anthony. Conference proceedings of the College per-
sonnel officers held at Oberlin college, October 27-28, 1930. Oberlin college,\
Oberlin, Ohio, 1931. 60 p. ms.

2461 Judin, Laurence A. Ability and scholastic success of transfer students
in the College of education. Master's, 1931. Minnesota.

2402 Katz, Daniel and Allport, Floyd Henry. Students' attitude& A re-

port of the Syracuse university reaction study. Syracuse, N. Y., Craftsman
press, 1931. 40.8 si

Bibliography, p. 898-402.
The purposes of this study were threefold : First, the practical objective of college

education second, to Investigate tbe psychology of the modern college students; third,
to ascertain the character of attitudes and opinions held in different groups. The entire
discussion is based upon the returns from the Reaction study at Syracuse university
in 1926.

2463. Kurani, Habib A. Selection of students for admission to America
colleges. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

This study analysed the admission procedures ef 287 colleges and sties,
veloped a theory of selection, and gave a concrete proposal for improving admission and
selection. Findings: Data indicate that in general, the number of criteria employed for
admission and tbe accuracy with which they' are adhered to rimy in accordance with the
demand for entrance to an institution and its ability to meet it. The function of 'eke%
don is tbe direction of the student to the Institution or line of study which most ade-
quately meets his needs.

2464. Magnuson, Henry Walter. A study of the relation between teacher
judgment, intelligence, and grades received by 80 scholastically superior uni-
versity students. Master's, 1961. Stanford.

2465. Mathews, Chester O. Factors affecting the achievement of superior
college du i 5aats. 1930-1931. Ohio Wesleyan university, Delaware,

2466. -4, X. B. Instructors marks received by letter and non-letter men.
in co Muter's, 1931. Kansas.-

A study of 90 pairs of letter and nonletter men enrolled at some time from 1924 to
1928, bclusive, In Kansas State teachers college of Imports equated on the basis of
mental test owes. Letter men had lower mean mental test scores, higher marks, and
were younger.

246T. Nakhosteen, Xelmil Khans. Treatment of personality difficulties among
college students. Master's, IMO. T. C., Cola Univ.

The study includes social, technical, adininistrative, and moral eduCation, showing
pereasal development, better understanding of life situations, and better monistic.
for future vocation.

2468. Nelson, Belford Beetham. An attempt to increase the predictibility of
college ability tests by wOrk-limit methods. Master's, 19$1. Ohia. SS m&

Students wbo had taken time-Ilan entrance tests were even Vierent bra work-
limit, alleviating emotional factor of time. One group flubbed the test la sae sasetr
tag and another group la four meetings. Work-limit time and wore vase eocrelated
with sebolastie ~arm Due to extraneous *factor* 'The ow-meeting group saye 'sat*
liable resets. Tbe P4-steettog group gave eoellkleau of correktioa between Irsiiirrlisit
seers aad pointbear ratio or sebolastie averages VOW than betimes tbse-Haft wore
aad pobt-boer ratio._ la moot groups was positive isistiossildp betimes dog! 1/44past-hour ratio. rtflieti*Iti slightly,
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2469. Nelson, land. Success of students who transter from college to
college at the University of Nebraska. Master's, 1930. Nebiaska. 104 p. ms.

This is a study of the academic achievement of 812 students who transferred from
one college to another in the University of Nebraska. The study indicates only alight
Improvement in scholastic standing following transfer. Considerable variation exists as
to the amount of improvement or lowering of schola.stic standing between tbe various
colleges and between the classes in each college.

2470. Nelson, M. J. The predictive value of the freshman tests administered
in the fall of 1929 for scholastic achievement during the school year of 1929-
1930. Cedar Falls, Iowa state teachers college, 1930. 4 p. ms. (Research
report, no. 5.)

It was found that one indication of the predictive value of the testa is in the corre-
lation between test scores and the number of grade points earned. Complete data are
on band for 757 students who were present during all of the three terms. The two
English tests seem to give the best prediction of general scholastic success. The high-
school content test and the reading test showed some superiority in selecting students
who win not succeed in college. No test has any significant superiority in selecting
tile students who have the highest scholastic achievement.

2471. Newlon, Clara W. A study to determine the nature and stability of
certain interests of certain students at the University of Pittsburgh. Master's,
1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of the study was to determine : The nature of freshman vocational
chokes; the stability of freshman vocational choices ; the relation between vocational
choice and interests; the stability of interests; whether or not certain categdries of
interests are pectilkr to °certain types of students; and whether certain interests are
stable among certain types of students. Data consist of responses made by 99 Maim-
!city of Pittsburgh students during the freshman year 1927 and during tbe senior year
1930 to 420 Items in the Strong vocational interest _blank. Data indicate that if
interests are an index of vocational significance, some students will find the occupa-
tion which they have chows unsuited to their disposition ; since large numbers of
interests may change without change in occupational choice, it seems that many items
in the blank have no relation to some of the occupations, or it may mean that tbe
individual already embarked on a vocational training program may be forced by cir-
cumstances to continue; by the time individuals become freshmen in college, they have,
acquired more than 50 per ceat of interests which they possess during tbe. senior year.
The influences which are brought to bear on men students during their residence at
the university seem to produce an attitude of ope -mindedness toward a greater num-
ber of peculiarities of people; those brought to bear on the women students seem to
produce In them an attitude of prejudice against a greater number of .pecullarities of
People-

2472. Follett, Earl IL Student mortality at the 'University of Oregon.
Doctor's, 1961. Oregon. 237 p. ms.

Purpose of the study was to analyze certain variables in order to determine, tf possi-
ble, what relation they bear to tbe fact that certain students remain in the univer-
sity until graduation and- otters transfer to other institutions or withdraw before
they graduate.

247& Patterson, Bath Anita. Evaluation ora personal rating blank as used
for graduate student& Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2474. Peisen, Rachel. A study of the grade average curves of the four four-
year colleges in tbe University of Arkansas. Master's, 1931, Arkansa& 59 p. ms.

An investigation of the grade-point averages made by tbree groups of enteriag fresh-
men at the Univeisity of Arkansas- ti) aseertVa the treads which these averages take kwy
colleges as the students advance from year to year. A part of tbe study Is devoted fo au
analysis of the facts reprding tbe relationship of persistence 'and scholastic aptitude
to grade-point averages. Tbe records,of 1,388 students are inclutied.

2475. Pope, Ruth Vesta. Factors affeicting the elimination of women stu-
dents from selected coeducational' colleges of liberal arts. Doctor's, 1981.
T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers Columbia uni,versity, 1981.
111 p. (Contributions to oducatioa. no, 485.) . a t

A stittr wits made of the conga careers 0 all tomb/nest eutexing in 1925 who left before
graduation, la order to diotenoloe the aindltions under which women itudents la air--
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colleges of liberal arts were eliminated. By means of interviews, questionnaires, lettersand the perunal of all official records, data were compiled concerning the 680 studentswho had entered the class at that time. Findings : The reasons for withdrawal werevaried; reasons of a personal or social nature predominated; reasons that contributedto the vitbdrawal of an individual were in order of frequencyeconomic, academic,physteal, and social.
2476. Pullias, Earl V. The qualifications and achievements of Henry Strongscholars. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 97 p.
A study of the Henry Strong educational foundation scholars who attended the Uni-versity of Chicago during the years 1912-1930.
2477. Reebel, Katherine Rhys. An analysis of the first semester scholasticrecords and Binet test records of the 1930 college freshmen in the Universityof Pittsburgh who ranked in the lower 20 percentiles on the American councilof education tests. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)The students whose scores fell within the last 20 percentiles on the American couneilon education tests were selected for this study ; their records on the Simon-Binet test,and their first semester academic grades were also used. The students having the higherintelligence quotients showed a higher pereentagaf their number passing the subtestaMost of this group of students failed to do average tIegwork.
2478. Remmers, H. H. and Stalnaker, J. M. A \it-till-dry of the class enteringPurdue university in 1926. Lafayette, Ind., Purd e university, 1931. 81 p.(Bulletin, vol. 81, no. 9. Studies in higher educatio 17.)This study preseets a statistical survey of the evaluati n of testtand personal datagathered for the class entering the university in 1926, an1 shows the extent to whichthey have been effective prognostic measures. Data were g4tered for each of the 1,126entering students on age at entrance, sex, high-school defickncies, occupation of father,university classification, health rating, environment in which he lived, vocational pref-erence, orientation test scores, etc. Findings: At the end of four years 29 per cent ofthe students had graduated, 46 per cent had voluntarily withdrawn from the univer-sity, and 14 per cent are still trying to accumulate sufficient credits to graduate.
2479. Ross, Robert Trowbridge. Problems of college freshmen. Master's,1931. Southern California. 89 p. 4
2480. Schumpert, Robert L. Aspects of the college personnel program Mas-ter's, 1931. Wisconsin.
2481. Schwenk, L. Azina. A diagnostic interpretation of the scores of theCarnegie general culture test at the Pennsylvania State college. Master's,1931. Penn. State. 49 p. ms.
A tabulation of the frequency with which each of the 980 items of the test wasmissed by the 180 sophomores in the School of education who took the test showson what types of items our students were best and on what types they were lowest. Objectis to determine what further instruction should be advised for them in order that they mayround out their culture.
2462. Segel, David. Differential prediction of ability as represented bycollege subject groups. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For abstract see no. 717a.)The purpose of the study was to set up a method of comparing tbe probability ofsuccess in one college-subject grasp with the probability of success ilk anaher college-subject group. Tests on history, English, algebra, and interest were given to graduating- high-school venters who intended to go to College. Data indicate that differential pre-diction of success may be added as a method to the practice of guidance at the, collegelevel and probably at lower levels.
2483. Smith, Tiniest B. Comparison of academic grades, courses, and profes-sions of 471 varsiti-atbletes at the University of Michigan. Master's, 19314Michigan.
2484. Smith, Merrill Jefferion. A study of the alumni of the New Mexicomilitary Institute. Master's, 1931. Stanford. t

2485. Stewart, A. W. A comparison a the work dote at the PesugylvianiaState college by rural high school students with that done by students fromurban high schrbritliVit, Mo. rem. State, :Mot obstotct ee 14)* 114
t.
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Findings; Students from tbe rural high schools scored somewhat lower than urban
students in the placement tests given at their entrance to the college. In academic
achievement as measured by grade points there was little difference between the two
groups. While the rural high school students entered college with something of a hart&
cap, they overcame the handicap and equalled, or even slightly surpassed the students
from the urban high school.

2486. Stewart, Joseph B. 6 : '1rd of students entering Georgia colleges,
1929-30. Atlanta, Ga., Unive ty of Georgia, 1930. 79 p. (Bulletin, vol. 31,
no. 2.)

The reports of students were compiled by the registrar of each institution. Shows
freshman grades in Georgia colleges, first term, 1928-29, and compares high-school and
college-freshman grades of 2,281 Georgia students, 1928-29.

2487. Teague, O. D. The predictive significance of pre-college data with
reference to college success. Master's, 1931. Tennessee. 90 p. ms.

2488. Thompson, Lorin A., Jr. Note taking in relation to college success.
1931. Ohio State university, Columbus.

2489. Will, Roland G. The university, college, and normal school students
in Oregon. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 387 p. ms.

Analysis of the social, economic, and academic background of 8,192 students repre-
sating about 85 pe t of the enrollment of the institutions of higher learning in
Oregon. Findings 'o i -school students are the most poorly equipped students 43CO-
MADICa11Y, socially, and . The university students rank highest. Small
private arts college students nk ween these two groups.

2490. Wood, Waldo Emerson. A study of performance on the graduate level
based upon subject marks and intelligence test scores: ages 20 to 60. Doctor's,
1931. Indiana. 229 p.

2491. Woody, Clifford. Achievements and interests of students entering' 19
institutions of higher learning in Michigan in September, 1929. 1931. Univer-
sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Findings: (1) Great variation in selective power of different institutions was found;
(2) teacher-training institutions are not getting as good students as other institutions;
(3) students enrolled from outside of State are of higher mental ability than those from
within the State; (4) students of larger high schools made higher scores on tests than
those from smaller high schools; and (5) students from larger high schools make higher
marks during first semester of college work than those from smaller high schools, etc.

2492. Wrenn, Charles Gilbert. A student among the superiorities of college.
School and society, 83: 462-63, April 4, 1931.

Bee also 483-434, 483, 4,42, 2009, 2082, 2095, 2098-2099, 2104, 2109, 2118, 2899, 8580,
3582, 3586, 8748.
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2493. Allen, William Cox. The doctrine of church*and state as applied to
education. Doctor's, 1931. South Carolina...64 p. ms. (For abstract see no
717.

2494. American educational research association. School organiaztion. Re-
view of educational research, vol. 1, no. 8, June 1931.

w. W. Core, chairman.
Bibliography : p. 281-44.
Contents: The development of publie-schoot,prganisition, by W. W. Core, p. 168-72;

Evaluation of thgr various units et 4sblic-schoól system, by W. C. Reavis, p. 178-99;
Pupil classification and grouping, by Paul T. Rankin, p. 20040.

2495. Anderson. John. /rusty Duties of business ecceentives in cities of
100,000 or more inhabitants. Master's, l!':1. Chicago. 48 Q. me.

This study iscluded business executives in the public school systems of aides in the
United States having 100,000 or more inhabitants according to the United States owns
of 1931 Findings : Cities are Doi grants in duties required of lousiness executives.
Businedi westiveis are either responsible to the board fat the pertersiasee of their duties
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234 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

or to tbe superintendent of schools. In a majority of the cities they were responsibkto the superintendent of schools. There is no uniform title given to business executives.Many duties of the business executive are strictly educational in nature. Duties may beclassified under six headings: (1) secretarial or clerical duties; (2) administrative orexecutive duties; (3) duties that pertain to the school plant ; (4) duties that pertain tosupplies ; (5) duties that pertain to handling of school funds, and (6) miscellaneousduties.

2406. Bachman, Prank P. The all-year school of Nashville, Tenn. Nash-ville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1931. 60 p. (George Peabodycollege for teachers, Field studies no. 3.)
Data indicate that E summer quarter, as an integral part of an all-year school. canserve to advantage a highly selected group a children only, and that its doors can notjustifiably be thrown open to all children who may present themselves for enrollmentThe summer quarter as an integral part of the all-year school has in no way affectedeither the building or teacher requirements for the regular quarters.
2497. Baker, Benjamin Whittier. The work of the superintendents in thesmall school systems. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 151 p. ms.
2498. Bize, David. A definite procedure for requisitioning and purchasingsupplies for small schools. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 99 p. ms.A definite procedure is worked out for requisitioning and purchasing supplies in aschool system whose population I. under 600. The study includes practices in schools,business institutions, and supply houses. It criticizes present practice of schools andrecommends forms, explaining how to use them.
2499. Brown, Glen David. Planning and executing a public school insuranceprogram. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 108 p. ms.
2500. Bursch, James F. An analysis of clerical work in Sacramento elemen-tary and junior high school. Sacramento, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 5 p.
2501. A study of pupils attending other than the elementary or juniorhigh school nearest which they reside in Sacramento. Sacramento, Calif.,Public schools. 1931. 49 p.
2502. California commission for the study of educational problems. Re-port. Sacramento, California State printing office, 1931. 2 yeas.Contents: Vol. 1. Student problems, p. 15-74; teacher problems, p. 75--94; school organi-rAtion problems, p. 95-126; school costs and revenues, p. 127-84; miscellaneous schoolptoblems, p. 185-208. Vol. 2-Appendix, 197 p.
2503. Challender, Harry Morgan. The administration of public education inWyoming. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
2504. Clark, Edward T. Some factors for consideration in the founding of aschool. Master's, 1981. T. C., Col. Univ. 135 p. ms.
2505. Croessmann, Pauline. A job analysis of the administrative positions inpublic schools. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 50 p. ms.
Cases included North Central States and took up administrative duties la elementaryand secondary schools. Findings: (1) Men and women advance at about the same ratein administrative work ; (2) religion is a factor to be considered in an administrator;(8) women begin about two years later than men upon an administrative career; and(4) there is no well-defined system or advancement in this type of work.
2506. Cunningham, Ray itichael. The relationship of pupil saturation totype of residence district Master's, 1981. Southern California.2507. Davis, Lawrence R. Student migration in the achol* in towns of1,000 or less population in Iowa. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 50 p. ms.2508. Deffenbaugh, W. S. School administration 111 state educational surveyreports. Washington, United States Government printing aloe, 1981. 84 p.(U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1980, no. 85.) .Tbis conwilatiountains some of the principal recommendations rebating to State andlocal school tion found in Ew of the State surrey reports. Only teporteprinted since 1920 have . used in this etudy4' There Is" appended an article by theUnited States Co lisui of Mutation giving/ t »review at 'some a. theexperiments and )4$ . ot th States is school *Nano
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2509. 'Elliott, Albert W. The status of the democratic ideal in the field of
,4.11001 administration. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 177 p. ms.

A study of the growth and history of the democratic ideal, showing the extent to which
the democratic ideal governs In the activities of school administrators. Findings: Ap-
proximately 75 per cent of the school administrator's activities are democratic. The
remainder are largely autocratic.

2510. Engelhardt, Nickolaus L. and Burton, T. C. A report on a imposed
country day school for New Canaan, Ounn. 1931. 42 p. (Privately printed.)

2511. Pixley, Everett H. The superintendent in the smaller town, a study
based upon conditions In Oklahoma, with special reference to the professional
training of superintendents. Doctor's, 1931. Harvard. 227 p.

2512. Forney, Burton Edward. Training of the school office personnel.
Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2513. Frank, Harold P. A study of pe methods of acquiring and administer-
ing land for public school purposes in the United States, in cities having 25,000
00 more inhabitants. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 140 p. ms.

Includes 126 cities having a population of 25,000 or more, located in 83 States and
the District of Columbia. Total of 6,319 public-school sites were included. Findings :
(1) The junior high school, tendenry to increase the sise of school units, and the
emphasis being placed on physical education are major factors affecting school-land
problems; (2) scientific procedure for selecting and acquiring school land is to be
desired; (8) wide nee of school sites not in actual use should be encouraged; (4) prac-
tically no disadvantages result from acquisition of school sites 5 to 10 years before use
and (5) there is a marked tendency toward acquisition of larger grounds for all Opel;
of schools.

2514. GeLrlin, R. Z. A study of educational publicity in Texas newspapers.
Austin, University of Texas, 1930. 107 p. (Bulletin no. 3044.)

Bibliography on school publicity : p. 98-107.
The purpose of this' study was to ascertain the quantity and nature of school pub-

licity now appearing in Texas newspapers, and the part taken by Texas newspapers in
getting the findings of the Texas éducational survey before the public. Data indicate
that newspiper school publicity places unequal emphasis on the various items it covers ;
it is concentrated on a few topics; it seems to be becoming more extensive by increasing
the number of topics it covers. Thin seems to be a tendency to give an increasing
amount of space to the high school. Newspaper school publicity is concentrated at or
near the beginning and end of the school year.

2515. Grover, C. C. and Davis, May E. Report of cafeteria survey com-
mittee. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 20 p. ms.

A study was made of the various phases of cafeteria management in the Oakland
schools. A set of principles by which the efficiency of the administration of school
cafeterias might be checked *as aimed upon and preeented to the persons coucerned.

2516. Rail, Edward D. A study of the tuition situation in Wisconsin high
schools. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

2517. Hameraly, G. C. The Liability of school districts for injuries occurring
to tehers and pupils. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 68 p. ma.

2518- Trampton, Usury Sylvester. Proprietary versus board schools. Mas-
ter's, MIL Stanford,

2519. Harris, Therman Winfred. The struggle for a federal department of
education in the United Stites. Master's, 1930. Opahoma. (For abstract see
no. 718.)

The study alms: (1) To ascertain the extent of Alse struggle in Congress, amongeducators, and in general agtong people interested in/education; (2) to present the facts
concerning the origlu ot the Principal education bIlls4he action taken on them in Congress,
and *the diaPoeitiOn Matte of them; (8) to analyae the principal bills and compare their
provisionls; and (4) to present, ole principal arguments for and against this proposed
department.
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2520. Hendricks, Floyd W. Powers and duties of city superintendents ofschools. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 118 p. ms.
A study of powers and duties of superintendents of city schools as shown by boardrules and regulations of 160 cities. Findings: There is little variation in the natureand extent of board rulei and regulations for the control of city superintendents incities below 15,000 population ; from 15,001 to 50,000 population, and above 50,000 popu-lation. The number of provisions in various sets .of rules and regulations varies from1 to 39. Five per cent of the provisions are in regard to finance; 8.9 per mitt in .regardto buildings, grounds, supPlies, and equipment; 21.1 per cent in regard to supervisoryactivities; 21.8 per cent in regard to board relationship ; 11.1 per cent in 'regard togeneral powers and duties; and 34.4 per cent in regard to personnel. There is need formore careful planning and organizing by boards of education of the duties and powersdelegated to city superintendents of schools.
2521. Henry, Julius Gilbert. Measuring the effect of publicity on the educa-tional sentiment of a community. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 99 p.
2522. Henzlik, F. E. School administration and the training of superin-tendents for small city school systems, Lincoln, University of Nebraska, 1931.35 p. (University of Nebraska publications, no. 83. Educational monographs,no. 1, May 1931.)
This study describes the rise and growth of school administration; the smáll citysuperintendency as a professional career ; answers the question what is school adminis-tration; describes the need of professional training in school administration; answersthe question " what should be the training of superintendents in small school sYstems?";and gives in the appendix selected readings for students in school administration.
2523. Herring, John P. A point of view and practical technique fOr evalu-ating activity. Lancaster, Pa., Educational council of the Young men's Chris-tian associations of the United' States of America, 1931. 27 p. (Educationalcouncil bulletin, vol. 2, no. 1, March 1931. Supplement, no. 1.)A technique for estimating the value of the returns from tbe effort and money putinto education. Criteria for judging the value of activities, both of individuals and ofgroups are presented for the use of teachers, leaders of physical education, and others.
2524. Hill, Margaret. The Riverdale school. 1931. Reed college, Portland,Oreg. 98 p. ms.
A study of the Riverdale school, giving its history, community surroundings, financialsituation, plant and equipment, personnel, organization and- administration, method,curriculum, and its place in the community. Findings: Riverdale school is a progres-sive schoolnot so progressive as some btit more progressive than the ordinary publicschooL

2525. Hosman, E. M., and others. Publicity helps for school administrator.1931. University of Nebraska, Lincoln. 300 p. ms.
Brings togetber the practical media for school publicity for the school administrator.
2526. Hunkins, L. E. Office planning in small school systems. Master's,1931. Nebraska. 111 p. ms
Investigation of characteristics of offices in 169 schools in Nebraska and surroundingStates with an enrollment tsom 100 to 650 students. The needs in these schools accord-ing to the ideas of the superintendents were determinfd and recommendation, jowls asto proper principles to be used in planning offices and *characteristics of offices, Surgestions were submitted in the form of office plans incorporating these principles andcharacteristic&

.

2527. Hunnicutt, C. William. A study past and ptesent relationship be.

r4C
tween the Federal Government and public education in the U. B. of America.Master's [1931]. Arizona. 76 p. ma.

Primarily concerned with grants to education and tbe general poliq of the 'FederalGovernment with respect to the organisation and control of education. findings :.Tbeprinciple of aid to education by outright gifts was stressed in early times. The laterpolicy with money grants has been to exercise control and to sequin, 'equal or galsitét
. Iefeorts from the States.
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2528. Hunt, Charles G. Qualifications of Indiana township trustees. 1931.
University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 80 p. ms.

A study (random sampling of 280 cases) of the age, sex, edutation, marital status,
parental status, and political, religious, and fraternal affiliations of trustees. Findings:
The estimated mean age Is between 45 and 50 years; less than 0.5 per cent are women ;
93.5 per cent are married ; 50.4 per cent have at least one child in school; 63.5 per cent
have an *lab-vat:le education or less, 22.1-per cent have done secondaryschool work,
and 14.4 per cent have done work beyond the high school ; 28.2 per cent have had some
teaching experience; and 97.8 per cent belong to a church or have a church preference.
The mean membership in clubs and fraternal organizations is PO; 40.6 per cent have
held previous political offices; 67.7 per cent are engaged in agriculture; 12.5 per cent
are proprietors; 6.2 per cent belong in the commercial groups ; and 3.3 per cent are
in managerial positions. No foreign-born trustees were reported and 88.9 per cent had
American-horn parents; 61.8 per cent belong to the Democratic party and 38.7 per cent
belong to tbe Republican pavv.

2529. Jackman, Willard C. A plan for distribution of supplies in small
schools. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 78 p.

A study of 85 schools in Nebraska, including two groups of schools. Group I included
17 schools with from four to eight teachers, and Group II included 08 schools with more
than eight teachers.

2530. Jones, Charles C. The development of measures for predicting growth
of school population. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 135 p. ms.

253L Keefer, Clifford O. The state superintendents of public instruction of
Indiana. Master's, 1981. Ind. st. T. C. 92 p. nuk.

Biography of every State superintendent of public instrution in Indiana since the office
was founded. Findings: Indiana wto the thirteenth State to establish chief school
official ; the office le relatively new in all States.

'2532. Kemmerer, Walter William. School accounting by machine methods.
Doctor's, 1930. Columbia. Houston, Tens, Auxiliary directory company, 1930.
178 p..

This study is intexided to serve as a means of discoveiing and making available the
advantages which may be derived from the use of mechanical equipment In school
accounting and, related procedures. Data were secured from a personal study of 17 public-
school mania, and from information secured by corresPondence and other indirect
means from 17 other pnblic-school systems, all using mechanical accounting equipment

2538. Ketring, John H. Public school insurance in Illinois. Master's, 1931.
Was4ington Univ.

2534. Kirkham) Francis W. Educating all the children of all the people.
Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931. 57 p. (U. S.
Office of education. Bulletin no. 11, 1981.)

This bulletin describes the education of all the children of all the people in Granite
district, Utah. The program described was carried out without material increase in cost
because of itb! simplicity of the plan and the ability of the staff to organize to meet
certain phases of the new set-up for the program without overloading.

2535. Laiall, Robert J. Continuous school pub1ici0; a proposed program.
Master's, 1i. Oincinnati.

2536. Lohmani Ne4 Joseph. Public school publicity in the San Francisco
Bay region. iiiistees, 1931. Stanford.

2537. Mussy, ,11. A. A studY of small school systeins, administered by
superintendent who serves alto as high school principal. Master's, 1930.
Nebraska. 65 p. ms.

A study of schools laIdontana, South Dakota, Kansas, and Nebraska.
2588. Xaxwell, ko;ner H. Tuition rates charged inTennsylvania. Master's,

1931. Pittsburgb. (EN)r abstract see no. 715.)
An attenipt ivies midi to deteruilne t,1!4)
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districts weryi charging an excessive rate of tuition or were not receiving sufficient income
from tuition, and bow the rates of tuition in other counties corresponded to the rates
of tuition in Armstrong County. The results of this study indicate that school boards
do not generally compute the cost of tuition; that it would be more equitable for the
State department of public instruction to compute the tuition rate for each school
district.

2539. Messelheiser, Harriet. The judicial power of the state support. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Chicago. 155 p. ms.

An examination of the statutes and the judicial decisions of the different States of
the United States. Findings : There are only 10 States in the United States which do
not incorporate judicial power into the functions of the office of the State superin-
tendency. These States are Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Maine, Massachu-

.

setts, Missouri, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee. Oilly 14 of the other
38 States have court decisions bearing on the subject. These are Georgia, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, Montana, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. In the 9 StatesIowa, Kentucky, Montana, New
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsinwhere the statutes
give the State superintendent the power of deciding all controversies and disputes arising
in the administration of the public-school system, the judicial decisions have usually
sustained the statute and refused the prerogative writs of the State until the remedies
provided by the school law have been exhausted.

26110.0 Mortensen, M. R. Problems of new school superintendents. Master's,
1931. Nebraska. 120 p. ms.

Problems submitted by 81 superintendents new in their respective positions during the
years 1928-1930. Four hundred forty problems were clasailled, analysed, and conclusions
drawn. Effectiveness of scholastic and professional training also was determined.

2541. Murphy, Asael Beanland. Basic training program for city school
superintendents. Doctor's, 1931. California. _128 p. ms.

Shows the development and present status 'of educational administration as a Geld of
professional study and training, and determines what the training program for a City
superintendent should include. Tbe development of edOcational administration as a field
of study has resulted in many specialized course offering', numerous and differentiated, in
the training institutions. The program for a prqspective city superintendent should
include three to five years' teaching experience in either, or better in both, an elementary
and secondary school after the A. B. is received. Minors should be chosen from the fields
of sociology, psychology, economics, political science, English ; at least 18 wilts fa the field
of education including theor* of education, educational psychology, supervision, educa-
tional sociology, curriculum, educational statistics, and tests and measurenituti; 18 unite
in educational administration, including school finance, business administration, organisa-
tion and administration of the curriculum and supervision, administraton of tbe teaching
personnel, public relations and públicity, organisation of schools and schobl systeMs, and
school housing. The optimum training prom= would comprise .approximately 60 wilts
of selected courses in education ; 36 units, the minimum.

2542. Nanninga, S. P. A plan of organization of the state department of
education. Albuquerque, N. M., Universlti of New Mexico press, 1931. 19 p.
(Bulletin, vol. 5 no. 2, Education series, whole fit'. 197, August 1, 1931.)

From a study of United States Bureau of Education reports,. State school survey
reports, school codes, reports of State boards of educatkm, State teachers' association
reports, etf., the author suggests provisions that should appear in the Ne* Mexico otin-
stitution and school code.

2543. National education assOciation. Department of secondary school
principals. A study of the influence of departmental specialization on the pro-
fessiolial attitudes 9f high school teachers toward certain iiLdminlitilitlya prob-
lems. Berwyn, fll., 1981. 70 p. (13ul1et1n no; 87.)

The purpose of this study was to secure tbe judgments of high-"sciu* teacierrs on cer-
tain important professional problems which ire fre4tiently encountered in aanitniltration

db and to analyze and evaluate the judgmenta,with rasped to their departmental'élgaillaance.
Nine hundred and, sixty-three replieg were .received to a check list sent to tbe Wolters
of 83 schools. Replies were classified into nine groups according to tale subject or sub-

'pets" taught. Findings: There is marked mamma of opinion in all '4epari4i1ehtt with
refetence t9 the best Aimethod of organising the curricalunl ;. Irrittei leseòa Rhtft, arepreferred by a majorItl 9F the teac.hers;, all de tionelte4.t t?'") 900
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group, consider inefficient study habits of pupils as the major cause of pupil failure in
tbeir courses; the teachers of all departments show remarkable similarity of opinion in
their views on the proper use of the class period; the teachers were hesitant in indicat-
ing their attitudes on supervision; all departments prefer that the principal budget his
time and apportion it equitably among those administrative functions generally recognized
ns of the greatest value to the school ; etc.

2544. Department of superintendence. Five unifying factors in
American education. Washington, D. C., National education association, 1931.
543 p. (Ninth yearbook.)

Studies in pupil promotion, community relationships, teacher preparation, finance,
principles of articulation, etc.

2545. Department of superintendence and Research division.
Transportation of school children in 67 large city school systems. Washington,
D. C., National education association, 1931. 12 p. (Educational rewarch cir-
cular, no. 4, March 1931.)

0546. Nebraska. University. School publicity class. Publicity helps for
the school administrator.4 Lincoln, 1931. 278 p. ms.

This bulletin is intended to be used as a publidty manual. Its approach to detail
proLlems is in tbe nature of "how to do," or "how to make," or " how to plan."

2547. New Jersey. Department of public.instruction. Report of a survey
of office practice in the New Jersey high schools, 1929-1930. Trenton [1930].
9 p. ms.

254S. Nichols, John Ralph. State educational policy in California during
1910-1915. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. 460 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 717d.)

The problem was to characterize the State's educational policy from 1910, when the
political and financial "revolution " occurred, to 1915, before the influence e the World
War could be felt. The financial policy of the State was tiaced as a background for the
study. Findings : Financially the system was drifting toward decentralization ; pro-
fessionally and, to some extent,' politically, it was following a policy leading toward
further centralization. The appendix contains valuable statistical data on the public-
chool systetn from 1850-1926, carefully annotated and traceable back to original sources.
2549. Nissen, S. B. The newspaper as a socializing agency for the school.

Master's, 1931. Minnesota. 259 p. ms.
Survey of ffichool-newil cont6nt of South Dakota newspapers.
2550. Oregon Mae teachers association. Committee of thirty. Oregon

tidwation plan. Portland, Oreg.. Oregon State teachers association, 1930. 8 p.
A state-wide plan for the reorganization of pane school system of Oregon.
2551. Osborne, Larkin Vanburen. Administrative and disciplinary prob-

lems in high schools of Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract
see no. 713.)

The purpose Akt Ms study was to determine the most significant disciplinary problems
and by what methods and by whom such problems are handled. Replies to a questionnaire
were received from 600 administrators of the high schools of Oklahoma. Findings:
There has been a vhst change in the Idea and piactice of disdpline; many of the prob-
lems that do occur .are classed as not having significance; no one method of handling
disciplinary problems can be used successfully to the exclusion ,of all others; almost all
problems, both administrative and classroom, are handled to a large extent by the
inst ructors.

2552. Pechota, Henry Lee. The administration and organization of the wel-
fare functions of nine Southern California school systems. Master's, 1931.
Southerit California. 122 p.

A study'of the financial, physical, and personal aspects of (1.) attendance, (2) health,
and (3) pupil guidance, based on personal interviews with the directors of these services.

2r)53. Pool, Archie Lee. School audit service in Oklahoma. Masters', 1931.
Oklahoma. 124 p. ma.

There is no legal requirement for the auditing of scbool finances la Oklahoma. Ques-
,tionnalres returned by 194 lidependent school distrkts of the State indicate that there

130618-82--17
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is a great variation in tbe frequency of school audits. Many schools have lost moanwhich might have been saved had the school had regular financial audits. The size d
the schools is not the major factor in determining the number of days required for,and the cost of, the audit service. Most of the school financial losses might be ells&
nated by a state auditing department centralized in either the State department of Kiwi.tion, or the State examiner and inspector. A form for the use of all school auditors dtthe State is included in the study.

2554. Pryor, Ralph Huntington. Unit control versus multiple control ot
executive functions in school administration. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 112 p.

A study of the proper relationship of a business manager and other board-of-educatioa,
employees to the superintendent of schools, whether coordinate or subordinate, based
an analysis of board rules in 100 cities with populations of 30,000 or more, and onreview of the literature of the subject.,

2555. Risheberger, Paul A. A study of invoices in the Pittsburgh public
schools. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of the study was to determine a classification of school supplies and ex-penses for the accounting department of the board of public education, Pittsburgh, pa.Data were obtained from approximately 65.000 invoices for the year 1929 provided bythe accounting department of the board of public education. Data show that there is ageneral accounting classification under which th(1 school supplies and expense items foundon invoice may be listed. Certain departments of the public schools have definite periodsof the year for ordering school supplies.

2556. Schwartz, Henry L. A comparative personnel study of state and con-
solidated school superintendents in Iowa. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 246 p. ma

2557. Shultz, Fred. Budgetary procedure in city schools of Kentucky. Mas-
ter's [1931]. Peabody. 56 p. ms.

It was found that budgetary procedure is not up to standard.
2558. Sloan, Herbert L. A study of the status of pufic school administrators

In Kansas. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. T. C., Emporia. Emporia, Kansas State
teachers college, 1930. 54 p. (Studies in education, vol. 1, no. 2, June 1930.)

The purpose of this study was to present an analysis of the status of the Kansas
public-school admintstrator's position and to make a comparison of the findings of fist
study with those of similar studies. Data were secured from the high-school principal's
report which is filled out by the administrators themselves and la tiled at the State
superintendent's office at Topeka. Data were taken from the reports for the year
1929-30. Titi Invenigation includes all public-school administrators in Kansas who arein charge of schoots that offer at least one year of public secondary education. Dataindicate that there is a comparatively wide range in the salaries of the Kansas adminis-trators; there are no women administrators in the first or second class cities and only
seven in the third class cities; the majority of administrators have had four years of
high-school training ; the median for the academic training beyond the high school is 4.4
years. Nearly all of the Kansas administrators bold the bachelor's degree. There is needfor longer tenure in one position in order to better the school situation.

2559. Smith, Earl William. Characteristics and provisions for a superin-
tendent's handbook. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 110 p.

Check lists were sent to 80 superintendents in Nebraska and adjoining States.
2560. Sowers, F. E. Administrative implications of creative education.

Master's, 1931. Ohio. 154 p. ms.
2561. Stingel, L. C. Handbook of guiding principles for boards of education.

Master's, 1931. Ohio. 151 p. ms.
2562. Strayer, George D. Nonresident tuition study based -On replies re

ceived in answer to a questionnaire sent to all cities over 100,000 in population.
Washington, D. C., Public schools, 1931. 8 p. ms.

This study of tuition charged nonresident pupils is based on information received Is
response to questionnaire which was sent in November 1930 to 93 cities over 100,004
population asking for information in regard to the amount of tuition collected, thenumber of nonresident pupils enrolled, the basis of cominnation for tuition rates,
standards of exemption, and the rule or law upon which the nonresident tuition thargs
were based.
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2563. Sutton, D. H. Acquisition, management and disposal of Federal land
grants for the support of public schools in Ohio, 1803 to 1931. Doctor's, 1931.
Ohio. 410 p. (Abstract reprinted from Abstracts.,Qf doctors' dissertations,
No. 6. Ohio State university, p. 355-64.)

Talbot, George D. The organization of teachers' handbooks. Master's,
1931. Ohio. 105 p. ms.

From an analysis of 25 teachers' handbooks and 302 questionnaires regarding items of
content in handbooks it was fvod that there is no uniformity in existing handbooks;
and teachers, wherever located, need pretty much the same information.

5115. Walker, Irvin Martin. The status of the superintendent of schools in
Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

Information on such items as training, experience, salary, and tenure was secured from
educational literature. Similar data about Oklahoma superintendents were gathered from
questionnaires filled out by them. Findings: The superintendent should be required to
have as a minimum a 'Ache:Des degree with sufficient courses in the field of administra-
tion ; it is important that he have a master's degree, preferably in the field of education ;
longer tenure for superintendents should be an objective of educators; the superintendent
should be an expert adviser to the board of education ; he should distribute his time
properly among his varied school duties.

25641. Weaver, Harold D. An analysis of techniques used in interviewing.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. 65 p. ms.

2567. Weisensee, John P. A student's dictionary of terms widely used in
school administration. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 88 p. ms.

The study pertains to a series of terms, technical in nature, which are troublesome to
students in school administration. The terms are determined and defined.

256S. Wenger, Samuel Bemis. School administration as a profession. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Nebraska. 132 p. ms.

An analysis of the professions such as law and medicine, in order to discover the
distinctive marks and to apply these to the task of the city and community administrator
of schools; to note extent of these marks realized and the tendencies leading in that
direction.

2.5a). White, Elizabeth Seymour. Distinctions between private and public
schools as shown by court Mille& Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract
see no. 715s)

The primary outstanding distinction is that the public schools are supported by publictaxation, and that the whole public select their representatives to manage the schools,while the private schools are supported by contributions and tuition charges and aremanaged by individuals or corportations, rather than by a school district.
2570. Whiteneck, Hosea A. Population and school growth. Long Beach,

Calif., Public schools [1930].
Basic principles in developing a method of forecistinftipture population are: Limitedterritory and static growth. Population growths were computed by means of logarithmic

curves.

2571. Wilson, G. Alvin. An accounting system for school activities. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Wisconsin.

fire oleo 8, 6?, 127 (1), 387, 1841, 1873. 1898, 1905, 1921, 1930, 1951, 1958, 1964. 1973,1998, 2001, 2083, 2088, 2133, 2146, 2159, 2387, 3605, 3668, 3853, 4359 , and under Educa-tional surveys.

EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION

2572. Auville, J. G. Legal limitations of boards of education with reference
to malfeasance. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 80 p. ms.

2573. Baker, Beulah Norvell. The legal and constitutional basis of theSt Louis public school system. Master's, 1931. 13t. Louis. 111 p. ms.
2574, Folds, Vivian P. Georgia school law. Master's, 1931. likrcer.
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2575. Hodgdon, Daniel R. Legal aspects in the administration and controi
of public school property. Doctor's, 1931. New York. Vol. 1, 182 p. ms.; vol.
2, p. 184-399. ms.

The problem of this study was to discover and formulate the general principles which
have been established through the mass of judicial decisions and legislative enactments
as such enactments are involved in the judicial decisions concerning school property.

2576. Hollenback, Warren. The tort liability of school districts as shown
by court decisions. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

A study of the reported cases shows that as a general rule school districts are not liable
in tort actions, for their corporate acts such as : Failure to require bonds of contractor,
for indemnifying others; improper construction of buildings, oispiples of which are the
erection of balustrades and railings of insufficient hcight ; permitting the grounds to be
dangerous, due to excavation, obstructions, machinery, incinerators, tanks, wire, opening&
etc.; permitting the use of unsuitable, defective, or dangerous appliances, for example,
defective gymnasium and heating apparatus, unguarded saws and planers, unsuitable
gauges. etc.; improperly transporting pupils, such as, negligent driving or using unsuitable
conveyances ; failure to repair holes, etc. The decisions show the great amount of suffer
ing and damage-that has resulted to the injured party when he was not at fault.

2577. Houle, Harold L. A comparative study of the legal aspects of tuition
charges in the public schools of the United States. Iowa City, University of

Iowa, 1931. 104 p. (Extension bulletin, no. 265. April 1, 1931. College of edu-
cation series, no. 28.)

Findings: A total of 24 pupil-tuition situations were provided for in the statutes of
all the States. A model tuition plan is suggested which includes every pupil tuitios
situation involved in the statutes of the several States.

2578. Illinois. Department of public instruction. The school law of

Illinois. Issued by Francis G. Blair, Superintendent of public instruction.
ArnendfA by the fifty-seventh general assembly. [Springfield, Ill., 1930.1 207p.
(Circular, no. 256.)

2579. Keesecker, Ward W. Digest of legislation providing federal subsidie,
for education. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930.

52 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930. no. 8.)
2580. Kentucky. State department of education. Kentucky common school

laws, 1930, with abstracts of the decisions of the Court of appeals to and in-
cluding vol. 238. page 292, Kentucky reports and opinions of the Attorney
general to and including no. 2,476. Frankfort, 1930. 342 p.

The compilation includes all sections of the statutes relating to the common schools
of tbe Commonwealth, including Acts of 1930.

2581. Lide, Edwin S. Constitutional basis of public school education. Wash-
ington, Un:ted States Government printing office, 1931. 11 p. (U. S. Office of
education. Leaflet, no. 40.)

This study gives the provisions relative to public-school education below college or
university level that have been written into the constitutions of the 48 States.

2582. Missouri, State department of education. Revised school law&
Revised statutes 1929, amended laws and new laws 1931, enacted by the Fifty-
sixth General assembly, with court decisions, opinions of the attorney-general,
forms and comments, for the use of school officers, 1931. Jefferson City, Bob
printing and stationery company, 1931. 330 p.

2583. National education association. Research division. Bibliographies
on eight problems of school legislation. Washington, D. C., National educatioe
association, 1930. 27 p. (Studies in state educational administration, no. 5.)

2584. _ State school legislation, 1930. Washington, D. C., Ns-
tional education association, 1931. 11 p. (Studies in state educational ad-
ministration, no. 6.)

2585. Neff, Edwin W. The law relating to the public school aste
Michigan. Master's, 1981. Chicago. 142 p.

.
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tatutory and case law of the more common legal questions confronting school ad-
ministrators in Michigan.

05.11. New York (State) Education department. Education law as
anioniled to July 1, 1931. Albany, University of the State of New York press,
1931. 341 p. (Bulletin no. 978, August 15, 1931.)

Peaden, Porter Lee. Legal status of the school superintendent in
employment of personnel. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 67 p. ms.

Finding's The great majority of States provide for employment of personnel by board
LI education.

Roberts, Wald C. Legal status of the school board clerk in Ohio.
liister's. 1931. Ohio. 76 p. ms.

A study of code law, attorney general's opinions, and court decisions, resulting in
a logical reorganisation of legal materials heretofore unorganized for the use of the
clerk : and court decisions to corroborate the law.

2:-60. Schad, Harry. Legal rights and obligations of pubt school students.
Doctor's, 1931. Johns Hopkins.

.190. Sullivan, J. W. Judicial decisions in Missouri relating to public school
administration. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 174 p. ms.

study of all supreme court and appelate court decisions in Missouri relating to
pul.ic school administration. Findings: Principles involved in legal aspects of public-
41)0111 administration, such as nature of school district, formation and alteration of
school districts, powers and duties of school boards, personal liability of school-board
members, use of school money, rights and duties of students, employment and dirt-
missal of teachers, etc.

2591. Templeton, Leumas Bascom. jr. A digest of the South Carolina
supreme court decisions on schools and school districts. Master's, 1931. South
Carolina. 42 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 717.)

Summarizes 92 cases from 1850 to 1930.
2592. Vaughn, Guy Orien. Court decisions of Ohio relative to public schools.

Master's, 1930. Chicago. 194 p. ms.
2593. Watt, Ben H. A study of the legal background for a state supported

school system of Indiana. Master's, 1930. Ind. St. T. C. 85 p.

Weltzin, J. Frederick. North Dakota school law digest and model
school code. Grand Forks, University of North Dakota, 1930. 91 p. (School
of education bulletin, no. 8, September 1930.)

The school siatntes are organized and unified under appropriate heads and subheads.
The laws are so assembled as to outline" in skeleton form a model pcbool code for the
Stab. of North lltakotn.

2595. I The status of courses in educational law. Grand Forks, Uni-
versity of Nortt Dakota, 1931. 10 p.

Reports on p ctices and nature of courses in 67 institutions are analyzed. Tbe
tendency is to introduce courses in general common law rather than courses in local
statute&

2596. %fable, Adrian Lorain. The use of permissive school legislation.
Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract Yee no. 715.)

The information on which the study is based was obtained from tbe clerks of the
boards of education within the district. The superintendents of the *Alois in tbe dis-
tricts were interviewed on the same subjects of law, but in a manner that necessitated
au indirect reply.

2597. Wilson, Frederick Leigh. The police power of the state as it affects
the public schools. Xaster's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This study represenis an attempt to determine the extent to which the state or its
functionaries have been permitted, In tbe administration of the public schools, to regulate
or otherwise interfere with the natural liberty of the Individual.

See also 25, 40, 127 (28), 1980, 2011, 2071, 2186, 2286, 2239, 2322, 2346, 2539, 2688,
2651, 2778, 2783, 2864, 3121, 3173, 8246, 34M-3452, 3464, 3500, 8540, 3648, 3711.
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COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE

2598./gishop, Henry Francis. Compulsory education in California; with
recommendations for work permits. Master's, 1931. Stanforti.

2599. Crow, Wayne William. Compulsory education laws of California.
Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2600. DePriest, Leland Elias. The history of compulsory attendance In

Ohio from 1900 to 1929. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)
This study traces the development of compulsory attenylance in Ohio by presenting

the forces favoring or opposing it and the arguments theA presented, and the changes
and results of the law enforcing it.

2601. Diley, James Monette. The development of a compulsory system of
education for Ohio, down to 1900. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no.
712.)

2602. Durbin, Bernard Marcellus. The extent to which pupils of junior
and senior high school age fulfill the requirements of the " Bing law" in
Seneca county. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This study included 3,759 boys and girls living in the confines of Seneca county, or
in Seneca county school district, who had reached their twelfth birthdays by Sep-
tember 1, 1928, and who had not yet reached their eighteenth birthdays by September
1, 1928. Conclusions : The schools of Seneca county, including those in cities In the
county, have no record system at tbe present time from which to secure data of this
kind. Pupils in rural districts have not secured working permits to work on tbe farm
and in the homes.

2603. Heck, Arch O. A study of the Ohio compulsory education and child
labor law. Columbus, Ohio State university, 1931. 210 p. (Bureau of educa-
tional research monograph, no. 9.)

This study analyzes the 37 criticisms of the Ohio law, to show whether or not the
criticisms were justified. Eight studies based on these criticisms were completed and
are described in this bulletin.

2604. Kuntz, Harry Earl. The operation of the Ohio compulsory-education
law in Medina county. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This is a report of the employed and the idle children 14 to 18 years of age residing
in the school districts under the Jurisdiction of the superintendent of ¡schools of Medina
county.

2605. Lawing, J. Leslie. State enforcement of compulsory attendance and
census service. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 198 p.

A study to determine the present status of state control of compulsory school attendance
and census service in the United States, and what the States might do to make the
service more effective.

WOO.' Overholt, Ward Hearld. A study of the functioning of the Bing law
in the county school system of Franklin county, Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio.
(For abstract see no. 712.)

In this study the attendance or nonattendance at school of boys and girls who lived
in the county districts and wbo were 14, 15, 16, and 17 years of age on September 1,
was investigated. Fiplings : The Bing law is functioning well in Franklin county
schools.

2607. Philadelphia, Pa. Board of public education. Bureau of com-
pulsory education. Report for the year ended June 30, 1930. 166 p.

An analysis of absence contained in this report shows that boys have attended more
regularly than girls in all types of schools excepting -special classes ; the amount of
unexcused absence of boys is half again as large as the amount of nnexcused absence of
girls; 84.5 per cent of all absence was excused; approximately one child in every
hundred is absent daily on account of parental negligence; etc.

2008. Severs, Jacob Dugan. To what extent are pupils 16 and 17 years of
age forced to remain in school by operation of the Bing law:' Master's, 1981.
Ohio. 115 p.

ms.
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2609. Snow, Festus Cornelius. The administration of the widow's compensa-
tion clauses of the compulsory attendance school laws of Oklahoma. Master's,
1930. Oklahoma. (For see no. 713.)

Data on the provision of f e books for certain children, relief for widowed mothers,
and funds provided by county commissioners for destitute mothers, ae provided for
by the compulsory school attendance law of Oklahoma, were secured from county clerks
and county superintendents for the 2-year period, 1926-1928. Data indicate that
five textbooks for poor children, relief for widowed mothers, and relief for destitute
mothers were not being adequately provided in the extremely poor counties where the
help was needed most.

2610. Strehlman, Walter C. History of the development of compulsory
school laws of Missouri. Master's, 1931. Washington Univ.

2611. Williams, Alon4o. State participation in compulsory school attend-
ance. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 242 p. ms.

A study of State constitutions and acts of the State legislature since 1850the
beginning of State participation in compulsory education. Findings : (1) Since States have
established their systems of public staiools, they have tbe right to exact attendance of
certsin children, both for welfare of the State and for the protection of the interest
of children; (2) compulsory education as a State function has been practiced in the
United States for 80 years. Its development is closely connected with certain his-
torical movements, for example : Southern reconstruction, western expansion, northern
and eastern industrial developments, the general revolution in education and the World
war; (3) the volume of legislation for compulsory school attendance tended to in-
crease until 1920. The tendencies have been to require a longer period of attendance
since 1870, a higher educational proficiency for exemption, a larger personnel in the
organisation for the enforcement of attendance laws and State supervision of local units.

CONSOLIDATION AND TRANSPORTATION

2612. Alair, Glenn Earl. A study of centralized schools in Jefferson county,
Okla. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 105 p. ms.

A study was made of nine consolidated schools in Jefferson county in regard to
enumeration, enrollment, average daily attendance, qualification of teachers, salaries of
teachers, length of term, pupil-teacher ratio, per capita cost, warrant expenditures,
equipment, size of classes, and transportation of pupil& Teti 1-room rural schools of the
county were studied and comparisons were Evade with tbe consolidated schools. The

county.study reveals that a great many educational' and financial inequalities exist in the
The county unit system and larger consolidated units are recommended as methods to
correct these inequalities.

2613. Anderson, Alexander Verdaman. The executive of the consolidated
schools in Western Kansas. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. T. C Hays.

2614. Blauch, Clemens E. Factors in the distribution of the procee6 of the
two and sixty-five hundredths mills levy for transportation in Portage county.
Ohio. Master's, 1931. Ohio.

2615. Brough, Kenneth James. The comparative efficiency of rural and
town pupils in a consolidated school. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

2616. Clites, Myron Spencer. Legal aspects of a school consolidation pro-
gram in Indiana. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 81 p. ms.

The legal aspects of a school-consolidation program in Indiana were taken% up underthe headings of : Closing undesirable schools; transfers and transPortation of pupilsof abandoned schools ; raising fund to rebuild or to remodel ; acquiring property for
school purposes; and improving the conditions in Tippecanoe township, Pulaski county,Ind.

2617. Conner, E. E. A comparative study of some rural and consolidated
schois. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 73 p. ms.

A *imperative study of the achietements of 14 rural and 8 consolidated schools.Findings: The achievements of the fifth, sixth, and seventh pades of the consolidatedschools were superior to those of the rural schools.
44.
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2618. Copeland, Joseph C. Costs and, the measurements applied in. school
transportation. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 48 p. ms.

This study shows 11 years' expense on all school busses used in the Allen township
school, Van Buren. Ohio, during this time. It shows the original cost of all busses,
depreciation, interest on the investment, insurance, storage, etc., as well as all direct
charges, from which the entire cost can be shown in various ways. Findings: Larger
busses, making two trips each, are the more e-onomical in communities like that of
Van Buren.

2619. Covert, Timon. State aid for school consolidation and pupil transpor.
tation. Washington, D. C., United States Government printing office, 1931.
9 p. (U. S. Office of education. Leaflet no. 3.)

This study presents information concerning State school funds provided specifically
for consolidated schools and pupil transportation in the United States and the conditions
under which they are granted.

2620. Crookshank, John A. School transportation in St. Johns county,
Florida. Master's, 193L Florida.

2621. Duncan, Thomas Ireland. Consolidation of present one-room schoo)
districts of Hancock county, Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract gee
no. 712.)

The problem is the consolidation of the present .1-room school districts in Hancock
county with existing centralized school districts. Findings : The county unit should be
established for the administration and supervision of the schools of Hancock county.

621e2. Evans, Frank O. Factors affecting the cost of school transportation in

California. Washington, United States Government printing office,- 1930. 42
(U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 29.)

2623. Francis, J. H. A study of certain schoel districts with references to
consolidation. Master's, 1930. Illinois. 118 p. (For abstract see no. 699.)

This ttlesis is concerned with the attempt to outline a satisfactory school program
for 17 elementary school districts and 1 community high-school district, lying within th.
boundaries of Ford county, Ill.

2624. Franklin, William Henry. A comparative study of the ability of
school districts to support transportation in the State of Washington. 1931.

University of Washington, Seattle. 52 p.
Findings: Cost in small district is comparatively very high. Consolidation should

include at least four districts. State supervision of transportation might help situation.

2625. Gordon, Gary. School transportation in Colorado. Master's, 193n.
Denver. 45 p.

A technique for determining tbe need for school transportation in Colorado and a sug-
gested procedure for administering State aid for this need.

2626. Hall, Faye Benson. The educational progress of the graduates of the
large, small, and foreign elementary districts which comprise the Chaffey uniou
high school district. Master's, 1981. California. 185 p.

An attempt to mensure the efficiency of consolidated as compared with sinall non--
consolidated schools by means of the subsequent records of graduates, InvoIvpg 2,932
cases.

2827. Hartsook, Millard D. A survey of bus transportation to and from
Ohio schools, 1929-1930. Master's, 1930. Ohio.

.

2628. Hastings, David C. A suggested plan for financing the proposed coo-
solidated school center IV of 'Ashley county, Ark. Master's, 1931. Arkansas.
69 p. ma

An Investigation of the financial burden, if any, that the Crossett school district must
assume Dy annexing six other districts, as suggested in the reorganization program of tbe
State departmedfof education. Findings : The project can be financed without lowering
the educationallitandards of the present Crossett schools.

2629. Kinney, John Melvin. History and development of school consolida-
tion in Washington. Master's, 1931. Washington. 83 p. ma
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0°t;:',11. Kornegay, B1 O. School consolidation of schools in North Carolina.
130. Agricultural and technical college, Greensboro, N. C.

An account of the progress of consolidation in North Carolina ; forces favoring and
opposing consolidation, and an estimate of the benefits to be derived from a full realist-
don of the program. /

6:1. Lawrence, Waine X. 'A lOgical districting program for the consolida-
tion of Coshocton county schools (Ohio). Master's, 1931. Ohio. 120 p.

A study of the formation of larger school units for the purpose of reducing costs, equal-
¡zing educational opportunities, bettering Instruction, and providing more efficient ad-
ministration. Findings: Tbe present 31 school districts can be reduced to 9 consolidated
districts on the basis of natural social-economic communities, thereby reducing costs,
equalizing educational opportunities, bettering Instruction and providing more efficient
ad winistra ti on.

1;32. Killer, Laud Francis. A consolidated school district for Southwest-
ern Athens county. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The problem of this investigation was to determine, if possible, the feasibility of the
formation of a new district, the way in which this territory might be consolidated, the
blest location for the building, the kind and size of building needed, and the number and
locatIon of bus routes.

2633. Morgan, Walter E. Report on the educational, administrative, finan-
cial. and legal aspects of the consolidation of the Glendale and Crescenta ele-
mentary school districts with the Glendale union high school district. Sacra-
mento, Calif., 1931. 20 p. ms.

The study purposes answering the questions Wbat are the probable results *which
would accrue from- the consolidation, in one administrative unit, of the Glendale city
elementary-school district, the Glendale union high-school district, and the Crescent&
elementary-school district; should such consolidation be recommended; and what steps
Ftpould be taken to effect such consolidation if it should be recomakended? It is recom-mended that steps be taken to unite the Crescents elementary-school district and the
Glendale city school district as one elementary-school district to be known as the Glen-
dale city elementary-school district and to be governed by a single board of education;
to change the status of the Glendale tuition high-school district to that of the Glendale
city high-school district, so that the high-school and junior-college district will be gov-erned by the board of education of the Glendale city elementary-school district.

-2(34. Noble, X. C. S., jr. Consolidation project. Raleigh, N. C., State de-
partment of public instruction, 1930.

Studies made in typical counties to determine the probable cost of county-wide schoolterms.

2635. North Carolina. State department of public instruction. Compari-
son of transportation allotments; 1929-1930. Raleigh, 1931.

Shows three bases tor allotment of money for transportation, with figures for eachmethod.

'2f138. Phillips, Wendell H. The transportation of pupils in Susquehanna
county, Pa., with suggested improvements. Master's, 1931. New York. 67 p. ms.The problem of this study was to become familiar with the causes leading to the con-solidation of schools in Susquehanna county, Pa., with the transportation of pupils atpublic expense from their homes to the consolidated schools; and to evolve a set ofrecommendations whereby the transportation of the pupils may be more satisfactory tothe pupils, their parents and teachers.

2637. Seitz, Lester B.
county, Ohio. Master's,

Survey of present school
ings : There are too many
be consolidated.

A proposed consolidation of high schools in Pickaway
1931. Ohio.' 112 p.
conditions and a proposed program of reorganisation. Find-
small higir schools for economy and efficiency. They should

2638. Taylor, Robert Norman. Social effects of rural school cohoolidatiou.
Master's, 1931. Lehisb.cia;Tral. ms.statistical survey of characteristics of rural population In Northamptoncounty, Pa., with study of teachers employed by rural district. Findings: The problemcenters in the quality of teachers in consolidated rural schools. They are not speciallytrained for rural service. The disruption of rural communities goes on independent ofconsolidation. The chief problem Is the dtTailudedness of rural school teachers.
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2639. Thorp, John Henry. Transportation of high-schook pupils in Whim.
sin. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

2640. Westerfield, Yancy David. The development and administration of the
Forrest county consolidated schools. Master's, 1931. Kentucky. 126 p. ms.

A detailed study of the development of consolidation in Mississippi, particularly lb
Formt county.

2641. Wofford, Hate V. A critical analysis and evalution of the achievements
of the Hickory tavern consolidated school, Laurens county, S. C. Master'g,
1931. Cornell. 93 p. ms.

A critical analysis of a school four years after consolidation, disclosed enlarged
educational opportunities for the children of the consolidated area.

See also 2187, 2694, 3075, 4323.

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

2642. Alabama education association. Some salient facts concerning Aia.
bama's schools. Montgomery, Alabama education association, 1931. 12 p.
(Bulletin no. 10.)

This bulletin describes the working out of the 1927 equalization law in the various
counties of Alabama for both white and Negro schools.

2643. Alexander, Carter, director. Report of the financial survey of the pub-
lic schools of Greenwich, Connecticut, 1930. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930. 37 p.

An example of how to deal with problems of school finance in a wealthy community.
2644. Allman, Heyman Barnabas. Origin, growth, and management of

permanent school funds in Indiana. Master's, 1931. "vind:ana. 135 p. ms.
2645. Arkansas. State department of education. Financial and adminis-

tratiVe needs of ilte public schools of Arkansas. Vol. 1. Little Rock, 1030.
100 p.

The purpose of this study was to make a plan for the provision of standard
mentary and high schools for every child in Arkansas, and to determine the cost of
such a plan. A plan of organization was set up. Recommendations as to the location
of schools and the kind arid extent of educational offering for each school are set forth.
The cost of each proposed school system, and the amount of revenue available from
present sources have been determined.

2646. Beck, George Alfred. High school budgeting procedures. Master's,
1931. Ohio. 180 p. ms.

Study of present practice in budgeting, with reference to three, four and six year
schools, with suggested plan of budgeting. This was a questionnaire study. Replies
were received from 120 schools located in 42 states and one territorj.

2647. Bissell, Dwight Montgomery. A study of financing adult education.
Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2648. Bolmeier, E. C. The ability of North Dakota to support its school
system. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 86 p. ms.

Prom a study of natural resources, administrative unit, income inequality between
districts, and system of taxation, it was concluded that the State has resources enough
to provide for schools if the administrative unit and taxation were revised.

2649. Bullington, Roy C. A state aid county's ability to meet school costs.
Master's, 1981. Ind. St. T. C. 95 p. ms.

Nine townships in Washington county, Ind., consistently receiving state aid 1920-
1929, were studied. Findings: State aid is necessary itLQther than southern portion
of State; townships with railroad through them support Wbools without state aid,
Assessed valuation declined since 1920. Townships do not apply for aid when possible
to do without it. If local income increased 22.21 per cent, only one of the township
receiving aid could support a school syrtem equal to the state median school costs.
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2650. California teachers association. Research bulletin. Papers by Elmer
11. Staffelbach, Fletcher Harper Swift, Alfred E. Lentz, and Ivan H. Water-

A

man. 1930. 32 p.
Different phases of school revenués and plans of distribution of state school fundsbare

discussed.

2651. Research bulletin, 1930-1931. San Francisco, California, 1931.
40 p. -

Contents: Research papers, by E. H. Staffelbach, p. 3-24; California school law, by
A. E. Lentz, p. 25-40 p.

Research papers by E. H. Staffelbach are on : California public school finances ;

California property tax ; California's public schools; Severance-tax idea; California
junior colleges; Who pays the taxes; Teacher turnover. The papers on the California
i%chool law by A. E. Lents, are: California elementary school district support ; Cali-
fornia high school district support ; Payment of teachers salaries ; Laws affecting
teachers ; School law items; Making of laws.

1.65'..!. Calvert, T. B. A brief review of the education program in the Muncie
ity schools along with the financial plan of supporting it. Muncie, Ind., Pub-

lic schools, 1930. 14 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 46.)
This bulletin might well be considered the message accompanying the 1930-31 budget

for the Muncie schools. It contains brief mention of what the taxpayer is paying for
along with comparison of like costs in other cities. These comparisons are made con-
crete by means of graphs.

2653. 'Cammack, James W., P. A summary of the status of bonds executed
by treasurers and depositories of Boards of education in Kentucky. Frankfort,
Ky., State department of education, 1931. 105 p. ms.

A study to show the steps taken by local boards of education in Kentucky in safe-
guarding their school funds.

2654. Davis, Gilbert Lawton. Educational inequality in Garfield county,
Okla. Master's, 1931. Oklalwma. 96 p. ms.

The fundamental principle motivating this study is to secure equality of educational
opportunity for every boy and girl. An investigation was made to determine the facts
regarding the finances of each school in Garfield county for.. the year 1928-29. Findings :

Gross inequalities in coins of elementary schools and high schools exist ; there I n wide
difference in the number of pupils per teacher throughout the county ; assessed valuation,
bonded indebtedness, interest on warrants, and value of school equipment per child have
a wide variation ; education in independent districts is found to be much the least expen-
sive, while that in the rural districts is the most expensive; school-district levies for cur-
rent expenses vary from no levy at all to the constitutional limit of 15 mills ; a great
injustice is seen in the distribution of public service wealth; In Negro education, in both
rural and city districts, the county is spending considerably above the State's average.
The findings justify the organization of the schools of the county into larger units for
administration and financing.

2655. Davis, Rayburn Scott. A study of the financial factors affecting the
schools of Tulsa county. Master's, 1031. Oklahoma. 91 p. MS.

The important factors considered in this study are: Assessed valuation, total revenue,
indebtedness, and expenditures. Per-pupil cost, based on average daily attendance, is
the unit used in making the comparative-cost studies in education. The variations in
wealth, revenue, indebtedness, and expenditures were investigated in the 27 school dis-
tricts in the county. The effects of the unequal distribution of public-service wealth on
educational advantages are clearly revealed. A stay was mlle of the enrollment, aver-
age daily attendance, and current expenditures of the 10 separate schools of the county.
The data assembled show that there are great educational inequalities among the schools
ptudied, although the schools of the county rank above the average for the schools of the
State in wealth, revenue, and expenditures per pupil. The inadequacy of the district as
a unit for taxation and administration is brought out clearly and the need for a larger
unit of support and administration is shown. 4*.

2656. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Estimated budget for Denver public
schools for five year period from 1931-1932 to 1935-1936 inclusive. 1931. ms.
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Using past expenditures and past budgets for five years preceding 1931-1932 as bases,
predictions for the five years in advance were made. The budgets- are in detail, not only
for the chief items, but for subdivisions.

2657. Elliott, Ernest. The district system of financial support and adminis.
tration among the rural schools of Noble aqd Kay counties. Master's, 1930.

Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)
Tbe variations in wealth, expenditures, tax levies, scholastic population, and educe.

tional burden among 165 common-school districts in Noblè and Kay counties, Okla., were
studied. Data indicate that the present district system for rural schools now in use is
responsible for great educational inequalities among the schools studied.

2658. Ewing, D. M. A study of the financial policies of the community high
schools of McHenry county, Ill. Master's, 1930. Illinois. 132 p. ms. (For
abstract see no. 699.)

Bibliography.
4 Data were secured from reports of various school officials, and from interviews and

correspondence with superintendents of schools, board members, university men, publish.
ers, and securities dealers. The study denls with the personnel of the boards of educa-
tion of McHenry county, Ill., community high schools and the general nature of each of

tbe high schools, the type of accounting budgeting used by these boards, the fiscal policies
us to current expenditures, the policies of the boards toward incurring floating indebted.
ness, the pólicy of the boards in raising capital by biNid issues, and the means used by
the boards in sofeguarding funds and property.

2659. Foley, Frank Sumner. Economic education. Aster's, 1931. Boston
Univ.

2060. Foote, John N. Plan for distributing the State equalization fund of

one million dollars. Baton Rouge, La., DeNrtment or education, 1931. 40 p.

(Bulletin, no. 192.) J
States principles underlying abate equalization and frets up definite plan of distribution

for 1931.
46.

Cs-

2661. The Tensas parish schoo budget. Baton Rouge, La., Depart-
ment of education, 1931. 19 p. ms. (BiiI4tln, no. 201.)

s 2662. Fowler, Marguerite DraTo. Out of- the red In finance. Louisville,
Ky., J. M. Atherton high school, 1931.

2663. Gartin, William W. Financial aspects of public school education in
Idaho. 193.1. University of Washington, Seattle. 72 ms.

2664. George, Norvil Lester. An analysis of school' financing in Blaine
county, Okla. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 77 p. ms. .

The sources of income and avenues of expenditure as taken front the county records for
all the schools in Blaine county, Okla., for the fiscal year 1929-80 were analysed and set
forth in tables for unit comparisons. Findings: The inequalities of. cost, effort, and
ability that exist in one classi4cation and between classifications; warrant a change of
method in handling school financt in 'county ; independent school districts are carrying
more.than their just burden in joaying forlilhe education of the country boys and girls at
a financial toss to the indepencknt districts ; the larger the school the more pupils there
are in average daily attendance according to the number enrolled ; the highest' cost of
education is in the one-room schools, which is due to sparsely settledicounty-school dis-
tricts; there should be a larger taxing unit)for educatibnal support in'the county; state
aid is going to the schools in the county which are putting forth the most effort.

2665. Gilmore, Charles H. Safeguarding school funds in the depositories of
Arkansas. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 110 p. ms.

Study of safeguardingi- 'school funds in the depositories of Arkansas according to legal
provisions .and actual practice in tbe field. The plans used in other States were also
studied. Findings : Many weaknesses in the present Arkansas plan were disclosed. No

State has adeiluaté plans. A need for a proposed plan was:found.
2668. Grimm, L. 11. State fes'enues for common schools. Springfield,

Illinois state:teachers ilssociiitiott, 1931. 20 p. ms.
Summarises sources of state school revenues, methods or principles of apportionment,

and average amounts distributed per pupil in attendance In all States."
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2667. Grimm, L. R. Statements concerning need of equalization in Illinois.
SprinAeld, Illinois state teachers association, 1930. 8 p. ms.

Outlines extreme inequalities in ability effort, .and results reached among school
districts of Illinois.

26a. Hicks, Robert Sterling. An evaluation of the methods of apportioning
state school funds in Wyoming with proposed modifications. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 165 p.

A determination of the inequalities which result from the present method of distributing
school funds together with an illustration of the reduction of inequalities effected by
consolidation of districts in seven counties.

2G4;9. Hitchcock, Andrew Guy. The practical effects of the weak school aid
law in Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma.' (For abstract see no. 713.)

State aid for weak schools has had a rapid development in Oklahoma, evolving out of-
the building aid law of 1911 for consolidated and union graded school*. The preseipt
state itld law tends to discotilage the organization or maintenance of small high schools.

2670. Hodges, James Henry. Equalization of state support of education in

Okinhoma. Doctor's, 1931. Oklahoma. 230 p. ms.
Findings : At th present time in Oklahoma the districts pay 85 per cent of their school

expenses by local ad valorem taxes. The districts in any county vary widely in effort and
ability to support their schools. Oa the basis of pupil ability in one county in Oklahoma
one district was 46 times as able to support its school as another district in the same
county. For the year 1929-30 there were 50 districts with fewer than five pupils in aver-
age daily attendance. In general, the school districts in Oklahoma that have the least
ability and tberefore need state aid most are making the most effort. Of-lithe 4,373. dis-
tricts studied there were 28 that levied less than two mills for school support and 67 ihat
levied more than 29 mills. Some districts assigned 98 per cent of their school .'expendftures
to teachers' salaries In 1929-30. Other districts assigned less than 45 per cent of their
total expenditures to teachers' Wades in the same year. The amount of state aid that a
district gets should he based on the lack of ability to pay for an education as measured
by the valuation behind each child in average daily attendance, and the number of
children that are being educated. The financial burden of school support should be
equalized so that all the children of th# state will have au equal opportunity for an
education.

*2671. Horstick, Simon Motter. A study of sources of revenue for public
education in New Jersey. Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, 1931. 140
The problem was to investigate public school finance in New Jersey for the purpose of

suggesting sources of taxation for the support of public schools in the several counties
of the State.

2672. House, Robert Wood. A study of rural educational inequalities in 18
counties of Virginia. Master's, 1931. Virg:nia.

2673. [Houston, Texas. Independent school district.] HoAT the 1930);tate
dollar was spent. 1931. 8 p. ins. (Research bulletin, no. 8205.)

2674. Humphrey, George Duke. A history of the public school funds of
Mississippi. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 74 p.

A brief history of the public education in Mississippi with special reference to funds.

2675. IOwa. State department of public instruction. Public school
finance in Iowa. Preliminary report. Des Moines, 1930. 56 p. (Research
bulletin, no. 6)

This survey has been aimed at the entire problem of school costs and school support.

2676. Irby, Nolen !Leaders. A program for the equalisation of educational
opportunities in the State of ArkansiDoctor's, 1930. Peabody. Nashville,
Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930. 102 p. (Contribution to edu-
cation, no. 83.)

The problem was to determine the differences in educational opportunities which have
existed and which persist in Arkansas among the schools maintained for whites and for
Negroes, and to soft up a program which will make these differences insignificant. Part 1
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is a surey of past and present conditions among the 75 counties of the State; Part 2is devoted to the equalizing program. Findings : There are wide differences in ednea-- tional opportunities among the counties of the State, which are of long standing, and
which tend to be maintained. The differences in educational opportunities have a
financial basis. Equality of educational opportunities could be provided by distribution
of State funds according to teachers employed and pupils in average daily attendance;
the State has ample economic resources to provide an 8-montb school term for 12 years
for every educable person in the State.

2677. Jacobs, Chauncey. Norms for current expenditures in the northwest
district of West Virginia. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no.
715.)

An analysis of current expenditures in all the districts of Hancock, Brooke, Ohio, andMarshall muntles was made for a period of 9 years. 1922-1930, inclusive. The analysis
revealed *the manner in which the main items of the budget were allotted, and showed
the nverage amounts and the percentage spent for each of the items over a period of9 yenrs. Data indicate that if the districts still operate under tbe same .finanekal
that wide variation in current expenses will still exist ; that they will continue to allotfrom each current expense dollar for the main items of tbe budget : 4.7 cents to generalcontrol; 72.92 cents to instruction ; 10.32 cents to operation ; 8.84 cents to maintenance,
2.22 cents to auxiliary agencies, and 0.98 cent to fixed charges.

2678. James, Clayton L. A history of Federal aid to education in Tenneskie.
Make*, 1930. Tennessee. ms.

2679. Johnson, Palmer O. Sources and distribution of in(come to the several
units of public education. 1931. University of Mininsota, Minneapolis. 45
IL MS. e

The sources and amounts of revenue for elementary. secondary, and higher educationare compared for such States as California, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, Ohio, andWisconsin. Findings: Some variation exists in the extent of development of the severalunits in the respective States and the policies in vogue. The percentages of the totaleducati&nal funds distributed to the public school system, by States. are: Illinois 93.5;Ohio 91.5; Indiana 91.41 California 90.3 ; Minnesota 86.9 ; Iowa' 434.7 ; abed Wisconsin83.3; to State universities and colleges: Iowa, 13.8 ; Wisconsin, 11.6 ; Minnesjta, 11.6;California, 8.3; Ohio, 7.5 ; Indiana, 7.3; Illinois, 4.8; to State teacher colleges andnormal schools: Wisconsin, 5.1; Illinois. 1.7 ; Minnesota, 1.5; Iowa, 1.5; California, 1.4;Indiana, 1.3 ; and Ohio, 1.0.
2680. Keever, J. C. The cVelopment, administration and effect of thepublic school fund in Colorado. Master's, 1930. Colo. t. T. C.
This study is an attempt to analyze and evaluate tbe development and administrationof the school fund of Colorado.

2681. Kenney, Russell Austin. Financial support of schools in three Oregon
(bounties. Matiter's, 1931. Washington. 70 p. ms.

2ns2. Kiinfi, Lauren E. The need for state Hid in Colorado elementary
school's. Master's, 1930. 'Colo. St. T. C.

This is a ,survey of tbe field of State aid for elementary schools. The first part demowith an analysis of the purposes, methods, and requirements governing the distributionof State aid to elementary schoces throughout the United States; the second part is ssurvey of 62 rural elementary-school districts lb the State of Colorado.
2683. Kissick, Claude. The county unit plan of financial administration

desirable for financing the high schoolteof tipnsas. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
2684. Koch, lhohn W. Constit, lonal provisions for permanent commonsChool funds in the several States. Master's, 1930. Ohio. .

2685. Larsen, Arthur Hoff. A complete measure ,of the ability. of a com-munity to support public schools. Master's,* 1931. Wisconsin.
Z386. Larson, Jordan L. The status of state aid in Iowa. Master's, 1931.Iowa. 128 p. ms.
2687. Lewis, Russell F. In

foakota. *aster's, 1930. Nebra
alines of educational opportunigeg in South

75 p,
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A survey of five scatt...ed counties of South Dakota., showing inequalities in build
Inc.. equipment, libraries, salaries, certification of teachers, school expenditures, tax
levirs. and valuation of school districts.

06.SS. McKinney, Chester Arthur. The administration of the public school
budg'ibt in small school systems. Master's. 1931. NebraskA. 59

This study is a report of the status of the budget in schools in cities of from 1,000 to
3.000 population, with statements of the values of a budget and recommendations as to
its use in.small school systems.

4 2iN4. Martin, Jesse Henry. A study of the school finances of Pawnee
otnity. Okla. Mag.ter's, 1931. Oklahoma. 99 p.

Data were obtained relative tp valuations, enumerations, average daily attendance,
and general and sinking-fund levies in all the school districts of Pawnee county. An
ana!ysis of these data showed that financial inequalities existed in the per pupil wealth,
in the expenditures per pupil, in the tax levies, and the educational effort that Nils
made. The county-unit system of school organization was proposed, wherein the county
Would he taxed as a unit and the proceeds apportioned to the districts on the basis of
the av rage daily attendance.

2C00. Massachusetts. Department of education. State aid in financing
Aucation, 1930. [Boston, 19301 6 p.

201. Minnesota. Department of education. Financial statement of the
State board of education and State aid schools. 19*1930. [St. Paul, 19301
61 p. (Bulletin, no. 6, October 1930.)

'2692. Mitchell, Claude. The development and control of state support of
educiition in Pennsylvania. Doctv's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see
;10. 715.)

Throughout .the educational history of the State, the facts seem to indicate that edu-
cational advancement has been dependent upon general public enlightenment, and the
initiative and inferests of local communities, rather than upon State guidance and con-
trol brought about by the granting of subsidies.

2693. Moffitt, X. E. and Broom, Mrs. J. W. A study in edticational fina,nce--
city schools ct,f Mississippi. Jackson, Miss., Department of education [1931`1.
11 p. ms. (Educational finance series, no. 9.)

This is a brief summary of data on city schools in response to a request for comparative
data on the 32 Mississippi titles having populations of over 2,500. Twenty-one replies
were received.

2614. A study in educational finance. consolidated 4,eho4)1s of
Mississippi. Jackson, Miss., Department of education [1931?]. 14 p. ms. (Edu-
cational finance series, no. 10.)

The data on consolidated schools were collected in response to requests for comparative
data on city and consolidated schools. Forms were sent to wore than 70 superintendents
of schools having 10 or more teachers each. Thirty-two replies were received.

2695. A study in educational finance equalizing school fundt
Jackson, Miss., Department of education [1931]. 11 p. ms. (Educational

Asfinance series, no. 11.) .

2696. Moody, A. E. A severance tax for- Ohio. jOctor's, 1931. Oh;o.
150 P.

The study shows the inadequacies of the general property tax in Ohio. It defines and
sets forth the severance tax In 'the States where it eiists. It gives the court decisions
involving the validity. of the severance tax. -The author then formulates a proposed
severance tax for Ohio showing its administrative operation and allocating tbe revenue
derived therefrom. Findings: Ohio could profitably enact '0/severance tax.

2697. Moore, William J. A proposed plan for the financial adniinistration
of public education in Kentucky. Doctor's, 1931. Kentucky. 130 p. ins.

An attempt was made to set up a satisfactory minimum.programfor equalising current
education% etpendliures for the component parts of the State of Kentucky.

2698, Mort, Paul 4 Finaticing Oklahoma schools. Report of the Oklahoma
schools: Report of the Oklahoma survey commission to the State board of edu-
cation of Oklahoma. Oklahoma City, Okla., 1980.
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Mort, Paul R. Tax relief in the financing of public schools. Teacherscollege rec.)rd, 32: 628,34. April 1931.
2700. National education association. Research division. The personalincome tax and schlool support. Washington. D. C., National education associa.tion, 1931. 20 p. (Studies in state educational administration, no. 8.)
2701. New York (State) Education department. Public school finances hcities. villages under superintendents and other villages maintaining academic-departments ; also tables showing total finances and other data for all publicschools for the school year ending July 31, 1929. Albany, N. Y., University (Ifthe State of New York, 1931. 137 p. -(UniverSity of the State of New Yorkbulletin, no. 965.)
2702. Newburn, Harry K. A critical Alysis of the bonding progress ofcertAin Illinois high schools. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 185 p. ms.
1..)74.1.9). Pennsylvania. Commission to study the present plan of financingthe public schools and related matters. Report. [Harrisburg, Pa., I)epart-ment of public instruction, 1931.] 263 p.
The Commission recommends the elimination of outstanding inequalities in the prest-ntsystem of distributing state subsidies, and the provision for more efficient organization.administration. and supervision of fourth-class school districts in Pennsylvania.
2704. Peterson, Percy S. The application of federal aid to educatisn InIndiana. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame. 74 p. ms.
2705. Pippin. Bascum C. The financial support of the schools of Canadiancounty, Okbi. Master's. 1931. Oklahoma. 119 p. msThis study sets forth the results of an investigation of the different school districtiof the county as tO aeries, expenditurel. public service corporation wealth, state aidand the educational effort of the districts. It shows the amount of wealth, real an4personal property, public service, and the bonded indebtedness back of each child itaaverage daily attendance in each district, and the effect they have on the educationaladvantages of the various small districts. The county unit of taxation and adminis.tration is proposed and the consolidation of districts with low average daily attendanceis advocated.

2706. Pound, Clarence A. A study of the financial condition of Terre Haute.Ind., schools. Master's. 1931. Chicago. 96 p. ins.A study Of the financial condition of Terre Haute, Ind., schools as they existed in1929.

2707. Reusser, Walter C. Financing public education in Wyoniing.Cheyenne, Wyoming state teachers association, 1930. 122 p. (Wyoming stateteachers association. Research bulletin, no. 2.1Ibis study covers: An analysis of the present *stem of school support in Wyoming;improvement of the State's system of financing pliblic schools ; and studies related tothe proposed plan of financing schools in Wyoming.
2708. Robertson, M. S. and Foote, John M. An administrative and financialstudy of the Beauregard parish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Departmentof education, 1931. 28 p. ms. (Bulleti.n:no. 200.)Discusses existing conditions in the Beauregard- parish schools, giving. in detail thocost of instruction, transportation, and janitorial services in the existing schools.2709. An administrative and financial study of the 'Caldwellparish school system. Baton Rouge. Department of education, 1931. 23 p. ms.(UtIlletin, no. 197.)
2710. An administrative and financial study of the Jacksonparish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Department of education, 1931. 44p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 188.)
2711. ------ An administrative and financial study of the St. Helenaparish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Department of education, 1931. 26p. ms. (Bulletin, no.. 195.)
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713. Robertson, X. S., and Foote, John M. An administrative and financial

tudy of the Vernon parish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Department of
vducation, 1931. 26 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 202.)

2713. - An administrative and financial study of the West
Carroll parish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Department of education,
19S1. 22 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 2)3.)

Part 1 of the report consists of statistical tables in which tbe present conditions inthe parish are analyzed ind comparisons made with average conditions in the State;part 2 includes a proposed budget of expected receipts and proposed expenditures forthe school session 1931,32; part 3 gives a brief summary of some recommendationsrelative to the teaching staff, the relationship of the superintendent to the board, andother important matters.
2714. An administrative and financial study of the WestFeliciano parish school system. Baton Rouge, La., Department of education,

19.31. 22 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 199.)
Findings: The parish receives a comparatively large part of its school revenues fromstate sources; no special tax levies have been imposed for the support of the schools atany time; per-pupil cost of transportation is more than that of instruction ; there is adefinite need of adjustment of salaries.
2715. Sim ler, Chester Lee. Some phases of school finance as determined from

a study of Crawford, Floyd, and Harrison counties. Master's, 1930. Indiana.p. ms.
The problem was to determine: (1) Current expenditures of certain school corpora-tions and the causes of variations in per-pupil costs; (2) possibility of consolidation incertain school corporations; (3) dependency of certain school corporations upon theState for relief; and (4) financinl status of certain school corporations. Findings:Current expenditures vary directly with the number of teachers employed and theper-pupil costs vary directly with the number of pupils enrolled per teacher ; most ofthe school corporations studied are heavily in debt and even with the present Systemof state relief it would be years before they could realise freedom from indebtvdness.
171t1. Skipping, William R. Some educational inequalities in Cameroncounty, Texas. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.It is the purpose of this study to devise a plan for equalizing educational opportunitya Cameron county, Texas.
2717. Spann, Sylvester E. An intensive study of the financial status of thepublic schools of Jackson county, Okla. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 93 p.This study gives the findings of an investigation of the school slistricts of the countyas to expenditures, levies, state aid, and the educational effort of Me districts. It showstbe amount of assessed valuation of real estate, personal property, and public-service-corporation wealth. All districts in the county except two levy 15 millsthe consti-tutional limit for general fund. The indexes of effort of the four classes of schools inthe county show that the rural schools make the most ,effort. Rural schools do not offerhigh-school work or furnish transportation to the children. From the results of thestudy, larger consolidations for administration and more state support for the schoolsare proposed as remedies for the inequalities found.
2718. Stafford, James Polk. A history of the public school funds of[19311. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn.A study of public school funds of Mississippi from 1803 to _1929. Findings: Befon.1'418 public schools were supported by local communities and counties. State dis-tributive fund was set up in the constitution in 1868. These funds have been increasedin number and amount until today they amount to over $5,4X0,000. Apportionmentproblem for state funds is still unsettled. Equalising fund has removed some of theinequalities of support.
2719.. Stenquist, John L Analysis of the budget of the Department ofeducation for 1931. Baltimore, Md., Public schools, 1930. ms.2720. Stevens, Benjamin A. An analysis cif tax rates in certain tax areas inOhio. Columbus, Ohio education association, 1930. 108 p. ms.This study covers tbe 1928-29 tax rates In 1,506 tax areas in 23 Ohio counties.Findings Evidence seems unmistakable that the municipal governmental authorities130618-82-18
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have practiced a policy of forcing the schools to seek all current expense levies, other
than the levies of 2.65 and 2.20 guaranteed by statute, outside of the limitation. The
practice is general of forcing the schools to secure voted levies in a volume which is out
of proportion to the extent to which they share in the inside levies.

2721. Stevens, Benjamin A. Economies and curtailments in school expendj.
tunes in Ohio. Columbus. Ohio education. association. 1931. 10 p. ms.

Analysis of expenditures for current expense retrenchment programs of reporting school
systems (53 cities. 20 exempted villages, pars of or all of 22 counties).0 Findings: Cop.
siderahle variety of objects of economy or curtailment was found. In cities and exempted
villages the most frequent means of retrenchment were: (1) Increase of pupil-teacher
ratios; (2) automatic salary increments were suspended ; (3) repairs were postponei h
county school districts reductions in teachers' salary schedules were frequently given a s
means of retrenchment.

2722. Stubblefield, Garland A. A study of some methods of increasing the
school revenue of the Springdale school district. Master's, 1931. Arkansas.
105 p. ms.

A surrey of tbe educational responsibilities of the Springdale school distrkt and a
critical analysis of several proposed means for increasing the school revenues of the
district. Findings: Under present educational legislation the district is unable to main-
tain a gtandard school for nine mouths unless assistance is secured trom the State
equalization fund.

2723. Summers, Inez Viola. petermining factors in the passing of a school
bond issue. Master's, 1931. WisC%onsin.

2724. Sutherland, Robert Edward Lee. An analysis of the financial bases
for the support of Mississippi schools. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 144 p.

2725. Sutton, D. H. and Holy,'Z. C. The disposition of school bond issues
and special levies submitted by Ohio school districts on November 4, 1930.

1930. Ohio State university, Columbus. ms.
2726. . Financial data for Ohio cities and exempted villages as

of September, 1930. 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus. ms.
2727. Syracuse, N. Y. Public school& A study of the financial statistics of

the City of Syracuse. N. Y.. as compared with 10 New York cities with a popula-
tion of 50,000 or more and 30 comparable cities from the entire country with a

population of from 100,0(X) to 300.000. 1931. 39 p.

2728. Thoniimon, J. L. Analysis and comparison of expenditures comparing
12 other communities. Newburgh, N. Y.. Public schools, 1931. 12 p. ms.

2729. Tibbetts, Heim Kendall. A study of the financial condition of the
public schools at Wheaton, Ill. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 125 p. ms.

Bibliography : p. 124-25.
This study gives a brief review, of receipts and expenditures during the pan decade,

nnd presents a plan of procedure for tbe management of annual operating and capital
costs so that revenue receipts and expenditures will closely match each other.

2730. Tupper, C. R. Survey of accounting distributions for 100 selected
items in 20 California cities. San Diego, Calif., City schools, 1931. 8 p. ms.

2731. Tyler, Samuel. A survey of the items of school expenditures. Wijuk

ter's, 1931. Iowa. 80 p. ms.
2732. Ward, W. H. and committee. A study of state aid for public education.

Columbia, South Carolina teachers association, 1930. 55 p. ms.
Surrey of State aid in 10 States including South Carolina, with recommendations.

2733. Welsh, Edith R. A study of state income taxation as a means of school
Flipport. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of this study was to search the State iscosse-tax laws in order to liar
their provisions; to examine the literature pertaining to income taxation ; to assesslit
the data relating to the practical working of these laws; and to present materials is
sup a way that they may be of usistance-to students or other persona intorested WARM
Mae taxation u a means of increasing school sapport.
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.17:14. Whitfield, George McCabe. Financing the Tacoma public school0-stem. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
27.1 Whiting, Edward Thomas. Codification of controvenial items ofschloi expenditure. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 54 p, ms.This ,tudy included items not codified in previous studies by Charles Velte. JohnWflitherbogg, and John liartsen. The group of studies of which this is the last wasundertaken for the pgrpose of giving to the school superintendents and boards of educa-tion a uniform guide to use in placing expenditures for various items of school supplies,tervices. and equipment. The present study collected the items upon which there was adjsagroement in the first three studies and placed these items. This study nisi, 1-v-com-wends oertain changes in the uniform accounting forms used in Nebraska and whichwould he used in States whose forms follow certain recommendations of the Office ofEducativn.

2736. Whitney, F. L. and Bind, L. E. State aid for elementary schools.Elementary school journal. 31: 678-83, May 1931.
2737. Wolfe, Raymond L. Financial policies of small schools of Nebraska.Nlaster's, 1931. Nebraska.
A study of tbe financial policies of 15 small schools in Nebraska as revealed by tberttords. interviews with the superintendents and board members of tbe schools. Info:--mation relative to current expenditures, cost per average daily attendanm bond issues:in(' collections. financial records and forms. assessed and real valuation of vroperty.methods of handling finances, purchasing of supplies and equipment, salaries of teachers,etc., was secured.

27..-t.s. Wright, Arkley. A study of the fiscal ability of certain Kentuckycities. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 52 p. ms.
This study is limited to the five third-class cities of Kentuckyit inquires into themargin of wealth they have for school uses. Findings : (1) They have ample wealth : (2)the ritizebithip has and is devoting ample funds to school use ; (3) tax burden shouhl belifted in part by larger contribution from State.
273:4. Wrinkle, Herbert Etsal. An analysis of the expenditures for publiceducation in selected cities of Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 113 p.
The expenditures of 34 cities in Oklahoma were reduced to the unit basis per pupil inaverage daily attendance, and comparisons made. The comparative unit costs revealed awide variation lip expenditures by the selected cities.
2740. Young, Gordie. Budgeting school funds. Frankfort, Ky., State de-artment of education, 1931. 75 p.
sfY (11,1(, 127 il), 133, 150. 176, 1976, 1979, 1982, 2081, 2532. 2544. 2553, 2557, p571,28. 2633, 2635. 2788, 3167, 3172, 3784. 4329.

008T OF- EDUCATION

2741. Anderson, Homer. Unit costs in Montana public schools. Master's,931. Montana.
2742. lierning, T. J. One-teacher ungraded elementary ( rural) school Costsdistricts maintaining seven, eight and nine monAh school terms. 192a-1930.t. Paul, Minn.. Department of education. 1931. 60 p.A total of 3,334 school districts are included in this study: 374 school districts main-lining a term of seven months, 968, eight months, and 1,992, nine months. Findings:lie of school, attendance, and assessed valuation increase with length of term. Costr pupil per month decreases as length of term increases. Maintenance mill rate de-ws as length of term increases.
2743. A study of elementary
aintaining class B and class C 4-year

igh schools .and senior high schools.in, 1930. 98 p.
Data used in this study are for the school

and secondary school costs in districts
high schools and class B and C junior
St. Paul, Minn., Department of educa-

year 1928-29.
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2744. Carbaugh, G. E. Costs of 150 Kansas rural high schools, 1929-1930.
Master's, 1931. Kansas.

Comparison of median costs per pupil in average daily attendance according to annul
financial reports. The schools were classified according to enrollment--

2745. Comstock, Lula Mae. Per capita costs in city schools. 1929 1930.
Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931. 13 p. S.

Office of education. Pamphlet no. 19.)
This pnmphlet presents a study of per capita costs in 285 city school

1116

systems for the

school year ended June 30, 1930.

2746. Coutts, Hazel Ruth. Comparative cost study a/ commercial with other
high school departments. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

2747. Daniel, Wilbur Elsworth. A. study of unit costs in schools of western
Washington. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2748. Finch, J. D. A comparative per capita high school cost of centralized
ind non-centralizea county schools. Master's. 1931. Mississippi.

The study showed th'e need of definite educational readjustments, espedally in the
noncentralized county system of education.

2749. Foote, John M. How can the school board of St. Tammany parish re-

duce school costs Without impairing the efficiency of the school system? Baton

Rouge, La., Department of education, 1931. 17 p. ms. (Bulletin no. 177.1

2750. Georgia education association. Research bulletin of facts about eclat.
tion. Where the citizen's dollar goes. 1931. 16 p.

This study compares the cost of educatiòn In Georgia witb that of other States.
2751. Henning, Paul T. Daily instructional costs per pupil in the high

schools of Huntington county. Ind. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 100 p. ms.

2752. Hetrick, Charles S.. Trends of current expense costs for Nebraska
schools having from 11 to 30 teachers. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. CO p. n.

The trends of elementary, high school. and total current expense costs are studied for
period of six years (1923-1929) and these costs are compared for Article VI and Article
XXV schools.

2753. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. Analyses and trends
of school costs. 1924-1931. 1931. (1 p. ms. ( Research bulletin, no. 8214.)

2754. Analyses of school costs for the school year June
1930 to May 1. 1931. 1931. 5 p. ms. ( Research bulletin no. 8215.)

Costs and pupil statistics of the Hduston schools 1924-

1930). [1931.] 54 p.

2756. Lee, J. Murray. A study of departmental costs in the junior and senior
high schools for a threeyear period. Burbank, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For

abstract see no. 717k) (t\
Tbe cost per capita for each department in grades 7-12 was studied from 1927 to 1930
2757. Los Angeles, Calif. City schools. Cost of instruction by subjects in

the junior and senior high schools of LOS Angeles. 1930.

2758. McVey, John Philip. Subject and- grade costs of instructioil4in th
high schools of Arizona. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

2759. Makepeace, Frank George. The instructional costs of vocational sub-
Jests in the senior high schools of I,(6 Angeles. Master's, 1931. Southern
California. 92 p.

2760. Miller, Erie W. A qtudy of the relation between 4dM1evement and cost
of 72 Colorado high schools. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study was to find out what relation, 'if any, exists betweso achieve-
ment as measured by the Stanford achievement tests and school costs, the lament* of list
on thiip relationship. and to develop a measurelof efficiency which could hot 4444
comparisons of school systems.
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7111. Nelson, Thomas 11 Preliminary report on the.unit cost studies of 21

larror V. M. C. A. schools fasild upon form one aimlyses for 1925-1926 to 193---
not I. Lancaster, Pa., Educational council of the Young Men's Christian asso-
Hatilins of the United States, of America, 1930. 40 p. (Educational council
hul let in, vol. 1, no. 4, November 1930. Supplement, no. 2.)

1271;2. New Jersey. Department of public instruction. Statistical and cost
studio: of education in New Jersey. Trenton, 1931. 505 p. (EducAtion bulle-
tin. N01, 17, June 1931. Special.)

igures for the school year 1929-30 were summarized by the eothmissioner of education
from the annual reports of the county superintendents of schools.

27a Peery, James Emmet. Comparative study of unit costs in selected
shl ols in Oklahoma. 'Afiltster's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

Fifteen North central schools and 15 other accredited schools of Oklahoma, which werec.Inip:Iralle in enrollment and number of tcachers, were studied to find if there is anyr"al difTorence in the two types of schools.

Pusey, Edwin D. Per-pupil costs in the public schools of Georgia. A
study wade for the committee on research of the Georgia association of school
superintendents. Athens, Georgia association of school superintendents, 1931.

p.
The purpose of the study was to show the relative per-pupil costs of elementary and...oriltary schools in the State of Georgia. and the per pupil costs of the different subjectstaught in the secondary schools!

2765. San Francisco, Calif. Public schools. Costs oil, water, gas and
elect ricity. 1931. 19 p. rns.

Thi: study was made for the purpose of comparing the consumption of fuel, oil, water,gas :mil electricity in the San Francisco public schools. Comparative costs were corn-linteti for all the schools of similar size and type.
2766. Smart, Thomas J. How better schools for less money may be made

ivailal)le for a Kansas community. University of Kansas bulletin of education,3:3-19, February 1931.
Thk is a study of the effect of adopting a proposed plan of reorganization in reducingboth elementary and high school costs. The plan is a flexible federation rather thanlet:islating new districts.
2767. Snyder, James Paul. The distribution of school costs between state,rounty and local districts in the State of Washingt Master's, 1931. Wash-itxt on. 104 p. ms.
2768. Taulbee, Mills Horton. Comparison of the per pupil costs of instruc-.

tilln in rural in(hpendent, school township, consolidated, and city independentselools of Hardin county, Iowa. Master's, 1.930. Iowa St. Coll. 43 p. ms.
27C9. Thompson, J. L. Cost study of schools and departments. Newburgh,N. Y.. Public schools, 1931. 8 p.
2770. Thurman: Wesley B. Unit costs of supplies in the four year -highschools of Los Angeles county. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 54 p.nit costs based upon mean expenditures per average daily attendance in 10 schools,computed for 48 items.
2771. White, Warren Travis Per capita costs of, and ability to pay for,illools; in Texas cities of more than 2,500 population. Master's, 1931. Texas.
2772. Williams, Florin C. Daily instructional costs per pupil per subject inthe high schools of Wabash county. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 137 p. ms.Findings: There are too many high schools in the county; there are narrow curriculain some schools.because of small enrollments; there is much duplication of equipment andin the matter of subj4ts; daily per pupil instructional costs are high because of smalldin enrollments. 4
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2773. Wilson, Arthur Kitterman. A study to determine the relative cost per
pupil of classroom periods of different time allotments. Master's, 1931. South.
ern California. 64 p.

A study of the total teacher cost per pupil in 31 senior high schools using the length-
ened period of 50-60 minutes compared with the cost in 46 schools using the shorter
period of 40-45 minutes; also a comparison of departmental costs in five typical highschools of each type.

Ste oleo 1708, 1984, 2369, 2502, 261g, 26234, 2861, 3024, 3239, 3606.

RUItt) SCHOOLS

2774. Bowers, Charles Homer. An analysis of teacher participation in the
administration of the high schools of Cambria county, Pa. Master's, 1930.
Cornell.

2775. Butterworth, Julian E. The county superintendent in the United
States. 19:11. Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y. 82 p. ms.

Data were received from 2,009 county superintendents and comparable officers regard-ing age, sex, marital condition, educational experience, training, degrees held, position
held at time of first election;salary, salary limitations, etc.

2776. Callahan, Maurice A. Status of the county superiltendent in Kansas
in the years 1921 and 1929. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.

2777. Clarke, Harvey Fisk. A study of the annexation of elementary dis-
tr:cts to high school districts in California, with special reference to the gen-
eral annexation law of 1921. Master's, 1931. California. 220 p. ms.

Examines the implication that all California territory should be high-school territory.
Subservient to that purpose, it is the hope to make available a large amount of exact
facts regarding the operation of California's annexation laws, and the territory which
has been affected by them. %Findings: 25 counties out of the 58 in the State are com-
pletely unionized; 37 counties or two-thirds have better than 90 per cent of their dis-
tricts unionized; and 8 counties have between 70 and 90 per cent unionized.

2778. Crawford, Otis 0411. The position of the county school administrator.
A study of the relationship of training, experience, and tax duplicate to salary,
together with suggested legislation in county school administrative positions
in Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This study deals with the status of the county school superintendent and the as-
sistant county school superintendent.

2779. Frankfather, Harry V. Redistricting of the high schools of Auglaize
county, Oh:o. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 71.1'L*

The purpose of this survey was to determine whether there are any weaknesses in
the present school districting of Auglaize county and to establish basic facts for de-
termining more logical and more efficient school districts.

2780. Gaumnitz, Walter H. Availability of public school education in rural
communities. Washington, United States Government printing 'office, 193.1.
53 p, (tT. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 34.)

2781. Gauer, Melbourne. Certaiu phases of. the problem of larger units of
school administration with a particular study of Orange county, California.
Master's, 1931. Claremont.

2782. Heffner, James R. The county unit of education in Tennessee. Mas-
tees, 1930. Tennessee. ms.

2783. Hertenstein, Charles Rudavh. Legal provisions in relation to county
unit school organization. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 185 p. ms.

The problem was to determine wbat the provisions of school laW in tbe 11 county
unit States are, with a view to improving the rural schools of Indiana. Findings : Of
the 48 States of the Union, only 8 have the township unit of control with partial
elements of a county organization. The statutes of 6 States provide for an optional
county-unit plan of school organisation. The statutes of 11 States provide for a
mandatory county-unit system of school organisation.
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2784. Kelly, Annis. The three most important duties of a county school
superintendent of Georgia. Master's, 1931. Mercer.

2785. Krausbeck, M. Earl. A study of the administration of township
schools in Indiana. Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C. 97 p. ms.

Analysis of practices of Indiana township trustees in hiring employees, purchasing
of supplies! and equipment and making and executing the school budget. Findings: Trus-
tees Art autocratic in control of employment ; few use requisition systPm for purchases;
they are autocratic in preparing budget.

2786. Lenhardt, Lawrence Edwin. The social-economic composition of the
Board of trustees of Anderson county, S. C. Master's, 1931. South Carolina.
38 pms. (For abstract see no. 717.)

The purpose of the study was to point out the strong and weak points of the hoards
of trustees of Anderson county, and to suggest remedies for the weaknesses.

2787. Leonard, Herbert C. plan for reorganization of school flistricts of
Columbiana county. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 110 p..ms.

Rural and village school, districts of Columbiana county were studied and recommenda-
tions made for immediate 4ormation of districts on basis of community of interest plan,
and the adoption fltimate1 of a complete county-unit plan.

2788. Moreland, Jei4e F. Some educational inequalities in Weld county.
Master's, 1930. Colo. kit. T. C.

In this study the writer attempts to determine the educational inequalities in Weld
county, Colo., schools due to finances; the inequalities in sites, buildings, equipment, and
teachers; and to compare the cost of the school to what it has in site, building, equip-
ment, and teachers. ,

2789. Morrison, J. Cayce. Changing conditions which affect the work of the
district superintendent of schools in New York State. Albany, N. Y., State edu-
cation department, 430. 16 p. ms.

A study of the social economic changes from 1910 to 1920 which have A bearing upon
the work, of district superintendents of schools in New York State with special attention
to various factors involved in transportation, communication, and occupations. Findings:
Certain definite changes are needed in the office of district superintendent in order to
make it more adaptable to the educational need* of the present time. .

*2790. Nuttall, L. John, jr. Progress i 'lusting differences of amount of
educatibnal opportunity offered under the coanty-unit systems of Maryland'and
Utah. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college.
Columbia university, 1931. 105 p. (Contributions to education no. 431.)

Bibliography: p. 96-105.
Part I of this study deals with the meaning of the county unit, its promise of equali-sation. and its drvelopment in Maryland and Utah. Part 2 deals with the progress inequalizing educational offering during the years under the county-unit system as measuredby the length of school term, enrollment and attendance of pupils, and by the teaching

staff.

2791. Peck, Harry Elmer. A survey to determine the advisability of a
reorganization of the school districts of Geneva township, Ashtabula county,
Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The recommendation of the survey was that the three districts should unite as theGeneva exempted village school district as a move towards economy and efficiency inadministration of the scbools and as a method of securing equal* of educational oppor-tunity among the children of the township.
2792. Schuyler, Paul. A plan for the reorganization of the schools of

Menominee county, Mich., to bring about increased service and efficiency. Mas-ter's, 1931. Michigan.
2793. Shaw, YohnlOverton. Educational opportuniti in the schools ofTillman county, Olds. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 70 p. ms.The sources Of incope and method of expenditure as taken from the records for all theschools of Tillman county, Okla., for the year 192940 were analysed and set forth intables for comparisons. Findings : The old district type of administration has failed togive a democratic system of schools in the county ; inequalities of expenditure, ability,
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and effort that exist in the county justify a change in the method of handling school
finances; taxes on public utilities are not fairly dietritrited; a one or two room shool
should not try to do high-school work; districts that ILive an average daily attendance
of 12 or less should not have schools of their own; the highest cost of education im In
the rural schools, the lowest in the independent distrkte ; districts that are tW least able
to support education are making the greatest effort. The local district should be replaced
by the county as the unit for organization, support, adhilGs-tration, and supervision of the
public schools.

2794. Totten, William Fred. A partial surycy and plan for reorganization
of the schools of Franklin township, Marion cot.nty, Ind. Master's, 1931. In-
(limp. 386 p. ms.

2795. Wilson, Albert V. School publicity in the smaller schools of Colorado.
Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study was to determine the statu4 of school publicity in the
Waller town and rural communities of Colorado.

2796. Wood, Floyd Gilbert. Duties of California school superintendents and
principals of union high schools having 15 to 100 teachers. Master's, 1931.

Southern California. 90 p.
Au analysis of the relative degree of importance of 30 duties performed by public

school administrators, based on replies from 122 individuals.
2797. Wyrill, Pearl. The county superintendent of Kansas. 1'sIaster's,J931.

Wichita. 58 p. ms.
SCHOOL SUPERVISION

2798. Adams, Olive M. . A study to detertniiie the specific effects of individual
supervisory conference on observell teaching. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

2799. Alexander, Thomas; Stratemeyer, Florence; and Mead, A. R. A com-
prehensive bibliography on supervision. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1930.

2800. Austin, Emory Adair. Teacher intervisitation as a means of supervi-d
sion in the smaller school system. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 68 p. ms.

A survey of current literature and a study of the practices in the schools of Nebraska
ill regard to teacher intervisitation as a weans of superviAion in the smaller r,chool
systems, ,with suggestive methods, techniques, and plans to be used in teacher inter-
visitation.

2801. Barnes, CVarles Olin. A study of rurAl school supervision in Florida.
Master's, 1931. Florida.

2802. Bryant, C. L. Supervisory procedures and evaluation of supervision
in the Arlington school, JaAsonville, Fla. Master's, 1931. Mercer.

2803. Cates, John H. A year and a half's accomplishments in rural school
supervision in Carter county. Muter's, 1930. Tennessee:. ins.

2804. Conner, Jay Davis. A cooperative study of teaching difficulties and
supervisory activities. Master's, 19V. Stanford.

2805. Cook, Emma Miller. A study of rural school supervision in certain
Kansas counties. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. Coll.

*2806. Dales, Orrin Penfield. A study of supervising officials in New York
State. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 173 p. ms. Amendix: 142 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to discover'and analyze important facts about the
persons engaged in supervisory work in the public schools of New York State outside of
New York City. Questionnaires were sent to 38,875 persons, and replies were received
am 98.1 per cent of the personnel.

2807. Emerson, D. W. and Eackworth, Lector. Northeastern teacihers col-
lege supervipary yearbook for superintendents, priticipals, aand teachers in ele-
mentary schools, 1930-1931. Tahlequah, O a Northeastern teachers college,
1! 41.. 66 p.

_
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MI purpose of this yearbook was to give to the teachers of Northeastern district a
.nrnmay of the results of the supervisory work for 1929-30; and to submit a plan by
hich the supervisory work may he continued during 1930-31.

"%08. Emmons, Spencel. R. Tovuotuate a supervisory program. Master's
[19:11. Peabody. 222 p. ms.

A ;;Ipipikory program applied to 10 teachers and 300 pupils in one school, showed
that, pe6se of a definite program of supervision, improvnnent in teaching can be secured.

''09. Fry, Mettle B. Supervision. Muster's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 46 p.

Findings: An efficient prog of analysis and diagnosis of school problems, followed
hy proper remedial measure. low rs the number of failures; conserves time and energy
of the pupil, teacher, and supervi4or ; reduces number of problem cases; saves money
for the school city ; improves the morale of the teaching body ; and creates a better
antier-ianding between the home and the school.

2Q.10. Games, Ruth F. Supervisory duties of county superintendents. Mas-
ter's. 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

study attempts to answer three questions: (1) What are the professional act Ivi-
ties Iii which county superintendents actually engage? (2) what are the professional
nctlyitivs considered to be most difficult to perform by county superintendents? (3) where,
In the opinion of the county superintendent, is the best source of training for these
activities?

*2S111411ahn, Julia L. A critical evaluation of a supervisoiy program in
kindergarten-primary grades. Doctor's,. 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York
City. Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 156 p. (Contributions to
education, no. 495.)

The problem was to describe the reorganization of the work of kindergarten and
primary grades of the San Francisco schools over a period of fx years, to examine
critically the major elements of the supervisory program concerned with the reorganiza-
tion in the light of the educational philosophy which guided its development, and to
evaluate the procedures for purposes of possible application in similar situations.

2s12. Helm, Emma Jane. A study of the sUpervising teachers in the South-
ern States. Master's, 1931. Peabody.

A study of 125 elemtntary supervising teachers in 44 colleges in 14 Southern States.
Findings : A growing spirit of cooperation exists between the college and training-
school faculties. The training teachers are more highly qualified than before from the
standpoint of professional training and years of experience. Salary is being Increased,
hut does not equal that of the college teacher, the average being $2.002 annually. The
supervising teacher is oyerloaded when compared with the college teacher. Student teach.
ers ranged from 1 to 31 teachers, with average ot S per. term. The training school is being
recIgnized as an integral part of the, teachers college. Every phase of the training-
school Ivork is being improvedlto meet the new requirements Of the standardizing
agincies.

2813. Johnson, Irving W. A specialized supervisory program dealing with
a school's wenkest subject. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

it is the purpose to determine the influence of special supervisory efforts pn achieve-
ment in a school's weakest subject and to make recommendations as to the desirability
of the above type of procedure.

2814. Lanier, J. M. Principal's program of supervision. Master's, 1931.
Niercer.

2815. Lockard, Annie Kate. Rural supervision in Harrison county, Miss.
Master's; 1931. Peabody. 81 p. ms.

A study of rural supervision in Harrison county from 1928 to 1930. The needs of
supervision were found to be: (1) Activities that will cause teachers to make, more
preparation for classes, to have more definite aims, and to meet more heeds of the indi-
vidual pupil; (2) standardisation of study materials; (3) provision for and demonstra-
tion of use of extra helps; and (4)-- helps in correction of bad habits of pupil study.

2816. Martin, Claire Arnot Studies in the supervision of the schools in
Dickinson county. Master's, 1931. Kans, St. Col. 60 p. ms.
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2817. Massey, Herbert N., and others. A study of nil 'status of the subject
supeYvisor in the Junior and senior high schools of the largest 100 cities of the

United% States. Washingto4, D. C., National education association, 1931,

(N. E. A. Department of secondary school principals. Bulletin, 35:194-.200,
March 1931.)

The objective of the study was to determine the administrative relationship existing
between the subject supervisor, principal, and superintendent as shown by certain prae .

tices in city-school sytitemA. Data were secured from questionnaires sent to city-school
superintendents.

2818. NatIonal education association. Department of supervisors and di-
rectors of instruction. The evaluation of supervision. The fourth year-

book . . . -Compiled by a committee of the department, Clifford Woody, chair-
man. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 181 p.

" This yearbook is in part theoretical, in part a summarization of published loves-

tigations, and in part a compilation of the investigations auA supervisory activItles
undertaken by the membership of the Department."

2819. Neary, Frances. An analysis of the (lures of sumrvisors in the schoolg
of New York Stte. Master's, 1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach.

From material taken from the office of Dr: W. )?v. Cole, State education department,
New York, the author has tabulated data in such a way as to give a fairly clear picture of

the activities in which supervisors in the elementary schools engage. Tables show great

differench in t* number of grades supervised, the npmber of teachers coming under the
direction of a single supervisor, the amount of timApent in supervision, the amount
of teaching done by supervisors, etc.

2820. Overn, A. V. Survey report of instruction and supervision at East

Grand Forks, Minn. [19311 University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.

2821. Rrandoni, Sister Maiy Carmel& An analysis of the aids received by

teachers, in community school supervision.,.. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 39
p. ms.

1
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2822. Reynolds, Annie. Supervision and rural school improvement. Wash.

ington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 42 p. (U. S. Office of
education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 31.)

2823. Southwick, Hrs. Ida M. The county superintendent and rural supOr-
vision. Master's [1931]. Montana.

2824. Travis, Leo R. An anal?sis of the research, practice. and opinion in
supervision in secondnry schools. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract
see no. 715.)

In this study an atttmpt w ade to compile the practices in certain leading school

systems, and tbe opinions of f t(er thinkers in the field of suOrvision in secondary
schools. The research was procured from 10 educational Journals publishek betweeu
the years 1915. and 1930 inclusive. The opinions were selected from the publicitions of
25 authorities. The praclíces were assembled by means of a check list, which surveyed
115 representative school osystemi throughout the United States. The data Were organ-
ized and displayed in tabular form.

See also 985, 1196, 1822, 1365, 1664, 1756, 2043, 2129, 2131-2132, 2138, 2814, 2841.
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282. 3aker, H. K. The status of the high school principal in the exempted
village and small city school of Ohio. Master's,,1931. Ohio. 88 p. ms.

The study included 33 or 60 per cent of the exempted village and 32 or 68 per cent
%. of the small city schools. Schools in cities between 5,000 and 15,000 were included In

tbe small city group.
2826. Bundrick, Olin Wyse. The elementary school principal of South Caro-

lina and his relationship tg instruction. Master's, 1931. North Carolina. (For

abstract see no. 710.3

The major attempt of the study was to /sho4 the factors which contribute to the pro.

feepional growth of the elemeqary school teachers of the State. The study reveals:

\
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fa) The worth-while changes which teachers have made in their instruction during tbe
past few years with the causes of such changes; and (b) the activities of principals for
the improvement of instructión in their schools.

"slis. Burdick, Bampy j. Activitios of the principals of Tennessee's ap-
proved four-year county high schools in improving their teachers in service.
Master's, 1931. Tennessee. 113 p. nr:A.

2828. Burtsfield, James Scott. The principal as a probation officer. Mas-

ter's. 1931. Pittsburgh.- (For abstra(t see no. 715.)
The plan to have principals act as school probation officers originated with the judge

of the Juvenile court of Mahoning county, Ohio, in 1919. The plan has been used
eiten.iivuly in East high school, Youngstown. A total ofj55 eases were heard in four
years, of which 93 reached the juvenile court. The number of cases heard annually nt
the East high school has decreased from 2.5 per cent of the total enrollment in 1927-
192S to .61 per cent in 1929-1.930. Chaney high school, using the same plari, shows
a corresponding decrease during the same period. The principals in Youngstown using

'this plan feel that it is an aid in bringing abotkt better attendance and discipline. Its
strong points are that it places more responsibility ,on the parenis, causes closer cooper-
ation of school and home, gives the Aiiincipal the support of .the court, and saves the
child from the dishonor of a court rticord.

"282117 Carter, James Franklin. The status of Hi high school prinepal in
the State of Pennsylvania. Doctor's, 1931. Temple.

08:10. Couch, Mary D. The desirable activities of elementary 01 super-
vising principals. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.1

A study was made of the time apportionment of 26 elementary principals of Oklahoma
City. The study -indicates that the principals arts not apportioning their time wisely.
The rc-asons for the unwise use of their time were secured, by prrsonal interviews with
principals. Remedies for the defects are given.

28:t1. Cox,. Willis Burton. The high-school principal in Indiana. Master's,
w31.. Chicago. 96 p. ms.

An analysis of theaprincipars rork, and 4a study of the training, salaries, experience,
etc., of the personal. Findings: The Indiana high:school principals do considerabltf
teaching of a wide variety ofsubjects, due to the prevallsnce of small high schools in the
stw. Their training is above average, comparing with other studies, with a median of
177.9 weeks. The median salary is $2,088. Only 4 per cent are women. The median
experience is higher than the average.

2832. Dannug, Leon Gurgos. Th6 status of the high sch6ol principal in the
Philippines. Master's, 1931. Washington. 130 p. ms.

Findings: Principals occupy an important position in the development of secondary
education in the Philippine Islands. Several suggestions for improvement are given.

2KITLDowns, Harold T. Status of the elementary schobi principal,. of St.
Louis county. Master's, 1931. Washington Univ.

2834. Ellis, William G. The overlapping of the duties of the tchool superin-
.

Nebniska.tendent and princl 1. Master's, 1931. 100 ms.
Intensive and extensive study of the duties of the superi tendent and The principal.

Sets up some possible criteria to aid each person in judgi own work.

2835. Foster, Frank Kale. Status of the jun high school principal,: :Wash-
ington, United States Government printing o 1930. 75 p. (U. S. ()lice of.
(Audition. Bulletin, 1980, no. 18.)

2R16. Grise, Strauther Wade. The time distribution of certain elementary
*school principals of Arkans.as. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 61 p.

Thirty-nine questionnaires were sent to principals In the State of. Arkansas who
devoted their full time to duties of principalship. Findings: (1) Arkansas princiPals
ghe-on the average 28.2 per cent of their time to supervision, 18.4 per-rent of their time
to administrative duties, 8.7 per cent to clerical duties: 87.4 per cent to teaching duties,
and 14,9' per cent to other duties; (2) on the whole the time distribution of Arkansas

Compares favorably with that of principals represented in other study% except
Ils thlt Arluthias, principals have very heavy teaching duties ; (8) the time distribtition of
Arkansas principals does not in matters of supervision and teaching compare favorably
with what id considered the ideal time allotment of these duties; (4) data for this study
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indicate that Arkansas principals as a group do not believe in a great deal of supervision
and that they believe a principal shou:d devote much of his time to teaching duties.

2837, Harrold, John W. An analysis of the sttiall union high school prin.
cipalship in New York State. Muster's, 1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 81 p,

Taking facts in part from the State education department and in part from the replies
to a questionnaire, this study presents an analysis of the experience, the daily, weekly, and
monthly duties,-the distribution of time, the academic preparation, and the salaries of
the principals in 64 widely distributed small high schools in New York State. Definite
recommendations are made with reference to the amount and kind of preparation and the
type of previous experlencti that should be required of persons assuming the duties of this
office. The desirability of special preparation in educational administration and super-
vision is emphasized.

2838. Jaggers, R. E. and others. The status of the twelve-grade principal
in Kentucky. Louisville, Ky., Kentucky educational association, 1931. 33 p.

A study of the status of the principal in Kentucky with reference to training, tenure,
economic status, activities, etc.

2839. Lewin, Lillie. Survey of duties and services performed by vice-

principals and opportun-ity teachers in elementary schools. San Francisco,
Calif., Public schools, 1931. 15 p. ms.

2840. Morrison, J. Cayce. Standards for the preparation and certification
of elementary school principals. Albany, University of the State of New York
press, 1931. 13 p.

On and after September 1, 1932, all elementnry school principals shall be required to
hold a principal's certificate issued tinder the authority of the Commissioner of education.
Permanent certificates will be issued to all principals who are in service on that date, who
have served continuously for a period of three or more years and who possess a teacher's
certificate valid in the elementary schools; and to all other principals in service on that
date who are recommended for certification by the employing stiperintendent.

2841. National education association. Department of elementary school
principals. The principal and .supervision. Tenth yearbook. Washington,
D. C., National education association, 1931. 652 p. (Bulletin of the Depart
went of elementary school principals, vol. 0, no. 3, April 1931.)

2842. Research division. The rincipal at work on his problema
Washington, D. C., National education association, 1931. (Research bulletin,
9: 94-159, March 1931.) ,

2843. Pedicord, Harry Lewis. The most difficult duties performed by super-
vising principals. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the most difficult duties performed by
supervising principals of the fourth class townships of Allegheny, Washington, Fayette,
and Westmoreland counties of Pennsylvania. Returns to a questionnaire were received
from 95 of the 130 principals to whom they were sent. Data were grouped under- 14
headings. The most difficult duties are those pertaining to supervision. Difficult duties
pertaining to school boards are a close second to those of supervision. Teacher, pupil.
community, and parental difficulties follow closely in order.

2844. Roberts, Nar. The status of the elementary principal of West Vir-
ginia. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 124 p. ins.

The data were collected by means of a questionnaire, which was sent to 253 elementary
principals supervising 5 or more teachers. Ninety-eight principals replied. Seventy-dye
towns and cities were represented. The data were grouped into tables according to size
of city and school.

2845. Strausbaugh, D. L. The status of tile high school principal in Ohio.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. 85 p. ms.

Senior, 4-year, and 0-year bigh schools over tbe entire State were studied. findings:
(1) Educational status is not what it should be (five years above high school). The out-
look is entouraging due to a large percentage of attendance at summer training schools;
(2) principals sidestep their most important duty, tbat of supervision; (3) office equip
ment in general is fairly adequate; .(4) office help is inadequatemuch student help is
being used ; (5) the principal in Ohio enters the profession ffom a teaching position, met
frequently he is a successful athletic coach4

oleo 292, 2044;2069e 2233, 2$52, 27116.
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2846. Anderson, Mrs. Esther Luse. Standards for measuring the discipline
of high school girls.. Maiter's, 1931. Indiana. 141 p. ins.

Bal,rd, Philip tdward. Procedures utilized in Ohio high schools to
sjiiiplity dosing the school year. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see

no. 712.)
The thesis offers summations of common practices, a definition of " closing the scbool

year" and a suggestive identification of all that may be embraced under the term,
together with a tentative procedure of organization and administration which is offered
to the principal to test and modify to fit his needs.

2848. Bozek, Brother Edwin. A study of the four major factors influencing
discipline in a Catholic high school, from the point of view of the prefect of
discipline. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame.

'28-19. Brokaw, Arthur H. An experiment in the improvement of school
spirit. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

2850. Carlson, Herman E. Discipline. Fresno, Calif., Public schools, Mil.
(For abstract see no. 717b.)

A study was made of data on cases of discipline sent to the office of the rice-principal
in a 6 year school of 1,800 pupils.

2K)1. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Required and optional expenses of
pupils in Denver public schools. 1931.

Principals and teachers made inquiries of pupils regarding their expenses in attending
school. These expenses included the required fees, books, paper, pencils, etc., and optional
expenses. The latter made a long list of items.

2852. School calendars in cities over 100,000 population.
1931. ins.

The questionnaire related to dates of beginning, closing, holidays, vacations, and num-
ber of days school was in session. Replies were tabulated from 36 cities.

2853. Flemming, Cecile itrhite. The adjustment of pupils in the modern
school. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 101 p.

2854. Frazier, M. R. A case study of school discipline. Master's, 1931.
Wisconsin.

2855. Garrison, Ralph Merrill. An age-grade and grade-progress study of
Richland county schools. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The purpose of the survey was to determine the efficiency of the school system by
means of an age-grade and grade-progress study. The schools were divided into township
elementary, centralised elementary, village elementary, and 'high schools. Th( pupils
were classified according to sex so that a comparison was possible. A study of age of
entrance, frequency of failures, and double promotion was included.

2856. Gnagoy, Lelo J. A study of school disciplinary problems. Master's,
1931. Wisconsin.

2857. Hartwig, Herman J. Characteristics and tendencies in the making of
class assignments. Muter's, 1%31. Ne raska. 79 p. ms.

Study of current tendencies in aeslgnmez4,An public schools as shown by the literature
and personal visits to 120 classrooms.

2858. Hahn, Ernest Theodore. 'Policies and practices of home study in small
schools of Nebiaska. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 100 p. ms.

Gives the results of a survey of 22 articles written in the past 10 years by prominent
educators ou bome study, and a questionnaire study of 248 pupils In live small schools
and 178 teacher% and superintendents In Nebraska.

2859, Horn, Ralph. Lesson planning in the secondary school. Mister's,
1930. Ohio. (Iror abstract see no, 112.)

Inquiry was de by sending questionnaires to the teacher-training institutions and
a

reP
Ire potty of obiloor tact and elascroom teachers of Ohio to

termine the !wisest attitudes toward practices in the use of the written lesaon Plan
la the reolpodgy Woos 1 Ohio.
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2860. Brul, Prank O. A study of4he factors involved in making a hIgi
school schedule of recitations. Master'i;,,1931. Washington Univ.

2861. /dyers, Charles Everett. Length of school term, school attendance,and school costs in 100 Virginia counties. Richmond, Va., State board of eta.cation, 1931. 34 p. ms.
Gives data for 1925-26 and 1929-30 for each county in Virginia. Findings: Thetvvery little correlation between length of term and attendance with terms rifigiaifrom 6 to 10 months in length. With the length of term decreased, the chances areeven that attendance will increase or decrease. There is a constant trend toward Wag.terms and better attendance, apparently operating independently among the counties (4the State.
2862. New York (City) Board of education. Thirty-second annual reportof the superintendent of schools for the year ending July 31, 1930. 1931. 843p,Statistical section contains tables and charts showing class sire, promotions, age-grakprogress of pupils, etc.

2863. Olson, Willard C. A study of classroom behavior. Journal of educa.
tional psychology, 22: 449-54. September, 1931.

A study of whispering among about 200 elementary school children. WhisperIng
measured by a time sampling method and related to such factors as grade, sex, intelli-gence, teachers ratings for conduct, etc.

2864. Risen, Maurice rA. Legal status of corporal punishment in the United
States. Master's, 1931. Temple.

2865. San Diego, Calif. City schools. An analysis of merit and demerit
systems used in San Diego city secondary schools. 1931. 24 p. ms.

A summary and critical analysis of merit plan practices in San Diego city secondaryschools.

2864. Sweigart, Bert A. A study in high school discipline with special
reference to 100 Indiana high schools. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 175 p. ms.A study was made of 100 Indiana high schools to determine how discipline is ad-ministered; the frequencies of disciplinary infractions; the time of day and dayweek, and location in building or activity of disciplinary infractions; and the meused in dealing with type problem&

2867. Wilkinson, Morris H. Administrative control of discipline in junior
high schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 125 p.

Based on a study of the literature, on surveys of merit systems, of student bodyorganisations, of ease-record systems, and on interviews with principals and vimprincipa ls.
Bee also 2502, 2551, 4170; and under Educational surveys.

ATTENDANCH AND CHILD AMOUNTING

2868. Chapman, Alvan Lothair. A study of child accounting in Alabama.
Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

2869. Clark, Lee. Child accounting in the hospital school at the University
of Michigan. Maser's, 1931. Michigan.

2870. Fleming, Paul. A survey of truancy in Oakland, 1928-1929. Oak-
land, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 43 p. ms.

Tabulations made of age and grade distribution show that truancy is a problem oljunior and senior high schools; of boys about the ages of 15 and 18. Little rehabs.ship was noted between day of the week, holidays, special events, or the weather sagthe occurrence of truancy.
2871. Greene, H. A. Uniform child accounting Osten for Iowa. Des Moines,

Iowa State teachers association, 1981.
A proposed program and system of record foam for the administration of a state-wide uniform child accounting system adapted to graded and rural school situtioulatbe State of Iowa..
2872. Long Beach, Calif. City school& Child accounting reeordd 19111

4 p. me.
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287a McNicholas, Rev. Martin Leo. Child accounting in Catholic elemen-
tars- schools. Doctor's, 1931. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic uni-
vers.ity of America, 1931. 93 p.

2874. Martin, Paul E. Analysis of enrollment, attendance and graduation,
1910-1930. Compton union d:strict, Calif., Public schools [1930].

Tabulation on enrollment by class and sex, of average daily attendance by months
and years, and Rise of graduating classes. There was an average annual increase in
enrollment of 12 per cent, and in graduation of 20 per cent for the 20-year period.

Moffitt, X. E. and Broom, lint. J. W. Population. school census, and
school attendance in the State of Mississippi, 1927-1928 and 1928-1929. Jack-
sOn, MiSS., Department of education [1931] 15 p. ms. (Child accounting series
DO. 1

Data are taken from the annual reports of the county superintendents of educa-
tion in the 82 counties of Mississippi and of the superintendents of 171 separate school
districts. The items are treated by races In order that judgment may be passed on the
obligation to each race separately.

876. Sanford, C. W. A study of child accounting records. Master's, 1930.
Illinois. 139 p. (For abstract see no. 699.)

Bibliography.
" Included in this study is first, a consideration of the functions and purposes of

child accounting records; second, a consideration of tbe results of an analytical study
of the child accounting practices in some 60 representative schools in the State of
Illinois; third, a consideration of the criteria which were used in tbe selection of the

I records and the items contained threon for use in each of tbe different schools; and
fourth, a consideration of the records for use in each of three different sized schools.
Data were secured chiefly from a questionnaire and from an examination of the litera-
ture on the problem, or related problems . . . The findings reveal that few of these
schools possess an adequate set of child accounting records . . ."

2877. Senour, A. C. Annual report on pupil accounting for the regular day
school in East Chicago. East Chicago, Ind., Public schools, 1930. p. ms.

2878. Smith, Walton A. Causes of absence and tardiness in the Wyandotte
high school. Master's, 1931. Chicago.

A study of the various factor's related to the absence and tardiness of pupils in high
school, such as age, sex, IQ, scholarship, nationality, occupation and education of,parents,
distance from school, and employment of pupils, as well as immediate causes as given
by pupils and parents.

2879. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Uniform account-
ing system for South Dakota schools. Pierre, 1931. 37 p.

This study describes the uniform accounting systems planned for use in the school
districts of South Dakota.

Bee also 107, 176, 496 (19), 2552, 2861, 3276; and under Compulsory attendance.

CLUB SIZE

2880. Abraham, Richard L Survey of length of session and size of classes
in San Francisco kindergartens. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930.
4 p. ms.

'2881. Brown, Albert Ernest. The effectiveness of large classes at the college
level: au experiment Involving the size 'variable and the slze-procedure variable.
Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. Iowa City, Uni4rsity of Iowa, 1932. 66 p.

2882. Chapman, Harold B. Size of classes and teaching sections in elemen-
tary, Junior high, senior high and vocational schools as of October 1929. Balti-
more, Md., Department of education, 1930: 64 p. ma.

2883. Chicago, Board of education. *..A frequent'', distribution of class
InembetshiPs in Chicago. 1961. 19 p. ma. (Statistical bulletin no. 14.)

A frequency distribution io Oyes In order to give an accurate picture of the actual
memberships in the claims in elementary schools. Data reveal a very marked reduction
la the teacher load la the elementary ache* la the eemestar *seas February, 1UL

2875.
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2884. Erickson, J. A. Small versus large classes. Master's, 1930. Ne.
braska. 91 p. ms.

A study of previous investigations and ffndings relative to class size. Shows the ad.
vantages claimed for small classes; the opinion of teachers relative to class size, and their
reaction to the advantages claimed for small classes; and results attained by pupils Ensmall classes in the private school in which the author teaches compared with the results
attained by pupils in other schools.

2885. Gerberich, J. R. Class size in principles of economics, 1980-193t
1931. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 7 p. ms.

The results indicate no certain differences showing superiority for either small or km
classes.

2886. Gould, Arthur, and Nettels, Charles H. An experiment in clam size
Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1931.

A study made to determine the possibilities of instruction in large classes in English,
algebra, and history.

2887. Houston, Texas. Independent school district Enrollment,and size oi
classes-junior and senior high schools, March 1931. (First six weeks-second
semester, 1930-1931.) (Research bulletin no. 8207.)

2888. Size of classes-May, October 1930. 4 p. (Research
bulletin no. 8201.)

2889. McRae, Rhoda. Differences in technique required in the teaching of
large and small classes in United States history and government. Oakland,
Calif., Public schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

In order to discover the techniques best suited to large classes, 5 classes of 51 each
were organized, 1 fast and medium sections.

2890. Martin, Vibella. Differences In techniques required in the teaching of
large and small classes in the senior high schools. Oakland, Calif., Public
schools, 1931. (For abstract see no..717b.)

A study was made of one unselected larger class of 50 pupils and one unselected
smaller class of 20 in low 10 English during each of three succeeding semtsters.

2891. National eductition association. Department of superintendence and
Restarch division. Size of class in 101 cities 30,000 to 100,000 in population
and 56 cities under 30,000 in population. Washington, D. C., Natianal education
association, 1931. 63 p. (Educational research circular, no. 6, May, 1931.)

2892. Size of class in 47 cities over 100,000 in population.
Washington, D. C., National education assoCiation, 1931. 36 p. (Educational
research circular, no. 1, January, 1931.)

2893. Beading, Pa. Public schools. Range of class sizet secondary schools
1931. 28 p. ms.

2894. Waterman, Ivan R. Size of high school classes, fall semester, 1929-
1930. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools [1930].

Tbe classes of each high school were tabulated according to subject and Rise of class.
The average sizes of classes in the different subjects and in the several schools were
compared.

2895. Size of junior high school classes, fall semester, 1929-1930.
San Prancisco, Calif., 'Public schools [19301.

The class sizes in each subject, physical education excluded, in each junior high school,
were tabulated and averages computed. Comparisons were made between the average sise
of class in the several subjects among the different schools.

2896. Whiteneck, Hosea A. N. E. A. report on class siz4. Long Beach,
Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

Findings : The medium number of pupils in aVerage membership in the kindergartes
for a total of 55 classes is 85.7; in the elementary schools, grades oae to six, for a total
of 442 classes the median is 29.5; for a total of 1,497 classes in the Junior high schools
the median is 80.9; and for 844 classes in the senior high school the mediu in .80.3.
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2597. Albany, N. Y. Board of education. The relation of performance to
ability under formal grade organization continued. A seventh grade study
supplementary to that published in March 1930. 1931. 6 p.

280S. Bolan, Harvey S. The relation of performance to ability under formal
grade organization. Master's, 1931. Rutgers.

2899. /Woks, Fowler D. Pupil placement. 1931. DePauw university,
Greencastle, Ind.

2900. Calvert, T. B. Promotion rates in Muncie city schools for semester
ending January 23, 1931., Muncie, Ind., Public schools, 1931. 11 p. ms. (Bulle-
tin. no. 58.)

This report sets forth promotion rates for the three departments-elementary, junior
high school, and senior high school, and compares them with rates for the last five
semesters. Rates are shown by grades and by schools in elementary and junior high
school, and by subject and grade in junior high and senior high school

2901. Promotion rates in the Munde city schools for semester ending
June 6, 1931. Mtancie, Ind., Public schools, 1931. (Bulletin, no. 67.)

2902. Chapman, Harold B. Elementary promotion rates of January 1931.
Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1931. 19 p. s.

The white elementary schools of Baltimore promoted 85.4 per cent of the boys and
90.2 per cent of the girls in grades one to six, inclusive, in January 1931. The rates
are practically identical with those of June 1930.

2903. Cowen, Philip A. Sociological bases of school organization. Albany,
New York State education department, 1931. 48 p.

Survey and interpretation of sociological literature which has a bearing upon the
problems of which pupils should be grouped into II class under one teacher. Findings :

Certain social aims are presented as a criterion for class information.
2904. What is wrong with our graded system? Albany, New York

State education department, 1931. Nation's schools, 8: 45-50, November 1931.
An analysis of the criticisms of the grade system which began about 1870.
2905. DeBusk, Burchard Woodson and Leighton, Ralph Waldo. A study

of pupil achievement and attendant .problems. Eugene, University of Oregon,
1931. (University of Oregon publication. Education series, vol. 2, no. 6, p.
158-200, February, 1931.)

This study is based upon a sampling within a school system with an enrollment of
some 35,000 pupils in its grades, and a Rhin the curilculum rather than upon a city-
wide study and curriculum-wide study. Data indicate that the system of grading achieve-
ment and classifying pupils in this school system resulted in : Extreme spreads of mental
ability within grades and within classes; extreme differences in achievement standards
in different schools; extreme differences in achievement in each class and in each grade;
low teaching efficiency when the mental ability of the pupils is taken into consideration ;

poorer functioning of the school system in the upper grades than in the lower grades,
due to wider ranges of pupil ability; and poorer classification of pupils by grades.

2906. Engle, T. L. A study of the scholastic achievements in high schools of
pupils who have had double promotions in elementary school. Michigan City,
Ind., Public schools, 1930. Elementary school journal, 31 : 132-35, October 1931.

Of the 156 students graduating from the Isaac C. Elston senior high school in 1980.
46 had had one or more double promotions. The accelerated group was compared witl;
the remainder of the graduating class, and with a random sampling of 48 from the
entire high school. The accelerated group had better marks in high 'school than their
classmates, and better .than a random sampling for the entire school.

2907. Gray, Robert F. Mental survey Of pupils entering senior high school
as a basis for classification. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1981. (For
abstract see no. 71m.)

The Terman group test of mental ability was given all pupils leaving the eighth grade
of elementary schools. The range of mental abilities of pupils entering the setgor high
school is from the fifth to the twelfth grade level.
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2908. Houston, Texas. Independent school district. Tentative recommen.
dations concerning classification and testing procedures growing out of the sur-vey of junior high schools. 1930. 4 p. Questionnaire on certain high schoo)
procedures (classification, testing, records). 5 p. (Research bulletins, no.
8202 and 8202a.)

2909. Tentative results from a classification study in thelow eighth and high eighth grades in the Houston junior high schools. 1931.
5 p. ms. (Research bulletin, no 8209.)

2910. Lucas, Ida Childs. A study of acceleration in the schools of Reading,
Mass. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ. 48 p. ms.

This study gives the results of a promotion plan which has been in effect in theschools of Reading, Mass., for the past five years. The types of pupils studied werethole wbo have been allowed to complete the work of the six grades of the elementaryschools in five years ; the gifted children who have taken the full six years to coverthe work of the elementary school; the dull pupils who have been put into the Juniorhigh school at the end of their sixth year in school ; and the pupils put on a special
program who have taken seven or more years to reach the junior high school.

*2911. McGinity, Helen V. A comparative study of the EQ and the IQ as
an aid in the classification of pupils. Master's, 1931. New York. 42 p. ma

2912. Montgomery, John. Grade placements in the Bishopville public
schools, grades 2 to 7 inclusive. Master's, 1931. South Carolina. 58 p. ins.(For abstract see no. 717.)

Mental and achievement tests were given in the Bishopville public schools in ordcr todetermine if the grade placements were well made. findings: There is a wide rangeof educational ages within a single grade; undeserved promotions have been made; thereare children in each grade who would be benefited either by demotion, nonpromotion, orpromotion ; grades two to seven, taken as a group, are well classified acgording to grade;marking is not done according to the accomplishment of what pupils are capable ofdoing but-by arbitrary standards.
2913. Oakland, Calif. Public schools. A graphical presentation of pupil. progressi,ba the Oakland public schools. 1930. 28 p. (Superintendent's Nile

letin, vol. 9, no. 14.) Supplement.
Gives information concerning tests, achievement, promotions, failures, follow-up, etc.
2914. Prewett, Hattie O. The economic advantage of special promotions.

Fort Worth, Texas, Public schoolk1931. 27 p. m&
A study of the advantage accruing to the Fort Worth public schools because of half-grades skipped by pupils during the 10 years from September, 1920, to June, 1930.Findings: Based on the per capita costs in the elementary schools, the saving was$81,494. For those permitted to skip on the basis of the intelligence quotient alone,the saving was $10,259. The problem was also considered from the viewpoint that onehalf year was saved to each pupil because of graduation taking place one-half yearearlier.

2915. Pritchard, Mr.I.161ine. A study of the classification procedure in the
low sixth grade. Houston, Texas, Independent school district, 1931. 4 p. ins.
(Research bulletin no. 8210.)

2916. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Preliminary classification survey.
1980. 25 p. ms. (Report no. 4.) (For abstract see no. 717b.)

This study was mado in October, 1980, and included: (a) A study of age-grndetribution, yielding facts concerning retardation and acceleration; (b) race diatribe-tion. Findings: In age-grade distribution for all elementary schools 59.7 per cent ofall pupils are found at age; 22.2 are retarded; and 18.1 per cent are accelerated. Injunior high schools, 47.2 per cent are at age, 27.$ per cent are retarded, while 25 percent are accelerated. Racial distribution for all schools was as follows: 88.8 per centAmerican whites, 8.7 per cent Mexican, 2.2 per cent colored, 1.9 per cent Japanese, 0,4per cent Chinese, and others.
2917 Promotion and nonpromotion. Date of first study, June

1930 second study, Isinuary 1931. 20 p. mi.
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school progress is one of the chief concerns ot the department of research and there-

fore systematic surveys of promotion and failure are given an important place in theyearly program. The main purpose of such studies is to measure the distribution of
promotions by grades, schools, and subjects, in order that significant changes and im-provements may be noted.

29N. Schenectady, N. Y. Public schools. Report on promotions in the
elementary schools, January 1930. 20 p. ms.

0919. Thompson, K. L. Promotions and non-promotions in Jersey City ele-
ment:iry schools, fall, 1930 and term ending June 30, 1931. Jersey City, N. J.,
public schools, 1931. 10 p., each.

Waterman, Ivan R. Promotion and non-promotion of elementary
pupils, 1929-1930. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 7 p. ins. (Bul-
letin 23.)

See also 20, 627, 747, 902, 1232, 1819, 1955, 1987, 2005, 2007, 2493, 2544, 2862; andunder Ability grouping.

CURRICULUM STUDIES

2921. Akron, Ohio. Public schools. Kindergarten course of study. 1930.
p. (Publication, no. 3.)

This course of study is organized about a suggested activity for each month. Themain objective is that in each kindergarten the work shall be planned about some largeunit of interest which will make provision for as many of the regular kindergartenactivities as possible.

2922. American educational research association. The curriculum. Re-iew of educational research, vol. 1, no. 1, January 1931. 64 p. (Prepared bythe committee on the curriculum, William L. Connor, Ralph W. Tyler, HenryHunk chairman, and others.)
Reviews scientific work in the field of the curriculum. Includes a bibliography ofthe references upon which the reviews are based.
2921 Badertscher, J. Milton. A program for curriculum revision for grades7, 8 and 9 of the Portage county, Ohio, school district. Master's, 1931. Ohio.

143 p. ms.
study of county status and methods of curriculum revision. Findings: There arewell trained teachers in the county but very heavy teaching loads; libraries are inside-quate. Average experience of county high-school teachers is four years. Professionalorganization of county is strong. Unit plan of organizing subject matter offers an excel-lent means of curriculum revision. Present organization and subject committees may beutilized for effecting plan.
2924. Bell, Hard D. Plans for securing an enriched curriculum for thesmall high school of Nebraska by more complete alternation of subjects. Mas-ter's, 1930. Nebraska. 50 p. ms.
A study of 8, 4, and 5 teacher high schools of Nebraska, involving curricula, teacherloads and combinations.
2925. Berrong, Marvin Troy. A curriculum study of the public high schoolsof Georgia. Master's, 1930. Tennessee. ms.
2926. Broady, Hnute O., Platt, Earl T. and Bell, Millard D. Practical pro-ce4res for enriching the curriculums of small schools. Lincoln, University ofNebraska, 1931. :4: p. (University of Nebraska publication, no. 84. Educa-Corral monographs no. 2, June 1931.)

.2927. Bruner, Herbert B. Judged outstanding courses of study in America.New York City, Teachers college, Columbili university, 1931.
2928. Conley, Lillian X. A study of the coordination of the subject matterof the curriculum of the elementary schools of New York City. Master's, 1931.New York. 85 p. Ma.
The study purposes to discover new trenit in education as indicated by revisedcurriculum ; to find the relation between the Yevised curriculum and modern accepted
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theory and practices; to discover what modifications might be necessary to harmonizethe two. Findings: Courses of study need coordination within themselves and withthe curriculum as a whole; materials of instruction prescribed in courses need evalua-tion; a general committee for revision of the curriculum should be maintained.
2929. Cooley, June Louise. Cor int of specified coursés in four-year kinder-

garten-primary curricula. Mas r's, 1931. Peabody. 140 p. ms.
A study of 4-year kindergarten-p mary curricula from 14 colleges of class A of theAmerican association of teachers colleges. 1930 list. Findings : From a study of the num-ber of specified course's arid their credit hours, the most important departments, andgroups of courses in departments, wore found. The titles of specified courses revealed: (1)Little agreenwnt as to which courses were most helpful; (2) that practically half ofthe titles were used only once, and (3) that only one-fourth of the specified course§were especially for kindergarten-primary teachers. Topics from catalogue descriptionsof courses revvaled more courses of general than of particular value to kindergarten-primary teachers, and the fact that some topics occurred in different courses and de-partments, indicated lack of agreement as to which courses and which departmentscertain topics belonged.
2930. Third, Flavius L. The organization of personnel for curriculum resi.

Sion. 1930. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio. ms.
A study of the replies to a questionnaire from 41 progressive school systems inUnited States.
2931. Edmunson, Richard C. A comparison of the curriculum of privati

high schools and public high schools. Mnster's, 1931. Iowa. 108 p.
2932. Fishpaugh, Clara. Principles or curricula making for the elementary

schools of bituminous coal-mining communities. Doctor's, 1931. Johns Hopkins.
Twelve hundred miners arid their families and 6,000 school children in the WestVirginia coal fields are involved in this study,
2933. Glasgow, William David. A suggested curriculum for the small high

school baped on the opinion of 500 adults other than those engaged in educa .

tional work. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 57 p. ms.
2934. Gray, Robert Floyd. . Inquiry into need for revising high school course

of study. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools [1930].
Information blanks consisting of items concerning the adequacy of the present high-school courses of study were sent to allhigh-school teachers. Data indicate that certaiuof the courses should be revised with "riew to differentiated materials for the severalability groups; certain courses need more rev.iew materials.
2935. Harap, Henry. Annotated bibliography of curriculum objectives.

1931. Western Reserve university, Cleveland, Ohio: 37 p. ms.
This bibliography is a list of investigations to determine the objectives of courses ofstudy. The entries are classified by subjects.
2936. Hereford, E. H. Programs of study in Texas high schools. Doctor's,

1930. Texas.
Traces the development of the program, notes the changes, "explains these changes, andmake suggestions for the future.
2937. Hermans, Mabel C. Utilizing adolescent Interests. Los Angeles,

Calif., City schools, 1931. Los Angeles educational research bulletin, 10: 2,-29,
MuyJune 1931.

A study of pupil interests to be used as Criteria in course of study making. Part 1deals with general life interests awl part 2 with reading interests.
2938. Houston, Texas. Independent school dIstrict. Curriculum revision

and development, Houston, Texas. (19k-1930.) 108 p.
2939. Integrated cur*ulum materials. Handbook for ele-

mentary teachere, grades 1-5. 1931. 1.76 p. ma (Curriculum bulletin no.0
1271C.)

The plan of this study was to put into operation the new course of itudy, which iscalled theeintegrated curriculum, as a try-out,, to kitt its value and desirability for Ape.
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'0°940. Kent, Ronald Wilson. Curriculum revision in the Essex county

vocational schools. A practical reVision of the curricula of the Essex county
boys vocational schools and the reorganization of instructor and student
assignments and schedules to meet the requirements of the revised curricula.
A program carried out in its entircity hy the regular personnel of the Essex
county vocational schools in connection with their regular duties. Doctor's,
1931. New York. 189 p. ms.

Tho study deals with the practical revision by the regular personnel of the schools of
the curricula of the three all-day vocational schools for boys operated by tbe Essex
county vocational school board.

"9 IL Kreunen, Warren Christian. A survey of the courses of study offered
in the sm4ller Wisconsin high schools. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

Langvick, Mina M. Current practices in the construction of state
courses of study. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931.

p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1931, no. 4.)
The purpose of this study was to analyze current practices in the construction of State

courses of study. The reports studied indicate that, in a few of the States preliminary tocurri( tilt= revision, the causes of pupil failure have been analysed, and data for desirablechanges in time allotment, in grade placement of subject matter, and basis criteria for
determining promotion, have been sought.

*29.13. Minnesota. Department of education. Curriculir.p for secondary
schools. Introduction. St. Paul., Minn., 1931. 81 (Bulletin no. 1.)

2911. Missouri. State department of educgtion. Courses of study for ele-
mentary schools, 1931. Jefferson City, Botz printing and stationery company,
1931. 660 p.

29-45. Mulligan, Thomas Charles. A study of the curriculum of a prepara-
tory seminary. Master's, 1931. Wash:ngton. 41 p.

Some suggestionti for the better equipment of students for effective work are given.
2946. New Mexico. State department of editcation. New Mexico course of

study for elementary kchools. Santa Fe, 1930. 79 p.
President A. O. Bowden, of New Mexico State teachers college, Silver City, was generalchairman in charge of the wort.-
2947. North Dakota. Department of public instruction. North Dakota

elementary courses of study with suggested daily program and organization for
rural schools. Bismarck, 1931. 447 p. (Revised ed.)

This course of study is presented in an effort to meet the needs of the one, two, andthree teacher schools.

2948. Osburn, W. J.. Syllabi in history, English composition and grammar,
algebra, geometry, chemistry, Latin, physics, general science, world history, and
French. Columbus, Ohio, State department of education, 1931.MI of these syllabi were published by the Ohio State department of education to beused in connection with the State scholarship contest.

2949. Parker, George Thomas. The evolbtion of Kentucky high school cti1/26-ricula, 1908 to 1928. Master's, 1931. Kentucky. 176 p. ms.
An attempt to show the development of the different fields of study in Kentucky highschools from 1908 to 1929.
2950. Peterson, Vincent. Compailson between present curricula and desired

'curricula in three-year public high schools of Michigan. Master's, 1931.
Michigan.

2951. Platt, Earl T. Techniques for the enrichment of the curriculums of
the two-teacher, four-year high schools of Nebraska. Master's, 1930. Ne-kaska. 1'39 p. ms._

I. An attempt tl enrich' the curriculums of the 2-teacher, 4-year high schools of Nebraskaby combining classes, by iridividual instruction, by the use of correspondence study, and'by proper schedule and alternation.
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2952. Proctor, William Martin. The conference method in curriculum con.
struction. Teacher's journal, 1: 3-4, January 1931. wit

2953. Reid, Hale C. The program of studies in seventh, eighth and ninth
grades. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 101 p.

2954. Ricciardi, Nicholas. The application of the conference method to
curriculum making.. Sacramento, California State printing office, 1930. 35 p.

(California State department of education. Bulletin no. G-5.)
This bulletin shows how school administrators and supervisors may assume leadership

and direction in effectively building curricula with tbe teachers.
*2955. Roe, Warren Adams. The effect of pupil transfers upon the currie-

ulum offered by city high schools in metropolitan areas. Master's, 1931. New
liork.t 50 p. ms.

Findings : Curricular changes from special-type high schools to comprehensive high
schools are probably due to adjustment needs of transferring pupils.

2956. South Dakota. Department of public instruction. Preliminary re-
ports on approaches to and theories regardilg curriculum construction, general
aims and guiding principles of educatiönlor the State of South Dakota. Pierre,
1930. 120 p. (Bulletin no. 1.)

The purpose of the committees preparing the bulletin has been to state as clearly upossible the butstanding points of view regarding education and curriculum constructionwith a hope of challenging the thinking of ail who read it.
2957 Sprouse, Annie Mary. The various techniques employed in making

the elementary school curriculum. Master's [19311 Peabody. 68 p. ms.
A study ot the- literature of the field. Findings : The techniques most frequently

mentioned are social objectives; analysis of adult activities; analysis of childnn's inter.este and activities; job analysis; present practice or frequency of use; " scissors andpaste " ; and acceptance of tradition.
2958. Stormzand, M. J. A summary of the currIculum work in the Santa

Monica, Calif., city schools, for the four school years, September 1927, to June
1931. Santa Monica, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 8 p. ma. (Abstract in Cali-
fornia quarterly of secondary education, 7: 111, October 1931.)

The summary indicates the principal curriculum problems taken up during each of the
four school years.

2959. Tejera, Carmen Gomez. Program& escolares para la escuela ele-
mental. San Juan, Puerto Rico, Department of education, 1931. 264 p.

Courses of study for the elementary school of Puerto Rico.
2960. Wells, Thornton W. A course of study for elementary schools of

Kansas. [Master's] 1930. Kans. St. Coll:
2961. White, W. T. Bibliography : the curriculum, sources and materials.

Texas state teachers association, 1930. 56 p.
2962. Wood, Albert O. Comparison between present. ettrricula and desired

eutricula in four-year public high schools of Michigan. Master's, 1981.
Michigan.

See also 21, 40, 263, 828, 847, 855, 611, 1946, 1990, 1998, 2008, 2017, 2088, 2078, 20713,2108, 2409, 2418, 2420, 8252, 8208, 8275, 8284, 8307, 8312, 8496, 8558, 8572.3573, 3590-8591, 8650, 3658-3654, 8659, 8665, 8677, 8688, 8718-4714, 8784, 8743, 8756, 8771; 3780,
8782, 8796, 8804, 8822, 8884, 8848, 8847, 3881-8862, 8.867, 8884, 8894, 8915, 4088, 4264;and wider Special subjects of curriculum.

EXAMINATIONS

2988. Darden, Bernice Spear. The predictive value of the North Carolina
senior high school examinatiOns in mathematics and reading. Master's, 1981.
North Carolina. (For abstract see no. 710.)

The scores on the mathematics section and the reading comprehension section of tilt
high school senior exapinations and the grades on the two required freak= imatheinsties
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courses at the University of North Carolina were used as the basis of this study. Equa-
tions were derived whereby the university grades may be predicted through tbe use of
both the high school subjects.

2964. DeWitt, Cletus Klahr. The present status of semester examinations
iti Ohio high schools. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 87 p. ms.

A study to determine the examination practices in vogue in Ohio at the present time.
Findinzs : Semester examinations are required in over 75 per cent of the Ohio high schools.
New type questions are rapidly supplanting discussion type.

.)9G.). Fish, Louis J. Examinations seventy-five years ago and to-day. Com-
parison and results of entrance examinations to high schools. Yonkers-on-
Hudson, N. Y.,- 1930. 29 p.

Data were secured from a complete set of examinations for entrance to high school
in 1853, with a careful tabulation of the results of this examination ; the tabulation ofthe results of the same examination given to an equal number of pupils in 10 differentsections of the city of Boston ; and conclusions were drawn from a comparison of theresults of these examinations. Findings : In 1853 the average number of mistake& bysubjects was: Arithmetic, 5.4; grammar, 6.5; geography, 4.4. In 1929 the averagenumber of mistakes by subjects was: Arithmetic, 1.6; grammar, 3.1 ; geography, 4.2.Tbe 'results of this comparison indicate clearly the superiority of the pupils of to-dayand of the training which those pupils are given in the fundamentals.

.2966. Fiske, Thomas Scott. Thirtieth annual report of the secretary. New
York City, College entrance examination board, 1930. 201 p.

Tbe report gives an account of the operations of the Board during its thirtieth yearand contains statistical tables indicating the results of the examinations held in June
1930. It includes a list of 3,494 secondary schools sending candidates to the Board
examinations during the 5-year period 1926-1980.

2967. Hillyer, T. E. Achievements In a standardized eighth grade examina-
tion by pupils from rural schools in comparison with those from village schools.
Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 66 p. ms.

The study covered 698 pupils from 182 schools in Bradford county, Pa. It was foundthan 9.month schools yielded about 12 per cent higher average test scores than 8-monthschools; and that there was a general trend upward in scores with increase in the num-ber of rooms grouped in a building. The correlation between number 611Pqmonths transferpupils spent in borough schools and their achievement score was plus .26. The study,therefore, shows from each of several points of view, increasing attainment with increas-ing concentration of school populations.
2968. Martz, H. B. A study of the validity of various types of examina-

tions. Master's, 1930. Penn. State. (For abstract see no. 714.)
The study was conducted in the public schools of Glen Campbell, Pa., during theacademic year of 1928-29. The examinations in all the classes of the school systembeyond tbe second were set up in a four-fold form ; 50 true-false statements, 10 four-

alternative-multiple-choice items, 10 completion exercises and one or two questions foressay-discussion answers. Each form of the examination was allotted 10 minutes. Onehundred and twenty high school pupils and 132 elementary-school pupils were includedin the study. One hundred and nine-six validity; correlations were computed. Findings :The different tests do not vary greatly in their validity; the true-false is somewhatless valid than any other type, especially for elementary pupils; the multiple-choiceand essay-discuien type are about equally valid in the elementary school. Tbe com-pletion type is ost valid in the :liftmentary school. The essay-discussion type, whenobjectively scored by fixed standards, is valid in any grade.
29M). Philadelphia, Pa. s of public education. Division of exami-

nations. Report for the r -ended June 30, 1930. 56 p.
The report is in three main divisions: (1) Introduction giving the scope and organisa-tion of the division; (2) a brief review of the work of the past year; and (8) statisticaltables giving in detailed form an accounting of many activities of the school system.It includes tables showing academic and professional education and experience of thesupervisory force, principals, teachers, and office force.
2970. San Francisco, Calif. Public schoòls. The written examination for

apPlicants for junior and senior high sehool position& 1931. p. ms, (Bane-. .

tin, no. 28,)
8
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A description of the construction of tbe written examination for applicants for poid.
tions in San Francisco junior and senior high schools. A detailed analysis of the
treatment of results is also given.

2971. Schenectady, N. Y. Public schools. Report on uniform examina
tions, intermediate schools. January 1930, 15 p. ins.; June 1930, 7 p. ms.

*2972. Schwalje, Walter. New York state academic Regent's examinations;
analysis and recommendations. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 306 p. ms.

Appendix: 107 p.
Historical review, showing changes which have come about ; and viewpoint of execu-

tives, teachers and students with regard to examination schemes. Gives an evaluation
of organization and content of certain core subjects in which examinations are given,
Findings: The examination is an administrative device by means of which instructional
efficiencies may be analyzed ; local executives find the examination a protection and
defense ; the study shows need for greater teacher participation in the reorganization
of syllabus content; examinations tend frequently to level down both teaching and
student activity to a minimum of accomplishment ; there is repeated evidence of lad
ftf balance in examinations.

2973. Young, Harold E. The entrance examinations as a basis for the pre-
, diction of success in Washington university. Master's, 1931. Washingtont

Univ.

2974. Zabarowski, Sister Mary Theodoretta. A study of diocesan examina-
tions: construction, use and administiation. Master's, 1931. St. Louis. 88
p. Ills.

Bee also 559, 765, 941, 962, 1894, 3688.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

2p75. Andrew, Paul J. A study of the administration and activities of

supplementary organizations in Ohio high schools. Master's, 1931. Ohio,
80 p. ms.

2976. Bacon, Samuel Frederick. Scouting as an extracurricular activity i
the secondary school. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 39 p. ms.

2977. Bailey, Helen C. The effect upon scholarsbip of pupil participation in
extracurricular activities. Mastgi:ss--1fl)31. Pennsylvania. 60 p. ms.

2978. Bates, H. S. Administering a program of extracurricular activities in

a senior high school of -350. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 160 p.
An attempt was made to develop a plin which would be scientitc in teacher prepara-

tion, in development of student body ideals, and in procedure for gradual development
from year to year. The basis of the method lies in an analysis of the particular fieldi
of activity, their aims, materials, and their possible an4 probable outcomes. The aim is
to fit the program to a concrete situation In a manner that would be of value to school
men throughout the country.

2979. Bolds, Carrie Dhu. A study of assembly in secondary schools. 1931
George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Ten". 58 p.

Two hundred questionnaires, filled by graduate students In English and secondary
education at Peabody college and three books on assembly program, limited to secondary
schOols, were studied. Findings : (1) Organisation and presentation of assemblies in 200
southern schools are not what they should be, according to tbe three books studied
The results show that the assembly is aa activity conducted for the purpose of training
for citizenship; (2) the frequency of programs should be weekly or every two weeks;
(8) tbe time for programs varies from first period to any period during the day;
(4) the presentation of programs in 200 schools varies in length, frequency, and time;
(5) little organization for programs is found in these schools; (6) students attend
assembly all together; (7) club work, class work, special days, and outside speaker'
are used for programs in more than half of tbe schools; and (9). a variety of Subjects
appears in the programs.

2980. Down, Robert Frederick Curricular and extra awards in the junior
high school. 1961. University of Washington, Seattle. 80 p.
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The purpose of the study was to place extracurricular activities in proper relation
to other curricular and noncurricular interests of junior high school ; to classify them
in respect to their purposes; and to illustrate the operation of a point-award scale for all
school interests, curricular and noncurricular.

20S1. Carey, Raymond B. The administration of the finances of extra-
curricular activities. Master's, 1930. Nebraska. 110 p. ms.

Covers a 5-year experiment in centralized control of activity finances at Beatrice.
Nebr. : a survey of the literature of the field; and statement of principles that should
govern In organizing extracurricular activitlea,

982. Clogston, Evan Bernard. A survey of extracurricu activities in
the Public senior high schools of Indiana. Master's, 1930. In ua. .125 p. ms.

A questionnaire was sent to each of 765 Indiana high schools of senior grade in the
first part of 1929 in an effort to determine the number and kinds of schools supporting
extracurricular activities; the number and kinds of activities; the number and kinds of
teachers aud their relationship to extracurricular activities; some of the characteristics
of student participation in these activities; some of the administrative problems and
procedure centering about extracurricular activities; and the nature pf their financial
management. The findings were based on tbe sapi-46s contained in 456 returned ques-
tionnaires. Findings; The chief type of sehoOratiswering was the 32-week, 6-year,academic, township high school located in a rural community; the average size school
In this study was 180.7 students of which 121.8 were taking part in extracurricularactivities; the average number of teachers was 9.5 of which 6.7 were activity sponsors;each student averaged two activities for participation ; the average number of activities
per school was 12.3 ; scholarship is the greatest single determining influence in the limi-
tation of participation; centralised finances for activities 'are not generally prevalent;
there seems to be no central organisation for the activity program in most schools.

2983. Cochrane, Minnie T. A study of the girl reserve organization. Mas-,

tel's, 1931. Colo. St, T. C.
2981 Corbitt, Gordon P. A method of financial administration of extra-

curricalar activities for small to medium size high schools. Master's, 1931.
Ohio. -/i52 p.

This Is principally a survey of 112 high schools in 28 States to determine nation-widetrends and practices in the methods and systems used in the financial administration andcontrol of extracurriculer activity funds. Only two " ready-made " systems of financial
administration and control were found. These two did not completely meet the needsof such systems for small to medium size schools. For the schools surveyed in all sec-tions of tbe United States the tendency is to have the centralized method of financial ad-ministration with a central school treasurer. Under such a centralized system there isno uniformly as to the employment of the better practices such as the use of the budget,
auditing of accounts, bonding of treasurer, etc.

2985. Cottrell, Clarence Arthur. Public school cooperation with the boy
scout movement. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

2986. Emety, Delbert Frederick. A study of the responsibilities of an extra-
curricular activity director in the Manhattan, Kans., senior high school. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Kans. St. Coll. 73 p. m.

Gives a list of recommendations for improving the extracurricular activity pro-gram for the assembly, the home room, the student council, the point system, the com-mencement, the HI-Y, the school newspaper, the school yearbook, the parent-teacher asso-ciation, and other organisaitons.
2987. Foster, William W. Point systems of controlling and encouraging

extracurricular activities. Master's, 1981. Iowa. 233 p.
2988. Pretwell, Elbert K. Extracurricular activities in secondary schools.

Boston, Houghton-Mifflin company, 1981. 552 p.
This volume contains bibliographies on tbe various activities included, some referenceset which are to research materials and some to descriptive of work in particular schools.
2989. Galvin, Eileen H. and Walker, M. Eugenia. Assemblies for junior

and senior high Schools. 211 ed. New York, N. T., Professional and technkal
press, 1930. MT p.

Gives a very complete compilation of assembiy plans now in ose In tbe Denver MOschools. Deals with the method and administration of memblies and the molts to beexpected. 4
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2990. Garnett, William Edward. Young people's organizations in relation to
rural life in Virginia with special reference to 4-H clubs. Virginia polytechnic
institute bulletin, no. 274: 1-81, June 1930.

This bulletin gives a summary picture of 4-11 club aims, organization, and procedure,
with an analysis of results obtained and conditioning factors; the educational principle,
and policies of the club program are given.

2991. Gibson, Ruth T. A study of the extracurricular activities of senior
high school business teachers of Missouri as a basis for suggesting the aims and
subject matter of a teacher-trafning course in extracurricular activities for
business teachers. Master's, 1931. New York. 119 p. ms.

Findings : All except 7 of the 161 teachers reporting have extracurricular activities.
Twelve per cent of the teachers reporting were in their first year of teaching; 34 percent of them have had no business experience ; 14 per cent have less than a bachelor's
degree. Missouri teachers have apparently been trained for extracirricular activities.

2992. Green Bay, Wis. Board of education. Extracurricular activities.
Green Bay high schools, 1930-193L 106 p.

Part 1, Report on extracurricular activities' literature by the reading committee, H.Grace Andrews, subchairman, p. 21-32 ; part 2, Extracurricular activities in public high
schools of the North central association by the cities' committee, Irene Scanlan, sub-chairman, p. 34-54 ; part 3, Survey of extracurricular activities, Green Bay high schoolsby tbe home study committee, Marie B. Ronan, sub-chairman, p. 55-106.

a#93. Hamblen, Malinda. A study of the leisure time activities of the women
students of a teacher's college with specific reference to activities offered by the
Women's athletic association. Master's, 1931. New York. 159 p.

A study of the participation of all women students in extracurricular activities offeredby the college; a study of all nonacademic activities of the students; case studies of mewbers of the women's athletic association and nonmembers, selected by sampling; surveyof facilities. Findings : Students participate mainly in sedentary activities, where tbey
are spectators, and where there is little necessity for creative work or effort, though they
enjoy most the " active" type.

2994. Hawkins, Wayne Lee. The relation of extracurricular activities to
leisure time education. Master's, 193L Stanford.

2995. Hawkins, Willard Lee. A survey of the extracurricular activities in
the Maryland high schools. Master's, 1931. Virginia.

2996. Holman, Flo E. Training valuable to class sponsors. Master's, 1931
Kans, St T. C., Pittsburg.

2997. Huff, Ottie. Interests expressed in the literary clubs of Phillips high
schooL Master's [1931]. Peabody. 70 p. ms.

A year's study of the work done in 11 literary clubs showed that jike interests of the
clubs were divided among the following: People, places, theaters, topic); of the day, and
unclassified topics.

2998. Johnson, Charles T. A study of the boy scout organization. Master's,
1930. Colo. St. T. C.

This studx attempts to determine the present status of boy scout troop practices by adetailed study of the organisation, administration, activities, and problems bf scoutingwith some evaluation of them in terms of scouting objectives.
2999. Johnston, Russell Bueben. Social extracurricular activities and fra-

ternities in the senior high schools. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
3000. Kampschroeder, W. C. Extracurricular accounting practices in 280

high schools of Kansas. Master's, 1931. Kansas. :

Tabulation of extracurricular activities for which money is raised in high schoolshaving enrollment of 100 or less. An analysis is made of methods of handling money andtotal money bandied.

8001. Kizer, Blmer Winfield. The relationship between high school scholar.ship and membership in extracurricular activities in Hughes high school, Cin.
Murat', Ohio. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

ms.
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3002. Klopp, NV. J. Extracurricular activities and their effect on organized
teaching procedure. Long Beach, Calif., City schools [1930]. High school
teacher, 6: 398-99, December 1930.

The study revealed the fact that pupils participating in extracurricular activities In
the high school are selected from the general student body and not from classes where
such activities are taught A plan for correcting this situation is described.

woa Larson, Benjamin Edward. Relationships among intelligence, scholar-
ship, and participation in extracurrieultit activities in NO school. Master's,
1931. Stanford.

3004. NcCluggage, X. X. Personal expenditures of 482 Lawrence high
school students for curricular and extracurricular activities. Master's, 1931.
Kansas.

A study of the range of individual expenditures and averages for boys and girls, white
and colored, in Lawrence, Kans., high school. The study also inquired into personal
allowances and money earned.

3005. Itiahin, Amy McIntire. Participation in community activities in senior
high school and adult life. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 119 p. ms.

study of men and women graduated from Wichita high school, Wichita, Kans., in
the years 1911, 1915, 1919, 1923, 1927. Findhigs : The offerings for participation in
extracurricular activities in Wichita high school in equipment, in leadership, agd in
variety of activities afford wide opportunity for participation in extracurricular activities.
Adults participated richly in the extracurricular activities of their senior year in high
school. Respondents rank highest interest in those activities which are open to large
groups, such as athletics, music, social phases of field day, religious organizations, and
assembly. Assemblies which hold interest longest rank, first, special assemblies, for arous-
ing school spirit; second, music assemblies and, third, dramatic assemblies. Regardless
of whether the extracurricular activities of pupils " carry over " intoivAdult life, adults
regard them of sufficient value to that period of life to warrant their4be1ng included in
the high-school curriculum.

300gAtarvin, Kimble G. Survey of extracurricular activities pertaining to
physical education in Mansfield State teachers college, Mansfield, Pa. Master's.
1931. New York. 74 p. ms.
_Findings: Students value extracurricular' activities. Sufficient interest exists to war-

rant further development of extracurricular activies in the physical education wart-
ntent. Program must be elastic enough to meet needs of both superior and average
students.

3007. Mehus, O. layking. A comparative study of extracurricular activities
in a denominational college and a state university. Doctor's, 1931. North
Dakota.

3008. Norman, Evelyn. Organization and leadership of intramural activi-
ties for high school girls. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 112 p. ms.

3009. Oliver, Maude L. A study of student organizations in the secondary
schools of America. Pasdeiia, Calif.. Junior college, 1930.

The study was based on 1 questionnaire which was mailed to representative secondary
schools throughout the United States. Summaries were made of the types of organisa-
tions in the various high schools, the aims and objectives, the method and administration
of extracurricular activities as conducted through student organisations; and a series of
standards developed for evaluating practices in student organisations in American high
schools.

3010. Palter, Don H. A study of some of the problems of the development
of a club program in junior high school. Muter's, 1931. Michigan.

3011. Park, Ioseph Andrew. Extracivricular control of men students by
colleges and universities. Master's, 1931. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712. )

This study gives the methods of control exercised by colleges and universities over the
mes student* is their life outside the classroom.

3012. Poling, Conwon ¡amen. An internal accounting system for stools of
county school systems. Muter's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see 110. 712-)
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An attempt has been made to find the problem of tbe small county school in tire
handling of the finances of extracurricular activities, to set up criteria by which a work-
able system would be Judged, and to devise a system for operation.

3013. Rosa, Irvin R The cost of extracurriculum activities in typical middle
sized secondary schools of Minnesota. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 136 p. ms

From an ela Mina don of receipts, expenditures, accounting practices, student expendi-
tures, and cost of teacher time for ertraclass activities, in 10 Minnesota high schools, it
was found that: (1) Capital outlay makes up a large part of extraclass cost; (2) teacher
time fcrr extraciass activities is a real cost and should be so considered ; (3) coats are
grouped under claasitkation : Athletics, dramatics, music, forensics, publications, clubs.
and general ; (4) athletics make up almost half of entire cost for ertraciass purposes In
schools studied; (5) per pupil cost for athletics is three times as great as next highest le-
tivity : (6) sources of financial support are: Gate receipts and athletic guarantees; admit.
sions to plays, concerts, and forensic events; publications; general student fees and assess-
ments; miscellaneous; school district funds; (7) school districts are already paying 57.9
per cent of total income for extraciass activities; (8) widely varying accounting practices
were found with no standardisation ; (9) cost for teacher time for extraciass activities
is $112.150 per semester per teacher; (10) many pupils are prohibited from attending
extraclass affairs because of cost.

3014. Short, Fred. Analysis, evaluation, and the improvement of the merit
badge program of the Boy scouts of America. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

3015. Smutz, L. & Administration of awards for non-physical education
activities in high schools. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 114 p. ms.

History of tbe practice of granting award& Opinions of prominent educators as to
the desirability of the practice, nature of the awards granted for nonphyskal education
activities, requirements fcr winning awards in various activities, and suggested plans for
granting awards.

3016. Soper,Xayne W. The elementary school auditorium: its administra-
tion and use. Albany, New York State education department, 1931.

The study is based upon questionnaire returns from elementary school principals in
New York State.

3017. Thomas, Faith Otha. The value of a camp tire girls organization as an
extra class activity. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

3018. Thurston, Z. Marie. A study of the program of social activities in
secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Ind:ana. 139 p. ms.

3019. Walker, Joseph A. A study of4he relationship between scholarship
and participation in extra-class activities in the junior high school. Master's,
1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 37 p.

A careful statistical analysis of the scholarship of 482 pupils from two junior high
schools showed that tbe averages of scholarship are saghtly higher for °` participants,"

" and "athletes," but these bare on the average slightly higher IQ's than the
nonparticipants." While DO decided. adiantage s indicated for the children participat-

ing in outside activities, there is no disadvantage shown. There is some indication that
the better intelligences participate and that they profit by doing so.

3020. Wickless, Joyce. A study of current procedures in the school audi-
torium. Master's, 1930. Southern California. 196 p.

"A compilation and description of special problems encountered in auditorium clams
in platoon schools, with lisuggestiona for their aolution derived from the literature, fron
observations, and from interviews with teachers."

3021. Wilds, Elmer H. Control of extracurricular activities in the secondary
-schools. Doctor* 1931. Harvard. 'of

3022 Woolf, Kenneth A. Pupil evaluation of homeroom, club, and assembly
activities. Master's, 1981. New York. 96 1).

Findings: Pupils pointed out the weaknesses in the various activities; they stated thatthey liked the activities; that the acitbitiee helped to keep them interested la school;that tbe activities were not over-empbsaised and that th.1 parents approy4 them-The results also showed that the method of pupil evaluation Is a practical and fairly
reliable wow of evalsatlag seb,141fe

Ike site 1756, la&
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MILL= OF PUPILS

.1(123. Amborn, Lewis W. A case study of failing students in high school as
a Weans of adjustment to its procedures and purposes. Master's, 1931. Wis-
consin.

3024. Beard, Ivan E. A method for calculating the instructional cost of
school failures. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 45 p. ms.

Method for calculating the possible saving, if repetition of failures could be eliminated
without hindering the rest of the school. Findings: A formula for making the calculation
is ziven. There is no possible saving in small schools, but the sum in a medium-sized
school system amounts to several thousands of dollars.

3025. Miler, Harold H. Report of failures and non-promotions, elementary,
junior and senior high sctiools, January 30, 1931. Atlanta, Ga., Board of educa-
tion, 1931. 7 p. ms.

Statistics by subjects for first semester, 1930-31, for elementary, junior, and senior high
schools, are given.

3026. Chicago, M. Board of education. Percentage of non-promotions by
grades. 1931. 29 p. ms. (Statistical bulletin, no. 15.)

vr. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Case studies of senior high school
students failing for two semesters in two or more subjects. 1931.

In 1929-30 the department of research made case studies of some 200 high-school
students failing for two semesters in two subjects or more, .and attempted to summarize
them and find the chief causes of failure. In 1930-31 teachers made similar studies and
attempted to diagnose and carry out remedial programs for the students concerned.

3028. Elwell, John William. Pupil failures in the elementary 'schools of
Hamilton, Ohio. Master's, 1831. Cincinnati.

3029. Gray, Martha. Failure in the Evanston township high schooL Mas-
ter's, 1931. Chicago. 50 p. ms.

A general study of extreme retardation in high school. Gives causes, and methods
of reducing failure.

3030. Hallock, L. A. Causes of failure in the junior college of the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Master's, 1930. Chicago. 72 p.

Investigation of estAplatee made by the dean as to causes of failure according to
his best opinion after an interview. Findings: Causes assigned are not significant
with respect to other means of evaluation, except the term designated by "ability ".

3031. Hood, Mrs. Helen V. Failures in the elementary schools, February
1929 to June 1930. Alhambra, Calif., High school, 1930.

3032. Kyle, Boy Everett A case study of failures in high schooL Master's,
1931. Peabody. 100 p. nu).

This investigation included pupils who did nonacceptable work .in all classes for the
school term preceding the stud/. Diagnostic factors considered were personal, social,
educational, and mental. Aid was secured from teachers, school nurse, local phy-
sicians, and dentists. findings: (1) Low intelligence la the chief cause of failure;
(2) environment is a prominent cause of failure; (3) transition haft influence on
failure; (4) a very small amount of failure is due to physical defects ; (5) irregular
attendance contributes to the cause of failure; (6) poor reading is a contributing
factor in the cause of failure.

3033. Loud, Katherine Burrell. A consideration of some of the causes of
failure in the junior high school. Muter's, 1931. Stanford.

3034. liartin,,, Paul Z. Analysis of pupil failures. Compton union district,
Calif., Public schools [1930].

The proportion a accelerated and retarded students was determined. radially) :
per cent of the high school students Were accelerated a year or more; 27 per cent were
retarded a year or son.

.

3035. leading, Pa. School putrid. Number. and percentage of subjects and
pupils passed and tailed in the elementary schoolk1929-19110. 2 p. ma. ; 1930-
1931, 2 ye at,
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Findings : In the first, second, and third grades the percentage of subjects passed hgreater than the percentage of pupils. The highest percentage of pupils promoted isin grade six, while the lowest is in grade one.
3036. Santa Monica, Calif. City schools. Report of pupil failures. 1930.24 p. ma. (Report no. 1.)
This study dealt with the causes and extent of failure as regularly reported by theteachers. The report contains: (a) Distribution of failures according to reason given;(b) distribution of failure according to IQ and subject in which failur; occurred; (c)distribution of failure according to grade and department.
3037. Smith, Ralph Causes of failure in Junior high school. Master's,1931. Iowa. 69 p. ms.
3038. Snyder, Olaf Eugene. A study of some of the factors conditioningfailure in high school. Master's, 1931. Claremont.
3039. Tupper, Charles R. PromotiOn-failure statistics, San Diego cityschools, 1930. San Diego, Calif., City schools, 1931. 28 p. ms.A brief survey of pupil progress, as indicated by promotion-failures, compiled, ingraphic form, from principals' semester reports, and State age-grade reports.
3040. Promotion-failure trends in San Diego. (Graphic study.)San Diego, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 15 p.
3041. Whytock, N. R., and Fritch, C. L. Study of pupil failures in theGlendale city schools for the school year 1930-1931. Glendale, Calif., dityschools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)
The analysis of failure during the current year was compared with that for previousyeara.

43042. Wilkes-Barre, Pa. City schools. Causes of failure and success inschool. Educational method, 10 : 327-33, March 1931.
See also 819, 1002, 1279, 1293, 1309, 1636, 2086, 2270, 2438, 2913, 8060, 3079, 4157;and snider Retardation and elimination.

MARKS AND MARKING

3043. Baptista, Nicholas Santos. A study of the reliability of high schooland university marks. Master's, 1931. Washington. 139 p.Findings : Marks of both high school and university were found unreliable. Causes ofvariation were numerous. There was no evidence to show standards of one school arehigher than another. There Is great need of improvement
3044. Bohan, John E. Students' marks in college courses. Minneapolis,University of Minnesota press, 1931. 153 p.
One source of data for this study was the cumulative records of 1,081 students whoentered the College of science, literature, and the arts, of the University of Minnesota, asfreshmen in the fall quarter of 1921-22, and who were given an examination consisting,&Wong other things, of the Miller mental-ability test, form A. The percentile ranks onthe University of Minnesota freshman test of students who entered that college subse-quent to 1921-22 were also made available for study. Selection was made from thedistributions of all the marks reported to the registrar's office for the various collegesduring the period from the fall of 1921-22 through the year 1924-25.
3045. Bursch, James F. A comparative study of the distribution of marksin the various departments of the cramento junior college for the school year1930-31. Sacramento, Calif., City schools. 30 p. (For abstract see no. 717b.)The distribution of marks for all instructors for the two semesters was assembled andstudied as to per cent of A's, B's, D's, F's, and incomplete* awarded. The distribu-tions were fairly similar, and approximated the normal distribution curve in bothsemesters in all departments except music, art, engineering, and physical sciences.
8046. Cable, J. L. Comparative study cif college marks as commonly givenand as a result of student self-estimates, and psychological examination scores.Master's, 1981. Ohio. 69 p. ma,
8047. Clingerman, Virgil W. Comparison of pupils marks from 8-4 and 6-8high schools with college gumless. Muter's, 191: 4 Wisconsin.
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3048. Davis, C. A. Application of a marking system based on standard de
viation. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

using the standard deviation of distributions of test scores in a high sthool of 120
pupils. 1980-31, the author found a decrease in skewness flof school grades and an increase
in degree of conformity to distribution of mental-ability scores.

3049. Goodrich, T. V. A chart for awarding of scholarship credit for eftl.
&Bey certificate. Lincoln, Nebr., Public schools, 1930. 1 p. ms.

marks of approximately 2.000 junior high school pupils were used, in order to find an
accomplishment quotient technique based on school marks.

3050. Hood, Helen Vander Veer. A study of the quality of ability and the
grades received by high-school pupils according to the various districts from
which the high-school population is drawn. Alhambra, Calif., City high school.
1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

Grades received in June, 1930, were used in this study of 2,000 pupils in the Alhambra
high school, divided into groups according to the districts from which they enteren the
high school. Marked differences were found in tbe grades of pupils from various sections
of the school district.

3051. Hughes, W. Hardin. Analyzing the ingredients of teachers' marks.
Pasadena, Calif., Public schools. Nation's schools, 6: 21-25, December 1930.

3052. Kerr, John Andrew. A comparative study of success grades of certain
counties of central- Indiana. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 58 p. ms.

3053. Kluss, Fred J. An appraisal of current practices in distributing high-
school marks. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 191 p. ms.

'3054. Kithlmann, Martha J. The relationship between vocabulary scores
and school marks. Master's, 1931. New York. 27 p. ms.

Determination of correlations between scores on Terman vocabulary test and final test
marks for 128 children in grade 58. Findings: Blight but positive correlation was found
between vocabulagy and all school subjects; greatest correlation was between vocabulary
and reading.

3055. Long Beach, Calif. City schools. Distribution of school marks, school
year 1929-1930, 5 p. ms. ; 1930-1931, 4 p. ms.

3056. Lyon, Harley Wesley. The relationship between standardized test
results in elementary school and success in junior high school as determined by
touchers' marks. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 111 p.

This study is based on correlations between the test records of 525 elementary pupils
and their later junior high school marks, classified by grades and by subjects.

3057. Martin, Paul E. Analysis of teachers' grade& Compton union dis-
trict, Calif., Public schools [1930]. -

Proportion of grades and dr9p-outs were computed for each teacher, subject, depart-
ment, and all academic and nomcsdemic subjects. Considerable difference in grading
standards was found to exist amA:g the various teachers and departments in the different
subjects.

3058. Pueblo, Colo. Dist. No. 1. Public schools. Accuracy of teacher's
Judgment 1931. 2 p. ms.

Data indicate that teachers have a tendency to rank girls higher than boys in their
classes ; that teacher's judgment is an inadequate basis upon which to determine pupil's
achievement ; and that some form of measurement is needed which does not require
previous acquaintance with pupils.

3059. Routson, M. L. Equating high school marks of college applicants.
Master's, 1981. Ohio. 26 p. ma.

8060. Rutledge, R. E. Teachers giving falling marks in excess of 10 per
eent for the semestei ending December 12, 193O. Oakland, Calif., Public schools,
1931. 4 p. ms.

3061. Santa Xonica, Calif. City schools. High school marks. 1981. (For
abstract see no. 717b.)

A distribution of teachers' marks was made at the close of each semester. The purpose
was tO prima bs facts regarding tbe we 'of the marking system la the bops that such
facts might be of ana in improving standards and procedures.
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3062 Smith, Harry L. Marking systems and pupil report cards used in
Pennsylvania secohdary schools. Master's, 1931. New York. 68 p. ms.

Bee also 266, 634, 818, 849, 982, 1844, 1959, 2082, 2102, 2112, 2120, 2167, 2451, 2456,2464, 2466, 2483, 2486, 2490.

RECORDS AND REPORTS

3063. Abraham, Richard I. The development of a report card for use in
elementary schools. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 3

3064. Adams, Percy A. School reports to parents from the parents point of
view. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 74.p. ms.

Determination of parents' preferences as to contents of report cards and manner ofexpressing ratings, based Eton a set of questionnaires filled out in conference withnvegtigator.

3065. Chapman, Harold B. Statistical report for the school year 1930-1931,
compiled from principal's monthly reports. Baltimore, Md., Department of
education, 1931. 26 p. ms.

A report on fire drills, 1-session days in elementary schools, per cent of attendance,
absence of teachers, and lateness of teachers during the school year 1930-31.

3066. Gray, Robert F. Development of a cumulative record card for pupils
promoted from elementary to secondary schools. San Francisco, Calif., Ikblic
schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

A new cumulative record card bas been placed in tbe schools for use during the cur.rent term.
3067. Hebb, Bertha Y. An indexed list of ,city school reports,. 1928-1929.

Washington, D. C., United States Office of education, 1930. 20 p. ms. (Circular,
no. 26.)

This circular lists, alphabetically; reports sent in by cities of 10,000 population andover, together witb an enumeration of some of the topics that are treated in the
reports.

3068. Osburn, W. J. A system of report forms used in the Ohio Statt depart-
ment of education. Columbus, Ohio, State department of education, 1931.

3069. Purviance, Charles E. Development of a pupil's cumulative record
card for use in elementary schools. San Francisco, Calif., Pubileaschools, 1931.

3070. Stenquist, John L. Better schools through better individual records
of pupils' progress. Baltimore, Md., Ottmar Mergenthaler school of printing
[1931]. 10 p.

Repented from the Baltimore bulletin of education.
The problem was to devise a system for adequately recording each pupil's school

history, which can be maintained with tbe minimum of clerical labor; and which will be
cumulative, flexible, and generally practicable.

fr

3071. Van
arid allied stu
Master's, 1931

Bee also 1947,

eveld, Mary Alice. Administration of registration, records
t problems in the larger senior high schools of Los Angeles.

uthern California. 152 p.
01970, 8062, 8715, 8728.

RETARDATION AND SUMMATION

3072. Aderholt, Claude Herbert. An analysis of factors contributing to
over-age in pupils in Mecklenburg county schools, Master's, 1981. NORD
Carolina. (For abstract see no. 744.)

An attempt is made to list some of the important characteristics of pupils whichretard their progress in school. The iniestigation reveals : (0) certain home and
school conditions and their effect on the progress of the pupil through the grades; and(b) the attitude teachers have toward slow pupils.

8073. Bixler, Harold IL Report of -grade survey, elementary schools,
September 1980. Misata, Os., 13pard of iducatkii 119811. p, ma,
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An age-grade survey of grades 1 thjough 0, in the white elementary schools. Find-
Ings : The K-6-8-3 and progressive activity program hafe resulted in marked decrease
in over-ageness.

3074. Bixler, Harold H. Report of age-grade tiirvey, junior and senior high
schools, February 1, 1931. Atlanta, Ga., Board bf education, 1931. 2 p.

The report reveals that under the K-6-8-3 plan the seventh grade children are 0.7
year younger than under the 7-4 plan. It also shows tbat high-school seniors under
the 13-grade plan are only 0.5 year older tbau under the 11-year plan.

3075. Blose, David T. and Covert, Timon. An age-trade study of 7,632 ele-
mentary pupils in 45 consolidated schools. WashIngto.n, United States Govern-
ment printing office, 1930. 20 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet no. 8,
June 1930.)

The study was undertaken in order to make available data from representative rural
schools of the modern type comparable to those already available in reports of similar
studies of urban school pupils. The schools are located in 24 States representing all
sections of the country. Some comparisons are made between tbe percentages of pupils
under age, normal age, and over age in the rural schools and those of pupils in city
schools.

3070. Bookmiller, Matilda. A study of over-agé girls in an intermediate
school for the purpose of determining how the school can contribute more effec-
tively to their needs. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

3077. Branson, E. P. and Stoker, Dora D. Analysis of the record of acc4I-
eration and retardation made on March 1, 1930. Long Beach, Calif., City
schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)

The distribution of public-school pupils on an age-grade basis for 1929-80 was com-
pared with that of 1926-27, Data show that acceleration is virtually complete at the
end of the elimintary school, and tbat retardation decreases in the senior high school,
proballly because of dropping out of pupils from the senior high schools.

3078. Burgess, Aileen. Elimination of girls from the Bowie, Texas, high
school. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

3079. Byers, Edward Allison. A study of graduation, elimination, and
failure in Wiley high school, Terre Haute, Ind. Master's, 1931. Indiana.
113 p. ms.

3080. Calvert, T. B. School progress and elimination. Muncie, Ind., Public
schools, 1931. 28 p. (Bulletin, no. 53.)

This report contains an analysis of enrollment and the age-grade survey for the
Muncie schools as of September 1980. The entire study is replete with tables and
graphs to make it concrete.

3081. Chapman, Harold. B. Improvement in holding power, 1920-1830. In
Baltimore, Md., Annual report of Board of school commissioners, 1929-1930.
1930. p. 188-48.

A study of the holding power of Baltimore public schools in 1930 as compared with
1920, based upon Bonner's method. The study also shows the grade location of pupils
14, 15, and 16 years of age in 1920 and in 1930.

3082. Clark, Norman L. A plan to reduce retardation of pupils. In Balti-
more, Md., Annual report of the Board of school cgmmissioners, 1930-1931.
I. 110-15.

A report of an experiment in the Clifton Park Junior high school in an effort to dis-
cover the number of pupils who repeat their grades at the end of each term.

3083. Coxe, Warren W. and Soper, Wayne W. Why do pupils leave high
school? Albany, New York State education department, 1930. New York
State education, 18: 499-602, January 1981.

Analysis of 10.000 questionnaires.
3084. Davis) Olin William. The elimination of junior and senior high school

students in Dayton, Ky. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.
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3085. Dearborn, Mich. Fordson public schools. Age-grade survey. 1930.
3 p. ms. (Bulletin, no. 50.)

A study of tbe age and grade placement of pupils In the public schools. Shows tbeeffect of classification and adjustment work in reducing the amount of reeducation
necessary.

3086. Farmer, John William. Probable factors affecting elimination in Dal-
las county high school, Alabama. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 71 p.. ms.

By personal visitation to the schools, to the homes of tbe eliminated pupils, and by
correspondence with both the principals and pupils, it was found that over half, 5411per cent of the eliminated pupils were over-age; of the total number eliminated, thelargest number or per cent was found in the eleventh grade, 8.83 per cent of the totalnumber enrolled in that grade. The percentage of total elimination of the enrollment
was 6.19. There was little difference between the percentage of elimination the firstyear, 6.83 per cent, and the percentage of elimination the fourth year, 6.53 per cent.Tbe largest per cent of those eliminated, 13.02 per cent, was .from families having fromsix to eight children: 54.11 per cent of those eliminated live less than one mile from
the school attended. Sex was not a determining factor in elimination! Seventy-six,
52.04 per cent, of those eliminated were boys ; 70, 47.96 per cent, were girls.

3087. Foote, Rachel M. Cause of pupil withdrawal liom secondary schools.
*Master's, 1930. Chicago.

Study of 100 boys and 100 girls Oho withdrew from Forest Avenue high sasool, Dallai
Texas, during term 1929-30; includes'study of health of pupils, home environment, school
progress, etc.

3688. Pox, J. O. Some characteristics of the pupil population of Portage
county, Ohio. Pupil elimination. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 97 p. ms.

Findings: Percentage of elimination among students was 40.12.
3089. Gass, Samuel Thurman. A study of the conditions of sixteen high

çt schools in Tennessee, with special reference to elimination. Master's, 1931.
Tennessee. 121 p. ms.

a
schools.3090. Glendale, Ohio. Public The Glendale 'school survey.. Age-

grade tables and IQ distribution. Glendat public school bulletin, I: 21-28,
February 1931. (Edited by'Samuel Engle Eityr.,).

3091. Goldbach, R. C. A study of the causes of transfer and withdrawal
from the senior high schools of Cleveland, Ohio. Master's, 1931. Ohio.
p. 1118.

Findings : Low mentality, and financial condition of the home are the main causesfor withdrawal from high school.
3092. Gray, Robert I% Holding power of the secondary schools. San Fran-

cisco, JaUt., Public schools, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)
The purpose of this study was to determine changes in the holding power' of grad*7 to 12, inclusive, for the years 1927, 1929, and 1930. .

3093. Gregory, X. Cotten. A study of withdrawals in secondary schools.
Louisville, Hy., Louisville girls high school, 1931. 13 p.

A 4-year survey of the class of 1930 in the Louisville girls high school.
3094. Holland, Juney Jackson. Elimination and continuation of high school

students, Benton county, Tenn. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 48 p. ms.
Investigation of replies to questionnaires which were sent to pupils, principals, patrol°,and magistrates of Benton county. Findings: Of the 81 students, 36 were found to be

eliminated or 42.6 per cent. Seventy-two per cent of those eliminated were girls. Timeliminated pupils were slightly older than the continued pupils. Distance from school isa factor in elimination. Ninety- o per cent of the eliminated pupils lived from-to sLi miles from (school. Forty-seven per cent of the continued pupils lived from one totwo miles from school. Economic conditions were shown to be a weight/ influence ikeliminatiOn and continuation. Health of the family li an Insportalit factor. There islittle evidence that the type of elementary school in *which the pupils reteived theirtraining affected elimination or continuation. There in some elidence that the largothe number of children in a family the greater the popsibility of elimination. .

8095. Hunter, Lavinia. °alms and means of reducing re,: _ lotion IA a mill
.school. Master% MI. Peabody. 107 p. IntL
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A study of an elementary mill school in Gatfton county, N. C., with an enrollment of

451 pupils. The predominating causes of retardation were found to be low mentality,poor a vcrage daily attendance, physical handicaps, frequent moving. poor home condi-
tions, age at entrance, irregujar attendance caused by personal illness, and late entrance.

3096. Lee, J. Murray. Pupil progress through the grades as shown by age-
grade distribution. Burbank, Calif., City sepools, 1931. (For abstract see

717b.)no.

Data indicate that too many pupils are retarded more than *One year ; individualcliools are nut studying as carefully as they should the proper placement of their pupils;and the average retarded pupil is not being held by the junior and senior high schools.
3097. McMurray, Tom Roy. Eighth grade graduates of the schools of Mon-

roe county. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 79 p. ms.
A study of eighth-grade graduates of Monroe county, Tenn., during the years 1928-.1929-1930 who failed to enter high school and the reasons why. Findings : More girlsfail to enter high school than boys. Low intelligence score was a potent factor. Theolder the students at .the time of graduation the greater the chance of elimination.
$300S. Meyer, Edna R. The percentage and causes of student mortality and

retardation at New Jersey college for women. Master's, -1931. New York.
46 p. ms.

The purpose of this study was to answer the questions on the number of studentswho enter college who graduate, the number who graduate within four years, the reasonsso many drop out, and the citusis of retardation of those who do not graduate withtheir clam. Data were secured from 4-year record cards, individual student folders, andreturns from questionnaires. Findings:. There was a rather stable mortality rate, aver-aging 321/2 per cent ; the largest group of studftts left college for personal reasons, thenext largest group transferred to another institution; retardation averages 4 per cent:Causes and ratite of retardation closely parallel mortality.
3099. Morat, Catherine L. A study of permanent withdrawals, J. M. Ather-ton high school for girls, September 1930-February 1931. LoulErvi4,

15 p.lard of education, 1931.
his study Is a coniintition of a study of permanent withdrawals,VoverIng a ("year

!IS.

period. February 1924-rebruary 1980.
3100. O'Connor, Sister Mary Benita. Retardation and repetition of the 1926

freshmen throughott their high school career in 15 accredited parochial schoolsif Iowa. Master's,*1931. Notre Dame.
3101. Poppell, Thomas Jay. Factors influencing pupil mortality in the high

school of Groveland, Fla. Master's, 1931. Florida.
3102. Rutledge, R. E. Per cent acceleration, retardation, atid at-age. Oak-land, Calif., Public school,l, 1930. 3 p. ms.
3103.- Report on theitiolaing power of the Oakland public schools,60-1931. Oakland, Cali', Public sch(iols, 1931. 5 p. ms.
Indications are that the increase in holding power of the high school will be offset by¡mail incoming classes so that present housing accommodations will be adequate until,)opulation growth begins again.
31(4. Sininger, Harlan. An age-grade study of the San Jose training schooland its twg control ikhooli. Albuquerque, N. M., University (4 New Mexicopress, 1931. 30 p. (Bulletin, Traininft school series, vol. 1, no. 2, Whole no.188, March 15, 1931:)
The bulletin is designed to portray certain aspects of the Ban video training school ast existed at the begiiiing of the experiment. No attempt has been made to interpretthe data. Three county elementary schools, the San Jose training./ seshool and its twontrol schools, with a total enrollment of 1,009 pupils, provide therdata for this study.
3105. !pier, Charles IL Age-grade analyses in San Diego. (Graphictaa}%.) Ban',Diégo, Calif., City schools, 1931. 15 p. nis.310(y.. -- Age7grade status, San Diego city sebsootal. 1930. San Diego,City schools, 1.9(30. la p. MS. -: Pt.- , 4&brief study et age-grade Ivtardatki. and ioelderstion, compiled fittbin annual reportsthe. California State board if sdsaitiosi. Thik report is pressitatt.-largely-s ia graphic
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3107. Waterman, Ivan R. Mental ability and school achievement of over-

age pupils. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 20 p. ms.
3108. West Allis, Wis. Public schools. Age-grade survey. 1931 34 p,

ms. (Bulletin 11-7, April 1931.)
This is a comparative study of enrollments by year and grade for the years 1924-1929.

3109. Young, William L. An investigation of the causes of retardation and

maladjustment in public scliool and remedial measures. Master's, 1931. Boston

Univ. 116 p. ms.
Research for results of past investigations and an investigation of causes of retarda-

tion in Everett, Mass., for 1929, showed the need for the early elimination of douto
schools ; more educational and vocational guidance; more study of individual differences
in pupils ; psychological clinic ; social education ; prevocational classes; better provision
for gifted pupils ; parental education; and need for more health education.

Bee also 107, 149, 909, 1969, 1986, 2121, 2436, 2472, 2475, 3811, 4078; and tinder

Failure of pupils.
STUDENT SELF-GOVERNMENT

3110. Bosse, F. H. Report of pupil participation in school government as

found in the elementary schools of Evansville, Ind., November 10, 1930. [Evans-
ville, Ind. Public schools, 1930]. 6 p. ms.

3111. Hogan, Ralph W. A study of the systems of student self-government
in the junior high schools of Kansas. Master's [1931]. Montana.

3112. Mathews, C. O. Bibliography on the honor system and academic
honesty in American schools and colleges. Washington, United States Govern-
ment printing office, 1930. 18 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet no. 16.)

The bibliography contains about 140 entries, each one annotated to show the scope of
the reference. Those articles and bóoks which contain reports of research have been
annotated so as to show tte technique used and the principal findings.

3113. Mount, Florence Duvall: An evaluation of pupil participation in

school government in the elementary schools of the United States. Master's.
1931. Southern California. 150 p.

Based on visitation and on questionnaire replies from 92 schools in 48 states, relating
to aims, methods, and values of such activities.

3114. Mullin, William D. An evaluation of student government in theory
and practice. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. (For abstract see no. 714..)

The writings of 20 leading authorities in the field were analysed to find the theoretical
principles or objectives. Intertewe were held with 25 principals or faculty advisors of
student organisations, and 40 'Nestionnaires were obtained from schools having these
organisations. The specific activities performed by 65 student governments in 65 differ
ent schools were obtained. Findings : As a rule the activities tend to fall under headings
not considered paramount by authorities. Too many activities are headed towards dis-
cipline and not enough towards aims strewed by authorities.

3115. Richey, C. L. A study of pupa participation in school control. Mas-

ter's, 1931. Ohio. 104 p. ms.
Study of attitudes formed toward pupil participation in school control as practiced at

Lincoln junior high school, Canton, Ohio. Findings: Over 91 per cent of pupils are is
favor of the organisation and its activities. Activities do not reach or affect less thu
15 per cent of the student body.

3116. Vineyard, Jerry J. and Poole, Charles F. 'Student partleitation in
school government New York, A. S. Barnes and company, 1980, 104 p.

TEXTBOOKS

8117. Brown, John Prentiss. The construction and use .of textbook rating
scales. Master's, 1930. Stanford.

8118. Chase, Vernon Z. leg.* textbooks, their use and cost, IR the Fordsoa
180901 district. Peaybornjacji., Foams, public schools, 1910 5 p. m < Bole

lain, no. 54, abridgid4 41. Virik.ito,
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:II 19. Ching, J. Frederic. Report on a survey of the work of textbook clerks.
Oakla nd, Calif., Public schciols, 1930. 2

3120. Georgia education association. Report of committee ou textbooks.
1931. 14 p.

The committee believes that the two chief ideas in selecting school textbooks for the
cv of the children of Georgia should be: To get the best books in quality of material
And In illustration that can be found; and to secure the books at the lowest reasonable
price. Several plans are offered in endeavoring to carry out the twoqiurposes.

312 1. Henderson, R. D. Revised textbook regulations containing Texas text-
book law, a list of the State adopted books, biennial report of textbook division
and general information. Austin, Tex., State department of education, 1931.
93 p. (Bulletin, no. 278.)

Due to the fact that many of the textbooks in use in the schools prior to the 1928.-
1929 session bad been in use for a long period of time and were in many cases out of
date and antiquated, it was necessary for the State board of education to adopt new text-
books displacing the old books and throwing heavy burdens of cost and many problems of
distribution on the division of textbook administration.

3122. Herriott, M. E., Fuller, Florence D., and Nettels, Charles H. Text-
book afttion and evaluation procedures, Los Angeles secondary schools. Los
Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1930. Los Angeles educational research bulletin,
10: 2-20, October 1930.

Evaluation of geometry textbooks, by Florence D. Fuller, p. 5-9; The selection of a
textbook for B8 science, by, Charles H. Nettels, p. 10-14 ; The selection of physics text-
book, by M. E. Herriott, p. 15-20.

Tbe purpose of the study was to develop adequate adoption and evaluation procedures
and to secure the best textbooks available in such subjects as sciences, mathematics, home
C101101111C81 etc. Through a committee and carefully controlled investigation, these pro-
cedures are developed and tried out. The adoption and use of textbooks give a check on
tbe merit of the procedures employed.

3123. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Grade placement of elementary supplementary
textbooks. Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1931.

An analysis of the vocabulary difficulty of supplementary textbooks with regard to the
grade in Vila used.

3124. MacGregor, Virginia Claire. Standards of measurement for the ob-
jective evaluation of textbooks, especifilly as applied to the subject of oral
expression. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

3125. National society for the siudy of education. The textbook in Ameri-
can education. Bloomington, Ill., Public school publishing company, 1931.
359 p. (Thirtieth yearbook, part 2.)

Contains studies ón techniques of textbook authors, typography of textbooks, selection,
evaluation, costs, state publication, legislation, etc. A selected and annotated bibliog-
raphy of literature relating to textbooks is Included.

3126. Smith, X. Ellwood, Finnerty, G. E., and Tallman, H. C. State print-
ing of public school textbooks. Portland, Oregon State teachers' association,
1931. 20 p.

3127. Vanderwal, R. A. Textbook management in Iowa public schools.
Master's, 1931. Iowa. 133 p. ms.

SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

3128. Alabama. State department of education. Rooms, furniture and
equipment for home econo.mics. Montgomery, Alabama State board of educa-
tion, 1980. 40 p.

3129. Applegate, Earl Harry. A digest of educational objectives and activi-
ties to deteemine a check list eit equipment for the elementary school. Mastees.-
1931. Cincinnati.

3130. BarSirst.::iice. School 1*114ins mum, and program for Warwick,
Rhode 1064. "I''iletay or a. tots. ill -the path of an utitildIng
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area. Washington, United States Govérnment printing office, 1931. 77 p,

( U. S. Office of education. Bulletin 1930, no. 33.)
3131. Benson, Harry Ray. Problems in the selection of school bulkling

materials. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
3132. Blom, Edward Charles. Radio and electric power supply equipment

for schools. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., CoL Univ. New York City, Teachers ea
lege. Columbia university, 1930. 189 p. (Contributions to education, no. 409.)

This study deals with electrical equipment used for instructional purposes. The
kinds of equipment considered are thaw associated with school radio installation& aid
electric power supply for high-school science rooms. The study purposes furnishlag
school administrators with information to guide them in selecting equipment and is
placing installations, and informing the manufacturers of the needs of the schools
which their productsmust satisfy.

3133. Blue, Lloyd MAL Heating and ventilation practices of school houses
in central Indiana. Mastees, 1931. Wisconsin.

3134. Brodshaug, Melvin. Buildings and equipment for home economics
secondary schools. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

This is a study of plants and equipment for teaching home economics in junior it*
schools and senior high schools in cities with a population of 10,000 to 50,000. Find.
lugs : The scope of the home-economies program on the senior high school level is
broader than that on the junior high school level. The curriculum is in a process of
rapid and varied transition and leaders are far from any agreement as to what h
proper curricular material. This makes it difficult to plan a suitable plant layout
which will not immediately become obsolete.

3135. Brooker, J. W. Bulletin on school buildings and grounds. Frankfort
Ky., State department of education, 1931. 45 p. ma.

A study to trace the evolution of school architecture b Kentucky and to develop
misinmn requirements for schoolhouse construction in the State of Kentucky.

3136. Burs* ¡sines F. Study of junior high school housing needs in Sacra-
mento. Sacramento, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 15 p.

'3137. Byrne, Lee. Check list materials for public school building specifica-
tions. Dodoes, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college,
Columbia university, 1931 195 p. (Contributions to education. no. 492.)

Tbe primary pores of the Investigation was to provide city superintendents 61
schools and school business managers with a tool that inlaid be of aid to then ta
judging sets of apecificatiossa submitted by the architects' offices for ,new school buildings
and in securing improvements in then. Eighteen sets of specifications were exhaustively
analysed with 13 more available for consultation. Better present practice is taken m
a criterion for the judging individual specifications. The check list is intended to
aid in the discovery of the prawns or absence of determinable@ commonly tound la
school building specifications&

3138. Caldwell, D E. A ickauol building Purvey and program for Washiness
township, Lucas county, Ohio. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 104 p. ms.

3139. California. State 'apartment of education. Standards for public
school site& Sacramento, California State printing office, 1930. 31 p. (Bul-
letin no. LI)

3140. Carpenter, Katie Dalton. Equipment in iural white schools In Kew
tucky. Muter's, 193L Kentucky. 119 p. ms.

A comparison of the equipment found ia 150 white rural 'chock in Keats*, vie
various standard&

8141. Chamberlain, Leo X. The housing of 110 public junior colleges
the Middle West and tentative standards and principles relating to WWII*
equipment, and associat'd administrative problems. Doctor's, 1961. Indian&
Lexington, Ky., University of Kentucky. 11161. 210 p. (Bulletin of tbe Bursa
of school service, vol. S, no, 4, June naL)
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SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT 293
to Pet up tentative standards for the housing of the public junior college. Consideration
is riven to the factors of enrollments, the administrative and educational'o. s,i- tion,
and currkula, particularly as these factors are related to- the housing problem.,

3142. Chase, Vernon E. A survey and building program. Dearborn, Mich.,
Fordson school district, Board of education, 19411. 72 p.

Analysis of school building requirements, utilisation of present plant, and projection
of 5-year building program. Findings : A standard unit, the P.-T.-A. coefficient, was
dereioped and used in this survey for the purpose of determining for coghparative pur-
poL4es the utilisation of different types of rooms, operating on different daily schedules,
in different types of schools, L e., elementary, junior high, senior high, vocational, etc.

3143. Matte Roland Henry. School building survey and program for
Portsmouth and Middletown, R. L Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

3144. Ching, Frederic. Building and sites program for the Oakland public
9ebools, Vol. 1. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 140 p. ms.

A study of the population trend and the adequacy of each school plant In order to
formulate a building and situ program which will eventuate in the most econcmical and
efficient administration of the school system.

3145. Christiansen, Ernest Xartin. Essential laboratory equipment for
physics in the junior college. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

3146. Clark, Theodore L. Study of school building programs in South Da-
kota. Master's, 1931. South Dakota. 62 p. ms.

A study of consolidated school buildings, costs, needs of communities, methods of
financing, etc.

'3147. Cleland, Paul Swift. A study oT the present use of certain college
stadia. Master's, 1931. New "York. 210 p. ms.

A study of 50 college stadia in the United States. Findings : Athletic activities wereconducted in all the stadia and consumed molt of tbe time. Activities such as college
functions, fireworks, displays, and pageants ranked next in order. The stadia in tbeNorthern States were used more months of the year for athletic activities and the stadiain the Southern States ?giant used more months of the year for nonathletic activities.

314& Delp, I. W. A survey of the secondary school building facilities of
Canton, Ohio, for the determination of needs for readjustment and expansion.
Canton, Ohio, Public schools, 1931. 95 p: MS.

The purpose of this survey was to establish for the city of Canton, Ohio, a buildingprogram which would more adequately provide for the needs of the secondary schoolpupils of the next five years.
3149. Dresslar, Fletcher IC and Pruett, HaskelL Rural schoolhouses,

rthool grounds, and their equipment. Washington, United States Government
prinking office, 1930. 74 p. (II. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 21.)

3150. Ingelhaz4t, Nickolaiss L. and Engelhardt, Fred. ,Planning school
building programs. New York City, Teachers college, Oolumbia university.
1930. 574 p.

3151.- Strayer, George D., and Burton, T. C. Campus standards for
country day and boarding school& New York city, Teachers colleges Columbia
university, 1930. 51 p.

3152. Gardiner, Amos A. A study of the janitorial service of the public
schools of Wilmington, Delaware Muter's, 1961. Pennsylvania. 94 p. ms.This study was undertakes with two mala purposes la vkw. One was to present astudy In an aspect of polialle-sebool edministratios In fulfillment of practice= require--nests for the degree of master off arts In education at the University of Pennsylvania.A second -purpose underlying Ms study Ins the hope of rendering a real =Idea to thepshileeebool system el lirlinlegtea, Im., Mosel a ears& analysis of theservice t tbe sass's of Mat city. .The animas itself has been made with thedimming and Watts. those teatime et the Madness janitorial service whichbe detrimental and OM= these whisk have, ta them, points se amsits I% hasbon mob is elbow bow tbo detrimental features may be or Improvedsoi hey the isafrablo Astarte sag be mods to slid Mir
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3153. Goins, Jesse Lee. Utilization of blackboard space in secondary schools
Maker's, 1931. Chicago. 71 p.

The study was confined to fiv high schools in the State of Wyoming. Findings : More

blackboards are installed than are used by teachers and pupils.

3154. Goldthorpe, J. Harold. How 94 schools divided their floor area. 1930,

Nation's schools, 8 : 51-58, September 1931.
Data were secured from plans of 94 junior high schools published in the American

school board journal since 1920. Analysis revealed 184 types of space provisions and

facilities. Data suggest that building units designed to house less than .7p0 students
can not supply adequate aud economical facilities for differentiated curricular offerings-

3155. Ventilation methods and practices in village school& Journal
of educational research, 22: 274-87, November 1930.

Data Indicate that four-fiftbs of the village schools studied have mechanical ventilation
systems but that only one-fourth operate them outside of the winter months. Legal

standards need to be raised.

3156. Handy, Etta E. Standards of furnishings and equipment for residence
halls in institutions. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 66 p. ms.

A survey was made of the standards orfurnishing in 46 colleges as a basis to deter-
mine average cost allowance. Architectural plank and interior-decoration schemes wert
also studied.

3157. Heywood, Stella Nay. . Planning and equipping home economics rooms
in Kansas high schools. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. Coll.

3158. Holy, Thomas C. A school building survey and program for Columbus
Grove, Ohio. 1931. Ohio State university, Columbus. 9 p. ms.

3159. A school building survey and recommended program for Hart-
ford and Bennington rural school districts, Licking county, Ohio. 1931: Ohio

State iiniversity, Colunibus. 43 p. ms.

. 8160. A study of school auditoriums and gymnasiums in Ohio.

[1931.] Ohio State university, Columbus.
A study was made of the types of auditorium-gymnasium combinations, the relation of

their capacity to school enrollment, and the extent they are used in both time and
capacity in a group of Ohio systems.

8161. Houston, Texas. Independent school district The buildtng 'program

of the Houston independent school district (1924-1930). [1931.] 121 p.

8162. Hungerford, Frances Ann., comp. Preschool equipment Descriptions
and plans of play apparatus made and used locally in the preschool labors-
tories of the Iowa child welfare research station. Iowa City, The University,
1931. 78 p. (University of Iowa extension bulletin, no. 263, March 1, 1931.)

This equipment represents the accumulated experience of teachers in the station u to
wbat devices appear to fit in well with present practices in preschool education.

3163. Huus, Randolph O. and Cline, Dorothy I. Municipal, school and uni-
versity stadia. New York, N. Y., Municipal administration service, 1931

78 p. (Publication, no. 18.)
This study Includes types, design, site, costs, financing, and stadia activities.

*64. 'loyal, Arnold and Rutledge, R. E. Equipment standards for general
Vience, grades 7, 8, and 9. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 198L (For ab-
stract see no. 717b.)

Teachers requested that geadtal-scieuce classrooms be remodeled. Findings : As labo.

ratory work la being carried on in groups, from 4 to 3 units of laboratory equipment per
laboratory Instead of 1 per pupil would be sufficient for 82 pupils.

8165. Kentucky. University. Report of a school building survey of Harlan,
Ky. 19131. University of Kentucky, Lexington. 60 p.

This army treats of tbe school dLstriet of Harlan, Ky., and its educational pro-
gram ; the pruned physical pleat ; a proposed betiding program; and a method of Inane
Ing the program racontasseme.

8188. Knipp, T. C. A scho'ol building survey and program for iihtabula
math Ohio. Master% 1931. Ohio. 114 /p. ma.
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4goe

31#17. Los Angeles, Calif. City schools. The need for school bonds. 1931. 8 p.
Needs of school buildings and advantages of building at present low level of costs.

*316.8. McKelvie, William David. Selection of a school site in Washington,
N. J. MasteYs, 1931. New York. 35 p. ms.

This study covers tbe need for a school, future growth of school and community, the
ability of tbe town to finance a new school, possible locations, and the best location.
The location for the new school was chosen by a comparison of Tarim sites.

31139. Mc _Kenney, Howard Lathrop. Determining the classroom janitor load.
Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

3170. Mason, William Lester. School building utilization in Ashley county,
Ark. 1931. George Peabody college for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 74 p. ms.

A complete study was Imade of building utilization in the schools of Ashley county,
Ark. Findings: Elementary schools have better utilisation than high schools. Con-
solidation, type and amount of equipment, adjustment of classes to rooms, and length
of scbool day were factors affecting utilisation. Buildings were used very little for
purposes other than regular school "fork.

3171. Massackusetts. Department of education. Report on equipment, ap-
paratus, and materials for teaching science in the secondary schools of Massa-
chusetts. Boston, 1931. 45 p. ( tin 1930, no. 8. Whole no. 219.)

(N. Henry Black, chairman of corn:tee.)
The first part of the report deals with equipment, meaning the more or less stationary

and permanent layout; and tbe eecond, with apparatus, meaning that material which
la movable and which has to be rhiewed from time to time. The committee has been
more concerned with the smaller schools in which the facilities for teaching science are
apt to be inadequate, ratber than with the large metropolitan high schools.

3172. New York (State). Education department School buildings, sites,
and school district bonds. Law pamphlet 1. Albany, University of the State of
New York press, 1931. 61 p. (Bulletin, no. 979, September 1, 1931.)

This pamphlet includes information as to the selection and acquisition of school-
house sites; the erection of new school buildings; the erection of additions to, and the
.alteration and improvement of, existing school buildings; and the issuance and sale
cf school-district bonds for any or all of these purposes.

3173. Nowak, Joseph Wencel. Legal requirements governing bids for school
buildings. Master's, 1981. Wisconsin.

3174. Nugent, Donald Ross. Palo Alto elementary school site& Master's,
1931. Stanford.

3175. Peery, Elmer Joseph. A study of the construction, equipment, and
utilization of boys' gymnasium locker and shower rooms in Southern Cali-
fornia high schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 133 p.

Based on interviews, copies of floor plans, and information gathered by means of
check list developed for this purpose.

A

3176. Powers, Elmer Walter. Space-provisions in elementary and junior
high school building plans. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 200 p. ms.

Analysts of 90 elementary and 60 junior-high-school building floor plans to discover
gpace-provision--nature and numberfor 1910-4920-1930. Tendencies are shown with
respect to increase or decrease of space accommodations in buildings of the three
periods named for elementary schools in cities over 10,000, in cities of 10,000 and less,
and for junior high schools in cities over 10,000. Tendencies are also shown with respect
to omission or inclusion in buildings of vault, balconies in gymnasium, and ventilating
apparatus. Space accommodations are listed both by title and function. .

3177. Providence, 3 L licibol department. The regional senior high
schools of Providence. 1931. 18 p. ma.

Plans for three new regional senior high schools of 1,800 capacity each. Findings
include popniatkonsgrowth stndy and standards for sites.

3178. Pruett, Haskell. Rural school buildings for the State of Oklabomt.
Master's, SW. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. TM)

After making a survey of rural school buildings of the past sad omega, establishing
criteria for planning rural school balk In Oklahoma* cabman sad PreParing
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296 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

school building plans for various sizes of buildings to meet the criteria, the concludes
was reached that rural school buildings of any size and with any troptage may be
properly planned according to the best criteria for safety, efficiency, and heath et
almost the same cost that is usually paid for the poorly planned buildings.

3179. Rkkardaa, Thomas Parker. The utilization of a high school plait
Master's, 1930. Pennsylvania. 65 p. ms.

3180. Robertson, C. L. A building survey of the public schools of James.
town, N. D. Master's, 1931. North Dakota.

An investigation of the utilization of the present school buildings in relation to tbe
educational program adopted by the board of education, a forecast of future building
needs, and a proposed program of building to meet such needs.

UK. Schmidt, H. W. Blackboards: their height and width. Madison, WI&
119311. 8 p. American school board Journal, 81 : 43-45, September 1930.
(Reprint.)

The study was carried on through data obtained from 16 schools and 94 rooms, m.
cording tbe writing of 1,449 pupils. Findings: Judged by various standards a black-
board 42 inches in width, mounted 42 inches from the Boor, will satisfy mopt awes.

3182. Shields, Arthur W. Auditorium-gymnasium facilities in Ohio high
schools under county supervision. Master's, 1931. Ofiio. 77 p. ma.

A study of the extent to which boards of education are complying with requirements of
state department, types of facilities provided and influence of school organisation upon
type of auditorium-gymnasium used. Findings: A large proportion of Ohio high schools
.under county- supervision are equipped with auditorium-gymnasium facilities; school
organisation has little effect on type of facility provided; combination auditorium-
gymnasium is tbe most common type.

3183. Smith, Arthur David. A study of gymnasiums. Master's, 1930. Stan-
ford.

3184. Strayer, George D. and lingelhardt, N. L. A school building program
for the city of Utica, N. Y. Utica, N. Y., Board of education, 1930. 63 p.

A thorough survey of public school buildings in Utica, with recommendations for their
improvement.

3185. The school building survey an4 a building program for
the school city of Richmond, Ind. Richmond, Ind.. Board of school trustees,
1930. 86 p.

A survey of tbe public school building situation in Richmond, with recommendatioin
for its improvement.

3186. Tillotson, Floyd Dewey. General tendencies and characteristics is
the lighting of public school classrooms. Master's, 41931. Nebraska. 229 p. ma

An analysis of the literature in the field and an examination of 101 elaintooms in
12 public school buildings In the State of Nebraska with reference to natural and arti-
tidal lighting.

3187. Vaughan, Ernest Norman. Trends in floor-apace provisions aid re-
lated standards in junior high school buildings. Masters, 1930. Northwestern.

3188. Waterman, Ivan Bb Elementary school building needs. San Trap-
clam, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 13 p. ms.

An analysis of elementary school building seeds for San Francisco.
3189. Utilization of San Francisco high school building& San Fran-

cisco, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 23 p. ma. (Bulletin, no. 21, November 1930.)
An analysis of tbe extent to which tbe ems high school beildlage are utilised. Three

measures are used : (1) Per cent of thee rooms are used ; (2) per cent of pupil station
used; and (3) per cent of standard pupil accomaodatloss need.

3190. Welles, Paul T. A standard layout for science rooms for fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades in a platoon school. 'Master's, 11111. Eleuthera California.
113 p.

study of layouts for *dose* rooms Is arse flaw wins evaluations la tease st the
comes of study followed la this object.
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3191. Williams, Frank. Functions of state departments of education in
pcboolhouse planning. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 64 p. ms.

In this study emphasis was placed on Southern states or those in the inter-state school
lailding service. Findings: State departments of education have been forced to do school-
house planning. The State shank' furnish plans for buildings up to and including those
for six teachers. In some cases it will be necesairy to furnish plans for larger buildings.
There are not enough people in the State departments of education devoting time to
planning of school buildings to do well all the work attempted. As approximately three-
fourths of tbe children of the South are in rural districts or in towns of less than
2,500 Population tbe State should devote most of the time to the rural school. The
primary function of the State in this work is to give educational rather than architectural
mervice.

Bee also 1940, 331S, 3683; sad older Platoon schools.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

3192. Abraham, Richard L Survey of lunch service for undernourished
pupils. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1980. 5 p. ms.

3193. Alabama. State department of education. Music appreciation ma-
terials and records for physical education in elementary schools and high
schools. Supplement to library lists. Montgomery: Wilson printing company,
1930. 34 p.

*3194. Aldworth, Eleanore. A comparison of principles for evaluating health
SOurce materials with those designed for general textbooks. Master's, 1931.
New York. 107 p. ms.

Principles for Judging textbooks in general received u much critical study as did the
seven health authorities used in the comparison. Findinp : There was more agreement
among authorities on mechanical make-up of textbooks than upon subject matter, organi-
ntion, style, etc., although the latter were investigated more thoroughly.

3195. American physical education association. A study of the relative
values of 30 important activities in the physical education program for boys.
American physical education association research quarterly, 2: 115-74, March
1931.

This is the third report of a special committee appointed in 1929, and is really the
completion of the report tor the second year's work.

3196. Andres, Helen G. Integrating health education activities in a junior
high school. Master's, 1931. T. O., Col. Univ. 47 p. ms.

As health counsellor two days each week, the author attempted to integrate health
instruction with scientific and academic subjeits. She believes that successful integration
can be accomplished. The greatest need' seams to be for sound, scientific material that
can be used by teachers who have not bad a medalist's training in health instruction.

3197. Archer, Julian L. Certain aspects of narcotic education in the United
States. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 290 p.

A study of (1) Lepl status of narcotic education in the United States; (2) procedures
Li narcotic education; (3) what boys and girls know about narcotics and where they
obtain their infonsation.

3198. Arnold, Martha Virginia. Trends In physical educational periodical&
Master's, 11111. Peabody. 176 p.

Those periodicals found in the library of George Peabody college for teachers and in
the odes of Dr. L D. Browser, professor of physical education, Peabody college, were
studied. Findings : There are six Outstanding trends in physical education. Tbe excerpts
showing these trends are arranged ender tbe following topics: Philosophy of physical
education ; Administrant's; aluiPakellt Types se programs; Tests and measurements
Health that. Ogling edemas&

3190. Asbury, D LaBarre. Health inowledge versus health practices in the
sixth, seventh and eighth-grades of the Ridge Avenue school in Neptune, N. J.
liaster's,11111. lbw 48 P. sass

A study oq Ihe *kb knowledge* sad health practise of the Osth, 'math, and
eighth grade dam* riadiags: The Ugh of beeith pretties. 'is sot doe to the leek ofbank kae*, M imbibe*, Mai ¡KIMONO. .
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3200. Beatty, J. Ewing. Some studies in physical education. Master's, 1931
Denver. 65 p.

Tests were administered to 667 pupils (girls and boys) of a Denver junior high school
to measure native skill. These tests consisted of a group of 10 exexcises performed on a
gymnasium mat that was covered with a canvas marked into squares and lines. The
underlying purpose of the study' was to determine: (1) The validity of the tests from the
standpoint of classifying students into homogeneous groups; (2) to see if this homo-
geneity paralleled the sectioning practiced for academic subjects through the use of
mental tests; and (8) to determine whether the physical factors of height and weight
bore any relation to this sectioning; etc.

3201. Begg, Foster A. A comparative study of the extreme reactions of the
heart recorded by the cardiotachometer for a controlled group of 28 boys.
Master's, 1931. New York. 83 p. ms.

This is a study of a controlled group of 28 boys attending the St. Thomas' choir
school, New York city. The cardiotachometer record showed a complete picture of the
heart beat before exercise, standing, walking, running, and return toward normal while
lying. In some cases the heart beat went as high as 200 beats a minute. Comparative
tables were made to determine what effect age, systolic blood pressure, nervous stability,
and physical types had on the increase of heart beat.

3202. Beise, Dorothy. Reliability and validity of physical tests compared
with mental tests. [1931.] Ohio State university, Columbus.

Statistical findings of certain physical tests as regards their reliability and validity.
3208. Berkaw, George R. Report on special ultra-violet transmitting glass

in open-air schools. Detroit, Mich., Board of education, 1930. 7 p.
Tbe results of this investigation showed that when children in rooms glazed with

special ultraviolet transmitting glass were compared with children in rooms glazed with
ordinary glass, there was no appreciable difference in physical health or in school
progress.

'3204. Birnbaum, Henrietta L. The relationship between health attitudes
and health bhavlor 'practices. of a group of elementary school children. Mas-
ter's, 1931. New York. 93 p. ms.

Two health tests were given in three different environments to determine the rela-
tionship between health attitudes and health practices of boys and girls in different
social environments; of bright and dull groups; and In higher and lower grades. There
is a relatively high relationship between health attitudes and health practices. The
relationship between attitudes and practices was higher as the neighborhood changed
for the better. Health training is an important factor in influencing the health attitudes
and health practices of children.

3205. Bonnett, Howbert Bainter. A determination of the present status of
the physical education program for boys in the Pacific Coast secondary schools.
Master's, 1931. Washington. 126 p. ms.

Gives a factual presentation of tbe status of curricular physical education,- intra-
mural sports, and inter-school athletics for boys in the medium and large senior and
Junior high schools of the States of California, Oregon, and Washington; shows the types
of activity found in these schools; and discusses and analyzes the data collected by
comparison with underlying educational principles, standards, and opinions expressed 11
recognised educational authorities. A list of distinctive features in these three fields
which might be of value to others and worthy of adopting in other systems, was made.

3206. Boone, George C. Health habits and the scholastic standing of seventh
grade public school pupils. Master's, 1931. New York. 38 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to show the correlation between health habits, as prac-
f iced by the pupils, and their scholastic standing. Where is very little correlation
between health and safety or health practices and sOclastic standing.

327. Booth, Thornly Watson. Physical growth and pubescence. Master's,
1930. Int. Y. M. O. A Coll.

3208. Bovard, J. F. and Cozens, tr. W. Tests and I,L4 : :, Ilents on physi-
cal education. Philadelphia, Pa., W. B. Saunders company, 1930. 806 p.

8209. Boyd, Tillman Zldon. A program of physical education for the
nverage Wyoming high school. Master's, 193 . Wyoming. 71 p. ma.
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3210. Breslov, Mrs. Florence Ullman. Psycho-developmental consequences
of ricketts. 1931. Yale psycho-clinic, New Ilaven, Conn.

Deals with the effects of ricketts upon mental development in early life.

*3211. Brombacker, Burton Arthur. The techniques used in New York City
schools RS follow-ups to health inspection toiparantee health correction. Mas-
ter's, 1931. New York. 84 p. ms.

Study of a number of questionnaires sent out to 633 New York City principals to
determine what methods are used to correct health defects, which are found during the
bealth-day examination. Findings : Most principals use a definite method of check-up
and do all they can to improve poor health. The city furnishes free clinics to take care
of people who can not afford to pay for treatment. There is a need for a greater number
of clinics centrally located.

3'212. Brown, John, jr. Studies, experimentation and research projects.
Journal of physical education, 28: 85-88, January 1931.

This article lists studies, experiments, or research projects carried on by Y. M. C. A.
physical directors as of December 1, 1930.

3213. Browne, A. D. Classification of completed theses and selected sub-
jects written by students of physical education in various colleges and uni-
versities in the United States,. in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degrees of master of arts or master of science. 1931. George Peabody col-
lege for teachers, Nashville, Tenn. 38 p. ms.

3214. Burnett, Louis R. Physical education achievement records, junior and
senior high schools. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1931. 92 p. ms.

3215. Burt, Madge S. A critical evaluation of the status of physical educa-
tion in the high school, Muter's, 1931. Arizona. 57 p. ms.

An attempt to discover curs4nt practices in the administration of physical education.
Findings : Each school or State is a law unto itself. Great need for more uniformity
was found.

3216. Campbell, Harry William. The organization and content of required
couNes in physical edwation for men in Junior colleges. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 126 p.

A questionnaire study of practices in 40 institutions emphasising such factors as aims,
departmental organisation, health education, health service, testing, and departmental
mechanics.

3217. Campbell, Leroy T. A strength test based upon exercises of endurance.
Magter's, 1931. Iowa. 41 p.

3218. Chambers, Raymond L. Changes in achievement following the re-
moval of certain physical defects in elementary ,school pupils. Doctor's, 1930.
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1931. 131 p,

Data were secured from the records of about 8,000 children in grades 8 to 5, in 6
selected Philadelphia public schools. Data regarding defective vision, diseased tonsils,
nasal obstruction, and dental caries among these pupils were obtained from the records
of tbe school medical examiners. Findings : The correction of defective vision appeared
to have been associated positively with increased growth in achievement in arithmetic
fundamentals, reading, and spelling; the removal of nasal obstruction appeared to hive
been associated positively with incteased growth in achievement in spelling; the removal
of diseased tonsils appeared to have been associated negatively with increased growth in
achievement in arithmetic fundamentals, sending, and spelling. The changes were so
small that the removal of the defects studied was not followed by any marked changes
in arithmetic funda*entalso reading, and spelling.

3219. Clarke, H. Rarrison. Required physical education for men in univer-
sities. Master's, 1981. Syracuse. 115 p. ans.

The purpose of this study was to determine what should constitute the requited
physical education program for men in a university; what organisation is best fitted to
direct the program: what relationship should exist between the professionwal school of
physical education tor men and the required physical education program; and to deter-
mine what should constitute the required physical education program for men at Syracuse
univers)ty,
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3220. Cleanliness institute. Handwashing in schools. New York City,
Cleanliness institute, 1931. 20 p.

A study was made of the handwashing facilities in 145 schools in 15 States, represent.ing a total student enrollment of 124,088 pupils. Twenty-one manufacturers and othercompanies cooperated with the Institute, by contributing the equipment used. It wufound that in only 31 per cent of the schools were water supply, soap, and drying equipment all supplied.
3221. Cohen, Jacob. Historical intimations of the idea of physiological gra-

dients. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)
3222. Cook, Marion L Induction into teaching in physical education. Ma&

ter's, 1931. New York. 78 p. ms.
A study of leadership experiences of students in Wellesley college, Department ofhygiene and physical education, 1928-1931. Suggests a plan of laboratory experience In

leadership in physical education, according to educational principles, as preparation forprofessional service.

3223. Cornwell, Oliver K. Physical education in the light of modern educa.
tional theory. Master's, 1931. Ohio. Columbus, Ohio State university, 1931,
110 p.

The book is divided into three sections: Problems of modern education; philosophyand principles; and a suggested program.
3224. Cureton, Thomas K., jr. Objective tests of swimming. Master's, 1930,

Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll.
322-5. Cutright, Prudence and Anderson, Walter A. Essential items for a

health education course. Minneapolis, Minn., Public schools, 1931. 7 p. rns.
The complete scale was selected from Woods and Lerigc " Health behavior," andsubmitted to several medical groups with the request that they indicate items which intheir opinion should be included and also those they were quite sure should be omitted ina health education course. Many statements were considered misleading by the localgroup. Aside from about 20 or 25 items, there was a wide range of opinion as to wileshould be included in a health education course.
3226. Darnall, Maynard Carver. Administration of physical education,

health and athletics in Indiana. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 75 p. ms.
3227. Davis, Elwood C. Health and physical Oducation survey technique

in public -schools. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 816 p. ms.
Analyses and evaluates techniques used 1920-1980 in public-school surveys and devisessurvey forms for surveys and where possible improved techniques.
3228. Dearborn, Walter F. Relations of mental and physical development

Washington, D. C., White House conference on child health protection, 1931.
17 p. ms.

The available information regardeng the relation of mental and physical growth isreviewed apd evaluated. Suggestions are made for further study and the types ofrelatlon8ltiÑ found between mental and physical growth curves of twins and others are
described.

3229. Denver, Colo. Public schools. The use of portable dental clinics in
cities over 100,000 population. 1931.

The report gives a tabulation àf replies from 40 cities and describes the practices of thecities concerned together with opinions as to the success of the portable dental clink.
3230. DeWeese, A. O. A study of the health habits of college freshmen in

Kent State college. In American student health association. Proceedings, 1930.
p. 3447. (Bulletin, no. 14.)

A study of the health habits of freshmen since 1921 showed a gradual ImprovementThe percentage of tbose consulting their dentist regularly in 1927 was 78.5 per cent, is
1980, 85.4 per cent. The percentage having an annual health examination was 41 per
cent In 1927 and 51.4 per cent in 1930.int Dillon, Xarie. High school physical examinations and recommends'
dons for improvement. (A case study of three city high schools.) Maste4
1981. New York. 56 p. ma.
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A case study of three girls' secondary schools in New York City over a period of three

years. All three schools examined the students in the same 10 items, but there was no
consistent improvement in any one item in three years.

3232. Downes, Jean. Sickness records in school hygiene. American journal
of public health, 20 : 1199-1206, Ndvember 1930.
" Adequacy of school medical exaniTirsalons in bringing the child who has conditions
needing attention under supervision. Conclusion Sickness records currently kept by the
teacher would bring to light children ntding special health supervision wbo are not
discovered by the annual health examination.

3233. Freehill, Rev. Alphonse Michael. Physical culture and recreation in
the Middle Ages. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 29 p. ms.

3234. Freeman, R. G., jr. Seasonal variation in hemoglobin. New York
City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. /n Society of experimenta
biology and medicine. Proceedings, 1930. p. 687-88.

Hemoglobin tests by the Cohen-Smith method were made at monthly intervals during
the school year and during two summer months on 34 preschool children. Seasonal
variations are considered.

3235. Gemme, Arthur Lewis. A study of corrective work for college and
secondary groups. Master's, 1930. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.

3236. Gibson, Thomas Ray. Opportunity for health habit promotion in a
unit activity program. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 187 p. ms.

3237. Green, Blanche Valette. Nature study as an incentive to pfiysical
education. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 164 p. ms.

3238. Greenough, Clara. Aims and objectives in the freshman hygiene ex-
amination at Skidmore college. In American student health association. Pro-
feedings, 1930. p. 12-80. (Bulletin, no. 14.)

'139. Griffin, M. P. Unit cost of physical education in Long Beach high
sch 1 and junior college. Master's, 1931, Kansas.

A study of average expenditure by students and average cost per pupil to the choolsystem of physical education during 1930-81. Data were gathered on enrollment of
1,339 high-school students and 957 students in junior college.

3240. Gyorda, John Michael. The health education program in the boys'
club. Master's, 1981. Notre Dame.

3241. Handy, Elvin Roy. The measurement of individual differences of
maximum contraction force of the large muscle groups of the legs, back, an
shoulder g:rdle as related to efficiency of performance in sprinting and in the
standing vertiCal jump. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3242. Hanke, Milton Theo. Nutrition and the teeth. The dietary study of
Mooseheart. 1931. Mooseheart laboratory for child research, Mooseheart, Ill.
13 p. ms.

3243. Harby, Samuel F. Tumbling, for student and teacher. Master's, 1931.
T. C., Col. Univ. 166 p. ms.

3244. Hatlestad, Stella Lucille. A program of health and physical educa-
tion for the Iowa schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa:

3245. Haver, Jennie X. Rural health education. Master's, 1931. Rutgers.
104 p. ms.

3246. Hilby, Sylvester Lyman. Statutory provision for physical education
n the United States from 1899 to 1930.. Master's, .1831. Stanford.
3247. Hildreth, Louise A. The present status of intramural physical edu-

cation activities in the state teachers college of Pennsylvania. Master's, 1981.
New York. 56 p. ma.

The study covered nine Iftte teachers console in Pandylvaals.
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324. Hu, Cbi Nan. The different steps in the Babinski reflex. Master*.
1931. Ohio. 60 p. ms.

3249. Hughes, Robert Pakton. A study of abort static strength of muscles
in relation to posture of school boys. Master's, 1930. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll.

'3250. Hussey, Marguerite X. Principles and methods of teaching health.
Doctor's, 1931. New York. 176 p. ma.

The purpose of this study was the evaluation of present methods of teaching health
by means of specific principles which are used as criteria, and the establishment of general
principles which should serve a guides for a methodology in teacbing health.

3251. Illinois. Departme of public health. An outline of mouth hygiene
education. Springfield, Ill., J urnal printing company, 1931. 67 p.

This outline was prepared to, assist teachers in their daily hygiene classes to devote
some time to the care of the mouth. The outline has been divided into five different and
distinct groups of activities that are necessary to promote and maintain bodily function
ntd tooth integrity.

13252. Indiana. Department of public instruadon. Tentative course of
study in health and physical education, grades 7 to n. Indianapolis, 1931. 158

p. (Bulletin, no. 100F4.)
3253. Irwin, Leslie William. Determining the content of physical education

for secondary school boys (as revealed by an analysis of the most authoritative
textbooks). Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3254. Jersild, A. T. and Thomas, W. S. The influence of adrenal extract
on behavior and mental efficiency. American Journal of psychology, 43: 44742;
July 1931.

The purpose of this study was to find whtthet oodily changes similar to those found
in emotional excitement aid or interfere with efficient mental performance. Hypodermic
injections of 1 :1000 solution adrenalin chloride were givev to aduli subjects. Measure-
ments of pulse rate, blood pressure, and tects for glycosuria were made. A variety ot
mental and motor tests were used. Performance on days when adrenalin was ad/minis--
tered was compared with performance on days when no injection was given and on days
when a saline solution control was given.

3255. Jessen, Paul T. Physical education for the college man ; individually
prescribed. Master's, 1931. Peabody.

The physical examination now most commonly givPu to college students, upon which
the prescription of physical exercise is based, includes only examination for disease and
physical abnormality. An attempt has been made to suggest an examination more Inch,-
sive ; one thit will include making a diagnosis ef the indlvidualmnscular strength,
menti-motor coordination, organic mechanisms, and mental health in addition to the twit
above-named factors.

41*

3256. Johnson, Harry C. Physical measures of grbwth and nutrition. Mas-

ter's, 1930. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.
3257. Jones, Dorothy E. Western Reserve university, Cleveland

Personal regimen. Master's, 1931. Western Reserve. 100 p. ms.
3258. Jones, Zelda.' Health course of study, kindergarten through

tests in

the fifth
grades. Norfolk, Va., Public schools, 1930. Kindergarten, 20 p.; primary, 45 p.;
fourth grade, 34 p.; fifth grade, 82 p.

3259. Kauffman, Earl, jr. . A study to determine present procedures in caw
ducting the medical (health or physical) examinations in colleges. Masters.
1931. New York. 80 p. ms.

An examination of personnel and' procedures used in conducting the examinations is
44 colleges in the rutted States. Findings : Physicians usually give tbe examine tics.
Physical educators and physicians cooperate in many instances. The physical educator
often has 4tonagiete responsibility tor the examination in ma c9Ileges, with enroildest
up to 900, and is natdium-aise colleges, with enrollment up to 8,000. Th. , colleam health
pervice usually chooses the examthers although other agencies, such as trustees, ties
select examiners. ICxaminers are Fb because of spec* training; this &Wks le
physical educator% especially.
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3260. Kelley, Donald A. An investigation to determine the frequency with
400 words commonly used in oral instruction in sv;imming are not com-

prehended by 150 eleventh-grade boys at Central high. school, Detroit. Master's,
1931. Michigan.

3261. Kingsbury, Pay. Comparison of fornial and informal health instruc-
don in intermediate grade. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 88 p. ma.

seventy-two pupils in equated groups in platoon school were studied for nine rnoirths.
Findings : The informal group made a greater gain than the formal group in inter-

ed iate-grade health.
3962. Knoxville, Tenn. Public schools. An outline for the teaching of

nutrition and health In the first and second grades. 1930. 14 p. ms.
*3263. Krakower, Hyman. A study of the health status of college students

as indicated by medical (or health) eiaminations. Master's, 1931. New York.
62 p. Ms.

Th etudi aeals with the health status of college students at entrance and at gradua-
tion ; correlation between health status and physical proficiency tests; correlation be-
tween health status and class grades in physical education ; and the health-status trend
from the freshman to the senior year. Findings : A decrease in number of defects from
entrance to graduation and a significant correlation betu een physkal proficiency test
scores and class marks in physical education.

32(4. Labree, Lawrence W. Study of short static contractions as an aid In
the department of corrective and remedial gymnastics in universities and col-
leges. Master's, 1930. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.

3265. Langemo, Marcus T. A study of the county. *uses' corrective health
measures. Master's, 1931. North Dakota.

3266. Lauritsen, William Harold. Programs 4nd practices in liealth and
physical education for boys in the junior high schools of Lincoln, Nebr. Mae-
ter's, .1930. Nbraska. 174 p. ms.

This study deals with the health and physical-education 'programs, equipment, activi-
ties, and methods used in the Junior high schools of Lincoln, Nebr. The schools included
are Everett, Irving, and Whittier Junior high schools.

3267. Light, Alice C. A study of the relation of posture to school success.
Master's, 1930. New York. 64 p. ms.

Poor, fair, and good posture was related to grade advancement according to age,
hygiene, physical-training graded, academic average, athletic accomplishment, and school-
club membership among girls attending the James Monroe high school, New York City,
February through June, 1929. There is ho significant correlation found between posture
&lid any one of the other factors with the group studied.

3268. Lincoln, E. A. .The reliability of anti metric measurements.
Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 38: I, December
1930.

This study reports the techniques used in getting the anthropometric measurements in
the Harvard growth study. The first technique, which did not include checking measure-
ments by a second operator, ba to beebsendoned, and a technique which included care-
ful checking was adopted. Three tables showing median differences in two series of
measurements on the same pupils are included.

3269. Livingstone, Alfred. Effect of intercollegiate swiinming (.m the sinuses.
Master's, 1931. New York. 78 p. m&

The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of college swimming on the
sinuses, and to determine tbe best results of different forms of breathing.

3Z70. itcearralier, Zohn D. Survey .of physical education aid hygiene in
conptry day schools for boys. Master's, 1931. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.

3271. McDaniel, Monte. Contributions of physic7t1 education to secondary
education. Master's, 1931. Peatiody. 50 p. ma.

rindings: Physical stiseation is not seaming up to its possibilities.
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3272. Iffartie, John Edward. Exercise and physical development. Muter's,
1930. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. ms.

3273. Meredith, Bertha Crockett. The effect of health supervision in the
rural schools of certain counties in Indiana and health service history of these
counties. Master's, 1931. Ind ana. 81 p. ms.

3274. Miller, Mary Kate. English dances-their develoPment and place in
physical education. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 134 p. ms.

f275. Missouri. State department of education. Courses of study for de .

mentary schools. Physical education for grades 1 to 6 inclusive. Jefferson
City, Botz printing and stationery company, 1931. 222 p.

3276. bioerschel, Henry E. Classification of absences due to illness in the
Emersim junior high school for 1930-1931. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

3277. Moore, Harry W. Health education in Hunterdon county, N. J., with
special reference to the school system. Master's, 1931. Lafayette. 83 p. m&

The study shows the aims of health education in general as a goal for the objectives
of this county, and the reasons for these aims. It reviews the agencies working h
the county, traces certain steps of progress which have been evidenced by the records
kept, and finally presents some conclusions as to the present status of health education
in the county and as to those aims which would be desirable for the future.

3278. Moore, Luella Zerelda. History of curriculum health education In Los
Angeles city elementary schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 97 p.

Past and present practs in giving health instruction in the Los Angeles city
elementary schools from 11M to 1931, were evaluated in the light of recent progressive
developments in this field.

3279. Moore, Luther Franklin. Thecounty unit plan of public health ad-

ministraton in the United States. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
3280. Naismith, James. An improved basis for judging and comparing the

physical development of children. University of Kansas bulletin of education,
8: 14-24, December 1930.

The usual age-weight tables are criticized ming constancy in weight for a
given height. Tables are presented to show varyl eight for given weight and varying
weight for given height pertaining to boys and girls.

3281. Nash, Jay B., ed. Interpretations of physical education. Volume 11,
Mind-body relationships. New York, N. Y., A. S. Barnes & co., 1931. 276 p.

3282. National recreation association, New York, N. Y. National physical
achievement standards. Instruction booklet; record cards for five age groups;
certificates. March, 1931. ms.

These standards are based on a study of 75,000 boys in 10 cities, and developed by
a national committee of 11 experts over a period of 3 years. Gives a nation-wide pro-
gram, telling what boys at different ages should be able to do in a rounded balanced
program 6f game skills, track and field events, gymnastics and aquatics.

8283. New Jersey. Department of public instruction. Study of certifiea.

tion of school nurses by state departments of education, 1980. Trenton (1931).
19 p. ms.

This study gives the present status of school-nurse certification practices in Os
United States u reported by members of State departments of education.

8284. New Orleans, La. Public schools. Course of study in health agi
safety. Kindergarten through seventh grade. 100. 810 p.

New York (State) Education department Health educate& A mas.
ual otinformation for rural teachers. Albany, University of the State of New
York, 1930. 161 p. (University of the State of New York bulletin, no. OK
November 15, 1030.)

3286. Norfolk, Va City sekooa Health course of study, upper elemeatary
grades. Developed under the direction of the Health committee ot the Wilds
of research and experimentation, Norfolk elementary whole. 1081. 108

1
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Tbis course of study includes environmental conditions, protection and prevention,

physical education, and instruction.

3287. Oktavec, Prank L. Grading student achievement in physical educa-
tion activities. American physical education association research quarterly,
2:91-104, March 1931.

*3288. O'Neil, Richard I. An experimental observational survey of the
physical status of students in college. Master's, 1931. New York. 94 p. ms.

Data for this study were based on the results of a medical examination given in
Febriary, 1931, to 389 students applying for admission to a municipal institution of
higher education established in 1930 by the Board of higher education of the City of
New York.

nss. O'Neill, Florence and McCormick, Mary G. Present practices in
health teaching in elementary schools. Albany, N. Y., State education depart-
ment, 1930.

Analysis of detailed questionnaire filled out by 800 elementary teachers tn New York
State.

3290. Oral hygiene committee of greater New York. School health research
monograph no. 3 of the American child health association, entitled " Public
health aspects of dental decay in children." An analysis, a protest, and a cor-
rection. p. 487-546.

Reprinted from the Journal of dental research, October 1930.
3291. Orlando, Anthony. The physical proficiency of City college students

on entering and at the end of the first year. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City
of N. Y. 37 p. ms.

Comparison of students' attainments in five physical proficiency tests upon enteringcollege and at the end of the first year. Conclusions : There is little improvement afterthe first year ; tall and medium men, as a group, are superior to short men ; heavy andmedium men, as a group, are superior to slender men ; the age group above 17 show atotal average for all tests higher, than all groups below that age.
3292. Osterholt, William R. B. Physical education and athletics in South-

ern California churches. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 88 p.
A study of the athletic programs of 75 churches, based on questionnaire replies, per-Ronal interviews and visitations, and on official reports; with special emphasia on theaims and values of such work.
3293. Papurt, M. Z. Psychological studies in epilepsy. Doctor's thesis, 1931.

Ohio State university, Columbus. ms. (Abstract reprinted from Abstracts of
doctors' dissertations, No. 6, Ohio State university, p. 275-82.)

3294. Park, Royal Wheeler. Health problems in private Junior military
academies. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

3295. Parker, Eldon. The measurement of individual difference of maximum
contraction of speed of the leg muscles as related to velocity in springing and
In the standing vertical jump. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3296. Patterson, Donald G. Physique and intellect. Minneapolis, Uulver-
sky of Minnesota, 1930. 804 p. (Review in Phi delta kappan, 14 : 82-83,
October 1931.)

The purpose of the book is to show the present iltatus of scientific knowledge regard-ing the relation between physical traits in both children and adults, and to reveal to whatextent popular beliefs regarding the physical basis of mind are true.
M. Perry, L. IL itelationships between some physical and educationalmeasures. Master's, 1981. KAM&
Height and weight measurements were compared with the scores in certain readingand arithmetic tests of 1119 boys, 11 to 14 years old, in Lawrence, Kans., junior highschooL

3298. CatiCip OE .4erbit. Correlation between lung capacity and physical
strength. Master's, 1931. Temple.
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3299. Reinert, Russell C. A survey of Meshoppen Borough to determine
the health problems existing in the school and the community. Master's, 1981
New York. 65 p. ms

)/40
Study of health problems of school and community of Meshoppen Borough. Findings:Fleafth conditions and practices are inadequate and health agencies insufficient.
3300. Robson, J. Stanley. A study of health interests and behavior of high

school students. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 220 p.
A study based on questionnaire replies from 42,000 students in 14 schools over a periodof 8 years, indicating their response to health education, their normal health activities,

and any further instruction needed or desired.
3301. Rogers, Frederick Rand. Physical capacity tests. New York, A. a

Barnes and co., 1881. 53 p.
Notes on testing techniques and the significance of testa, prepared with the assimilateof many specialists who through years of testing experience with thousands of studentshave discovered many techniques for increasing the accuracy of testing or reducing timenecessary to determine fitness indices.
8302. Rogers, :ames Frederick. School health activities in 1930. Summary

of information collected for the White House conference on child health and
protection. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1931. 33 p.
(U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet no. 21.)

Schools in all urban communities, and those enrolling about half the rural childrenwere canvassed. The returns reflect school health work Li about 70 per cent of city and25 per cent of rural schools, or in a total of about 55 per cent of our schools.
3308. Romeiser, Alvin. A study of physical education activities fo 1gh

school boys from a standpoint of interest. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 129 p.
3304. Rose, Diary Swartz; Gray, Cora E. and Foster, Katherine L. The

relation pf diet to health and growth of children in institutions, with a method
of evaluating dietaries and a weeks dietary conforming to the standards
proposed. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1930. 128 p.
(Child development monogiaphs, no. 2.)

Bibliography, p. 101-102.
Model dietaries were prepared for children ranging in age from 5 to 16 years, and

standards proposed for children of those ages. A study was made of 4 institutions
caring for children between the ages of 5 and 16 years, in which weight and heightrecords had been kept for at least 1 year. The dietary studies were made fromthe weight of food actually purchased. As a result of these studies, a method has been
developed by which the quality of the dietary can be judged with considerable reliability.

3305. and others. Iron requirements in early childhood. Journal ot
nutrition, 3 : 22945, 1930.

The iron consumption and output of a two and a half year old girt were studied under
carefully controlled and supervised conditions for a period of 12 days. Tables showingthe comparison between iron intake and iron output are given.

3306. Ryan, Loretta Cecilia. A survey of the medical, physical an& health
examination procedures in the New York City high schools. Master's, 1931.
New York.

A study of 88 highschool departments of health Mutation in New York City. Findlay:The medical, physical, and. b th examinations are quantitative rather than qualitative;they require a standardised type of procedure as to swishier, items examined, heedhabits checked, personal history recorded, filing of records, ete.
3307. St. Louis, 111to. Public schools. Health. Report of the committal

appointed to revise curriculum bulletins no. 8--bealtb in thi kindergarten and
grades 1 through I; and no. 15health in grades 7, 8, and 9. Public school
messenger, 28: no. 8, September 3, UK 57 p. (Curriculum series.)

3808. Physical education. A service bulletin for use in di-
mentary schools. Prepared by A. E. Kindervater and others, for all elementary
teachers in charge of physical education in grades 1 to & Public school nui
sense; 28: no. 7, September 8, IOW 11 5 p (Curriculum series.)
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3309. Sanders, Edward. A safety and health code for organized summer

camps. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 142 p. ms.
A study undertaken to discover the present conditions as to health, safety haurds, and

provisions for assuring adequate health and safety standards for 5,000 camps.
3310. Scheuchenpflug, George. An analysis of classroom activities in teach-

ing physical education in salected high schooLs ofihe Chicago area. Master's,
i931. Northwestern.

3311. Sisco, Rev. P. Allen. A study of health education in the churches of
New York City. 1930. New York university, New York, N. Y.

A study of health education in 117 Protestant churches in New York City. Fresh-airwork. clinics, and education in health are favored as most important for programs. The
most important objective selected was to secure an interest in personal and communityhealth, and the most pressing need -was a more adequate program, more publicity, and astandard of measurement.

3312. Society of directors of physical education in colleges. A study of
relative values of 30 important activities in the physical education program for
boys. Report of the committee on curriculum research. in its Proceedings,
1930. p. 115-74.

The charts presented in this study, tsigether with those included in last year's reportfor college division, give a complete picture of the evaluation of the various importantactivities in the physical-education program from the first grade through the junior
college.

3313. Sortais, L. H. The problem of indoor and outdoor areas c.. 111. -1 to
carry on the Oakland public schools' physical education plants Daik Alird, Calif.,
Public schools, 1931. 7 p. ms.

3314. Sowers, Gladys Uhls R. A study of the development of health educa-
tion in elementary schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 111 p.A historical summary of health education, its principles, methods, materials, andresults; based on an analysis of the literature of the field.

3315. Spier', Margaret Walker. A study of the possible relationships be-
titeen the bone development of a group of eight children and their attitude
toward food. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. T12.)

The subjects of this study were eight children ranging in age from 29 to 48 months,enrolled at tbe Merrill-Palmer school in Detroit, Mich. T$e children were paired in sex,and chronological age; one member was advanced in ossification age, and the other
retarded.

3316. Spooner, J. D. Health education through high school biology. Mas-
ter's [1931]. Peabody. 64 p. ma.

A study to show how health education may be correlated with high-school biology byinvestigation of previous studies, educational methods, and trends in teacher training.Findingd: The results of the study show ¡hat more than one-third of the content ofhigh school biology Is health material, ranging practically over the entire health field,with greater emphasis on some topics than others. The teacher-training institutionsare endeavoring to meet the needs of the teacher to teach the health content in high-school biology. General educational metho that are used in teaching other subjects ofthe curriculum can well be used in teaching high-school biology.
3317. Stoker, Dora D. Survey of pupil achievement in health education.

Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931. 7 p. ms.
Findings: Long Beach is well above the norm in all grids& Girls surpass boys in allgrades. There is a steady improvement grade by grade.
3318. gumption, Dorothy. Archery for beginners. Master's, 1931. T. C.,

Col. Univ. 90 p.
A treatise on ilk. subject of archery. The itundatnentais underlying good shooting withthe bow and arrow, related archery activities, and suggestions to teachers are given.
3319. Thompson, Daly. School *waives and public health service in Ten-new*. blaster% 1981. Peabody. CO ps ma. #Six counties in Temkin* were abated and throe having public health services werecompared with three that do not have such services. Fludiap : Average daily attendanceand holding power of schools an wetter la caudal that bays pubik Meth service.
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3320. Tousley, Charles Vernon. Seasonal increments of growth in weight
according to age of grade-school boys. Master's, 1930. Int. Y. M. C. A,

Coll. ms.

*3321. Trethaway, Edwin. A study of cartaln tests and measurements used
in physical education. Master's, 1931. New York. 47 p. ms. Appendix: 8 p.

ms.
This study aims to analyze the interrelationships of the Brace motor ability test, tht

Rogers physical capacity test, and the Leap motor test, and to determine whether they
will enable a forecast of g¡imnastic ability with some accuracy. Findings: There Is ao
significant relationship between the scores made by the various tests; each one apparently
measures different elements of physical efficiency.

3322. United States. Department of justice. Bureau of prohibition. Al.
cohol, hygiene and the public schools. Digest of State laws. Washington,
United States Government printing office, 1931. 44 p.

A study of 46 States that have laws requiring the teaching a the effect of alcohol on
the human system in the public schools.

3323. Voltmer, Carl D. The subject matter content for a university course
in the _administration of physical education for men, as determined by a job
analysis. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3324. Warner, Estella Ford, and Smith, Geddes. "Children of the covered
wagon. Report of the Commonwealth fund child health demonstration h
Marion county, Oregon, 1925-1929. New York, N. Y., Commonwealth fund,
1930. 123 p.
environment in which people live of conditions which are likely to eause disease; to guard
against epidemics ; to encourage the public to take advantage of preventive medicine; to
educate the public in bealthful living; and to keep accurate tally of births, deaths, and
diseases.

3325. Warrington, Elva M. Methods of furthering physical education In
schools of Delaware. Master's, 1930. New York. 53 p.

A study of physical education in Delaware. Findings : The present system of physical
education in Delaware is not adequate.

3326. Waterman, Dorothy Winslow. A study of the needs of graduate stu-
dents, and of the service group of undergraduate students in the Department of
physical education in the School of education of New York university. Master's,
1931. New York. 80 p. ms.

Students' reactions were obtained through a questionnaire regarding the curricnlUa,
the facilities, distribution of courses, and subsidiary considerations. Findings: Students
choose New York university Department of physical education chiefly because of Os
faculty and convenience. Greatest number of complaints refer to library facilities ud
" mass" atmosphere.

3327. Welch, J. Mac. A study of intramural physical education prÒgrams Ii
Ohio four-year senior high schools with suggestions for an effective program.
Master's, 1981. Ohio. 200 p. ms.

A study of the intramural physical-education programs for all four-year senior bilik
chools ivtohio having from 125 to 500 stncients. Conclusions and suggestions are give
for setting up an effective intramural program based tpon the findings.

3328. West Virginia. Department of education. Nature of alcoholic drinki
and narcotics. Their effects upon the human system. f;upplemen't to the State
course of study and teachers manual for the elementary schools of West Vit
ginia. Charleston, 1980. 63 p.

8829. Units of instruction relating to the nature of alcoholk
drinks and narcotics and their effecti upon the human system for courses Is
junor and senior high schools of West Virginia. Charleston, 1930. 76 p.
4 113130. Whipple, Clarence H. Remedial treatment for physical
Denver high school boys. Muter's, 1981. Denver. 90 p.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 309
An investigation of the defects found among Denver high school boys and an analysisof the results accomplished through corrective exercises with 92 of the 404 boys ex-amined.. Surveys the need for corrective work as evidenced by physical examinations

outside of Denver and what others are doing In the correction of these defects.
3331. White, Willis H. A study of some phases of physical education in the

first group white schools of the Maryland counties. Master's, 1930. Maryland.
go p. ms.

A study of the different sports played; the number of games played in each; finances;eligibility; playing space; objectives; historical and legal angles.
3332. White House conference on child health and protection, Washington,

D. C. White House conference, 1930. Addresses and abstracts of com-
mittee reports. New York, N. Y., Century company, 1931. 865 p.

The purpose of the conference was " to study the present status of the health andwellbeing of tbe children of the United States and its possessions; to report what isbeing done; to recommend what ought to be done and how to do it." The conferencedeals with all children, in their total aspects, including those social and environmentalfactors which are influencing modern childhood.
3333. Communicable disease control. Report of the committee on

communicable disease control, George H. Bigelow, chairman. New York, N. Y.,
Century company, 1931. 248 p.

Contents: Factors in control; prevalence among children; deaths among children;cases by age groups; general findings in a few sickness surveys; general trends, pro-cedures recommended for the control of Individual diseases; summary ; recommenda-tions; appendix ; index.

3334. Committee on medical care for children. Pediatric education.
Report of the subcommittee on medical education, Borden S. Veeder, chairman.
New York, N. *k`., Century company, 1931. 109 p.

Contents: Part 1, Pediatric education: Pediatrics and tbe physician; undergraduateinstruction ; post-graduate instruction ; outline of pediatric course. Part 2, Generaldiscussion and conclusions : Pediatrics and the physician ; undergraduate instruction;post-graduate instruction; appendix.
3335. Whiteman, 91arence Manual. Survey of physical education in schools

of Missouri. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 112 p. ms.
Findings: Before legislation there were no physical education programs except incity schools; recess periods afforded exercise in smaller schools; city school superin-tendents favored compulsory physical education, while those of smaller schools in mostcases held the optional view ; no credit was given for physical-education work. Nowthere is a minimum requirement of 120 minutes a week; superintendents and principalsof all schools cooperate with the movement ; one-fourth-unit credit is given for physicaleducation. Requirements of physical education teachers are: major or 80 college hoursfor fulltime teacher and minor or 15 hours for part-time teaching.
3336. Wiedman, D. E. Program of instructionevils of narcotics. Belling-ham, Wash., Austatt printing company, 1930. 16 p.
Curriculum with references, bibliography, etc., for grades one to eight, Inclusive.
3337. Wilkins, Richard Charles. Physical efficiency ratings u applied to thehorizontal bars. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
8338. Williamson, Donald Alexander. Classification of absences due to ill-ness in the Emerson junior high school for 1930-81. Master's, 1981. WIs

cons I n.

8339. Wood, Thomas D. and Phelan, Annette M. I am growing up. Growthclrrt for children. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university,1981.

8340. Wootton, Kathleen Wilkinson" Report of 13 year old beilth department in Southern normal college. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 76 p. ma.A study of the growth of the health department from two required courses to a coin-plete 4-year course leading to the B. S. Move in health education. Courses and pro-cedure are included. It was found that a whole college can be missal:ea for health,;
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a.,that direct health instruction can be vitalized; classroom teachers in training need health
education, like it, and use it in their daily lives and future teaching, etc.

See also 127 (10), 220-221, 235, 256, 200, 1215, 2014, 2018, 2036, 2046, 2059, 2067,
2078-2074,42126, 2214, 2552, 3006, 8413, 3426, 4063, 4078, 4075, 4861, 4865; mid under.
Physically handicapped children.

ATHLETICS
14

3341. Atkinson, Minnie. Intercollegiate sports and physical education: an
historical study. Master's, 1981. North Carolina. (For abstract see no. no.)

Athenian, Spartan, German, Swedish, and English training is discussed, and the de-
velopment of various American collegiate sports is treated. It is concluded that the
program of sports bas been closely related to the economic situation of the people of a
country, and in the American college It has been very expensive.

3342. Caswell, J. Edgar. Competition of athletic teams on equal basis. Mas-
ter's, 1931. New York. 62 p. ms.

Comparison was made of averages of teams, using physical capacity test (Rogers
strength test) on equal basis, success depending upon winning of games. Games used
were soccer and baskbetball. There were not enough data on which to base definite, de
tailed proof.

3343. Clauson, Donald B. The analysis of positions of body in game of
basket ball. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 120 p. ma.

3344. Cooper, J'ohn A. The effect of participation in athletics upon scholar-
hip measured by achievement tests, Master's, 1931. Penn. State. (For

abstract see no. 714.)
As a basis for this study objective tests of achievement administered by the Carnegie

tr the
dation for the advancement of teaching were used. A total of 48 athletes were found
had taken Çarnegie tests and whose freshman psychological test scores permitted

ing. Athletes were paired with nonathletes of the same school. The nonathletea
allowed a slight superiority in achievement Data indicate that the athlete more nearly
reaches the level of achievement that harmonises with his ability.

3345. Davis, Herbert Frederick. The status of the athletic coach in Seattle
public secondary schools. 1931. University of Washington, Seattle. 125 p. mo.

An attempt to survey main tendencies in the status of high school coaches in Seattle.
3346. Durrett, William P. State high school athletic associations and their

effect on the school program. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
3347. Freeman, L J. Clifford. The organization of athletic financial systems

in Indiana high schools. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 79 p. ms.
8848. Greene, Mack N. The energy cost of track running and swimming.

Master's, 1930. Int. Y. M. O. A. Coll. ms.
*3349. Gross, Osce Milton. A study of coaches reactions to some of the

problems of coaching. Master's, 1931. New York. 79 p. ms.
This investigation was a study of 200 coachee reactions to some of the problem,'d'of

coaching as compared with the literary authorities' opinions about various problems.
The coaches' reactions measured up creditably with the literary authorities' opinions.

3350. Grove, Clarence L. Types and amounts of athletic events engaged in
by male graduates of the State teachers college, California, Pa. Master's, 1931.
New York. 40 p. ms.

Two hundred and eleven male teachers college graduate of State teachers college,
California, Pa., were teaching four counties, Washington, Fayette, Somerset, and Greens.
Findings : Recent graduates participate more; 62 per cent et 211 graduates fze Panic'.
Patin.

3851 Ralbedel, Walter N. Junior high school interscholastic athletics in
oite State of Ohio. Master's, 1981, Ohio. 108 p.

3852. Hauck, Wayne O. An investigation concerning the age status and
grade classification of athletes in the western Pennsylvania Interiebolutk
league. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (tbr abstract see no. T15.)

lt was the purpose of this study to determine the age-grade status of athletes repot
smiting =ember schools of the Western Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Imam* IN
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HEALT11 AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 311
interscholastic athletic contests, and in addition to find whether the athletes are gips the
average older or younger than the male students of their respective school and class.
The study was limited to boys who had earned their letters in basketball and football
during the year 1928-29. Data show that of the total number engaged in athletics, 7.74
per cent are freshmen, 22.24 per cent are sophomores, 35.54 per cent are Juniors, and
36.47 per cent are seniors. The average freshman athlete is approximately 10 monthsolder than his average classmate. Age differences become gradually smaller until the
senior year, where there is a reversal of age positions, with the result that tbe seniorathlete is two months younger than his average classmate.

3353. Keeth, Mazy. Two forms of an objective standardized tennis test.
Master's, 1931. Arizona. 29 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to make a practical test of tennis rules which shallbe valid, reliable and practical. Findings: Validity was attained by baMng the test
upon the only complete book of rules published. Reliability was determined by the useof two forms. Norms were secured by composite of scores of three institutions. The test
was found practical as subjectively determined. Opinions from three schools were used.

3354. Kline, Harold L Control of interscholastic athletics of public second-
ary schools through state associations. Master's, 1981. Temple.

*3355. Lash, Dale William. A statistical study of college basketball meas-
ured in terms of basket shociting. Master's, 1931. New York. 90 p. ms.

A 7-year study involving ovir 50,000 shots taken by varsity, freshman, intramural,and class teams. Findings : Definite levels of performance by different classes of players
were found, when improvement came during season; improvement was made from _yearto year ; shows relationship of different positions ; and various other relationships.

3356. Lehr, Edgar L Suggestions for organizing au athletic program for
boys in junior high schools of Illinois. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 81 p. m&

The purpose of the study was to determine to what extent the present junior highschool athletic programs are meeting the needs of the boys of these schools in Illinois,and to develop some practical suggestions for organising an athletic program for junior
high school boys in the State. Data were secured from questionnaires sent to 187 ju&dorhigh schools and grammar schools in Illinois; personal interviews with men in charge
of junior high school athletics; and observation of junior high school athletic programsin operation.

3357. \icCloy, C. H. Some achievement standards in track and field athletic
events for boys from 10 to 20 years of age. Doctor's, 1931, T. C., Col. Univ.
255 p. m&

The purpose of the study was to devise an easily computed standard for comparingthe individua performance in selected track and field events with the average per-
formance for boys of comparable ages and with comparable sises of bodies.

3358. lacCloy, Emma. Relationship of factors common to four strength
events and factors common to four athletic events. Master's, 1981. New York.

Application of Spearman " e-g" theory to eight athletic Omits. Findings: Strengthevents contain a common factor; athletic events contain a common factor ; there is arelation between the two common factors.
*3359. MacDonald, Douglas S. An Investigation of the current practices in

interschool athletics of Me four year high schools of Connecticut. Muter's,
1931. New York. 49 p. ms.

Data wire secured from questionnaires sent to the principals of all 4-Tear highschools in Connecticut. Irlfty-elgbt of the fifty-nine schools reporting support interclassathletics, while g2.1 per cent Support an intramural program. Baseball and basketballare the two most popular sports. IllIghty-two and six-tenths per cent of the schools ro-quire participants to obtain passing marks in three subject& Ninety-three and one-tenth per cent of the schools employ teacher-coaches.
MOO. Murphy, Paul G. A study. of Jie relation of motor skills in athletic

ability, Master's, 1980. Iowa,
33614 llotIonsi remotion association, New York, N. Y. The awarding of

badges boys and girls passing athletic badge- teats. December 19100. ma.
(Bulletin no. 211411.)

questionaafre study on the extent of use of the week tea by whom the cost is slit,in the vat** localitiss of the country. liepsit of stay is given in bulletin beadedaftamisig
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8362. Neff, Wilbur C. The administration of interscholastic athletics in
Ohio high schools. Master's, 1931. Ohio-. p. ms.

A study of the organization for the control of athleticsmanagement of finances, ea
and purchase of equipment, and supervision of contests.

3363. Olander, M. M. Methods of teaching psychological skills in football.
Master's, 1931. Illinois.

Mt Phillips, Lewis Riley. The general status of the financial control of
athletics in the high schools of Indiana. Master's, 1930. Ind. St. T.C. 99 p.

All high schools in the, State received the questionnaire. Eighty-four of ulnety-two
counties replied; some counties sent more replies than others. Findings: 60 per cent of
schools have gymnasiums, of which 88.4 per cent have been built since 1920, 56 per cent
were built with public money, and 77 per cent are located in school.

3365. Price, H. D. An experimental study of foot-skills in soccer football.
Master's, 1931. Illinois. 51 p. (For abstract see DO. 699.)

" Six subjects were used in this experiment, the purpose of which was to make a study
of the nature of learning foot-skills in soccer. Tbe scope of the study includes attempts
to answer such questions as `What is the nature of foot-skills in soccer? "How are the
foot-skills in soccer learned?" What technique seems to be most proficient in kicking
a stationary or a moving ball for accuracy?' Eleven specific conclusions are drawn
from the findings."

3366. Purdom, Harold B. The effect of athletic participation on scholarship.
Master's, 1931. Michigan.

3367. Sauerman, Harold Lee. The relation of age to aChiévement on the
basis of the Smith Park football contests. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3368. Saunders, William H. The relationship of unit costs of intercollegiate
athletics to athletic profit or deficit in teachers colleges. Master's, 1931. Colo.
St. T. C.

It is the purpose of this investigation to make a contribution to the fiscal administra-
tion of intercollegiate athletics in teachers colleges.

3369. Savage, Howard J., McGovern, John T., and Bentley, Harold W.
Current developments in American college sport. New York, N. Y., Carnegie
foundation for the advancement of teaching, 1931. 58 p. (Bulletin no. 26.)

This study insists that the final responsibility for tbe effective administration of Ameri-
can college sport belongs to university or college officers. Tbe purpose of the study Is to
set forth and evaluate as many as practicable of the significant changes that have oo.
curred in the relation of sport to the educational process from the autumn of 1929 to the
beginning of 1981. One hundred and sixty-four institutiofis contributed to the present
inqulpf.

8870. Schweigsr, Carl Albert. Study of comparative athletic grades. Mai-
ter's, 1930. Denver. 50 p. ms.

A study of the relation of the marks received by boys in academic subjects In the
Denver public high schools during the period of athletic training compared with the
grades received by tbe same boys while not in athletic training. Material covering the
two school years, 1928-29 and 1929-80, was contributed by the five Denver public high
schools.

3871. Smith, Zona Ellen. A dictionary of athletic and aquatic activities
Master's [1931]. Peabody. 207 p. ms.

A compilation of concise delnitlone of all the common terms used in athletic and aquae
activities,

8372. Thomason, Margaret Hope. Sportsmanship in athieti
1931: Peabody.

Thin study includes Interpretation of sportsmanship, codes and me I I organising
programs, an application of sportsmanship to various phases of life, an &Wyman of theleading games in which sporaimanship is tested, and concrete examples of mink who have
displayed sportsmanship in this field. Findings : educators should make thIt dew' of diepresent great interest in sports to teach boys and girls the lesion of stioreamaneldp
learned on the playing field and in the bleachers that will be remembered and SNOWfatally, badness, and political
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*3373. Wachob, Roland. Survey of the methods and contents of basketball
teaching. Master's, 1931. New York. 125 p. ms.

The study includes the fundamentals of basketball as well as phases of team devel-
opment.

3374. Wallace, Vaughn C. Effect of interscholastic athletics on junior high
school pupils. 1931. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 154 p. ma.

Effect of football and basketball upon junior high school boys' health, physical Ol-
t:piny, and scholarship. Findings: No approximate significant effect from football in
any phase was found; there was an indication that basketball is injurious to health.

3375. Wiley, D. E. A survey of junior high school intramural athletics.
Master's, 1931. Ohio. ms.

Bee also 2068, 2216, 2456, 2466, 2483, 8147, 3226, 8292, 3423, 8580.

MENTAL HYGIENE

'337e. Aleck, Adolph William. Essentials of mental hygiene in the history
of educatton to Herbert Spencer. Doctor's, 1931. New York. 230 p. ms.

The general scope and practice of preventive mental hygiene in education prior to
11)03 were taken up in this study. Findings: In nontechnical sense, preventive mental
hygiene is as old as education itself, but,systelinatic treatment thereof is modern.

3377. Gesell, Arnold L. A decade of progress in the mental hygiene of the
preschool child. Yale clinic of child development, Ytile university, New Haven,
Conn. Annals of the American academy of political and social science, 151:
143-48, gèptember 1930.

3378.- Mental liggiene and the public school system. Yale clinic of
child development, Yale university, New Haven, Conn. (Bulletin of the Asso-
ciation of school boards and trustees of the State o ew tork vol. 2, no. 4,
p. 7-9, November 1930.)

*3879. Griffiths, Walter G. An evaluation of the Indian scriptures in their
relation to selected principles of mental hygiene. Master's, 1931. New York.
109 p. ms.

The purpose of this thesis was to go through representative portions of the main types
of Hindu religious literature and attempt to evaluate them from the viewpoint of some
seletted principles of mental hygiene.

3380. Moore, Elizabeth Skelding. The development of mental health in a
group of young children. An analysis of factors in purposeful activity. Iowa
City, Iowa, University of Iowa, 1931. 128 p. (University of Iowa studies in
child vftfare, vol. 4, no. O. New series no. 207, July 15, 1831.)

Twenty 2 and 8 year old children were studied in the main investigation. Fire
methods of approach were used. Findings: Tbe results indicate wide individual differ-
eac s among the children in all five of tne aspects of behavior studied. Environmental
factors, even for children within the same home, were found to differ widely.

3381. Nygard, J. Wallace. The Influence of sensation qualities on spatial
gumption in mental disease. Master's, 1900. Iowa.

MI Rhodes, Lloyd E. A mental hygiene inventory of MO high school
pupils. Master's, 1981. Colorado.

Ma San Diego, Calif. City schools. Bibliography of popularly written
material on the psychology of human behavior. 1931. 6 p. ms.

Ad annotated bibliograPhy of suggested readings for teachers interested in mental
hygiene,

8384. Schack, Nathan Wetherill. Mental perforniances and the acid base
balance of normal individuals. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago.

3885. Symonds, Percival X. Group methods for conducting a mental hy-
giene survey of 14igh ¡school pupils. School and society, 82:501-6061 October 11,
1930.

8886. 'total hygiene in schools: The Principal, January 1981
ow else 4141, NIA
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3387. Beaumont, Helen M. A study of the attitudes of women students
towara physical education at the University of Michigan. Master's, 1930.
Michigan.

3388. Currey, Alida *Gale. Contributions of American association of uni-
versity women to bealth education of college women. Master's, 1931. New
York.

Covers work of American association of university women in bealth education to June,
1931.

3389. Ellis, Flora May. Certain measurements of college women specializing
in physical education. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 100 p. me.

A study of 75 physical-education majors and 75 nonphysical-education majors at George
Peabody college for teachers, and 120 physical-education majors at five other colleges in
different parts of the United States. Findings: The Peabody physical-education major I.
more masculine in shoulder and hip proportion, slightly more feminine as to trunk and
lower proportion, somewhat heavier and taller, and conforms more nearly to what is con.
sidered normal in pelvic diameters and menstrual function. In general this study tends
to show that vigorous physical activity is desirable for girls during childhood and early
adolescence.

3390. Prey, Henryetta E. A study of the physical efficiency of women. Mas-
ter's, 1930. Iowa.

339L Ginno, Eleanore. Physical education for girls in the private secondary
schools of Los Angeles. Master's, l!q1. Southern California. 156 p.

A study of teacher status, equipment, departmental organization, and curricula in 11
institutions, based on personal interviews, questionnaire replies, and observations of
present practices.

3392. Gowen, Loretta. A study of the pulse rates and body temperatures of
75 Philadelphia normal school girls. Master's, 1931. Temple.

8393. Jensen, Elizabeth Jutta. The organization and administration of
physical education for women in the public junior oolleges of California. Mas-
ter's, 1881. Southern California.

3394. Lensch, Dorothea Marie. A general athletic. ability test for college
women. 1930. Wellesley college, Wellesley, Mass.

3895. Mtwahan, Helen Marie. Muscular efficiency of women. Master's,
1980. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

In an investigation to determine the muscular efficiency of women, 85 satisfactory
tests on 21 college women were obtained. Findings : There was no relationship between
the body weight and efficiency, nor between the respiratory quotient anil efficiency.

3896. Prater, Mattie ittooneyhain. The energy intake of girls 14 to 17 years
old. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 79 p. ms.

The food of 18 girls, 14 to 17 years of age, was weighed for á period of one week,
and a composite sample; equal to onevfifth the amount eaten, was weighed out and dried.
From this the daily caloric intake was determined by use of the oxycalorimeter. Find-
ings: Girls of the ages 14 to 17 years show considerable variation in their energy in-
take when expressed as totalbcalorie. per 24 hours. The average daily intake for the
girls observed Is highest at age 14, and there is a decrease in total calories per day
from 14 to 17 years, but this decrease is not b any regular progreseton. The averagedaily food intake for the girls observed is quite close to the average intake of all
healthy girls of these ages reported in literature. for the ages observed in this stud)there is no relation between total calories per day and weight nor between total
calories per day and height in inches.

8397. Scott, Prances.. Report of the health knowledge test given at Smith
college to the class of 1954. he American student health association. Pro-
ceedings, 1980, p. 80-414. (Bulletin; no. 144)

WOK Sharp, Maude V. Survey of age, height and weight as contributing
factors in the athletic achievement of girls. Master's, 1981. Temple.
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PLAY AND RECREATION 315
3399. Skahan, Mary Reed. Health problems in girls' high schools with

special reference to the high schools of New York city. Master's, 1931. Coll.
of the City of N. Y. 218 p. ms. ,

A statement of the health problems of the adolescent girl. Shows the way in which
these problems are being met by the teacher and other educa onal authorities.

3400. Tuzo, Marjorie Paul. Anthropometrical eta nation of 141 college
girls as an indication of their growth and development during college. Mike-
ter's, 1931. New York. 60 p. ms.

One hundred and forty-one Barnard college girls were measured when they entered
college in 1926 and when they graddated in 1980. It was found that growth and
development do take place during four years of college and that the anthropometrical
examination is a scientific indication of the extent of growth.

3401. Warttman, Elizabeth. An objective test in health information for
women entering college. Master's, 1980. Iowa.

3402. Teend, Elizabeth Widdecombei. A study of the graduate placement
and training of four undergraduate women's physical education detertments
in New York State. Master's, 1931. New York. 48 p. ms.

This study aimed to collect and analyse material, through a study of positions,
salaries, executive and instructional duties, training, entrance requirements, and ex-
penses, from graduates for the last four years of four undergraduate women's major
physical-education departments in New York State.

See alai. 2068, 2092, 2154, 2998.

PLAY AND RECREATION

3403. BAN, Edward L. Contribution of college intramural activities to
post college recreational activities of Williams college graduates of the classes
of 1920, 1925, and 1980. Master's, 1981. New York. 102 p. ms.

Study of the intramural program and athletics for the last 10 years at Williams
college, to find the carry over into present recreational activities. Findings : The carry-
over values of t4e intramural program as a whole to post college recreational activities
are indicated by the participation in and demand of individual sports by graduates.With the exception of golf and tennis, there is very little carry-over value of thevanity sports. The college intramural individual sport activities are the outstanding
activities that contributed to post college recreational activities. The outing activities
make a decided contribution to post-college recreational needs. The outstanding factors
that affected participation in post-college recreation are lack of time ; lack of available
facilities; lack of interest; and lack of sufficient funds.

3404. Blackman, Ethel Gentry. A manual of water activities for play and
recreation. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 88 p. ms.

A classification of play and recreational water activities. A total of 281 activities have
been classified.

3405. Brown; Irene. Play activities for children with impaired vision.
Master's [19311 Peabody.. leo p.

'This study includes children from elementary grades through high school. Finding's:
Children with impaired vision need more construdtive and corrective play. It is possible
to give them play Mitt Is both beneficial and enjoyable ; blind children are not different
from those who can see, in their play. Their likes and dislikes are much the same.

3406. Cangney, Marian E. Recreation within the family as a possible aid
in case treatment Master's, 1930. Western Reserve.

3407. Cookson, Dura Louis*. The relative value of selectiVe play material
for preschool children : as judged by amount of time used, varieties of activity
while In use, and socially accepted activity. Doctor's, 1981. Yale. 1°v*

'3408. Davis, L. W. An investigation into the conduct and financial support
of playground and recreational activities in selected States. Master's, 1981.
New York. 82 P. ma.

The purpose of tbe study was to determine the amount of legal support for the financing'
and conducting of out-oflehool hour programs on school property, and to determine if
school buildings, grounds, equipment, and funds Are being used without laid support.
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8409. Pox, John Fenton. Organization and administration of recreatiop 111

a city with a population under 25,000. Master's, 1931. New Yott. 100 p. ms.
The study gives present recommended theories by leading recreation experts and actual

practices in nine typical cities under 25,000.
3410. Greenwood, Edward D. Recreations and amusements of the

period. Master's, 1931. New York. 43 p. ms.
The purpose of this study was to survey the beginnings of physical and sodal

of this country. The activities of the colonies were classified into the New
Middle, and Southern colonies.

3411. Guggenheimer, Frederick L. The camp and the new education.
Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 47 p. ins. A

A survey of the genesis, development, functions and aims of the modern camp and itsplace in the educational process. It was found that the camp must come to be recognized
as an agency with as comprehensive and definite an educational function as the school.

3412. Hargrove, Josephine. The spontaneous play activities of three, four
and five year old children in Mobile, Ala. Master's, 1931. Colo. St:T. C.

The purpose of the investigation was to get a more intelligent understanding of thespontaneous play activities of 8, 4, and 5 year old children in Mobile, Ala., as a contribu-
tion to the problems of the home, the preschool, and the kindergarten.

3413. Haynes, Wilma D. After college what? American physical education
association research quarterly, 2: 214-16, March 1931.1

A study of the physical recreational activities of some Stephens college graduates.
3414. Henderson, John C. Playground safety practice. American city,

43: 84-85. July 1930.
A careful study of accidents was made by the Los Angeles department of playgroundand recreation for the past four years. During that period the 39 playgrounds have had atotal attendance of more than 15,000,000 visitors. Certain activities were found tocontribute a disproportionate percentage of the accidents. The nUmber of accidents per100.000 attendance were reduced from 2.54 in 1925-26 to 1.80 in 1928-29. In 1929 allbut five of tbe playgrounds completed the summer season without a single serious aCcident.
3415. Houck, Ivan Deweese. American camp movement Master's, 193L

Temple. 4

3416. Jewell, Margaret Elaine. The place of dancingin secondary educa-
tion. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

colonial

activitiis
England,

3417. Kelleher, John Francis. The playground as a factor in 'Milting juve.
nile delinquency. Master's, 1981. Notre Dame.

3418. McDonald, Hovey Clyde. Recreation for teachers. Mister's, 1981
'Stanford.

3419. bicPharlin, Joseph Gabriel. Recreation in rural life. Muter's, 1931.
Notre Dame,

8420. Martin, Gladys. Comparison of the play activities of white and
Negro children. Master's, 19/31. Peabody. 42 p. ms.

The play quit of Lehman and Witty given in their study, The psychology of playactivities, was used. Findings: (1) There is no difference between the total number ofplay activities engaged in by the members. of the hvo races ;$, (2) there are some outstanding differences in the extent to which Individual activities are participated in bythe two groups; (8) a higher percentage of the whites engage in games involving teamwork and skills, wbile the Negroes participated more in Ihythmic and social activities.
8421. Mason, Bernard B. Camping and educatiOn. Camp problems from

the campers' viewpoint New York City, McCall opn.;pany, 1930.. 288 p.Selected bibliography ; 0. 249-78.
-The problem was to determine the typlitai camper reactions to certain phases of theprogram and management of the modern organized summer camp, and to discover to whatextent the tactics used satisfy the camRer-aim. The boy and girl reactions Offer onlyin minor aspects. A study was made of 51 girls from 81 Rival* amps, and of 49 boy$from 20 various types of camps.
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3422. MI llett, Geneva Tracy. A study in determining individual differences
In girls in following the rules of simple, newly acquired games. Master's, 1930.
Iowa.

3423. Murray, Verl. A comparative study of the boys of Whittier State
school and Monrovia-Arcadia-Duarte high school as to play information and
athletic achievement. Master's, 1931. Southern Calitornia. 141 p.

3424. Nicholson, Paul H. Adult leisure activities in a Colorado rural school
district. Mister's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

3425. Posner, David. Critical survey of the recreational system of the
public schools of Newark, N. J. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y.
96 p. ms.

Evaluation of the recreation system of public schools of Newark, N. J., in the light
of the standards set up by authorities on the subject. Conclusions : Newark has a well
advanced system. There is at present a policy of expansion which will add to the value
of its already excellent system.

3426. Pritchard, prle A. A survey and critical analysis of the moder
tendencies in the accepted best practices of administè'ring the adult, lay gro
leadership in certain play and physical education organizations. Master's, 19 1.
New York. 108 p. mg, , tb /

The study deals with the administration, from a social viewpoint, of volunteer leader-
ship in the 10 national organizations using it.

3427. Rice, George A. and Brownlee, Robert E. Leisure activities of
eleventh grade students. University high school journal, 10: 215-34, December
1930.

3428. Seamans, Hubert Hadley. Social life in the dormitory and on the
playground 4 children's institutions. Master's, 1931. Southern California.
79 p.

A study of nonathletic recreational devices for children's institutions with a 24-hour
program. Data were obtained from a survey of 14 private schools and from an expert.

,mental program at the Whittier State school.
3429. Sharp, Edwin Burnell. Leisure-time activities of children in the dis-

trict of the Church of the Covenant, Cleveland. Master's, 1930. Western
Reserve.

.

An analytic survey with a view to discovering present group activities and indications
r needed group work programs for children 4-18 years of age within this area.

30. Stull, Martha. Analysis of leisure-time activities of adolescent girls
in the University neighborhood centers district. Master's, 1930. Western Re-
serve.

3431. Sullenger, T. Earl. Modern youth and the movies. School and so-
ciety, 32: 459-61, October 4, 1930.

Jnformation was secured from 3$0 big chool students in 'Omaha on 'tbe type of
pictures preferred, attendance, actors a a eases preferred, theaters preferred, at-
tendance alone 'or accompanied, average ag and favorite picture show. Findings:
Favorite actor, Lon Chaney ; " Ben llur " favorite picture; mystery stories ranked high-
est, sex pictures ranked low. Interesting reasons were given as to why they preferred
certain actors and actresses.

3432. Witty, Paul A. A 'study of ,deviates in versatility and sòciability of
play interest. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York. City, Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1981. 57 p. (Contributions to education, no.
470.)

Thb study deals with the characteristic features of the nature and behavior of four
types of deviates in play. Five thousand children in the fifth and sixth grades of the
Kansas City schools were studied. Findings: Data Indicate that one should not 44-
courage indiscriminate sociability if one desires the most wholesome development of the
growing child. It. appears to be the kind of social contacts made, not the number,
which should concern the person charged with the guidance of children.
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3433. Wolf, Anna W. A. Play and playthings. New York, N. Y., Child
study association of America, 1930.

A pamphlet which is the outgrowth of the Association's discussion group work with
paren ts.

3434. Woodin, Gwendolyn G. The development of summer playgrounds in
Pittsburgh. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

In addition to the history of the playground movement in Pittsburgh, a more intensive
study of summer playgrounds in 1930 is included in this project. The administration of
the summer playgrounds is divided among the Bureau of recreation, the North side
playgrounds and vacation school association, and the Board of education. The play.
ground movement In Pittsburgh demonstrater a ,trend toward increasing complexity and
specialization of its functions and a development of its concepts from the provision of
au opportunity to play to an organised program to suit the needs of the modern child.

See also 1787, 1799, 2h8, 2544, 2549, 2603, 2638, 2903, 8162, 3233, 4173; and under
Extracurricular activities.

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION

3435. Aginsky, Bernard Willard. Education as the method of social recon-
struction. Master's, 1931. New York. 84 p. ms.

A study of society and its problems, showing how education plays a part in all our
pocial contacts. Findings: Education of the proper sort will enable civilization to
progress -more rapidly.

3436. Alabama. State department of 'education. Materials for school and
community organization programs. Theme: Improving the child's environ-
mentthe home and the school. gontgomery, Wilson printing company, 1930.
73 p.

3437. ,Ambler, Samuel C. Relation between broken homes and school prog-
ress. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 83 p.

An investigation based on questionnaire responses, interviews, and school records of
101 junior high school students from broken homes, paired with an equal number of
pupils, sex for sex, etc. from normal homes.

3438. Appler, Harry Arnott. Community centers as school centers, Harrison
county, Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The purpose of tbe study was to make a survey of the school facilities within the
county ; to determine the trade and social centers of the county ; and to make recom-
mendations that would help provide a more equal educational opportunity for the children
of tbe county.

3439. Blom, E. C. Correlating sehool work with the activities of newspaper
boys. Louisville, Ky., Public schools, 1931.

3440. Bowen, Eugene D. Some principles of group work tested in the ex-
perience of a younger boys club. Master's, 1930. Western Reserve.

3441. Bowers, Mrs. Stella X. A study of child-parent relationship. Doctor's,
1931. Ohio. 192 p. ms.

This is a study of child-parent relationships from tbe point of view of the child It'
hi based on responses to a questionnaire, made up of 100 questions, which was given to
866 high-school students and 802 college students. Findings: In both sexes, and for all
ages there was a predominant prelerence for the mother ; there was a serious disagree-
ment between parents as to the methods of handling the children; the children realised
the lack a parental cooperation.

3442. California. State department of education. Cooperation 'or home
,

and school in secondary education. A guide for conference leadets. Sacra-
mento, 1931.

3443, Ohilaon Claude Martin. Socio-econ'omie status of ninth grade pupils
In the Chicago public schools. Master's [1981]. Chicago.

,
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION 319
A study of the social and economic environment of 2,300 ninth-grade pupils enrolled

in five 4-year high schools and 10 junior high schools. The-Sims socio-economic score
card was used for collecting the data.

3114. Cook, Berns.W. A study of the relationship between certain out of
school factors and success in high school. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

*3445. Coyle, Grace Longwell. Social process in organized groups. Doc-
tor's, 1930. Columbia. New York City, Richard R. Smith, 1930. 245 p. (Con-
temporary society series, no. 1.)

The study takes up the orpained group in its social setting; the process of group
formation ; the determination of membership; the evolution of structure; the functions of
leadership ; tbe process of communication; the development of esprit de corps; the process
of collective thinking; and some social functions of the organised group.

3446. Dillon, Mrs. Miriam. Sex education of children by parents. Washing-
ington, D. C., Washington child researca center [1981]. 148 p. ms.

3447. Fisher, C. A. A survey and evaluation of Michigan rural social cen-
ters, in schools, churches and elsewhere. Doctor's, 1930. Michigan. ms.

344& Flory, Alberta Fay& Recent methods of teaching parental education.
Master's, 1931. Southern California. 107 p:

A canvass of some 300 college and university catalogues, 20 recent books, and numecous
pnmphlets and magazine articles for the purpose of discovering the agencies and methods
used to prepare young people for parenthbod.

3449. Flynn, Grjxce Serena. The visiting teacher movement Its develop-
ment, organization and administration. 1931. University of Washington,
Sea ttle.

S450. Pox, Ina McCall. A study of 54 families in which both parents are
living and the children were placed under the care of the Franklin county
children's home. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This study is an attempt to show the factors present in 54 Franklin county families,in which tbe 132 children involved were removed from their homes and were placed inthe Franklin county children's home for the fiscal year 1929. Nine of the families havebeen rehabilitated &NI are managing very welL
3451. Ganyard, Glen Leiby. The early history of the regulation of child

labor in Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)
The purpose of this study was to show the nature and the extent of, and the factorscontriliutory to, the regulation of the labor of children in Ohio down to 1890.
3452. Gibbons, Charles E. and Stansbury, Chester T. Administratiop. of

the child labor law in Ohio. A study of children employed in Middletown,
Toledo, and Youngstown. New,York City, National child labor committee, 1931.

p. (Publication, no. 863.);41

The purpose of this study was to find out bow many children 14, 15, 16, and 17 years albof age there were in these citiee and the number who were it and out of school ; to findthe reasons for iionattendance of those not enrolled ; and to mike a detailed study of thework done by children who bad left school. As a corollary to these lines of inquiry, astudy was also made of tbe certification of these children.
3453. - - Street-trading in Detroit. New York, N. Y., National

child labor committee, 1931. 80 p.
The study deals with the children and their families, the children and their Jobs, thichildren in school, school letter rating, school failure, grade distribution, delinquency,girls engaged in street work, and recommendations. Data were based ono interviews with2,595 pupils in 21_ public elementary, 5 public intermediate, and 4 parochial schools, whoengage in street trials'.
3454. Grandy, C. D. Sex problem 19100. Agricultural and technkal col-lege, Greensboro, N. C.
Analysis of tbe problem, survey ot the literature in the field, and a study of presentmethods of serrinstruction, with the view of determining a suitable high 'school course insex »glens.
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3455. Greenstein, Julius J. Comparative studies in child labor problems.
Master's, 1931. Temple.

3456. Hall, Clifton W. Collection and evaluation of socio-economic indicesx In relation to educational variables. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 262 p. ms.
The problem set for this investigation comprised the following tbree major objectives:

(1) Securing and bringing together in one source as many indices as possible of cow
inanity status for the county school district+ of the State of Ohio; (2) studying these
assembled indices in an attempt to answer the question " What are the variables in the
community environment that are most closely associated with an effective high school
environment 7 " (3) to map out those areas in the State of Ohio where the community
environment is unfavorable to educational success of boys and girls. Findings: Throues
tbe use of correlation techniques 38 variables were studied intensively. The price paid
for new automobiles, the tax valuation, the number of subscriptions to " Ohio Farmer"
and the number of older brothers and aisten who have graduated from high school
comprise the indices which appear to be most closely associated with the power of the
high school to bold its students in school until graduation. Ownership of farms and
automobiles, number of doctors per 10,000 population. the divorce rate, and the ease of
the high school constitute the next most powerful predictive group of indices.

3457. Halperin, Sidney L. A comparative study of children from adequate
and inadequate homes. Master's, 1931. Oh-o. 70 p. ma.

An attempt to compare in intelligence and school achievement children who attend the
settlement houses in Columbus, Ohio, with those who come from much better homes.
Findings: Children from the better homes score muCh higher in intelligence and school
achievement than do children who attend the settlement houses.

3458. Hanny, Lucie Kinney. Social agencies of Pittsburgh cooperating
with the public schools. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no.
715.)

A study was made of 135 organizations which seemed likely to have school contacts.
All of the agencies replied. The 'replies indicate that 88 different types of service are
available to public-school children and their families. The social agencies of Pittsburgh
are willing and able to give assistance to teachers in solving almost any problem of a
social nature which. may arise in connection with their pupils.

3459. Higbee, E. C. Qualities involved in adult-leadershlp and their 4.
parison with pupil-leadership in high schools. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. .

The purpose in this study was to find the qualities that seemed to be involved in adult
leadership, to find the situations that appear to have had a part in the development of lead-
ership, and to compare these findings with tbe data found in the study of pupil leadership.

3460. Hinterlong, Anna. A study of cooperation between the home and
school. Master's, 1931. Michigan.

3461. Jack, Lois. An observation interview score card for measuring
parental attitudes and practices in child rearing. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3462. Jordan, William C. The influence of the out-ofischool experience of
pupils in grades one to six on classroom activities. Mister's, 1931 Ohio.
67 p. ins. (For abstract see no. 712.)

From visits to 100 classrooms in grades one to six in schools in Northwestern Ohio,
the amount and quality of teachers' and pupils' references to their own firsthand AI-
vironmental experiences were ascertained. Findings: Pupils made but 22 references and
teachers SO to their own out-of-school experience in the 100 recitations observed.

3463. Kassoy, Irving. A history of the work of the American social .hyglene
association in sex education, 1878-19so, Master's, 1931. ColL a the City of
N. Y. 141 p. ma*

A description of conditions affecting the formation of the American social hygiene
awe:station from 1914-1930. The study is mostly a summary of activities with special
emphasis on sex education. The author suggests curricula in sex education for ths
child of preschool age up to and including the adult

8464. Keeler, Miriam. hild labor legialatioo-1931. New York City, Na-
tional child labor committee, 101. IS p. ass.

Part I gives legislation enacted in the several States; part 2 gives legislation
In the various States. s' ,
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3465. Leist, Josephus Floyd. The week-end activities of 3,260 school chil-

dren. Master's, 1931. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712)
This study covers the activities of a single week-end of 3,260 white children of thepublic schools of Delaware, Findlay, and Portsmouth, Ohio. The children were in thefifth to twelfth grades inclusive.
*3466. 'lace, Ethel Marion Carolyn. The place of the "study home " in

the modern program of child care with special attention to the children's com-
munity center of New Haven. Master's, 1930. New York. 171 p. ms.This study gives a history of child placing, and a description of institutional care andits limitations. The function of the study home is a diagnostic one. The study describesthe work of the study home in New Haven.

3467. Madden, Sister Mary Cyprian. An analysis of magazine criticisni as
a source of objective in training in social living. Master's, 1930. Notre Dame.

3468. Maloney, Sister Mary Verona. The Catholic parent teacher associa-
tion. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 77 p. ms.

3469. Mathews, Selma Martha. The effect of mothers' out-of-home employ-
ment upon children's ideas and attitudes. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. (For abstract
see no. 712.)

A questionnaire called a home blank was constructed, based on six preliminary studies,containing 100 items representing both socially approved and disapproved situations.The blank was given to 568 children of grades five to nine found in school rooms, cityplaygrounds, boys' camps aud daily vacation Bible schools in varied types and sizes ofcommunities in Ohio, Colorado, and North Carolina. Blanks of 100 children whosemothers worked out of the home were selected and studied with those of 100 childrenwhose mothers did not work. Data indicate that if a mother finds it necessary to beemployed, and if by so doing she can provide more comforts for her children, she neednot feel remorse or gailt for going to work. The working mothers' children who live ina poorer environment, are nearly as content with life as the nonworkers' children.
3470. Merrill, R. R. The effect of formal teaching of the technique of social

leadership. Master's, 1931. Penn. State.
Estimates were taken on pupils by their fellow-pupils as to leadership ability by theranking method. Then six lectures were given to about half of them OD the techniqueof social leadership, administerin these in the English class, at periods somewhat scat-tered. Rankings similar to those of the fall were again called for in the spring after tbeinstruction would have had a chance to maniferit a difference in leadership conduct. Adifference was found in favor of the instructed group that was 1.43 times its standarddeviation, involving chances of 7.3 to 1 that the differences were not due to accidentalvariations,

aim. Mono..,.: Hubert. Principal methods of collecting the data in rural
sociology. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)This short study is a critical analysis of the most important methods of researchoffered to the student of rural sociology.

3472. Murphy, Mot Ellen. Studies In attitudes toward homelife with children, adolescent girls, and women. Master's, 1931. St. Louis.n4 p. ma.
3473. Nevins, Alexander. An inquiry on after-school employment. Doc.-tor's, 1931, Fordham.
3474. Noonan,. Kathryn D. Integration of a school and its communit-y. Acase study. Master's, 1981. New York. 49 p. ms.
The study deals with the community, its location. and the character of its population;the school; the faculty ; the drachm; the curriculum ; the reorganisation problem ; andPp.vial activities. From this study it would. seem that the promotion of good feelingbetween home and school la the key to the understanding and integration of acommunity.

3475. Noy*, Florence O. Some procedures and materials for parents touse in the home for child guidance. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 107 p, ms.Materials ter parents to consider in the bombe education of preschool children waiveselected, en experimental poseebool study group was organised, aid programs for stud,POW tersagiatels
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3476, Prosser, Don Davenport. A descriptive statement of boys' work
among the social agencies in Columbus in 1929. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For
abstract see no. 712.)

The social agencies studied were the Boy scouts, Y. M. C. A., city recreation depart.
ment, Knights of Columbus, settlements, De Molay, and schools and churches. Findings:
There is need for a more thoroughly conceived educational objective ; for more adequate
equipment ; for a better publicity and educational program for adults; and for better
and more extensive cooperation and mutual understanding among the workers with boys.

3477. Reading, Pa. Public schools. Nativity of pupils and parents, all
schools. 1931. 6 p. ms.

3478. Ryder, Elizabeth Jane. Home relationships: A curriculum to aid
adolescents of foreign-born parents in adjusting themselves to their home and
social relationships. Master's, 1961. Boston Univ.

3479. fitewart, Berney Roscoe. How the pupils of the Seymour, Ind., high
school spend their out-of-school time. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 112 p. ms.

3480. Waddock, Edith. Scholarship of siblings in relation to their home
environment Master's, 193i St. Louis. 142 p. ms.

3481. Wilson, Madison Monroe. A comparative study of school children in
communities of different types of environment. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma.
181 p. ms.

An extensive study was made of the total enrollment of three schools in a city of
over 100,000 population ; the first was in one of the wealthiest sections, the second in a
section composed principally of a good middle class, and the third in one of the poorest
districts. Findings : The wealthiest school ranked first in number of homes with tele-
phones, the permanency in district and in attendance ; the middle-class school second,
and the poorest section third. The largest families were found in the poorest section,
and tbe smallest in the wealthiest. School children were younger chronologically, older
mentally, and ranked higher in achievement in school subjects in the wealthier section than
in either of the other two.

3482. Wright, Lora B. An analysis of the duties and problems of The visit-
ing teacher. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study was to make an analysis of the duties and problems of
visiting teachers, and to determine what results, U any, are derived through this type
of work.

3483. Youngberg, Marie. Problems arising in the operation of a social
work trogram in a midwestern rural community under the joint auspicès of
a boall of county commissioners and a Red Cross chapter. Master's, 1931.
New York. 156 p. ms.

The problem is one of determining and evaluating the difficulties involved in the
Joint public and private financing and administration of a social-work program by the
board of county commissioners and the local chapter of the American Red Cross in a
rural midwestern county. It aims to present an accurate picture of a single situation
covering a period of three months in the summer of 1929.

See also 11, 47, 100, 223, 241, 412, 478-479, 1066, 1068, 1969, 3428 ; sod ruler
Extracurricular activities: Problem and delinquent children ; Social studies ; Testa of
social adaptation.

MORAL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION

348t Armstrong, Caroline. Boy and the automobile. Los Angeles, Calif.,
City schools, 1981.

gompares grand thefts of automobiles to establish octal value.
3485. Ball, Julia X. Tolerance as a character study. Master's, 1981. Colo.

St. T. C.
This investigation was for the purpose of determining what the schools are doing

to take care of these traits and to reach some definite conclusions that might be of
use in tbe preparation of a program of character education to include these traits.

8488. Barnett, James 71. High sehool attitudes toward prohibition. Phlis-
de/phia, Pa., Presbyterian board of Christian education, 1980. 8 P.

A insdeaaske deft d 1,000 hisimpebool seniors la 70 high schools' hi* 42
sos'
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3487. Bauweartel, Howard John. A survey of the provision for formal
moral and religious education of the Protestant churches of Ebensburg, Pa., for
junior pupils (ages 9, 10, 11) and intermediate pupils (ages 12, 13, 14) . Mas-
ter's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The International council of religious education standards furnished guidance for
constructing the information blanks and schedules, for measuring to wbat extent the
church-school provisions were satisfying the educational objectives for the junior and
Intermediate pupils, 9-15 inclusive. One of the values of the survey came from the
comparison of the provisions...of religious education with the International standards.

3488. Beiswanger, George W. The character value of the Old Testament
stories. Iowa City, The University, 1930. 63 p. (University of Iowa studies,
first ser., no. 187. Studies in character, vol. 3, no. 3, September 15, 1930.)

Sixty-three Old Testament stories were judged for literary excellency, specific char-
acter value, and grade placement. In conclusion, the writer asks " Would it not be
better to transfer the time, the energy, and the devotion that has been lavished upon
the Old Trtament narrative to more fruitful material?"

3489. Caldwell, Otis W. and Lundeen, Gerhard E. Students' attitudes re-
garding unfounded beliefs. Science education, 15 : 246-66, May 1931.

Gives data concerning the prevalence of certain unfounded beliefs and lays thefoundation for experimentation designed to change attitudes regarding these beliefs.
3490. Campbell, Helen X. Prejudiced thinking among school children.

Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
The liurpose of the study was to reach some conclusions that may be of use in making

teachers aware of the beginnings of prejudiced thinking as concomitant products of
education.

-3491. Carter, Nora. Surveymoral problems arising with children, age 12-
14. Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 76 p. ms.

Data were secured from 800 children, ages 12-41, 100 from each age group, from 13
states; 150 parents of childien of these ages from all economic levels and from all parte
of tbe United States; and from 80 experienced teachers of upper grades. Findings: Anti.
Ideals are more numeroua in moral problems thin ideals. The anti-ideals which indi.
cate a tendency toward social solidarity are in the upper third ot the frequencies at
each age group. Ages are not alike in their moral problems, there being much slatingof emphasis with age. These ages do not show advances toward the adult type ofmoral situation as far as complexity is concerned.

3492. Clarke, Dorothy E. Problems in character education in Harkness
camp, with recommendations and implications for future camp programs. Mas-
ter's, 1980. Western Reserve.

3493. Cottam, Marjorie X. Modern trends in character education. Master's,
1931. Temple.

3494. ¡Davidson, Thomas Nelson. A study of a plan for character education
at Neptune high school. Master's, 1931. Rutgers. 122 p. ms.

3495. Dion, Clarice Anita. Current conceptions of character education.
Master's, 1981. Brown. 88 p. ms.

A study of contemporary theory and practice in character education in the school.Findings: The general tendency to-day is to look upon character as a matter of habitsand attitudes to be developed in the whole process a education through tbe medium of
life experiences. Emphasis is placed upon environmental factors as means of callingforth desirable responses rather than upon the acquisition of formal knowledge aboutmoral living.

3496. assert, Paul L Curriculum content for teaching obedience and respect
for law. Master's, 1931. Oolo. St T. C.

This study was made to determine how muich is being done in our public schools toteach and encourage obedience and .respect for law as implied in the ordinances ofmunicipalities, and to provide curriculum content which would tend to remedy existingweaknesses.

8441484 Thugel D. An evaluation of certain aspects of a program ofdarnel* elmation. Mastees,'19111. Denver. 49 p.
I ;;
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An attempt to ascertain whether, when there are composite pictures of two groups
of boys with emphasis placed upon 'Various traits of character and behavior, It 11 poi
Bible to tell which group has had tbe special training of a certain organization and which
has not. In order to do this, an attempt was made to evaluate the work as regards:
(1) Knowledge of health facts and habits; (2) citizenship, as expressed in knowledge
of the elements of good citizenship and as manifested in behavior; (8) attitudes toward
war and peace; (4) emotional balance, as manifested in feelings of superiority and

inferiority ; and (.5) general factors of school behavior.
3498. Friedberg, Herman. The fundamental absolution of George Santayana,

with a special reference to moral education. Master's, 1931. New York. 72
p. ms.

A short resumé of absolutism in philosophy, an exposition of naturalism, and an indi-
cation of tbe necessary affinity of the two. Findings: That idealism, logical but mite-
ceptable, can be superseded by a concept of idealizing in naturalism. Such idealising
necessarily creates a definite concept of moral education which embodies a supreme faitb
in tbe omnipotence of human as opposed to supernatural activities.

*3499. Friedman, Mrs. Jule Linder. Character education in the secondary
schools of New York City. Master's, 1931. New York. 68 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to present some of the opportunities offered, tail pro-
cedures followed, and the methods employed at tbe present time in the New York citrhigh schools which teachers are finding most effective for character education. Find-
ings: 92 per cent of those answering the questionnaire are consciously aware that op-
portunities for character education are tied up with every subject and with every experi-
ence of the student. The respect and confidence of teachers and fellow students is being
found more effective thantangible rewards. Thirty-five per cent of the 'teachers are
finding tangible awards effective.

8500. Gilman, Bernard. The legal control of character education. Master's,
1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of tbe study was to determine the present legal aspect and practice of
character education in the Statea. ,

./-13501. Gleason, F. E. Preliminary survey of some conditions which influence
moral and religious opinions. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 46 p. ms.

3502. Greene, Charles E. Character education. Denver, Colo., Public
schools, 1931. 40 p. ms.

3503. Harris, Mrs. John Burke. Character education in the United States.
Mnster's, 1931. Mercer.

3504. Hayes, George Lewis. An experiment in character education con-
ducted r public school number 26, Indianapolis, Ind. Master's, 1980. Indiana.'
69 p. .

Tbe problem was to set up an eiperiment in character education which would beeffective in this particular school and its community ; and 'to conduct the experiment insuch a way that the greatest benPfit would result for tbe pupils for whom it wu intended.Findings: Teachers are interested In the subject of character education and show muchinitiative and resourceful.ness in developing such a program; pupils in all grades of theschool are interested in the subject and will receive great benefit from such a program:pupils get most out of a program of character education if they are permitted to live oract the program out rather than hear about it.
, 3505. Heiser, Bess X Teadhei influence on character. Master's, 1981.

Cincinnati.
8506. Henry C. Prick educational commission, Pittsburgh, Pa. Character:

The sequence; how developed ; how measured ; sample lessons; therchild In the
universe; a character credo; selected bibliography. 1960. 90 p. (School

. betterment studies, Vol. 2, no. 2.)
3507. Hunt, Alice McCullough. An estimate of the relative value of certain

Ideali Master's, 1981. Denver. 100 p. ms. 41
An attempt to obtain a community evaluation of a set of 75 ideals, giiimeil 1st9 afannies, and listed in the order of estikaated importance by SOB mess and WOUND tabsvery much at random from the community at Iitgs. The study atimpts to &ow : WWIditersues, If any, ue brought about by different factors In the situlatal (I) what
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MORAL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION 325
influence does church membership have upon tbe selection anti evaluation of these char-acter traits? (8) is there much difference in opinion between those who go to church andthose who do not? (4) do the sexes differ, and if so, bow? (5)` does marriage, with itspotential or actual parenthood, cause ideas and ideals to change? (6) what influence isbrought to bear upon the opinions of husband and wife by the length of their marriedlife? and (7) do they, as is often stated, tend to grow more alike in thought as the years
go by?

3508. Jewell, I. R. antrBlackler, R. C. Character education. A manual for
Oregon teachers. Salem, 'Oreg., State department of education, 1930. 64 p.

This manual purposes to present a résum4 of what seems to be the best thought so far
expressed on character education, with outlines of some of the procedures that have beendeveloped which have given promise of success.

3509. Johnsori; Loaz W. Character education. Master's, 1931. Wyoming.
85 p. ms.

3510. Jones, Prank W. A study of the moral judgments of reformatory in-
mates.- Master's, 1931. Iowa. 85 p. ms.

3511. Jones, Vernon. Children's morals. Chapter 13 in Handbook of child
psychology, ed. by Carl Murchison. Worcester, Mass., Clark university press,
1931. 50 p.

This chapter reviews critically the experimental evidence available on tbe moral behaviorof children. The influence of nature and nurture on individual differences in character isstudied in some detail. A comprehensive list of objective measures which have been usedin the evaluating of moral behavior is included.
3512. What would you have done, true stories from biogiaphy for

boys and girls. Clark university, Worcester, Mass. Boston, Mass., Ginn and
company, 1981. 179 p.

This book consists of 89 true episodes from tbe boyhood and girlhood of famous char-acters in history, literature, and science. The episodes have been written up in the formof short narratives for use in free discussion periods on citizenship and character. Eachstory raises a moral issue. The material was prepared for and tried out with 18 and 14year old children.

3513. Kaye, Irene X. The transfer of moral training. Master's, 1931.
St. Louis. ms.

r3514. Kemper, Hollis' P. Cheating among high school students. Doctor's,
1931. Iowa.

Evaluates objectively tbe effects of the week-day chool of religious instruction onhigh-school cheating. Findings: Religions instruction is one factor in causing less cheatingalong with definite programs for character training.
3515. Kiefer, Helen Elizabeth. A tentative character program illustrated bycase studies of first grade pupils. Master's, 1931. Eit. Louis. 66 p. ms.
3516. Lundeen, Gerhard E. and Calchirell, Otis W. A study of unfounded

beliefs among high school seniors. Journal of educational research, 22: 257-43November 1980.
Defines 200 unfounded beliefs and reports their use in a test to the extent to whichthese are known, believed, and are an influence in the activities of high school student*.
3517. lice. Joseph Francis. The senior high school course in Englishliterature as a means of character development. Master's, 1931. Boston Coll.

26 p. ms,
'3518. lioLAugalin, Sister /Cary 4quinas. The genesis and constancy ofascendanceand submission as personality traits. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. IowaCity, University of Iowa, 1931. (Studies in education, vol. 6, no. 5. New seriesno, 216, Deceniber 1, 1981.)
The shady_ reports an investigation of the social traits of ascendancy and submissionas found in a, group of college students. Twenty-five of the students' who bad one orthe other trait. in an atnone degree, were reeducated during a period ranging from5 to I months' in length. A case study of each individual in the group was made.'Various lestudtpiek Waft arreloped to belp the subJect in correcting social or other undedraiiii'littftudes; 4t1
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3519. Mailer, Julius B. Conflicting ideals and their place in character. edu-
cation. 1931. Teachere college, Columbia university, New York, N. Y. 85 p. ms.This is the result of a study of 70 problems, each of which involves some conflict
between two or more social standards. They were given to several hundred educatonand graduate students. The results revealed marked differences of opinion among edu-cators as to what constitutes the correct solutions to the problems. Tbe report indi-
cates how these problems may be used for the purpose of character educatiOn.

3520. Size of family and personality of offspring. Journal of social
psychology, 2: 3-27, February 1931.

The study was based on tbe data of the Character education inquiry. It presents the
correlation between' the number of children in the family and scores on tests of intelli-
gence and character.

3521. Mang, Brother William. The value of Catholic biography in the for-
mation of ideals. Master's, 1930. Notre Dame.

3522. Mathews, Chester O. An objective study of student and faculty atti-
tudes toward academic honesty. 1931. ghio Wesleyan university, Delaware.

3523. Mawson, Jennie E. Combating cheating in the classroom. Master's,
1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 42 p. ms.

An experimental study of the effect of " honesty ction upon cheating in theclassroom. The group with " honesty " instruction sh wed a smaller amount of cheat-ing after the instruction. Although tbe difference 48 small (0.300-1.58 as against
0.237-0.202), definite instruction seems to have some ect on vior of pupils.

3524. Michel, Rev. Matthew Arthur. Some p actical pects of moral edn-
cation in the Catholic high school. Doctor's, 1931 Catholic Univ. 138 p. ms.

3525. Michigan. Department of public instruction. Training for character
and citizenship. 1930. (Bulletin no. 83.)

This bulletin was prepared for the purpose of suggesting material and presenting plansfor instilling the ideals of citizenship.
3528. Montana society for the study of education. Report of the committee

on character education Qf the Montana sadly for the study of education. 1930.
5 p. ms.

Contains an annotated bibliography of new books on character education.
3527. Morris, Edná Anna. Contemporary character training in the Boston

public schools. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.
3528. Idulkin, Mildred. A study of, personality traits. Master's, 1981.

Penn. State. 162 p. ins. A

A study of aggressiveness, submissiveness, and social intelligence in their interrela-tion and in relation to scholastic achievement. The correlation metbod was employed.
Among the findings were: A remarkable increase in social intelligence and aggressiveness
tetween sophomore year in high school and sophomore year in college; college womenwith high scholastic averages were more aggressive than those with low averages; high-
school sophomores who have attended rural school were lower in social Intelligence thutown people; decided inter-correlations exist between test scores,
averages, and social intelligence.

3529. Murphy, Sister Saint Ann. Developing by education dighiq and firm
ness of_character. Master's, 1931. Marywood. 81 p. ms.

3530. O'Connor, John Joseph. The development of character traits in the
boy through competitive sport. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame.

3531. Bucker, Xmas Holt, Developing character ideals in Junior high
school through American history. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

3532. Savage, Donald Hurlburt Character education in summer camp&
Master's, 1981. Boston Univ.

3533. Sherman, L A. What is eddcation? .1930. Henry C. Frick toduca-
tional commission, Pittsburgh, Pa, (School betterment studiek vkg, 2, up. 8.)

Dr, Sherman has formulated for the use of Pittsburgh school authorities, a itatemeafof some of the ideas which underlie the literary iutruction ,be givekt#4hia Augpialtif
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RELIGIOUS AND CHURCH EDUCATION 327
classes, to aid in arriving more closely at the fundamental principles underlying character
training.

3534. Shuttleworth, P. X. Influence of motion pictures on children's atti-
tudes. 1931. Yale university, New Haven, Conn.

Influence of motion pictures cp attitudes and character of children in grades 5 to 9.
3535. Thomas, Winniejr. The achievements in character education of the

young citizens league of South Dakota, Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
3536. Tinsley, Ruth Elizabeth. Personality traits of high and low scholar-

ship men of equal Thorndike intelligence. Master's, 1931. Stanford.
3537. Walker, Fred A. Case studies to determine the conduct controls of

selected boys, nine, ten and eleven years of age, living in an " underprivileged "
city environment. Master's, 1930. Presbyterian theological seminary, Chicago,

3538. Washburn, Grace F. The problem of teaching ethical character
through literature. Master's, 1931. Syracuse.

3539. Washington, D. C. Public schools. Preliminary report on character
education p e red by a Committee appointed by the Superintendent of schools.
Washington, States Government printing office, 1931. 19 p. (Sehool
document, o. 9: 1 )

Part 1 of this repo dea with the general problem o"if character education, andsummarises the reports o 2, which were prepared by special committees, and whichhave not yet been published.
3540. Whitney, P. L. State legislative provision qor character education.

School and social', 28:806, Februtry 28, 1931.
The legal background of character education curriculums in the public schools iseported.

3541. Williams, Blanche C. Conservatism and radicalism among high school
students. Master's, 1981. Washington Univ.

3542. Wright, Chatt G. An analysis of honesty as a fundamental human
trait. Master's, 1931. Colo. St, T. C.

This attempts to determine the situations in life that call for reactions of honestyin order that they may be used in forming a curriculum for the study of honesty inour schools as a part of a character education program.
3543. Zyve, Claire. Experiments in the teaching of integrity. Teachers col-

lege record, 82: ; 74, January 1931.
From a study of Fox Meadow school, Scarsdale, N. Y., it was found that therewas no transfer in learning in integrity from one situation to another. The studyrecommends the teaching of desired procedure in each case.
Bee also 69, 4052,4881 ; and under Tests of social adap,tation.

RELIGIOUS AND CHURCH EDUCATION

3544. Bear, Robert Murray. Administration in university centers of re-
ligious work subsidized by the Board of Christian education of the PresbyterianChurch in the United States of America. Doctor's, 1981. Ohio. (Abstracts,p. 1-12.)

The purposes of this study were: (1)44,surrey tbe Work at university centers withwhich the Boird of Christian- education cooperated in 1,928-29; and (2) to deierminewhat policy tt should pursue in relation to this work in the future.
*3545. Bell, Sadie. Church, State, and education in Virginia. Doctor's,1930. PennstlYank. /OW York, Science press, 1930. 796 p.This ettidy Milers an explanation of preeent-day attitudes toward tbe problem ofreligion ia education, the relation of Church and State to that problem, from the pointof view id historical developmest in a State whisk has been under the influence ofthlie tomato* politico philosophie-that of union, that of separation, and that ofemPoratIOR ititawgit hot allisace between Church and State.
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3546. Boell, Margaret Alice. The history and use of the comparative method
in. the religious sciences. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago.

3547. Brand, Ascher Hailan. A study of the personality of the teacher in
teaching rel gion to middle adolescents. Master's, 1930. Presbyterian theologi.
cal seminary, Chicago, Ill.

3548. Campbell, Rev. John Edward. Catholic education in a democracy.
Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 46 p. ms.

3549. Carmichael, P. H. The church's educational responsibility. 1930.
New York university, New York, N. Y. 155 p.

3550. Confrey, Burton. Secularism in American education, its history.
Doctor's, 1931. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic university press,
1931. 153 p. (Catholic university of America. Educational research mono.
graphs, vol. 6, no. 1, January 15, 1931.)

Bibliography, p. 151-53.
This IR a survey of the more important phases of the secularising process extendingover more than 150 years of our national life.
3551. Cowen, Georgia R. Relationship between intelligence and beliefs con-

cerning God. Master's, 1931. Colorado. 133 p. ms.
A study was made of 500 college students by means of questionnaires and intelligencetesta. Findings: Belief in a personal God decreases and belief in an impersonal Godincreases witb intelligence, with age, and with scholastic maturity.
3552. Dillingham, John, jr. The present work of the churches in state col-

leges and universities. Master's, 1931. Yale.
*3553. Elbin, Paul Nowell. The -.'function of worship (nonsectarian Protes-tant) in a college community : a study of present conditions with practical sug-gestions for improvement and with suitable source material. Doctor's, 1931.

T. C., Col. Univ. c
The problem of this study is the improvement of college chapel services. Question-wires Were sent to 176 American colleges and universities to be answered by the personresponFible for the chapel service. 61.3 per cent of the questionnaires were returned.This study indicates that the leaders of chapel services do not have very definite ob.jectives in their work, and that many are skeptical of their results.
8554. Elder, Ralph S. The status of religious education in the Sunday church

school in 15 Negro churches in Knoxville, Tenn. Master's, 1931. North-
western.

3555, Erbacher, Sebastian Anthony. Catholic higher education for menin the United States, 1850-1856. Doctor's, 1931. Catholic Univ. Washington,
D. C., Catholic university of America, 1931. 143 p.

Bibliography, p. 120-29.
This study considers all Catholic institutions of higher education for boys and youngmen in general, exclusive of strictly styled ecclesiastical seminaries and commonly calledcolleges. The first patt of the study deals with colleges founded before 1850; the secondpart takes up the new foundations, made between 1850 and 1866; while the thitd dis-cusses the administrative featpres of the colleges of this period.
3556. Fleckles, Elliott V. Role of religion in education in private secondaryschool. Master's, 1931. New York. 67 p. ms.
From an investigation of representative private schools in the eastern and wastersparts of the United States and a study of private-school surveys, it was concluded thatthe role of religion in the private secondary school lies in discovery and application, in Aidthrough experience.
8557. Foster, Robert A. The control and support of the educational programof the United Presbyterian denomination. Master's, UAL Pittsburgh. (Forabstract see 1. 715.)
The United Presbyterian denomination has an interest in one theological seminary, sitcolleges, and 14 institutions of secondary and elementary education. . The church ThaiWet eatleavored to secure tilt material control of ber collegiate Instiivtitossi.
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RELIGIOUS AND CHURCH EDUCATION 329
bistory of -this denomination it is revealed that there are two phases of educationalcontrol. In one, the institution Is controlled by the synods and the support of thedenomination as a whole is very meagre; in the other, the denominational control isdirect and tbe support Is consequently more complete and effective.
3558. Gillis, Paul McBride. A study of courses of instruction for children inpreparation for church membership in 13 Protestant denominations in-Allegheny

county, Pa. Master's, 1931. P.ttsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)
An analysis of manuals afor instruction in church memberFhip published by the out-standing Protestant denominations was made. A survey of pastors in the local churchesby the questionnaire method revealed what methods they used and what concepts theybelieved to be important in training young church members. A survey of high schooljuniors and seniors by a similar questionnaire indicated what concepts they have con-cerning the church and religious beliefs and to wha't extent they agree and understandthe concepts emphasised by the pastors. A study of the manuals disclosed that nall the courses are text centered and that many of them deal with situations which arenot within the experience of the learner. The results of the questionnaire sent to thepastors reveals that nearly 80 per cent of the churches have classes of instruction. In)the questionnaire sent to the students, it was found that the decision to become membersof the church was made for the students, in many cases by their parents or Bible-schoolteachers.

3559. Golawski, Bernard. The organization and administration of religious
education in the Protestant church Sunday schools of Monessen, Pa. Master's,
1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of the study was to determine the present status of the Protestant vhurchSunday school organization within the city of Monessen, Pa. The study was limfted tothe following phases of organization and administration: Governing boards and officials,staff of workers, training and supervision of workers, administrative management ofpupils, the session records and reports, outside relationship, housing and equipment, andbudget. Data were secured through personal interviews with pastors or superintendents.
3560. Grace, Mary Elinore. Christian education as a means of social controlin Southern Appalachian region. Master's, 1930. Denver.
3561. Greth, Morris S. Leadership training through local church agencies.(A study of outcomes). Doctor's, 1930. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, Uni-versity of Pennsylvania, 1930. 164 p.
Part 1 of this study advances 19 major outcomes as essential for efficient volunteerworkers in the Evangelical Protestant churches of America. Part 2 deals with theanalyses of the major outcomes from the standpoint of instruction.
*35e2, Harner, Nevin C, Factors related to Sunday school growth and de-cline in the Eastern Synod of the Reformed church In the United States. Doc-tor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia uni-versity, 1931: 101 p. (Contributions to education, no. 479.)A study was made to determine what factors can be distinguished as accompanyingSunday school growth and decline in the Eastern Synod of the Reformed church in theUnited States, comprising roughly the State of Pennsylvania east of *the Susquehannariver and numbering about 600 Sunday schools with a membership of around 150.000.Data were secured concerning the schools of the synod for the years 1920-1928, and fromintensive case-study analysis 'of four selected schools. Data Inclicate that there are dif-ferences in rate of Sunday school gain among localities, such as counties and ecclesiasti-cal areas, which are not wholly traceable to type of community, rate of population growth,or any other factor included in this study.
3563. Rftrria, Gertrude G. Some elements ia nv philosophy of religious edu-cation as au outgoing missionary. Master's, 1931.' T. O., Col. Univ. 17 p. ms.Investigation of possible methods of religious eacation in the face of the currentregistration requirements in China. Findings: Sclrols should register, and comply withall regulations, depending on the challenge of vitarChristian lives to maintain the properschool atmospbei%
3564: HearCeister Itheldreda. The character of the student poplilation intbe Central catholic high school viewed from the standpoint of .the social, eco-nomic and mental status. Master's, 1981. 33t. Louis. 154 p. ma
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3565. Heiser, Brother Agatho. A proposed registration procedure for Catho-lic high schools of moderate size based on the most efficient methods in use in
1o4 secondary Catholic schools. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame. 74 p. ma.

3566. Hibbs, Ramona S. An investigation of the influence of higher educa-tion on religious concepts. Matter's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C
3567. Hoerner, Frank A. A study of comprehension on the.part of selectedyoung people with regard to figurative forms oi religious language. Master's,

1930. Presbyterian theological seminary, Chicago, Ill.
3568. Johnson, Rev. Joseph Philip. The pastor and his school. Master's,

1931. Catholic univ. 28 p. ms.
3569. Jordan, Millard L. Comparison of cooperative and non-cooperative

students in Cleveland Y preparatory school. Master's, 1931. Western Reserve.
65 p. ms.

3570. Kauffman, Milo Franklin. The rise and development of the Sundayschools of the Mennonite church of Indiana. Master's, 1930. Presbyterian
theological seminary, Chicago, Ill.

3571. Kelly, Robert L. and Anderson, Ruth E. Christian ed9cation hahd-
book for 1931. New York, N. Y., Council of Church boards of education in the
United States of America, 1931. 590 p. (Christian education, vol. 14, no. 4.
January 1931.)

3572. Krebs, Clarence William. The psychological approach to the curricu-
lum for adolescent religious education. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

3573, Lang, Rabbi Leon S. A curriculum of a high school of a Jewish
religious schooL Master's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 80 p. ms.

A complete course of study, including outlines of subjects, units of study, projects, andillustrative syllabi. The curriculum has been in succesafal operation for nearly four yearsat the Oheb Shalom religions school, Newark, N. J.
3574. McDonald, Margery. The development of Friends' colleges in the

United States; their present status and trends. Master's, 1981. Southern Cali-fornia. 104 p.
An investigation based on a stucly of the publications of Friends' colleges, church joar-Dais, proceedings of church conferences, and related published materials in order to securehistorical and statistical data, and on visits to several of the colleges, and on interviewswith a large number of trustees, professors, and leaders in the Friend's church in Rrder todiscover present trends.
3575. McGibony, John W. The administration of religious education for

public school .children. Master's. 1931. Oklahoma. 182 p. ms.
A questionnaire was addressed to the-Attorney Gen¡ral of the United States and theattorneys general of each of the 48 States. From the answers to this questionnaire thelegal status of Bible reading in the public sethools was ascertained. Plans, which werethe result of the ezperiences of 184 of the placés offering religious education, werestudied and evaluated, A separate Bible study curriculum for each Of the 12 grades wasconstructed.

*3576. MacLean, Angus Hector. The idea of God In Protestant religious edu-cation. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, ,Teachers college,Columbia university, 1930. 151 p. (Contributions to education, no. 410.)A questionnaire study was made of 575 children in the elementary grades to gain aknowledge of the ideas 4to which the Protestant churches ire subjecting their childrenand the methods by which they are presented.
91577. Maguire, Rev. William Aloystus. Origin, development, and presentstatus of Catholic secondary education in the Diocese of Brooklyn. Doctor's,1931. Catholic Univ. Washington, D. C., Catholic, university of Amerlça62 p.
Part 1 deals with the rise and development of Catholic secondary education In theDiocese of Brooklyn ; part 2 is statistical.
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3578. Maurer, Charles L. Early Lutheran education. Doctor's, 1931.
Temple.

3579. Mayo, Sister Joan of Arc. The doctrine of original sln in education.
Master's, 1981. Catholic Univ. 36 p. ms.

3580. Miller, John W. The religious interests and activities of Ohio State
university student& Master's, 1930. Northwestern.

3581. Miller, Joseph Qainter. Community organization in religious educa-
tion. Doctor's, 1931. Yale.

3582. Mitchell, Edward C. A study of the religious status of students at
Payne university. Master's, 1930. Northwestern.

3583. Morgan, Clarence. The evaluation of the Hi-Y in Indiana. Master's,
1931. Ind. St. T. C. 89 p. ms.

Shows the value of Hi-Y to a community by answering 12 problems. Findings: Themovement is worth while. Five means of improvement are noted; suggestions are madefor further research.

3584. Mursell, George Rex. A study of religious training as a psychological
factor in delinquency. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 70 p. m& (Abstract, 16 p.)A battery of tests was given to 1,011 cases, delinquents and nondelinquents. Findings:It eems safe to conclude that there is no significant relation between religious trainingand delinquent or nondelinquent behavior, and that whatever it is that causes one to bedelinquent or nondelinquent, it is not religious training, knowlidge, attitudes, or back-ground.

3585. Napaha, Shraga. The contribution of the European and American edu-cational systems to Zionist education. Master's, 1931. Yale.
3588. Notre Dame. University. Religious survey, 1930-1931. Notre Dame,Ind., University press, 1931. 174 p. (Bulletin of the University of Notre Dame,vol. 26, no. L)
Results of the ninth religious survey of the spiritual problems df the students of NotreDame, conducted during the month of March, 1930.
3587. Poole, Edna. A guide to creative teaching in the junior church school.Master's, 1931. Yale,
3588. Ragsdale, Elsie Juanita. Aspects of Indian culture as material formissionary study. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 186 p. ms.
Data were secured from authoritative sources. Findings: A course was devised whichwill enrich the program of religious education for the southern Baptist. A factualpresentation of some of the major contributiOns of tbe Indian race will, by widening andbroadening tbe idoleseent's appreciation of brotherhood, tend to forestall misconceptionsand devilop a more fruitful and intelligent and Christian missionary point of view.
3589. Rixlis, L L Hebrew school assemblies in New York, N. Y. Master's,1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 21 p. ms.
A study of the conditions in Hebrew schools In New York City.
3590. Rogers, Bessie Louise. The origin, development, and contributionsof the Westminster curriculum of religious education. Mast.er's, 1931. Bos-ton Univ.

3591. Rooney, Rev. John IL Curricular offerings of Csitholic secondaryschools: an examination of 283 institutions. Washington, D. C., Catholic edu-cation presta, 1931. 48 p. (Catholic university of America, Educational researchmonographs, vol. 6, no. 4, May15, 1931)
The questionnaire Ilitithod, supplemented by actual investigation, was used in MI study.811t7-three different communities are engaged in th* work of teaching in the 283 schoolsconcerned. The greater part of the educational program centers upon the subject's en-erajly referred to as cultural or disciplinary. The curricular situation in the Catbbticschools bears remarkab0 close reseinblance to the other systems.
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3592. Shedd, Clarence P. History of voluntary religious societies in Ameri-
can colleges. Doctor's, 1931. Yale. 545 p.

An attempt to reveal the essential historical facts regarding the development of volun-
tary religions societies in American colleges from early colonial days to 1900 in order to
discover the contributions that these societies have made both to education and to religion.

3593. Shire, Si Rter Mary Louise. An evaluation of the religious content of
10 series of Catholic primary readers. 'Master's, 1930. Notre Dame.

*3594 Soper, Merritt A. The actual place of the Bible in the Christian col-
leges of liberal arts in the United States. Master's, 1931. New York. 87 p. ms.

This survey pfopoaes to inquire if the Bible departments in the Protestant Christian
colleges are actually making a worth-while contribution to the training of Christian
youth. Data were secured on 319 colleges from their catalogues and other data were
obtained by questionnaires from 255 Bible instructors.

3595 Spar ling, JeweL An abridgment of the Bible for junior and senior
high school pupils. Master's. 1931. Boston Univ.

3596. Stevick, Paul R. A study of religious types in the Northwest gateway
to the Ozarks. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa.

A study of 187 adults in order to find the relation between feeling of distance from
tile majority of people to matters of religious belief and other factors. Findings: Correla-
tions of age, sex, and church affiliation were very low. Educational status influenced

majoritism.""

3597. Terry, Edward. An analysis of the theological concepts found in the
intermediate and senior courses of the New international graded lesson. Mas-

.ter's, 1931. Northwestern.
3598. Waller, Eugene Clinton. A survey of the church and independent

schools and colleges of the southern Appalachians, Master's, 1931. Tennessee.
fi8 p. ms.

Sixty-seven schools in Alabama, Ceorgia. Kentucky, Nort Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia,
and West Virginia answered a questionnaire. Tli: schools nder boards controlled by, or
affiliated with, some denomination, number 58. Data Indic e that 85 to 90 per cent of
the schools and colleges have reasonably good prospects, finan tally and otherwise, for the
continued operation of their plants. The future of the secondary school is more secure
than that of the elementary schools, but less assured than that of the colleges.
, 3590. White, C. C. Psychology in religious education. Master's, 193L T.
C., Col. Univ. 28 p. 'ins.

Treatise on general aspects ot relationship. Findings: Psychology is an essential study
for the proper education of tbe religious educator.

WOO. Whitney, Fern. Relation of religion and religious education. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Temple.

3601. Winchel, Verna Beard. A study of the week-day school of religions
in Salina, Kans. [Master's], 1930. Kans...t. Coll.

Bee also 15. 23, 35, SO, 98, 193. 198, 207, 282, 248, 257, 206, 268, 658, 671, 676, 1508,
2021, 2029, 2452, 2848, 8007, 3488, 3501, 8615, 4002, 4092, 4167.

MANUAL AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING

3602. Adolph, Jacob. A survey of the prevocational, vocational, and indus-
trial arts fields in the junior and senior high schools of Arizona. Master's, 1931.
Colo. St. T. C.

This survey attempts to discover whether the industrial work of the junior high schools
in Arizona is definitely related to the industries of the particular community.

8603. Alberty, Luman Harvey. Analytical selection and evaluation of auto
related subject matter for auto trade classes. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

3604. Anderson, Algot B. Effectiveness of written individual instruction as
compared with oral gtoup instruction in woodwork. Master's, 1931. Rutgeni
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3605. Applerate, Herschel C. What should school administrators know
litiout industrial iirts. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 92 p. ms.

A study of leaders in industrial arts in all parts of the United States and school
administrators (superintendents and principals) in Ohio. Findings: The " average"
school administrator knows about 75 per cent of what leaders in industrial arts think
he should know about this special subject.

3606. Arundel, John Francis. An analysis of pupil costs in vocational edu-
cation in the Cincinnati public sChools for the year 1929-1030. Master's, 1931.
Cincinnati.

3607. Axthelni, Edward E. Practices in teaching manual arts in Iowa high
schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 76 p. ms.

3608. Baechle, Edna M. A study of Philadelphia teacher difficulties in indus-
trial arts, grades 5 and 6. Master's, 1931. Temple.

3609. Baxter, W. T. Status of industrial arts in Virginia. Master's [1931]
Peabody. 81 p. ms.

A study was made of accredited junior and senior high schools of the Stat(' to find what
subjects were offered, and how many schools offend industriil arts work. Findings:
Thirty-three junior and sénior high schools uffer industrial arts in Virginia. Bench
woodwork is ti e lending subject in the se'venth and eighth grades, while mechanical
drawing leads in senior high-school grades.

3610. Billingham, G. Harold. The general shop in industrial arts with par-ticular.reference to-New England and New Jersey. Master's, 1931.' New York.
GO p. ms.

From this study it was found that the "general shop" is being accorded a favorable
reception.

3611. Bollinger, Elroy W. A contemporary study of professional terms in
industr al arts and vocational education. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 160 p. mi.

The use and misuse of profeRsional terms and the establishment of a technique for
evaluation and clarification of terms. Findings: 388 terms were established as pro-
fessional terms needing clarification, although the major part of existent confusion is
restricted to a small group of terms. The technique set np in the study, while
valuable, needs to be supplemented by other evidence to validate final definitions.

3612. Boronta, Philip J. An experiment with written instructional mate-
rials in industAal arts teaching. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 267 p. ms.

A contolled experiment with two equtv.alent groups of students to determine the
effectiveness of teacher's written instruction sheets in the subject of foundry work on
an industrial arts basis. Findings: Instruction sheets are an aid to the student in
acquiring informational content, an aid in developing job-planning ability and an aid
to the teacher ae they contain directions and information necessary to an understanding
of the job. The group using the instruction sheets scored higher on tests of informa-
tion and planning ability than the group not using the sheets. Their greatest use
seemed to be _in imparting information.

36131_ Satepslog, Fred G. Home mechanics based on home repairs in Ashe-
ville, N. C. Master's [18811. Peabody. 61 p. ms.

Survey of repairs made in the homes of Asheville, N. C., and of the field relative to
home mechanics courses and content. Findings: Alectrical jobs, plumbing, metal or
sheet metal work and woodworking are of abqnt the same frequency. Jobs dealing with
concrete are relatively infrequent.

3614. Bruner, Carl G. A study of the podsible and achieved values in print-
ing *struction in the public schools. Master's, 1931. Wichita. 145 p. ms.

3615. Brunner, Edmund De S. Industrial village churches. New York,
Institute of social and religious research, 1930.

Chapter V deals' with the school situation in industrial villages, including school
attendance, high school enrollment, vocational training, etc.

3616. Carlile, Olyn C. A survey of the industrial arts program and teacher
qualifications in the State of Arizona. Master's [1931]. Iowa St. Coll. 128
P. m*.
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3617. Cam, Warren W. Vocational aspects of secondary education. Albany,
N. Y., State education department. New York State education, 18: 879-80, 914-
15, May 1981.

3618. Cozen, James R. A treatise on the problem of industrial education
In -the small community. Washington, D. C., Federal board for vocational
education, 1931.

3619. Davison, Harold J. State integration of practical arts and vocational
education. Doctor's, 1931. Ohio. 214 p.

A study of the Federal subsidy acts, survey of State plans for vocational education,a consideration of the comparable elements in practical arts and vocational educationas concerns state administration and supervision, and the reactions of 40 State depart-ments of education and 34 State uliiversities based upon the above items. Findings:Practical arts and vocational education have much in common; from both an adminis-trative and educational point of view, state integration of these two fields seems de-sirable; there is nothing in Federal laws to prevent such integration.
3620. DeFord, Alice Rosalie. Thirty years of industrial arts. Master's,

1931. Temple.
3621. Dill, L. P. Industrial survey of Bessemer. Montgomery, Ala., State

department of education, 1930.
During September 1930 the survey committee visited every industry and many of thestores and offices In Bessemer to secure information on employment and types of train-ing needeci. The results secured indicated training needs for specific types of industryand for office and store employees.
3622. Dorsey, Glen E. The status of manual arts and industrial vocational

education in Nebraska. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
3623. Douglass, Harvey James. Instruction sheets as aids in teaching

handwork in wood. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. fp, ms.A study of classes of five instructors of woodwork located in Kansas and Missouri,covering a period of 18 weeks and including 389 students. Findings: The study showedthat the classes using the instruction sheets made an average gain of 38 per cent morethan the classes mg using the sheets.
3624. Durner, H. F. Industrial educational survey of Zerbe township public

schools, Treverton, Pa. Pennsylvania State college, State College. 74 p. ms.
3625. Eiseni*rdCharles W. The practical arts courses in the Junior highschools and in the commercial night schools of Allentown, Pa., in relation to theindustrial needs of the city. Master's, 1931. New York. 86 p. ms.A study was made of the junior high schools, the commercial night school of Allen-town, and of the needs of industry in the city. Conclusions; (1) The industries ofAllentown are many and varied, requiring a definite service from and training of ita em-ployees; (2) very few industries do any specific training for their particular fields; (8) thecommercial activities engage about as many people as the industrial. The type of train-ing required by the commercial activities is fairly well taken care of by the two Schoolsstudied ; (4) the work in the shops is extensive 'enough, but not intensive enough; and(5) industry must concern itself more about the schools. It is important that its re-quirements are presented to the schools. The two must work out a harmonious edu-cational program that will meet the needs of the individual, of the community, and ofsociety.

3626. Pales, Roy G. Present status of industrial arts in New York State.Master's, 1931. [New York.] 55 p. ms.
From a study of 98 per cent of the industrial arts shops in New Yorit State, Worm.tion was obtained regarding the kinds of shops, enrollment, subject matter, licenses, andsalaries. The study, included 585 teachers and 635 shops; one-third, general shops, OD&third-unit shops of all kinds; and one-third, wood shops (unit) . dings: The averagenumber of periods devoted to industrial arts weekly is, in the seventh grade,Ivio; eighthgrade, three; ninth grade, five. The median class enrollment in the seventh grade wu18; eighth grade, 17; and ninth grade, 14.5. Methods found most helpful were: Demon-stration and instruction sheets; models and shop library tank at the top of klist of 15methods. More than one-half of the teachers agree that 20 to 30 per cent allotment oftame should be made for related sutgeet matter. Salaries of IndustriAl arts teaches
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rsnge from $1,200 to $8,800. The state median is $2,386; the median for collegegraduates is above 38,000.

3627. Fields, L. B. Results of a study on the need for a broadening andfinding course on the automobile. Houston, Tex., Independent school district,1931. 6 p. ms. (Research bulletin, no. 8211.)
3628. Franklin, X. E. A survey of industrial arts in the State of Oklahomaas a basis for a teacher training program. Master's, 1931. Northeastern teach-ers college, Tahlequah, Okla. ;%! p.
Covers all the industrial-art work offered in the secondary schools in Oklahoma, theteachers, and their preparation. Findings: Many high schools are offering courses whichthe teacher training institutions are not including in their training program.
3629. Freeman, Philip Quillman. Vocational survey for Sloan industrialschool, Bellefontaine, Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)After making a detailed study of existing educational facilities and industries, theconclusion was reached that the Sloan school should be operated as part of the public-school system and under its control.
3630. Furia, John J. The plant school as a form of vocational education.Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ.
A report of the training and follow-up of war veterans in the shoe manufacturing endrepairing industry.
3631. Genther, William L. The psychology of shop work. Master's, 1931.Rutgers.

3632. Giles, N. B. A revision of Federal board bulletin no. 99, incorporatingnew material in a directory of trade schools. Washington, D. C., Federalboard for vocational education, 1930.
3633. Glass, Ora Francis. History of industrial arts education in California.Master's, 1931. Southern California. 108 p.
Based on records in the office of the California State department of edtcation, articlesin the various school joUrnals published in California, and on records and reports oflocal school districts.
3634. Grawl, Ethel Birch. Study in motor power in relation to mechanicalachievement of boys from 10 to 16 years of age. Master's, 1931. Temple.3635. Grove, William R. An experimental study of the Kent-Shakow indus-trial form board series. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh.
3636. Gunderson, Howard B. Experimental determination of the effective-ness of demonstrations in woodwork in terms of problem solving. Master's,1931. Wisconsin.
*3637. Gunther, Theresa Charlotte. Manipulágve participation in the studyof elementary industrial arts. Doctor's, 1931. C. Col. Univ. New YorkCity, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 58 p. (Contributions toeducation, no. 490.)
In order to determine whether manipulative participation by tbe children in the studyof induitrial arts in the elementary grades results in the learning and retention of agreater number of facts than the conventional method of studying the facts frombooks, objective tests were constructed which served to check the total number of factsbeing tested which were learned and retained. and the three ways in which they mighthave been learned, and test results from 148 pairs of pupils equated on the basis ofeducational quotient Pupils were members of classes from grades 8 to O inclusive,distributed in five schools of different educational opportunities. Findings: Oil tbe whole,there was a marked difference in the retentiveness of the two groups. The manipulativemethod seems to enable tbe children. to recall a greater number of facts previouslywiliseoc.learned than the textbook method.

3638. Hardin, Robert. Prediction of school success in woodwork. Master's,1931. Nebraska. 60 p.
Gives tbe resifts of a study of 200 pupils in the beginning classes in woodwrk in juniorhigh school.
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*3839. Harney, Laura B. The history and development of aeronautics.
Master's, 1931. New York. 123 p. ms.

Tbe author bas attempted to collect from reliable sources the significant achievements
that have marked the milestones in the spectacular development of air transportation.
She links up the influence of aviation with the various branches of education in the
schools and colleges.

3640. Harrison, Paul E. A survey of industrial work in the schools of

northern Illinois. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of the study was to determine what the general trend of industrial edu-

cation in northern Illinois is, so that the curriculum in the Department of industrial
education in the Northern Illinois State teachers college ina% be adapted more aile-
quately to deet the needs of tbe schools which it serves.

3641. Hartman, Harry V. Organization and content of courses in auto
mechanics for junior and senior high schools. Master's, 1931. Iowa St_ Coll
73 p. ms.

A study, by means of a questionnaire, of tbe schools throughout the Middle West that
are offering auto mechanics. The most important units of instruction in auto mechanics
for the junior and senior high schools were established.

3642. Hawke, Jerry R. 'Three years of vocational industrial education in

Haiti. Master's, 1930. Penn. State. (For abstract see no. 714.)
This thesis briefly portrays the background racially, politically, and industrially, pre-

ceding September 15, 1915, when the United States entered into a treaty for the purpose
of developing tbe resources of Haiti and organizing an educational program. It describes
in detail the development of industrial education for the years 1925-1928.

3643. Hay, Dorothy. The modern technical high school. New Orleans, La.,

Orleans Parish school board, 1931. 19 p.
" Tbe purpose of this study is to present information regarding technical high schools

in the United States and, by an analysis of tbe functions which such high schools per-
form, to determine to what extent such a school might meet the educational needs of
the city of New Orleans."

3644. Horning, Arnold Oliver. The construction of achievement tests for

ninth and tenth grade woodwork. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 97 p.

The development of four nnstandardised testa of 80 questions each to at the course in
Pasadena.

3645. Hunt, DeWitt. A study of the term "Consumers' knowledge" and its
use as an industrial arts objective. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 150 p. ma.

A study of objectives of general education and of objectives of industrial arts was
made to determine the extent of the use of this concept as an objective. The economic
problems and the importance of consumption as contrasted with production, was de-
veloped. Research agencies working for tbe benefit of the consumer were classified.
" Consumers' knowledge" in industrial arts was defined and a study of 4,000 pages of
advertising material was made to list industrial arts terms used in describing the articles
advertised. Almost 1,000 terms were listed together with the frequency of appearance.
This indicated the importance of this objective, and recommendations were made as to
special methods of instruction desirable for use in achieving this objective.

8646. Hutchinson, Herbert Howard.. An etymological study of certain pro-
fessional and scientific terms in the vocabulary of industrial arts and vocational
education. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

The purposes of this study were: (1) To set up a master list of professional and
scientific terms in these fields; (2) to prepare an etymological glossary of these terms;
and (3) to set up criteria for the selection of a suitable term.

8647. Johnston, Albert B. A study of the reliabilit7 of certain industrial
arts tests. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. p. ms.

Three foirms of tests in woodwork and mechanical drawing were given to 700 or 800
students. Findings : Yes-no test ranked highest in reliability, followed in order by com-
pletion and multiple choice.

3648. Kameny, Samuel S. A study of legislation pertaining to vocational
education enacted in the State of New York from 1917 through 1929. Master's,
198L Coll. of the City of N. Y. 172 p. mi.
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The study gives a brief account of legislation up to 1917 ; a summary of legislationand court decisions clarifying the legislation from 1917-1929 ; and a brief criticism ofthe continuation school law. The author criticizes the present continuation-school lawand 'suggests the introduction of elective cultural courses, the substitution of eveninghigh school attendance, segregation of dissatisfied students, unit organisations of theoreti-cal work, and dismissal before the age of 17, if the student has completed a prescribedcourse.

3649. Keenan, Claude Overstreet. Home shops of junior high school boys.
Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)

Data were obtained from 1,112 questionnaires filled out by boys enrolled in industrialarts in the four Junior high schools of Oklahoma .City, Okla. The first division of thestudy deals with the comparison of the jobs boys do in their home shops with those theywant to learn to do, and with the jobs they do in the school shop. The second divisionis composed of case studies of home shops.

nW

3650. Lacy, Frederick J. An objective curriculum inustrial arts educa-tion for West Virginia State college. Master's, 1931.
3651. Land, S. Lewis. Trade associationstheir services to education.

Doctor's, 1931. New York. New York, N. Y., Heating and piping contractorsnational association, 1931. 160 p.
Information and data for the study were drawn from experience in the teaching andadministration of vocational work and in the promotion of trade association educationalwork, the literature in the field, and data collected from various sources in the field.Part 1 deals with a statement of the problem; part 2 presents the present status ofeducational services of trade associations ; part 8 analyzes joint responsibilities of schooland industry ; part 4 summarises present tendencies and practices; and part 5 presentsa series of conclusions and recommendations.
3652. Lane, James F. Vocational education. 1930. Agricultural and tech-nical college, Greensboro, N. C.
A survey ot the social, economic and industrial conditions underlying the vocationaleducation idea; what is being done in this field at the present time; and a suggestedprogram for the Agricultural and technical college.
3653. Leavitt, Prank X. and oi4ers. High school course of study in generalmetal shop, junior division, for experimentation. Pittsburgh, Pa., Publicschools, 11p1. 18 p. ms.
3654. High school course of study in machine shop practice.For experimentation, senior divrsion. Pittsburgh, Pa., Public schools, 1931.27 p. ms.

3655. Lineback, Hardin. An objective test for Junior qiigh school wood-
working couipes. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg.

3656. Mc 1en Harold J. A study of the possibilities of photography as aunit in the 1; . oratory of industries. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 60 p. ms.Findings : Tht study was not a survey as no such unit is known to exist. It wasmore of an analysis of possibilities of such a unit at the junior high school level.
3651 Mangan', Cary Peter. Industrial development and the industrial edu-cational 'program of the South. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 96 p. ms.The study covers the industrial development of the South and the present practice inthe industrial arts with special emphasis placed upon the relation of typical industriesto the industrial arts. Findings Tbe industrial development of the South and thegrowth of the industrial arts program have been progressive. Woodwork has been over-emphasised in the industrial arts program. Other materials representing typical indus-tries have received minor attention in interpreting industry to the students.
3658. Martin, August. The United States Veterans bureau as a factor ineducation. Master* 1931. Penn. State. 50 p. ms. .
Study shows distribution of trainees according to pre-service occupation, preservios-education, occupational choices, present occupation, nature of injuries, duration of periodof training, etc. Seventy-three per cent of the trainees rePlying to the 4uest1onnaire de-clared themselves satisfied with their training. Elevenq-one and one-tenth per cent of alltrainees were °Many declared rehabilitated.
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3659. Minnesota. Department of education. The secondary school curric-
ulum and syllabi of subjects . . . Industrial arts . . . St. Paul, 1930. 216 p.

(Bulletin, no. C-5.)
3.660. Morris, Elizabeth T. A correlation of general intelligence and ability

in manual arts. Master's, 1931. Washington Univ.
3661. Nelson, John B. Analysis of prevocational woodwork with type in-

struction sheets and records for Honolulu litgh schools. Master's, 1931. Hawaii.
81 p. ms.

3662. Newell, Grace. Manual for the study of industrial education through
magazine articles. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 194 p. ms.

Annotated bibliography of articles in five magazines over a 10-year period.

*3663. Newkirk, Louis Vest. Validating and testing home mechanics con-
tent. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa. Iowa City, University of Iowa, 1931. 39 p. (Uni-
versity of Iowa studies, vol. 6, no. 4, April 15, 1931.)

This study is designed to select the outstanding projects which are suitable for home
mechanics content, and to develop a testing technique which can be used for the diagnosis
of individual difficulties and the measurement of achievement in home mechanics classes.
Seventy-two home mechanics jobs were selected for study.

3664. Nichols, Homer Woodard. A study in special education. The re-
habilitation problem in Kentucky. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 117 p. ma (Ab-
stract, 9 p. ms.)

The problem was to determine the number of persons needing and accepting the services
of the division of vocational rehabilitation in Kentucky annually, and to classify them
according to rural and city, male and female, white and colored, and nature and origin of
disabilities. Findings : There are annually approximately 600 new cases and 100 old

4,ases of people 19 to 50 years old ready for rehabilitation in Kentucky.
3665. Norfolk, Va. City schools. Industrial arts in a unified elementary

school curriculum, 1931. 42 p. ms.
The purpose of this course of study is general, and involves the use of constructive

activities for general educative purposes, and the study of the nature, use, and production
of materials for the values which touch one's everyday life.

3666. Oakland, Calif. Public schools. General electrical work for evening
classes. 1930. 15 p. ms. (Superintendent's bulletin. Course of study series,
no. 38.)

A course of study designed for use in general electric work for evening classes of the
public schools of Oakland, Calif.

3667. Osburn, Burl Neff. Constructive avocational InterestA of secondary
school boys. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 92 p.

4! survey of avocational activities in making things of wood, metal, etc.; age interest
and motives of 759 boys. Findings : Age levels of interest are shown in different types of
activities as expressed In things made.

3668. Parent, Charles William. Some elements involved in the organization
and administration of secondary school industrial arts. Master's, 1931. Wis-

.
cousin.

3669. Parker, Ralph Walton. A survey of certain Industrial and agricul-
tural activities of the State of Oregon with particular reference to the possible
influence on the practical arts program of Oregon p.ublic schools. Master's,
1931. Oreg. St. Agr. Coll. 42 p.

3670. Patlow, John R. Jobs for a car owner repair course. Master's, 1931.
Nebraska. 74 p. Ms.

An analysis of 148 jobs evaluated by 858 car owners, and of jobs described in II
manuals of instruction for car owners. .4

3671. Patterson, Arthur L How the school can better help the Individual
wage earner in Williamsport, Pa. Master's, 1931, Penn. State.. 84 p.

Survey of present vocational educational opportunities In Williamsport survey of Jok.
knowledge requirements, and of leisureptime utivities of wage eezners, and recommends-
tions of educational programs that would better meet these assdis.
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31;72. Persons, Alice Ellen. A philosophy of vocational education. Master's,it131. Southern California. 89 p.
This study is presented largely from the psychological point of view with less emphasison the historical, industrial, and sociological aspects.
3673. Poe, D. P. A study of the indugtrial schools of the United States.Master's, 1931. Ohio. 91 p.
3674. Proffitt, Maxis M. Industrial education section of the survey of theBuffalo public schools. Washington, D. C., United States Government printingoffice, 1931. 34 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet no. 17.)It was found that vocational-industrial education in Buffalo was built and is main-tained upon the sound penciple of furnishing specific types of training that will func-tion in a definite way for employment purposes.
3675. Rakestraw, C. E. A study on labor's responsibility in cooperation withemployers and the public schook, in the field of vocational education. Wash-ington, D. C., Fedet:ii board for vocational education, 1930.
3676. Resides, George H. Organization and admihistration of shop coursesfor trade and industrial teachers. Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 43 p. ms.A description of the shop curricula in Pennsylvania State college and account of theprinciples involved in the set-up of these.
3677. St. Louis, Mo. Public schools. Manual arts. Revision of curric-ulum bulletin no. 20manual arts for grades 7, 8, and 9. Public school mes-senger, 28: no. 5, September 5, 1930. 95 p. (Curriculum series.)
3678. Schneider, Perry L. The construction and validation of an objectivetest in shopwork as a prognostic index of the student's ability in woodworkingin elementary schools. Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 115 p. ms.A measurometer was devised by the author for marking the construction of a tic-tac-toe board which was the standard problem. Conclusions: (1) Test showed highreliability, 0.961 average correlation of ratings made by five examiners using the meas-arometer ; (2) validity of test was also high, 0.82 correlation between test mark andmark for term's work.

3679. Schulz, George J. Vocational edUcatioh in the United States. Theprogram of cooperation of the federal government with the States in vocationaleducation and vocational rehabilitation of the disabled. W-ashington, UnitedStates Government printing office, 1931. 30 p. (71st Congress, 3d session. Sen-ate document no. 309.)
This study is based on researches of the Federal board for vocational education andthe President's employment commission. The objective of the Federal board for voca-tional education has been in part to assure to every boy and girl, every adult worker,and every disabled person in America an opportunity to acquire or to improve his orher vocational efficiency in some selected field of human endeavor, and this upon thetheory that educating for work is as truly the responsibility of our free public schoolsystem as is educating for college, for the professions, for citizenship, or for leisure.
3680. Sharp, Ralph W. A study of certain agencies in Columbus, Ohio,offering vocational training of less than college grade. Master's, 1941. Ohio.65 p. ms.
A study was made of 19 private schools in the corporate limits of Columbus, givingvocational training of less than college grade.
3681. Smith, L. T. Industrial arts in the rural comMunity high school.Master's, 1931. West Ky. T. C.
A tudy of shop organization, planning, and equipment;34. Stunt, Fred W.. Manual training compared with standards of living,age at graduation, attendance, intelligence, and seven graGe school subjects inIndianapolis. Master's, 1980. Indiana. 101 p.
From tbe alphabetized files in the school offices 161 records were selected. Eachrecord chosen was that of a white graduate from the grades giving the dates of his birthand gradtatiou, tbe building gradtating him; his intelligent* rating, and a (papist.account Oi milks in the .62 to *A inciastia, in *gnat tad tbe Obey di NO*
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jects listed. Data indicate that marks in the other subjects have very low "efficient.
of correlation with the marks in manual training.

3683. Tearney, Orville A. Physical equipment and courses 9f study in wood-

working in the junior high school. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
The purpose of this study was to reach some definite conclusions that may help ad-

ministrators to secure the proper equipment necessary to tettch woodwork effectively in

tbe junior high school.
86844 Thompson, Charles Jasper. Survey of domestic needs in electricity.

Master's, 1930. Kans. St, T. C., Pittsburg.
3685. Turner, F. H. Illinois industrial university. Doctor's, 1931. Illinois.

3686. U. S. Federal board for vocational education. Trade preparatory
training for small cities and rural communities. A discussion of practical lines
of development which have been found effective in meeting the training needs
of such communities. Washington, D. C., 1931. 81 p. (Bulletin no. 157.
Trade and industrial series, no. 45.)

3687. Walker, Robert. Theory and practice in industrial arts. Master's,
3931. Rutgers. 80 p. ms.

3688. Wallace, Archie N. Objective examinations in manual training.
Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 131 p. ms.

The study presents two sets of objective examinations : First, published forms used in
manual training but with different content and subject-matter material, and published
forms used in other school subjects but with content and subject-matter material from
the field of manual training; and second, a number of entirely new objective forms not
published in manual training tests nor common to other high-school subjects. Under
the first division are presented a number of tests covering the following types : True-
false, multiple choice, matching, word completion, identification, line completion, drawing
completion, etc. Under the second division are presented forms which .take advantage
of outlining systems but control the method of scoring by a simple set of rules making
scoring bjective ; tests that make use of identification of photographs of period furniture,
tools, machines, and drawing instruments ; tests in recognizing finishes of wood, and
the identification of wood from sections of the trees and unfinished panels of lumber;
and a performance test in woodwork with a method of objectively scoring the finished
product.

Washington (State) Department of education. Industrial arts In
st-condary school, 1930. Olympia, 1930. 50 p.

3690. Weinstock, Clarence. Status of instruction in electriciti in the second-
ary schools of California. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 191 p.

Based on questionnaire replies from 116 institutions, supplemented by data from
courses of study, textbooks, and the professional literature of the subjectit

3691. Welty, Henry D. A study of the industrial arts in Akron central high
school. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 79 p. ms.

A study of interests, vocational choices, individual follow-up cases, qualifications for
industrial employment, and bow training in industrial arta affects these. Tbe findings
reveal that employen and the follow-up group place much value upon personality traits
of those entering industry.

8692 Williamson, Riley S. Williamson industrial arts tests for diversified
shop in woodwork, form A and B ; sheet metal, form A and B ; electricity, fond
A and B. Baltimore, Md., Department of education, 1931. 44 p. ms. (3 pta)

8693. Wood, Leviis Hungerford. Status of practical arts and vocational
education in public school systems. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

8694. Wunderlich, A. W. Testing program for vocational machine shop
trade theory classes. Master's, 1930. Penn. State. (For abstract see no. 714.)

Tiles pUrpose of the study was to develop and standardize a set of knowledge tests
which may be lased during a course of study in machine-shop practice in trade or indus-
trial schools or classes, to serve as a check on pupil progress and parallel the trade
theory that is taught. a

See also 127 (4), 210, 519, 628, 904, 943, 1216, 1286, 1287, 1358, 1422, 1703, 1779,
2042, 2050, 2072, 2163, 2218, 2219, 2241, 2248 2250, 2881, 2849, 2759, 2882, 2940, MK
87011402,, 8106-3707 $819, 4202, 4222.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
3695. Adams, Wayne W. A proposed program for launching .boys into

supervised farm practice work. Master's, 1931. Cornell.
A program is suggested based upon a study of 95 departments.
369ft Angier, Edwin Baldwin. The construction of a landscape gardening

course for home-owners. Masfer's, 1931. Southern California. 110 p.A questionnaire investigation of the kinds of information. and training desired by anevening class in landscape gardening, followed by an organised course de I ed to fulfilltheir needs.

3697. Beers, Howard Wayland. The money income of farm boìs in asouthern New York dairy region. Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell university agriculturalerperiment station, 1930. 55 p. (Bulletin 512, September 1930.)"The purpose of this study is to record and analyse the money income of farm boyswith regard to the possible effects of junior-extension work, economic status of farms,amounts of farm work done by boys, parental experience, and some items of familystructure."

3698. Berryman, Carl Wilbur. Stttus of vocational agriculture in thesecondary schools of Idaho. Master's, 1931. Washington. 97 p. ms.Surveys the need for agricultural teachers in the State, and the qualifications of goodteachers in this field.

369D. Brown, Z. Colvin. The development of agricultural education in theState of Florida from 1918-1928, and needs for future growth. Master's, 1 1.ti;
Florida.

3700. Craddoci, Guy E. Basing the teaching of the tobacco enterprise onscientific findings. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 166 p.A study of 41 experiment station bulletins, publications, and circulars. Experimentaldata are evaluated and rearranged in more comprehensive form.
3701. Dennison, Raymond Lewis. Means and methods of securing homepractice work In vocational agriculture in addition to the major enterprise.Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)
The purpose of this study was to set forth some means and methods of securing moresupervised .home practice work in courses In vocational agriculture than is usually doneby average students. Data were secured from answers to a questionnaire received from130 teachers representing 42 States and Hawaii.
3702. Fleenor, Beatty Hope. Adult education in agriculture through eve-ning schools conducted by departments of vocational agriculture. Doctor's,1931. Missouri. 243 p. ms.
The study covered tbe evening-school programa of 518 vocational agriculture teachersof 22 States.
3703. Greenleaf, Walter J. Federal laws and rulings affecting land-grantcolleges and, universities. Washington, United States Government printingoffice, 1930. 13 p. (U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet, 1930, no. 15.)This pamphlet contains the act of July 2, 1862 (First Monill Act) ; act of 1866; secondMorrill Act of August 80, 1890; Nelson amendment of March 4, 1907 ; land-grant collegesdepositories for public documents; military training; acts under the supervision of theDepartment of Agriculture; acts under the supervision of the Federal board for voca-tional education; and acts under the supervision of the War Department.
3704. Land-grant colleges and universities, year ended June 130, 1929.Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 87 p. (U.. S.Office of 'education. Bulietin, 1930, no. 28.)
8705. Hale, Ralph L Occupational interests in relation to the organizationof agriculture in the Junior high school program at Trumansburg, N. Y. Doc-tor's, 1931. Cornell.
A study of school work of boys, vocational intentkibs and attitudes, etc.8706. Hoge, 31. O. Vocational agriculture in South West Virginia. Muter's.,ife. Va. Poly. Inst. 100 p. tna
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342 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION.

A survey of southwestern Virginia to determine : (1) Future losation of departments:
(2) areas of service and location for different kinds of work ; ind (3) public funds
necessary fox a full program.

3707. Howard, Carl G. An efficiency survey of specific courses as offered in
the vocational aqicultural departments in the State of Wyoming. Master's,
1931. Wyoming. 112 p. ms.

A study was made of all day, evening and part-time courses in the State. Findings:
Variations were found in conditions, and recommendations made for improvement.

3708. Master teacher study. Cheyenne, Wyo., State department of
education, 1930. 3 p. ins. (Vocational agriculture service letter. New series
no. 4.)

A study was made of master teachers of vocational agriculture in 82 States. Findings:
Of the 11 States who select a master teacher all who express opinions are favorable.
Seven of the 32 who do not select a master teacher think it is a good practice.

3709. Irons, Henry E. Cháracteristics of pupils in general agriculture
courses in certain Iowa high schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 82 p. zns.

3710. Jerdeman, Casper Marion. The status of general agriculture in-Iowa
public schools. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 67 p. ms.

3711. Kahle, Esther Victoria. Legislative bases for agriculture and home
economics education through the land-grant college system. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 261 p.

An analysis of State and Federal laws relating to the edicational work of the Federal
Department of agriculture, the hind-grant colleges, agricultural experiment statiOns,
agricultural extension work, and similar agencies.

3712. Klein, Arthur 3. Survey of land-grant colleges and universities. 1930.
Washington, 'United States Government printing ofilpe, 1930. 2 vols. 998, 921 p.

(U. S. Office of education. Bulletin 1930, no. 9.)
3/13: Lancelo.W. H. and others. A course of study in general agriculture

for Iowa high schools. Des Moines, Iowa, State department of public instruc-
tion, 1931.

3714. Lewark, A. T. A course of study in farm management. Master's,
1931. Va. Poly. Inst. 136 p. ms.

Lesson forms are given for teaching certain job units and managerial problems in
managing a farm business including such as purchasing a farm ; securing credit ; purchas-
ing equipment ; keeping records and the like.

3715. McCalley, Carl R. A study of the college records of pe,rsons who have
studied vocational agriculture in high school. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Colt
55 p. ms.

3716. McMillin, C. D. Supplement to high school atriculture. Master's,
1931. Ohio. 281 p.

3717. Martin, Earl Harrison. A study of the place and use of supplementary
farm practice in teaching vocational agricultuse. Master's, 1931. Kans. St.
Coll. 46 p. ms.

Findings : Supplementary farm practice is given a high rating as a teaching device.

871& Martin, Francis O'Leary. The. relationship between reading ability
and success in junior high school agriculture and mechanical drawing, MN-
ter's, 1931. Southern California. 69 p.

A statistical study of correlations between teachers' marks of 188 junior high-school
pupils in agriculture, in mechanical drawing, and in a reading-ability test.
48719. Mathison, Alton D. Vocational interests as a factor in predicting

agricultural success of freshmen in the University of Wisconsin. Master'
1931. Wisconsin.

3720. Miller, Albert William/ The field trip as a teaching device in voca-
tional agriculture. Master's, 1930, Kans. St, OM,
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 343
3721. National committee of the American vocational association. Train-

ing objectives in vocational education in agriculture, with suggestions as to
ways and means of attaining these objectives. Washington, D. C., Federal
board for vocational education, 1931. 31 p. (Bulletin no. 153. Agricultural
series, no. 39.)

3722. Overall, Preston Vaughn. ObjectiVes and problem service for a college
course in dairy husbandry at Tennessee polytechnic institute. Master's, 1930.
Iowa St. Coll. 68 p. ms.

3723. Pariinson, H. G. Teaching procedures of the agricultural faculty.
1931. Pennsylvania State college, State College. 46 p. ms.

Teaching methods used by faculty over 10-year period were studied. Findings: Moreattention is given to the use of good method and less lecture ; there is more discussion,
more individual attention; and more use of objective tests.

3724.0Pennington, J. B. Data study, cotton and corn projects, State senior
high school. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 168 p.

Data were collected for four grades covering five years under same teacher and in sameschool ; also cost data and labor data, applicable to farm practices. Findings: Valuablecorrelation was shown.

3725. Ruggles, George E. The construction of an objective test in general
agriculture for high schools. Master's, 1931. Kans. St. T. C., Pittsburg,

3726. Sacay, Francisco M. A survey and evaluation of agricultural educa-
tion in the Philippines. Doctor's, 1981. Cornell. 450 p. ms.

Survey at development and present status of agricultural education below the collegeIevtl. Gives critique and suggestions for improvement. Findings: Greatest need is foradult education of extension order. Further development of work in intermediate gradesis recommended.

3727. Sanders, H. W. What abilities are needed in efficient farming? 1831.
Virginia polytechnic institute, Blacksburg, Va. 6 p. ins. (Department mimeo-
graph, no 19.)

Findings: The abilities needed In proficient farming will vary for each type of farmingand for each individuil training for a specific type of farming.
*3728. Stewart, Wilbur P. Records and reports for state supervisors of

agricultural education. Doctor's, 1931. P C., Col. Univ. New Concord, Ohio,'
Enterprise cooperative co., 1931. 160 p.

Among the forms of education now being conducted in the States of the Union isthat of the so-called Smith-Hughes agricultural schools as developed since the passageof the vocational education act in 1917. - In the administration of these schools federalsupervision plays a part and state supervision a more extensive part. A study wasmade of all of the records and reports which, however, possess little uniformity amongthe different States. Twelve years of experience in developing these records gives now,it is believed, ample foundation for a scientific study of the effectiveness of the content ofthese report(' and of proposals for their further improVement.
3729. U. S. Federal board for vocational education. Analyses of special

jobs in quality milk production operative training content, interpretive science,and related information for the enterprise of quality milk production. Wash-ington, D. C., 1931. 4'17 p. (Bulletin no. 154. Agricultural series no. 40.)The aim of this bulletin is to provide teachers of 'swat* al pgriculture with current,reliable subject matter organised in teaching form, which will enable them to offersystematic instruction on certain quality milk jobs occurring in dairy enterprises. Themanuscript for this bulletin was prepared under the direction of C. IL Lane, by A. P.Williams and W. A. Ross, in cooperation with Ernest Kelly and C. J. Babcock.
3730. Organiation and ching procedure to be followed inevening agricultural schools on the marketing of cotton, WasnMgton, D. C.,

1931. 19 p. (Monograph, no. 13.)
3731,- Organization and teaching procedure to be followed inèvening agricultural schoob on the marketing of cotton. Washington, D. C..

1931, ( onograph, no. ILL)
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Tbe original material in this mon6graph was prepared in mimeographed form for
use in'evening classes daring the Winter of 1930-31, under the direction of C. H. Lane,
by James H. Pearson, in cooperation with E. I. Bell, Jr.

8732. Organization and teaching procedure to be followed
evening agricultural schools on the marketivg of livestock. Washington, D. C.,
1931. 16 p. (Monograph, no. 10.)

The original material in this monograph was prepared in mimeographed form for
use in evening classes during the winter of 1930-31, under the direction of C. H. Lane,
by James H. Pearson in cooperation with L B. Mann.

See also 127 (7), 242, 2072, 2077, 2180, 2204, 2880, 8795, 4029, 4082, 4094-4095, 4105.

HOME ECONOMICS

3738. Albert, Iris Helena. An experiment witt individual assignments in

improving sewing ability. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 80 p.
Comparison of results of sewing tests: (a) After individual intaction ; and (b) after

class presentation.
3734. Anders, Ida. A college course in clothing selection. Master's, 1930.

Iowa St. ColL 84 p. ms.
The writer made a sfirvey of the clothing-buying habits of all women enrolled in tbe

University of Tennessee. Based upon the information given in the study, the writer
planned and taught an elective course in clothing selection./ Fifty-three students were
enrolled in the course.

3735. Baxter, Laura. A study of subject matter information in home
economics with a number of groups of high school and college pupils. Master's,
1930. Kans. St. Coll.

3736. Benore, Vera Panane. An evaluatiorr of the content of clothing courses
in terms of pupils' needs. Master's, 1931. Southeri California. 152 p. ms.

3737. Blanks, Titia Belle. A textile\study for high schools organized on the
problem basis. Master's, 1930. Iowa A. Coll. 71 p. ms.

Based upon a survey of the needs of the girls in the tenth grade of the Ames, Iowa,
high school, a textile unit was planned and taught. Findings: The pupils were gives
an informal objective judgment test before beginning the work. The mean of the class
was 58.52. At the completion of the unit the same test was given. Tbe mean for the
course was 68.3.

3738. Blodgett, Hazel. College course in beginning textiles based on the
problem method. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 82 p. ms.

College course in textiles was planned to develop ability% to select textiles. This
course was taught to 109 college freshmen. Findings: The students were given an in .

formal judgment test before beginning the textile work. The mean was 75.5; 8. D. 31.45.
At the completion of the utOt the same test was given to thè group. The mean was
125.65; B. D. 25.55.

3739. Bolton, Lucille *arie. awe economics as an- avocation. Master's,
1931. Stanford.

3740. Bolton, Ruth. Study of home economics in 14 Nefro land-grant col-
leges. Master's, 191. Peabody. 159 p. ms.

Findings: OnlY 7 of the 14 colleges studied list their. purpose& The number lot
courses offered in the 14 colleges ranges from 8 to 29, the median falling at 19. There
is a total of 159 titles tor courses in these colleges. The textbooks most frequently
occurring are: Art in everyday life, by Goldstein (seven times) and Clothing for women,
by Baldt (10 times). Others are used leu than five times. The credit range is from
zero tenine hours. There are eight teachers with the Master of Arts degree, 28 with
the Bachelor's degree, 1 with a registered nursing degree, and 10 with no degree. Rangi
in salary Is from $600 to $2,400.:

*374L Bomar, Willie Melmoth. The education of home makeh for com-
munity itetivit14." Doctor's, 1430. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1981. 135 p. (Contributioas to education, no.at)
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HOME ECONOMICS 345
The purpose of this study was to find out the community interests and activities of

home makers of varying economic and educational levels, for the purpose of revealing cer-
tain needs to which home economics education should contribute. Four hundred and
eighty-three answers were received to questionnaires listing 21 community activities from
five cities in five areas of the United States. Findings: Home makers who have had
courses in home management did not participate to as great a degree as thehome makers
taken collectively in 10 of the 21 constructive community activities listed in this study.

3742. Brewster, Hester Mae. Home projects in the vocational homemaking
schools of Iowa from 1927 to 1930. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 86 p.

The writer made a rating scale and rated all projects reported to the state supervisor
nf home economics from 1927 to 1930. The 'projects completed in 1929 and 1930 were
given the highest ratings.

3743. Browder, Margaret. A two-year course of study in home economics
for the county high schools of Tennessee. Master's, 1931. Tennessee. Nash-
ville, State department of education, 1931. 160 p. (Bulletin, n$. 19,u1y 1931)

3744. California. State department of education. Federal and stite
instruction in home making for girls and women. The California plan for 'voca-
tional education, by Maude I. Murchle. Sacramento, 1930. 28 p. (Bulletin no.
C,--2, rev. November 1930.)

374& Churchill, Estella Louisa. An investigation to determine the feasibil-
ity of placing girls as mothers' helpers. Master's, 1981. Southern California.
190 p.

A questionnaire study pf the aftitudes of 100 mothers, 100 girls, and 100 employing
bousewtves toward the occupations of junior assistants in the home. ''

3746. Connor, Ruth. The scholastic behavior of a selected group of under-
graduate home economics students. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New
York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1931. 71 p. (Contributions
to education, no. 497.)

The purpose of this study was to determine possible differences between attainment
in home-economics subjects and attainment In background subjects. Data used in the
study consist of Distributions of intelligence test scores of seven freshman classes.
9.663 students In four state universities; gross intelligence test scores for 2.185 fresh-
man women from five of these seven classes; intelligence test scores and grades in all
subjects for students majoring in home economics in two of the freshman dames of the
first group. Findings: Of the selected groups of 182 home economics undergraduates,
29.66 per cent had intelligence tent manes as high as the mean of the freshman class
to which they belonged. When students majoring in home economics at three educa-
tional levelshigh school, college, and graduate schoolwere compared la regard to
performance on intelligence tests, the pattern of behavior was found to be essentially
the same.

3747. Crawford, Albert,. Scholastic records and subsequent vocations of
girls enrolled in Ames high school in home economics cOurses from 1918 to 1929.
Master's, 1930. Iowa St, Coll.

A study was made of the scholastic records of all girls enrolled in home economics
courses in tbe Ames,. jowa, high school between the years 1918 to 1929. The home-
economics grades corresponded with the general scholastic average. The scholastic aver-
age for the group who attended college was two points higher than the group who en-
tered wage-earning occupations. The largest number of girls became stenographers. The
scholutic average for this group was 85. Tbe next largest gtoup worked in stores. Tbe
scholastic average of this group was 82.

3748. Crow, Ura V. The relation between personality ratings, the student
teaching grades and the scholastic averages of 450 students of home economics
of Iowa State college. Master's, 1930, Iowa St. Coll. 70 p. me.

Computes median and quartile deviation tor personality ratings by supervisors and
composite ratings by 6 college instructors, for student teaching grade and for the schol-
astic average of 450 student teacheri.

3749. Degling, Helen IL A study of coursés in family relationships hi
junior and senior high schools, Master's, 1931. Pennsylvania. 83 p. ma
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346 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

A national survey of leaders' jUdgments and practices. Of 147, 35 per cent reported
courses in junior high schools; 68 per cent in senior high schools. IA11 except two re-ported the courses as being offered by the home economics department. The minimumlength of course was 11/2 weeks, tbe maximum length of course was 40 weeks. The
course was required in 42 per cent of the reports. Ninety-four per cent report credit
toward graduation ; 32 per cent used as a textbook ; 86 per cent would include family rela-tionships as a unit in home management.

3750. Engle, Edna M. Objective tests in home economics based tipon the
Baltimore course of study Form B, June, 1930. Baltimore, Md., Public
schools11930. 12 p.

The E gle home-economics tests here reported are Form B and consist of three parts:Foods and cookery for grades 5 to 10, inclusive; household management for grades 7, 8,and 9; clothing and textiles for grades 5 to 10, inclusive. These tests are the result ofexperimental work extending over a number of years, during which lime they have beengiven on a city-wide basis as part of the regular Baltimoie testing program.
3751. Ennie, Margaret. Major difficulties in supervising student teachers in

home economics at Iowa State college. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 54
p. ms.

Difficulties of student teachers were obtaine.d fram observing 105 classes and attend-ing 95 conferences between supervisors and 40 student teachers. Problems handed in by225 NIdent teachers were analyzed also. Findings: Leading class discussion, iiianningwork 'for the day and the unit, and questioning were the three most common difficultiesfound..

3752. Est.Top, Eliza. The attitude of high school girls toward home econom-
ics courses. Master's, 1931. southern California. 65 p.

A questionnaire investigation of girls' preferences with respect to courses and cur-ricula fin home economics, with the reasons for the preferences stated.
3753. Forney, Katherine. A plan for evaluating the efficiency of home

econol:nics programs in Alabama based on the Wright and Allen method. Mas-
pr's, 1930. Iowa SeColl.

A revised form of the Wright-Alien plan for evaluating vocational programs wasformulated and used in evaluating the vocational home economics program of four highschools In the State of Alabama. Findings: The high and low supervisory points fortbe four schools were found. .,
3754. Gee, Essie Louise. L1ftribution of the food dollar in some Mississippi

practice houses.. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 60 p. ms
A study of percentage distribution of the food dellar. In four practice houses of Missis-sippi for the school year 1929-30. The average percentage distribution of the food dollaramong tbe principal classes of foods in the four Mississippi practice houses was: Fruitsand vegetables, 27.22 per cent ; milk, cream, and cheese, 15.93 per cent ; meat, fish andeggs, 21.4e pe'r cent ; bread and cereals, 11.42 per cent ; and fats, sweets, and miscel-laneous, 34.09 per cent. The average food cost per person per day In the four practicehouses was 42 cents. The 'range was from 36 to 50 Cents per persdn per day.
3755. Gentry, Lois Welch. Home eçonoliiics in Junior high schools of 13

Southern States. Masteeq, 1931. Peabody. 98 p.
Findings : 81 per cen't of the Ikhools studied offer home economics in one or more years.either as a required or as an elective subject. The enrollment in the home-economicsclasses is 32.7 per cent of the total enrollment lu the junior high schools reporting. Themajority of schools offer home economics kW a 4sinired subject in thri, &oath, seventh, sndelgtith grades, an as at, elective In- the ninth grade. The amount of credit offered for,home-economics work in the junior high school Iries from one-half to four credits.. Onlyone credit is giveu in most of the schools. Forty-two out of 91 scliools reporting the unit%of instruction in the home-economics course offer only food or cooking, clothing or sewing.or both ; the remaining 49 schòols offer from one to 14 ruins In additioi to food andclothing. The idea as to what /constitutes a course of subject related to home economics!osier from uniform. There were 38 differttnt textbooks mentioned by 102 schools report-ing, and 92 different reference books were used by 112 schools reporting.
3756. Griggs, Ethel Mae. A curriculum in home economics plapuèd for theNegro land-grant college baked i a study of the situation in Florida. Mat:AV:RI1930. Keens. Bt. Coll. 106 p. ma. "r
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HOME ECONOMICS 347

3757 Gustayson, George W. A course in home making for boys. Master's,
1931. Denver. 74*p. ms.

A questionnaire, consisting of 264 items, was sent to different classes of people in
different walks of life, in different parts of the country. Theitems included were those
suggested by 25 homes in two cities as being the most important items that sbould be in a
course of study in home making for boys. The results from the questionnaire sbow that
tho practical subjects were considered more important for the boy to know than the
theoretical; people were very much in favor of a course which would teach the boy to
be practical around the home. The general opinion was that tbe school should have a
course in home making for boys which would teach the topics that were listed as being
impqrtant.

3758. Hall, Mabel X. Objectives of home relationships in high school
course in hoine economies. 'Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 88 p. ms.

Three hundred and two objectives in home relationships found in 31 State and 15 localcourses of study in home economics were reduced, by eliminating duplications, to 10S.
Findings : List of 108 objectives scored by six supervisors and teacher trainers were re-
duced to 22. These were restated, scored by 11 supervisors and teacher trainers and set
up as list of proposed objectives for public school courses in home relationships.

3.759. Hess, Adah H. Home economics education organization and admin-
itration in Illinois. Springfield, Ill., Department of public instruction, 1930.
59 p. (Illinois Board for vocational education. Bulletin, no. 49.)

3760. Home project suggestions for Illinois high schools. Spring-
field, Ill., Department of publjc instruction, 1930. 31 p. ms. (Memoranda on
home economics, no. 11, March 1930.)

2761. Hunter, Mary E. V. Some effects of home economics training upon
the home Practices of Negro families in Texas. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll.
95 p. ms.

An experimental investigation of 2,332 Negro families was made to determipe thechanges in home practioes due to home-economics training. Findings: The group receiv-ing special' training improved their home practices to an appreciably greater event infoods, clothi% and home management and as a result had more time for school and
cultural activities.

3762. Innis, Florence M. Suggested. changes in the clothing aild textile
course at Albright collége as determined by a social survey of Reading, Pa.
Master's, 1931. Penn. State. 86 p. ms.

This study is based on questionnaire to pupils and to parents, home vieltation, andanalysis of occupational and nationality statistics. Curriculum recommendations arebased upon what it was learned the students would be likely to be called upon to do intheir homes throughout life as revealed by present activities In the homes.
3763. Johnson, Marada Lucy. A course of study in home economics planned

for the Ithaca junior high school. Master's, 1931. Cornell.
3764. Kidder, Esther. A course for girls in the eighth and ninth grades 4of

the Ames junior high school. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 132 p. s.The study included a 'oriel), of home activities of the girls it' the public schools ofAmes, Iowa, in sixth to twelfth grades, inclusive, apd a plan lor a course of study infoods for eighth and ninth grades making use of the findings of the survey. Findings :(I) Ames girls are provided with adequate diet ; (2) majority select and purchase food ;and (8) they enjoy household tasks combining judgmept and manipulative skills best.
3765. Landis, Louise E. An outline fos teaching textiles. Master's, 1930.

T. C., Col. Univ. 31 p.
Survey of textile courses given in home economics deparftents of universities.
3766. Latham, Nettie. Type of questions used in lesson plans and in the

classroom by student teachers of home economics at Iowa State college. Mas-
ter's, 1930, Iowa St Coll. 55 p. ma.

Questigps from the lesson plans and classroom of 21 student teachers, totaling 2,804,were collicted and &slat . .1441rulings: There was an increase et 8.2 per cent in theoumber.of thought questions used in the classroom when the first and sedond halves ofthe period wereAtompared. Lesson plans showed an improvement of 7.4 per cent. LittleImp Lana beetled on nahdratries of qtfmtioting.
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3767. Ma Clary, Helen. Rayon, a flower of the sciences. Master's, 1930.
Colo. St. T. C.

It is the purpose pf this investigation to prove that rayon is one of the outstanding
examples of man's control over a material universe; and to prove that the increasing
economic importance of rayon merits it a place of greater emphasis in courses of textile
study

3768. McDermott, Irene E. The development of home economics in the
United States. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This study takes up the development of home economics from the standpoint of its social
and economic influence ; the formal introduction of home economics into the public
schools; the influence of the leaders of home economics and other educational leaders;
and the recent development and expansion of home economics.

3769. McVey, Jessie Mary. Report on Ii7Crk done with the National retail
dry goods association. Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 28 p. ms.

Report covers digest of lectures, demonstrations, and practical work connected with
three-weeks' course offered for costume artists. Findings: Since the coarse was planned
primarily for commercial people, there was much of practical value for a teacher of tex-
tiles and clothing since it gave an insight into that field.

3770. Mallory, Bernice. The advantages and disadvantages of the cottage
plan of housing the home economics departments of the high schools of Texas.
Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 108 p. MS.

Comparison was made of activity records, reports by pmpils, teachers, and superin-
tendents, and official records for 75 schools. Three types of schools were included
those with home-economics aepartments housed in separate cottages, those with home-
economics units in high-school building, those with one laboratory and dining room in the
regular high school. Findings : Pupils, teachers and superintendents preferred home-
economics department housed in separtte buildings. Activity records showed that sep-
arate cottages were lost often used for outside activities.

3771. Manning, Mrs. Juanita (Chaney). A syllabus for the teaching of
child care and training in the junior high school. Master's, 1931. Oreg. St.
Agr. Coll. 72 p.

3772. Mayne, Ruth Dissinger. A localized study of homemaking education.
¡taster's, 1931. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This study consists of a historical, descriptive, and analytical treatment of a localised
problem of adult education in home making.

3773. Moore, Cora. A study of home economics in Southern junior colleges.
Master's, 1931. Peabody. 95 p. mg.

A study of Junior colleges for white people in the Southern States which are members
of the American association of junior colleges. Whitings: The number of courses in
!Arne economics in 60 junior colleges varies from 1 to 27, the median being 6. Courses
in home economics are listed under 188 different titles. The courses offered the greatest
number of times are clothing, costume design, textilVs, textiles and clothing, home nursing,
interior decoration, home management, dietetics, foods, and foods and cookery. The
credit given for courses in home economics varies from one-half semester hour to nine
semester hours per course. In the majority of cases each Course has a credit of three
semester hours. There is no uniformity regarding prerequisites for home-economics
courses and the requirements for graduation of home-economics majors. The study
reveals the need for greater uniformity in the teaching of home economics so that home-
economics work may have a definite purpose wherever taken.

3774. Nelson, Irene. $ Some factors that affect the ability of lilgh school girls
to judge food products. Master's, 1930.a lowed St. Coll. 61 p, ms.
t% Fifty-two high-school pupils prepared and judged five different food products. The, number of products to be judged and the time interval between Judgments varied. rind-
Inge : The evidence indicated that with the group included in this study, the number of
errors made in judging a series of food products decreased with practice but increased
when a period of two weeks lapsed betFeen judgment& The number of errors decreased
in an initial judgment of products which followed the judgmeiTs of a eeriest of similar
products.

8775. Newton, Xitylene Losable. Methods of utilising commercial adver-
timing materials in the teacjiing of borne economics. Master% 1961. Southern
eallfurula. 116 p.
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HOME ECONOMICS 349
A study of the materials distributed by 87 companies, classified under 63 topics, eachitem being graded according to the educational level for which it is best suited; thenature of the aims and sources of such materials; and the uses to which teachers putthese materials.
3776. Nielson, Elsine. A clothing course for eighth and ninth grades or-

ganized on the problem basis. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll. 109 p.
A study was made tb determine the part the eighth and ninth grade girl had in select-ing, caring for, and constructing clothing. Using the information secured from thisstudy and that secured from other sources, the writer planned a sequence of units for

teaching clothing to eighth and ninth grade girls.
3777. Nowlin, Genevieve Alice. A study in method and plan of develop-

ing personality in college home economics students. Master's, 1930. Kans. St.
Coll. 93 p. ms.

3778. Patton, Ruth Aline. A study of home economics in some Negro high
schools. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 60 p. ms.

A study to find the present status of home economics in the Negro public schools of10 Southern States, and to compare this study with similar studies of white high schools.Findings: The greatest development of home economics in the Negro high schools camebetween the years 1919 and 1930; home economics is required in 85 per cent of theNegro high schools studied; two types of schools maintain home-economics departments,city and county training high schools, etc. Less than half of the teachers of the schoolsstudied bold the bachelor's degree and none bold the master's degree. The teachingexperience ranges from 1 to 24 years. When compared with home economics in thewhite schools, these schools compare favorably with regard to organization, curriculum,and teaching experience ; the greatest difference is found in laboratory equipment andteacher preparation.
3779. Aearson, Thelma. Placement test for students in the beginning course

in clothing construction at Iowa State college. Iowa State College, Ames. 68
p.

Placement test was given to 75 students enrolled in beginning clothing and textileclasses. Ratings on past experience, aptitude test grades, and scholastic averages weresecurtd. Findings : While the placement test had the highest predictive value of anyof the factors considered, tbe results of this study showed that with a knowledge of thestudents' aptitude-test grades, college scholarship, ratings on previous clothing experi-ence, and the placement test, one would be better able to predict the students' abilityin the beginning clothing work at Iowa State College than with any one factor con-sidered alone.

3780. Powell, Mayme L. The reorganization of the Vothing curriculum at
Langston university in Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Cornell.

A discovery of the present status of the clothing phase of the bode-economics cur-riculum in Langston as ascertained from the present staff and students; and the reor-ganisation of this curriculum based on the findIngs obtained and on present educationaltrends.

3781. Rhodes, Opal T. A study of foods, dietetics, and nutrition texts of col-
lege level for the purpose of determining the chemistry requirements. Master's.
1931. Illinois,

3782, St. Louis, Mo. Public Lschools. Home economics. Revision of cur-
riculum bulletin no. 19home economics for grades 7, 8, and 9. Public school
messenger, 28: no. 4, September 4, 1930. 83 p. (Curriculum. series.)

3783. Shirley, Florence Keller. Methods of making the school lunch edu-
cative. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 123 p.

Concrete plans and procedures fòr using the school lunch as an agency for inathic-tion in foods and related subjects derived from interviews with teachers and from astudy of the literature.
3784. Smallwood, Gertrude. Budget 4al1owance for home economics in thesenior high schools of Oklahowa. Master's, lift Oklahoma. (For abstract

see no. 718.)
Data ware secured from snperintsodents of schools attending the University of Okla-homa In the summer of 1929 (a total of 85 gave replies on budget allowances for teach;tug economics in high school and the resultant effects) ; and from questionnaires
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350 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

sent to State departments of education of Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, liouisiana,Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. The most important problemsconfronting communities attempting to carry on this work are : Lack of adequate finances,inadequate equipment for teaching of dull phases of the work of the department, poorlytrained teachers, and inadequate curricula.
37S5. needen, Martha Elizabeth. Study of home economics in elementarygrades in certain cities. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 72 p. ms.
A study of cities with a population of 50,000 and over. Conclusioni: (1) No stand-ardisation of equipment, titles of home economics, and certification of teachers wasfound ; ( 2) highest per cent of the cities raise the salary of teachers in accordance withtenure of service; (3) most home-economics textbooks and reference books are notdesigned for use in the grades; (4) 3.6 per cent of schools have home-economics roomslocated in basement ; and (5) comparison of data with previous studies shows littleprogress within tbe last 10 years, except a tendency to introduce other home-economicssubjects than cooking and sewing.
3786. Stewart, Elvessa A. and Carreon, Manuel L. Home economics survey,

1930. Manila, P. I, Bureau of education, 1930. 6 p. ms.
In representative schcols of 49 divisions, 4,277 seventh-grade girls were tested withthe Philippine educational achievement tests, series F, test 1Food selection and diet,Form II. Findings : Assuming that the test involves a perfect knowledge of the subject,the median achievement of the pupils is 68 per cent of the 75 items in the test.
3787. Survey of first-year home-economics classes with thefood and health test. Manila, P. I., Bureau of education, 1931.
Twenty-five schools offering home-economics courses were tested with the food andhealth test, Form II. Findings : Excepting in four schools the median scores for 1931of the schools tested exceeded the median scores for 1930.
3788. Stormzand, M. J. anti otteers. A course of study in home economicsfor junior high school. Santa Monica, Calif., City schools, 1931.
3789. Sutherland, Eula Ward. A determination of the art appreciation ofeighth grade girls in Story county, Iowa, as a basis for courses in art related

to homemaking. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. 32 p. ms.
Two hundred and thirty-three girls were given Meier-Seashore art-judgment test.Information was secured on amount of time spent, training of teachers, and nature ofwork given. Findings: No significant differences in amount of art appreciation werefound except when the group was divided on tbe basis of nature of work given. Asignificant advantage was found for design principles as contrasted with all other typesof work.

3790. Swope, Edna L. A comparison of home economics departments of cer-tain state universities. Master's [1931]. Peabody. 69 p. ms.
Southern and North Central State universities were studied for the regular scholasticyear of 1930-31. Findings: Two regions similar in many points were compared; South-ern universities excelled in certain points of comparison; and North Central universitiesexcelled in certain other points of comparison.
3791. Tomlinson, Lela A. A methods course in home economics edgcation

organized on the problem basis. Master's, 1930. Iowa St. Coll.
Tbe writer made a study of 1,657 actual problems met by student teachers and theteaching problems of 118 experienced teachers. Findings: Based upon the findings ofthis study and information secured from other sources, the writer planned a specialmethods course which was designed to aid the prospective teachers in avoiding difficul-ties reported.
3792. Trilling, Mabel B., Williams, Florence X., and Reeves, Grace' G.

Girls' problems in home economics; clothing, home, food, family. Philadelphia,Pa., J. B. Lippincott company, 1931. 666 p. (Lippincott's home economicstexts.)
3793. U. S. Federal board for vocational education. The teaching of artrelated to the home. Suggestions for content and method in related art instruct-tion in the vocational' program' home economics. Washington, Znited States04rnment printing office, 1931. 89 p. (Bulletin no. 156, Home economicsseries, no. 13.)
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 351
This bulletin is intended as a help l*/ teachers of related art courses, to art Instructorsand teacher trainers in colleges, and to supervisors of home economics.
3794. The teaching of science related to the home. Sugges-tions for content and method in related science instruction in the vocationalprogram in home economics. Washington, United States Government printingoffice, 1931. 127 p. (Bulletin no. 158, Home economics series, no. 14.)It is the purpogb of the bulletin to help both the home-making and the science teachersto see the extent to which science may be applied to the solution *of home-making prob-lems; to help the home-making teacher in leading her pupils to base the solution ofhome-making problems upon the scientific background which they have acquired or aregetting in their science courses.

3795. Weddell, Charles Virgil. Effectiveness of instruction in home eco-nomics and agriculture in township high schools of Jackson county, Ind., asmeasured by the attitudes of parents, students, principals, and teachers. Mas-ter's, 1931. Indiana. 90 p.

3796. Wilson, Lytle Murray. An investigation to derive the content of acourse in practical home problems for the eighth grade. Master's, 1931. Pitts-burgh. 133 p. (For abstract see no. 715.)
The choice of material for this study was based on the responses of the home makersof are community to a questionnaire listing 315 home problems, duties, and items ofuseful information. The questionnaire was sent /o 525 homes in Aliquippa, Pa., and 444were checked and returned. Of the 315 items submitted to the home makers, 185 werechecked as being of sufficient importance to be taught in the schools.
3797. Wisconsin state board of vocational education. Short unit course inchild development. Teacher's plans. Madison, Wis., 1930. 33 p. (Home eco-nomics edtication series.)
*3798. Yackey, L. Millicent. Contributions of women's magazines to home-making problems on food. Doctor's, 1931. T. C. Col. Univ. New York, 1930.68 p.
This study was undertak s to Assist student& of home making in evaluating the use-fulness of women's magazines in the solution of home-making problems on foods. Datawere secured from 3,724 page of the 6 magazines published in the United States,leading in circulation. Four issu of each magazine for 1929 were used. Findings :Each of al& leading women's mama s es treats different aspects of the problem on foodsfeatured by it, 86 that only a perso al survey can determine which are best suited forgiven needs. Women's magazines o er more information in editorial articles regardingadvertised nonperishable foods than regarding unadvertised perishable ones.3799. Yarbrough, Lorraine. eliability of Iowa State college food place-ment test. Master's, 1930. Iowa t Coll. 120 p. msManipulative, managerial, and Judgment tests were given t 63 colleKe girls in beginningfoods classes in an attempt to determine the reliability of judge's grades.Bee also 1 27 (6), 1671, 2184, 2207, 2263, 2409, 3128, 3184, 3157, 3711, 4270, 4868.

bCOMMERCIAL EDUCATION
3800. Armagost, Thelma E. The duties and status of heads or chairmen ofcommercial departments of high schools in leading cities of Ohio. Master's,1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)This study represents 41 high schools in 31 cities with a population of more than15,000 inhabitants. Two questionnaires were used to obtain the necessary information.ant to the heads of the commercial departments, and the other to the principals of theschools.

3801. Bailey, Florence Dorothy. Weighang of speed and accuracy factors intypewriting. Master's, 1980. Iowa.
3802. Barnett, Clyde Z. Some technical and non-technical words found inBaker's twentieth century bookkeeping and not .within reading comprehensiontinge of 200 tenth-grade pupils in Flint (*.Oral high school. Muter's, 194Michigan.
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3803. Bennett, Louise. An evaluation of the content material pertaining ti)
clothing for a course in retail selling. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of this study was to furnish content material appropriate for a salesman-
ship course in secondary schools, and to furnish information that will be of value to
salespeople as well as consumers.

*3804. Benway, Harold F. A comparative study of the educational efficiency
of the two-year commercial curriculum and guidance program in Lincoln high
school, Jersey City, N. J., with that of other curricuilk in the same school.
Master's, 1931. New York. 59 p. ms.

Dighty-seven cases were studied in follow-up at Lincoln high school, Jersey City, N. J.
Findings: There is a great_ amount of waste in drop-outs and subject failures in the
curriculum. Two-year graduates are more successful in securing and holding commercial
positions than 2-year drop-outs of other curricula.

3805. Berg, Matilda. An inventory analysis of commercial arithmetic text-
books. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This study compares the content of present-day business arithmetic texts with that of
earlier texts, and attempts to determine if the content of business arithmetic texts is
traditional and in need of reconstruction in the light of the demands of business.

3806. Blough, William Herbert. A vocabulary test in negotiable instru-
ments. 1930. Ohio State university, Columbus. 16 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to construct a vocabulary test on the difficult technical
business words found in the American institute of banking textbook on negotiable instru-
ments. Data are presented to show that the test is a valid and reliable one. The scores
of those taking the course range from .94 to 20, with a total possible score of 112, thus
indicating a wide divergence of vocabulary.

3807. Booth, Olive Coffman. The semeqtrtil achievement of typewriting
pupils in California four-year and senior high schools. Master's, 1931. South-
ern California. 139 p.

A tabulation of the records of 31,437 students in tbe state-wide typewriting test of
May 1930, with classifications by semesters and by lengths of daily periods.

3808. Bradford, Lilah Clark. A study of the changes in speed and accuracy
made by students in typewriting classes in the public schools of Fresno, Sep-
tember 1929. Master's, 1930. Stanford.

3809. Carlson, Paul A. The measurement of high school instruction in book-
keeping. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

3810. Carmichael, Geoffrey Loren. Methods, practices, and opinions of in-
structors in certain phases of elementary accounting In universities, folleges,
and normal schools. Master's, 1931. Indiana.

3811. C9.sain, Kathryn. Percentage of commercial drop-outs who entered
senior high school from Woodrow Wilson junior high. San Jose, Calif., city
schools, 19,31.

3812. Training of retail sales employees in the City of San Jose
San Jose, Calif., City schools, 1931.

3813. Chicago, Ill. Board of education. A course of study in bolAckeepini
for senior high schools. 1931. 41 p. (Bulletin, no. C-b.)

3814. Clark, Mildred. A comparison of the results obtained frbm the teach-
ing of shorthand by the word-unit method and the sentence-unit method.
Vaster's, 1930. Nebraska. p. ms.

Two methods of presenting instruction in shorthand were ted ont---the conventional
method and the sentence-unit method. Ten schools partielp8tal4h the study. In ever)
respect the sentence-unit method was sl.own to be superior.

3815. Clem, Jane Ethel. A standard test for% measuring stroking rate in
typewriting. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 68 p. Ma.

Standardise two forms of a teat in typeivriting. Scores of 2,180 pupils in 1141
cousin 'high schools were used as a sample from a general slimily. Findings: Norms wets
established : first-year typewriting, Form A-155.85, Form W-159.8; secoadier type.

Pona 44141.9, Fern 1,419.5.
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3816. Cooper, Franc,,Etherington. An analysis of a merchandising depart-ment (women's dresses) with organized material for a training program.Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)
The first part of this study was undertaken in order to discover means of more efficientand profitable operation of the women's dress department ; the second part was developedto provide the new sales person with material which would aid her on the job of sellingwomen's dresses effectively.
3817. Cornell, Kearns Bryan. Standardiztion of commercial education insecondary schools. Master's, 1930. Oklahomi. (For abstract see no. 713.)This study analyses the present status of business education in the American secondarypCh oo 1 for the purpose of discovering trends and needs for improvement, such as method,administration, organization, curriculum, measurements, subject matter, and standards,together with correlatedRroblems. Emphasis is given to the organization of commercialeducation toward higher standards of achievement and greater efficiency of operation,rather than toward increasing the scope.
3818. Corus, Mamie. Types and persistencies of characteristic errors of 185pupils in elementary bookkeeping. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 92 p. ins.- A study of the class of exercises of 185 pupils, submitted during a three-month periodin a beginning course in bookkeeping.
3519. Croasdale, Dorothy. Methods for evaluating the vocational contentof the commerclil courses of secondary schools. Master's, 1931. Yale.
3820. DelaHunt, Walter X. A history and growth of commercial educationin the American secondary schools.. Master's, 1931. North Dakota.
3821. Dick, Dorothy. Basic business information and skills needed by everyindividual based on an investigation among retail business men. Master's, 1931.Colo. St. T. C.
It is the purpose of this study to aid in determining the content of a course in businesstraining which consists of those facts and skills needed by every individual in businesscontacts.

3822. Edgeworth, Clyde B. Courses of study in commercial subjects.Stenography, tenth year; bookkeeping, 9B grade. Baltimore, Md., Departmentof education, 1931. 26 p. ms.
Alms, subject matter, and classroom procedures for instruction in stenography of thetenth year and bookkeeping for the 98 grade.
3823. Eyster, Elvin S. An analysis of the duties of bookkeepers. Master's,1931. Indiana. 194 p.
3824. Fehr, Alice Paul. An analysis of a ndise department (elec-trical appliances) with organized material for a ning program. Master's,1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. U5.)
The first section of the training program gives !suggestions for planning and for baldingmeetings ; tbe second and third sections give meibods, sources of material, and device's fortraining and follow-up of selling and nonselling workers.
3825. Pink, E. L. Commercial teachers and commercial education in !Wilmshigh schools. Master's, 1931. Kansas.
Survey and analysis based on principals' annual report for 1830-81, giving qualificatSonsof teachers of commerce and enrollment of students in their courses. Comparison wasmade with standard requirements.
3826. Fisher, John Rilwin* Community needs as the basis for a high schoolcommercial course. 193. University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 91 p. ms.A study undertaken to ascertain If tbe school effectively serves the community, thegraduates, and the industries. Findings : Lack of up-to-date equipment in schools; toofar behind actual business practice; and administrative-% viewpoint is wrong towardsbusiness.

8827. Folger, Degnall Prat& A compirison df two methods for traipingsecretaries of the ¡Young :Dent's Chrit.itian association. Doctor's, 1 , 1. Yale.!4
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3828. Fowler, Irma Deane. Texas high schools. The teafhing of commer-
cial subjects. Austin, Texas, State department of education, 1930. 74 p. (Bul-

letin, no. 277.)
"This bulletin includes information gathered from courses of study of other States,

contributions of experts in scientific research, opinions of business and professional em-
ployers, ideas gathered from conferences of commercial teachers, supervisory experience,
and results of exhibits submitted for affiliation on the standards of the past several
years."

%)44
3829. Fratchey, Beatrice H. Basic business information and skills needed by

everyone as shown by an invesiStation among governmental agencies and
public service companies. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

3830. Gain, Myrtle E. A statistical study or shorthand students with spe-
cial reference to degree of mastery of subject and to securing stenographic
employment. Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3831. Gilpin, Sara Ruth. Ways of maintaining employee morale. Master's,
1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This study presents procedures by which executives can maintain morale in their
organizations, and increase their employees' happiness and efficiency. It shows tbe value
of including morale in a training program.

3832. Glover, John G. Fundamental principles of intelal business control.'
Master's, 1930. New York. 189 p. mg.

A general diagnoiis of' the typical requirements for managerial positions with sugges-
tions for means of improvement in training.

6833. Graf, Ruth X. An analysis of a merchandise department (electrical
appliances) with suggtions for a training Program. Master's, 1931. Pitts-
burgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

Specific material for trfrining salespeople in the electrical-appliance department has been
compiled.

3834. Haas, Kenneth, B. A survey of clerical occupations in Monmouth
county, N. J., to determine curriculum revision. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh.
(For abstract see no. 715.)

A questionnaire was set up for the employees, of whom there were 622 office workers
in the 20 firms investigated. An interview check list for the employers was made, in which
each group was asked for information as to the relative importance of the duties performed,
the part office machines play in business offices, the physical and personal traits necesury,
the needs in secondary training, and the status of commercial education An the county.
The office managers and the workers regarded the teaching of penmanship, arithmetic, and
English as important, but they believed these should be modified too silt existing business
requirements. Clerical workers -hould have the maturity and education of high-school
graduates. There was little difference between the success of those who had studied
bookkeeping and stenography and those wbo had not studied Owlet subjects. In tbe train-
ing of general clerks, high-school students should be given composite courses in which
training would be given for several different kinds of offiae work.
. 3835. Hemnierly, Kenneth. An experimental study to determine the value
of a note-book in the teaching of commercial arithmetic. Master's, 1931.
Rutgers.

3836. Herr, E. B. The developmint of commercial education in Pennsylvania.
'Master's, 1931. Bucknell.

3837. Higgins, William Thomas Robert. The history and development of
secondary commercial education je the United States. Master's, 1931. Boston
Coll. 86 p. ma.

3838. Holmdahl, Ruth Plimpton. The teaching of office practice in the
public secondary school* of the United States. Masters* 1931. Southernet00-

5

fornia. 142 p.
Based on questionnaire responses tress 1011 high schools reporting detailed information

concerning alas and objectives, course organisation and course content, textbooks salt
sappleasentary materials, methods welting, equipment, teacher qualifications, and load
stalks a forms of maplorosat la aids tad.
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S839. Jennings, R. H. A survey of commercial education in public highschools Of northwest Texas. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.It is the purpose of this study to discover desirable objectives for the reorganisationof commercial education teacher-training offerings in tbe West 7exas State teacherscollege.

3S40. Johnson, Margaret. An analysis of a merchandise department ( founds-tii)n garments) with organized material for training. Master's, 1931. Pitts-burgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)
Organised training material for salespeople is included as well as a guide for trainingibe nonselling employees who have contact with the department.

..3841. Johnson, Maude Milligan. The analysis of a merchandise department(women's dresses) with organized material for training. Master's, 1931.Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)
Data were collected by personal interviews with store people and by 'observation andactual contact as a salesperson with one department..
*3842. Johnson, Mildred B. A comparative analysis of the " Gregg short-hand manual " and tibe "Gregg speed studies," anniversary editions. Master's,1931. New York. 139 p. ms.
The purpose of the Iftudy was to determine the extent to which the connected matterof the " Gregg manual' and " Gregg speed studies" embody the theory principles, wordr----"lists, brief forms, and phrases, as presented in the manual. Findings : The connecte4matter does not sufficiently embody the theory principle, words, brief forms, or phrasesfor the reason that the student must carry his learning of shorthand to the place whereit will function in connected matter.
3s43. Kansas. Stalte department of education. Course of study for highschools. Part 8---Commercial subjects. Topeka, 1930. 30 p.
3844. Kinne, Frances L The relationship of intelligence and the relationshipof the knowledge of English minimum essentials to the student's ability totranittribe shorthand. Master's, 1931. New York. 97 p. ms.This study is based on tests given in four high schools in New JerseyElisabeth, West-field, Plainfield, and North Plainfield. One hundred and twenty cases were studied! Find-ings: The coefficientgof correlation (in each ftrison) is so' very low that the only eon-clusir which can be drawn is that there isrently practically no relationship be-twee intelligence and the ability to transcribe shorthand, or between the knowledge ofEnglish minimum essentials and the ability to transcribe shorthand as determined bythe study.

'3845. Lackas, John C. To what extent is the subject matter of businesslaw textbooks -in agreement with the subject-matter of litigated eases. Mas-ter's, 1931. New York. 60 p. ma.
Àn analysis and tabulation of the contents of five business-law textbooks and a com-parison of the data so assembled with an analysis and tabulation of the litigationreported in the Atlantic reporter. It was found that the contents of business-law text-books are uiiform and largely confined to an exposition of the law of contracts whereasthe analysis of the litigation revealed a varlet/ of topics not discussed in the text-books and In many instances the topics which were not treated in the textbooks or givennegligible consideration were those most frequently involved in litigation.
3846. Lane, Bather Loidae. An analysis of a merchandise department(women's dresses) with suggestions for a training program. Master's, 1981.Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)
Part of the study consists of suggestions for training both selling and nonsellingemployees is the women's dress department.. The training suggestions were writtenprimarily for tbe buyer.
3847. Lawrence, R. and Judd, D. L. Fitting the high school commercialcurriculum to the. dtteds of the community. Greenfield, Maas., Greenfield highschool, 1930.
A survey of the ciannertial occupations is Greenfield has been made to determine what'objects sisimid be offered in tbe high-school commercial course and also to ditermixtethe opportunities in the oonasusits for graduates of this course.
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3848. Lewis, Edith O. Value of high school training in attitudes and habits
for success in business. Master's, 1931. Kansas.

A study of the opinions of-100 girls who graduated from ones of four Kansas City, Mo.,
high schools as to tbe relative value of certain high school subjects with reference to
various commercial occupations, based on personal interviews.

3S49. Lynch, Helen Eleanore. The possibility of justifying the teaching of
typewriting in the seventh grade. Master's, 1931. Southern California.
91 p.

A statistical analysis of typewriting scores in grade 7 compared with results In higher
grades, Including corriations o scores with IQ and various scholastic measures.

6850. Lyon, Leverett S. i Education for business. ad ed. (An extensive
revision of the second edition.) Chicago, Ill., University or Chicago press, 1931.
586 p.

Contains an extensive analysis of data indicating the purposes of business education;
an extended study of each of the many types of educational institutions made with a
view to determining the part which each can play best in achieving the purposes of all;
and constructive suggestions for curriculum reform.

3851. McAndrew, Lorinda Adelaide. An analysis of a merchandise depart-
ment (foundation garments) with suggested material for a training program.
Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

Two weeks of selling in foundation garment departments supplemented by interviews
with department and store executives is the basis for the training program developed
for regular salespeople and contingents.

3852. McCoppin, Grace Kerns.. Gregg shorthand practice cards. Kansas
State college of agriculture and applied science, Manhattan.

3853. McDowell, C. L. A study of the duties performed, by school administra-
tors in connection with high-school commercial departments. Master's, 1931.
Iowa. 116 p. ms.

3854. Maguire, William J. A comparison of eight bookkeeping textbooks
in terms of certain suggested principles of textbook selection. Master's, 191.
New York. 103 p. ms.

The study includes functions of textbook; principles of textbook selection; purposes;
approach ; sequence of topics; spatial allotment ; terminology ; exercises; illustrations:
aids to pupils. Findings: Emphasis is placed on bookkeeping as an educational instru-
ment; balance-sheet approach ; terminology is uniform; theie is wide variation in spatial
allotment ; plenty of exercise material ; simple language. Eight textbooks that are used
in tbe New York city school system were studied. An attempt was made to set up some
principles that should guide one in selecting textbooks. Tbe next step consisted of an
attempt to illustrate a technique of applying these principles in a specific instance. The
third step consisted of a pressfibtation of the data in tabular and graphical form so as to
facilitate comparisons.

8855. Manning, Suzan Katherine. An analysis of a merchandise department
(foundation garments) with agonized material for a training program.
Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

One division of the study contains material for training salespeople in a foundation-
garment department. It presents methods designed to minimise the learning period of a
new salesperson in order to increase department eflicieacy.

3856, Merrill, Frances Elizabeth. The formulation of criteria for the
evaluation of typewriting textbooks and a comparison of current typewriting
texts according to the criteria. Masterlsr1931. New York. 118 p, ms.

A study was made of the collection of typewriting texts in tbe office of the Department
of business education, New York university. All the texts published since the beginning

at the year 1926 were examined to see thit,they fulfilled the following quahficatióts:
Texts designed for use in the senior high school; those that have as their objective the
training of typists in the fundascaskoad- accurate typtpg; thoss that try to tlisallartsi
the student with common business forms and practices; and those that allow soft=
of two years as the training period.
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 357
3857. Xi lley, Harriet X. Business information and skills needed by every-one as determined by a survey of receht magazines and newspapers. Master's,

1930. Colo. St. T. C.
The general purpose of this s4105, was to find out some of the business information andskills needed by everyone as determined by the reading of recent magazines and newspapers.
3858. Moore, Wert E. Course of study in office 'training, typing section,senior high school. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1931.A list of traits and activities of office workers of secondary-school level checked bybusiness offices, teachers of office training in Oakland, and 15 other cities is correlatedwith the findings of similar surveys conducted in Cleveland and Philadelphia. Eac/bactivity is set up as a problem and the &lams of instructional and practice materials areprovided,

3859. Morrison, Noble Brewer. An evaluation of errors in typewtiting.
Master's, 1930. Iowa.

3860. Murphy, Henry Martin. What uses are made of typewriting bypersons who drop typewriting after completing one year of it in junior highschool in Elizabeth, N. J.? Master's, 1931. New York. 95 p.A study was made of 100 eases of persons who draped typewriting after one year ofIt in junior high school during the three school years from September, 1926, up to andInckding June, 1929, in Elizabeth, N. J. Findings: A total disuse of typewriting wasrepVted by 58 per cent of the 100 respondents to the questionnaire. A much higher per-centage of commercial course students made use of their typewriting knowledge after onlyone year of the subject than did practical-arts course students who elected the same coursein junior high school. Not many persons make vocational use of the typewriting skilllearned in one year of typewriting In junior high school.
3861. New York (State) Education department. . Introduction to business.A tentative syllabus to replace Elementary business training. Albany, Universityof the State of New York press, 1931. 86 p.
The syllabus outline is based on the familiar business transactions of the home, theschool, and the community. The major aim- of the course is the development of arealisation that business and successful living are closely allied.
3862. Syllabus in commercial subjects, business writing, book-keeping 1 and 2, commercial law. Rev. ed. Albany, University of the State ofNew York, 1931. 50 p.
3863. Syllabus in commercial subjects, commercial arithmetic,

economic geography 1 and 2. Rev. ed. Albany, University of thé State of NewYork, 1931. 34Pp.
3864. Syllabi's in commercial subjects, typewriting 1 and 2,shorthand 1 and 2, busiless English. Albany, University of the State of NewYork, 1931. 69 p. rev. ed.
3865. Oakland, Calif. Public schools. Salesmanship for grades 11 and 12.

1930. 45 p. ms. (Superintendent's bulletin. Course of study series, no. 112.)A course of study designed for use in the eleventh and twelfth grades in the publictchools of Oakland, Calif.
3866. Oberman, S. E. Validity and reliability of the Blackstone-McLaughlinstenographic proficiency test. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 4031 p. ms.
3867. Oklahoma. State department of education. .High school course ofstudy in commercial subjects. Oklahoma City, 1930. 40 p. (Bulletin, no. 126.)The purpose of this course of study is to: Raise the level (1' commercial eincati n abovethe narrow scope of vocational training; establish an appreciation of business; discoverand encourage the development of such qualities as resourcefulness, enterprise, Imagina-tion, and ability to bear responsibility ; encourage the development of the spirit ofcooperation between the school and business; equip the student with a marketable skill;and prepare for more technical business training in institutions of higher learning.
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*3868. Olenbush; Mercy. Standards for elementary shorthand for a small
city high school. Master's, 1931. New York. 239 p. ms.

A study was made of a battery of tests and results for each of four quarters of the
school year.

3869. Philadelphia, Pa. Board of public"' education. Division of com-
mercial education. Report for the year ended June 30, 1930. 65 p.

This report contains the results of tests given to sLorthand classes in Philadelphia
schools. The kinds of errors were classified under six headings : punctuation, omission
of words, aubstitution of words, typographical errors, erasures, and r..^..!stspellinp. The
percentages for punctuation, misspellings, and typographical errors were not chargeable
against stTrthand. Some of the difficulty involved in omitted and substituted words
was due to a lack of vocabulary control.

3870. Pittsburgh, Pa. Public schools. A course of study in junior business
practice. 1930. ms.

3871. Pixley, Lucile. The mental and educational pbilities of commercial
students in high school. Master's, 1931. South Dakota.

3872. Pollock, Sara T. An experiment in a unit method of instruction in
stenography, typewriting, and transcription in the eleventh year. Master's,
1931.. Rutgers.

3873. Porter, Randolph. An applicatiOb of the unit plan of instruction to
general busliaess science. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 135 p. ms.

A study oT the unit plan of instruction as developed by H. C. Morrison, the late
U. L Miller, and V. T. Thayer for the purpose of formulating a procedure for unit in-
struction, and a unit course of study for general business science. Findings: The trend
of commercial education in the junior high school is away from the technical commercial
subjectsstenography and bookkeeping; it is a course which provides a general training
for business, suitable for every *individual, regardless of his becupation or life +work; and
also provides some training in junior clerical positions. Our present idea of unit in-
struction is the result of the development of plans of individual instruction, which were
first formulated by Preston Search, during ths! period of 1888-1894, for the purpose of
getting away from the inadequate instruction of the *class " lock-step " system. The
underlying principles and procedures of the Morrison, Miller, and Thayer plan of unit
instruction are applied in the formulation of a procedure in unit instruction, and a
unit course of study for general business science.

3874. Proffitt, Maris M. Statistics of private commercial and business
schools, 1928-1929. Washigton, united States Government printing office, 1930.
31 p. (U. S. Office of education.% Bulletin, 1930, no. 25.)

3875. Pulver, Isadore Louis. The place of business arithmetic in the book-
keeping curriculum of a senior high school. Master's, 1930. New York.
71 p. ms.

A determination ot what aliketic is used in bookkeeping as a basis for determining
%whether business arithmetic studyts know this 'arithmetic better than non-business-
arithmetic students. Findings: Students who have had no business arithmetic seem as
capable in the arithmetic of bookkeeping as students who did have business arithmetic.

3876. Quinn, Evelbie idar'y. History and development of commercial educa-
tion in Cambridge, Mass. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

3877. 'teller, Lucille S. An analysis of a merchandise department (founda-
tion garments with organized material for training. Master's, 1931. pats-
burgh.\ (For abstract see no. 715.)

A manual, Selling foundation garments, and a coach's guide were prepared' for use in
the training of salespeople.

3878. Richmond, Alfred B. A comparative study of the unit method and
recitation method of teaching commercial law in high school. Master's, 1931.
Colorado.

3879. Bess, Frances L. Basic business facts and skills everyone should know
as determined by à surOey of business men's organizations. Master's, 19314
Colo. St. T. C.
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION 359
The purpose of the study is to determine approximately what should be the content

(if a general business-training course with the recommendation that it be made a part of
public education.

3880. Schoenberg, Samuel. A study of commercial pupils in a general con-
titillation school. Master's, 1931. *New York. 50 p. ms.

Analysis of intelligence, previotis education, experience, and interest in further study
of pupils in commercial classes for purpose of devising a program in commercial education
th:tt will meet their needs. Findings : Pupils in commercial classés are of normal Intel-
1r.:enc0. The usual commercial subjects of bookkeeping, stenography,' etc., do not ade-
quately meet their needs.

3881. Schroeter, Elizabeth Arlene. A comparative study of 14 bookkeeping
textbooks. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

3882. Sipe, J. Marvin. Results of bookkeeping instruction in Indiana high
schools as revealed by objective tests given at the district and State :'ontests
in 1928 and 1929. Master's, 1931. IRdiana. 218 p.

3883. Smith, James H. Vlary cost a instruction in commercial subjectsin
Chicago high schools. bin..7.ter's, 1931. Chicago. 75 p. ms.

Cost of inetsuction in commercial subjects by semesters and cost of failures in Cld-cto iiigh schools.

3884. Soisson, Magdalen E. Secretarial curricula in colleges and universi-
ties. Master's, 1931. New York. 170 p.

The purpose of this study was to make an investigation of the stating of secretarial cur-
ricula in colleges, universities, and tethnological institutions, and to make a critical
analysis of the secretarial curriculum at Notre Dame college of John Carroll university,
Cleveland, Ohio, in the light'of these data.

3885. Spencer, Blake Tests iu elementary shorthand for the Oakland
pnhlic schools. Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 78 p. ms.

3886. Sublette, Minnie. Business information and .skill needed by everyo'ne
ils §hoWn byn investigation among bankers, real-estate men, anl insurance
agents. Master's, 1931. Çolo. St. T. C.

It is the purpose of fhis study to find by investigation among' financial institutions
and real-estate companies balk information and skill needed by everyone, with a view to
finding what should be taught in Oar public schools in a general. business course.

3887. Swanson, Ruth Evangeline. An analysis of -a merchandising depart-
went (electrical appliances) with organized material for the training depart-
ment. Master's, 1981. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

3888. Trailer, Bina Itlae.- A follow-up study of conmeitial *graduates with
respect to shorthand, office training, bookkeeping, and salesmanship. ,Master's,
1930. Northwestern.

.r

3889. Tupper, Clyde Warner. The influence of certain factors upon success
in a bookkeeping class. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

;g390. U'Iten, Alan W. A comparison of two methods of teaching bookkeep-
ing in the high school. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

3891. Vonderhaar, M. Constance. Construction of test in commercial
English. Master's, 1931. Iowa. 37 p: miA.

3892. Walters, R. G. and others. Survey of commercial education in north-. western Pennsylvania. 1931. Pennsylvania State education asSociation. (Bul-
lean of Western Pennsylvania commercial-education association.)

Status oteammercial courses of study, commercial teachers, and commercial textbooksand equipment.

3893. West, Winifred G. Survey of machines and appliances other than
tpewriters, used in Indianapolis business offices, with recommendations for the
irainiag of prospect:1*e operators. Master's, 1930. Indiana. 56 p. ms.

Findings : The operation- at the 12. oaks appliances, other than typewriters, used in
Indianapolis business demo shouldbe taught in the commercial curricult110.1n the Indlau

ms.
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apolis high schools. Tbe job-sheet metbod supplemented with demonstrations and class
supervision is the best method to use in teaching tbe operation of office appliances. The
time required to lenrn the operation of the different appliances depends to a great .sxtent
on the ability of the pupil.

3894. White, J. E. What commercial curriculum of Pomeroy high school will
best fit the needs of the business community of Pomeroy, Ohio? Master's,
1930. New York.

A study was made of business firms in Pomeroy, Ohio, and Pomeroy High School
graduates for the last five years.

38915. Woiiia, Jennie Marie. Survey of functions and organization ot com-
mercial clubs in high schools of New Jersey. Master's, 1931. Rutgers.

3896. Woodring, Maxie Nave and Harold, Gilbert. Enriched teaching of
commercial subjects in the high school. A source book for teachers of book-
kreping, ghtIrthand, typewriting, commercial geography, and other commercial
subjects, listing chiefly free, and low-cost illustratfin and supplementary mate-.
rials. New York City, Teachers colleg4.1, Columbia university, 1930. 889 p.
(Enriched teaching series, no. 4.)

3897. Worley, Raymond J. Relative valtie olf the IQ and marks for predict-
ing success in shorthand. Master's, 1931. Harvard. 170 p.

3898. Wunsch, Lillian C. A typewriting investigation. Master's, 1931.
Temple.

Bee also 127 (5), 519, 838, 968, 1170, 1280, 1634, 2088, 2065, 2746, 2991, 8626, 4065.

PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
3899. American medical association. Existing and extinct medical colleges

in the United States. Chicago, Ill., American medical association, 1931. 9 p.
This study shows year when organized ; when each college had graduates; when insti-

tution llecame extinct or when name was changed; when higher entrance requirements
were put into effect ; and ratings given by the Council on medical education and hospi-
tals of the American medical association. Statistics up to November 1, 1928, appear
in the reprint proper. Changes since 1928 appear in the ads ndum.

3900. Council on medical education i s hospitals. Statistics of
state board examinations for the year ending s mber 81, 1930. Annual
presentation of statistics. Chicago, Ill., American medical association, 1931.
(Reprinted from the State board number of the Journal of the American medi-
cal association, p. 1387-1402.)

3901. Bayer, Rev. Jerome. The course of study in the Catholic preparatory
seminary; a survey of 55 institutions. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 108
p. ms.

3902. Biddle, Harry C. The chemistry course. What the student should
remember. American Journal of nursing, 80: 1297-1311, October 1930.

This study was prepatid in connection with research course in curriculum making.
Two hundred items of chemistry were submitted to about 150 general duty nurses and 150
teachers of chemistry in schools of nursing, for evaluation.

3908. Committee on the grading of nursing schools. Results of the first
grading study of nursing schools. New York City [1931].

Section 1, The student body, 60 p.; section 2, what students learn, 84 p.; section 8, who
controls the schools, 89 p.

A total of 1,458 schools took part in this study. Section is divided into two parts:
Part 1 deals with grading results and discussion based upon them; part 2 tells bow the
study was planned and carried out and Dome of the difficulties encountered. Section 2
la divided Into two ;arts: Part 1 presents the findings of the grading cdmmIttee, based
upon iheets B, C, D, El and F dealing with tbe course of study, theoretical and practical,
the practice field, the organisation of the faculty, and the actual records of aperients
in classroom instruction and practice of the me:sabers of the 1928 ireduating clue ;
part It is a special study of the =rains curriculum by tells Choostreg. Section 4I
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divided into three parts: Part 1 deals with the faculty, part 2 deals with the hospital
and the board, and part 8 gives the &animates of findings.

3904. Cutler, James Elbert find Davie, Maurice Rea. A study in profes-
sional education at .Western Reserve university. The school of applied social
sciences, 1916-1930. Cleveland, Ohio, Western Reserve university press, 1930.
208 p. ,

This is a history of the school of applied social sciences at Western Reserve univer-
sity from its establishment in 1916 to date.

3905. Gault, Alma E. Standards for a tuberculosis sanatorium which would
be a satisfactory laboratory for instruction of student nurses in tuberculosis
nursing. Illinois league of nursing education, 1931.

3906. Holcomb, Glenn Willis. A study of the measurement of engineering
aptitude. Master's, 1931. Oreg. St. Agr. Coll. 83 p. ms.

3907. Runtly, Mabel P. Report of a League study of cooperative arrange-
ments between schools of nursing and academic institutions. In National league
of nursing education. Proceedings, 1981. p. 129-45.

A study was made of 88 of the 184 schools of nursing replying to a questionnaire.
Data indicate that there is a strong tendency for schools of nursing to seek connection
with an academic institution other than a hospital, and such connections are being
established more frequently in the west and middle western States than in the States on
the Atlantic border ; many of the affiliations between schools or nursing and universities
and junior colleges are casual in their inception and unstable in organisation; most of
the schools are inadequately financed.

3908. Hurd, Archer W. A study of achievement in various engineering and
pre-engineering courses. Journal of educational research, 23: 25-30, January
1931.

This study shows that inconsistency as a variable trait is possessed by college students,
and as a rule, in a greater degree by the better .students. Grades in preengineering
physics correlated most highly with grades in enginpering courses.

3909. Tames, Ida Cleo. Instructional procedure in hospital schools. Mas-
ter's, 1981. Southern California. 123 p.

An organised summary of practices and procedures used in bedside instruction, based
on observation and interviews made in representative institutlions.

3910. Joslin, Hoie Lillibridge. The extent and effectiveness of the use of
intelligence tests in hospital training schools of nursing. Master's, 1931.
Brown. 81 p. mg.

A survey of the present situation in training schools for nurses with respect to the
extent of use made of intelligence tests. Also a detailed account of the administering andresults of a testing program in one training school. Pertinent literature on the subjectis summarised. Findings : There is an increasing use of intelligence tests in training
schools for nurses. The results indicate that nurses in training differ very little, if atall, from high-school senior girls in intelligence. The tests In several hospitals have been
found to correlate from .85 to .65 with the theoretical and practical work done by nursesIn training.

3911. Keeler, L. W. An investigation of the effect of subject deficiencies

1920-1980. Ann Arbor, Mich., University o ktigan, 1031. 08 p. (Bureau of

upon accomplishment of students entering th college of engineering of the
University of Michigan during the academic ars 1927-1928, 1928-1929, and

educational reference and research, Bulletin no. 138, March 80. 1931.)
Complete transcripts were made of the records of students matriculating in theCollege of eaginsering in 1927, 1928, and 1929 to determine In what way the amount of

deficiency varies for the different subjects prescribed for entrance; Whether the amount ofdeficiency is higher for students entering from Michigan schools than tor those enteringfrom outside the State; the effeet that entrance with deficiencies has upon the subsequentattainment a the students. Data indicate that the percentap of those with subjectdeficiencies enteting the College of Engineering from the State of Michigan is decreasing;tile investigation of &debug by subjects *bows an increased percentage of deficiency;
from the Vied"' of attainment of deficient and nondedelent students, it was found there isbut Might *illation in total values iron year to year.
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3912. Leland, R. G. The cost of medical education ; students' expenditures.chicago, 111., American medical association, 1931. 22,p. Journal of the Anieri-an medical association, 96: 682-90, February 28, 1931.Data from reports of 1,161 students attending widely separated and various types ofmedical schools during 1929-80 show that the cost of medical education averages slightlymore than $1,100. Costs seem to be highest in the schools of New England and theMiddle Atlantic States.
3913. Morgan, Cle llan L. An appraisal of vocational material concerninglaw, medicine, and engineering. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
3914. Reed, Alfred Z. Review of legal education in the United States andCanada for the year 1930. New York City, Carnegie foundation for the advance-ment of teaching, 1931. 67 p.
Includes discussion of " Legislation affecting admission to the practice of the law";comparative table of requirements for admission to the bars of the 60 American Statesand Canadian Provinces; list of law schools within the same territory, showinif tuitionfees, attendance and principal educational features; comparative statistics of law schoolsand law-school attendance since 1890, with particular reference to the growth of part-time schools, and the lengthened period of preparation.
3915. Schmitthenner, John W. An evaluation of the curricula of theologicalseminaries in the field of practical theology, as determined by a job analysis ofthe ministry. Master's, 1931. New YOrk. 134 p. ms.
The study included an analysis of the offerings in practical theology in 100 theo-logical seminaries, and a Job analysis based on returns from 450 ministers and 200time charts of activities. Findings: While courses given in seminaries cover the wholefield of practical theology in the work of ministers, there is little if any clinical trainingand experience given or required. The job analysis reveals that there are 7.5 specificduties of ministers based on : Preaching duties, educational activities, pastoral activities,administrative duties, social duties, community activities, and denominational responsi-bilities. They are given in the order of importance, as evaluated by the ministersthemselves.

3916. Schnur, Sidney. A genetic study of medical education in the UnitedStates. Master's, 1931. Coll. of thEr City of N. Y. 82 p. ms.The material for this study of the history of the development of medical education inthe United States was obtained from books, pamphets, bulletins, journals, reports, cata-logues, etc. Findings There has been a remarkable improvement in medical education inthe last two decades.

3917. Settle, Edwin Theodore, fr. Classroom procedure in theological educa-tion. Doctor's, 1931. Yale,
3918. Society for the promotion of engineering education. Report of theinvestigation of engineering education, 1923-1929, accompanied by a supple-mental report on technical institutes, 1928-.1929. Vol. 1. Pittsburgh, Pa., Unl-versify of Pittsburgh, 1930. 1,039 p.
This contains reports of investigations on the engineering students at the time ofentrance to college, admissions and eliminations of engineering students, engineeringgraduates and ,nongracivates, engineering teaching personnel, graduate courses, organisedresearch, extension courses in engineering colleges, costs of engineering education, en-gineering curricula, placrent examinations, engineering education in the United Statesand Europe, etc.
3919.- A study of technical institutes. Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster press,1931. 281 p. (Summary report, 89 p.)
A collateral project to the investigation of engineering education.The study deals with an area rather than a speak type of technical education. No

'''iztliágs: There

formal
the study. indings : There is a need for a large number of techni

waschool or course used as a norm, because of the wide range of needsto be coy
schools giving a more intensive and practical training than that now provided by theengineering colleges. Thar should train principally for supervisory and technical posi-tions in particular industries, and to a lean extent- for engineering work of a general char-actor. The need should be met by day schools, working on a fun-time or st **timeschedule ; evening schoo)s should be widely provided g and correspondence instructionshould be provided to fill the remaining gaps.
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3920. Soule, Elizabeth Sterling. Organization and administration of a school

f nursing In a university. 1931. University of Washington, Seattle. 85 p. ms.Works out plan for academic course In nursing in the university in cooperation withthe hospital. Brings together prévlous plans on the subject. Findings: Plan was usableand was adopted by the University of Washington and Harborview hospital in Seattle andsuLsidized by the Rockefeller foundation.
3921. Steggert, B. J. Evaluation of work in professional schools for college

credit. In American association of collegiate registrars. Bulletin, 5 : 186-91,October 1930.
Data were iecured from 171 replies to a questionnaire on the range a credit allowedfor various types of professional work on different degrees.
3922. Thompson, May E. An aid to teaching patients and nurses. Master's,

1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 100 p. ms.
Gives principles of normal instruction and modifications for diet in disease, with chartsand illustrative material for the teaching of patients and nurses.
3923. Waite, Frederick C. The medical education of women in Cleveland

(185G-1930). /n Western Reserve studies, a miscellany. Cleveland, Ohio, 1930.p. 17-63. (Western Reserve university bulletin, vol. 33, no. 16, September 15,1930.

3924. Wooster, LawreAce Fisher. The evolution of the philosophy of engi-neering education. Master's, 1931. Oreg. St. Agr. Coll. 53 p. ms.
See also 605, 4088.

EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

3925. Alabama. State department of education. Occupational studies forjunior high sctrool boys. Rev. ed. Montgomery, 1930. 75 p.
3926. Alabama polytechnic institute, Auburn. Staff of the school ofeducation. Studies in education. Exploratory occupational studies. 1931.62 p. (Bureau of educational service, vol. 1, no. 1, Jantigry 1931.)
3927. Andrews, L. O. A study of textbooks on occupatons and vocations.Master's, 1!44. Michigan.

Andrews, William C. Factors determining vocational choices ofsecondary school students. Master's, 1931. Claremont.
3929. Ashby, Genevieve X. The development of guidance in secondaryschools. Master's [1931.] .krizona. 82 p. ma.
An historical study of the development and present status of the guidance movement.Findings : Complexity of industry and of society is causing a greatly diversified andbroadened curriculum in high schools. This has necessitated more and better guidance.The idea has broadened from vocational guidance to educational and vocational guidance.It is now attempted to provide guidance in accordance with the seven oectives of sec-ondary education. The danger is that because of its very width and importance the move-ment may become general guidapce, which will become the function of all and be exer-cised by none, efficiently. In other words, the movement may dissipate itself in generaleducation,

3930. Boehmer, Florence. Continuity of vocational interest of collegewomen. Doctor's, 1931. T. C. OoL Univ.
The data for this investigation of the continuity of vocational interest of 6,486 womenwho_matriculated in 42 land-grant colleges between the years 1889 and 1922 were secureafrom questionnaires prepared by the United States Bureau of education in 1928. Find-lags : Single women are more persistent their vocationai interests than married women ;women of the later decades have matter continuity of vocational interest than do thoseof the earlier decades; women with degrees have more continuous vocational interegsthan those without degrees; the voile* most likely to persist in their original vocationalinterests an these who selected an ocenpation before entering college, majored in a fielditudy which *OM preparatks for that occupation, remained within that Aeld ofMidi, and took their degrees in the college in which they first matriculate..
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364 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

8931. Branson, Ernest P. The evaluation of training and other requirementsfor guidance officials. Long Beach, Calif., City schools, 1931.
3932. Breckenridge, Zella M. An 'analysis of the administration of personnelproblems of high-school girls. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract seeno. 715.)
Data for this study were obtained from advisers to girls and deans iSt girls from 10States besides Pennsylvania and from 8 men principals in Pennsylvania. A study wumade of 11 battle personnel problems: developing character ; creating a consciousness ofproper social relations; orienting freshmen girls ; developing thrift ; developing a broadhealth program; making wise choices of vocation and avocation ; making wise choices ofextracurricular activities; budgeting school time; harmoniaing pupil-teacher relationship;harmonizing home-school telationship; and creating a Monsciousness of the need ofattractive personal traits.
3933. Breltwieser, Thomas John. Occupational stability of the graduates ofPennsylvania State teachers colleges, 1910 to 1930. Doctor's, 1931. Indiana.

202 p. ma.
3934. Brindley, Marion Eldon. An occupational survey of the former stu-dents of the consolidated high schools of Jefferson county, Ind., as a base-forcurricular reorganization. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 60 p. ma.
8935. Buchanan, Martha Know. The possible relation between academicsubjects, other school activities, and vocational guidance. Master's, 1931.-Rutgers. 62 p. ma.
3936. Buchwald, Leona C. Follow-up of withdrawals, junior and senior high

schools, September 10, 1929, to June 25, 1930, white and colored. Baltimore,Md., Department of education, 1930. 18 p. ma. (2 pts.).
Post-card survey of present occupational or educational stitus of withdrawal&
3937. Caldwell, Mary Jane H. Materials for teachers to use in giving

vocational guidance through the study of biography. Master's, 1931. T. C.,CoL Univ. 46 p. ms.
Bibliography covered all available biographies that are suitable for the study of workersin vocations ot to-day.
3938. Chalaron, Claire. The registered nurse in New Orleans [NewOrleans, La.] Herbert B. Holmes company, inc., 1930. 16 p. (Orleans parishschool board. Vocational information series, no. 1.)
The study deals with the opportunities for registered nurses in New Orleans, tor theinformation of the children in the New Orleans public schools.
3939. Chesnut, Ines. Vocational guidance through reading in the juniorcollege library. Master's, 1931. Creighton.
8940. Clark, Charles W. An investigation into the use and valuelb of voca-tional tests for aptitude in the program .of voeitional school. Master's, 1931.N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 23 p. graphs.
Scores from certain selected portions of a widely used vocational test were correlatedwith grades obtained by children in a -city vocational school. Low positive 'correlationswoe found for the most part, though scores on the vocabulary test and IQ's showedcoeflicient of correlation of 0.46 and scores on tbe same test and grades in Englishshowed a 'coefficient of correlation of O.M.
3941. Clark, Harold P. Economic theory and correct occupational distribu-tion. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia university, 1981. 175 p.This study shows the number of people there should- be in each occupation in theUnited States and the duty and obligation of public edication to so plan its programthat the correct number will be trained. Some attention is given to the effect thit sucha policy would have in stabilising employment, increasing wages and adding to thetotal economic welfare of the country.
3942. .Ciark, Willis W. Counselor activities in elementary schools. Los

Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1930. Los. Angeles educational research bulletin.10:6-111, September lift
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EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 365
This report give descriptive data concerning the status of elementary schools in the

field of counselor activities, secured during June 1930 from principals and counselors.
3943. - Elementary school counselor procedures. Los Angeles,

Calif., City schools, 1931.
A detailed analysis of the objectives and methods of elementary counselors.
3944. CUr.tm, Margaret; Brown, Lydia; and Bartholomew, Elizabeth. A

study of the deanship in Colorado high school& Colorado school journal,
46: 8-9, May 1931. 4*

Data from a study of the deanship in junior and senior high acbools in Colorado indi-
cate that tbe movement in favor of employing an adviser or a dean is groWIng, and that
the possibilities of the office are unlimited. There seems 'to be no very clear coney-
tion of the job of dean.

3945. Coberly, Edgar Holmes. A study of educational and vocational guid-
ance in the senior high schools of West Virginia. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For
abstract see no. 712.)

This study is an attempt t.c ascertain tbe principal facts In regard to the organisa-
tion and administration of guidanCe programs in the senior high schools of West Vir-
ginia. Data were obtained from questionnaires filled out and returned by 87 high school
principals.

3946. Collins, Katherine Kennedy. A critical survey of occupational ex-
ploratory courses in the junior high schools of Los Angeles. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 184 p.

3947. Cooperrider, Luke K. An analysis of guidance plans in operation in 11
large cities of the United States with a suggested plan for a city of 300,000
population. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 230 p.

3948. Coxe, Warren W. How the high school prepares. for occupation&
New York State education department, Albany. New York State education,
18:964-65, 1018-19, June 1931.

Analysis of 10,000 questionnaires.
3949. Reliability of vocational choices of high school student&

Albany, New York State education department, 1930. School and society,
32: S16-18, December 13, 1980.

Analysis of 10,000 questionnaires. Findings: A Marked similarity exists between theproportious of present and former high school students choosing each occupatfon.
3950. Cunningham, Clark Marvin. The administration of vocational guid-

ance in a junior high school. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see
no. 713.).

Questionnaires were answered by 1,000 pupil of Webster junior high school, Okla-homa City. Enrollment information was used to determine their permanency of choiceover a 8-year period. The IQ and mental level of the pupils were compared with thelevel of occupational choice. Findings: The pupils are largely choosing their vocationsMindless of the occupations of their parents or othes relatives, and many of them areapparently choosing unwisely,
3951. Daniel, Mrs. Irene Butler. Student personnel work in Georgia. Mas-

ter's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. 88 p. mahe study covers the placement of college graduates by the Oeorgia college placementoilice; other types of placement ; loan funds; and personnel work in four institutions inGeorgia.

3952. Dowling, Mary C. Guidance in the Junior high schools of Connecticut
Master's, New York. 38 p. ms.

A study of guidance and guidance directors in the Connecticut junior high school andcomparison th those of New York and Washington. Findings: Connecticut comparesfavorably f, other State.
3953. I I I , Albs ¡ane. Analysis of counseling work in senior high

echo& 19814 Southern California. 120 p.
8964. Ikatman, Dotteas N. The cotuuNlor se a research worker, Master*

19111. Wigton*
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3955. Elliott, Margaret, and hiation, Grace E. Earnings of women in busi-
ness and the professions. Ann Arbor, Mich., University of Michigan, 1930.
215 p. (Michigan bulginess studies; vol. 3, no. 1, September, 1930.)

This study analyzes the present occupational status of 14,078 .women in business andthe professions with special emphasis on earnings in the various occupations and types ofwork. Data indicate that women in business and the professions are noterhighly paid;about three-fourths of the women are employed in commercial, racational, and manu-facturing organizations; earnings increase with oxpertencê for about the first 20 yearsof work, remain fairly constant for tta next 10 years, and then decline; earnings In-crease with age up to !O years, vary but little between 50. and 60, and then decline.The proportion of earnings which goes for living expenses and into savings remains fairlyccagrant regardless of the size of the community.
3956. Elson, Thomas Hughes. The influences determining the vocational

selections of children. Master's, 1930. Denver. 73p. ms.
The objectives of this study were: (1) To discover what actually are the specificinfluences which determine choices of vocations on the part of the children in the publicschools ; and (2) whether they may be so located with respect to the education periodsof their lives and are of such nature that they may be controlled to the advantage ofthe young people concerned. The first thousand graduates of the Roosevelt high schoolwere selected for tbe study. Conclusions: (1) Guidance in the school has given too lit-tle consideration to the psychological factors involved. Its program .should be greatlymodified on this basis ; (2) the program has failed to appreciate the tremendous pull ofsocial traditions in determining what one is to do for a living; (8) high-school graduatesdo not know their communities nor the variety of vocational opportunity lying within them.This material should be presented in simple detail and methods discovered for gettingmuch more ofrit before them ; (4) placement is largely through other agencies and it shouldtherefore be made inAdental to the program ; (5) finally while there seems to be a neces-sary field for guidance in situations such as the one here analysed, there must remainwith us a large question as to whether an elaborate system can under these conditionsbe justified.

3957. Evans, Howard Rector. -Aluidance practices in small secondary schools.
Doctor's, 1931. Northwesteta.

3958. Ewan, M. A. Evolution of 'the office of dean of women. Master's,
1931. Ohio. 88 p:

3955. Field, Donald E. Educational guidance in the senior high schools
Wisconsin. Master's, 1931. North Dakota,

3960. Fitzgerald, Bridget B. A study of the occupations of the graduates
(1920-1930 inclusive) of the Holyoke high school. Master's, 1931. Smith.

3961. Fordyce, Charles. Guiding youth into a life career. 1930. Universityof Nebraska, Lincoln. The National altrnsan, vol. 7, no. 10. 2 p.A study of the place of ambitions and aptitudes as criteria for guidance. Findings:A careful self-analysis as well as vocational analysis is essential to the finding of one'slife career.

3962. Psychological tests **telephone operators. 1931. University
of Nebraska, Lincoln. American telephone journal, vol. 99, no. 6. 2 pr (More
recently reported in December issue of the University alumnus.)

A detailed study of the operators in the Lincoln telephone and telegraph company todiscover tbe essential qualities of a skillful operator, and to devise such measuring in-struments as may discover these qualities. Findings: A high correlation exists betweenthe results of the tests used and the efficiency of the operators as estimated by the officersof the telephone company.

8963. Gerberich, J. R. College entilince of Arkansas high school graduates
who participatea in the 1930 'Arkansas educational guidance survey. [19111].
Unfversity of Arkansas, Wavitteville, 17 p. ms.

Follow-up of survey students entering college and comparisons between various groups.
8964. Predktion of scholastic success by the 1960 Arkansas educa-

tional guidance survey of etudes entering Arkansan tons GC edu-

e

cation in September 1930. ,t , University of Arkin..., rarattoille, 8,
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EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONA DANCE 367

Follow-up of Arkansas educational guidance survey participants to collegiate institu-
tions of Arkansas to determine general and specific predictive power of the survey tests.

3965.- The second annual Arkansas educational guidance survey,
spring 1931. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 6 p. ms.

Report of atate-wide advisory and testing program for high school seniors.
3966. Graff, George E. A scale for rating gukhinçe programs. Master's,

1931. N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 19 p.
A tentative list of items for use in a scale for rating the guidance activities in small

school systems was obtained from literature on the subject. This tentative list, with a
value, assigned to each item, was twice revised after submission for criticism to workers
in the field. The result is a numerical rating scale which may be used in such a way am
to get a "score," thus making it possible to compáre the Officiency of different schools.

3967. Greenleaf, Walter J. Guidance for careers. Washington, United
States Government printing office, 1931. 10 pamphlets. (U. S. Office of educa-
ti)n. Leaflets no. 5-16.)

No. 5, Law, 13 p.; no. 6. Medicine, 14 p. ; no. 7, Dentistry, 10 p.; no. 8, Journalism,
6 p. no. 9, Librarianship, 9 p.; no. 10, Architecture, 7 p. ; no. 11, Civil engineering, 9 p.;
Do. 12, Electrical engineering, 11 p.; no. 13, Mechanical engineering, 11 p. ; no. 14.
Pharmacy, 15 p.

3968. Gridley, Beryl. The place of the high school girls' advisor in a telic
society. 1931 University of Washington, Seattle. 222 p. ms.

Findings: Changing society makes girls' adviser more necessary for personal guidance.
Type of training necessary calls for a course in sociology and psychology.

3969. Hamlin, Pearl Irene. Methods of giving curriculum guidance in the
senior high schools of Southern California. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 111 p.

Based on an analysis of the professional literature, on interviews with 15 adminis-
trators and counselors, and on questionnaire replies from 64 schols.

3970. Hay, Dorothy. An evaluation of., the subjects taught in the public
high schools of New Orleans with relation to occupations included in U. S.
census report for 1920. New Orleans, La., Orleans Parish school board, 1931.

2I).
3971. Herman, Abbott Philip. Motivating factors in the choice of the vo-

cation of the ministry by ministerial students. Doctor's, 1930. Chicago.
3972. Hodgins, Lucille. The vocational adjustment of the 1934 class of

McKinley high school, Honolulu. Master's, 1931. Hawaii. 75 p. ms.
3973. Holmes, Ernest R. The organization of a system of guidance in the

small high school. Master's, 1931: Rutgers.
3974. Houpt, Lawrence Henry. The status of educational guidance in the

medium-sized high schools in Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see
no. T12.)

This study finds the status of educational guidance such that it prevents educational
guidance from contributing to the fullest efficiency of instruction in the medium sized
high schools of Ohio.

3975. Hutcherson, George E. Vocational and educational guidance. Albany,
N. Y., University of the State of New York press, 1930. 70 p. (University of
the State of New York bulletin, no. 963.)

The purposl of this bulletin is to state the nature, purpose, and organisation of edu-
cational and vocational guidance in junior and senior high schools. It contains an inter-
pretation of tlariiiovisions of article 22 of the Siate education law and the rules and
reguiations oFthe Regents of the University that pertain to the administration of voca-
tional and edticational guidance and the certificatiOn of guidance counselors.

3976. Hutchison, Wilda J. A study of guidance toward college in the second-
ary schools of Washington and Westmoreland counties. Master's, 1931.
Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

The purpose of tbe study was to determine how, when, and by whom the educational
guidance was given and to ascertain the nature of such guleince. A check list was sent
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368 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

to the principals of 46 high schools that had 100 or more students, of whom 36 filled cot
and returned the check list. The results of the study show that there is no uniformity
in the manner of giving educational guidance nor in the nature of the guidance given.

3977. Jeffers, Glenn B. A department of guidance and research for Pretole
county, Ohio. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 235 p.

A study of the guidance possibilities in the se s of Preble county, Ohio. Findings:
The schools of Preble county, Ohio, have a well blished basis for the organization of a
guidance program.

3978. Jensen, Theodore Joel. The relation of educational and vocational
choices to the problem of high school guidance. Mastèr's, 1931. 'Wisconsin.

3979. Johnson, Palmer O. An inquiry into farming as a profewional career.
1931. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 125 p. ms.

Au analysis of the factors effecting the selection of farming as a career by 630 alumni
of seven land-grant institutions and their progress in their chosen field. Findings:
Special interest. family connection, urge of family, and special ability, are the chief
reasons advanced for the selection of farming. A total of 191 positions were held by
139 graduates and 45 br39 nongraduatei before returning to the farm after leaving
college. Of the 630 alumni, 452 returned -directly from college to the farm. Statistics
are given concerning the type of farming 'engaged in, the capital Investment, and the
income by years over a 30-year period.

3980. Karnes, Edward Patrick. Vocational guidance In a boys' club. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Notre Dame.

39g1. Kiefer. George Lewis. Case studies in guidance of secondary pupils.
Master's, 1931. St. Louis. 118 p. mL

3982. King, Lulu. Employmecit and promotional conditions in Denver indus-
tries for young men ages 17 to 23 inclusive. Master's, 1931. Denver.

Managers of the 150 largest Denver Industries were interviewed to learn the kinds of
work, necessary qualifications. salary, poisibilities of promotion, turnover, etc., in the
industries studied.

3983. Kitson, Harry Dexter. An analysis of the work of painting with the
spray brush. New York City, Employment center for the handicapped, 1931.
25 p. MS.

Tbe research involved an investigation of 160 establishments where painting was dome
'by means of the spray brush. Job analyses were filiade, showing tbe kinds of work
performed with this technique, the number of workers engaged, wages, and other condi-
tions of work. EIS

3984. Lang, Bernard Anthony. The problem of vocational guidance for the
boy who has left school. Master's, 1930. Notre Dame.

3985. Lee, Charles Ernest. A nutty of voluntary vocational counseling.
Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

et
3986. LeSeur, Margaret Opportunities in the bookbinding trade. 193L

w University of California, Berkeley. 80 p. ms.
This study la the result of g survey in San Francisco of the bookbinding trade as

found in specialised as well as general bookhiadiag plants. It Includes a special study
of numbers of women employed and wages.

3987. 14ff, Abraham Benjamin. Factors which lead ninth grade junior
high school pupils to mike their occupational choices. Maker's, 1931. South-

..)..ern California. 112 p.
Based on questionnaire responses from some 1,000 pupils, supplemented by school

records and intelligence scores.
A188. Loder, Irving P. A guidance program secondary school& Maw

ter's, 1930. Syracuse. 125 p. us.
The study covers the philosophy, also, and mama t guidasee to mail city ¡libschools.

\ 3989. Loets4r, Louis Christian. Survey of the mime industry in Miming-
I ton, Delaware. Master's, 1931. Rutgers. 31 p. mil 1 14
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3690. Mc Almon, Victoria May. The developpent of occupattonal courses In

the Imo Angeles junior college. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 88 p.
An account 9f the detailed investigati6ns which were made by the writer as a basis

for each of a score or more of proposed terminal courses such as those for civil service
occupations, playground directors, landscape gardeners., physicians* and dentists' assist-
ants, etc., including the demand, as well as desirable qualifications, for each occupation.

3991. lac Cray, Estelle. A study in guidance: cornpzirison of traits of high
school seniors who say they are going to college with those who say they are
not. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 78 p. ma.

The literature having to do with guidance wu studied; 48 seniors in North high
school who were expecting to graduate in February were interviewed: junior donns were
interviewed; application forms from State universities were examined. Findings: Thegreatest selective factor in college attendance is financial opportunity ; those students
Wbo are planning to go to college are nearly a random grouping so far as ability is
concerned.

1%3992. McKee, Prank John. The educational and Occupational history -of a
group of male high school graduates. MastIA, '1931. Yak.

3993. McVeigh, Wilma. A study of deanship in small Ohio high schools.
Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

3994. Manson, Grace B. Occupational interests and personality requirements
of women in business and the professions. Ann Arbor, Mich., University of
Michigan, 1931. p. 281-400. (Michigan business studies, vol. 3, no. 3.)

A study was made of the interests and opinions of 13,752 malere, experienced womenat the higher occupational levels throughout the country in an effort to contribute tothe general fund of factual material on women's occupational interests and on the per-sonality attributes necessary for success in occupations open to women, and in an effortto develop a reliable technique tor analysing and measuring occupational interests andpersonality requirements.
3995. Xartin,cPaul E. Occupitional ambitions of students. Compton union

district, Calif., Public schools [19301.
The occupational ambitions of students and tbe occupations of their parènts were

assigned index numbers by grans of Barr's Rating scale of occupations. The ambitionsof different age groups and ability groups were compared. Findings : OccupationalchOices become less ambitious with Inaeardng age, and are more ambitious among thehigher ability groups.
3996. Mathews, Chester O. A study of the cmselor's interview. 1931.

Ohio Wesleyin university, Delliware.
3997. Miller, Mrs. Fern. Vocational guidance in public high schools. Mas-

ter's, 1931. colo. St T. O.
This study was undertaken in an effort to determine the present status of vocationalguidance in representative high schools, and to form a judgment on desirable types oforganisation.

3996. Miler, Nora. Personal problems of the girls of Pender county, North
Carolina. Master's, 1931. Cornell.

3999. Moore, Gladys E. Counseling and training for counseling with par-
ticular reference to the R. J. Reynolds high school, Winston-Salem, 8. C. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Harvard. 150 p.

4000. limier, Willis Shipman. A comparative study of the educational andvocation,' plans of eighth grade boys from the different types of schools of
Ohio. Master's, 19111. Ohio. 103 p.

'4001. Magnin*, ArAleolm V. The origin. and history of the National voca-tional guidance association. Master's, 1931. New York. 60 p. ma.The vocational guidaneo immanent developed trim industry and from social workerswho bind that youth bad Uttis piregaratioa for life. This study describes the firstnational contmenee oa vocational gallium and -the development of the National woes-dead Wiese. samelaiiiss.
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4002. Nelson, Elsie Redman. Guidance activities in Protestant churches.
Master's, 1931. New York. p. Ins.

The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent tbe Protestant churches
are participating in the growing enthusiasm for guidance activities whicir dominates the
educational world. Data were secured from nine boards of religious education whose

A offices are in New York city. from books and magazine articles, and 57 checked ques-
' tionnaires from clergymen crf seven different denominations in seven States. Data indi

cate that there is a decided interest in guidance in its various phases.
4003. Pittman, Clara. Traits of Y. W. C. A. secretaries and measuring

device for them. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 61 p. ms,
A study of the staff of Y. W. C. A. in the Y. W. C. A. of Kansas and Nebraska.
4004. Pointer, P. D. Persistence of vocational choice. Master's, 1931. Iowa.

224 p. ms.

4005. Price, Myrtle V. Research and experimentation in developing guidance
services. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.

4006. Proctor, William Martin. Evaluating guidancwactivities. Vocational
guidance magazine, 9: 58-66, November 1930.

4007. Guidance program of a rural high school in California. Junior-
senior high school clearing house, 5:14-16, September 1930.

4008. Wren, C. G. and Benfleld, G. R. Workbook in vocations.
Boston, Masa, Houghton Mifflin company, 1931. 135 p.

4909. Reinking, Lillian Antoinette. Prediction of college success; a study
in educational guidance. Master's, 1961.- Stanford.

4 4010 . Rosengarten, William. The size and tread!! of occupations in the
United States. Master's, 1931. New York. 157 p. ms. Ctitc4t.)tding 95 full-page

AL4

graphs.)
A study and graphic presentation of the size and trends of 87 of the mo¡Nanportant

occupations from 1880 to 1930, and a consideration of their significance for ediattiQn.
Findings: Rising, declining, and intermediate occupations are determined. Most oecupa.
dons are rising. For the most part, educational facilities are keeping pace with changing
occupational demands. Insufficient provision for semiskilled occupations was found.

4011. Royer, Elmer B. A unique code
35 p. ms.

The purpose of the study was to develop a code
in follow-up studies. Findings: Seven or more
number.

number. Muter's, 1931. Opio.

number for identification of individuals
digits are required for such a code

4012. &Mach, Lydia. Analysis of the waitress trade, with suggestions for
training. Master's, 1930. 6alifornia. 130 p.

The author, through employment herself and through a survey in the East Bay region,
made an analysis of the duties of the waitress in luncheonettes and lunch counters, in tea
rooms, coffee houses, etc. Skills the waitress must gain and the knowledge she must
acquire tire outlined in detail. A training program especially adapted for evening schools
is proposed.

4013. Until Monica, Calif. City schools. Mechanical aptitude survey. 1930.
4 p. ms. (Report, no. 16.) (ror abstract see no. 717b,)

The test* used were Stenquist mechanical apiitude test 1, which is regularly in use for
annual survey purposes; Detroit mechanical aptitude test for boys; Detroit mechanical
aptitude test for girls. Tbe two latter tests were used for the first time in the Santa
Monica *kook.

4014: Schlitchting, Minnie. " liege guidance of high school students.
Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 76 p. ms.

An investigation ot effort* to help college-destined pupils in 817 high schools in cities
of 80,000 or More population in the United States to anticipate their college problems,
and to adjust themselves to them. Investigation is Mied upon the assumption that it is
educationally and financially economical to orient potential college freshmen in so tar as
it is feasible lb do so.
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4015. Schreiber, Herman. The validity of testing in vocational guidance.
Master's, 1931. Coll. of the City of N. Y. 95 p. ms.

Evaluatica of studies reported in current literature in the light of the degree of validits
which the tests in use have reached. Conclusions : (1) No single test has proven a corn
pletely reliable or valid measure in forecasting an individual's chance of success in a
vocation; (2) interest tests are unreliable, especially in the ages from 8 to 17 aince inter-
ests change; (8) every possible factor influencing the individual must be considered ana
therefore the ultimate hope of successful guidance lies in the use of batteries of tests.

401& Scully, Eleanor. Vocational guidance for girls in a suburban junior
high school. Master's, 1931. Boston Coll. 106 p. ms.

4017. Segel, David. The development of certain guidance techniques in the
junior college using Thurstone and Iowa tesi results and number of fecom
mending units made in high school. Long Beach, Calif., City schooLs, 1930.
3 p. ms. (Junior college research study, no. 3.)

4018. Occupations of part-time pupils. Long Beach, Calif., Public
schools [1930].

Tbis study clgssified the occupations of continuation pupils and analyzed all placements
made through tire Junior employment office. It was shown that the boys' jobs centered
around the automobile; tbe girls' jobs around salesmanship.

4019. Sheppard, Aubrey Brownlee. A program of guidance in junior high
school. Master's, 1930. Tennessee. ms.

4020. Smith, Lester Carl. A point scale for evaluating personnel work. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Chicago. 100 p. ms.

Questionnaire and scale were Rent to over 60 institutions well distributed over the
United States. A well-developed usable scale approved by 34 experts in personnel work
was made.

4021. Smothers, Homer IreL A comparison of the occupational careers of
graduated of the vocational and nonvocational courses of the Newton, Iowa,
high school. Master's, 1931. Iowa St. Coll. 60 p. ms.

4022. Snitz, Reuben Herman. An analysis of the sheet-metal worker's trade
and a curriculum for the training of teachers of sheet-metal work in indfstriel
arts courses. Doctor's, 1931. Indiana. 251 p. ms.

4023. Spencer, F. Z. A survey of the extent to which occupational studies
are being used in both counseling and occupations classes in secondary schools.
Master's, 1931. Minnesota. 213 p. ms.

This study liacluded data received from 669 guidance workers located in 28 States.
Findings; Specific occupational studies should be adapted to the interest and capacity of
ninth-grade pupils. These studies are used to a greater extent in occupations classes
than in counseling. Most studies used pertiiin to certain groups of occupations especiallyto the professional group. At present the schools are facing the problem of producing
their own specific occupational studies if they are to finite up-to-date material for counsel-
lng and occupations classes.

4024. Stephenson, John L. Vocational survey of Greenwood, InO. Master's,
1930. Indiana. 124 p.

laFindings: There are no WecUpations in Greetkrood employing a very great number ofworkers; the building trades employ several workers where rather common knowledgeand skills are required; a general shop would serve the needs of the community betterthan the woodworking course now being ..4119th ; the great number of persons employed inthe Greenwood factories require no skilrWhere previous training is needed; the commer-
cial course given in the schools is adequate.

4025. Stone, Lovana
Master% 1981. 'Colorado.

4026. Strang, Ruth.
33-41, January 1981.

Imp

IL Trends In vocational and educational guidance.

Who performs personnel duties? School review, 89:
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An investigation of the high schools in New York State having no deans showed the
various patterns of people who perform specific personnel duties in these institutions. In
some schools these duties are " everybody's business"; in other schools, Larticular duties
are delegated to certain teachers. In smaller schools the principal hu the major
responsibility ; in the larger schools, the bome-room teacher&

4027. Sturtevant, Sarah M. and Hayes, Harriet Deans at work : discus-
sions by eight women deans of various phases of their work. New York City,
Harper and brothers, 1930. 296 p.

4028. Symonds, Percival M. Tests and interest questionnaires in the
guidance of high-school boys. New York City, Teachers college, Columbia
university, 1930. 61 p.

4029. Virginia. State board of education. Agricultural engineering as a
profession. An occupational study for use in junior and senior high school.
[Richmond, 1930.] 7 p. (Occupational studies, no. 6.)

4030. Journalism as a vocation. An occupational study for
use in junior and senior high schools. [Richmond, 19801 8 p. (Occupa-
tional studies, no. 10.)

4031. Law as a vocation. An occupational study for use in
junior and senior high schools. [Richmond, 19301 7 p. (Occupational studies,
no. 4.)

4032. Nursing as a vocation. An occupational study for use
in junior and senior high schools. [Richmond, ]9301 8 p. (Occupational
studies, no. 1.)

Teaching as a vocation. An occupational study for use
in junior and senior high schools. [Richmond, 1930.] 7 p. (Occupational
studies, no. 9.)

4034. Wampler, Noah Frederick. A survey of the educational and vocational
interests, purposes and plans of high-school students in seven high schools of the
State of Washington. Master's, 1931. Washington. 97 p. ms.

Findings : High-school students recognise worthy objectives in school program but failto make those objectives contribute to the attainment of the educational and vocational
ends selected.

4035. Wanous, Samuel J. A program of vocationitl guidance in junior busi-
ness training. Master's, 1930. Iowa..

4036. Webb, Cecil Stanley. Influence of count& in occupations upon the
vocational choices of the pupils of Jefferson high school, Lafayette, Ind. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Indiana.

4037. Werner, E. Carl. An employment history of unskilled male office
workers of continuation school age in Philadelphia for a period of five years.
Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. University of Pennsylvania, 1981.
199 p.

This study of 805 boys who left school in 1925 shows that 75 ptr cent of the unskilledmale office workers were over-age; they are chiefly American born; there was no signifi-cant difference between public and parochial school children with respect to any of thecharacteristics studied; boys who were older when leaving school had a higher incomeand earning power than the younger boys, this wail maintained throughout the 5-7earperiod ; there was a general tendency for children leaving the higher grades to earnmore than the children from the lower grades; the boys who were over-age and the boyswho were accelerated seemed to earn more than the intermediate and more normal groupof boys; there was little unemployment awing these workers; more unemploymentoccurred during the second and the fifth year than dariag other years; 84 per cent et thecases studied did not change their employer during the first year ; IT per cant did otchange during the five years; the boys had ea the average, 2.1 changes of occapatioaldifferent occupations were represented; aa average of 1.8 weeks was lost without payduring the 5-year period of employment doe to sickness and slackness; over 50 per centof th cases sought additional educe** after leaving regular day school, by sarollins

4033.
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evening schools; the school group averaged only slightly superior to the others with re-spect to grade last attended in regular school and school progress; DO relationship wasfound between the average final weekly salary and the number of semesters of attend-ance in schools subsequent to obtaining employment; 10 per cent of the workers hadmarried before the end of the 5-year period studied.

4038. Wickham, Ral. The status of the dean of girls in Oklahoma. MIL9-
ter's, 1931. Oklahoma. 101 p. ms.

4039. Williamson, Oscar B. The effect of life career choice on the
work of the high school boy. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

4040. Winders, Harlan E. A study of the vocational choices of th high
school students of Gibson county, Ind. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 128 p. ms.

4041. Wood, John W. An analytical study of vocations for which Alabama
polytechnic institute gives specific training; a manual for the vocational guid-
ance of high school students. Master's, 1931. Ala. Poly. Inst. 130 p. ms.A series of chapters, each concerning a major vocation as to the general description,working conditions, .advantages and disadvantages, qualifications, possibilities, income,preparation, and place where more complete information trfityrbe found. Tbe vocationscovered are in the fields of engineering, agriculture, home economics, education, and thesciences. The data were obtained from the most recent sources available.

4042. Wright, Alice E. Specific guidance problems of adolescent girls in
public schools, business firms and inTustries, and women's and girls' organiza-
tions. Master's, 1930. Oolo. St. T. C.

This tudy attempts to reach some definite conclusions as to the needs and demandsof our adolescent girls for guidance advisers, and the qualifications needed by directorsand counselors.
4043. Young, Earl Estel. Methods of imparting occupational informationin Indiana high Ithools. Master's, 1931. Indiana. 95 p.
Bee also 998, 100, 1661, 1928-1929, 1965, 2007, 2178, 2250, 2437, 2471, 2552, 3475,3747, 8804, 4077, 4219, 4846; and under Home-rooms ; Student personnel problems.

EDUCATION OF RACIAL GROUPS

4044. Denver, Colo. Public schools. Spanish-American enrollment in the
Denver schools from 1925-1926 to 1930-1931 inclusive. 1931. ms.

Data from annual reports were used to show the growth of enrollment of Spanish-Americans in elementary, junior high, senior high, opportakity, and evening vocationalhigh schools.

4045. Dunlap, Jack W. Race differences in the organization of numerical
and verbal abilities. Doctor's, 1981. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teach-
ers college, Columbia tuiterszity, 1931. 71 p. (Archives of psychology, no. 124.)A study was made of differences in numerical ability and verbal ability shown by theracial groups between the ages 10 years and 18-11 years of Japanese, Chinese, Portu-guese, Hawaiian, Part-Hawailan, Korean, and Filipino children in the public schools ofHonolulu, Hawaii, in tbe spring of 1927. All groups were tested on the Stanfordachievement test, Form A. Twp arithmetic and three reading subtests were used. Find-ings: The Hawaiians consistently ranked lower than any of the other groups in numberand verbal material. The only *ex difference consistent for all groups was that themales in every ease exceeded the females in mean score in arithmetic reasoning. Differ-ences were found between stocks in numerical and verbal material, and although smallthey were reliable.

4046. Dutton, Dewey Alva. A study of the application of intelligence teststo tbe Indians of the Southwest. Muter's, 1031. Denver. 105 p: ms.
The National intelligence test, form A, Scale 1, was given in the 9ring of 1924 by thewriter to 467 mixed and !WI-blood Indians at the United States Indian schools ofAlbuquerque and Banta re, New Mexico, With the exception of 121 Navahos, practicallyall the Indians tested were Pueblos. Primary problems of the study were : (1) What effectdoes age have upon the intelligence quotient of full-blood Indians, with the erect ofgrade held mutant? (2) What effect does grade bare upon tbe intelligent* quotient offun-Wood Isaias, with the Meet of age bald sandlot? (8) What *Sect does age bare
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iftt

upon the grade of full-blood Indians, with the effect of intelligence quotient held con-stant? (4) A comparison of the average, standard deviation, median, quartile, and per-
centage of overlapping of the score, intelligence quotient, and chronoMgical age of the
Southwest full-blood Indians, as shown by the National intelligence test in this work,with tbe same measures of other groups of full-blood Indians tested elsewhere by the
same test. (5) Are we Justified in forming any conclusions from these comparisons.
relative to the efficacy of the National intelligence test in determining the general
intelligence of Indians? (a) Are we Justified, from the present available data, in settingup a race norm for full-blood Indians?

4047. Grace, Cyril Winfield. Internal until external factors affecting the
social status of the Sioux Indians. 1931. University of Wichita, Wichita,
Kans. 142 p. ms.

4048. Hanson, Edith Josephine. A study of intelligence.tests for Mexican
children based on English and Mexican test form». Master's, 1931. Southern
California. 78 p.

Tel. study is based on the use of Mexican translations of the Detroit first-grade intelli-
once test and the Pintner-Cunningliam primary mental test with some 140 children, includ-
ing measures of reliability, etc., in each case.

4049. House, Haze lje L. A study of the Japanese in Pasadena, Calif., to
determine the extent of their Americanization. Master's, 1930. Colo. St. T. C.

The purpose of the study is to reach some definite conclusions of the extent to which
the Japanese accept our customs, and to make recommendations for improvement of
Americanization programs in schools.

4050. Howard, Donald Stevenson. A study of the Mexicans and Spanish-
Americans in Pueblo, Colo. Master's, 1930. Denver.

4051. Lighton, Edward William. Language difficulty and its measurement
among Spanish-American junior high school students. Master's, 1931. Stan-
ford.

*4052. Nichols, Claude Andrew. Moral education among the North Ameri-
can Indians. Doctor's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers col-
lege, Columbia university, 1930. 104 p. (Contributions to education, no. 427.)

Bibliography, p. 101-104.
"This study presents concrete material concerning primitive education u revealed in

the more recent anthropological literature." The author takes up the use of the story
in India/It education, family and village education, the ideals presented in the sun dance
and in military societies, and the moral teachings through religious ceremonies.

4053. Peak, George J. Relative achievement of English-speaking and
Spanish-speaking children. Master's, [1931]. Arizona.

The new Stanford achievement test was administered to pupils in Tucson city sch9ols.
By means of mean squared contingency, the relation between nationality and attatmisent
was investigated. Definite racial differences were found to exist.

4054. Predmore, Royal L. Bi-lingualism and the first year of school. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Rutgers.

4055. Rose, Winifred. A study of achievement of Indians. Master's [1931].
Denver. 220 p. ma.

Four hundred and fifty-one Indians (from 12 different tribes), children in the United
States Government school at Albuquerque, New Mexico, from the fourth through the
eighth grades, ages ranging from 10 to 21, were given four achievement tests for lan-
guage usage, geography, arithmetic, and reading. To make a comparison of the nativecapacity and achievement, a fifth test was given, the Pintner non-language mental test.The purpose of the work was to narrow the field of achievement and to select a few spe-
cific fields of school trainipg for investigation. Summary: (1) The IQ is inclined torise with grade, but in an irregular fashion; (2) progress in the four lines of achieve-went, language, geography, arithmetic, and reading, is 'molar but continuous. Thisholds true when measurement is done in terms of wiretapping as welt as in comparisonof the medians; (8) the correlations for intelligence and achievement are too small to betaken into account in any grade except the fourth, etc.
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4056. Boss, Verne R. The relations between intelligence, scholastic achieve-
ment, and musical talent of three racial groups. Doctor's, 1931. Southern
California. 285 p.

A comparison was made of scores on the Seashore test received by 427 Indian, 865Japanese, and 1,541 white children in grades 4 to 12, with related studies of correlation
between musical ability, intelligence, and various scholastic measums. The thesis ingeneral confirms the findings of the maker of the test.

4057. Schneider, Virginia. A comparative study of the abilitkel_ of white
and Mexican children as shown by the rational learning test. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 93 p.

4058. Sinclair, Crawford Clark. Bi-lingual influence of school progress.
Master's, 1931. Rutgers. 99 p. ins.

4059 Smith, James Otis. Racial differences in certain attitudes and per-
sonality traits. Master's, 1930. Northwestern.

4060. Soong, Ruth Joan. A survey of the education of Chinese children in
Chicago. Master's [1031]. Chicago. 121 p. ms.

One hundred two children of the On-Leong Chinese school, " Chinatown," Chicago,
Ill., were studied. Findings: Both the primary and intermediate social factors which
condition the children's education are not favorable ; varicius activities of the children
show their cultural conflicts.

4061. Watts, Mildred Wyly. Indian children's interests revealed by literary
preferences and creative writings. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 96 p.

Analysis of favorite stories and poems, library preferences, and original writings of
178 Indian children in the primary grades to determine types of literature and interest
factor preferred by these children. Findings: Types of literature preferred are: Nature,
fairy, realistic, myths, and legends, Bible, fables. Interest factors preferred : Interesting
characters, story-telling, familiar experience, childlike, dramatic action, fancifulness,
nnimals, moral 'plot, surprise, narration, interesting information, dramatic possibilities,
unusual experience, interesting repetition, humor.

4062. Webb, Rebecca Frances. The relative achievement of Mexican and
American children in the elementary school. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

4O83 WillIams, Maud Smith. Growing straight. New York, N. Y., A. S.
Barnes and Co., 1930. 137 p.

A new system of physical education with mental control, as practiced by the North
Amerfcan Indian. Gives tbe result of exten4ed intimate acquaintance with the Indian&

4064. Wolf, Key. Federal aid for the education of Indian children in the
public schools of Oklahoma. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 99 p. ma.

The Federal Government has a policy of paying tuition to public schools in which
Indian children are enrolled in Oklahoma. The amount of tbe Federal aid was deter-
mined and compared with the total cost of Indian education in nine selected counties
among the Ftve Civilised Tribes of eastern Oklahoma also among five other tribes of
western Oklahoma. A study of the histo of the payment was made. A detailed study
was made of the attendance of Indian 9ihildren in all these counties. The data assem-
bled show that the Government pays small per cent of the cost of Indian ceducation
in these counties, and that the attendance of Indian children is far from satisfactory.
The present method of payment is inadequate and it is failing to attain the desired
result.

Bee also 127 (17), 1707, 4354.
NEGROES

4065. Barry, Evelyn B. The Negro girl in commercial life in New York
City. Master's, 1931. New York. 56 p. ma.

A study of the sociological status and outlook, comparison with white girl in ability,
scholarship and opportunity ; contributions from leaders In Negro race. Findings : Field
Is °pastas up through big Negro business enterprise and white tolerance. DifferenCe in
ability and scholastic achievement between Negro and white groups on Junior high school,
senior high school, and business school levels, Is negligible. Placement has been doubled
in past year. Qualification deabanded by employeis are becoming steadily higher. Scores
in aptitude tots are much *km la white group Ms in Negro.
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4066. Bassett, Mary Gladys. Reading interests of Negro children in two
Soutbern counties. Master's, 193L Peabody.

Study of communities themselves by author through personal visits and question-
Bakes. Findings: Sixty-three per cent of all children read; where there Is library serv-
ice, 89 -per cent read. Negro children in all grades studied like Bible, animal, fairy
stories, and books of everyday life better than other kinds.

4067. Blom, E. C. Partial report on a study of Negro education in Louis-
Tine, Ky. Louisville, Ky., Board of education, 1931. 31 p. ma.

A study of probable Careers and vocational desires of pupils in junior and senior high
schools ; adult occupations; employmeni situation Negro education in dties comparable
with Louisville; and program for the education of Negroes in Louisville.

4448. Blase, David T. Statistics of the Negro race, 1927-1928. Washing-
ton, D. C., United States Government printing office, 1931. 16 p. (U. 8. Office
of education. Pamphlet no. 14.)

This report gives in a brief form statistics of the various inititutions that have to
do with the education of the Negro race in the United States.

4069. Bond, J. "lox. The Rosenwald Y. M. C. A. developmept for Negroes.
Master's, 193L Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. Tar

The investigation was carried on by means of questionnaires, interviews, and the
examination of records. An attempt was made to discover the aims, objectives, and
types of programs which are carried out by the various associations in Negro COME

inanities. This study shows that the Y. IL C. A. movement among Negroes is the greet
result of the combined activities of white and Negro citizens. The Rosenwald emacia-
tion provides a program of religious education, health and physical education, and of
housing for its members. The physical program of the pablk schools and the munIctpal
community centers provide a type of competition that the Y. M. C. L. is unable to meet.
The housing program appears to be tiling a real need la the manually as Its prima
Is not being duplicated by any other agency.

4070. Bousileld, Mrs. Moildfille B. A study of the Intelligence and achieve-
ment of Negro children. Master's 1931. Chicago. 102 p. ma.

Study of a group of 2= Negro children from grad?. 5 to 8, Inclusive. Findings: They
were below normal when measured by mental testa involving language; normal as soo-
verbal tests; slightly below normal in achievement; boys being higher than girls. Mina°
conditions were extremely poor. Thesis suggests wawa maned study of tbe =taut to
whifh environment affects mentality and achievement.

4071. Brothers, Lionel Baymon. A study of the teaching personnel in
Negro schools. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 82 p. ma.

covers raril Negro teachers in fear counties (Davidson, Wililasmon, Maury, Woos)
in Tennessee. Findings: The factors of age, preparation, and tatellIgesea toad to bb.
crease salary of Negro rural teachers. '0 ice seems to Amnon salary.

4072. Bullock, R. P. The preparation of Negro. teaihers Air rural schoois.
Mastees, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

A study of the 27 public soma schools sad state colleges for Negroes Is Qs 17
Southern State& Findings : 79 per cent of tbe Negro teachers la tbe Malted States
are In rural schools. Tbe emphasis is bens put as the training of high-school and
COlOolidated-sebool teachers In nearly all of them teacber-tralniag laatttattoaa. Osly
one, Mariland normal school, Bowie, Is making a specialty of Mishit timbers tor tbe
elementary rural schools.

4078. Burr, John H., jr. A gamy of physical education in New) colleges
and universities. Master's, 1961. Int. Y. M. C. A. Coll. Ms.

4074. Cain, Emma X. Environmental factors in the lives of 100 problem
Negro boys of Junior high schOol 139, Manhattan. maiteekjeat New lack
80 p.

Two groups of boys whirs stsdk4--experbstutal kroep esoiposedl of 100 hopi Taboo bed
been adjudged delinquent big the toar* who were trusts, or Who wen considered al
prhicipal to be chronic behavior problems ale each wagers se to be et Mama 18.1110
study; control group of 100 soaproblesa hey& Malaga: lobo Wm an lopsetsat
bettor ; lass of tether was gone ispottast than that et sastbst. Prabisa topf pits kw
(Wort Into school work...and it mesas that behallor 411111mdtles may sett alma *wk.
Remedial physical defects SAT be fa ems !kelp...met dIlliesttlelf et daps*
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4075. Cameron, Vivian Knowles. Folk beliefs pertaining to health of South-
ern Negro. Master's, MO. Northwestern.

4076. Canal Zone. Division of schools. Colored testing results. Balboa
Heights, 19= 7 p. ma. (School bulletin, vol. 1, no& 10 and 11, July and
August 1931.)

Data literate that in spelling, language, and arithmetic computation the Canal Zone
colored schools do consistently better work than do the average Vatted States white
schools.

4077. cherry, David IL Vocational activities of educated Negroes. Mas-
ter's, 401. Chicago. 48 p. ma.

eleven hundred and thirty-eight cases of graduates between the years 1922 and 1924
were studied, Findings : mutated Negroes find vocational opportunities mostly in the
professions of teaching, the ministry, and medicine.

407& Clement, Vera Xa& A study of retardation in seven selected Negro
junior and senior high schools. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

4079. Cooley', Boma B. School acrea. An adventure in rural education.
New Haven, Yale university press; London, Oxford university press, 1930.
106 p.

An experiment in Negro rural education developed after the general plan of the
American farm school In Would, Greece. This is tbe story of Penn school, St. Helena

& C.
4080. Crowley, Nary Agnes Roberts. A comparative study of Cincinnati

Negroes in segregated and 'mixed schools. Doctor's,. 1931. Cincinnati. 191
p. ms. (For abstract see no. 698.)

The problem involves the measurement of the influence of the segregated school with
its Negro teachers and Negro associates, in comparison with that of the mixed school
with its white teachers and pupils of both races, in terms of pupil achievement The
Investigation was carried on in Cincinnati during- the school year 1929-40. Findings :

The segregated schools of Cincinnati are as effective u the mired schools in their aca-
demic training a/ Negro children.

408L Dawson, 'Earl IL The Negro teacher in the South. Master's, 1981.
Iowa. 80 p. ma.

4082. Dean, Clarence Exavior. A survey of the agricultural instruction
offered in evening schools for Negro farmers in North Carolina and Virginia.
Master's, MO. Iowa St Coll. 74 p. ms.

408S. Garner, ¡mop& The education of the Negro pulpit for the changing
Negro pew. Master's, 1931. New York. 67 p. ms.

This study covers a period of more than five years. During this time, a large number
of Negro leader. hi religion and education, were interviewed. The opinions of perhaps
200,000 Negroes are represented. The changed attitude of the American Negro toward
the " problem," demasds of Negro ministers a training that will meet the new require-
meats of Ms sew Negro.

4084. Goforth, Preston Cleveland. Finazdal aid to Negro education in
South Carolina received frost outside sources from 1917-1916 to 197-1928, in-
elusive.. XaSees ISM. South Oarolina. 176 p. ms. (ftr abstract see no.
717.)

Summary of tire pariicipatico of woll-kaown foundations in Negro education ia South
Carolina.

4095. Griffin, Aar= Logan. A proposed -program for a towbar of education
for Negro tesebastratming maids. Master's, 19111. Ohio. IA p.

By tans( Intp amend the present swot Deeds of the Negro educationally, and the
direetiaa Oren by a sliders point of viow in education, the writer ling attempted to pro-
Pals a prefixes for the ~ratios a the (Wage teacher et education.

4086. Orfilith, Theodore X A study of Negro biography for high schools.
Mutes% 11111. lows.
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A study of available biographical material on Negroes judged to be most important by
white and Negro groups of students and leaders. Findings: Correlatign between judging
of white and Negro groups shows that whites consider Negro artists Important and
Negroes consider statesmen important.

4087. Hale, Morris Smith. The vocabulary of Negro high school pupils.
Master's [1931]. Peabody. 11 p.

Vocabulary of pupils in Negro high school was studied. Findings: Total vocabuliry
found in study, 4,171 words.

4088. Haley, Simon Alexander. 'INittermining the factors affecting curriculum
construction for instructing adult Negro rmers in Oklahoma. Master's, 1931.
Cornell.

4089. Hall, Frederick Plan for development of music for Negro in rural
South. Master's. 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 67 p. ms.

Study included experimental music classes in Georgia and Mississippi and a survey of
the music departments in the schools of higher learning and the county training schools
In Mississippi. Study was designed to determine status of music and extent of its service
to the rural community. It was found that the schools exist in the community but are
not a part of it. Experimental classes carried, on by advanced students at Jackson col-
lege proved the service that tbe school could render to the rural community, and accord-
ing to these findings a plan is suggested for the carrying on the work on a large scale.

4090. Hudson, Alva B. Reading achievements, interests and habits of Negro
women. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 71 p. ms.

The study included the testing of 125 Negro women in Chicago. Findings: The achieve-
ment in oral reading is fairly high. The achievement in silent reading is distinctly low.
Magazines and newspapers are read universally by the group.

4091. John, Walton C. A report to the board of trustees of Howard univer-
sity and to the Congress of the United States on a program of development of
Howard ahiversity fro& 1931-1932 to 1940-1941. Washington, United States
Office of education, 1931 67 p. ms.

This report purposes presenting the essential features of an educational, financial, iind
building program covering a period of years and stating the bases of the cooperative
educational and financial relations that should exist between the University and the
Federal Government during the time in which the program is being carried out.

4092. Knox, Ellis OneaL The trend of progress in the light of new educa-
tional concepts in a group of American colleges dominated by religious in-
fluences. Doctor's, 1931. Southern California. 290 p.

A critical analysis of the 1925-1927 surveys by the U. S. Office of education of condi-
tions in Negro colleges, recent publications relating to Negrd education, and opinions of
administrative officials in such institutions; followed by an evaluation of these educational
preframs in terms of American accrediting standards.

4093. Long, Hollis X. Public secondary education for Negroes in North
Carolina. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.

4094. Marshall, Lonnie A. The present function of vocational agriculture,
Rehab's, and other agencies in the iural improvement of Negroes in Leon county,
Florida. Master's, 1900. Iowa St. Coll. 13§ p. m&

4095. Mitchell, Fred Tom. Proposed pla4 for training Negro teachers of
vocational agriculture. Doctor's, 1931. Cornell.

A study to determine the constant* and probable variables in a teacher-training course
of study designed lo meet tbe needs of graduates of the Agricultural, mechanical and
normal college at Pine Bluff, Ark.

4096. Norris, limed Xichael. Survival and age-grade status of boys in
rural public schools for Negroes in 14 Kentucky counties. Master's (1931)
CornelL

A study of survival, elimination, and age-grade status, with conclusions and meowmendations.

4007. Patterson, John E. Growth of Rosenwald schools In North Campus
since 1.15. Master's, 19111. Kansas.
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A historical survey of the development of a special system of financial aid in the State
beginning with one school in 1915 and including 736 school buildings in which 102,150
pupils were enrolled in 1929. Tables compare attendance, costs, and teacher preparation
with white schools in the same territory.

4098. Phillips, Myrtle R. The development of education for Negroes in
Kentucky. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 239 p.

Development of education for Negroes in Kentucky from 1776 to 1930.
4099. Pitt, Florida L The portrayal of Negro character in contemporary

fiction and drama. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
In this study the writer attempts to determine the attitudes of Negro and white

authors in their portrayal of Negro characters in contemporary fiction and drama, and
to make a collection of Negro fiction and drama which is of value for Negro secondary
schools. '

4100. Reid, Orleanis, jr. A determination of the educational needs of
Negroes in Allendale county, S. C. Master's, 1931. Cornell.

4101. Richards, Eugene Scott A atudy of materials dealing with race educa-
tional problems. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 79 p.

A series of adverse criticisms of the Negro's position in Americad schools. his Industrial,
political, and educational life, drawn from 13 textbooks in sociology.

4102. Sherard, Catherine. The development of the secondary, industrial, and
higher education of the Negro in Georgia. Master's. 1931. North Carolina.
(For abstract see no. 710.)

This study attempts to present the need In tbe State of Georgia for a state-wide tax
supported system of public schools for Negroes in the secondary, industrial, and higher
fields of education.

4103. Smith, Isabel. The prognostic value of the Stanford achievement test
for first-year high school Negro pupils. Richmond, Va., Public schools, 1931.

4104. Telford, C. W. and Peterson, Joseph. Results of group and of indi-
vidual tests applied to the practically pure-blood Negro children on St. Helena
Island. Journal of comparative psychology, 9: 115-44, 1930.

4105. Thomas, James Rector. A program for practice teaching in vocational
agriculture at Virginia State college for Negroes, Petersburg, Va. Master's,
1931. CornelL

The following questions were studied : (1) What methods are used by State institutions
in conducting practice teaching? (2) What activities do the trainees participate in and
upon which do these institutions seem to agree? (3) What activities do the trainees
observe and upon which do thew institutions seem to agree; (4) What methods of
supervision are used by State institutions in conducting practice teaching?

4106. Tippit, J. Talmadge. Achievement of Southern Negro. Master's,
1931. Denver. 167 p. ma.

A study of 484 Negro children in the schools of Nashville, Tenn., in grades ranging
from the fourth through the eighth, ages ranging from 7 to 19, who were given achieve-
meat tests in language usage, zastude study and science, arithmetic, and reading of the
Stanford achievement test, Form A. Findings: (1) The IQ is inclined to rise with grade
(range is from 80 in the fourth grade to 92 in the eighth grade with an average IQ for
the group of 85.4) ; (2) progress in the four lines of achievement, language mature studY
and science, arithmetic, and reading is continuous (greatest progress is made in reading
and the least in language swage); (3) the correlations for intelligence and achievement
are too small to be taken into account except in the fourth and eighth ¡wades; (4) the
correlations for age and achievement are very low (age appears to be negligible factor) ;
and (5) both language and reading ability Mire a greater influence on achievement in
nature stady and science where careful reading is necessary than on achievement in
arithmetic.

4107. Walden, V. O. A. teacher training program for elementary Negro
teachers in North Carolina. Mister's, 1931. Ohio.

.4108. Whitaker, Hasid Gottschalk. A study of gifted Negro children in the
LOS Angelo city schools. Master's, 1931. Southern California, 811 p.

J

8 p. ms.

a
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A study of the literature relating to the abilities of Negro and white children compared,
followed by a comparative study of a group of gifted Negro childrton compared with acontrol group of Negro children in school achievement, in scores on a test of musical

-talent, and in ability in art.
4109. Work, John Wesley. The folk songs of the American Negro. Mas-

ter's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 40 p.
A discussion of the origin, growth, and nature of the folk songs of the American Negro

(spirituals, blues, work songs, and social and miscellaneous songs). Findings : Although
mkny of the songs show traces of African Influence, and a few of them, the influence of
prevailing American songs, nevertheless they are essentialli original creations. These
songs also reflect the life and thoughts of the American Negro of tbe period in which they
developed. So far as the singer of these songs is concerned, the rhythmic figures of the
music are of far greater importance than the meaning of the words.

See also 176, 545, 625, 641, 3420, 3554, 440, 8756, 8761, 8778, 4860, 4368.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

4110. Chalaron, Claire. Study of 100 cases recommended to opportunity
classes. New Orleans, La., Orleans parish school board, 1931. 12 p.

4111. Davis, Robert A. Mentality of orphans. Boston, Richard G. Badger,
The Gorham press, 1930. 182 p.

The present investigation attempts to arrive at a tentative conclusion as to tbe mental
status of orphanage children and to determine some of the factors which influence that
status.

4112. Forsythe, Hazel Lees. Education for mentally and physically de-
fective children. Master's, 1931. Chicago. 202 p. ms:

A study of the education provided for mentally and physically defective children as re-
vealed in educational surveys of city systems. Gives a summary of special instruction for
various grades of mental defectives, and for anaemic and tubercular, blind, partially blind,
deaf, partially deaf, crippled children, and those with defective speech.

4113. Halverson, Henrietta R. The State and special types of children in
Maryland. Master's, 1931. Maryland.

Traces the development of state provision in Maryland for orphans, the deaf, the blind,
the feeble-minded, the juvenile delinquents, and crippled children. Findings: During the
nineteenth century the State of Maryland began to make provision for the education and
care of special types of children but it failed to develop a clearly defined policy. Grad-ually, however, the State subsidised private institutions and established State institutions
for these children. In 1930 the State maintained four institutions and assisted in the
support of 89 private agencies for tbe care and education of special types of children. A
small amount of State supervision of these institutions and agencies has been established.

4114. liemligir, Sara Elizabeth. The care of dependent children in call-
fornia, 1850-1879. Muter's, 1981. Mills.

4115. Iowa. State department of public instruction. The status of state
programs of special educa [Des Moines, 1930.] 6 p. ms. (Research bulle-
tin, no. 3, September 1930.)

4116. Martens, Elise E. ì annotated bibliography on the education and
psychology of exceptional children. Washington, United States Goveratuent
printing office, 1981. 48 p. ( U. S. Office of education. Pamphlet no. 28, July
1981.)

The bibliography was limited to those books and printed bulletins and pamphlets,
published in the English language and issued since 1920, which deal exclusively or pri-
marily with problems of exceptional children. All of tbe 'books included have been
examined personally by the author. The bibliography has been divided into 12 sections.

4117. Parks, hines Edward. The efficiency of orphanage and public school
pupils. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

4118. Ritter, Martha D. A study of the Albany orphan asylum. Mrtees,
1931. N. Y. St. Coll, for Teach, 2 p.
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This is a survey of the intelligence and the sehtevement of the children in the institu-
tion named in the (title. Results are made the basis of recommendations. These have to

especially with further testing of the children, the filing of recoitls, and the organisation
of activities in such a way as to furnish better advantages for study.

4119. Spiess, Henry Richard. The organization and administration of an
exceptional school unit. Master's, 1931. Stanford.

4120. Warner, Roger B. The number of students in need of special educa-
tion and plans for a central school in Delaware county, Ohio. Master's, 1931.
Ohio.

A survey of physically, mentally, and sócially handicipped children in Delaware county
rural schools made by a personal visit into each district and interviewing principals and
teachers of each district. Findings: Among 3,848 students in county system, there were
1 blind, 17 with defective vision, 2 deaf, 15 hard of hearing, 16 cripples, 28 anaemics,
72 feeble-minded, 44 with defective speech, and 27 socially handicapped or delinquent.

4121. Worcester, Mass. Public schools. Worcester public schoolsspecial
classes. Worcester, Mass., School department, 1930. 23 p. (Reprint from
annual school report for 1929.)

History, aims, and work of the special classes.
Bee also 127 (11), 2071.

GIFTED CHILDREN

4122. Hall, John J. How does your school rate in providing for gifted
children? A score card. Journal of educational research, 22: 81-88, September
1930.

A qtfèstionnaire was submitted to a group of graduate students and professors at Stan-
ford university. Since the study is a Reiterating score card there are no conclusions.

4128. Hennessy, William Davioss. An evaluation of an adjustment school
for exceptionally bright pupils. Master's. 1930. Indiana. 95 p.

The study describes the founding, organisation, and methods of instruction of tbe
Columbus adjustment school, compares it with other comparable schools, and measures the
outcomes of its instruction for exceptionally bright pupilq. Findings: Pupils from the
adjustment school did better work In high school with less social maladjustment than
did pupils of the same range of IQ who had not had adjustment school experience. The
adjustment school pupils studied have gainet 18 months in their school career. A great
amount of freedom given to the child of high IQ seems to stimulate him to greater and
more sustained effort rather than to encourage him to indolence and misdirected effort.

4124. Holland, Carol M. A study of gifted students in two normal schools
including a survey of some of the literature dealing with the gifted. Master's,
1931. New York. 81 p. ms.

4125. Hollingworth, Leta S. Do intellectually gifted children grow toward
mediocrity in stature? Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology,
3,7 : 345-60, September 1930.

The study follows 47 gifted children (IQ's above 185 8--H) for seven years in measure-
ments of stature. Findings: Gifted children (above 185 IQ) maintain constantly, as a
group, a mean stature between 5 per cent and 6 per cent above that of the generality.

4126. and Gray, Howard A. The achievement of gifted children
°enrolled and not enrolled in special classes. 1931. Teachers college, Columbia
university, New York, N. Y. 10 p. ms.

A 8-year study of a comparison between two groups of children testing above 180 IQ
z :) the one segregated for instruction, the other heterogeneously grouped. Findings :

gation makes no difference in educational achievement of the gifted.
4127. Birth months of Intellectually exceptional children.

[1930] Sp.ma
Shows 'the, dIstObution of birth mouihs for 198 children testing above 180 IQ (SB)

as compared with 201 children testing below 70 IQ (S--11) all or New York City. The
distribution iS tfinilar far both grows.

4128. --AA- Juvenile achievement ae related to size. Teachers col
lege reeptd, 82 t.286-44, December 1030.
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Fifty gifted children, in competition with one another for two 'ears, were studied tosee whether Adler's theory of " inferiority " would hold. Findings:, ¡Scholastic achieve-ment is no greater for small children than for large children, IQ being equal.
4129. Lazarus, Isabel. Similarities of bright and dull children. Baltimore,

Md., Department of education, 1930. Baltimore bulletin of education, 9:7-11,
September 1930.

A comparison of X, Y, and Z pupils in the primary grades in test results, age, andprogress through the grades.
4130. Lewin, Lillie. Success of superior under-age pupils in the low first

grade, spring term-1931. San Francisco, Calif., Public schools, 1931. 3 p. ms.
(Bulletin no. 32.)

4131. McMurry, Vera Lucile. An investigation of a group of children of
superior mental ability in a six-year high school of Los Angeles. Master's,
1931. Southern California. 92 p.

A study of attitudes, interests, personality traits, personal histories, and educationebackgroundexl a group of high school pupils with IQ's over 130, compared with a controlgroup selected at random. J
4132. Remmers, H. H. Distinguished studentswhat tbey are and why.

Lafayette, Intl., Purdue university, 1930. 36 p. (Purdue university, Division
of educational reference. Studfes in higher education, 15.)

The general problem of the present study consisted in obtaining an answer to thequestion, " In what measurable ways do distinguished students differ from their non-distinguished fellow-students?" As much material as possible was brought together forall students who had appeared one or more times on the list of distinguished studentsfor the years 1926-27 to 1929-30, inclusive. This total of 531 students was contrastedwith approximately 800 students who had failed to achieve distinction.
4111$3. Stone, Violet Gooch. A study of the organization and administrationof a class for gifted children. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 434 p.
4134. Terman, Lewis X., Burks, Barbara S., and JeRsen, Dortha W. The

promise of youth, follow-up studies of 1,000 gifted chilnen. Stanford Univer-sity, Calif., Stanford university press, 1930. 508 p. (Genetic studies of genius,
vol. 3.)

See also 784, 1278, 1288, 1618, 2464-2465, 4108.

SUBNORMAL CHILDREN

4135. Abts, Dorothy Mary. A study of personality traits in a group of
feeble-minded boys. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 19 p. ms.

4136. Aldrich, Cecelia Gorsuch. Incentive as a factor in problem solving
among idiots. Vineland, N. J., Training school, 1930. 6 p. (Reprint from theTraining school bulletin.)

The subjects of this study were eight boys of the Training school, whose mental agesranged from 19 to 88 months, and whose life ages were between 8.6 and 11.9 years. Dataindicate that there is only a relatively slight relationship between mental age and thevalue of incentive.
4137. and Doll, Edgar A. Comparative intelligence of idiots and nor-mal infants. Pedagogical seminary and Journal of genetic psychology, 39 :

227-57, June 1931. (Reprint.)
The idiot subjects of the investigation included 12 boys at the Training school at Vine-land, classed as of idiot grade. These subjects are high-grade idiots, and nearly half ofthem are at the borderline 9f low-grade imbecility. According to Huhlmankl3inetmental-age scores, their mental development will not exceed 8.5 years. The control groupof normal infants consisted of 12 children from privat6 families in Vineland, selected onthe basis of life age as compared with the Kuhimann-Binet mental ages of the idiotsubjects. Three genetic scales, Euhlmann-Bhiet, Gesell, and Stutsman, were adminis-tered to each child of both groups. All three scales were idministered in one examina-tion period. The complete-examination required from 30 to 60 minutes, depending onthe ability of the child and his attitude toward the examination. Nadia.: 1(4144
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 383
dren displayed inferiority on the Kuhimann-Binet scale. The gross scores on the Gesellnormative summaries were equal, but there was a greater spread of abilities among liliotsthan among normal infants. Idiot children were superior to the normal infanta on theperformance tests of the Stutsman series, revealing greater manuardexterity. LanguageNils to develop among idiot children in relation to their other abilities. The manual`superiority of idiot children leads to the expectation of traintRg possibilities which havebeen demonstrated in the training of children of this grade of disahility.
4138. Problem solving among idiots. Journal of comparativepsychology, 12:137-69, August 19$1. (Reprinted.)The subjects of this study were eight feeble-minded boys of idiot level, ranging in lifeage from 8 to 12 years and in mental age from 19 to 38 months. The purpose of thestudy was to compare the behavior of anthropoids and idiot children In the same situa-tions and to point out similarities and dissimilarities between them as groups, in the hopethat such comparison would throw light on the theoretical aspects of Idiocy.
4139. Balthaser, William A. Administrative provisions for mentally handi-capped pupils. Master's, 1930. Pennsylvania. 106 p. ms.
4140. Bennett, Annette. A comparative study of subnormal children in theelementary schools. Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ.A comparative study was made of a group of subnormal children In the regularelementary grades matched in chronological age, mental age, and intelligence quotientwith children who bad profited by one year or more of instruction in special classesfor' mentally retarded children to determine if there were any important factors Ineducational history, school achievement, physique, personality make-up, or adjustmentto the social regime which differentiated the one group from the other. Fifty childrenin the special classes of the Baltimore city school systemere matched in chronologicalage, mental age, and intelligent quotient with 50 children from the elementary schools.Tift children were all grin a Binet test. Findings : There are more than twice as manyboys in the special classes as girls. The special class group was markedly inferior to thegrade group in vision. The grade'grOup excelled those of the special group in reading,arithmetic computation, arithmetic reasoning, and In spelling. Children from the twogroups castirom homes of approximately the same economic status. In overalls num-ber of physical defects reported by the school physicians there was a difference of only0.5 of a defect.

4141. Beumer, Oliver Chester. The significance of scattering in thepsychometrIc test of scores, of abnormals. Master's, 1930. Iowa.
4142. Bryant, Samuel Milton. A study of teratology and its relation tomental defect. Master's, 1931. Temple.
4143. Doll, Edgar A. Department of research. Annual report 1929,1930.Vineland, N. J., Training school, October 1930. 7 p. (Department of researchseries 1980, no. 7.) (Reprint from the Ifaining school bulletin.)
4144. Mani, Dorothy. Temperamenill di'fferences of 30 subnormal chil-dren, Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.
4145. Kilmer, Elmer Kinsey. A survey of children and adolescents who arepatients in certain state hospitals for the insane. Doctoes, 1931. New York.187 p.

Case records of 754 children and adolescerits of school age, committed to four mentalhospital*, in greater meqopolitan district of New .Yakk City, were studied. Findings :The most frequent mentki. diseases occurring in chlidpa and adolescents are dementiapraecox-- mild manic-depreftive psychoses.
4146. *Intensel, Myra W. The hemoglobin indexes of 200 feebfe-minded" children"' 1981. 5. (Reprint from the Training school bulletin, Vine-,

1931.)land, N. -J., ?starch
The hemoglobin ihdtalSX of 110 boys and 50 girls ranging in age fröm 5 to 49 yearswere WARMS from the medical reports on file at the Training 'School at Vineland, N. J.,In order to cOmpare them 'Mt .normal persons. The hemoglobin indent' of feeble-minded6' children " range from 60:to 1,00,Nbich is below the standard accepted as normaL .relations between in0004100b index and life age or:intellectual status do not appear tobe igalleont, . .
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4147. Kunzig, Robert W. Public school education of atypical children.

Doctor's, 1931. Pennsylvania. Washington, Unitea States Government print-

ing office, 1931. 160 p. (U. S. Office of education. Bulletin; 1931, no. 10.)
The stope of this study embraces the legal basis, the cost, and the' extent of develop-

ment of special educational facilities for atypical children under local school board con-

trol in the 48 cities of more than 100,000 population (1920 census).

4148. Martin, M. F. Newspaper reading of subnormal children. Los

Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1931.
A study to ascertain whether or not subnormal children can profit by newspaper

reading.

4149. Massachusetts. Department of education. Survey of special educa-

tion for atypical children, January 1, 1931. Boston, 1931. 27 p.

4150. Norris, T. EtheL A study of a group of 25 cases at Roselle, N. J., that

were promoted on a chronological basis rather than on achievement records.

Master's, 1931. New York. 34 p. ms.
Findings: For abnormal cases chronological promotion tends to create markedly

superior attitudes in comparison to those created by promotion on achievement records.

4151. Unger, Edna W. and Burr, Emily T. Minimum mental age levels of

accomplishment A study of employed girls of low-grade intelligence. Albany,

University of the State of New York, 1931. 108 p.
The material forming tbe basis of this study, Wending tbe mental age, chronological

age, type of job and length of time on tbe job, was collected from 2,849 cases. Find-

ings: Work can be found for girls measuring as low mentally as 5 years.

4152. Weiler) Warren O. Legal provisions and common practices for the
education of mentally deficient children. Master's, 1931. Temple.

4153. White, Dorothy. Supplement to a survey of classes for atypical chil-

dren. Louisville, Ky., Board of education, 1931. 15 p. ms.

Bee also 538, 557, 734, 1604.

PROBLEM AND DELINQUENT CHILDREN

4154. Armstrong, Caroline. Behavior trends of educationally mal-adjusted

pupils. Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1931. (Fourth yearbook. School

publication, no. 211.)
A study of social and personal factorq of educationally maladjusted pupils in remedial

rooms for overage pupils of normal intelligence.

*4155. Armstrong, Clairette P. Why boys desert their homes. Doctor's,

1931. New York. 236 p. ma
This is a case study of conditions in tbe lives of boys in New York City who desert

their homes, to discover whether there are any characteristics which differentiate rue-

away boys from other types of delinquents or from unseleCted boys. Findings Data

indicate that family maladjustment is the general cause of a boy leaving his home and
the school has an important part in stimulating this reaction.

4156. Baker, Harry J. The analysis of bebaylor problems. In Ohio State
educational conference. Proceedings, 1921. p.-125-32.

This paper purposes presenting tbe newer techniques for the diagnosis and analysis
of behavior problems. A study was made of 67 pairs of behavior and nonbehavior cams

I. in " Behavior analysis " and "Telling what I do" tests of 66 items.

4157.- The study of educational disability.. Ilt Ohio State educational.
conference. Proceedings, 1931. p. 158-436.

The puipose of this report is to present the methods and results of a study of educa-
tional disability conducted in the 'Detroit public schools. The pupils were selected from

yen' Detroit elementary schools. The pupils studied were all 9 years old. A swig
study was made of 60 pupils who had received final marks falling in tbe two lowest
coups in a scale of live fundamental school subjects. It was found that-68 of the 00t
cases bad some unusual social difficulties or physical disabilities which were tastiottAi
obstacles to the progress of the program of educational restoration.
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*4158. Berger, Rosi. The identification and treatment of problem children

in P. S. 208, Brooklyn. Master's, 1931. New York. 122 p. ma.
Findings: Home conditioir and recreational life are important -factors in understand-ing the " whole child."

4159. Buckner, William Pascal. The intellectual and emotional status of
State reformatory boys. Master's, 1931. Colorado.

The purpose of this study was to determine the intellectual and emotional status of150 reformatory boys in the Texas State training school for boys, at Gatesrille, Texas.
4160. Chapman, Harold B. Parental school inquiry. Baltimore, Md., De-

partment of education, 1930. 7 p.
The study reports the results of an inquiry sent to cities of 100,000 and over to dis-

cover their practice in the handling of extreme cases of truancy and the administrationof parental schools where such schools are maintained.
4161. Cole, Edith Moore. A study of problem cases reported by high school

teachers. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)
A study was made of 251 cases of adolescent maladjustment furnished by 94 teachers,mainly in Oklahoma schools. The maladjustments fall into these general groups : exces-give self-assertion ; tantrums and sulking; stealing and lying; social maladjustments;and indifference to sihool.
4162. Conklin, Paul Stanley. Training school commitment for boys under

9eventeen. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
4163. Delmet, Frances Casey. Edutational achievement of correctional school

boys under the contract plan. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 73 p.A study of the progress of 80 boys as measured by gains on the Stanford achievementtest after one calendar year during which they had been taught by the contract plan.
4164. Dolan, Alice H. Identification and treatment of problem children in

Public school 219, Brooklyn. Master's, 1981. New York. 119 p. ms.A study of the basis upon which children are Identified as problems by their teachersand the measures taken by the school in dealing with them. Findings : (1) Teachersidentify as problems those children whose behavior violates their standard of morals andthose wbo disturb the orderly classroom routine; (2) a comparison of the intelligenceand educational achievement of problem children with unselected children revealed thatprobl-m children. are inderior in both respects ; (8) a careful study of the behavior of theproblem and unselected groups revealed that the problem children were recognized be-cause of the disturbing factor while the personality deviations of the unselected groupwere not recognised as problems; (4) a comparison of problem children's social back-ground with that of unselected children showed the economic status of tbe problemgroup.to be slightly inferior. Stronger affectional home ties were reported by tbe un-selected group.

4165. Dyck, John Paul. A study of normal junior high school problem boys.
Master's, 1981. Soutbern California. 222 p.

Results di detailed ease-studies based on data secured by questionnaires, interviews,sad analysis of school records of TO boys, half of whom were in regular school and half inspecial schools.

4166. Eccles, August K. Development and use of the adjustment score card.
Mader's, 1981. Rutgers. 62 p. ms.

4167. Imbree, /loyal Burdick. A comparison of delinquent boys and non-
delinquent boys with reference to Biblical knowledge, religious training, eco-
nomic and social status. Master*, 1980. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)A test battery covering Biblical knowledge, religious training, economic and socialstatus, and an intelligence Scale, was prepared and-administered to a group of delinquentboys from the Boys' industrial school Is Lancaster, Alloy and to a group of nondelinquentssecured from various public-school systems throughout tbe State and in North Manchesterand Manchester, 1n4ii Conclusion if Tbe nondelinquent group was interieetually superiorto the delinquent group ; tits delnietent group was superior in economic status, butinferior in social status; the !Anent group showed a definite superiority withreference to weal. and modal &Wu-glens; there is little difference between the groups astar as religious attitudes are conceOned; the nondelinquent group proved superior withregard to Biblical ibwtidge: the delinquents had partaken of more ex¡perienceo of arelisious nature an bad the noadellaquentes
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4168. Folsom, Tephia Irene. An analysis of the population of the training

schools for juvenile delinquents in Oklahoma. Master's, 1930. Oklahoma.

(For abstract see no. 713.)
The study shows that about three-fourths of the delinquents were products of broken

homes. Other factors were : Poor environmental conditions, poverty, employment of the

mother outside of the home, and frequent change of residence. The reformatory population

tended to rank lower in various achievement tests than public school children In general

Regular curricular subjects and projects were given in the various schools; vocational

courses were offered the children.

4169. Frank, Jeannette. Study of first offenders who appear in Juvenile

court. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 62 p. ms.

*4170. French, Cora V. One hundred discipline cases. Master's, 1930. New

York. 228 p. ms.
A careful analysis of psychological examination, physical condition, social development,

behavior problem, treatment, and result of the 100 discipline cases to discover the con-

tributing factors; to emphasize the necessity for understanding the causes underlying

truancy, stealing, sex misconduct and otber forms of disorderly conduct in school; to

stress the importance of the public schools as the first relay station where potential defec-

fives of all descrjptions, physical, mental, educational, and social, may be recognized and

where treatment may be begun. Findings: The IQ's of 27 per cent of cases ranged be-

tween 90 and 99; 50 of the cases had IQ's less than 90; 74 per cent were suffering from

physical defects; four-fifths of the children could plead no history among their kindred

of any definable crime ; 77 per cent of the cases were behavior problems and did unsatis-

factory school work; 50 per cent of the cases were from broken homes_

4171. Gage, Olive Josephine. An objective scale for measuring problem

behavior. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 49 p. ms.

4172. Gesell, Arnold L. Is he a problem? Yale clinic of child development,

Yale university, New Haven, Conn. McCall's, 18: 38, 134, 1931.

*4173. Grosscup, Ethel A. Juvenile delinquency fltictuations in areas with

and without playgrounds. Mister's, 1931. New York. 52 p. ms. Appendix:

17 p. ins.
This is a study of the types, extent, and fluctuations of juvenile delinquency in certain

areas in Manhattan with and without playgrounds from 1920 through 1928. Findings:

The mere presence of a playground has no close bearing on the amount, types, and

fluctuations of juvenile delinquency in its immediate neighborhood.

*4174. Guerrieri, Anthony. Study of behavior problem cases in relation to

school achievement. Master's, 1931. New York. 61 p.

A study to find if there exists any correlation between problem children and their

educational achievement. One hundred and thirteen children were the subjects of the

study. Conclusions: Considering the problem children in a group, their achievement

record stands on a very low level.

4175. Guinan, Sister Mary Angelicia. Critical analysis and remedial treat-

ment of typical maladjusted high schooi girls. Master's, 1931. Notre Dame.

4176. Hagerty, Richard Harcourto Problem boys in American private

schools. Master's, 1980. Virginia.

4177. Jackson, Cream& L. The behavior problems of the University high

school boys and girls. Master's, 1931. Oklahoma. 60 p.

4178. Klein, Alexander. Study of sixty-five disciplinary problems in an

elementary school. Master's, 1931. New York. 64 p. ms. + tests.
A study of disciplinary cases referring specifically ts intelligence, achievement, and

attitude testing supplemented by case studies. Gives some causes of disturbances and

suggestions tor remedial programs.

*4179. Lamkhi, Irene L Parental resistances. A study of parental resist-

ancea encountered in the treatment of problem childien. Master's, 1931, New

York. 180 p. ms.
Data were secured from 103 cases intensely handled over a period of all month b

three years from tbe files of a childguidance clinic. Problems, of overcoming psreutai

ma.
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 387
resistances is one of helping parents to resolve their underlying conflicts out of which
the most superficial resistances have arisen. Tbe study illustrates that ultimately the
problem bas its nexus in the marital relationship between the parents and leads from
there down into tbe emotional patterns of each parent and back through the parental
life history, which Ails fashioned those patterns. Parental resisres encountered in 75
of the 100 cases indicate need for a practical social program.

4180. Lun, George. Analysis of the Yepsen adjustment score card as a
measure of social adjustment in a summer camp for delinquents. Master's,
1931. ColL of the City of N. Y. 50 p. ms.

Yepsen score card was analyzed In terms of author's statements. 112 delinquents who
had spent three weeks at the camp were the subjects. Findings: (1) Yepsen adjust-
ment score card is satisfactory for use in tbe environment studied ; (2) It affords
adequate differentiation of the various degrees of adjustment ; (3) some minor items may
well be eliminated without impairing the reliability of the Yepsen score card ; (4) the
most reliable correlation between intelligence and Yepsen score was +0.09+0.08, thus
confirming the low relationship (+0.15+0.09) found by Yepsen. However, the author
does not agree that this proves the scale to be "independent of intelligence."

4181% Martens, Elise H. A study of the overt problem behavior of school
children exposed to clinical adjustment Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. 202 p. ms.

The study covered childrew from kindergarten to senior year in high school, inclusive.
Findings: tindeeirable behivior among school children has been changed to better be-
havior throligh the clinical treatment of psychiatrists, physicians, psychologists, and a
staff of social Workers. Tbe study seta up a statistical technique whereby the changes
in behavior can be evaluated from time to time. Clinical treatment such as carried on in
this research hi clearly a means for better school adjustmeft of children and a means for
reduction of antisocial and criminal tendencies.

4182. Mellen, Rev. Francis Edward. The Catholic institutional program for
delinquent boys. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 33 p.

4183. Mills, Ernest X. The ecology of juvenile delinquency. Master's, 1931.
Norado.

4184. Orcutt, Wilbur Edward. Pupil adjustment. Master's, 1930. Ohio.
(For abstract see no. 712.)
The study included the following four types of maladjustment: (1) Social maladjust-

ment ; (2) maladjustment because of a lack of incentive.and interest ; (3) normal and
abnormal intelligence and low scholastic achievement; (4) low intelligence level and
low scholastic achievement

4185. Sankey, Charles Origen. Male juvenile delinquency in Cincinnati with
special reference to Glenview school. Master's, 1931. Cincinnati.

4186. lichutzman, Lillian Canter. Analytical study of the records of the de-
linquents in the juvenile court of Allegheny county, Pa., for the year 1930.
Master's, mu. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

This .study comprises 578 cases selected by random sampling from the 1,705 juvenile
delinquents appearing in the juvenile court of Allegheny county for tbe year ending De-
cember, 1980. Findings : The median age is 14 years, 8 months; boys commit 87 per
cent of the crimes; there is relationship between sex and delinquency and between sex
and tbe type of delinquency ; the median intelligence quotient for the total group of 23
nationalities la 87, With the median IQ for the boys slightly higher than that for th
girls. Of all the delinquents, 88.8 per cent are failing in their 'Moot work ; 59.08 per
cent of all the delinquents are native-born of foreign parentage.

4187. Shaw, Clifford R. and Moore, Xaurice B. The natural history of a
delinquent career. Chicago, DL, University of Chicago press, 10111. 280 p.
(Behavior research fund monographs.)

The primary purpose of this study of the case history of a young male recidivist who
was sentenced to a state penal institution a few months before Ws seventeenth birth-
dv, is to show that the habits, attitudes and philosophy of life underlying his criminal
acts were built up gradually throegh the successive social experiences of tbe offender over
a period et 7 tbe emotional reaction of the piWie to the crimes of violence,iks well
as the legal process involved In the Anal disposition of tbe ease.

4188. &dabs, Irvin; V. Juvenile delinquency : a historical stedy. Master's
1911. New York. 190 p.
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388 RESEARCH STUDIES IN EDUCATION

An examination of literature on juvenile delinquency from the beginning of its Newt
tion to the preient day, in order to present, in consolidated form, the various points et
view towards juvenile delinquency as expressed in both practice and theory, and to point
out that juvenile delinquency is an educational as well as social problem.

4189. Voshell, Cecil Mae. A study of juvenile delinquency in the city of
Wichita. Master's, 1931. Wichita. 111 p. ma

4190. Wardle, Ethelwyn. Criminals in the making Master's, 1931. N. Y.

St. Coll. for Teach. 46 p.
The author of this study brings together facts from the literature on juvenilia

linquency and crime, from city court records and county court records in New Tort
State, and from 2,787 replies to a questionnaire. The facts thus gathered are interpreted
in the light of their significance for education. Suggestions and recommendations for
meeting present situations are given.

4191. Webster, Laura Marie. Case studies of 100 juvenile delinquent&
Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 718.)

In a study of juvenile delinquents appearing before the Oklahoma county juvenile court
during the years 1925 to 1927, it was found that over half of them lived in close
proximity to thi business section of Oklahoma City. 'Their ages ranged from 11 to 16
years. Negro children had a slightly higher delinquent rate than white children. Males
were nine times more delinquent than females. Boys employed in street trades had the
highest delinquent rate. 78 per cent of the juvenile delinquents were paroled to their
parents, 12.8 per cent were paroled to responsible individuals, while 9.2 per cent, btL
cause of repeated offenses, were committed to correctional Institutions.

4192. Wei, Frances E. Dejen. A study of 200 boys of the Kentucky houses
of reform. Master's, 1931. Kentucky. 80 p. ms.

A personal interview and questionnaire study of 200 boys of the Kentucky houses el
reform with a view to discovering reasons for their delinquency.

4193,1 Whitconib, Ward A. Multiple-choice analytical interview blank for
the study and recording of cases of juvenile delinquency. Master's, 1981.
Ohio. 98 p.

A formulation of a nontheoretical technique for the study and recording of cases of
juvenile delinquency. This technique, which I. of tbe multiple-choice response type, re-
suits in a fairly comprehensive statement of actually existing conditions of the delii .

quent, completely unprejudiced and unbiased by personality characteristics of investi-
gators.

See also 1521, 1744, 1851, 2828, 8417, 3584, 4355, 4357, 4384.

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDIMI

4194. Abraham, Richard I. Survey of Gougli tichool (school for the deaf
and deafened). San Francisco, Calif., Public schools [1930].

The objective in this study was the reorganisation of the school for deaf and deafened
children. Current practice in 20 cities relative to tbe organisation of education for tbe
deaf and deafened was investigated. One of the important results of the study was the
ettalilishment of a class in a new Junior high school for deaf and hard-4:4-hearing &GP

dren who have completed the work of grades one-eix, inclusive.

4195. Ballard, Elisabeth Irene. The influence of stammering upon Me

achievement of school children. Mastér's, 1931. Boston linty.
4194. Cassidy, Lorene Manor. The problem of the tripple in twist; and

the- work for cripples in the State of Kansas. Master's, 1931. Wichita. 119

p. ms.
4197. Coleman, Earl H. Survey of hearing. Fieano, Cidif., Public school%

1931. (For abstract see no. nu.)
The 4A type of audiometer was used in the examination of 6421 pupils in grades 1

12. Over / per oeit were found to have a loss of hearing of 12 per cent or more.

4198. Conrad, Charles W. Physically handicapped child and his relation to

thiepnblic schools. Crippled child, 8: 88-40, October 1980.
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4199. Davies, Mrs. Rachel D., PuntsId, Irving EL and Reiter, Prank H. A
survey. Trenton, N. J., New Jersey school for the deaf, 1931.

A complete survey of the New Jersey State school for the deaf.
4200. 'swan, Edltha. A comparison of the " auditory " and "

thetic" methods in the education of oral inaccuracy cases. Master's, 1930.
Iowa.

4201. Heck, Arch O. Education of crippled children. Washington, United
States Government printing office, 1930. 57 p. (U. S. Office of education.
Bulletin 1930, no. 11.)

4202. Hollister, Prances Marie. The part practical arts play in the edoefl-
don of handicapped children. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 104 p.

4203. Zamison, Pern Willard Baer. An analysis of Binet performance of a
group of stutterers. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)

All of tbe stutterers in 10 North-side schools, Pittsburgh, 72 in all, were given the
Stanford revision of the Binet-Simon intelligence test. They were of normal intelligence,
having a median intelligence quotient of 97 with a range of from 60 to 148. The failuresin the tests seem to indicate as characteristic of stutterers, maladjusted personalities ;arrest of visual imagery ; mental confusion; lack otildegrity of the associative processes
or defect in tbe associative area of the brain ; paik- linguistic ability ; and tbe quite
evident ha1t1jg, stumbling, time-consuming speech.
4204. Kinaer, ?Lary Lett. A qualitative study of crippled children using the

Woodworth-Mathews questionnaire. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract
see no. 715.)

Tbe purpose of this study was the measurement of emotional stability in 50 crippled
.children. The subjects of tbe Andy reside in the industrial home for crippled children ia
Pittsburgh. Their ages range from 7 to 22 years. There were 28 boys and 27 girls inthe eiperimental group. The Otis group intelligence scale, the Woodworth-Mathews per-
sonal-data sheet, and an emotional balance rating scale were used in the study. Findings:
The common belief that crippled children are more unstable emotionally than unselectedchildren is not substantiated by this study. Crippled children think that they are not
liked so well u other people; they tend to have more abnormal dream states ; stuttering
and stammering are more prevalent with crippled children.

4205. Lewellen, Ethel Irene. Educational opportunities in the Arkansas
school for the deaf. Muter's, 1931. Mississippi.

A surrey was made of the plant, equipment, curriculum, administrative reorganisation,and teaching staff. The results indicate the institution as being progressive, and asharing a well-qualified faculty.
4206. Lincoln, Cornelia A. The emotional factor in speech disorders. Mas-

ter's, 19110. Smith. ms.
4207. Lommon, Olga L. Educating the crippled child in New York City.

Master's, 1980. T. C., Col. Univ. 21 p. ma.
The deft is a summary of information obtained through interviews with leaders invarious phases of tbe work in New York city, and the result of observation of classroomwork made in .visiting rereesentative schools, special classes, hospitals, and other centersactive in the work of educating and rehabilitating cripples. Findings : (1) New York Cityadopts special class organisation in preference to special school; (2) there is need ofcloser academic supervision; (11) there le need of provision for vocational training in theschools; (4) provisions for physical care in the schools is still provided for by philan-thropy; (5) vocational training and placement is provided through Institute for crippledand disabled ; (6) special course tor teachers is provided through director of specialduns.
4208, Long, John A. Motor abilities of deaf children. Doctor's, 1981. T. C.

CoL Univ. New Tork My, Teachers college, Columbia imiversity, 1932. 67 p.
(Contributions to education, no. 51t)

Motor abilities of deaf children were investigated by comparing performances on sevenselected meta tests or. deaf and bearing -children equated ter age, eel, and race. Bachgroup consisted of 51 boys and Se girls ranging in age from 8 to 17 jean. The Milnewere all ¡swish ; the experimental pouf was drawn from the Institution for the
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proved instruction of deaf mutes and the eontrol group from the Hebrew asylum of tbe
city of New York. Findings: In the tests used, deaf boys were, in general, superior to
bearing boys, while tbe reverse was true for the girls. There is an apparent exaggerated
sei difference in the motor abilities of deaf children. The deaf do not appear to be
inferior in motor abilities in geTral.

4209. hicAnulty, E. A. and Chaplin, Alice. The problem of stuttering in tbe
Los Angeles public schools. Los Angeles, Calif., City schools, 1031.

Review of theories of stuttering and experimental evidence as to 900 stutterers.
4210. McDonald, Jane Regina. A comparative study of deaf children by

means of the Kohs block designs and Porteus maze. Muter's, 1931. Ohio.
39 p. ms. ( For abstract see no. 712.)

A study was made of children ranging in age from 9 years and 2 months to 20 years
and 5 months at the Ohio State school for the deaf at Columbus, Ohio. One hundred and
thirty-nine children were tested on Kohs block design testp and the Porteus mast. the
low correlation found showed that die, tests do not measure,lhe same qualities.

4211. Madden, Richard. The school status of the hard of hearing child.
Doctor's, 1931. T. C., Col. Univ. New York City, Teachers College, Columbia
university, 1931. 114 p. (Contributions to education, no. 499.)

The purpose of the study was to ascertain the intelligence, school achievement, and
certain personality traits of achool children who have aural defects. An experimental
group of 46 children who were found to be bard of hearing on three different exnminations
with three different types of audiometers were paired with children of normal bearing and
of the same sex, age, race, and parental occupational status. Two smaller groups in a
second school were used as a check on the results. Findinp: The difference in average
IQ's for the two groups of 46 matched pairs is 6.42 points in favor of the normal in hear-
ing. Within the bard of hearing group, lower achievement does not accompany greater
degrees of auditory deficiency, when the accomplishment ratios are compared.

4212. Murray, Elwood. DysintegKation of breathing and eye movements in
stutterers during silent reading and reasoning. Doctor's, 1931. Iowa.

4213. Pintneri Rudolf. A group intelligence test suitable for younger deaf
children. Journal of educational psychology, 22: 38043, May 1931.

Reports the results of the Pintner-nonlanguage primary mental, test tried out in two
schools for the deaf.

4214. Rogers, James Frederick. Schools and classes for delicate children.
Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930. 06 p. (U. 8.
Office of education. Bulletin, 1980, no. 22.)

4215. The speech-defective school child, what our schools are doing
for him. Washington, United States Government printing Om, 1931. 31 p.
(U. S. Office of education. Bulletin, 1931, no. 7.)

Findings: Speech defects are at least twice as common among boys as girls; about
twice as frequent in the colored as in the white race. Lisping tends to cure itself or b
overcome in a considerable percentage of school children as they grow older. MOO-four
cities in 22 States and the District of Columbia report the employment of special teachen
for speech-defective pupils.

4216. Romaker, Charles Chester. A study of schools and classes under the
control of boards of education which are forthe education of blind and partially
sighted children in the United States. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see
no. 712.)

After reviewing the available studies and reports on the subject, it was desired is
obtain additional information concerning the organisation. and administration of elms
for blind and partially sighted children in the United States. Data were secured from 11.
cities and 95 claims fis those cities.

4217. &digs; c&rl Ernst. Scientific hearing aids for the deaf. Master%
1981. Cornell.

4218. Smith, Xurial Bala A study of the Intellectual status of the crippled
child. Master's, 1931. Northwesters.

66
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4219. Wilber, Louisa Vocations of the visually handicapped: a study of
the need of vocational guidance in residential schools for the blind. Doctor's,
1931. California. 398 p. MS.

A study to determine tbe need of vocational counseling in schools for the visually
handicapped, through the use of a combination of historical method with that of invest--
gation by direct questioning. Findings : The inadequacy of schools for the visually handi-
capped to prepare pupils for vocations and for higher institutions where further vocational
training is necessary in the case of the more gifted, Is recognized. Aid in the solution of
tbe problem has been given by various national organizations (American foundation for
tbe blind, etc.). The students of tbe blind schools do not choose their vocations at an
early age because effective vocational information is not available to the pupils. Theproblem of vocational counseling of the blind is an individual one and must be undertaken
by experts. Every step in proper guidance which will lead to ultimate employment willbe a true measure of the greatness of the vocational counselor in a residential school for
the blind.

4220. Williams, R. C. Census of handicapped children in Iowa. Des Moines,
Iowa, Department of public instruction, 1930. 15 p.

State census of physically and mentally handicapped population of school age (5 to 21
years).

EDUCATION EXTENSION

4221. Alderman, L. R. College and university extension helps in adult edu-
cation, 1928-1929. Washington, United States Government printing office, 1930.
64 p. (U. B. Office of education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 10.)

4222. Barry, Richard Vincent Methods of teaching in evening industrial
schools. Master's, 1931. Boston Coll. 87 p. ms.

4223. Bloom, Walter Sax. State provisions for adult education in the
United States in the light of their history. Doctor's, 1931. California. 570
p. ms.

Shows what has been done and is being done by our various States to meet the needand desire for adult education. This is limited to State provision& Findings : A his-torical treatise giving: (1) A description of .the rise and growth of tbe adult educationmovement and the developments which have taken place in this field in certain Europeancountries and in the United States. This description Is followed by an account of thedevelopment of the provisions which each State has made ; (2) the nine major classesinto which all adult education falls: the establishment of evening schools ; the admissionof adults to tbe regular public schools; the establishment qf vocational training classes;free lectures in the public schools for the working classes; instructions for adult blind ;immigrant education and Americanisation ; efforts to reduce illiteracy ; rehabilitationservice ; and establishment of State departments of adult education.
4224. Burton, Ailden James. Bummer school status in Iowa. Des Moines,

Iowa, East high school, 1931. 12 p. ms.
This study prepared for the secondary school principals' section of tbe State teachersassociation, iscluass a study of class else.
4225. Cleveland, Ohio. Board of education. The mental ability of adults as

related to adult interests, needs, and activities. Eightieth annual report. 213
p. m& (Bulletin, 1980, Series 4, no. 2.)

The objectives of this study were: (1) To prove that the educational system mustbase its program ou quality in the educational process rather than mass production; (2)to show that adults have needs, interests, and activities that should be consulted inpromulgating educational program; and (3) to disiover the abilities of adults in order todevelop a WOW* to me individual differences, etc.
4228b Cox, Omar O. Evening school Instruction in Virginia.

Va. Poly. Init. Aeo p. lu
Study at Midas imbed proosdure with adult farmers in Virginia.are set up toe ovemispeekool preegure.

A

Master's, 1930.
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4227. Coxwe 11, Laura. The interrelation of capacities in adults. Mustees,
1930. Fla. St. Coll. for Women. 75 p.

A number of the leading tests of intelligence as well as those for special abilities Wetadministered to college women.

4228. Davidson, Paul. The problem of continuation education in rural hist
school districts. Master's, 1981. Claremont.

4229. Dunshee, T. F.G. Age levels of adults in evening high school. nil%
Calif., Public schools, 1981. (For abstract see no 717b.)

4230. Dyck, Henry Otto. The organizatiop of the Los Angeles continuation
high school under the 15-hour law. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 81p,A study of continuation education in Los Angeles with special reference to the prob.lems raised by the new law.

4231. Frick, Mary Elizabeth. Histoiles of the Metropolitan high school and
the Huntington Park opportunity school. Master's, 1931. Southern California.
116 p.

A study of progress of continuation education in a large and in a small school distils*
from early beginnings under the California part-time law of 1919 to recent modifications
by the law of 1930, based on reports, attendance records, and personal inquiries.

4232. Gore, W. A. Student activities in summer schools of higher educational
institutions. Doctor's, 1930. New York. 107 p. ms.

From a study of 1 12 institutions, it was found that student activities hold a position ofgrowing importance in summer-school programs. A well-conceived, generally acceptedphilosophy and criteria for their supervision and administration is lacking. In the lightof existing conditions it is safer to assume that such activities In these institutions arethe result of chance and custom than to assume that they are tbe creations of administn-tive attempts to meet the needs of summer-school students.
4233. Gray, William S. Manual for teachers of adult Illiterates. Washing-

ton, D. C., National advisory cemmittee on illiteracy, 1930. 239 p. (Bulletin
no. 2, October 1930.)

Prepared for subcommittee on techniques.
Part I is concerned with the organisation and administration of illiteracy classes;Part II gives content and methods to be used with native-born illiterates; Part III girocontent and methods for foreign-born illiterates.
4284. Hanson, Maurice Miller. Development and status of the apprentie.

ship system in Wisconsin. Master's, 1931. Wisconsin.
4235. Hawley, Jesse X. Survey of adult education classes in California high

schools. Master's, 1931. Oregon. p. me.
Results show tbat experiences and practices are varied, unstable, and with slight Indi-cation of uniformity.
4236. Jacobsen, linar W. Educational opportunities provided for post-graduate students in public high schools. Doctor's, 1981. T. O., Col. Univ.Findings: There were 29,225 post-graduates in the United States during the school year1929410. Institutions other than high schools such as continuation and part-thae olthoolsand junior colleges provide educational opportunities for postgraduate student& In Ow525 high schools studied, only 8 per cent definitely discourage their graduates treatreturning for additional work. Practically all postgraduate students are enrolled is tbecollege preparatory or commercial curricula. Postgraduate enrollment Increases in thespring because the high-school graduate feels that his dollete opportunities are limited

bY ¡Wring matriculation. The large Dumber of schools studied are making little or Soattempt to meet th eeds of the postgraduate studeigs.
*4

4287. Kianhols, illiam Sima A partial study of apprenticeship InUnited States. I s, 1981. Southern California. 115 IxThe progress of appren 'sip trots its earliest form in ("Ionia UR to the pews*with illustrations of mien I hods of vocational ng la the SW, 11 tbi *MeWest, and in California, tow:Wing with an outline tor a uniftee 1Arni.4,11.*
4288. Masses., Anne Helen. The development of 'evening schools and etas.in Kansas high schools. Muter% 1981. Kans. et Coll. 86 p4 =I. -
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4239. Klein, Paul. The adult education program in relation to the education

of minors in the San Diego city schools. San Diego, Calif., City schools, 1931.
6 p. ma.

A summary and analysis of results of a questionnaire circulated to young evening-high-school students, concerning reasons for returning to school, etc.
4240. Krug, George R. Certain problems in the organization and adminis-

tration of a summer high school in New York State. Master's, 1931. N. Y. St.
Qal 1. for Teach.

After giving a brief history of the development of summer high schools in New Yorkstate, this study deals with problems of cost, teacher preparation, personnel of pupils,achievement of pupils, etc., in a particular school of this type. Special attention is givento financial and pedagogical problems arising in connection with nonresident pupils andto the-problem of the 4eterminition of a reasonable tuition charge.
4241. Lee, Burlington Vincent The adult education movement in the public

schools of California. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 143 p.A library and documentary study of a historical nature which shows the developmentand extent of the movement, including general nature, aims, administration, teacher per-sonnel, etc., of adult education.
4242. Los Angeles, Calif. City schciols. Evening high schools in the Los

Angeles city high school district, December 1930. 16 p. (School publica-
tion, nq. 209.)

Abstracts of a report on a study of evening high schools in the Los Angeles city highschOol district with reference to organisation, educational staff, student body, costs,revenue, ete.

4243. Lurie, Zacques A. Standard evening high school. Master's, 1931.
Temple.

4244. McClintic, Stanley Charles. The administration of special day and
evening classes for adults in thepublic schools of California. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 117 p.

A questionnaire investigation of the practices of principals with reference to sub-jects offered. sources of revenue, salaries of teachers, fees charged, and other matters ofadministration, including a comparison with results of previous investigations to deter-mine tendencies.

4245. MacCormick, Austin IL Education of adult prisoners; a survey anda program. New York City, National sOciety of penal information, Inc.&1931.
456 p. t 'IP441

State prisons and adult reformatories of the entire country were studied.
4246. MacDonald, Michael Joseph. The university extension movement andits place in Catholic universities. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. 57 p.
4247. Maurer, Harold R. The status of the summer school in the secondary

schools of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Master'4, 1931. Ohio. 116p. ms.
Findings: The rummer high school In Pennsylvania has advanced little beyond thstage of being a school for " thinkers." The median school had conducted sessions forseven years or more and was under the direct supervision of the regular high-schoolprincipal. Subjects taught were determined by canvassing the students and then offer-ing the subjects in wad* many students had failed. The total amount of time spentla classes was 88.8 per cent less tban the requirements of the Mid-West and Marylandassociation of secondary schools and the State department of public instruction. Overose-half of the pupils attsudin*the suMmer sessions had tailed work during the regularsession of the high heel.
4248. Mitchell, Ira. The administration of cultural adult education underpublic schga smokes In small cities. Master's, 1931. Nebraska. 65 p. ms.A the pgolAdurs to be used la planning, organising, and conducting ikon-vecatioaaV assietteaalution adult education in smaller school systems. Iteiommenda-Uses an bond ea present best math*
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4250. Nebraska. State department of public instruction. Adult immigra.
tion education in Nebraska. A report of progress and activities, prepared by
Division of adult immigration education. Lincoln, 1931. 23 p.

4251. New York State teachers college, Buffalo, N. Y. Report of tbedirector of extension, 1930-1931. 84 p. ms.
Contains a section on the quality of instruction, showing the distribution dmarks, etc.

4252. Orman, Clarence. Significant phases of high schools in Houston. Mas.
ter's, 1931. Oklahoma. 74 p.

From the data cbmpiled from over 6,000 night-school enrollment cards, significantfacts as to the age, sex, nativity, and grade status of the night-school students ofHouston, Tex., were determined. A comparison was made of the relations betweengroups of people of given occupations and the subjects studied by them. The findingsof the study reveal that Houston is justified in maintaining its night schools, becausethe students benefit from the courses taken in the night school by adding to their
efficiency, by making better social adjustments, and in personal satisfactions; and thecity receives the benefits made available through the development of latent humanpowers, tbe awakening of " civic consciousness," and the Americanisation of theforeigners.

4253. Paschen, Albert John. A study of the scholastic achievement of under.
graduate students enrolled in summe'r sessions at Indiana university. Master's,
1930. Indiana. 37 p. ms.

Findings: The undergradtiate summer student on an average is about equal wholes.tically to the winter term student ; on the average, the undergraduate students wboattend summer sessions do a better grade of work in summer than they did In. winter.
4254. Phelps, Winnie Alden. Scope, aims, and curriculum organization of

adult education in the public schools of the United States. Master's, 1931.
Southern California. 105 p.

Based on an analysis of tbe literature and of 66 courses of study from representativecities in a States.
4255. Piggott, Virginia Ruth. Adult immigrant education in southern New

England. Master's, 1931. Brown. 128 p. ms.
A study of the provisions made in the States of southern New England for adaltimmigrant education. Findings: Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island haveeach by legislation created a division of adult immigrant education in the State tit&partment of education. Training courses for teachers of adult immigrant classes areprovided. The tendeficy to avoid the term "Americanisation " and to incorporate theactivity under the comprehensive term "Adult education " shows a growing appreciationof the fact that the problem of educating the adult immigrant is not essentially differentin its purpose from the education of other adults or children for that matter.
4256. Reeves, Luella S. The activities of teachers college extension depart-

ments. Master's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.
This Investigatio6 proposes to get a general view of the prevailing administration.organisation, and support of teachers college extension departments ; to become st-quainted with the activities within their scope, to make careful study of correspoadencestudy, extension classes, and teacher placement ; and to make a ahoyt study of the Ws-cellaneous activities that may indicate trends in this field.
4257. Sanderson, Robert Adult education in North Dakota by educational

agencies within the State receiving state or federal aid. Master's, 1981. N. D.Agr. Coll. 98 P. ins.
Gives Information on what helps in adult education may be secured tpwoegh cornsspondence çourses, night echo* lectures, eXtension methods and intilindlinglius workgiven by the various educational institutions within the State of Not% Dakota Waivingstate or federal aid.
4258. Schwatka, Sohn Nerdmaa. A study of the student personail in the

Baltimore white ees4ort1gt summer-seboolst session of 1980. ilutfaos, 19111.
Johns Hopkins. I 5
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vantages offered by summer sessions of California teachers colleges. Master's,
1931. Stanford.

4260. Tibbitts, Fred Lyman. A study ot 'the effectiveness of two types of
coordination service in part-time education. Doctor's, 1931. Stanford. (For
obstract see. no, 717a.)

This study purposes evaluating the work done by coordinators working under the
organization wherein the regular teachers do aii of the contacting of the home, the
community, and the shop, and of the organisation wherein the coordination work is
carried on by individuals who are specially trained for the work and who devote full
time to this service.

4261. Turner, Winnifred Thraves., An analysis of the population of the
public evening high schools in Los Angeles. Master's, 1931. Southern Cali-
fornia. 95 p.

A study of the types of persons taking advantage of the evening-high-school oppor-
tunities ; based on an analysis of the number of students enrolled, their sex, age, occu-
pation, plans for graduation from high school, and choice of subjects.

4262. Warne, Joseph Everett The organfzation and administration of adult
education in public schools of California. Master's, 1931. Southern California.

4263. Weiss, Benjamin S. A personnel study of continuation students in Los
Angeles, Calif. Master's, 1931. Southern California. 84 p.

An analysis of personal, family, school, and occupational histories of a wide sampling
of students, based on questionnaire replies and on school records.

4264. Wentz, Curvin A. A study of the orgAnization and management of
cooperative parttime education. 1931. University of Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 50 p. ms.

4205. Wh ock, N.B. and Fritch, C. L. Report on summer school organiza-
tion, glimmer O. Glendale, Calif., City schools, 1931. (For abstract see no.
717b.)

A study was made of the student enrollment, cause of summer-school attendance, ex-
tent of "dropping out ", teacher-load, and instructional costs of pupils in grades 1-8
attending summer school in 1980.

4266. 'Wilcox, /lick Henry. An expression of adult education. Master's,
[1931]. Vanderbilt.

4267. Wolfe, Zugene. Organization and administration of summer high
schools. ¡Mister's, 1931. Southern California. 175 p.

A studt-bsead on questionnaire replies from 81 superintendents of schools in citiei of
over 30,000 population.

.

*4268. Workman, Frederick L. The purpose of the continuation school in
education. Muter's, 1931. New York. 64 p. ms.

4269. Young, Pranklin-71. A study of seven Ohio night high schools. Mas-
ter's, 1981. Ohio. 114 p. ma. 4

A comprehenSive study of the night high schools in seven Ohio cities (Chillicothe,
Columbus, Dayton, Lakewood, Piqua, Springfield, and Youngstown).

See ales 24X, 2201, 8626, 8600, 8702, 8880, 4018.
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4270. Alabama. State department of education. Library list for home
economics, 1930. Montgomery, 1930. 8 p.

4271. Teachers' professional reading courses, 1930-1981.
Montgalwag, =Oa 4 p.

4272.. Almond., Outer. Professional library for a city superintendent of
ehoolaV lidiSkilis list, February 1981. Teachers college record, 112 T24-29,May 4 ,
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42711. American, library. association. Children's library yearbook no. &
Chicago, IlL, American library association, 1931. 80 p.

Evaluation of what a child's book ahould be, new trends, and the future of library
work with Children.

4274. College and reference library yearbook no. & Chicago,
American library association, 1981. 114 p.

Covers proirresw in various aspects of college and library work; contains a bibliography
of American college library administration, university, college, 'and reference library sta.
tistics, fundamentals in planning a college library building, etc.

4275.- A handbook for teach Z. librarians., Chicago, IlL, American
library association, 1931. 52 p.

Includes a list of 500 books for first I the function of the librarian, and out-
lines' the technical work and re4uirements \in the way of furniture, equipment, and
suPpUes.

4276. liecr6ationa1 reading for young people. Chicago, Ill., American
library association, 1931. 69 P.

Suggested recreational reading list of 500 books for young people of Nigh-school age.
4277. School library yearbook no. 4. Chicago, Ill., American library

association, 1931. 278 p.
Contains school library standards, circulation of school libraries, school libraty progress.,

school library laws, and directory of school librarian&
4278. Anderson, Earl W. High school librarians of Ohio for 1929-1930.

Library journal, 56: in-84, February 15, 1931.
Determines the extent of general and library training which those people in charge of

libraries in schools of enrollments of 250 and above have. General findings were that
a substantial number of librarians in Ohio high schools had little or no library training.

4279. Baldridge, Chloe Christina. The status of the library in the rural
schools of Nebragka. Master's, 1981. Nebraska. 126 p. ms.

A study based on 28 counties, 1,363 districts, 25445 pupils, and 87,872 books. The
study includes au analysis of official reports, district, county, and State, for a period of
10 years for the purpose of ascertaining the amount of money spent on =al-school
libraries and reference books.

ono. Bartley, Clara Elizabeth. Modern standards for children* literature.
Master's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 16 p. ms.

The study begins with the first children's books from Caxton's press, a short revieir
of the earlier English Juveniles; then gives a more detailed study of modern children's
literature'. Findings: The earikr books, while admirable In purpose, failed to take Into
account the true nature of the child. Our first tank to-day to produce interest, to
proauce in the child a love for good books. Second, the ideal story to-day causes the child
to form sound moral judgments without the author' wadding one word of obvious mars&
ing. Third, certain 'types of supposedly " harmless " books are cited 'and the conclusion
reached that there is no such thing as a " harmless " children's-book. Fourth, tbe true-

. to-life quality in plot, characterisation, and snIfject matter is one of the greatest contri-
butions a our time. Fifth, artistic perfection is also an hnporant ideal. Sixth, our
children's literature as a whole still has certain faults which need to be remedied.

428L Benson, Albert Nile& brganinationt and administragon of the ele-
mentary school libraries in Oakland. Master% 1931. Stanford.

4232. Bogle, Sarah C. N. Brief study of and recommendations on school
library conditions in OalifQrnia. Chicago, DI., American libraKT tion,
1930. 25 p. ma.

A brief survey 6of school library conditions in Calift. with special attention to re-
quiressests for professional preparation, State credentials; and existing training agencies
with fasten= of ma.

4283. ------- Study of library 'school situAtion In the Southern Mateo (ser
vey of 13 States). American library : lilt,. tioip, 1930. 64 p. as.- , `

Iacludes a survey of all courses offered la , ,.. 1, its WA, mute tFtgeplir, with
tbe demands shown throughout the region by .1 local, and county Illamle uelf
Vomit? mod college IStades, sad whoa gbgagOst I I .. tabbed service,"11,4.
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4284. Bastilleld, . The need of library instruction in teaclIer-tralning

institution& Master's, 1980. New York. 104 p. ms.
Suivey of 27 teacher-training institutions in regard to library instruction.
4285. Bray, Bula. Survey of reading material in Lawrence homes. Master's,Mt Peabody. 100 p. ms.
Prom a study of 231 homes, alight correlation was found between incomes, magazines,and books. As education increased, amount spent for current reading material Increased.
4286. Brewton, John Edmund. Animal themes in poetry for children. Mas-

ter's [1931]. Peabody. 25(f p. mS.
An Investigation of all poems for children on animal themes written by 13 poets. Find-ings: 326 poems were written for children on animal themes by the 13 poets. Theseare classified and analysed in the study.
4287. Brang, Angela IL Analysis of the curricula offerings in the

secondary schools which furnish reading interests. Baltimore, Md., Department
of education, 1931.

A tabular analysis of the situations in each course in the three curricula which stimu-late reading of fiction and nonfiction.
4288. Brotherton, Nina Caroline. The status of the public school library

with especial reference to Massachusetts. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.
4289. Bruner, Herbert B., Bonier, Frederick G. and others. Reading in-terests of children. Boston, Mass., Ginn and company, 1931. 120 p.A study was made of pupil's interests as indicated by their selection of questions theywould like to have answered. Questions were sent to 50,000 children in all parts of theUnited States.
4290. Butler, Gladys E The natere of magazine reading done by high school

pupils and its possible effect upon their social attitudes. Master's, 1981. Colo,St. T. C.
4291. Calkins, May Agnes. Nature and distribution of materials found in

children's encyclopaedias. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 162 p. ms.
Analysis of the World book and Compton's pictured encyclopaedia. Findings: The twoencyclopaedias contain much of the same kind of materials but tbe World book has agreater *mount of materiaL
4292. Callahan, Doris T. Free reading preferences of senior high school

student& Muter's, 1930. T. C., Col. Univ. 124 p. ms.
Survey, and summary of the reading preferences of nearly 5,000 senior high-schoolstudents as compiled from their own statements made without signature or supervision.findings inelnde relation between age, class, retardation, acceleration, and reading taste;relation between recent reading and preferences as stated ; proportion of types of reading;comparison ot quality of reading done by schools of different social backgfiends ; contrastof reading preference by boys as opposed to that selected by girls; and study of age andgrade when reading approaches ordinary adult standards. The whole study may serve asa guide toward the direction and supervision of reading for senior high-school student&
4293. Campbell, Doak B. Libraries in the accredited high schools of the

Assoclation of colleges and iecoildiOty schools of the Southern States. A reportof the status of high-sebool libraries with respect to the new library standards
of the association. Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930-
T1 p.

The purpose of this investiption was to determine the status of the libraries that areaccredited by the Association of colleges and eecoqdary schools of the Pouthern States,with specific reteremr to. the new library standards; and to point out for further isms-dgation spd *tidy such prelOenss as are reveald by this study. The study Is based onreplies to a iibnry infersnatlea blank retuissed by 922 aCcredited high school& Dataiadicate that WM of the schools meet the requirements Of all six standards set up. Tbegreatest &Mao la foand with respect to the training e the librarian and the timedevoted to Mary dents
4294. OsSze, (Marlon, coop. French booki for American libraries. Chicago,

Inn Aseetkiiin Maury amodatfier 19111.
iiiirdiarssipstere Mist of- groin* boobs et the tires** 'costar/ for Americas
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4295. Clark, Georgiana. A Hit of books for teachers of the first four grades.
1931. Platteville State teachers college, Platteville, Wis. 30 p.

Bibliography for teachers of primary grades.
4296. Clevenger, Arthur W. and Odell, Charles W. High school libraries in

Illinois. Urbana, University of Illinois, 1931. 41 p. (University of Illinois
bulletin, vol. 28, no. 42, June 16, 1931. Bureau of educational research bulletin,
no. 57.)

Tbe purpose of this study 4i to report a number of items of information concerning
high-school libraaes in the State of Illinois find to offer some suggestions as to standards
and th4 improvement of libraries.

4297. Colburn, Evangeline. A library for the intermediate grades. An ac-
'count of the methods employed to stimulate and to gUide the voluntary reading
of pupils of grades 4, 5, and 6 in the laboratory schools of the University of
Chicago and an annotated list of books representing the most frequent choices
of these pupils in the voluntary reading period. Chicago, Ill., University of
Chicago, 1930. 150 p. (Publications of the laboratory schools of the University
of Chicago, no. 1, November 1930.)

This study describes the working of the elementary school library run by the laboratory
schools of the University of Chicago.

4298. Cook, Lois Margaret. A formulation of pedagogical and literary prin-
ciples as applied to stories in chumh-school papers intended for children of
primary age. Master's, 1931. Boston Univ.

4299. Cooper, Elizabeth Eathel. An investigation of the reading interests
of 1,000 adult occupational worket.'Doctor's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For ab-
stract see no. 715.)

The adults chosen far this survey may be divided into two groups: 1,000 adult men
following 20 different occupations, and the intensive case studies of 20 different adults
representing 20 different occupations. No man was interviewed who did not have a
salary of at least $2,000. Age and educational training were disregarded. Findings:
Educational training is most significant in the reading habits of men_ The more techni.
cal educatIon a man has received, the more be reads for informs OD. The size of salary
and the amount of leisure do not necessarily determine bits of men. The
group stressed the importance of the atmosphere of reading in e home of associating
with people who read, and of the pleasure received by being a prolific reader.

4300. Cress, Carl Chester. Training in the use of the junior high school
library. Master's, 1931. Okfahoma. 74 p.

4301. Cruikshank, Mary. Literary and historical allusions in the Atlantic
monthly, 1857-58, 1892, 1927. Master's, 1930. Colorado.

A study in the changes of taste, interest, and education of a cultured reading public.
4302. Dotson, Katie Ella. The free reading of junior high school children

Master's, 1930. Oklahoma. (For abstract see no. 713.)
This investigation is limited to the reading of 125 pupils of the seventh, eighth, nod

ninth grade classes in the Okmulgee high school, Okmulgee, Okla., during the 1929 sum-
mer vacation. The reports show that 72 per cent of the children read books during the
vacation period, each child averaging four and two-tenths boolis.

4303. Eurich, Alvin C. A study of library problems. 1931. University ol
Minnesota, Minneapolis. 180 p. ma.

Discovers tbe use that the students make of the University library. Data are pre
sented on the use of the reserve room, periodical room, and general circulation. Sei
differences and college group differences are also preseated. 'The use of the library Is
related to the intelligence and scholarship of the group of 'students who took part in tilt
investigation.

4304. Poster, Mary Elizabeth. A time analysis of a library teacher's
activaies in the platoon school libraries of Pittsburgh, Pa. Muter's, 1931.
Pittsburgh. (For abstract see no. 715.)t-

A questionnaire of nine points based on the routine In use in the libruies was prepared
and given out éo 88 library-teachers, who were asked to keep time words is minutes
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LIBRARIES AND READING 399
for 20 school days for in-school and out-of-school time spent on the following points:Library house-keeping, exhibits, preparation of books and magazines for the shelves,
duties other than library, circulation and collection of books, picture file, book reviewing,
library meetings and conferences with principals and teachers, and lesson plans. A totalof 78 of the questionnaires were returned.

4305. Gates, Arthur L Reading for public school administrator& New
York City, Teáchers college, Columbia university, 1931. 126 p.

While this repOrt does not contain detailed reports of investigations, it is a volume
of recommeudations based upon experimental *Males, many of which are not yet
published.

4306. -1--/ Peardon, C. C. and Sartorius, L C. Studies of children's in-
terests in reading. Elementary school journal, 81: 656-70, May 1931.A series of tudies of preferences for various types of reading material was made.Subjects ranging in maturity from first-grade pupils to college students were used forpurposes of comparison. The following results were obtained : Children prefer repre-sentative stories to representative factual selections. Among narrative types, both proseand verse, the unusual and thrilling experience, the humorous and grotesque, the fasfi-ful or supernatural types rank high in interest compared to tbe familiar and sentimentalfamily experiences and tbe rather moralistic type of heroism and service compositions.The most potent interest producing factors in literature proved to be surprise, liveliness,animalness, conversation, humor, plot, and suitability in difficulty. The values of teach-ing reading as a vital component of a broad program of artistic, dramatic, exploratory,and other enterprises were demonstrated.

4307. Greer, Margaret Z. An investigation of rural school libraries. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Iowa. 45 p.

4308. Earbaugh, Leonard Earl A study of the library facilities of the high
schools of Payette county, Pa. Master's, 1980. Pittsburgh.

4309. Henry C. Prick educational commission, Pittsburgh, Pa. What
Pittsburgh high school peniors read. 1930. 83 p. (School betterment studies,
Vol. 2, no. 1). --

4310. Heater, Edna A. Books for junior colleges. Chicago, IlL. American
library association, 1931. 194 p.

A general list of books in all fields for the junior college library.
4311. Hilton, Eugene. Junior college book list. Berkeley, Calif., University

of California press, 1980. 84 p. (University of California publications in
education, vol. 6, no. 1, p. 1-84.)

Represents some of the more practical aspects of the thesis: Determination of col-lateral reference books required in basic junior college courses. This study was made inthe Department of edficatton of the University of California as one of the requirementsfor the degree uf doctor of education. It gives the results of the pooled judgments ofjunior college instructors. One thousand one hundred and ninety-three independent Jude-ments were tabulated. They represent the opinions of 928 junior college instructorsconnected with 50 represiVative institutions, and 265 instructors connected with 12institutions of university grade.
4812. Rood, Ilelen*ander Veer. Reading interests of a group of high school

pupils. Alhambra, Calif., City high school, 1931. (For abstract see no. 717b.)Findings: The study indicates that the lower the IQ, the less the tendency to replydefinitely to the question as to reading material the higher the IQ the greater thetendency to relit* defInittly to the question as to reading material. All groups of abilitypreferred stories of the Adventure type.
4318. Houghton, Coils M. A service study of library dill of pupils entering

seniof high whoa Master's, 19814 N. Y. St. Coll. for Teach. 50 p.An &nay* of the results of a test given at the time of entrance of a class to thesenior high school shows What instruction the children should be given in order to makeit possible fot thorn to maife the beet use of the library during their high-school course.The feeti obtained in the\ survey are being used in the organisation of material forinstruction la this whop) &king the coining years.
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4314. Hunt, Clara Whitehill. The first three hundred books for the thU
dren's library. Albany, University of the State of New York, 1981.06 16 p.
( University of the State of New York bulletin, no. 971, May 1, 1931.)

"This list is not traded, but suggestions are given as to the ages to which the bookswill generally appeal.*
4315. Jamison, Emma VanNoy. A graded book list for primary children.

Master's, 1931. Stanford.
4316. Jones, John William. 1.1 survey of the high school libraries of Franklin

county, Ohio. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)
The purpose of the study is : TO show the importance of the Mgh-school library ; todetermine whether or not the libraries of Franklin county measure up to the standards ofthe American library association ; and to make recommendatiOns that will bring about amore successful library administration in the county.
4317. La Mar, Rhoda Esther. Stories of Creek Indians adapted for elemen-

tary-school use. Master's, 1931. Peabody. 160 p. ms.
A collection of stories regarding Indian life in Oklahoma, especially of Creeks. Find-ings: Adaptation of such material to fourth-grade children is possible and advisable.
4318. Lamek, Rev. John Elmer. The administration and supervision of

classroom libraries. Master's, 1931. Catholic Univ. rtt p. ms.
4319. Leary, Bernice. An analytical study of cer,tain elements in the read-

ing material of adult magazines. Master's, 1931. qiicago, 122 p. ma.

figures equal or exceed 125,000. Findings: Considerab variation was found among
Analysis of 68,000 words and 18,600 sentences in 68 magazines whose circulation

magazines with respect to the per cent of monosyllabic ids in reading material. LeSs
variation was found with respect to trisyllabic and polvq*bic words. Ilapsine reading
material showed relatively close agreement when extent pf vocabulary diversity was con-
sideredthe greatest amount of diveissity occurring in m gazines containing infornsationgl
con tent.

4320. Leopold, William Lewis. A comparative study of the libraries of the
Pittsburgh public high schools. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh. (For abstract see
no. 715.)

The purpose of tbe study was: To analyse the status of the libraries of 16 Pittsburgh
public high schools, to evaluate each school by means of recognised and approved stand-ards as criteria, and to suggest possible extension and needed improvements ln library
facilities. The study was limited to 16 high schools having a combined enrollmeitt of
26,082 pupils. Data were collected by means of a questionnaire and interviews. Bind-ings: All libraries are housed in separate library rooms; there are no conference rooms inany of the 16 high schools; seating capacity is inadequate ; 12 libraries have completestandard equipment; the library service is fairly sagsfactory in ,tbe light of presentfacilities; provision is made In the igIts urses for systematic library instruction ; alow average daily attendance is evident ; there is an inadequate sup* of books in the

braries.

4321. Lewerenz, Alfred S. Children and the public library. Angeles,
Calif., City schools, 1931. Library quarterly,- 1: 152-74, April 1981.

A survey of the educational and mental status of 'children who patronise . publiclibrary in raft Angeles.

4322. Littell, Harold. Some aspelts of the philosophical and psycho
elements in contemporary literature. Master's, MO. Indiana. 171 ix" ms.

4323. Loe, Edwin. A survey of library needs and practices in the consoli-
dated high schools of North Dakota. Master's, 19BL North Dakota.

4824. Long, Charles D. High school libraries of Bureau county, in. M
ter's [1981]. Chicago. 90 p.

Status of libraries was studied and compared with standards of North cadre *nodstion, superintendent of public Woad:Ion, and American library assodation. Mew:
(1) Standards are met fairiy well; (2) librarians are decidedly lacking in Veining.

4825. Low, Mildred McNair. An Investigation of the rev ..._y of pe Uni-
versity Junior high school. Master's, SOL Oklahoma, '285
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4826. Milroy, Rose Hampton. A study of the reading interests of theevening school pupil. Muter's, 1931. Cincinnati.
'4827. Mackintosh, Helen K. A critical study of children's choices in Poetry.Doctoes, 1981. Iowa, Iowa Oily, University of Iowa, 1982. 128 p.
4328. Montgomery, Mildred. Testing supplementary reVing in high school.Master's, 1930. Illinois. 95 p. ms. (For abstract see no. 699.)6' Tests dealing with supplemeptary reading books found to be most frequently read inEnglish classes of four Illinois high schools were constructed and administered in Englishclasses of the University of Illinois high school. The six fiction tests and the threebiography tests constructed in this study are included, as well as an account of theirconstruction and a critical examination of the results from their administration. Theauthor is of the opinion that objective tests, supplemented by conferences and discussions,are of considerable value for checking up on outside reading."
4329. Munson, W. B. Per capita expenditures for libraries in 10 Californiacities. Fresno, Calif., Public schools MO].
Findings : In elementary schools the per capita cost ranged from $0.811 to $8.221.In secondary crawls the cost per espita ranged from re165 to $8.257.
4330. Osburn, W. Z. A study of state libraries. Columbus, Ohio, Statedepartment of education, 1931.
43814 Rinehart, Anne Campbell. What Pittsburgh junior high school pupilsread. Pittsburgh, Pa., Henry Frick educational commission, 1931. 83 p.(School betterment studies, vol. 5, no. 1.)

tC1This is a study of the reading interest of 5,510 junior-high-school pupils. i_A siB 1.6jstudy was made of 2,236 seniors I high schools in 1929. The following 12 boob werefound among the outstanding &tints in both 1929 and 1980 lists: Treasure Island, Ivanhoe,Lady of the Lake, Oliver Twist, Julius Caesar, Ramona, Ben Hur, Three Musketeers,Jane lyre, We, The Virginian, and Wings.
4332. Roller, Bert. Children in American poetry, 1610-1900. Doctor's,[1930]. Peabody. Nuhville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930.201 p. (Contribution to education, no. 72.)
The entirellield of American verse to 1900 was examined to discover the ways in whichchildhood has been treated by American poets.
4388. Ross, I. Baby. The Oolumbus-Bartholoriaew county library : its origin,growth, functions, and possibilities. Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C. 126 p. m.Finds out bow well the county library, asset:1211y the Columbus-Bartholomew countylibrary, functions educationally and culturally, and its possibilities in the future. Find-ings: Need of rural districts brought about change to county library; increase in neesince this change is very noticeable; Indiana is kader in county-library work.
4384. Rummel, Paul Zimmerman. A study to determine the training ofeighth grade pupils in the use of reference Woks. Master's, 1931. Pittsburgh.(For abstract see Da 715).
A chock list was coustrueted for measuring devices, containing 50 yes or no question,and a factual information test containing 50 objective, multiple choice questions. Thequestions covered were: Ownership of books, knowledge about parts of books, classificationof refereneil books, Orin facilities, ability to locate fiference material, and attitude to-ward reference *vita The *Lima list and faetual information test were administered to826 eightb.grade pupils in tine types of schoolsthe county .sehool, the borough school,and the Junior high school. Results from the check list showed that : Tbe dictionary isthe most universally owned reference book; the bock index is the most frequently con-suited part of a book ; *brag bistruetion is not systematised oil a par with the tradi-ttonal subjects; appiontinitiell GO per cent of the pupils enjoy Informational reading.from tin factual information test Wowed that : factual information test isreliable to aterods the training of eigathogndu pupils in the OW of referencebooks; In II* offset On the pupils' knowledge of reference books, tbe female pupilsleading the tiF, or the typo,of school from which a pupil come has an &feet .uPon Ws' training use of retsreitoo books.
4386,, akesson,, Lester. The adnkinistration of hIgb school libraries inlimiter* Oklaboina. (For abstract see no. 713)The pavilion of tbe et bigbaelehool Militia is Onekeils ate Oa.*elated Is two Ouse. tbe sad the actual. Time sakes Ms attempted to sit
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forth the advantages and disadvantages of present practice and make mambos,
with the best known practices, based on actual contact with present methods of library
administration in Oklahoma.

4336. Rutledge, R. E. Summary of data relative to elementary librarians.
Oakland, Calif., Public schools, 1930. 6 p. ms.

4337. Survey of sixth grade library use. Oakland, Calif., Public
schools, 1930. 15 p. ms.

4338. Schickedantz, Mary, Short%stories with mechanical and scientific
themes and allusions; a high school reading test. Master's, 1931. Ohio. 47
p. ms.

A reading list of short stories found in anthologies and magazines which will appeal
to the pupil interested in science and mechanics. The list contains approximately 200
stories by 61 authors.

4339. Sparks, Helen. Grade placement of children's reference books. Mas-
ter's, 1931. Colo. St. T. C.

This investigation into grade Aacement of children's reference books is undertaken inline with the efforts to determine scientifically what the materials of the curriculum
should be and where they should be placed.

4340. Stonnzand, X. J. and others. A library course for junior high schools
Santa Mo4ica, Calif., City schools, 1931.

4341. Strickler, Robert Burtner. A survey of the accredited high school
libraries of the State of Virginia. Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see
no. 712.)

This study of accredited high-school libraries of Virginia covers housing, egnipsent.
librarians, sources of revenue, library content, and library instruction.

4342. Struckman, Emil G. The Montana high school library. Master's,
{1931 I . Montana.

4343. Swindler, Robert Earl. The high school library and reading' problem
in the social studies with particular reference to United States history. Doc-
tor's, 1931. Virginia.

The purposes of the study were to find what library materials are actually to be
found in the secondary schools of the United States; what progressive teachers through-out the country recommend for the American history libraries; to check these recom-
mended lists by all the scientific criteria available at the present time, and on the basis
of the composite endings, to make out final recommended lists for both junior and senior
high school levels, and for each of five different stied high schools, ringing from thosehaving 75 or less pupils, to those having above 1,000 enrollment.

4344. Thompson, X. Florence. A book collection in American history for a
junior college library in California. Master's, 1930. Columbia.

4345. Thompson, Mary Winifred. The development of a small high school
library which will meet the needs of a liberal program in the English studies.
Master's, 1930. Ohio. (For abstract see no. 712.)

This study was made in the hope of providing practical suggestions for in adequatelibrary for the small high school that presents a liberal program in the English studies,
4346. Tree, Ethel M. A suggested annotated reading list'for a high school

dean of girls. Master's, 1931. New York. 40 p. mg.
The purpose ,of the study was to determine a baks upon which an asnotakd readinglist for a high-school dean of girls might be constructed and to suggest such a Ust.
4847. Trueblood, K. High-school libraries in thid-class cities toeKansas.

1931. Master's, 1981. Kansas.
A survey of high-school libraries in third-class cities bailed on annual revolts. Libra-rians, their duties and qualifications, library facilities and prectieen were given attuttos.
4848. U. 8. aOffice of education. Statistics of pubUc, society, and school

libraries, 1929. Washington, United States Government printing dike, SOL
885 p. (Bulletin, 1980, lit). V.)
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4349. Waldrip, Cliff O. A sttidy of the libraries of small high schools witha sPecial referent* to Indiana and Illinois. Master's, 1931. Ind. St. T. C. 130p. ms.
Seventeen counties In western Indiana ; 18 adjoining counties in eastern Illinois wereconsidered. Findinp: State high-school library lists should be made into groups ac-cording to enrollment and kind of high school; teachers should have library training;more rules and regulations are needed regarding libraries in both States.
4350. Waples, Douglas and Tyler, Ralph W. What people want to readabout. American library association. Chicago, Ill., University of Chicago press,1931. 808 p.
A study of group interests and a survey of problem in adult reading in an attempt tofind out what adults want to read and the development of methods to determine thereading interests of adult groups.
4351. Washington. State department of education. Elementary schoollibrary and third annual suggested library list, issued by N. D. Showalter, super-intendent of public instruction . . . 1030. Olympia, 1980. 30 p.
4352. Wesson, J. J. The status of high school libraries in Mississippi. Mas-ter's, 1981. Mississippi.
The survey showed that mani high schools not only needed to increase the numberof books, but to have a more favorable balance of books among the various departments.gee alas 127 (19) , 217, 690, 828, 1507, 1965, 2831, 2415, 8989, 4066, 4090, 4148; andunder English literature.
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ADDENDA

STUDIES RECEIVED TOO LATE FOR INCLUSION IN THE CLASSIFIED LIST

4353. Buck, Phil Walter. A study of the facts and conditions involved inIbe problem of orientation courses in teachers colleges. Master's, 1930. Kans.St. T. C., Emporia. 114 p. ms.
The problem of this study was : (1) To discover and interpret the facts and conditionsrelating to the orientation course in the 4-year teachers colleges of the United States ;(2) to suggest principles to be taken into consideration by teachers colleges in construct-ing orientation courses, based upon the data of this study ; and (8) to suggest problems forInvestigation arising out of the orientation course in teachers colleges.
435t Goddard, Geneva. A study of the historical development and educa-tional work of Haskell institute. Master's, 1930. Kans. Bt. T. C., Emporia.

82 p. MS.
The purpose of this study was to determine! whether Haskell institute has fulfilled theobligations placed on it by the Federal Government
4355. Hacker, Dorothy B. A study of juvenile delinquency cases in a smalldistrict of Indianapolis. Muter's, 1930. Indiana.
4356. Harris, Ruth Rickard. An experimental study dealing with the use ofcolored chalk in teaching plane geometry. Master's, 1930. Kans. St. T. C.,Emporia. 94 p. ms.
4357. Hoebel, E. Adamson. Home conditions and delinquency in adolescent

boys. Master's, 1930. New York.
4358. Kimball, Lindsley P. The social significance of the Boy Scout move-ment. Doctor's, 1930. New York.
The chief emphasis is upon character education.
4359. ling, George B. A study of the administrative practices of school

superintendents in second-class Kansas cities. Master's, 1980. Kans. St. T. C.,Emporia. 116 p.
The purpose of this study was to learn the administrative practices of superintendentsin second-class Kansas cities and to present these practices in such a way that they maybe useful in acquainting administrators with the problems as they actually exist in thefield of administration. To aid the college professor in building his administrative cur-riculum around the activities which the superintendent actually performs is anotherpurpose which it is hoped the investigation will serve.
4368. Leavell, Ullin Whitney. Philanthropy In Negro education. [Doctor's,

1930. Peabody.] Nashville, Tenn., George Peabody college for teachers, 1930.
188 p. (Contribution to education, no. 100.)

The study take* up the education of the Negro in slavery ; religious effort in Negroeducation; origin and aims of the large educational foundations ; the practice of the largephilanthropic agencies ; the extension of service, 1928-1929; and the trends of philan-thropy in Negro education.
4361 licCloy, C. E. Character building through physical education. Ameri-can physical education association research quarterly, 1: 41-81, October, 1930.An attempt to outline a process of character building through physical education, layingdown the foundations of the process upon our present-day knowledge of how man learns.
4362 O'Oonnor, Slum A study of the comparison in the financial success ofstudents who achieved scholastic honors with those who participated in manyactivities. Master's, MO. Kans. St. T. O., Emporia.Findinp: West! Moon are a better index of financial mews than are extra-curricular astivitios.
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4803. Walden, Edmonia Louise. A study of clothing courses in Negro normal
schools and colleges. Master's, 1880. Chicago.

4.364. Young, Pauline V. Indices and factors making for success or failure
of juvenile delinquents on probation. Published as " Urbanisation as a factor
in delinquency " in Proceedings of the American sociological society, No. 2, 1930,

4865. Land, Hattie B. \. Comparative study of health education in public
schools of Oklahoma with other States of the North Central educational associa.
tion. Master's, 13o. Okla. A. and M. Coll. 48 p. Ins.
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INDEX OF INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONS

[The numbers refer to item, not to page]

1 kg

Al,ricultural and technical college, Greens-
boro, N. C., 1422, MO, 8454, 8652.

Akron (Ohio) public schools, 886-887, 1464,
2921.

Alabama State t of education,
2081, 2205, 8128, 111-19 8486, 8621, 8925.
4270-4271.

Alabama education association, 2642.
Alabama polytechnic institute, Aubern, 851,

2425, 8926, 4041.
Alaska department oteducation, 167.
Albany (N. Y.) board of education, 2897.
Alhambra (Calif.) (44 *schools, 508, 577,

602, 1124, 2459, 3081, 8050, 431;
American association of collegiate rear

trars, 8921.
American association et teachers college:,

722.
American association of university women,

448-444, 18024808.
American educational research association,

1852, 2164, 2922, 8155, 8548, 4122.
American Ubnry association, 4278-4277,

4282-4288, 4294, 4310.
American medical association, 88994900,

3912.
American physical education association,

3195, 8287.
American student health association, 8280,

3238, 8897.
Arizona department It public instruction,

168.
Arizona, University of, 115, 955, 2888,

2527, 8215, 8858, 89291 4058.
mkansas State department of education,

2645.
Arkansas, trnilrerilty of, 1482, 2067, 2312,

2474, 2628e2122, 2S85 89684065.
Arkansas education moist* 1999.
Arkansas State teachers 1580, 2068.
emaciation of American Wines, 2401.
Association of Kentucky 00111.1 and uni-

versities, 2486.
Hants mi.) *he schools, 648, MO, 819,
1840, 11144, 8025, 807114874,

Baltimore' (MC beard a «boot soandir
sionen, 107, 188, 801, 1659, Ma.

Baltimore 0111L) ilOnttrosbt of lagleadoni
108, . 4444" 111114400,., 194, 1129, 0.11-i-
902, uss-mass 5D tads; iew rim
1939, 2X2, 2119, 2902, $OU, 2091, 32149
Map 11750* Unt 1104 4120, 4190* 4287.

Beaumont (Tex.) board of education, 614.
Belmont (Mass.) public schools, 731, 1809,
Benjamin Franklin high school, Rochester,

N. Y., 2057.
Berkeley (Calif.) public schools, 4181.
Boston college, 211, 816, 446, 1100, 1146.

1158-1154, 1159, 1858, 1439, 1492, 1598,
1652, 1660, 1684, 1741, 3517, 8887, 4016,
4222.

Boston univessity, 217, 809, 676, 1042,
1046, 1286, 1886, 1441, 2659, 2910, 8109,
8148, 8478, 8527, 8532, 8572, 8590, 8595,

8876, 4195, 4288, 42987
Brigham Young university, 2298.
Brookings institution, 8850.
Brown university, 511, 574, 581, 671, 819,

1052, 1098, 1216, 1412, 1487, 8495, 8910,
4255.

Bucknell university, 1925, ; 6.
Buffalo municipal research bureau, 188.
Burbank (Calif.) city schools, 781, 864,

1282, 2192, 2297, 2756, 8096.

California State department of education,
169, 1972, 2245, 2811, 2954, 8442, 8744.

California, University of, 95, 200, 896, 509,
1887, 1805, 1985 1988, 2009, 2086, 2063,
2158, 2244, 2810, 2416, 2541, 2626, 2777,
8986, 4012, 4219, 4228, 4811.

California commission for the study of
educational problems, 2502.

California educational research and guid-
ance association, 826.

Canton's taxpayers' association, 184487,
2860.

California teachers association, 2650-2651.
Canal leas, division of schools, 4076.
Cantos (Olds) public schools, 3148.
Carnegie foundation for the advancement
'or teaching, 1848, 13419,

(*kaolin adversity of America, 10, 49, 52,
'196, 209, 291, 328, 1129, 517, 521, 549,
T54,. 1149, 1214, 1231, .1549, 1596, 2096,
4821) 2878, 297. um ways/in, 8548,
4sio, 35515. MS, MT, mink sun, 5901,
4135, 4171, 4182, 4540, 4118. .

Odessa (111.) board of adulation, 1076,
11124; 1469, WU, 100a

Obitingo, University of, 91, 195, NM 202,
NM SOL a* Serb 119.4, 441, .4419, 463,
4911, N9, 1162,. 1116,, S% SOS, In, MO,
1411, lit 11144 0144114- VW SIX 1107,
W 921, INK osse err, am, 1070, 1082,
14, 11118,, illS, 1186. 14101, 1238, 1240,
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Iowa, University of-A-Continued.
1831, 18815, 1859, 1896, 1400-1401, 1404,
1440, 1449, 1457, 1485, 1524, 1548, 1363,
1567, 1560, 1566, 1586, 1603, 1610; 1618,
1624, 1627, 1632, 1646-1647, 1668, 1698,
1702, 1720, 1728, 17116, 1738, 1745-1746,
1749, 1756, 1159-1760, 1762, 1765, 1788,
1797, 1807, 1865; 1905, 1907-1908, 1950,
2076, 2197, 2221, 2290, 2301, 2316, 2867,
2370, 2390, 2484, 2507, 2517, 2556-2557,
2686, 2702, 2781, 2746, 2881, 2981, 2958,
2987, 3037, 8058, 8127, 8162, 3217, 8241,
8244, 3258, 8295, 8823, 3337, 8846, 8860,
8307, 3880-3381, 8390, 8401, 8422, 8461,
3488, 8510, 8514, 8518, 8596, 3616, 8683,
8801, 8830, 8853, 8859, 3886, 3391, 8918,
4004, 4035, 4081, 4086, 4141, 4200, 4212,
4307, 43,27.

Iowa State college, Ames, 988, 1692, 1788,
2140, 2155, 2216, 2881, 2360, 2768, 2983.
8007, 3623, 8641, 8647, 8700.4710, 8715,
8722, 8784, 87374738, 3742, 8747-8748,
3751, 8753, 8758, 8761, 8764, 3788, 8770,
8774, 3776, 8779, 8789, 3791, 8799, 4021,
4082, 4094.

Iowa State teachers association, 2871, 4224.
Iowa State teachers college, Cedar Falls,

2470.

Jersey City (N. J.) public schools, 667-571,
1811, 2919.

Johns Hopkins university, 3, 48, 215, 487,
451, 456, 474, 795, 1074, 1656, 2589,
2982, 4258:

X
Kalamuoi (Mich.) public schools, 922-28.
Kansas State department of education, 178,

944, 1126. 1148, .$848.
Kansas, Universitj of, 27, 250, 283, 598,

711, 996, 1004, 1347, 1376, 1489, 1547,
1619 2082, 2161, 2409, 2423, 2456, WM
2744, 2766, 8000, 3004, 8048, 8289, 8280,
8297 8825, 8848, 4097, 4847.

Kansas State coligge of agriculture and
applied science, Manhattan, 453, 476,
1012 1275, 1676, 1785, 1790, 171)5, 1800,
1851864, 2421, 2454, 2805,.2916, 2960,
29849 3157*, 3.0.14. e17, 8720. $735, lTUip
3777 $852, 41214.- .

Kansas State %lichen waft% Emporia,
738, 111111, 2112, 411511-4354, 41154,
4359 4862. .

Kansas State Wakes college, Hays, T44,
967, 2618.

Kansas State timbers caws, Pittsburg,
auk sos, 703, 1ol2, 14*2 15Th ,1594,
2270, $716, 2996, 3155, 3184, 810.

sent State normal oaks*, Kent, Ohio,
2428.

**tuck, State board oliiiduesiten, 174-Mk 2251, WA. " atlaitEItC*L Uutterift 0, 129! 1181, 1447,
1976, 19811-1090, 2180, ink 2in, WA
sews 2049, al* $IM 4192.

Kentucky educational association, 2888.
Knoxville (Tenn.) public schools, 1162,

8262.

Lafayette college, 8277.
Lehigh university, 2638.
Lewiston (Idaho) public schools, 145.
Lincoln (Nebr.) public schools, 3049.
LonS Beach (Calif.) city schools, 317, 535,

558-559, 785486, 811, 881, 952, 1014,
1168, 1281, 1887, 1578, 1690-4691, 2005.,
2007, 2212, 2806, 2570, 2872, 2598, 8055,
8077, 3817, 3981, 4017-401&

Los Angeles (Calif.) city schools, 531, 667-,68, 705, 767, 789, 882, 958-961,, 1884,
1860, 14954496, 1526, 1628, 1649, 2176,
2289, 2295, 2'842, 2757, 2886, 2987, 8122.-
8128, 8167, 3484, 3942-8948, 4148, 4154,
4209, 4242.

Iva Angsles.city teschen club, 2287.
Loilsiana department of education,- 2686.

2661, 2708-2714, 2749. r

Louisville (Iy.) Atherton high school,

Louiiville (Ky.) girls high *Chao.%
Louisville (Ky.) public schools, 868, 884,

1187, 1181, 1270, 1887, 8099, 8489, 4067,
4153.

Lynchburg college, 2411.

X t

Mansfield (Ohio) city schools, 615, 796,
Maryland State department of education,

176, 625, 641, 692. .

Maryland, University of, 1448, nu, 2394,
3831, 4118.

Maryland State normal school, *Our&
2160.

Maryland State normal school, Towson,
2142.

Maywood college, 904, 1040, 1385, 1748,
8529.

Massachusetts department of education, 9,
1823, 2200, 2690, 8171, 4149.

Mercer university, 2027, 2861, 2574, 2784,
2802, 2814, 8503.

Merrill-Palmer seal,lool, betroit, MIch,, 404,
4788, 1792.

Michigan department a public Instruetion,
8425. ,4,,.-

illiebigad;Vniresity ot. 62, 204 811, 436,
447, 64., 784, 2, pok loot MK, 1187,
1203, WS, '0, ilbet 1325-1828,1840,
1368, 1382, 1415, 1446, 1488, 14841533,
441, 1551, 1875, 1595, 1 1624, 1812.
1847, 1450, 1 , 1018, 21 Sp sliqg 2202,
2280, 2384, 2 ' : 744k 24111, 27,2,
2798, 2869 2950, 3062, 3016, 3076, 8260,
AM 311trit Itf47, .8400, 11902t. 89_44 pr.

, ow: ,
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Minneapolis (Minn.) public schools, 867,
657, 8225.

Minnesota department of education, 596,
1500, 2691, 2742-2743, 2948, 8659.

Minnesota, University of, 412, 520, 643-
644, 600, 718, 752, 765, 825, 1864, 1372-
1873, 1658, 1672, 1969, 2173, 2873, 2375,
2382-2885, 2893, 2404, 2485-2486, 2441,
2443-2445, 2461, 2549r 2079, 8044, 8296,
3919, 4028, 4308.

Minnesota State teachers college, Moor-
head, 847, 891-898, 2110, 2294.

Mississippi department of education, 2698-
2695, 2875.

Mississippi, University of, 681, 748, 2748,
4205, 4852,

Missouri State department of education,
177-178, 1220, 2582, 2944, 8275.

Missouri, University of, 1148, 1202, 1406,
1410, 1774, 2008, 2320, 2453, 8702.

Montana department of public instruction,
179.

Montana, State untversity of, 158, 27411
2823, 8111, 4842.

Montana education association, 2280.
Montana society for thb study of educa-

tion, MK
Montana State normal college, Dillon, 2086.
Moosebeart laboratory for child research,

Mooseheart, Ill., 8242.
Muhlenberg college, 2419.
Muncie (Ind.) publie schools, 588-584,

788-789, 798, 885, 870, 976, 2652, 2900-
2901, 8080.

National whimsy committee on illiteracy,
4233.

National bureau for the advancement of
music, 1700.

National Catholic school of social service,
672. :dmik

National child labor committee, 8452-3458,
8464.

National committee on standard reports for
institutions of higher education, 2895.

National cemicil of eilucationt
National education assodation. Depart-

meat of demo= teachers, 2198; de-
partment of elementary school princi-
pals, 292, 2841 ; departinett of secondary
school prineipals, 1980. 2543, 2817 ; de-
pert:sent a superintendence and research
division, 120, 2855, 25444545 ; depart-
ment of supervisors and directors of in-
struction, 2818; researeb division, 2199,
2828-4824, 285148544 25884594, 2700,
2842, 2891-2992.

National league of untiring education, 8905,
8907.

National nasetion assodon, 8282, 8861.
National *iamb council, 415.
National society for tpe *bray Of education,

121, 111111.11.4-''.
Naeatitition.) ististyi;

411
Nebraska State department of public in-

struction, 2200-2201, 4250.
Nebraska, University of, 246, 802-308, 854,

422, 460, 498, 501, 512, 540, 1)91 747,
753, 816, 1025-1026, 1032-1014, 1085-
1086, 1198, 1848, 1405, 1498, 1725, 1798,
1837, 1914, 1924, 2052, 2246, 2291, 2879,
2439, 2457, 2469, 2498, 2522, 2525-2526,
2529, 2537, 2540, 2546, 2559, 2567-
2568, 2687-2688, 2785, 2787, 2752, 2800,
2834, 2857-2858, 2884, 2924, 2926, 2951,
2981, 8015, 8064, 8186, 8266, 8475, 8638,
8670, 8814, 8818, 8888, 89614962, 4003,
4014, 4248, 4279.

Nevada department of public instruction,
180.

New Hampshire State department of edu-
cation, 548.

New Jersey Department of public
tion, 2547, 2762, 3288, 4199.

New Jersey State teachers collegrir
2108.

New Mexico state department of education,
2946.

New Mexico, Untversity of, 2542, 8104.
New Orleans, La., Orleans parish school

board, 618, 8648, 3938, 8970, 4110.
New Orleans (La.) public schools, 8284.
New Rochelle (N. Y.) public schools, 820.
New York (City) board of education, 1529,

2862.
New York (City) employment center for the

handicapped, 3988.
New York (City) municipal administration

service, 8168.
New York (State) education department,

155, 181, 561, 655, 709, 979, 1182, 1530,
1587, 1854-1858, 2089, 2250, 2859, 2897,
2586, 2701, 2789, 2908-2904, 8016, 80133,
8172, 8285, 3289, 8617, 88614864, 4151,
4814.

New York State college for teachers, Al-
bany, 79, 86, 180, 806, 534, 947, 1031,
1049, 1497, 1826, 2189, 2819, 2887, 8019,
8940, 8966, 4118, 4190, 4240, 4813.

New York State teachers college, Buffalo,
4251.

Nei York university, 81-82, 58080, 88, 98,
97, 100, 166, 199, 208, 214, 220, 222, 288,
245, 248) 253, 258, 260, 268, 272, 279,
304, 888, 887, 442, 492, 542, 639, 682,
721, 950, 965, 984, 997, 1006, 1028, 1087-
1038, 1056, 1189 1210, 1280, 1255, 1285,
1845, 1895, 1408, 1498, 1518, 1522, 1561,
1569, 1604, 1617 1641, 1668, 1683, 1701,
1708, 1711, 1718 1715, 1722, 1781, 1780,
045, 1875, 1889 1946-1947, 2018, 2031,
2088, 2088, 2045, 2048, 2059, 2111, 2127,
2182, 2184, 2154, 2181, 2204, 2249, 27.54,
2262, 2209, 2877 2887, 2401, 2451, 2575,
2686, 2806, 2911, 2928, 2940, 2955, 2972,
2991, 2998, 80069, 8022, 8054, 8qs2, 8098,
814T, $168, 31944 8197, 8199, 8201, 8204,

4211, *2fl 18i 824t M0. 8259.
8$00, 8808, 381141

. $161S, 3868-
-1400, 8402-

instruc-
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New York university-Continued.
3408, 3408, 8410, 8426, 8485, 8466,
8474, 8488, 3498-8499, 3649, 8556, 8594,
8610, 8625-8626, 3689, 8804, 3842, 8844-
8845, 8854, 8856, 3860, 8868, 8875, 8880,
8884, 8894, 8915, 8952, 4001-4002, 4010,
4065, 4074, 4083, 4124, 4145, 4150, 4155,
4158, 4164, 4170, 4178-4174, 4178-4179,
4188, 4282, 4268, 4284, 4846, 4857-4858.

Newburgh (N. Y.) public schools, 1247,
2217-2218, 2728, 2769.

Norfolk (Va.) public schools, 882, 8258,
8286, 8665.

North Carolina State department of public
instruction, 1824, 2684-2686,

North Carolina, University of, 19, 85, 55,
289, 327, 459, 588, 710, 962, 1185, 1488,
2051, 2321, 2826, 2963, 3072, 8841, 4102.

North Carolina education association, 1168.
North central association of colleges and

secondary schools, 1327.
North Dakota department of public instruc-

tion, 1628, 2947.
North Dakota, University of, 109, 556, 689,

913, 1208, 1307, 1861, 1717, 1721, 2203,
2430, 2594-2595, 2820, 8007, 8180, 8285,
3820, 8959, 4823.

North Dakota agricultural college, 2247,
4257.

Northeast Missouri State teachers college,
2183.

Northeastern teachers college, Tahlequah,
Okla., 2807, 8628.

Northwestern university, 69, 205, 207, 682,
684, 890, 986, 1118, 1297, 1478, 1548,
1678, 1704, 1784, 1752, 1758, 1766, 1873,
1903, 1973, 2021, 2090, 2214, 2889, 8187,
3310, 3554, 3580, 3582, 8597, 8888, 3o57,
4059, 4075, 4218.

Notre Dame, University of, 59, 94, 975,
1098, 1258, 1306, 1818-1814, 2704, 2848,
3100, 3240, 84.17, 3419, 3467, 8521, 3530,
8565, 3586, 8598, 8980, 3984, 4175.

0
Oakland (Calif.) public schools, 524, 911,

1121-1122, 1127, 1218, 1285, 1271, 1716,
1889, 1909-1910, 1959-1960, 2069, 2229,
2857, 2515, 2870, 2889-2890, 2918, 8060,
3102-8103, 8119, 8144, 8164, 3818, 8666,
3858, 8865, 8885, 4886-4887.

Oberlin college, 2460.
Occidental college, 1192.
Ohio State department of education, 298,

628-624, 1227-1228, 2856, 294$, 806S,
4830.

Ohio education uaociatA9p, 2$17, 2720-
2721.

Ohlo State university, 13, 80, 89, ST, 89,
101, 104, 117-118, 126, 168, 824, 888,
886, 888, 845, 861, 872, 874, 878, 897,
402, 414, 424, 429, 432, 441, 452, 457,
466, 471, 07, 482, 493 500,, 502, 555,
557, 565, 587, 682, 650, 659, 6794 687,
706, 12, 742, 821, 836, 906, 931, .88,
1084, 1043, 1057, 1096, 1078, lin, 1170.

Ohio state university,-
1191, 1194, 1217, 1225, 1249, 1849, 1862,
1894, 1418, 1450, 1550, 1562, 1570, 1579,
1590, 1605, 1608, 1626, 1657, 1682, 1685,
1740, 1777, 1798, 1808, 1820, 1861, 1867-
1868, 1876, 1892, 1896, 1s2a, 1928, 2012,
2024, 2064, 2091, 2129, 2138, 2168, 2170,
2190, 2198, 2219-St220, 2286, 2246, 2308,
2818, 2825, 2828, 2850, 2101, 2874, 2886,
2892, 2424, 2468, 24884489, 2509, 2518,
2560-2561, 2563-2564, 2566, 2572, 2588,
2600, 2604, 2608, 2608, 2614, 2618,
2621, 2627, 26814622, 2687, 2646, 2684,
2696, 2725-2726, 2778-2779, 2717, 2791,
2825, 2844-2845, 2847, 2856, 2859, 2928,
2964, 2975, 2984, 8011-8012, 8024, 8046,
3059, 3088, 8091, 8115, 8188, 8158-8160,
3166, 8182, 8202, 8221, 8228, 8248, 8293,
3815, 8827, 8351, 8862, 8875, 8395, 8488,
3441, 8450-3451, 8456-8457, 8462, 8465,
8469, 8471, 8476, 8501, 8544, 8584, 86051
8611-8612, 8619, 8629, 3645-86461 8656,
8667, 8678, 8680, 8691, 8701, 8716, 8772,
8806, 8878, 8945, 8947, 8958, 8974, 8977,
8991, 4000, 4011, 4085, 4107, 4120, 4167,
4169, 4184, 4198, 4210, 4216, 4247, 4269,
4816, 4888, 4841, 4845.

Ohio Wesleyan university, 820, 1129, 2144,
2147, 2196, 2206, 2418, 2465, 8522, 8996.

Oklahoma State department of education,
182, 8867.

Oklahoma, University of, 84) 48, 162, 800,
807, 818, 821, 486, 57, T18, 729, 769,
776, 859, 876, 884-885, 897, 917, 942,
971-972, 1029-1030, 1051, 1174, 1199,
1338, 1477, 1565, 1618, 1631, 1642, 1757,
1818, 1838-1884, 1888, 1904,. 1911, 1986,
1948, 1957, 2092, 2148, 2179, 2187, 2807,
2827, 2417, 2407, 2519, 2551, 2558, 2565,
2609, 2612, 2654-2655, 2657, 2664, 2669-
2670, 2689, 2705, 2717, 2789, 2768, 2798,
2880, 2978, 8178, 8481, 8575, 8649, 3688,
8784, 8817, 8950, 4038, 4064, 4161, 4168,
4177, 4191, 4252, 4300, 4802, 4825, 4835.

Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical col-
lege, 2211, 2803, 2398, 4365.

Oral hygiene . committee of greater New
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Firemen, education, 1416.
Florida, education, 1871, 2080, 2801, 3699,

8756.
Folk lore, 793.
Folk solkigs, 4109.
Follow-up work, 1909,

2091, 2913, 3888,
Guidance.

Food courses. See Home economics.
Football. See Athletics.
Foreign-born children, 1007, 1013, 3477-

3478. See also Racial. groups, education
Foreign countries, education, 191-271.
Foreign languaes, 1075-1144.
Formal discipline. See Transfer of train-

ing.
Formboards, 475.
Fourttlations. See Educttional foundations
Four-I-I clubs, 2990.
France, education, 201, 280, 240, 258.
Fraternity students, 1874, 2454, 299.
French books, 4294.
French language. See Languages, moderd

1934, 1991, 2004,
4134. See also

Freshmen, 841, 862, 733, 792, 805, 970,
991, 1031, 1044, 1699, 1985. 2086, 2098,
2102, 2121, 2123, 2274, 3100, 3230, 3238,
8719. See also Student personnel prob-
lems.

Friends, selectIon of, 478.
Friends colleges, 3574.
Froebel, Friedrich, 97.

Games. See Play and recreation.
General science, 1344-1369.
Geography, 1513-1539.
Geometry, 1253-1321.
Georgia, education, 25, 170, 2022, 2027,

2077, 2337,42361, 2574, 2750, 2764, 2925,
3120, 3951, 4102.

German language. See Languages, modern.
Germany, education, 196, 201, 217-218,

240. 245, 20, 253, 256, 261.
Gestalt theory. 397, 482, 563.
Gifted children, 4122-4134.
Mils to education, 130, 4360.
Girl resetves, 2983.
Grading. See Ability grouping; Classifica-

tion, grading" and promotion; Marks and
marking.

Graduate work, 2367, 2378, 2430, 2431,
2473, 2490, 3326. See also Degrees,

academic ; Educational research.
Graduates, college, 2419; elementary

schools, 3097; high school, 176, 19f6,

1928, 3963, 3992. See also Follow-up
work.

Graduating exercises, 1906. 1925.
Greece. education, 269; See also Athens,

education.
Growth. Ree Physical growth.
Grundtvig, Nicholni Frederik Severin,
Guidance, educational and vocational,

3925-4043. See also Vocations.
yrrrnasiums, 3160, 3175, 3182-3183.

Gymnastics. See Health and physical edu-
cation.

Haiti, education, 3642. .
Handbooks, superintendents, 2559 ; teach-

ers, 2564:
Handedness, 930.
Handicapped children.. See Physically handi-

capped children.
Hand-washing facilities, 3220.
Handwriting, 829 846.
Harmonica bands, 1700.
Hawaii, education, 142, 8661.
Health and physical education, 3192-3402.
Hebrews. education, 252, 3573, 3589.
Hemogiohin tests, 3234, 4146.
High school graduates. See Graduates,

high school.
High schools. See Secondary education.
Higher education, 2866-2492.
History, 1540-1617.
History of education. See Ed neat

history.
HiY cipbs, 8683.
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Hobbies, 675, 1965.
Holland, education, 210.
noilerith tabulating machine, 558,
Home and school. See Social . aspects of

education.
Ilome economics, 8733-3799.
Horne mechanics, 1176, 3618, 3663.
Ilorne-rooms, 840-346.
Homogeneous grouping. See Ability group-

ing.
Honesty, 674, 3514, 3521-3523, 3542.
Ill,nor students. 1837, 2422.
Honor system, 8112.
Hoshour, Samuel K., 102.
House of the Seven Gables, 1072.
Howard university, 4091.
Hungary, education, 229.
Hutchinson, Thomas, 66.
Hygiene. See Health and physical educab

t

Hymn preferences, 1647.

Idaho, education, 2010, 2663, 3698.
Words. See Moral and character edqcation.
Illinois, education, 113, 171, 1920, 2240,

2296. 2578, 2667, 2679, 2702, 3856, 8640,
3759-3760, 4296, 4349.

'Illiteracy, 114, 4233.
Imagination, 1783.
immigrants, 279. 4250, 4255.
Incentives,. school, 357, 1221, 1808, 1470,

.2865, 2867, 2980, 3015, A186.
Indeterminate statement, F)2-803.
India, education, 208, 227, 289, 242, 246-

247, 2§6, -265.
Indiana, education, 40, 102, 115, 172, 884,

774, 1143. 1182. 1577. 1785. 2043, 2226-
2'227, 2231, 2285, 2309, 2814, 2847, 2531,293, 2616, 2644, 2679, 2704, 2785. 2831,
2i436. 2982, 3052. 3133, 8226, 8273, 8864,
3570,-3583, 3882, 4048, 4849.

Indian.i, 844, 3379, 3588, 4317. Bee oo
Racial grail's, education.

Individual differences, 419, 458, 496 (20).
See also Sex differences.

instruction, 847-857.
Industrial education. See Manual and vo-cational training.
Infants, 443, 465',; 4137 ; bladder control,472; crying, 896; mental growth, 417;

tkrehension, 422 ; reactions, 402-403, 419,4.
Infrriority complex, 688.
Inhibition, 499.
Initial error theory, 298.
Injuries, liability for, 2517.
Insuranet, school, 2499. 2583.
Intelligence tests. See Tests, psychologi6al.Interests, children's, 480, 488, 480, 484,1060, 1333, 1542, 1695, 1701; measure-ment, 580, 666.
Interior decAtion,1671.
International aspects of educitiori, 272--285.
Interviewing, 2506, 8996,.4193.
Introversion. Bee Extroversloll.

a
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Iowa, education, 1624, 2185, 2197, 2301,

2816, 2360, 2507, 2556, 2675, 2679, 2686,
2871, 8100, 3127, 3244, 3607, 3709, 3713,
3742, 4220, 4224.

Ireland, education, 211.
Italy, education, 199, 221, 271.

James-Lange theory, 470.
Janitorial service, 3152, 8169.
Japan, education, 248, 268.
Japanese childrsp, 4049; art ability, 1649.
Jefferson, Thomas, 63, 70, 78.
Jesus, pedagogy of, 91.
Jewish life, study, 1494.
Jews. See Hebrews.
Journalism, 1764-1775.
Jowett, Benjamin, 65.
Junior colleges, 1970-2012.
Junior high schools, 193G-1969
Juvenile delinquents. See Problem and de-

linquent children.

Kansas, education, 173, 1133, 1@r76, 1774,
11151, 2063, 2558, 2613, 2683, 2744, 2766,
2776, 2797, 2805, 2960, 3000, 3111, 3157,
8825, 4196, 4238, 4347.

Kent-Shakow industrial "forrnboard., 3635.
Kentucky, education, 139, 174-175, 1976,

1990, 2180, 2243, 2251, '2299, 2557, 2580,
'2653, 2697, 2738, 2838, 2949, 3140, 6664,
4096, 4098.

Kilpatrick's theory of learning, 104.
Kindergarten education, 95, 116, 322, 445,

643, 774, 786, 1101, 1175, 1841, 1706,
1791, 1794, 1798, 2811, 2880, 2921, 2929,
3258, 8307. See also Elementary edu-

- cation.
Korea, education, 104, 203, 232, 251, 257.

Labor a.nd education, 3675.
Laboratory method. See C(;ntra4 mitt unit

'plans.
Laboratory schools. See Practiv teaching.
Land-grant colleges, 2039, 8703-3704, 3711-

3712, 3740, 3756.
Landscape gardening, 3696.
Languages, ancient, 1075-1104; modern,

1105-1144.
Lantern slides. See Visual* instruction.
Latin America, study, 2402.
Latin language. See Languages, ancient.
Laughter, 498, 1789.
Laurie, Simon 'Somerville, 68.
Leadership, 1889, 8459, 3470, 3501.
Learning. See Educational psychology.
Lecture method, 1447.
Legal education. See Professional educa-

tion.
Legislation. BeeEducational legislation.
Leisure, 1617, 2993-2994, 3067, 8789. flee

also Play and recreation.
Lesson assignment, 880, 839, 1408, 1839,

2857, 2859, 8766.
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Liberal arts colleges, 1971, 2008, 2075,
2103, 2389, 2475. 3594.

Librarians, 4275, 4336.
Libraries and reading, 4270-4352.
Library intruction. 4284.
Library use, training in, 4334,
Literature. See English literature.
Locke, John, 80.
Louisiana. education, 23, 26. 47, 2660.
Lunches. See 'School lunche§.
Luther, Martin. 71.
Lyon, Mary, 75.

Magazine articles1 1506, 4301, 4319; in
women's magazTnes. 3798; international
attitudes, 281; on education,,120, 1718,
1 879, 3662: reading of, 4290, 4319.

Maine. education, 2391.
Manitoba, education, 219.
Manual and vocational training, 3602-3694.
Maps. '4526, 1529. 1535, 1562.
Marketing. 3730-3732.
Marks and marking, 3043-3062.
Mirwedel, Emma. 95.
Maryland, education, 176, 2182, 2394, 2790,

2995, 8331, 4113.
Massachusetts, education, 9, 1386,. 2690,

3 171, 4288.
Master teachers, 3708.
Matching exercises, 464.
Mathematics, 1145-1321.
Maze learning ability, 395, 441, 485.
Mechanical aptitude test. See Tests, me-

chanical aptitude.
Mechanical drawing, 627. 3718.
Medical education, 127 (15), 206. Ster also

Professional education.
Medical inspection. See Health and physi-.

cal klucation.
Memory. See Retention.
Mental development. See Educational

psychology.
Mental hygiene, 3376-3386.
Mental testa. See Tests, psychological.
Merit system. See incentive, school..
Methods of study, 358-362.
Mexicans in the U. S. See Racial groups,

education.
Mexico, education, 197, 206, 207, 215, 228,

270.
Michigan, edutmtion, 1486, 1847, 1991,

2293, 2304, 2401, 2585, 2950. 2962, 8447.
Military education, 600, 2484, 3294.
Milk production, 8729.
Mill, John Stuart, 88.
Mill schools, 8095.
Mining communities, 2932.
Minnesota, education, 1698, 2203, 2679,

2691, 3013.
Mississippi, education, 24, 1977, 2674,

2693-2694. 2718. 2724, 2875, 3754, 4852.
Missouri, education, 177-178, 1774, 2210,

2320, 2582, 2590, 2610, 8885.
Modern languages.- Bee Languages, modern.
Monastic schools, 49, 211.
Montana, education, 52, 179, 2741, 4842.

Moral and character education, 3484-3A43.
Morrison technique, 330, 1028, 1615.
Mothers' helpers, 3745.
Motivation, 289, 1470, 1548.
Motor skill, 426, 3360, 3634.
Mountain people, education, 4 96 (7-8),

931, 3560, 3598.
Moving-p!cture attendance, 3481, 3534.
Moving lictures in education. See Visual

instruction.
Museums, 127 (22), 1713.
Music and art education, 1642-1735.

Narcotic education, 3197, 3329, 3336.
National education association, 3, 2 213;

National council of education, 57.
National retail dry goods association, 3769.
National, university, 33.
National vocational guidance association,

4000.
Nature study. Bee Biology and botany.
Near East, education, 259.
Nebiitska, education, 1752, 1924, 2200-

2201, 2246, 2737, 2752, 2858, 2924, 2951,
3622, 4250, 4279.

Negativism, 1800.
Negroes, education, 4065-4109.
Nevada, education, 180.
New Hampshire, education, 8.
New Jersey, education, 150, 1461, 2300.

2547, 2671, 2762. 3610, 3895.
New Mexico. education, 1860, 2946.
New York State, education, 62. 122, 181,

1497, 1571, 21 1, 2172, 2204,
2586, 2701, 2 89, 2806, 2819,
3626, 3648, 97, 4240.

Newspapers, f783, 1025, 1485.
Journalism ; Educational publicity.

New-type tests. See Tests, new-type.
Newsboys, 8439.
Normal schools, 2082-2126.
North Carolina, education, 1 168, 1677,

1732, 1824, 2321, 2630, 2963, 4 082, 4093,
4097. 4107.

North Dakota, education, 589, 1361, 1 028,
1717, 2594, 264 8, 2947, 4257, 4823.

Nova Scotia, education, 241.
Nursery school. See Preschool education.
Nurses, education. See Professional educa-

tion.
Nutrition, 496 (18). See also Health and
physical education; Home economics.

2359, 2397,
2837, 34Q2,

See also

0
Occupations. See Guidance Vocations.
Office practice in schools, 2526, 2547.
Ohio, education, 30, 118, 345, 378, 706,

1579, 1862, 1868, 1928, 1928, 2012, 2024,
2148. 2147, 2170, 2190, 2234, 2256, 2317,
2325, 2828, 2350, 2418, 2563, 2588, 2592,
2600-2601, 2603-2604, 2608, 2627, 267e,
2696, 2720-2721, 2725-2726, 2778, 2825,
2845, 2847, 2964, 2975, 8160, 8182, 8327,
8351, 3302, 3451-3452, 8,800, 3974, 39931
4000, 1269, 4278.
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Oklahoma, education, 182, 776, 1757, 1774,
1891, 2092, 2179, 2183, 2187, 2261, 2807,
2327, 2335, 2417, 2511, 2551, 2558:2585,
2609, 2669-2670, 2698; 2739, 2763, 3178,
3628, 3784, 4038, 4064, 4088, 4168, 4385.

One-teacher pcbools. °See Rural schools.
Only child," 421, 501.

Ontario, education, 131.
Open-air schools, 3203.
opportunity schools, 4231. See also Ex-

ceptional children.
Orchestras. See School orchestras.
Oregon, education, 183, 2002, 2315, 2318,

2400, 2412, 2489, 2550, 2681, 8669.
Oregon trail, 1481.
Orientation courses, 2006, 2024, 2123, 4353.
'Orphans, 4111, 4117-4118.
Out-of-school activities. See Play and rec-

reation ; Social aspects of education.
Oxford university, 10.

Palestine, education, 252.
Paraguay, education; 216.
arent and child, 496 (6), 3441.

Parent education. See Social aspects of
education.

Parept-teacbe'r associations, 8468.
Parental attitude, 8461.
Parental resistances, 4179.
Parental schools. See Problem and delin-

quent children.
Parker, Francis Wayland, 89.
Parochial schools, 816, 1198, 310. See also

Catholic education; Religious and church
education.

Part-time education. See Education ex-
tension.

Payne, Joseph, 81.
Payne, William Harold, 92.
Peace, 277.
Pediatrics, 8384.
Penmanship. See Handwriting.
P nnsylvania, education, 44; 114, 184,

1722, 1848, 2075, 2101, 2111, 2127, 2163,
2238, 2538, 2692, 2703, 2829, 3062, 3247,
3S36, 3892, 4247.

Persia, education, 255.
Personality, rating. Bee Tests, social

adaptation.
Personality traits, 655, 665, 3777, 4059,

4135. See also Moral and character edu-
cation.

Personnel work. Bee Guidance; Student
personnel problems.

Peters. Charles Clinton, 100.
Philanthropy and education. See Gifts to

education.
Philippine Islands, education, 42, 185,

5S6. 628, 1200, 1898, 2882, 8726, ilt:(11---
3787.

Philosophy of education. Bee Educational
theory andoractice.

Phonetics, 771, 921.
Photography, Kim
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Physical education, 8192-3402.
Physical growth, 416, 435; 4i)6 (2). See

also Health and physical education.
Physical growth vs. mental growth, 3228,

3296-3297.
Physically handicapped children, 4194-

4220.
Physics, 1398-1463.
Piano, teaching, 1727.
Pictures, children's interests in, 1695.
Plato, 74.
Platonism, 262.
Platoon schools, 363-865.
Play and recreation, 8403-3434.
Poetry, teaching, 1567. 1573, 1679, 4327.

See also English literature.
Point system; 2987, 4020.
Political opinions, college ptudenta. 2434.
Population studies. See School population.
Posture, 1785, 1795, 3249, 3267.
Practice teaching, 2127-2162.
Prejudices, 3490.
Preschool education. 1783-1808.
Priestley, Joseph, 73.
Primary education, 43, 813, 322, 542, 728-

730, 737, 747, 755, 776-777, 779-782,
789, 803. 809, 819, 821-822, 874, 989,
1030, 1491, 1508, 2013, 2022, 2037, 2811,
2929, 3262, 3515, 4315. See 'also Ele-
mentary education.

Primers, 195.
Principals. Bee School principals.
Printing, 8614.
Prisons, 4245.
Private schools, 6-7, 32. 198, 203. 361, 594,

632, 1884. 1989-1990, 2064, 2382, 2569,
2931, 3391, 3556. 3874, 4176.

Problem and delinquent children, 4154-
4198.

Problem method. See Contract and unit
plans.

Problem solving, 336, 1797, 4136, 4188.
See also Arithmetic.

Professional education, 8899-3924.
Professional status of teachers, 2163-2365.
Prognostic tests. See Tests, prognostic;

Teachers, prognostic tests.
Program making. See Curriculum studies.
Progressive education, 96, 297, 327, 336,

1818.
Prohibitio9ai 3486.
Project thod,

plane
PromOtions. See

and promotion.
Psychological tests,
Psychologist, 292.
Psychology, 2044,

Bee Contract and unit

Classificat ion, grading,

503-57e.

2066,
Psychology, educationtl.

psychology.
Public speaking. See Dramatics and elocu-

tion.
Publicity. Ree Educational publicity.
Punctuation, 907, 910, 912, 927, 936, 986,

990, 1021.
Punishment, 449.

2374.
See Educational I
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Pupil achievement, 346, 911, 1864, 1910,
1956-1957, 1959-1960, 1966, 1985, 1993,
2019. Bee also Marks and marking; Re-
tardation and elimination; Student per-
sonnel problems; Tests, educational.

Pupil adjustment, 2853.
Pupil placement. Bee Classification, grad-

ing. and promotion.
Pupil-teacher ra t lo. See Class size ;

Teacher load.
Pupil transfer. See Transfer of pupils.
Puzzles, 1808.

Questionnaire, 708, 4028.
Quick, Robert Herbert, 77.

Racial attitudes. 677, 682.
Racial groups, education, 4044-4109.
Radicalism, high schools, 8541.
Radio in education, 366-376.
Rayon, 3767.
Readers, 737, 740, 755, 757, 778, 787, 793,

806, 3593. Bee also Primers.
Reading, 727-828; recreational, Bee Libra-

ries and reading.
Reading lists. Bee Bibliographies ; Libra-

ries and reading.
Recall. Bee Retention.
Recitations, 831, 2160 ; socialised, 1295.
Records and reports, 3063-3071. Bee aloe

Reports, city.
Recreation., See Play and recreation; Li-

braries and reading.
Registrars, 2379.
Reflex. psychogalvanic, 460.
Rehabilitation, vocational, 8664, 8679.
Relaxation, 442.
Religious and church education, 8544-8601.
Remedial work, 782. 744, 762, 760-770, 78.2,

804, 809, 824, 841, 890, 1309, 3109, 4175.
Reports, city, 107-108, 123-125, 3067 ;

state, 167-190, 8068. Bee also Records
and report&

Research. 1826, 2144, 2824, 8954, 4005;
educational. Bee Educational research.

Research bureaus, educational, 688, 716,
722, 726.

Retail training. Bee Commercial educa-
tion.

Retardation and elimination. 8072-3109.
Retention, 801, 889, 898, 408. 433-484, 463,

469. 492, 497, 1546. 1614, 2489.
Rhythmic response, 451, 471.
Ricketts, 8210.
Riverdale school, 2524.
Rousseau, 71
Rural child va. city children, 486, 608,

2485, 2615, 2967.
Rural schools, 117-118, 121, 131-132, 186,

141, 147-149, 158-159, 161, 163, 165,
1815, 1831, 1884; administration, 2774-
2797 ; compulsory education, 2602, 2604;
consolidation and transportation, 2612-
2641 ; education extension, 4228 ; educe-

Rural schools-A.Continued.
tional tests, 589-590, 601, 620, 628, 640;
extracurricular activities, 2990, 8012;
foreign countries, 192, 203, 233 ; guidance,
4007 ; health and physical education,
3245, 3278, 3277, 328-5-3286, 3831; his-
tory, 12, 19, 27-28, 50, 54, 56, 60; indi-
vidual instruction, 853-354; libraries,
4279, 4307 ; Negroes, 4072, 4079, 4089,
4094. 4096: play, 3419, 3424 ; radio, 371;
retardation, 3072, 3086, 3088. 8094, 3097;
school buildings and equipment, 8140,
3149, 3159, 8178, 3182 ; secondary, 1870,
1883, 1885, 1888, 1892, 1894-1895, 1899,
1915 ; social aspects of education, 8447,
3471, 8483 ; vocational training, 3681,
8686. See also Curriculum studies.; Va.
cational lnance ; Educational legislaAa ;

Special subjects of curriculum ; Teacher
training; Teachers, professional status.

Russell, Bertrand, 101.
Russia, ducation, 198-223.

Safety education. 1776-1782.
Salaries. Bee Teachers, salaries.
Salesmanship. Bee Commercial education.
Sanderson, 98.
Santayana, George, 8498.
Savigne. Madame de. 103.
Scholarship. Bee Pupil achievement ; Scho-

lastic success; Student personnel prob-
lems.

Scholarships, 2048.
Scholastic success, 817, 1952, 8444, 8719,

4362. Bee also Pupil achievement; Stu-
dent personnel problems; predict ion,
8638, 4009. Bee also Testa, prognostic.

School accounts. Bee Educational finance-
School administration, 2498-2845.
School architetture. Bee School buildinp

and equipment.
School assembly, 868. 1674. 2108, 2979,

2989, 8016, 8020, 3022, 5160.
School attendance, 2868-2879.
School awards. See Incentives, school.
School bands, 1670, 1676-1677, 1717.
School banks. Bee Thrift
School boards. Bee School administrition.
School bonds. Bee Educational finance.
School budget. Bee Educational finance.
School buildings and.equipment, 8128-8191.
School bua, 2627.
School census. Bee Child accounting.
School children, iravel distance. 1041, 2501.
School clerks. Bee Clerks, school.
Achool closing, 2847.
School clubs. Bee Extracurricular activi-

ties.
School counselors. Bee Guidance.
School credit for Outoside. work, 1867.
School discipline. Bee School management.
School entrance, age., 1828.
School equipment. See School buildinp

and equipment
School funds. Bee Educational finance.
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School grounds, 3135, 3149.
Scnool Janitors. Bee Janitorial servic4e.
St boo! Journalism. Bee Journalism.
scnool lands, 1, 187, 2513. 2583.
Sctiool legislation. Bee Educational legis-

lation.
School libraries. See Libraries and read-

ing.
School lunches, 8192, 3783.
School management, 2846-3191.
Sc!,00l nurse, 3265, 3283.
School orchestras, 1669-1670, 1676, 1717,

1722.
School population, 1840, 2506, 2530, 2570,

1875.
School principals, 2825-2845.

programs, 1862,
property, 2575.
publicity. Bee

School
School

School
School
School
School
School
School

1967, 2852, 2860.

Educational public-

records. Bee Records and reports.
reports. Bee Reports.
sessions, 299, 2861, 2880.
sites, 3139, 3144, 31118, 8172, 3174.
spirit, 2849.
superintendents, 31, 2056, 2497,

15A, 2525, 2531, 2540, 2556, 2A,59. 2565.
2789, 2796, 2834, 4359; certification,
2151 ; county, 2775-2776. 2778, 2784,
2797, 2810, 2828; professional reading,
4272, 4305; salaries. 2357, 2361; train-
ing. 2511, 2522, 2541.

School supervision. 2798-2R24.
School supes, 2498, 2529, 2555.
School systems, ranking. 118.
School trustees, 2528, 2786.
&tools, founding, 2504.
Science teaching, 1822-1483.
Scotland, education, 191.
Scouting, 2976, 2985, 2998, 3014, 4358.
Secondary education, 1836:-2012.
Secretarial education. Bee Commercial

education.
Self government. Bee Student ,1101f-govern'

ment.
Self surveys, 148, 453, 660, 674, 1008,

1261.
Senior high schools. See Secondary' educa-

t I on.
Seventh Day Adventists, 816, 11911.
Sewing. See Horne economics.
Sex differences. 411, 452, 481, 494, 520,

565. 1505, 1985.
Sex education, 496 (1),, 8446, 8454, 3468.
Sex interests, 496 (11-12).
Shorthand. See Commercial education.
Siblings, 3480.
Silent reading. Bee Reading.
Singing. Bee Music and art education.
811-year high school. See Junior high

school".
Size of school, 1859.
Sleep, 429, 452, 496 (5, 9).
Small college's, 2370, 2377.
5nuill high mime% 1822, 1847, 1855, 1882,

1911, 1928, 2210, 2924, 2988, 2941, 2984,
3967, 8978, 8993, 41349.
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Smith, Walter Robinson, 100.
Smokers, 642.
Social adaptation. See Tests, social adap-tation.
Social aspects of education, 3485-3483.''
Social studies, 1464-1641.
Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, 23.
Socio-economic status. See Social aspects

of education.
Sociology, educational. See Social aspectsof ed II( at ton.
Socrates, 94.
South. education, 55, 2126, 2241, 2392,

2s12. 38.17. 375S, 3773, 4081, 40s9, 4283.
South Carolina, education, 35, 2591, 2732,

226, 4084.
South Dakota, education. 186-187. 1396,

1885, 28'47. 2879, 2956, 3146, 3535._
Spanish Americans. See Racial groups,

educatión.
Spanish language. Bee Languages, mod-

ern.
Special. classes. Bee Exceptional children.
Special methods of instruction, 305-388.
Special subjects of curriculum. 727-1782.
Spéech correctiOn. See English grammar

and composition.
Speech defecti% es. Bee Physically handi-

capped children.
Speech training. Bee Dramatics and elo-

cution.
Speed. 415. 425. 773.
Spelling. 847-884.
Sports. Bee Athletics.
Stadia, 3147, 3163. 'I
Stammering. See P ysically handicapped

children.
Standard4 in education, 30, 1796, 1878,

1921, 8817.
State aid, 2081, 2394, 2589, 2819, 8744,
4257.

State and education. Bee School adminis-
tration.

State reports, 167-190.
Statistics. Bee Records mid reports.
Stenography. Bee Commercial education.
Stephens college. 2006.
Stories, 484; animal, 480.
Street trades, 30,3.
Student help In high schools, 1977.
Student personnel problems, 2421-2492.

See cilso Freshmen.
Student self-government,' 3110-3116.
Student teaching. See Practice teaching.
Students, pctivities. Bee Ext racurricular

activities; expenses, 1836, 2st51, 8004,
8912; geographic distribution, 1941,
1954, 2448, 2507; load, 2099; loan funds,
2048; publications. Bee Jciurnalism;
self-support, 2447.

Study, home, 1247, 2858; _methods of, 358-
862; supervised, 1253, 2113.

" Study-home," 3466.
Subnormal children, 4135-4153.
Success. Bee Scholastic emcees.
Summer schools. Bee Education extension.
Sunday schools, 11642, 3570..

School

ity.

.
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"Sun-.Up," 1750.
Superin tenden te. See School superin-

tendents.
Superstition, 24 6.
Supervision. See School supervision.
Surveys. See Educational surveys.
SwimmIng, 3224, 3280, 3269, 3348, 3404.

Tagore, 98.
Talented children. See Gifted children.
Tardiness, 2878.
Teacher-child relationship, 418.
Teacher participation in administration,

2210, 2543, 2 774.
Teacher training, 2013-2162.
Teacherage, 2 1 83.
Teachers, absence, 221 7-2218, 2220, 2332 ;

appointment and tenure, 2223-2240; cer-
tification, 2241-2254 ; dismissal, 2232 ;

economic status, 21 7 0, 21 75, 2181, 2190,
219 8. See also salaries; examinations,
2228 ; health, 2828-2333; improvement in
service, 2255-2268 ; induction into- serv-
ice, 2176, 3222; insurance, 2826 ; legal
status, 2174 ; load, 2286-2307, married,
2184, 2189, 2221; out-of-school activities,
2204 ; pensions, 2321-232 7 ; personality,
2328-2333 ; professional ethics, 2055,2196,
2199 ; professional reading. See Libraries
and reading ; professional status, 2163-
2365 ; prognostic tests, 2264-2285 ; rating
2264-2285; recreation, 34 1 8; sabbatical
leave, 2258-2259; salaries, 283 4-2365;
selection, 2273; subject combinations,
1486 ; supply, 2308-2320 ; training,
201 3-2162; vacations, 2212.

Teacherz' agencies, state, 2230.
Teachers' associations, 202, 2177, 219 3,

2198, 2222, 2230. See also National edu-
cation associ tionj

Teachers' colleges, 82-2126.
Teachers credit unions, 2177.
Teachers' institutes, 2256.
Teachers' meetings, 2188.
Teaching, supplementary aids, 300, 879.

381, 1103, 1382, 1588.
1

Teaching efficiency. See Tencheirs, rating.
Teaching methods. See Educational theory

and practice ; Special methods of instruc-
tion.

Teeth. See Dental hygiene.
Telephone operators, 8962.
Temper, 466, 1904.
Tennessee, education, 1, 1689, 1782, 1770,

2038, 2207, 2283, 2678, 2782, 2827, 3089,
3319, 8748.

Tennis test, 3R58.
Tenure. Bee Teachers, appointment and

tenure.
Tests, educational, 577-648; psychological,

503-576; social adaptation, 649-687.
Tests. agriculture, 3725 ;aptitude, 654, 663,

2276. 2278, 2284, 8906. 8940; Blue, 540,
642, 2477, 4208; Blackstone-McLaughlin,
886d ; block test, 565; Brunch, 1811 ;
Carnegie foundation, 605, 2481 ; Cleve-

Teets-Continued.
land's tests in personal regimen, 8257:
commercial education, 8806, 8809, 8815,
3868, 3882, 3885, 3891 ; Denslow maze,
515 ; Detroit, 603, 553, 556, 688 ; Every
pupil, 623; extroversion-introversion,
662; free association, 575 Gates, 731,
784, 808 ; Gestalt completion, 563; group
cooperation, 531 ; Haggerty, 638 ; Healy
pictorial completion, 557 ; home No-
nomics, 3750, 3779, 8799 ; homonym,
574 industrial arts, 3644, 8647, 3655,
3678, 3692, 3694; interest, 530, 656;
Kent-Rosanoff free association; 538;
Knox cube, 565 ; Kohs Mock, 4210;
Kuhlmann-Anderson, 524, 552, 556, 631-
632 ; Kwalwasser-Dykema, -1650 ; Lee,
1282; Lee-Clark, 781 ; Lincoln hollow-
square fornlboard, 533 ; Los Angeles,
807 ; McCall-Crabbs, 790; mechanics.)
aptitude, 1248, 4013; mechanical dra*
ing, 1705 ; Merrill-Palmer, 552, 1801;
minimal statistics, 587 ; Monroe, 638;
Morrison-McCall, 638 ; multi-mental,
536 ; multiple choice, 858 ; new-type,
578, 64 8, 14 88 ; Oakland arithmetic,
1 213; orientation, 668 ; Otis, 523, 550,
1 919; Park-Pranten, 1819 ; Philippine,
5 85-586 ; Pintner-Cunningham, 503;
physical education, 3208, 3208, 3217,
3268, 3282, 8301, 3321, 3337, 8357, 3394,
8397, 84 01 ; Portens maze, 4210 ; prog-
nostic, 530, 558, 924, 962, 1097, 1156,
1 263, 127 1, 1294, 1296-1298, 1304, 1409,
1411, 1432, 1482, 1654, 1699, 1890, 1919,
1938, 1992, 2973, 3878, 3897, 3964; Pur-
dom, 2449 ; Purdue rating scale, 2279;
Rinsland language, 897 ; Sangren-Reidy,
1 237; Seashore, 1702, 1712 ; Sones-
Harry, 601; Spearman-Brown, 1240;
Stanford, 577, 589, 602, 616, 618. 631-
632, 637, 1919, 4103 ; Stanford-Binet,
51 7, 529, 538, 560; Stanford reading,
524. 738-789, 798; Terman. 522, 554.
572 ; Thorndike, 522 ; Thurstone, 559,
4017; Tressler minimum essentials, 503;
true-false, 580-5 81; vocational ¡riddance,
4015; Wisconsin inventory, 624 ; Woody-
McCall, 638: word appreciation, 961.

Texas, education, 12, 1 88, 1029. 1978-
1 979, 2028, 2079, 2310, 2514, 2711, 2936,
31 21, 8761, 8770, 8839.

Textbook clerks, 8119.
Textbooks, 8117-3127; content, 294, 298,

454 ; cost, 3118 ; evaluation. 2122, 3124,
3856; grade placement, 8123 ; illustra-
tions, 1222; rating, 8117 ; selectIon,
8854; state printing, 8126.

Textbooks (by subject), algebra, 1291;
arithmetic, 1189, 1195, 1251 ; biology,
1364. 1371, 1382, 1889 ; bookkeeping,
8881; chemistry, 1415; civics, 1618;
1 627, 1680, 1637 ; dramatics, 1746; gag-
lish, 885, 908; English literature, 1051,
1054 ;- geography, 1515, 1524 ; geometrY.
1267; history, 1542, 1551, 1558-1559,
1562, 1565-1568, 1575-1576, 1582, 1686.
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Textbooks, (by subjects) -Continued.
, 1590-1591, 1599, 1601, 1605, 1610, 1618;

f,atin, 1082, 1095; mathematics, 1174,
1180; science, 1325, 1344, 1347, 1360.
1363-1364, 186g-1369 ; sociology, 1667,
143; Spanish, 1140.

Textile education. See Home economics.
Thi ;item See Dramatics and elocution.
Theological education. 41tee Professional ed-

ucation.
Theses abstracts. See Educational research.
Thrift, 1493, 1496.
Time allotment, 1182, 1188, 2773.
TGnal discrimination, 1740.
Trade associations, 8651.
Tre schools. See Manual and vocational

training.
Trait differences. Bee personality traits.
Transfer of pupils, 1876, 2461, 2469, 2955,

:()91.
Transfer of training, 400, 467, 1205, 1229,

1727, 3513, 8543.
Transportation, 1472-1473, 1480.
Tninsportation of pupils, in cities, 2545;

in rural communities, See Consolidation
and transportation.

Truancy, 2870.
Trw. false tests. Bee Testa, true-false.
Tuition, 2872, 2516, 2588, 2562, 2577.
Tutorial plan, 1611.
Typewriting. See Commercial education.

Unfounded beliefs, 8489, 8516.
Ungraded classes. BeeSubnormal children.
Unit system., See Contract and unit plans.
United States Congress, personnel, 109.
United States, education. See 'Current edu-

cational conditions.
United States Veterans' bureau, 8658.
Universities and colleges. See Higher edu-

cation.
University extension. Bee Education ex-

tension.
Utah, education, 1994, 1996-1997, 2224,'298, 2790.

V
Vacation schools. See Education extension.
Vice-principals, 2889.
Victoria, education, 193.
Virginia, education, 189, 1764, 1768, 2252,

2672, 2990, 8609, 4082, 4226, 4341.
Visiting teachers, 2088, 8449, 8482.
Visual flicker, 452.
Visual instruction, 877-388.
Visual perception, 899, 488, 490, 749, 8405.
'fives, Juan Louts, 67.
Vocabulary studies, 757, 779, 788, 787, 814,

869, 884, 918, 925, 949, 958-960, 967,
971-972, 981, 988, 1004, 1009-1010,
1015, 1022, 1025, 86, 1189, 1256, 1259,

t
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1284, 1325, 1483, 1489, 1517, 1524, 1540-
1541, 1575, 1609, 1619. 1682,0784, 1813,
1833, 2443, 3054, 3(46, 3806, 4M37.

Vocational guidance. See Guidance.
Vocational training, 3602---369-I. See also

Agricultural education ; Commercial edu-
cation; Home economics; Professional
education.

Vocations, 1155 ; architecture, 3967 ; book-
binding trades, 3986; dentistry, 3967 ;
electrical trades, 1431, 8666, 3684, 3690,
3692 ; engineering, 3967 ; farming, 3979 ;garage industry. 3989; Journalism, 3967,
4080 ; law, 3967, 4031 ; librarianship,
3967 ; medicine, 3967 ; ministry, 3971 ;
nursing, 3938, 4032; pharmacy, 3967 ;sheet metal work, 4022; tobacco raising,
3700 ; waitresses, 4012. Sec also Teach-
ers, professional status.

o

Wales, education, 222.
Washington, education:1975, 2624, 2629;

2747, 2767, 4034.
Week-day religious instruction, 3601.
Wells experiment, 2415.
West Virginia, education, 1762, 1853, 1861,

2219, 2677, 2844, 3706, 3945.
Willard, Emma, 75.
Wisconsin, education, 190, 1328, 2018, 2253,

2516, 2639, 2679, 2941, 3959, 4234.
Women, earnings, 3955; education, 22, 86,

58, 75, 108, 224, 361, 632, 659, 1498,
1872, 1885, 1900, 1903, 2036, 2095, 2178,
2270, 2846, 3008, 3078, 3098-3099, 8422,
3472. 3928, 4065, 4090, 4151, 4175. Bee
also .Home economics; health and
physical education, 3387-3402 ; per-
sonnel problems, 2424, 2483, 2469, 2475,
8982, 3998. See also Guidance.

Workbooks, 1192, 1244, 1250, 1266, 1307,
1436, 1577, 4008.

Work-study-play school. See Platoon
schools.

Woodwork. See Manual and vocational
training.

Writing. See Handwriting.
Wyoming, bducation, 2503, 2668, 2707,

3707.

Yard duty, 2306.
Yepsen score card, 4180.
Y. M. C. A. schools, 220, 257, 2420, 2761,

8569, 8827, 4069.
Y. M. C. A. secretaries, 4008.

Zionist education, 8585.
Zoology. See Biology and botany.
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